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ARTS & CRAFTS
HOG BRUSHES

Cat. No. Shape Brush Size Bristle Material Hair Length Hair Width Ferrule Material Quality Each Pack of 36 Each

E240547 Flat 2 Hog 12 mm (½") 7 mm (1/4") Aluminum Elementary $1.15 E240547A $36.95
E240548 Flat 8 Hog 20 mm (3/4") 11 mm (2/5") Aluminum Elementary $1.55 E240548A $49.95
E240549 Flat 10 Hog 22 mm (9/10") 13 mm (1/2") Aluminum Elementary $1.80 E240549A $57.95
E240550 Flat 12 Hog 26 mm (1") 16 mm (2/3") Aluminum Elementary $2.10 E240550A $67.95
E240551 Flat 14 Hog 30 mm (11/6") 17 mm (2/3") Aluminum Elementary $2.50 E240551A $80.95
E240552 Flat 18 Hog 31 mm (11/5") 23 mm (9/10") Aluminum Elementary $2.80 E240552A $89.95
E240553 Flat 20 Hog 37 mm (11/2") 25 mm (1") Aluminum Elementary $3.60 E240553A $115.95

SHORT
Handle

Spectrum Junior Hog Brushes: Series 2341 
These are a great primary brush. Perfect for practicing stroke work, shading, blending, and filling in colour. The short handles 
and larger brush sizes offer better control, while the stiff bristles are ideal for working with all water based media. Use with 
Tempera, Gouache, and Acrylic paint.

SHORT
Handle

Spectrum Junior Hog Brushes, Set of 21 
These brushes feature a wooden handle and a nickel plated brass ferrule. The stiff 
bristles are perfect for use with heavier bodied paints such as Tempera, Acrylic and Oil.
• Hair Type: Hog
• Shape: Flat
• Sizes: 2, 8, 10, 12, 14, 18, 20

• Quantity: 3 of each size
• Quality: Elementary

E240704  $27.95
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ARTS & CRAFTS
HOG BRUSHES

Cat. No. Shape Brush Size Bristle Material Hair Length Hair Width Ferrule Material Quality Each Pack of 36 Each
E240535 Flat 2 Hog 9 mm (1/3") 5 mm (1/5") Nickel Plated Brass Secondary $1.35 E240535Z $42.95
E240536 Flat 4 Hog 12 mm (½") 8 mm (1/3") Nickel Plated Brass Secondary $1.80 E240536Z $57.95
E240537 Flat 6 Hog 15 mm (4/5") 11 mm (2/5") Nickel Plated Brass Secondary $2.15 E240537Z $69.95
E240538 Flat 8 Hog 23 mm (9/10") 17 mm (2/3") Nickel Plated Brass Secondary $2.80 E240538Z $89.95
E240539 Flat 10 Hog 28 mm (11/10") 22 mm (9/10") Nickel Plated Brass Secondary $3.40 E240539Z $110.95
E240540 Flat 12 Hog 35 mm (11/3") 29 mm (11/5") Nickel Plated Brass Secondary $3.95 E240540Z $127.95

LONG
Handle

Spectrum White Hog Brushes: Series 3342 
These brushes are great for stroke work, shading, blending, highlighting, and blocking in 
colour. The stiff bristles are ideal for working with heavier bodied paints. Use with Tempera, 
Acrylic and Oil paint.

Spectrum Flat White Hog Brushes
These brushes feature a wooden handle and a nickel 
plated brass ferrule. The stiff bristles are perfect for 
use with heavier bodied paints such as Tempera, 
Acrylic and Oil.
Hair Type: Hog
Shape: Flat
Sizes: 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12
Quality: Secondary
E240478  12 of each  $166.95 
E240478A  24 of each  $317.95 
E240478B  36 of each  $451.95 
E240478C  48 of each  $572.95 

LONG
HandleLONG

Handle

Spectrum Assorted White Hog 
Brushes
These brushes feature a wooden handle and a nickel 
plated brass ferrule. The stiff bristles are perfect for 
use with heavier bodied paints such as Tempera, 
Acrylic and Oil.
• Hair Type: Hog
• Shape: Flat & Round
• Sizes: Flat - 2, 4, 8; Round - 2, 6, 10
• Quality: Secondary
E240705  12 of each  $146.95 
E240705A  24 of each  $279.95 
E240705B  36 of each  $397.95 

LONG
Handle

Cat. No. Shape Brush Size Bristle Material Hair Length Hair Width Ferrule Material Quality Each Pack of 36  Pkg.
E240541 Round Domed 2 Hog  8 mm (⅓") 3 mm (⅛") Nickel Plated Brass Secondary $1.35 E240541Z $42.95
E240542 Round Domed 4 Hog 12 mm (½") 4.5 mm (1/6") Nickel Plated Brass Secondary $1.95 E240542 $62.95
E240543 Round Domed 6 Hog 18 mm (7/10")  6 mm (¼") Nickel Plated Brass Secondary $2.15 E240543Z $69.95
E240544 Round Domed 8 Hog 20 mm (¾") 7.5 mm (2/7") Nickel Plated Brass Secondary $2.70 E240544Z $87.95
E240545 Round Domed 10 Hog 25 mm (1") 9 mm (⅓") Nickel Plated Brass Secondary $3.10 E240545Z $99.95
E240546 Round Domed 12 Hog 32 mm (1¼") 12 mm (½") Nickel Plated Brass Secondary $3.65 E240546Z $117.95

Spectrum White Hog Brushes: Series 3332
These brushes are great for laying in colour, blending, and shading. The stiff bristles are ideal for working with heavier bodied paints. Use with Tempera, 
Acrylic and Oil paint.
       

Spectrum Round Domed  
White Hog Brushes
These brushes feature a wooden handle and a nickel 
plated brass ferrule. The stiff bristles are perfect for 
use with heavier bodied paints such as Tempera, 
Acrylic and Oil.
Hair Type:  Hog
Shape:  Round Domed
Sizes:  2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12
Quality:  Secondary
E240479  Set of 72 (12 of each size)  $159.95
E240479A  Set of 144 (24 of each size)  $319.95 
E240479B  Set of 216 (36 of each)  $482.75 
E240479C  Set of 288 (48 of each size)  $643.95 

LONG
Handle
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ARTS & CRAFTS
BRUSHES - HOG & JUNIOR BRUSHES

Cat. No. Shape Size Quality Each Pack of 36 Pkg.
E240008 Flat 2 Middle $0.35 E240008Z $11.35
E240009 Flat 4 Middle $0.40 E240009Z $12.95
E240010 Flat 6 Middle $0.55 E240010Z $17.80
E240011 Flat 8 Middle $0.65 E240011Z $20.95
E240012 Flat 10 Middle $1.15 E240012Z $36.95
E240013 Flat 12 Middle $1.45 E240013Z $46.95

Eterna Brushes 
Series 579
Silver-toned metal 
ferrules with natural 
wooden handles. Ideal 
for tempera, gouache, 
acrylic and oil.

Cat. No. Shape Size Quality Each Pack of 36 Pkg.
E240018 Flat 4 Middle $0.55 E240018Z $17.80
E240019 Flat 6 Middle $0.65 E240019Z $21.00
E240020 Flat 8 Middle $0.80 E240020Z $25.95
E240021 Flat 10 Middle $0.80 E240021Z $25.95
E240022 Flat 12 Middle $1.00 E240022Z $32.40
E240023 Flat 14 Middle $1.15 E240023Z $37.20
E240024 Flat 16 Middle $1.40 E240024Z $45.35
E240025 Flat 18 Middle $1.80 E240025Z $58.30
E240026 Flat 20 Middle $2.05 E240026Z $66.40

Eterna Brushes Series 577
Silver-toned metal ferrules with natural wooden handles. Ideal for tempera, 
gouache, acrylic and oil.

SHORT
Handle

LONG
Handle

SHORT
Handle

Spectrum Series 577 Eterna Brush Sets
Sizes: 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20
E240482  12 of each  $109.95 
E240482A  24 of each  $208.95 
E240482B  36 of each  $279.95

Spectrum Series 579 Eterna Brush Sets
Sizes: 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12
E240480  12 of each  $52.95 
E240480A  24 of each  $103.75 
E240480B  36 of each  $151.95 

E240480C  48 of each  $196.95 
E240480D  96 of each  $384.95

Eterna Brushes Series 582
Silver-toned metal ferrules with 
natural wooden handles. Ideal for 
tempera, gouache, acrylic and oil.

LONG
Handle

Cat. No. Shape Size Quality Each Pack of 36  Pkg.
E240014 Round 1 Middle $0.50 E240014Z $16.20
E240015 Round 2 Middle $0.50 E240015Z $16.20
E240027 Round 3 Middle $0.65 E240027Z $20.95
E240028 Round 4 Middle $0.70 E240028Z $22.60
E240029 Round 5 Middle $0.80 E240029Z $25.90
E240030 Round 6 Middle $0.85 E240030Z $27.50
E240031 Round 8 Middle $0.90 E240031Z $29.15
E240016 Round 10 Middle $0.95 E240016Z $30.75
E240171 Round 12 Middle $1.20 E240171Z $38.95

Eterna Brushes Series 582 Sets
Hair Type: Hog
Shape: Rounds
Sizes: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 12
Quality: Middle
E240800A  12 of each  $67.85
E240800B  24 of each  $132.95
E240800C  36 of each  $194.95

E240800D  48 of each  $251.45
E240800E  96 of each  $492.55

Rounds (White), Set of 144
Perfect for all media.
• Hair Type: Hog
• Shape: Round
• Size(s): 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 & 6
• Quantity: 24 of Each
E9730219  $44.95 Set

Flats (White), Set of 144.  
Perfect for all heavy bodied media.
• Hair Type: Hog
• Shape: Flat
• Size(s): 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 & 6
• Quantity: 24 of Each
E9730220  $44.95 Set

Royal Brush® 
EconoCanister 
Brush Sets
Silver-toned aluminum 
handles with assorted 
coloured plastic handles.

SHORT
Handle

SHORT
Handle

LONG
Handle

Spectrum Assorted Eterna Brushes, Set of 144
Silver-toned metal ferrules with natural wooden handles. Ideal for tempera, 
gouache, acrylic and oil paints.
• Hair Type: Hog
• Shape: Flat & Round
• Sizes: Flat - 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12; Round – 1, 3, 5, 8, 10, 12
• Quantity: 12 of each size
E240707  $99.95

LONG
Handle

Spectrum Assorted 
Eterna Brushes,  
Set of 24 
Silver-toned metal ferrules with 
natural bristles and wooden 
handles that range in length 
from short to long. Ideal for 
tempera, gouache, acrylic and 
oil paints.
• Hair Type: Hog
• Shape: Flat & Round
• Sizes: Multi
• Quantity: 24 (1 of each size)
E240706  $15.95
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ARTS & CRAFTS
BRUSHES

Round Stubby, Set of 10
Pre K+ Silver-toned aluminum ferrules with colourful plastic handles. Ideal for all 
media.
• Hair Type: Hog
• Shape: Round

• Size(s): n/a
• Quantity: 10

E219438  $11.90 Set

STUBBY
Handle

Royal Brush® Chubby Early Learning 
Brush, Classroom Pack of 24
Assorted coloured metal ferrules and plastic handles. Made specifically for smaller 
hands. Ideal for all water-based media.
• Hair Type: Hog
• Shape: Round & Flat

• Quantity: 12 Each of Round & Flat

E216014  $20.45 Set

SHORT
Handle

STUBBY
Handle

Set of 36.  12 of each size above (10, 14 & 18).
E214114  $72.95 Set

Easi-Grip Brushes
Ages 3 years + Easi-grip sturdy rubber handle ideal for small hands. Perfect for 
Tempera, watercolour, and Acrylic.

Individual Brushes

Cat. No. Shape Size Hair Length Hair Width Each
E218064 Round 10 28.5mm 7.5mm $2.05
E218065 Round 14 40.5mm 10mm $2.15
E218066 Round 18 39mm 12mm $2.25

STUBBY
Handle
Pacon® Colossal Brush 
Set, Flat, Set of 30
Ages 3 years + Silver-toned aluminum 
ferrules with durable plastic handles. 
Ideal for all media. 
ESN01283  $34.35 Set

STUBBY
Handle
Jumbo Paint Brush, 
Set of 4 
Ages 2 years + Young painters will 
appreciate this set of brushes with 
their oversized handles for an easy 
grasp. The set includes four brushes 
with high quality bristles and easy-
clean handles in a plastic storage 
pouch. 
E470846  $13.45

Brush Holder Only
This wooden brush holder holds an 
amazing 24 brushes. The top portion 
is made of clear plexiglass and the 
bottom has pre-drilled holes so 
brushes stand upright. Dimensions: 28 
cm x 15.2 cm x 12.7 cm (11” L x 6” W x 
5” H).
E214161  $59.95

Jack Richeson® Children’s Paintbrush 
Assortment, Set of 24
Silver-toned aluminum ferrules with natural wooden 
handles. Ideal for all media.
• Hair Type: Hog
• Shape: Round & Flat
• Size(s): Multi

• Quantity: 1 of Each
• Quality: Elementary

ESB29650  $22.80 Set

SHORT
Handle

SHORT
Handle LONG

Handle

Spectrum Assorted Eterna Brushes, Set of 24
Silver-toned metal ferrules with natural bristles and wooden handles that range in 
length from short to long. Ideal for tempera, gouache, acrylic and oil paints.
• Hair Type: Hog
• Shape: Flat & Round
• Sizes: Multi
• Quantity: 24 (1 of each size)
• Quality: Middle
E240706  $15.95

Round, Set of 58
• Hair Type: Hog
• Shape: Round
• Size(s): 13 mm (½")" bristle dia.), 10 mm (⅜") bristle 

dia.), 3 mm (⅛") bristle dia.
• Quantity: 12 of 1/2", 22 of 10 mm (⅜"), 24 of 3 mm (⅛")
• Quality: Elementary
E9723395  $48.65 Set

SHORT
Handle
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SHORT
Handle
Spectrum Round White  
Taklon Brushes, Set of 84
These brushes are perfect for small area washes, 
laying in colour, and painting details. The round 
bristles and pointed tip can be used to create thin to 
thick lines. Use with all paint types.
• Hair Type: White Taklon
• Shape: Round
• Sizes: 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12
• Quantity: 12 of each size
E240710  $96.95

SHORT
Handle
Spectrum Flat White  
Taklon Brushes, Set of 84
These brushes are good for blocking in colour, 
shading, blending and highlighting. The flat bristles 
are perfect for creating bold strokes, or can be 
turned on their edge to make finer lines. Use with 
all paint types.
• Hair Type: White Taklon
• Shape: Flat
• Sizes: 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12
• Quantity: 12 of each size
E240708  $94.95

SHORT
Handle
Spectrum Assorted White  
Taklon Brushes, Set of 6
These brushes feature a wood handle and a gold 
aluminum ferrule. Perfect for stroke work, laying in colour, 
blending and shading. Use with all paint types.
• Hair Type: White Taklon
• Shape: Flat & Round
• Sizes: Flat - 2, 6, 12; Round - 0, 6, 10
• Quantity: 1 of each size
E240712  $6.95

SHORT
Handle
Spectrum Assorted White 
Taklon Brushes, Set of 144
These brushes feature a wood 
handle and a gold aluminum ferrule. 
Perfect for stroke work, laying in 
colour, blending and shading. Use 
with all paint types.
• Hair Type: White Taklon
• Shape: Flat & Round
• Sizes: Flat - 0, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12;  
  Round - 0, 2, 4, 8, 10, 12
• Quantity: 12 of each size
E240715  $146.95

Cat. No. Shape Brush Size Bristle Material Hair Length Hair Width Ferrule Material Each

E240512 Round 0 White Taklon 6 mm (¼") 1.8mm (1/4") Gold Aluminum $1.45
E240513 Round 2 White Taklon 10 mm (2/5") 2.4 mm (1/11") Gold Aluminum $1.60
E240514 Round 4 White Taklon 12 mm (½") 3mm (⅛") Gold Aluminum $1.90
E240515 Round 6 White Taklon 17 mm (2/3") 4 mm (1/6") Gold Aluminum $2.15
E240516 Round 8 White Taklon 19 mm (¾") 4.9 mm (1/5") Gold Aluminum $2.60
E240517 Round 10 White Taklon 22 mm (7/8") 6 mm (¼") Gold Aluminum $3.60
E240518 Round 12 White Taklon 26 mm (1") 6.5 mm (¼") Gold Aluminum $4.25

Spectrum White Taklon Brushes - Round: Series 4111
These brushes are perfect for small area washes, laying in colour, and painting details. The round bristles and pointed tip can be 
used to create thin to thick lines. Use with all paint types.

Cat. No. Shape Brush Size Bristle Material Hair Length Hair Width Ferrule Material Each
E240519 Flat 0 White Taklon 5 mm (1/5") 2.7 mm (1/10") Gold Aluminum $1.75
E240520 Flat 2 White Taklon 6 mm (¼") 3.3 mm (1/7") Gold Aluminum $1.90
E240521 Flat 4 White Taklon  8 mm (1/3") 4.1 mm (1/6") Gold Aluminum $2.00
E240522 Flat 6 White Taklon 10 mm (2/5") 6 mm (¼") Gold Aluminum $2.10
E240523 Flat 8 White Taklon 12 mm (½") 6.7 mm (¼") Gold Aluminum $2.60
E240524 Flat 10 White Taklon 14 mm (3/5") 7.2 mm (2/7") Gold Aluminum $3.55
E240525 Flat 12 White Taklon 16 mm (2/3") 9 mm (⅓") Gold Aluminum $3.75

Spectrum White Taklon Brushes - Flat: Series 4141
These brushes are good for blocking in colour, shading, blending and highlighting. The flat bristles are perfect for creating bold 
strokes, or can be turned on their edge to make finer lines. Use with all paint types.

SHORT
Handle

SHORT
Handle

BRUSHES
ARTS & CRAFTS

Search 4111 
 on our website 

for our full line of 
Spectrum White 
Taklon Brushes
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ARTS & CRAFTS
BRUSHES

Prang® Studio Brushes, Set of 5
Silver aluminum ferrule with blue lacquered 
premium wooden handles. Ideal for all water-
based mediums.
• Hair Type: Synthetic 
• Shape: Round & Flat 
• Size(s): R: 3, 6, 10; F: 6 & 10 
• Quantity: 1 of Each 
E214576  $4.95; Set; 12+ $4.80 Set

SHORT
Handle

Rounds, Set of 4
• Shape: Round 
• Size(s): 1/8" to 1/2" 
• Quantity: 1 of Each
E9737251  $5.25 Set; 12+  $5.15 Set

Flats, Set of 4
• Shape: Flat
• Size(s): 1/4" to 1"
• Quantity: 1 of Each
E9737252  $5.25 Set; 12+  $5.15 Set

Crayola® White Taklon Brushes
Silver-toned ferrules with metallic effect wooden handles. Ideal for all water-based 
media.
• Hair Type: White Taklon

SHORT
Handle

Princeton® Set 7 White Taklon, 
Pack of 5
Gold-toned ferrules with teal wooden handles. 
Perfect for all media.
• Hair Type: White Taklon
• Shape: Round & Flats
• Size(s): R: 3/0, 2 & 4; F: 2 & 6.
• Quantity: 1 of Each
• Quality: Professional
E9734077  $9.45 Set

Princeton® Set 2 White Taklon, Pack 
of 6
Gold-toned ferrules with stained wooden handles. 
Perfect for all media.
• Hair Type: White Taklon
• Shape: Round, Liner, 
  Shader & Wash
• Size(s): R: 3/0 & 2; Lin: 1; 
  Sh: 4 & 6; W:  19 mm (¾").
• Quantity: 1 of Each
• Quality: Professional
E9732511  $15.15 Set

SHORT
Handle

SHORT
Handle

Dynasty® B-815 Round Brush, Set 
of 144
• Hair Type: White Taklon
• Shape: Round
• Size(s): 4, 5/0, 3/0, 2/0, 2 & 6
• Quantity: 24 of each
• Quality: Secondary
E9731242  $254.95 Set

• Hair Type: White Taklon
• Shape: Round, Bright 
  & Filbert
• Size(s): R: 2; Br: 1, 6 & 8; Fil: 8
• Quantity: 1 of Each
• Quality: Secondary
E9723227  $16.45 Set

Royal Brush® Soft-Grip Sets,  
Assorted Set of 5
Silver aluminum ferrule with clear acrylic handles and 
soft-grip for extra comfort while painting. Ideal for all 
media.

SHORT
Handle

LONG
Handle
Royal Brush® White Taklon Flat and Round Brushes,  
Set of 72
Silver-toned metal ferrules with burgundy wooden handles with gold tips.  
Perfect for all media. Box set.
• Hair Type: White Taklon
• Shape: Round & Flat
• Size(s): R: 3, 6, 10; F: 6, 10; W: 19 mm (3/4")

• Quantity: 12 of Each
• Quality: Secondary

E9725161  $129.10 Set

Liquitex® Basics 
Synthetic Brushes 
Classroom, Pack of 96
Silver-toned metal ferrules with 
iridescent silver lacquered 
wooden handles. Perfect for all 
media.
• Hair Type: Synthetic
• Shape: Round, Bright, Filbert 
& Flat
• Size(s): R: 2, 3 & 6; Br: 3 & 8; Fil: 
2 & 4; F: 2.
• Quantity: 12 of Each
• Quality: Secondary
E9728382  $183.60 Pack

LONG
Handle

LONG
Handle

Royal Brush® Clear Choice Brushes, Sets of 12
Silver-toned ferrules and clear acrylic handles. Ideal for all water-
based media and oil.

Round Flat

Rounds
Cat. No. Size Set
E9736203Z 2 $12.25
E9736204Z 3 $14.30
E9736207Z 6 $19.05
E9736209Z 8 $23.15
E9736211Z 10 $27.20
E9736213Z 12 $31.30

Rounds
Cat. No. Size Set
E9736133Z 5/0 $8.50
E9736134Z 3/0 $8.50
E9736135Z 0 $10.20
E9736136Z 1 $11.35
E9736137Z 3 $13.00
E9736138Z 5 $14.75
E9736139Z 8 $18.15
E9736140Z 10 $18.15

White Taklon
Ideal for acrylics, tempera, watercolour, and gouache.

SHORT
Handle

Flats
Cat. No. Size Set
E9736214Z 1 $12.25
E9736215Z 2 $12.25
E9736217Z 4 $14.30
E9736219Z 6 $19.05
E9736221Z 8 $23.15
E9736223Z 10 $27.20
E9736225Z 12 $31.30

Flats
Cat. No. Size Set
E9736144Z 6 $13.00
E9736146Z 10 $18.15
E9736147Z 12 $19.85

Washes
Cat. No. Size Set
E9736150Z 25 mm (1") $23.25

SHORT
Handle

For Full Selection 
Of Individual 

Brushes Search 
“Royal Taklon” On 

Our Website
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Cat. No. Shape Brush 
Size Bristle Material Hair Length Hair Width Ferrule Material Quality Each Pack of 36 Each

240512G Round 0 Gold Taklon 6 mm (¼") 1.8mm (1/4") Gold Aluminum Secondary $1.45 240512ZG $46.95
240513G Round 2 Gold Taklon 10 mm (2/5") 2.4 mm (1/11") Gold Aluminum Secondary $1.60 240513ZG $51.80
240514G Round 4 Gold Taklon 12 mm (½") 3mm (⅛") Gold Aluminum Secondary $1.90 240514ZG $61.50
240515G Round 6 Gold Taklon 17 mm (2/3") 4 mm (1/6") Gold Aluminum Secondary $2.15 240515ZG $69.66
240516G Round 8 Gold Taklon 19 mm (¾") 4.9 mm (1/5") Gold Aluminum Secondary $2.60 240516ZG $84.20
240517G Round 10 Gold Taklon 22 mm (7/8") 6 mm (¼") Gold Aluminum Secondary $3.60 240517ZG $116.40
240518G Round 12 Gold Taklon 26 mm (1") 6.5 mm (¼") Gold Aluminum Secondary $4.25 240518ZG $141.50

Spectrum Gold Taklon Brushes - Round: Series 4111
These brushes are perfect for small area washes, laying in colour, and painting details. The round bristles and pointed tip can 
be used to create thin to thick lines. Use with all paint types.

Cat. No. Shape Brush Size Bristle Material Hair Length Hair Width Ferrule Material Quality Each Pack of 36 Each
240519G Flat 0 Gold Taklon 5 mm (1/5") 2.7 mm (1/10") Gold Aluminum Secondary $1.75 240519ZG $56.70
240520G Flat 2 Gold Taklon 6 mm (¼") 3.3 mm (1/7") Gold Aluminum Secondary $1.95 240520ZG $61.50
240521G Flat 4 Gold Taklon  8 mm (1/3") 4.1 mm (1/6") Gold Aluminum Secondary $2.00 240521ZG $64.80
240522G Flat 6 Gold Taklon 10 mm (2/5") 6 mm (¼") Gold Aluminum Secondary $2.10 240522ZG $67.95
240523G Flat 8 Gold Taklon 12 mm (½") 6.7 mm (¼") Gold Aluminum Secondary $2.60 240523ZG $84.20
240524G Flat 10 Gold Taklon 14 mm (3/5") 7.2 mm (2/7") Gold Aluminum Secondary $3.55 240524ZG $114.95
240525G Flat 12 Gold Taklon 16 mm (2/3") 9 mm (⅓") Gold Aluminum Secondary $3.75 240525ZG $124.70

Spectrum Gold Taklon Brushes - Flat: Series 4141
These brushes are good for blocking in colour, shading, blending and highlighting. The flat bristles are perfect for creating 
bold strokes, or can be turned on their edge to make finer lines. Use with all paint types.

SHORT
Handle

SHORT
Handle

new

ARTS & CRAFTS
GOLD TAKLON BRUSHES

Available
April 2023

Available
April 2023
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ARTS & CRAFTS

Cat. No. Shape Size Hair Length Hair Width Quality Set
E9736085Z Round 5/0 5 mm (.20") .82 mm (.03") Secondary $9.90
E9736087Z Round 0 9.18 mm (.36") 1.16 mm (.05") Secondary $11.90
E9736089Z Round 3 12.2 mm (.48") 2.35 mm (.09") Secondary $15.20
E9736091Z Round 8 21.65 mm (.65") 4.71 mm (.19") Secondary $20.45
E9736093Z Round 12 27.6 mm (1.09") 6.58 mm (.26") Secondary $22.45

Cat. No. Shape Size Hair Length Hair Width Quality Set
E9736095Z Fan 6 24.3 mm (.96") 11 mm (.43") Secondary $17.15
E9736096Z Fan 8 25 mm (.98") 9 mm (.35") Secondary $20.45

Cat. No. Shape Size Hair Length Hair Width Quality Set
E9736103Z Filbert 2 7.53 mm (.30") 3.27 mm (.13") Secondary $11.90
E9736106Z Filbert 8 13.24 mm (.52") 7.15 mm (.28") Secondary $17.15
E9736107Z Filbert 10 15.76 mm (.62") 8.66 mm (.34") Secondary $20.45

Cat. No. Shape Size
Hair 

Length Hair Width Quality Set
E9736110Z Wash 19 mm (3/4") 19 mm (3/4") 19 mm (3⁄4") Secondary $24.40
E9736111Z Wash 25 mm (1") 25 mm (1") 25 mm (1") Secondary $25.75

SHORT
Handle
Royal Brush® Clear Choice Brushes, Sets of 12
Silver aluminum ferrules and clear acrylic handles. Ideal for all water-based media.

Round

Fan

Flat

Filbert

W
ash

Rounds
Cat. No. Size Set
E9736226Z 1 $11.90
E9736228Z 3 $13.20
E9736229Z 4 $13.20
E9736230Z 5 $15.20
E9736231Z 6 $17.15
E9736233Z 8 $20.45
E9736234Z 9 $22.45
E9736235Z 10 $24.40
E9736236Z 11 $25.75
E9736237Z 12 $26.90

Royal Brush® Clear Choice Brushes, 
Golden Taklon, Sets of 12 
Silver aluminum ferules and clear acrylic handles.  
Ideal for acrylics, tempera, and gouache.

LONG
Handle

Flats
Cat. No. Size Set
E9736239Z 2 $11.90
E9736241Z 4 $13.20
E9736243Z 6 $17.15
E9736245Z 8 $20.45

Royal Brush® Super Value Acrylic Flat and Round Brushes, 
Set of 120
Gold-toned metal ferrules with blue translucent acrylic beveled handles. Perfect 
for all media.
• Hair Type: Gold Taklon 
• Shape: Flat & Round 

• Size(s): F: 2, 4, 6, 8 & 10; 
  R: 1, 3, 5, 7 & 9 

• Quantity: 12 of Each 
• Quality: Secondary

E9724780  $123.45 Set

SHORT
Handle

Royal Brush® Acrylic Super 
Value Taklon Detail Set
Acrylic handles at an economy 
price! Translucent acrylic beveled 
end handles eliminate paint chip-
ping and are useful for burnishing, 
highlighting, and scraping. The gold 
taklon hair is ideal for water-based 
products. Comes in a drying storage 
tray. Set of 120 brushes includes 12 
each of 3/0, 2/0, 0 detail rounds, 1, 3, 
5 pointed rounds, and 2, 6, 10, and 
5/8 in. flat.
E9724778  $113.95

Royal Brush® Gold Taklon, Value Pack of 30
Silver-toned metal ferrules with yellow lacquered wooden handles. Ideal for 
acrylic, tempera, gouache, and watercolour. Includes a brush drying storage rack.
• Hair Type: Gold Taklon 
• Shape: Round & Flat 
• Size(s): R: 3, 6 & 10; F: 4, 8 & 12 

• Quantity: 5 of Each 
• Quality: Middle

E215996  $20.65 Set
SHORT
Handle

SHORT
Handle

144 Round and Flat Brushes
• Hair Type: Taklon 
• Shape: Flat & Round 
• Size(s): R: 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 & 12;  
  F: 1, 3, 5, 6, 8 & 10 
• Quantity: 12 of Each 
• Quality: Secondary
E9719317  $142.95 Set

Royal Brush® Boxed Assortments
Gold-toned ferrules with blue lacquered wooden 
handles. Perfect for all media.

Dynasty® CP-90 Design Assortment, 
Set of 72
Seamless gold-toned ferrules with natural wooden 
handles. Perfect for all media.
• Hair Type: Nylon 
• Shape: Round & Flat 
• Size(s): R: 0, 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 & 12 F: 6 mm, 13 mm,  
  19 mm & 25 mm (1⁄4", 1⁄2", 3⁄4" & 1") 
• Quantity: 6 of Each 
• Quality: Secondary
E9732574   $189.45 Set

SHORT
Handle

SHORT
HandleRoyal Brush® Gold 

Taklon, Set of 12
Gold-toned metal ferrules with 
teal lacquered wooden handles. 
Perfect for all water-based media.
• Hair Type: Synthetic 
• Shape: Flat, Round, Angular &  
  Fan 
• Size(s): 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18,  
  20, 22 & 24 
• Quantity: 1 of Each 
• Quality: Secondary
E9729672  $15.80 Set

GOLD TAKLON BRUSHES

Visit us on the 
web for more 

Royal Gold 
brushes
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ARTS & CRAFTS

SHORT
Handle

Spectrum Watercolour Brushes, Set of 60
Hair Type: Pony
Shape: Round 
Sizes: 1, 2, 3, 4, 6
Quantity: 12 of each size
E240719  $48.45

Spectrum Watercolour Brushes, Set of 5
Hair Type: Pony
Shape: Round 
Sizes: 1, 2, 3, 4, 6
Quantity: 1 of each size
E240718  $4.25

SHORT
Handle

Spectrum Watercolour Brushes - Round: Series 3211
The soft bristles of this brush are made from pony hair and are perfect for small area washes, laying in colour, and painting details. 
Use with Tempera paint, Gouache, Watercolour paint, Ink and Ceramic Glazes.

Cat. No. Shape
Brush 
Size

Bristle 
Material

Hair 
Length Hair Width

Ferrule 
Material Each Sets of 36 Sets of 144

E240530 Round 1 Pony 10mm (2/5") 1.5mm (0.06") Aluminum $0.95 E240530B $29.95 E240530C $114.95

E240531 Round 2 Pony 11mm (3/7") 2mm (0.08") Aluminum $1.00 E240531B $31.95 E240531C $122.45

E240532 Round 3 Pony  12mm (8/17") 2.5mm (0.10") Aluminum $1.05 E240532B $32.95 E240532C $128.95

E240533 Round 4 Pony 13mm (½") 3mm (0.12") Aluminum $1.10 E240533B $34.95 E240533C $134.95

E240534 Round 6 Pony 16mm (2/3") 4mm (0.16") Aluminum $1.20 E240534B $36.95 E240534C $146.95

Royal Brush® Classroom Value Pack, Set of 30
Silver aluminum ferrule with blue lacquered wooden handles. Perfect for 
watercolour, tempera and gouache.
• Hair Type: Camel 
• Shape: Round & Flat 
• Size(s): Round: 3, 6 & 10; Flat: 4, 8 & 12 
• Quantity: 5 of Each 
E216000  $19.95

SHORT
Handle

Spectrum Watercolour Brushes, Set of 120
• Hair Type: Pony
• Shape: Round
• Sizes: 1, 2, 3, 4, 6
• Quantity: 24 of each size
• Quality: Middle
E240738  $96.90

Spectrum Watercolour Brushes, Set of 240
• Hair Type: Pony
• Shape: Round
• Sizes: 1, 2, 3, 4, 6
• Quantity: 48 of each size
• Quality: Middle
E240739  $193.80

Spectrum 
Washable 
Watercolours 
and Brush Set
Vibrant washable 
watercolour paints 
in a convenient 
plastic tray. A 
great student set 
for young artists. 
Includes a natural 
bristle brush 
and an extra set 
of 5 Spectrum 
watercolours 
brushes (sizes 1, 2, 
3, 4 and 6).
E240652  $6.95

BRUSHES

SHORT
Handle

SHORT
Handle

SHORT
Handle
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Daubers, Set of 40
The wood handles are easy 
for small hands to grip. 
Package contains ten daubers 
each of sizes 1⁄2", 3⁄4", 1", and 
1 1⁄2". 
E9725536    $21.95 Set

Plastic Palette Knives, Set of 36 
Ideal for oil colour and acrylic. Includes six each of six knife style.  
E9727739  $22.40

BRUSHES & ACCESSORIES

Foam Brayer
Foam roller on a metal frame with  
plastic handle.
7.5 cm (3") 
E9711668  Single  $1.95
E9711668A  Pack of 50  $94.50 
E9711668B  Pack of 200 $369.95 
E9711668C  Pack of 300  $549.95 
E9711668D  Pack of 500  $874.95

2.5 cm (1")
E240393  Single  $1.65
E240393A  Pack of 50  $79.95 
E240393B  Pack of 200 $312.95 
E240393C  Pack of 300  $459.95 
E240393D  Pack of 500  $739.95

7.5 cm (3") and 2.5 cm (1")
E280011A  Pack of 50  
(25 of each)   $169.95 
E280011B  Pack of 250  
(125 of each)  $819.95 
E280011C  Pack of 500  
(250 of each)  $1,599.95

Cat. No. Shape Quantity Each
E240860A Flat 50 of each 1", 2" 3" $92.95
E240860B Flat 150 of each 1" 2" 3" $277.95
E240860C Flat 300 of each 1" 2" 3" $555.95

Assorted Sets

Cat. No. Shape Brush Size Bristle Material Hair Length Hair Width Ferrule Material Each
E240487 Flat 10 Silk 40mm (13/5") 10mm (2/5") Aluminum $1.25
E240554 Flat 25 Silk 40mm (13/5") 25mm (1") Aluminum $1.90
E240488 Flat 40 Silk 40mm (13/5") 40mm (13/5") Aluminum $2.25
E240555 Flat 50 Silk 40mm (13/5") 50mm (2") Aluminum $2.85
E240489 Flat 65 Silk 40mm (13/5") 65mm (23/5") Aluminum $3.25
E240490 Flat 75 Silk 40mm (13/5") 75mm (3") Aluminum $3.75

Spectrum All-Purpose Utility Brushes 
These brushes can be used to prepare surfaces with primer, or to apply 
finishing coats. They are also great for large, consistent surface coverage 
and can be used for murals or washes. Use with all paint types.

Cat. No. Shape Brush Size Bristle Material Hair Length Hair Width Ferrule Material Each
E240487A Flat 10 Silk 40mm (13/5") 10mm (2/5") Aluminum $39.95
E240554A Flat 25 Silk 40mm (13/5") 25mm (1") Aluminum $65.95
E240488A Flat 40 Silk 40mm (13/5") 40mm (13/5") Aluminum $79.95
E240555A Flat 50 Silk 40mm (13/5") 50mm (2") Aluminum $99.95
E240489A Flat 65 Silk 40mm (13/5") 65mm (23/5") Aluminum $115.95
E240490A Flat 75 Silk 40mm (13/5") 75mm (3") Aluminum $130.95

Spectrum All Purpose Utility 
Brushes, Set of 3
• Hair Type: Silk
• Shape: Flat 
• Sizes: 25, 50, 75
• Quantity: 1 of each size
E240721A  $5.95 Set

Set of 36 Spectrum All-Purpose Utility Brushes

Individual Brushes

Spectrum All Purpose Utility 
Brushes, Set of 15 
• Hair Type: Silk
• Shape: Flat 
• Sizes: 25, 50, 75
• Quantity: 5 of each size
E240721B  $29.95 Set

Spectrum All Purpose Utility 
Brushes, Set of 72 
• Hair Type: Silk
• Shape: Flat 
• Sizes: 25, 50
• Quantity: 36 of each size
E240721  $149.95 Set

Spectrum All Purpose Utility Brushes,  
Set of 132 
• Hair Type: Silk
• Shape: Flat 
• Sizes: 10, 25, 40, 50, 65 & 75
• Quantity: 36 of size 10; 24 each of size 25, 40, 
   and 50; 12 each of size 65 and 75
E240721C  $186.45 Set

New Sizes  
& Sets!

Foam Brushes
Foam brushes with a wood handle for painting or pasting. Applies paint smoothly.
Cat. No. Shape Width Length Quantity Each
E240432 Flat 2.5cm (1") 5cm (2”) Single $0.55
E240432A Flat 2.5cm (1") 5cm (2”) Pack of 50 $29.95
E240432B Flat 2.5cm (1") 5cm (2”) Pack of 150 $77.95
E240432C Flat 2.5cm (1") 5cm (2”) Pack of 400 $208.95
E240433 Flat 5cm (2”) 5cm (2”) Single $0.65
E240433A Flat 5cm (2”) 5cm (2”) Pack of 50 $30.95
E240433B Flat 5cm (2”) 5cm (2”) Pack of 150 $92.95
E240433C Flat 5cm (2”) 5cm (2”) Pack of 400 $246.95
E240434 Flat 7.6cm (3”) 5cm (2”) Single $0.75
E240434A Flat 7.6cm (3”) 5cm (2”) Pack of 50 $35.95
E240434B Flat 7.6cm (3”) 5cm (2”) Pack of 150 $106.95
E240434C Flat 7.6cm (3”) 5cm (2”) Pack of 400 $284.95
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E220392

E220394

E218404

ARTS & CRAFTS

Creative Brushes, Set of 4
Each easy-grip brush features a 
different arrangement of bristles for 
adding fun effects. (41⁄2" L x 2" dia.). 
11 x 5 cm dia. 
E219652   $10.65 Set

Textured Wands,  
Sets of 4
Create wonderful effects with these terrific  
art tools. Each tool has a plastic handle and a “brush” section 
with a unique texture. (51⁄4" L x 31⁄2" dia). 13.3 x 8.9 cm.

Set 1
E220392   $9.40 Set

Set 2 
E220394   $9.40 Set

Textured Stamps, Set of 6
Six marvelous stamps, each with a 
different pattern, including basket 
weave, waffle, and waves. Each 
stamp measures 7 cm x 4 cm (3"  
L x 13⁄4" W) and has a handle. 
E215084  $6.45 Set

Paint, Ink, and Clay 
Rollers, Set of 4
A super set of heavy-duty 
rollers with 3.8 cm (11⁄2") wide 
designs. Patterns include 
wavy-lines, dots in a random 
pattern, lace-like squiggles, 
and dots and dashes in an 
arc pattern. Comfort-grip, 12.7 
cm (5") plastic handle has a 
molded hard rubber design on 
a sturdy roller. Easy to clean.  
E217946  $7.35 Set

Palm Rollers  
Texture, Set of 3
E219650    $7.65 Set

Finger Printers, Pack 
of 8
Simply place the rubber finger 
printers on the end of your 
fingers, dip into paint or a 
paint pad, and then print on 
paper. Features eight different 
designs. 3 cm dia. (11⁄8" dia.) 

 
E218408   $5.75 Pack 

Paint & Dough 
Effects Stampers, 
Set of 6
E219730  $8.35 Set

Palm Printers, Sets of 6
Ages 3 years + Palm Printers with 6 different faces. For use with paint or paint 
pads. Not suitable for children under 3 years old.

Nature
E218400   $4.45 Set

Fun
E218402   $4.45 Set

Jungle
E218404   $4.45 Set

PAINT ACCESSORIES

Roylco® Paint  
Scrapers, Set of 7
Ages 4 years + Different designs so 
you can create fine lines and wide 
grooves in wet paint. Use brushes, 
sponges or finger tips. 3" x 5" (8 cm x 
13 cm). Includes idea guide. Includes 
7 pieces.
E431851  $10.45

Plastic Paint Scrapers, Set of 4
Create patterns and blend different colours 
with these plastic paint scrapers. Features four 
different designs. 12.7 cm x 8 cm (5" L x 31⁄8" W).  
E63261  $6.90 Set
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Doodle Dabber Dot Markers, Set of 6 
Ages 3 years + Includes 6 ink markers with ball-
shaped handles in 6 bright colours, red , orange, 
yellow, green, blue and purple. Ink is non-toxic and 
washable, spherical handles nest comfortably in small 
hands. Perfect for special needs and younger children. 
Size 2.2 W” x 3.0” H.  
E470818  $25.50

Giant Stampers, Set of 10 
Ages 3 years + Giant Stampers are constructed of plastic with foam shapes affixed to a 3” diameter disc to 
maintain shape integrity. The disk features and arrow to assist with perfect stamp placement.  
A. Farm Animals 
Includes shapes for hen, duck, goose, sheep, pig, goat, horse, cow, turkey and chicks. 
E470813  $22.50
B. Transportation Vehicles 
Includes shapes for tow truck, tugboat, airplane, pickup truck, bus, fire engine, car, bicycle, earthmover and 
cement mixer. 
E470814  $22.50
C. Feelings 
Includes stampers for the emotions happy, sad, nervous, surprised, mad, content, scared, tired, sick, and 
confused. 
E470815  $22.50

F. Giant Stampers 
Ages 3 years + The Giant Stampers are hands-on expressive tools to stimulate imagination and learning. 
Children can use these stampers for posters, banners, decorations, and so much more! Giant Stampers 
are packaged in a plastic carry case for easy storage.  
Size 1.9” H x 3” diameter. 
E436732 Insects, Set of 6 $15.65
E436710 Sea Creatures (Not Shown), Set of 10 $22.50

Giant Stampers 
Ages 3 years + Each foam stamp is 7.5 cm in diameter and mounted on a clear, see-through top with 
directional arrow for exact placement. Storage cases included.  
Sets of 10:
D. E436704 Giant Numbers 0-9 $22.50
E. E436706 Giant Geometric Shapes $22.50

Easy Grip Dough and Paint Stampers 
Ages 2 years + Easy Grip Dough and Paint Stampers 
feature balled shaped, plastic handles that nest 
comfortably in small hands. An ideal resource for 
toddlers and special needs children, these stampers 
provide greater fine motor control as children make 
patters in clay, dough or paint. Size 1.75” H x 1.5” dia.  

A. Numbers, Set of 10 
Includes shapes  
for 0 - 9.  
E470817  $25.50

B. Uppercase 
Includes shapes for upper 
case letters A-Z 
E470816  $52.50

For 
Stamp Pads 
 see page 20

STAMPERS
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59mL, (2 oz)
ES08279  $2.40 Each; 
12+  $2.30 Each
118mL, (4 oz)
E9734487  $3.40 Each; 
12+  $3.30 Each

177mL, (6oz)
ES08280  $2.75 Each; 
12+  $2.65 Each
237mL, (8 oz)
E9734488  $3.15 Each 
12+  $3.05 Each

Dispensing Bottles
Empty polyethylene bottles have dispenser top and sealer cap. 

Dispenser Bottle  384mL, (13 oz) 
Clear dispenser with white top. Use to dispense any liquid.  
E9726995  $2.60 Each;  10+  $2.50 Each

Flip-Top Pint Squeeze  
Bottle, Package of 12
Easy to fill, just twist off cap and pour in.  
470mL (16 oz). 
E9703668   $22.80 Pkg.

237mL, (8 oz) Bottle with Yorker Top
Plastic bottle can be used to dispense any liquid.  
E9724710  $1.80 Each;  12+  $1.70 Each;  24+  $1.60 Each

Tempera Dispenser, 355mL (12 oz)
Wide mouth for easy filling. Unbreakable, translucent 
polyethylene shows colour content. Attached cap and 
lid seal tightly for long shelf life. Marked in 30mL (1 oz) 
increments. 
E9700474  $3.40;  12+  $3.30

Nasco E-Z Spray Bottles
Low-cost polypropylene sprayer for liquids. 
Adjustable spray pattern. Pistol-grip handle 
with spray head and bottle.
473 mL (16 oz)
EC07664   $3.70 ea.

Plastic Spray Bottle, 118mL (4 oz)
Artists and painters alike can use for multiple 
projects. Fill with liquid and use. Nontoxic.  
E9731704   $2.95 ea.

Disposable Paint  
Cups, Package of 250
96mL (3¼ oz) paper paint cups. 
EW05545   $19.65 Pkg.;  4+  $19.05 Pkg.

Art Utility Cups, Package of 250
Cat. # Size Pkg.
E9704929 30mL (1 oz.) $6.65
E9721203 96mL (3¼ oz.) $13.65
E9721204 163mL (5½ oz.) $20.65

Utility Cups and Lids, Package of 25
Cat. # Size Pkg.
E9708983 30mL (1 oz.) $4.10
E9708984 96mL (3¼ oz.) $5.25
E9708985 163mL (5½ oz.) $6.55

Lids for Art Utility Cups, Package of 125
Cat. # Size Pkg.
E9704933 96mL or 163mL (3¼ oz. or 5½ oz.) $6.45
E9727071 30mL (1 oz.) $3.10

Art Utility Cups
Sturdy, lightweight plastic containers 
are excellent for holding and 
dispensing art supplies. Lids snap 
airtight to prevent evaporation and 
spillage. Disposable or reusable.  

PLASTIC BOTTLES & CONTAINERS
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No-Spill Paint Cups, Set of 10
Includes one each of yellow, red, blue, green, orange, purple, turquoise, white, 
black, and brown. 237mL cups are 9 cm (31⁄2") high and include an inner safety lid 
with brush rest and flip-top lid.  
E219524   $14.95 Set

Paint Bellows
Ages 4 years + Make colourful puffs 
of paint! Add a few drops of tempera 
paint and squeeze out a fine mist. 
Excellent results. Includes Idea 
Guide. Package of 3. 
E9721440  $14.25 pkg.;
6+  $13.95 pkg.

No-Spill Paint Cups & Stubby Brushes, Set of 10
Ages Prek + Each 9 cm (31⁄2") high cup has an inner safety lid with brush 
rest and a top cap to seal in paint at the end of use. Set of 10 three-piece 
paint cups and 10 stubby brushes in red, yellow, blue, green, orange, purple, 
turquoise, white, black, and brown. 
EEL10519   $24.35 Set

SI Manufacturing 10 Well Watercolour Tray
Durable 10-well painting palette with a centre mixing compartment.  
(17cm, 6 7/8” diameter).
E240041  $1.55 ea.;  12+  $1.45 ea.

10 Well Cover Only
Durable clear cover to be used with 10 Well Watercolour Tray (#E240041). 
E240042  $1.30 ea.;  12+  $1.20 ea.

10 Well Watercolour Palette & Cover Set
One of each above.
E240043  $2.65 ea.

No Spill No Tip Paint Pots, Set of 6
Ages 3 years + set includes 6 transparent, conical paint pots with ultra-wide bases 
and colored lids. Each paint pot features two paint brush rests, a stopper and a lid 
in each of 6 colors: red, green, yellow, blue, white and black. Size: 3.75” H x 3.5” 
(bottom) 2.75” (top) dia.
E470827  $16.30

Paint Bowls, Set of 10
Ages 3 years + Colourful paint 
bowls. Use with paint and sponges. 
15 cm (6”) diameter coloured bowls 
for all types of painting activities. 
Measures 4 cm (1.5”) in height.
E214816  $5.10

Stable Water Pots, Set of 6
Wide-based, extra-sturdy, plastic water pot 
helps prevent messy spills. Stackable for 
easy storage. 12 cm x 8.9 cm (4¾" x 3½") 
Colour varies. 
E218071   $10.95 Set

Spectrum 6-Well Paint Tray
An excellent tray for storing six different colours. The one-piece, nonbreakable 
tray is molded of plastic with six 22mL (¾ oz) jars, all with caps.  
E240653   $2.45 Each 
E240653A  Pack of 24  $59.95 
E240653B  Pack of 36  $82.95 
E240653C  Pack of 144 $327.95

Paint Pipettes
Pkg. of 25 Squeeze and drop paint 
with precision using this exciting tool. 
15 cm (6") long. Age 4 and up. 
ESB27904  $2.90
Pkg. of 100 
E215192  $9.80

SELLER
Best

Search 
“Palettes” on our 

website for our 
full selection! 

PAINT CONTAINERS & TRAYS
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Long Sleeve Art Apron
Ages 3 - 8 years Long sleeve smock helps 
protect clothes during messy art projects. 
Durable easy to clean, hook and loop 
closures on back. Measures 22" x 18". Made 
from EVA fabric.
E9729385  Red $16.95

Search 
“aprons” on our 
website for our 
full selection! 

Children’s Art Smock 
Ages 3 years + Children's PVC art smock featuring sleeves and pockets. 
Measures 45.7 cm x 55.9 cm (18" x 22") 
E240568  $6.95

Children's Canvas Apron 
Ages 3 years + Children's natural colour canvas apron with tie strings. Measures 
34cm x 48cm (13.5" x 19") Warning: Long cord, not for children under 3 years old.  
E240569  $2.85 Each;  12+  $2.70 Each

APRONS & PAINTING ACCESSORIES

Children's Art  
Smock with Sleeves
Polyester, full front. 
Small 1-3 Years Old
45 cm long x 35 cm wide.  
(17¾" x 13¾")
E214027  $6.45 Each
Medium 3-5 Years Old 
55 cm long x 43 cm wide.  
(212/3" x 17")
E214028  $6.45 Each
Large 9-13 Years Old 
55 cm long x 47 cm wide.  
(212/3" x 18½")
E214029  $6.45 Each

Brush Holder Only
This wooden brush holder holds an amazing 24 brushes. The top portion is made 
of clear plexiglass and the bottom has pre-drilled holes so brushes stand upright. 
Dimensions: 28 cm x 15.2 cm x 12.7 cm (11” L x 6” W x 5” H).
E214161  $59.95

Children’s Wooden Paint Brush Stand 
With 24 Assorted Brushes.
E9720015  $79.95

Art Vest
Ages 3 years + A lightweight, 
waterproof apron of wipe-
clean vinyl with no ties or 
snaps. Child simply puts 
their head and arms through 
openings. 58 cm long.
E440514  $12.75
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Single Fence Easel
Ages 3 years + Comes with S-hooks 
for hanging on a chain-link fence, and 
clamps to secure paper. Easel trays and 
base extenders hold the easel out from 
fence at a workable angle. The extenders 
have skid-resistant rubber bumpers that 
allow you to use the easel as a table-
top painting surface. Some assembly 
required. 
A. E230041 Single 59 x 59 cm  
 (23.5” L x 22.5” W).  $109.95
B. E230042 Double 119 x 59 cm  
 (47.5” L x 22.5” W). $176.95

Melissa & Doug® Easel Paper Roll, 
45.7 cm x 22.9 m (18” x 75’) 
Imagine the possibilities! This extra-long roll of 
premium white bond paper is perfect for use with 
pencils, crayons, markers, chalk, or paint. Whether on 
an easel, a table or unrolled on the floor, this is the 
perfect paper for any project or masterpiece! Use 
with our Melissa & Doug easel E221156.
E240807  $16.95

Double Sided Art Easel
Grades K-3 The double sided art easel culminates a collaborative and 
creative sensory station - a perfect  addition to primary classrooms. With 
built-in drying racks, little Picasso’s work won’t be spread across the 
classroom.
• 2 height adjustable dry-erase 
 painting surfaces
• 10 built-in drying racks
• Includes 1 sliding Really Big Tub 
 (which measures L 64 cm x 
 33 cm W  x 74 D cm), apron hooks, 
 and large art paper clips.
• 2 removable paint trays with 14 
 paint pots and spill-proof caps
• 2” locking casters.
E440270  $540.82   

5 year 
Warranty
& Lifetime 

tub warranty

Additional shipping charges apply. 

EASELS & DRYING RACKS

Melissa & Doug Deluxe  
Wooden Standing Art Easel
Ages 3 years + Make any room an art studio with this 
double sided, adjustable-height easel. Includes a dry 
erase board, chalkboard, locking paper-roll holder, 
child-safe paper cutter, and 4 easy-grip clips. A plastic 
tray on each side holds art supplies (not included). 
Assembly is easy, so there’s little waiting for the next 
masterpiece! 119.4 cm x 68.6 cm x 66 cm (47" x 27" x 
26") assembled. Contains small parts. Adult assembly 
required. 
E221156  $164.95 ea.

Art Centre for 4
Ages 3 years + Plenty of space on both 
sides to accommodate up to 4 young artists. 
Locking casters, recessed shelves, and 
protective lip included.  
120 L x 71 H x 120 cm D (47¼" x 28" x 47½").
E439144  $895.95 

Dual Acrylic Easel
Ages 3 years + You can paint or use dry erase 
markers on this easel or simply clip on paper and 
use. Adjusts to three heights and includes trays. 
60 x 60 x 114 cm (232/3" x 232/3" x 444/5").
E431904  $224.95

Small Clips 
Pack of 30. Our small pegs are brightly coloured and 
have many applications. Improve children’s fine motor 
skills by clipping the pegs together to make patterns 
or to build structures. Pegs may also be used to 
attach artwork to a line or other suitable surface. 6 cm 
(2.4")  in length, 5 colours.
E214255   $15.95 pkg.
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C

ARTS & CRAFTS

Item # Name Material Height Width Depth Price

E230007 SI Manufacturing - A-Frame Table Easel Wood 63.5 cm  
(25")

35.6 cm  
(14")

35.6 cm  
(14") $8.45

E9729678 Royal Brush® Aluminium Artist Easel Aluminium 157.5 cm  
(62")

111.8 cm  
(44")

83.8 cm 
(33") $26.95

E9726388 SI Manufacturing - 65” Floor Easel - Black Wood 152.4 cm 
(60")

83.8 cm  
(33")

83.8 cm 
(34") $33.95

Dimensions Easel Open

Additional shipping charges apply. 

Nasco 2-Way Rack
Store artwork horizontally or 
vertically with this rugged, 
two-way, stackable rack. 12 
vertical and 13 horizontal slots. 
Constructed of 6.4 mm (¼") and 
4.8 mm (3⁄16") powder-coat finish 
wire. 53.3 cm x 76.2 cm x 48.3 
cm (21" D x 30" W x 19" H). 
E9714404   $164.95 ea. 

Tabletop 50-Shelf 
Drying and Storage 
Rack 
A 50-shelf drying rack designed 
to dry prints and organize 
sheets of paper or cardboard. 
Black powder-coated finish. 75 
cm x 66 cm x 40.6 cm (29½" 
H x 26" W x 16" L) with a 2.5 
cm (1") space between 33 cm x 
40.6 cm (13" x 16") wire shelves.  
E9727181  $244.95 ea. 

15-Shelf Drying Rack
Dry up to 15 newly painted 
“masterpieces” by laying them flat 
on the shelves of this heavy-duty 
rack! Made of sturdy, non-rust, 6.4 
mm (¼") dia. powder-coated wire. 
Free-standing rack is 57.7 cm x 
63.5 cm x 43.2 cm (20¾" W x 25" 
H x 17" D).
ESB41809  $279.95 ea.  

EASELS & DRYING RACKS

Tabletop 30-Shelf  
Drying and Storage Rack
One-sided tabletop rack is ideal for drying 
prints, paintings, or other flat substrates. 
Shelf size: 30.5 cm x 40.6 cm (12" x 16") with 
2.5 cm (1") between shelves. Overall: 41.9 cm 
x 31.8 cm x 91.4 cm (16½" W x 12½" D x 36" 
H). Black powder-coated finish to resist rust 
and solvents. Shipped fully assembled.
E9727182  $199.95 ea.  
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E214550A E214551A
E214550B E214551B
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E214550F E214551F
E214550G E214551G
E214550H E214551H
E214550J E214551J

ARTS & CRAFTS

Demco EnCouleurs Finger Paint
Demco Finger Paint is a combination of the finest materials and pure pigments 
blended into a rich, creamy, consistency. Thicker than tempera so the colours are 
easier to spread by hand, yet can be watered down to use with a brush. All colours 
are non-toxic, soluble and uniform in texture.

Colour
500 mL

$4.25 ea.
1L 

$6.10 ea.

Yellow
Orange
Red
Violet
Blue
Green
Black
Brown
White

Finger Paint Paper
A glossy clay coated paper designed to let young artists have their first 
experience with colour.
23 cm x 30 cm (9” x 12”),  
96 Sheets 
E217216  $5.40 Pkg. 
32 cm x 48 cm (12.5" x 19"),  
96 Sheets
E217218  $14.35 Pkg.  

46 cm x 61 cm (18" x 24"),  
96 Sheets
E217220  $22.95 Pkg.

FINGER PAINT & ACCESSORIES

Reusable Plastic 
Mats, Set of 10
Flexible plastic mats are 
perfect for protecting your 
work area from paint, glue, 
markers, etc. Easy to clean. 
E240440  $18.95 Set

Nasco Messy Play 
and Hobby Tray,  
60 cm x 40 cm  
(24" x 153⁄4" )
The 11⁄2" raised edges keep 
project within bounds.  
ESB11438  $16.95 Each 

White Plastic Table 
Cover, Package of 12
137 cm x 274 cm (54" x 108") 
rectangular.  
E9726091  $33.25 Pkg.

Messy Mat
This durable 7mil vinyl is 
nontoxic. Bound edges.  
106.7 cm x 137 cm (42" x 54").
E9707374  $17.75 Each

Creativitray™ Finger Paint Trays
A sturdy plastic tray that can be used for a variety of projects. 44 cm x 32 cm x 3.1 
cm (171⁄2" x 121⁄2" x 11⁄4").
A  Red
B Yellow 

C Blue
D Green

E9733650  $7.45 Each
Indicate colour by letter code. EXAMPLE: E9733650B Yellow
Set of 3 Trays 
Colours may vary. 
E9733650X3  $21.65
.

Roylco® Big Huge Finger  
Paint Paper Kids,  
Package  
of 24
Paint a giant masterpiece! Convenient, 
basic design pre-cut from coated paper. 
Self portraits are easy to do and tons 
of fun. Perfect for fingerpaint, collage 
materials, markers and pastels. Hang 
finished artwork on a bulletin board or 
along a hallway. Includes idea guide. 46 cm 
x 89 cm (18” x 35”). 
E9724366  $23.85 Pkg.
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ARTS & CRAFTS

KwikStix Pack of 12  
Assorted Colours 
Pack of 12 assorted colours. 
E215123  $17.95 Pkg.

KwikStix Solid  
Tempera, Pack of 24 
Pack of 24 includes 12 classic, 6 neon 
and 6 metallic colours. 
E215125  $34.95 Pkg.

KwikStix, Class Pack of 144
Includes 12 sticks of red, blue, white, 
orange, yellow, light green, light blue, 
black, violet, dark green, brown and 
magenta.
E215147  $178.95 Pkg.

Tired of the endless mess of painting? Fear not! Kwik Stix Solid Tempera Paint 
sticks take the mess out of painting while keeping all the fun! Simply uncap, 
twist, and paint! Kwik Stix have a fast drying formula that allow them to dry in 
90 seconds while still leaving a paint-like finish! No cups, smocks, water or 
brushes required. Kwik Stix come in assorted vibrant colours with coverage 
that won't crack. Great on poster paper, cardboard, wood and canvas.

Orange Green Red

Yellow

Blue

Black Purple Brown

STAMP PADS, PAINT STICKS & DAUBERS

Ages 8 years +
Primo Bingo Daubers, 100mL (3.4 oz.)  
E240600A  Blue  $2.10
E240600B  Green  $2.10
E240600C  Pink  $2.10

E240600D  Purple  $2.10
E240600E  Red  $2.10

Set of 5 (1 of each colour)  
E240804  $10.15 Set 
Set of 25 (5 of each colour)  
E240805  $49.85 Set 

Set of 50 (10 of each colour)  
E240805A  $97.15 
Set of 100 (20 of each colour )  
E240805B  $189.00

Do-A-Dot Art™ Paint Markers
Ages 3 years + Sponge tip applicators are a cinch to use! Won’t dry out if the cap 
is left off. Includes idea sheet. Nontoxic. 74mL (2.5 oz.) bottles. 
72-Piece Washable Marker Classroom Pack.  
Includes six each of purple, red, orange, yellow, green, blue, violet, pink, teal, lime, 
brown, and black. 
ESB40416  $285.95 Pack

E215399  Blue 
E215401  Orange
E215403  Pink
E215405  Green  

E215407  Purple  
E215409  Red  
E215411  Yellow  
E215413  Brown  

E215415  Black  
E215417  Gold  
E215419  Silver  
E215421  Multi-Coloured

Each  $3.45

Jumbo Washable Ink Pads
Made with washable ink, these pads are excellent for young children to use - 
approved for direct contact with skin. Each pad measures 15 cm (5.9") diameter 
and is perfect for large stamping activities.

Set of 12
One of each listed above. 
E215412A  $39.25 

Set of 4
Blue, yellow, red and green.
E215412  $13.25

Purple6-in-1 Rainbow Silver

Jumbo Washable Stamp Pads,  
10.5 cm x 15.9 cm (4⅛" x 6¼")
Ages 3 years + Wonderful for large-size rubber stamps as well as child hand print 
decorating and mementos. 
Individual Stamp Pads. 
(A) Orange
(B) Green
(C) Blue 

(D) Red
(E) Black
(F) Purple

(G) Yellow
(H) Brown

ESB29228  $17.85 ea.
Indicate colour by letter code. EXAMPLE: ESB29228A Orange.
Set of 6. Orange, Green, Blue, Red, Black, Purple. 
E432134  $101.75
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A E240181A
B E240181B
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D E240181D
E E240181E
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H E240181H
J E240181J
K E240181K
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M E240181M
N E240181N
P E240181P
Q E240181Q
R E240181R
T E240181T
U E240181U
V E240181V
W E240181W
X E240181X
Y E240181Y
Z E240181Z
AA E240181AA
AB E240181AB
AC E240181AC
AD E240181AD
AE E240181AE

ARTS & CRAFTS
TEMPERA PAINT CAKES

Spectrum 6 Well Paint Blocks Tray
Holds six paint blocks and paint brush.
E240182  $2.85

Multicultural Tempera Cake  
Set with Paint Blocks Tray
Includes 6 multicultural colour tempera cakes and 
one 6 well paint blocks tray.
E240177  $7.75

Set of 8 Primary & Secondary  
Colour Tempera Cakes with 8  
Well Paint Blocks Tray
Includes the colours in the Primary set of 6, plus 
Orange & Purple.
E240731  $12.25

Secondary Colours Tempera  
Cake Set with Paint Blocks Tray 
Includes 6 secondary colour tempera cakes and 
one 6 well paint blocks tray.
E240179  $7.75

Spectrum 8 Well  
Paint Block Tray with Lid
Durable plastic tray with lid, holds eight paint blocks 
and a paint brush. To be used with 57 mm W x 19 mm 
H (2¼" x ¾")round tempera cakes (not included).
E240497  $5.95

Set of 6 Tempera Cakes with 6 
Well Paint Blocks Tray
Includes the colours cyan, magenta, yellow, 
red, green and blue.
E240940  $7.75

Primary Colours Tempera  
Cake Set with Paint Blocks Tray
Includes 6 primary colour tempera cakes and one 6 
well paint blocks tray.
E240178  $7.75

Set of 8 Multicultural Tempera 
Cakes with 8 Well Paint Blocks Tray
Includes the colours in the Multicultural set of 6, 
plus Vermillion & Grey.
E240730  $12.25

Bright Colours Tempera  
Cake Set with Paint Blocks Tray
Includes 6 bright colour tempera cakes and one 6 
well paint blocks tray.
E240732  $7.75

Set of 8 Bright Colour Tempera  
Cakes with 8 Well Paint Blocks Tray
Includes the colours in the Bright set of 6, plus 
Orange & Purple.
E240729 $12.25

Spectrum Tempera 
Cakes Refills

Colour Set of 6  
$5.30 Set

Red
Yellow
Blue
Green
Black
White
Orange
Purple
Pink
Prussian Blue
Bright Green
Yellow Ochre
Neon Pink
Neon Yellow
Neon Green
Neon Blue
Fuchsia
Turquoise
Brown
Grey
Primary Refill
Secondary Refill
Multicultural Refill
Peach
Burnt Sienna
Vermillion
Magenta
Cyan
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ARTS & CRAFTS
NASCO WASHABLE TEMPERA PAINT

Nasco Elements Tempera Paint
This brilliant tempera provides  

good opaque coverage at  
an economical price

Nasco Washable Tempera Paint
The perfect paint for beginners — 

washes out of clothes as easily  
as it does off hands

Nasco Washable Tempera Paint
These finely ground, highly pigmented, fully homogenized colours are 
lead free and nontoxic. Colours are creamy smooth and dry to a velvety 
satin finish. May be thinned with water for additional mileage at the 
preschool and kindergarten levels. Packaged in unbreakable plastic 
containers. The pints and quarts come in see-through squeeze bottles 
with flip tops and tight-fitting caps. Intended for beginners. Washes out of 
clothes easily. Not recommended for artist-quality work. Nontoxic.
Nasco Handy Pump. For use with gallons only. 
E6100347  $2.90

Nasco Elements Tempera Paint
Treat younger artists to a brilliant and budget-friendly paint. These rich, 
opaque colours offer endless creative and colour blending possibilities. 
Easy to clean up with soap and water. Nontoxic. Made in the USA.

Individual
Product No. Size Each
ENE20151 Pint $3.25
ENE20152 Quart $5.65
ENE20153 Gallon $18.95

(A) Black (G) Purple
(B) Blue (H) Red
(C) Brown (J) Turquoise
(D) Green (K) White
(E) Magenta (L) Yellow
(F) Orange (M) Peach

Indicate colour by letter code: E9728016(A) Black

(A) Peach (G) Blue
(B) White (H) Turquoise
(C) Yellow (J) Violet
(D) Orange (K) Green
(E) Red (L) Brown
(F) Magenta (M) Black

Indicate colour by letter code: ENE20151(A) Peach

new

Individual
Product No. Size Each
E9728016 473mL $2.80
ENE20150 946mL $5.25
E9728018 3.8L $17.95
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ARTS & CRAFTS
NASCO TEMPERA PAINT

Nasco Tempera 
Paint

Better quality than 
brand-name paints 

at a more affordable 
price

Individual
Product No. Size Each
ENE20154 479mL $6.95
E9705920 946mL $13.95 
E9705921 3.8L $34.80 

Nasco Premium Grade Tempera Paint
Provides better opacity and color than standard 
tempera paints. This superior-grade tempera is 
available in a full range of bright opaque colors. 
Colors are creamy smooth and dry to a velvety 
satin finish that can be overpainted. Lead free and 
nontoxic. Packaged in unbreakable plastic containers.

(A) Red
(B) Orange
(C) Yellow
(D) Green
(E) Blue
(F) Brown
(G) Black
(H) White
(J) Violet
(K) Magenta
(L) Turquoise

Indicate color 
by letter code: 
E9705920(A)

Nasco Premium Tempera Paint
Quality, color, and opacity superior  

to standard tempera paints

new

new

Standard Colours
(A) Red (E) Blue (J) Violet
(B) Orange (F) Brown (K) Magenta
(C) Yellow (G) Black (L) Turquoise
(D) Green (H) White

Indicate color by letter code: E9703627(A) Red

Product No. Size Each
E9703627 473 mL $4.00
E6100389 946 mL $6.95
E9705921 3.8 L $23.50

Fluorescent Colours
(A) Hot Pink (D) Orange
(B) Blue (E) Yellow/Chartreuse
(C) Green (H) Violet

Indicate color by letter code: 9705913(A) Hot Pink

E9705913 473 mL  $7.40

Metallic Colours
(A)  Silver (D) Brass
(B)  Gold (E) Treasure Gold
(C)  Copper (F) Bronze

Indicate colour by letter code: 9707589(A) Silver
E9707589 473 mL  $7.95

Set of 6 473 mL Bottles.  
Includes 1 of each colour listed above.
E9737929  $45.30
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TEMPERA PAINT KITS

3.8L Elements Tempera Classroom Kit - Primary Colours 
Budget friendly kit for your young artists! This kit includes: 
• 1 of each black, white, blue, green, red and yellow 3.8L Elements Tempera Paints
• 100 disposable paint cups
• 12 table covers
• 144 of our Spectrum Junior Hog Brushes, consisting of 36 each of  
   sizes 2, 10, 14 and 20.
E240746  $414.95

More brush 
sizes available 

on page 9

3.8L Elements Tempera Classroom 
Kit - 8 Colours 
Budget friendly kit for your young artists! This kit 
includes: 
• 1 of each black, white, blue, green, red, yellow, 
orange and magenta 3.8L Elements Tempera 
Paints
• 100 disposable paint cups
• 12 table covers
• 144 of our Spectrum Junior Hog Brushes, 
consisting of 36 each of sizes 2, 10, 14 and 20.  
E240747  $450.95

3.8L Elements Tempera  
Classroom Kit - Multicultural 
Budget friendly kit for your young artists! This kit includes: 
• 1 of each black, white, peach, red, brown and yellow 3.8L  
   Elements Tempera Paints
• 100 disposable paint cups
• 12 table covers
• 144 of our Spectrum Junior Hog Brushes, consisting of 36 each of  
   sizes 2, 10, 14 and 20. 
E240748  $414.95

new

new

new

ARTS & CRAFTS
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ARTS & CRAFTS
TEMPERA PAINT SETS

3.8L Premium Tempera Classroom Kit - Primary Colours 
Quality, colour, and opacity superior to standard tempera paints! The premium kit 
for your classroom. Includes
• 1 of each black, white, blue, green, red and yellow Premium Tempera Paint 3.8L
• 100 disposable cups
• 216 of our Spectrum White Taklon Brushes, consisting of 36 of each flat sizes 
0, 6, 10 and round sizes 0, 4, and 10 
E240749  $653.20

3.8L Premium Tempera Classroom Kit - 8 Colours 
Quality, colour, and opacity superior to standard tempera paints! The premium kit 
for your classroom. Includes
• 1 of each black, white, blue, green, red ,yellow, orange and magenta Premium 
Tempera Paint 3.8L
• 100 disposable cups
• 216 of our Spectrum White Taklon Brushes, consisting of 36 of each flat sizes  
0, 6, 10 and round sizes 0, 4, and 10 
E240750 $719.35

3.8L Tempera Classroom Kit - Primary Colours 
The best tempera kit for any classroom and any artist! Includes:
• 1 of each black, white, blue, green, red and yellow
• 100 disposable cups
• 216 of our Spectrum White Taklon Brushes, consisting of 36 of each flat sizes  
0, 6, 10 and round sizes 0, 4, and 10
E240751  $588.80

3.8L Tempera Classroom Kit - 8 Colours 
The best tempera kit for any classroom and any artist! Includes:
• 1 of each black, white, blue, green, red, yellow, orange and magenta
• 100 disposable cups
• 216 of our Spectrum White Taklon Brushes, consisting of 36 of each flat sizes  
0, 6, 10 and round sizes 0, 4, and 10
E240752  $633.45

6 HUGE Paints!

100 
Disposable 

Cups 216 Brushes!

8 HUGE 
Paints!

100 Disposable Cups
216 Brushes!

6 HUGE Paints!

100 
Disposable 

Cups 216 Brushes!

8 HUGE Paints!

100 
Disposable 

Cups 216 Brushes!
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E9722605 E9722606

Enjoy super smooth 
mixing and painting 
with included Taklon 

brush 
Nasco Semi-Moist Watercolour Sets 
Richly pigmented, semi-moist watercolours offer exceptional quality at a budget-friendly price. 
Each set includes a white Taklon brush for smooth and easy strokes.
ENE20186  8-Color Set  $3.95 
ENE20187  16-Color Set  $5.25 
ENE20186A  8-Colour Pack of 30  $114.95
ENE20186B  8-Colour Pack of 60  $225.15
ENE20186C  8-Colour Pack of 120  $440.85

ARTS & CRAFTS

WASHABLE
WATERCOLOUR PAINT

Spectrum Washable  
Watercolours, 12-Colour Set
Vibrant washable watercolour paints in a convenient 
plastic tray. A great student set for young artists. Includes 
a natural bristle brush. 
E240813  $2.95 Set

Metallic. Includes gold, silver, copper, blue, 
green, yellow, red-orange, and red.
E9722605  $4.85 Set
Glitter. Includes gold, silver, purple, blue, 
green, yellow, red, and magenta.
E9722606  $4.85 Set

PRANG® Washable Metallic & 
Glitter Watercolours, 8-Pan Sets
Washable formula easily comes off hands 
and nearly all types of clothing. Each set 
comes with a brush.

For Spectrum 
WATERCOLOUR 

BRUSHES  
See page 10

Spectrum 
Washable 
Watercolours 
and Brush Set
Vibrant washable 
watercolour paints in a 
convenient plastic tray. 
A great student set for 
young artists. Includes 
a natural bristle brush 
and an extra set of 5 
Spectrum watercolours 
brushes (sizes 1, 2, 3, 4 
and 6).
E240652  $6.95
36+  $6.45 
144+  $5.95
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E9725144

ARTS & CRAFTS

NON-WASHABLE
WATERCOLOUR PAINT

PRANG® Semi-Moist Watercolour Sets,  
Half-Pan 16-Colour Set 
Well-known for their qualities of brilliance, smoothness, and transparency. Their 
special mixing properties make clear blending possible for desirable colour 
harmony. Each set comes with a brush. 
E2100227  $13.95 Set 
E2100227Z  Case of 36 Sets  $476.85

PRANG® Semi-Moist Watercolour Oval 8 
Master Pack
Set includes 24 containers and 12 refill trays. Each container 
includes one paint brush.
E9724069  $149.95 Pack

PRANG® Oval Pan Semi-Moist Watercolour Classroom Pack
These quality, semi-moist watercolours offer brilliance, smoothness, and 
transparency, as well as special mixing properties that provide clear blending for 
desirable colour harmony. Classroom pack contains: 30, eight-colour PRANG® oval 
pan watercolours, each containing a brush; and 15, eight-colour oval pan refills 
(colours include red, yellow, blue, orange, green, violet, brown, and black); and a 
Watercolour Wheel™ (91⁄4" dia.) that shows 144 combinations of the most common 
watercolours to help in selecting and mixing.
E9720653  $275.95 pack

8-Colour Set. Colours include  
black, brown, green, orange, primary 
blue, primary red, primary yellow, and 
violet. Nontoxic.
E9711005  $4.10 Set 
E9711005Z  Case of 12 Sets $45.80 
16-Colour Set. Colours include the  
eight colours listed above plus blue-
green, red-orange, turquoise blue, 
yellow-green, blue-violet, red-violet, 
white, and yellow-orange. Nontoxic.
E9711006  $6.45 Set
E9711006Z  Case of 12 Sets $72.95

Crayola® Artista II® 
Watercolour Sets
Bright, economically-priced 
watercolours in semi-moist oval 
pans with a plastic handle brush.

For Spectrum 
WATERCOLOUR 

BRUSHES  
See page 10

Search  
“Semi-Moist”  
on our website 

for our full 
selection! 

Royal Brush® Essentials™ Watercolour Paint Sets,  
11.8mL  (0.4 oz.) 
Set of 12. Set includes two natural bristle 
brushes (size 5 round and size 10 flat).  
E9721911   $6.90 set
E9721911Z  Case of 12  $78.60 

Set of 24. 
E9731604   $12.55 set 
E9731604Z  Case of 6  $73.95 

Classroom Assortment. Includes 12 each of 18 vibrant colours: violet, deep green, 
pale green, sap green, orange, yellow, yellow ochre, gamboges, lemon yellow, 
vermilion, rose, crimson red lake, burnt umber, cerulean blue, Prussian blue, ultra-
marine, black, and white.
E9725144   $128.95 asst.
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ARTS & CRAFTS
NASCO ACRYLIC PAINT

Individual
Product No. Size Each

A. † E9714718 5-oz. Tube $4.95
B. *E9714719 473mL $8.45
C. *E9724894 946mL $14.25
D. E9714720 1.9L $23.25
E. •E9715507 3.8L $43.50
† Indicates available colours. • Indicates available colours. *Indicates available 
colours.

(A) Blockout White*†
(B) Titanium White*†•
(C) Mars Black*†•
(D) Raw Umber*
(E) Burnt Umber*†
(F) Burnt Sienna*†
(G) Venetian Red (Indian Red)
(H) Deep Yellow*
(J) Yellow Oxide*
(K) Chrome Yellow (Acacia)*†
(L) Chrome Orange*
(M) Brite Red*†
(N) Vermilion*

Indicate colour by letter code:  
Example E9714718(A) Blockout White

Nasco Acrylic Paint
Bulk-Krylic® paints are available in practical 5-oz. clear plastic tubes, quarts, pints, 
1/2 gallons, and gallons, and are 50% less expensive than other acrylic paints. All 
colours are nontoxic, nonyellowing, extremely durable, and permanently flexible.

(P) Phthalo Red*
(Q) Magenta*
(R) Violet*†
(T) Ultramarine Blue*†
(U) Phthalo Blue*†
(V) Cobalt Blue*
(W) Phthalo Green*†
(X) Green Oxide*
(Y) Light Green*†
(Z) Raw Sienna*

(AA) Primary Yellow*
(AB) Primary Magenta*
(AC) Primary Blue*
(AE) Turquoise*

new
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Set of 6, Quarts.  
Titanium white, Mars black, chrome 
yellow, brite red, ultramarine blue, 
and phthalo green.
E9736645 $81.25

Set of 6, 1/2 Gallons.  
Titanium white, 
Mars black, brite 
red, phthalo green, 
phthalo blue, and 
chrome yellow. 
Includes 6 pumps.
E9712817  $149.35

NASCO ACRYLIC PAINT

Sets of 6, Pints, Set #1.  
Titanium white, Mars black, chrome 
yellow, brite red, ultramarine blue, 
and phthalo green. 
E9715538  $48.15

Set of 6, 5 oz.  
Titanium white, Mars black, chrome yellow, brite red, ultramarine blue, and phthalo 
green.
E9724921  $28.20

Pump for 1/2 Gallon
E9725048  $3.70

Set of 12, Pints.  
Mars black, titanium 
white, ultramarine blue, 
brite red, raw umber, 
chrome yellow, phthalo 
green, chrome orange, 
vermilion, violet, green 
oxide, and Venetian red. 
E9100150  $96.35

Set of 8, 1/2 Gallons.  
Mars black, titanium white, ultramarine blue, brite red, raw umber, chrome yellow, 
phthalo green, and chrome orange. Includes 8 pumps. 
E9100149  $199.10
Pump for 1/2 Gallon
E9725048  $3.70

Set of 12, Quarts.  
Titanium white, Mars black, 
ultramarine blue, brite red, 
raw umber, chrome yellow, 
phthalo green, yellow oxide, 
vermilion, violet, green oxide, 
and Venetian red.
E9736646  $162.45

new
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E240462A

E240462B

E240462C

E240462D

E240462E

E240462F

E240462G

E240462H

E240462J

E240462K

E240462M

E240462N

E240462P

E240462Q

E240462R

E240462T

E9731067

E1100424

ARTS & CRAFTS

Additional shipping charges apply. 

PANELS

Cat. No. Size Each 36+, ea.
E9726843 10.2 cm x 15.2 cm (4" x 6") $0.60 $0.55
E9726844 12.7 cm x 17.8 cm (5" x 7") $0.80 $0.75
E9726845  15.2 cm x 20.3 cm (6" x 8") $1.70 $1.60
E9726846  17.8 cm x 22.9 cm (7" x 9") $1.00 $0.95
E9700707 20.3 cm 25.4 cm (8" x 10") $1.80 $1.70
E9700708 22.9 cm x 30.5 cm (9" x 12") $1.95 $1.80
E9700709 25.4 cm x 35.6 cm (10" x 14") $2.15 $2.00
E9716135 28 cm x 35.6 cm (11" x 14") $1.90 $1.75
E9700710 30.5 cm x 40.6 cm (12" x 16") $2.40 $2.25
E9700711 35.6 cm x 45.7 cm (14" x 18") $3.35 $3.10
E9700712 40.6 cm x 50.8 cm (16" x 20") $3.75 $3.50
E9700713 45.7 cm x 61 cm (18" x 24") $4.80 $4.45
E9700714 50.8 cm 61 cm (20" x 24") $6.45 $6.00
E9700715 61 cm x 76.2 cm (24" x 30") $8.40 $7.80
E9726847 61 cm x 91.4 cm (24" x 36") $10.80 $10.05

Cat. No. Size Each
E9717747 22.9 cm x 30.5 cm (9” x 12”) $2.50
E9717748 27.9 cm x 35.6 cm (11" x 14" ) $3.25
E9717749 40.6 cm x 50.8 cm (16" x 20") $6.50
E9717750 45.7 cm x 61 cm (18" x 24") $8.30

Visit our website or 
check out our 2023 

Arts & Crafts catalogue 
for our full selection 

of canvas!

Spectrum Canvas Boards
Closely woven artist’s canvas, prepared by sizing and priming. The surface texture 
provides a very definite paint-gripping tooth with minimum vehicle absorption, 
providing a perfect ground for painting in oil, casein, tempera, acrylic, and collage. 
All sides are completely turned in to prevent fraying and separation. Lined with an 
extra-heavy, distinctive backing. The entire area of canvas is firmly glued to the 
board support to allow cutting to any size. 3⁄8" thick. Poly/cotton blend.

Spectrum  
Pre-stretched 
Canvas
Our affordable quality 
pre-stretched canvas is 
ideal for use with acrylic 
and oil paints. Each canvas 
is stretched, back-stapled 
onto standard wood 
stretcher bars, and double 
primed with acrylic gesso. 
Individually poly-wrapped 
to protect surface in 
transport.

Cat. No. Size Each 6+, ea.
7.6 cm x 7.6 cm (3" x 3") $0.90 $0.85

10.2 cm x 10.2 cm (4" x 4") $1.40 $1.30
10.2 cm x 15.2 cm (4" x 6") $1.65 $1.55
12.7 cm x 17.8 cm (5" x 7") $2.05 $1.90
15.2 cm x 15.2 cm (6" x 6") $2.05 $1.90
20.3 cm 25.4 cm (8" x 10") $2.95 $2.75

22.9 cm x 30.5 cm (9" x 12") $3.75 $3.50
25.4 cm x 25.4 cm (10" x 10") $3.00 $2.80

28 cm x 35.6 cm (11" x 14") $4.40 $4.10
30.5 cm x 30.5 cm (12" x 12") $4.10 $3.80
30.5 cm x 40.6 cm (12" x 16") $5.15 $4.80
35.6 cm x 45.7 cm (14" x 18") $4.40 $4.10
40.6 cm x 50.8 cm (16" x 20") $5.20 $4.85

45.7 cm x 61 cm (18" x 24") $7.90 $7.35
50.8 cm 61 cm (20" x 24") $8.40 $7.80

61 cm x 76.2 cm (24" x 30") $10.95 $10.20

Individual Artist’s Canvas

Gessoed Masonite Panels, 3.2 mm (1⁄8")
Smooth gessoed surface is excellent for acrylics, oils, gouache, tempera, pen and 
ink, and more. Tempered hardboard.

Fredrix® Artist’s Canvas Rolls 
Ideal for oil colours, acrylic, casein, or tempera. 
#70 Acrylic Primed Cotton Canvas.  
Finest-quality pure cotton duck, universal primed. Medium texture; good 
strength. Most popular canvas in all areas. 134.6 x 5.49 m (53" W x 6 yd.) roll. 
298g (10.5 oz.)  
E9731067  $142.90 roll  
#568 Unprimed Canvas. Raw cotton, 198 g (7 oz.) enameling duck. For acrylics, 
oils, casein, and temperas after canvas has been primed. 135 cm x 5.49 m (53" 
W x 6 yrd) roll.  
E9731907  $94.30 roll  

Fine Arts Unprimed Cotton Canvas,  
5.49 m (6 yd.)Rolls
Smooth double duck. 198g (7 oz.) fabric weight. Fabric imported.
Cat. No. Size Per Roll
E1100424 157.5 cm (62") $48.90
E9737079 190.5 cm (75") $122.40

Search “Canvas”  
on our website for 
our full selection 

including mini, deep 
edge and square! 
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Jack Richeson™ Studio Watercolour Paper
Excellent lifting qualities. Cold press. Acid free.
88 lb. 50 sheets.
Cat. No. Size # of Sheets Pkg. 12+, pkg.
E214523 23 cm x 30 cm (9" x 12") 50 $16.45 $16.30
E214524 30 cm x 46 cm (12” x 18”) 50 $26.45 $25.10

Bulk Packaging - 88 lb.
Cat. No. Size # of Sheets Box
E214517 23 cm x 30 cm (9" x 12") 625 $196.95
E214518 28 cm x 36 cm (11" x 14") 350 $119.95

WATERCOLOUR PAPER & PADS

Pkgs. of 500 Sheets 
Cat. No. Size Pkg.
E9731216 23 cm x 30 cm (9" x 12") $126.95

Cat. No. Size Pkg.
E9718847 46 cm x 61 cm (18" x 24") $126.70

Cat. No. Size Qty. Pkg.
E9730645 23 cm x 30 cm (9" x 12") 250 $47.85

Art1st® 
Watercolour  
Paper, 90 lb.  
Real watercolour paper 
in economical packages. 
Perfect for PreK and 
student-grade artwork. 
Sturdy sheets are perfect 
for wet and mixed media. 
Acid free. 

Canson® Biggie™ Watercolour  
Paper Pkg. of 100,  
23 cm x 30 cm (9" x 12")
Specially designed for student use 
with performance characteristics that 
encourage beginning artists. Ideal for 
use with watercolour, gouache, and 
pencil. The surface texture reduces 
feathering. Easy to correct. Bright white 
surface gives sharp contrast. 
E9731215   $27.85 pkg.

Canson® XL® 
Watercolour Pads,  
30 Sheets, 140 lb.
A cold press textured 
paper for a variety of wet 
techniques, watercolour, 
ink, and pen.

Cat. No. Size Each 6+, ea.
E9734676 28 cm x 38 cm (11” x 15”) $15.85 $15.70
E9734678 46 cm x 61 cm (18" x 24") $37.95 $37.75

Shizen™ Watercolour Paper, Pkg. of 100, 203 lbs. (300 gsm), 
13 cm x 18 cm (5” x 7”)
100% recycled cotton-based paper. Internally sized. No deckle. Acid free. 
E9728637   $34.95 pkg.

Cat. No. Size Sheets 
Per Pkg. Pkg.

E9705996 46 cm x 61 cm (18" x 24") 100 $125.50

Bienfang® School-Grade Watercolour 
Paper
This cold-press paper stands up to most student uses. 
White, irregular surface. 
#538 pH Neutral Watercolour Paper - 140 lb.

Canson® Heavyweight  
Watercolour Bulk Pack
Durable cold press surface stands up to 
repeated washes and is suitable for watercolour, 
gouache, and acrylic. Acid free. 100 sheets, 140 
lb., 46 cm x 62 cm (18¼" x 24¼") 
E9739058  $172.45

Canson® Foundation  
Student Watercolour Paper 90 lb.
Suitable for light washes of watercolour paint and 
gouache. Great for combining wet and dry media. 
Cold press. Acid free. Pkgs. of 100 Sheets
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ARTS & CRAFTS
COMPOSITION & BEGINNER SKETCHBOOKS

Nasco Practice 
Sketchbooks, 20 lb.,  
22 cm x 28 cm  
(81⁄2" x 11" ) 
The teacher’s choice for 
affordable sketchbooks for the 
entire class. This paper is great 
for quick sketches using pencil, 
pen, marker, or crayon. The 
plastic spiral prevents snags on 
clothing.  

50 Sheets.  
E9725807   $2.95 ea.;   
12+  $2.85 ea. 
Bulk Pack of 50. 50 sheets.  
E9726943   $136.40 pack  
Bulk Pack of 50. 100 sheets.  
E9726942   $204.95 pack 

Pacon® Beginner Sketchbooks
Economical sketch booklets have stapled binding, blank cover for personalization, 
and 32 pages of stay white bright paper that is ideal for dry media. Great for 
journaling and interactive note taking. Acid free. Recyclable. 22 cm x 28 cm  
(11” x 8½”).
Unruled Beginner Sketchbook
E9738436   $2.10
Story Ruled Beginner Sketchbook. Has a 2 cm (7/8”) ruling with a 13 cm  (5-1/8”) 
picture story space.
E9738437   $2.10

Manila Sketchbook, 32 sheets, 23 cm x 30 cm (9" x 12")
Staple bound economical sketchbook perfect for beginner artists, journaling, and 
scrap-booking. Plain manila sheets.
E221200  $1.00

Cat. No. Size Sheets Each
E9731121 14 cm x 22 cm (5.5" x 8.5") 50 $4.85
E9731123 22 cm x 28 cm (81⁄2" x 11") 50 $4.95
E9731124 22 cm x 28 cm (81⁄2" x 11") 100 $7.40

ARTastic® Sketchbooks 20 lb.
Create your own book of artistic sketches. Personalize the front and back covers 
so your book is immediately recognizable. The pages accept most drawing media 
without bleeding through. White.

Nasco Sketchbooks  
100 Sheets, 50 lb.,  
22 cm x 28 cm  
(8½" x 11") 
Plastic spiral-bound sketchbooks. 
Contains fine, white sulphate 
drawing paper. Paper is erasable. 
Ideal for crayon, pencil, ink, 
tempera, and watercolour.
Classroom Set of 30. 
E9726941   $208.45 set

Blank Books 
These hard covered, fully 
bound books contain 28 
blank pages (14 sheets). All 
books are constructed with 
quality white paper and 
are suitable for crayons, 
watercolour markers, 
coloured pencils and 
other writing and colouring 
materials. 
E216074 Portrait: 21 cm x  
27.5 cm (8.2” x 11”) 
$7.85 ea.; 
24+  $7.70 ea.
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Cat. No. Size Each 6+, ea.
E9720396 22 cm x 28 cm (81⁄2" x 11") $8.95 $8.70

Sketch Pad - 50 Sheets, 60 lb., 23 cm x 30 cm (9" x 12") 
Heavyweight, multipurpose, textured art paper. Ideal for use with pencil, ink, 
pastel, and marker.  Top spiral binding. 
E9721253   $3.95 ea.;  
12+  $3.85 ea.

SI Manufacturing Hardcover Spiral  
Sketchbooks, 80 Sheets, 65 lb.
• Medium weight (120 gsm) white, unlined sketching paper.
• Perfect for pen, ink, pencil, charcoal and pastel drawing.
• Fine-tooth paper with a smooth surface that allows for clean erasing.   
• Acid free.
• Contains micro-perforated sheets for easy removal.
• Features a durable hard cover and a dual spiral.

Cat. No. Size Each 12+, ea.
E9734653 28 cm x 36 cm (11" x 14") $15.30 $15.15

Micro-Perforated
Canson® Universal™ 
Sketch Pads, 100 Sheets, 
65 lb.
Versatile, rough surface with fine 
texture for a variety of dry media.  
Erasable and smudge-resistant. 
Extra-heavy chipboard back for 
stability. Micro-perforated. Spiral-
bound.

SI Manufacturing Hardbound Sketchbooks,  
110 Pages, 65 lb.
Sketching paper suitable for pen, pencil, or watercolour applications. White, 
unlined paper. Acid free.
Cat. No. Size Each 6+, ea.
E9720400 22 cm x 28 cm (81⁄2" x 11") $12.25 $12.15

22 cm x 28 cm (81⁄2" x 11") Classroom Pack of 30.  
E9726940   $212.95 pack 

Royal® Sketchbook (8-Pack), 110 Sheets, 65 lb.,  
22 cm x 28 cm (81⁄2" x 11") 
Handy books for creating and storing sketches. Flexible stitched bindings allow 
the books to stay open without tearing apart.
Black 
E9737750  $79.95

SKETCHBOOKS: HARD BOUND
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ARTS & CRAFTS
CARDSTOCK

Cat. No. Colour Description Sheets Each
A E9724124 Classic Assortment 5 colours 100 $21.80

E9717663 Classic Black                                                                                        100 $21.80

E240561 Classic Ivory 100 $21.80

E9716287 Classic White 100 $21.80

B E9710768 Bright Assortment 5 colours 100 $21.80

E240456A Red 100 $21.80

E240456C Lemon Yellow 100 $21.80

E240456E Emerald Green 100 $21.80

C E9710767 Hyper Assortment 5 colours 100 $16.75

B & C E9710769 Set of Bright & Hyper Colours 10 colours 200 $33.55

D E240460 Vibrant Assortment 5 colours 100 $21.80

E E9735846 Colourful Assortment 10 colours 100 $16.75

E E9727114 JUMBO Colourful Assortment 10 colours 250 $41.95

F E9727116 JUMBO Pastel & Bright Assortment 10 colours 250 $41.95

G E9717661 Pastel Assortment 5 colours 100 $16.75

H E9717660 Parchment Assortment 5 colours 100 $16.75

G & H E9717662 Set of Pastel & Parchment Colours 10 colours 200 $33.55

I E9727117 Marble Assortment 5 colours 100 $22.95

H & I E9727115 JUMBO Marble & Parchment Assortment 10 colours 250 $58.75

Card Stock, 81⁄2" x 11", 65 lb. 
Heavyweight, acid-free card stock for rubber stamping, scrapbooking, greeting cards, and more. Lignin free, buffered. 
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BRISTOL BOARD

Sheets 50 100 500

Orange E217236A E217236AX2 E217236AX10
Canary Yellow E217236B E217236BX2 E217236BX10
Kelly Green E217236C E217236CX2 E217236CX10
Emerald Green E217236D E217236DX2 E217236DX10
White E217236E E217236EX2 E217236EX10
Pink E217236G E217236GX2 E217236GX10
Red E217236H E217236HX2 E217236HX10
Light Blue E217236J E217236JX2 E217236JX10
Dark Blue E217236K E217236KX2 E217236KX10
Magenta E217236L E217236LX2 E217236LX10
Black E217236N E217236NX2 E217236NX10
Assorted E217236O E217236OX2 E217236OX10

$59.95 $109.40 $522.40

Sheets 96

White E217238 $77.95
Black E217240 $96.95

Sheets 48 96

Orange E217237AX2 E217237AX4
Canary Yellow E217237BX2 E217237BX4
Kelly Green E217237CX2 E217237CX4
Emerald Green E217237DX2 E217237DX4
White E217237EX2 E217237EX4
Pink E217237GX2 E217237GX4
Red E217237HX2 E217237HX4
Light Blue E217237JX2 E217237JX4
Dark Blue E217237KX2 E217237KX4
Magenta E217237LX2 E217237LX4
Black E217237NX2 E217237NX4
Assorted E217237PX2 E217237PX4

$48.95 $92.65

2-Ply. 56 cm x 71 cm (22" x 28")

4-Ply. 56 cm x 71 cm (22" x 28")

6-Ply. 56 cm x 71 cm (22" x 28")

Sheets 96

Orange E241058
Yellow E241059
Evergreen E241060
Dark Blue E241061
White E241062
Pink E241063
Red E241064
Kelly Green E241065
Magenta E241066
Black E241067
Assorted E241068

$13.95

2-Ply. 22 cm x 28 cm (8½" x 11")

Bristol Board
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E9718517

E9729619

ARTS & CRAFTS

White Manila/Oak Size Pkg.
E9716825 E9716829 23 cm x 30 cm (9" x 12") $9.65
E9716826 E9700992 30 cm x 46 cm (12" x 18") $16.70
E9716827 E9716831 46 cm x 61 cm (18" x 24") $36.15
E9716828 E9700993 61 cm x 91 cm (24" x 36") $60.90

Economy Tag Board Pkgs. of 100, 150 lb. 
Two-ply 150-lb. tag board in white or manila/oak. Great for 
drawing, posters, signs, etc. 

Bright Paper 96 Sheets, 60 lb., 22 cm x 28 cm (81⁄2” x 11”) 
Assortment of fade-resistant, brightly coloured paper. Can be used in plain-paper 
copiers and laser printers. Also great for calligraphy and printmaking. Twelve-
colour assortment.  
E9731898  $12.95 pkg.;  7+  $12.80 pkg.

Foam Board
Satin-smooth surface — no corrugations, no texture, no seams. The thick board 
cuts effortlessly with mat knives, razors, slitters, fine-toothed band saws, and 
circular table saws. 
Cat. No. Size Thickness Each
E9703877 51 cm x 76 cm (20" x 30") 5 mm (3⁄16") $3.75
E8100135 76 cm x 102 cm (30" x 40") 5 mm (3⁄16") $6.60

Additional shipping charges apply. 

BOARDS

Peacock® Super Value Poster 
Board Pkgs. of 50, 56 cm x 71 cm 
(22" x 28") 
This economy poster board is a great value for 
all types of classroom projects. Packaged in a 
reclosable carton for easy storage.
White 
E9718517  $35.65 pkg.
Five Assorted Colours. Includes red, green,  
blue, black, and yellow.  
E9729619  $42.95 pkg. 

Presentation Boards Pkg. of 24. White.  
122 cm x 91 cm (48” x 36”) 
These tri-fold, corrugated display boards can be used  
for project booths, art fairs, and all types of displays. 
E9719691  $119.25 pkg.  

Display 
information 

in a clean and 
bold way!

Bright Tag Board
A lightweight tag that can be 
cut with scissors. Holds its 
folds, makes clean cuts, and 
laminates well. 50% recycled 
- fade-resistant. 12 colours.
22 cm x 28 cm (81⁄2" x 11"). 
Pkg. of 96 sheets.  
E9731885  $23.90 pkg.   
28 cm x 43 cm (11" x 17"). 
Pkg. of 48 sheets.  
E9708205  $20.45 pkg.
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CELLOPHANE, CREPE & TISSUE PAPER

Cellophane Rolls
Create unique crafts that explore light and colour mixing with this vibrant 
cellophane. Perfect for making flowers, stained glass crafts, collages and more.
 

Colour
51 cm x 3.8 m 
(20” x 12.5’)

51 cm x 7.6 m 
(20” x 25’)

51 cm x 30.4 m 
(20” x 100’)

Clear E240430A E240431A
Blue E240430B E240431B E9700879D
Red E240430C E240431C E9700879A
Green E240430D E240431D E9700879G
Yellow E240430E E240431E E9700879B
Pink E240430F E240431F E9700879F
Orange E240430G E240431G
Purple E240430H E240431H
Orchid E9700879C

$3.85 $7.65 $25.95

Colour Cat. No. Colour Cat. No.
Scarlet E216870A Dubonnet E216870S
Orange E216870B Dark Green E216870T
Gold E216870C Brown E216870V
Canary Yellow E216870D Black E216870X
Dark Blue E216870E Assorted E216870Y
White E216870F Med Green E216870Z
Pink E216870H Light Yellow E216870AC
Light Pink E216870I Spring Green E216870AD
Cerise E216870J Chinese Red E216870AE
Purple E216870L Lavender E216870AF
Peach E216870M American Red E216870AG
Lilac E216870N Medium Blue E216870AH
Forest Green E216870O Light Turquoise E216870AJ
Light Blue E216870P Christmas Red E216870AK
Turquoise E216870Q Plum E216870AM

Each $3.60 Each $3.60

Tissue Paper
24 Sheets, 51 cm x 76 cm (20” x 30”). Light transmitting colour is the hallmark of 
this versatile art paper. The uses are limited only by the imagination but include 
simulated stained glass windows, paper flowers, collage work, as well as gift wrap. 
Bleed proof.

Cello Sheets Pkg. of 48,  
22 cm x 28 cm (81⁄2"  x 11") 
Pre-cut cellophane sheets in vivid colours. 
Perfect for craft projects like stained glass, 
lanterns, and colour mixing. Six sheets 
each of clear, red, green, orange (tango), 
pink, blue, orchid, and yellow (amber).  
E9722761  $11.25 pkg.;   
12+  $11.15 pkg.

Roylco® 10 cm (4") 
Tissue Circles, Pkg. 
of 480
Make either flowers or 
crumple to add texture 
and colour to collages. 
Assorted colours. 
E9731890  $9.45 pkg.

Pkg. of 12
While Quantities Last.
E215276  $8.95

Crepe Paper, 50 cm x 2.5 m (20” x 8’)
Available in 12 colours! 
E214918 A through L  $0.95 ea.

Crepe Paper Streamers, 4.5 cm x 24 m (1¾” x 79’)
Available in 10 colours!  
E214926 A through K  $0.80 ea.

E214918A  Red

E214918B Orange  

E214918C Yellow  

E214918D Light Green  

E214918E Dark Green  

E214918F Dark Blue   

E214918G Sky Blue  

E214918H Purple  

E214918I Pink  

E214918J Brown  

E214918K Black  

E214918L White  

E214926A  Red

E214926B  Green

E214926C  White

E214926D  Black

E214926E  Burgundy

E214926G  Dark Pink

E214926H  Light Blue

E214926I  Lilac

E214926J  Orange

E214926K  Yellow
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ARTS & CRAFTS
PAPER ROLLS
Rainbow® Coloured Kraft Duo-Finish® Paper Rolls 40 lb.
These fade-resistant colours are great for murals, crafts, and backgrounds for displays.  

91 cm x 305 m (36" x 1000 ft.) 122 cm x 61 m (48" x 200 ft.)
Colour Cat. No. Roll Cat. No. Roll
White E9702917 $144.95 E9730651K $46.95
Scarlet E9702918 $144.95 E9730651P $46.95
Canary E9702919 $144.95 E9730651J $46.95
Orange E9702920 $144.95 E9730651H $46.95
Aqua E9702922 $144.95 E9730651C $46.95
Black E9702923 $144.95 E9730651M $46.95
Emerald E9706848 $144.95 E9730651E $46.95
Dark Blue E9706849 $144.95 E9730651R $46.95
Pink E9706850 $144.95 E9730651A $46.95
Lite Green E9713814 $144.95 E9730651G $46.95
Brite Green E9713815 $144.95 E9730651F $46.95
Brite Blue E9713816 $144.95 E9730651B $46.95
Purple E9713817 $144.95 E9730651L $46.95
Royal Blue E9726079 $144.95 E9730651T $46.95
Flame E9726080 $144.95 E9730651Q $46.95
Sky Blue — — E9730651D $46.95
Brown E9735848 $144.95 E9730651N $46.95

 

Pacon® Kraft Paper 
Rolls, 40 lb. 
The “all-purpose” paper. 
Use for murals, collages, 
finger paintings, table 
covers, and craft projects. 

White
Cat. No. Size Roll
E9729615 61 cm x 305 m (24” x 1,000 ft.) $137.15

Natural
Cat. No. Size Roll
E9729616 61 cm x 305 m (24" x 1,000 ft.) $104.05
E9729618 91 cm x 305 m (36" x 1,000 ft.) $139.90
E9737592 122 cm x 30 m (48" x 100 ft.) $39.90

6 cm x 15 m (2¼” x 50 ft.) 
A White  I Sunset Gold
B      Violet J Lime Green
C Canary Yellow          K Pink 
D Emerald Green           L       Magenta 
E Rich Blue                  M Royal Blue
F Black                         N Apple Green
G Flame Red             
H Bright Blue                               
E9701227  $5.15 roll 
Indicate colour by letter code. EXAMPLE: E9701227A White.
Colour Assortment. Contains one roll each of flame red, black, apple green, royal 
blue, yellow, and orange. 
E9730649  $27.45 asst.Kraft Paper Rolls 305 m (1,000 ft.)

White Project Rolls, 60 lb.,  
91 cm x 193 m (36" x 200 yds.)
Ideal for use for posters, murals, stage flats, 
and sets. Use for bulletin boards, covering 
chalkboards, banners, wherever a large art 
display is needed. 
E9731891   $142.95 ea. 

Bordette® Rolls
Prescalloped Corobuff® 
Bordette® comes to you 
ready to use for bulletin 
board trim, classroom and 
school decoration, picture 
framing, and craft projects. 
Made from fadeless paper.

Additional shipping charges apply. 

Corrugated Rolls
These brightly coloured rolls are used for a  
variety of decorative backdrops. They serve as a ripple of 
colour to which objects can be pinned or glued. The backing 
of the rolls have printed squares for easy cutting.
122 cm x 8 m (48" x 25’)
(A) White (J) Azure Blue
(B) Violet (K) Flame Red
(C) Canary  (M) Apple Green
(D) Orange (O) Bright Blue
(E) Emerald Green 
(H) Black  
E217204  $36.95 each. 
Indicate colour by letter code. EXAMPLE: E217204D Orange.

White Paper. Heavy. white wrapping paper, commonly called white butcher’s 
paper. For all types of drawing, murals, watercolour, and poster painting, etc. 
E9700877  61 cm (24”), 40 lb.  $74.95 Roll            
E9700878  91 cm (36”), 33.3 lb.  $99.45 Roll
Brown Paper. Heavy brown kraft paper for blackboard and bulletin board, murals, 
inexpensive drawings, etc. 
E240048  91 cm (36”) 30lb  $41.28 Roll
E240049  61 cm (24”) 40lb  $75.05 Roll
E240050  91 cm (36”) 40lb  $107.95 Roll
E240088  91 cm (36”) 60lb  $120.90 Roll

Natural Kraft Paper Rolls. Heavy, 50 lb.  
Recycled and recyclable.
Cat. No. Size Roll
E214344 122 cm x 61 m (48” x 200 ft.) $62.05
E214343 91 cm x 152 m (36" x 500 ft.) $103.95
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E9700913

ARTS & CRAFTS
DRAWING PAPER 

Cat. No. Size Each
E4100152 30 cm x 46 cm (12" x 18") $27.95
E4100153 46 cm x 61 cm (18" x 24") $56.95

Nasco White All Media Drawing Paper, 500-Sheet Reams

Nasco Bogus Paper,  
Pkgs. of 250 Sheets, 80 lb.
Bogus is a very economically priced, 
heavy, tough gray paper. Principally 
used by students for crayon, charcoal, 
tempera, and waterbased paints. 

Nasco Manila  
Drawing Paper 
500-Sheet Reams
The most popular paper for  
grade and high school easel 
use. Use for practically any 
medium, an all-purpose paper. 

Cat. No. Size Weight Each
E9700932 23 cm x 30 cm (9" x 12") 40 lb. $11.75
E9700933 30 cm x 46 cm (12" x 18") 40 lb. $21.55
E9700934 46 cm x 61 cm (18" x 24") 40 lb. $43.60
E9700936 23 cm x 30 cm (9" x 12") 50 lb. $12.90
E9700937 30 cm x 46 cm (12" x 18") 50 lb. $22.50
E9700938 46 cm x 61 cm (18" x 24") 50 lb. $49.55
E4100483 30 cm x 46 cm (12" x 18") 80 lb. $35.50
E4100484 46 cm x 61 cm (18" x 24") 80 lb. $90.70

Newsprint Pads  
500 Sheets, 30 lb. 
Standard school-quality rough newsprint for work with ink, pastels, charcoal, etc. 
Contains at least 50% post-consumer recycled fibers.

Cat. No. Size Weight Each 5+, ea.
E9700913 23 cm x 30 cm (9" x 12") 30 lb. $7.85 $7.45
E9700914 30 cm x 46 cm (12" x 18") 30 lb. $15.65 $15.45
E9700915 46 cm x 61 cm (18" x 24") 30 lb. $27.95 $27.75
E9700916 61 cm x 91 cm (24" x 36") 30 lb. $62.85 $62.60

Cat. No. Size Weight Sheets Per 
Package Each

E220663 23 cm x 30 cm (9" x 12") 90 lb 96 $4.65
E220662 30 cm x 46 cm (12" x 18") 90 lb 96 $6.45
E220316 46 cm x 61 cm (18" x 24") 90 lb 96 $14.40
E220318 46 cm x 61 cm (18" x 24") 90 lb 480 $61.45
E220536 23 cm x 30 cm (9" x 12") 120 lb 96 $4.15
E219464 30 cm x 46 cm (12" x 18") 120 lb 96 $9.45
E219446 46 cm x 61 cm (18" x 24") 120 lb 96 $18.95

Cartridge  
Drawing Paper
This bright white drawing paper 
with a toothy surface is ideal for 
dry media such as pencil, char-
coal and pastel.

Cat. No. Size Weight Each
E9728251 23 cm x 30 cm (9" x 12") 50 lb. $16.20
E9728252 30 cm x 46 cm (12" x 18") 50 lb. $30.45
E9728253 46 cm x 61 cm (18" x 24") 50 lb. $62.30
E9728256 46 cm x 61 cm (18" x 24") 60 lb. $68.60
E9728257 23 cm x 30 cm (9" x 12") 80 lb. $26.95
E9728258 30 cm x 46 cm (12" x 18") 80 lb. $47.95
E9728259 46 cm x 61 cm (18" x 24") 80 lb. $97.40

Cat. No. Size Weight Each
E9707356 23 cm x 30 cm (9" x 12") 60 lb. $39.05
E9707357 30 cm x 46 cm (12" x 18") 60 lb. $78.00
E9707358 46 cm x 61 cm (18" x 24") 60 lb. $156.15
E9707359 23 cm x 30 cm (9" x 12") 70 lb. $42.45
E9707360 30 cm x 46 cm (12" x 18") 70 lb. $86.15
E9707361 46 cm x 61 cm (18" x 24") 70 lb. $171.55

Nasco Erasable Drawing Paper, 500-Sheet Reams
100% recycled, neutral pH drawing paper that is completely erasable! 

Cat. No. Size Weight Each
E9700924 23 cm x 30 cm (9" x 12") 60 lb. $17.70
E9700925 30 cm x 46 cm (12" x 18") 60 lb. $32.40
E9700926 46 cm x 61 cm (18" x 24") 60 lb. $68.10
E9700927 61 cm x 91 cm (24" x 36") 60 lb. $143.10
E9727915 46 cm x 61 cm (18" x 24") 70 lb. $92.00
E9700929 30 cm x 46 cm (12" x 18") 80 lb. $47.60
E9700930 46 cm x 61 cm (18" x 24") 80 lb. $93.00
E9700931 61 cm x 91 cm (24" x 36") 80 lb. $204.35

Nasco Budget White Sulphite  
Drawing Paper, 500-Sheet Reams
Excellent quality heavy white drawing paper with special sizing to accept  
pencil or crayon. Erasable. Not intended for wet media.

Additional shipping charges apply. 
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ARTS & CRAFTS
CONSTRUCTION PAPER

Economy School Construction Paper, 55lbs
Supply students with vibrant, smooth textured construction paper for all of their arts and crafts projects. 
This heavyweight, school-grade construction paper offers great quality at an affordable price. Recyclable.

Pacon® Sunworks® Heavyweight Construction Paper, 55lbs
Brightly coloured, all-purpose, high-strength, smooth textured, heavyweight, 
groundwood construction paper with long, strong fibers that cut cleanly and fold 
evenly without cracking. Recyclable.

Colour

Pacon® Sunworks® Heavyweight 
Construction Paper, 55lbs

23 x 30 cm  
(9” x 12”)

50 Sheets
$2.45 pkg.

30 x 46 cm  
(12” x 18”)
50 Sheets

$4.25 pkg.

46 x 61 cm  
(18” x 24”)
50 Sheets

$8.65 pkg.

61 x 91 cm
 (24” x 36”)
50 Sheets

$17.65 pkg.
Assorted Colours E9715509A E9715510A E9715511A E9719383A
Orange E9715509C E9715510C E9715511C -
Holiday Red E9715509F E9715510F E9715511F -
Red E9715509G E9715510G - -
Sky Blue E9715509H E9715510H E9715511H -
Turquoise E9715509J E9715510J E9715511J -
Blue E9715509K E9715510K E9715511K -
Bright Blue E9715509L E9715510L - -
Yellow E9715509N E9715510N E9715511N -
Bright Green E9715509T E9715510T - -
Holiday Green E9715509U E9715510U E9715511U -
Violet E9715509X E9715510X E9715511X -
Pink E9715509Y E9715510Y E9715511Y -
Hot Pink E9715509Z E9715510Z E9715511Z -
Bright White E9715509AB E9715510AB E9715511AB -
White E9715509AC E9715510AC - -
Gray E9715509AD E9715510AD E9715511AD -
Black E9715509AE E9715510AE E9715511AE -
Brown E9715509AG E9715510AG E9715511AG -
Light Brown E9715509AH E9715510AH - -
Dark Brown E9715509AJ E9715510AJ - -

Classroom Keepers® Construction Paper Storage 
Sturdy corrugated boxes ideal for organizing and storing construction paper.

30 cm x 46 cm (12" x 18"). Each of the 10 slots measures 32 cm x 46 cm x 
8 cm (121⁄2" x 181⁄4" x 3") and is perfect for storing 30 cm x 46 cm (12" x 18") 
sheets of construction paper. Overall dimensions: 68 cm x 43 cm x 47 cm 
(267⁄8" x 167⁄8" x 181⁄2").  
ESB45220  $49.95 ea.

Colour

Economy School Construction Paper, 55 lbs 
23 cm x 30 cm (9” x 12”) 30 cm x 46 cm (12” x 18”)

50 Sheets
$2.25 pkg.

100 Sheets
$4.20 pkg.

2,500 Sheets
$98.75 pkg.

5,000 Sheets
$184.70 pkg.

50 Sheets
$3.80 pkg.

100 Sheets
$7.25 pkg.

1,250 Sheets
$176.90 pkg.

Assorted Colours E9727121AB E9730054A E9733560AB - E9727122AB E9730053A E9733565AB
Orange E9727121T E9730054C E9733560T E9733561C E9727122T E9730053C E9733565T
Holiday Red - - - - E9727122L - E9733565L
Red E9727121W E9730054G E9733560W E9733561G E9727122W E9730053G E9733565W
Light Blue E9727121M E9730054H E9733560M E9733561H E9727122M E9730053H E9733565M
Turquoise E9727121C E9730054J E9733560C E9733561J E9727122C E9730053J E9733565C
Blue E9727121B E9730054K E9733560B E9733561K E9727122B E9730053K E9733565B
Yellow - - - - E9727122AA E9730053N E9733565AA
Holiday Green E9727121K E9730054U - E9733561U E9727122K E9730053U E9733565K
Lilac E9727121Q E9730054W E9733560Q E9733561W - - -
Violet E9727121Y E9730054X E9733560Y E9733561X E9727122Y E9730053X E9733565Y
Pink E9727121U E9730054Y E9733560U E9733561Y E9727122U E9730053Y E9733565U
Hot Pink E9727121V E9730054Z E9733560V E9733561Z E9727122V E9730053Z E9733565V
Magenta - - - - E9727122R E9730053AA E9733565R
White E9727121Z E9730054AC E9733560Z E9733561AC E9727122Z E9730053AC E9733565Z
Gray E9727121H E9730054AD - E9733561AD E9727122H E9730053AD E9733565H
Black E9727121A E9730054AE E9733560A E9733561AE E9727122A E9730053AE E9733565A
Brown E9727121D E9730054AG E9733560D E9733561AG E9727122D E9730053AG E9733565D
Light Brown E9727121N E9730054AH E9733560N E9733561AH E9727122N E9730053AH E9733565N
Dark Brown E9727121F E9730054AJ E9733560F E9733561AJ E9727122F E9730053AJ E9733565F
Scarlet - - - - E9727122X E9730053AK E9733565X
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ARTS & CRAFTS
CONSTRUCTION PAPER

Pacon® True-Ray® Fade-Resistant  
Construction Paper, 76lbs
Longer, stronger fiber for a paper tough enough to take folding, scoring, and 
curling without tearing or cracking. Acid free sulphite paper resists fading, keeping 
your projects brighter longer! Each heavyweight sheet is made from 50% recycled 
fiber content.

Colour
23 cm x 30 cm  

(9” x 12”)
50 Sheets

$4.50 pkg.

30 cm x 46 cm  
(12” x 18”)
50 Sheets

$8.95 pkg.

46 cm x 61 cm  
(18” x 24”)
50 Sheets

$15.90 pkg.
White E9708565A E9708564A E9715522A
Gray E9708565B E9708564B E9715522B
Blue E9708565C E9708564C E9715522C
Yellow E9708565F E9708564F E9715522F
Pink - E9708564G E9715522G
Black E9708565J E9708564J E9715522J
Brilliant Lime E9708565K E9708564K E9715522K
Turquoise E9708565L E9708564L E9715522L
Slate E9708565M E9708564M
Lilac - - -
Violet E9708565Q E9708564Q E9715522Q
Tan - - -
Warm Brown E9708565V E9708564V E9715522V
Orange - E9708564W E9715522W
Magenta E9708565Y E9708564Y E9715522Y
Festive Red - E9708564Z E9715522Z
Festive Green E9708565AA E9708564AA E9715522AA
Gold - E9708564AB E9715522AB
Salmon E9708565AE E9708564AE
Shocking Pink E9708565AF E9708564AF -
Sky Blue E9708565AH E9708564AH E9715522AH
Royal Blue E9708565AJ E9708564AJ E9715522AJ
Purple E9708565AK E9708564AK E9715522AK
Holiday Green E9708565AM E9708564AM E9715522AM
Holiday Red E9708565AN E9708564AN E9715522AN
Burgundy - -
Dark Brown E9708565BB E9708564BB E9715522BB

Colour
23 cm x 30 cm 

(9” x 12”)
50 Sheets

$4.50 pkg.

30 cm x 46 cm 
(12” x 18”)
50 Sheets

$8.95 pkg.

46 cm x 61 cm 
(18” x 24”) 
50 Sheets

$15.90 pkg.

61 cm x 91 cm  
(24” x 36”) 
50 Sheets

$28.40 pkg.
Assorted E9708565AR E9708564AR E9715522AR E9708569

Pacon® Multicultural 
Construction Paper 
Pkgs. of 50 
World colours in creative 
shades for multicultural 
curriculums. Practical, all-
purpose sheets with excellent 
strength, brightness, and 
durability. Five assorted 
colours. Acid free. 
23 cm x 30 cm (9" x 12").  
E9710471   $4.50 pkg.;  
5+  $4.30 pkg.

Fadeless® Art Paper Pkg. of 60, 30 cm x 46 cm (12” x 18”) 
Three sheets each of 20 colours. 
E9701223  $16.40 pkg.

Fadeless® Designer Art Paper  
Pkg. of 100, 30 cm x 46 cm (12" x 18") 
This assortment contains metallics and fashion colours, as well as standard 
colours. Includes four each of 25 colours. 
E9714777  $26.90 pkg.
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E9727426 E9727420

E9700787E9700786

E9700790

Crayola® Large Crayons
Large Crayola® crayons, 10 x 1 cm (4" x 7⁄16"), are easy for small children to use. 
Paper wrapped. Nontoxic. 
Tuck Box of 8. 
E1100143  $2.65 box 

Lift-Lid Box of 16. 
E9730003  $5.80 box

ARTS & CRAFTS

Crayola® Triangular Anti-Roll® Crayons
These triangular crayons are ergonomically designed to comfortably fit into the 
hand, helping develop proper writing grip. Will not roll off tables or desks when 
set down. 10 cm x 1.2 cm (4" x ½").
Set of 8. 
E9727426  $3.10 set

Set of 16. 
E9727420  $3.85 set

Crayola® Jumbo Crayons - Box of 8
These large-size crayons are made just for little 
ones to hold easily. Features each of the classic 
crayon colours. 13 cm x 1.4 cm (5" x ⁹⁄16"). 
E9727425  $3.25 box

CRAYONS

Crayola® Colors of the World™ 
Crayons - 24 Assorted
Ages 3 years + Crayola® Colors of the World™ 
Crayons contain 24 specially formulated 
colours representing people of the world. 
These skin tone crayons are an exciting 
addition to your crayon collection at home or 
in the classroom, making colouring pages and 
drawings even more detailed and realistic. The 
subtle shades inside are formulated to better 
represent the growing diversity worldwide. 
Colors of the World™ crayons fall into three 
main shades: Almond, Golden, and Rose – and 
all the darker or lighter shades in between. 
This pack includes 24 new crayon colours that 
represent people from around the world. Safe 
and non-toxic. 
E240834 $2.95

Crayola® Mini Twistables®  
Crayons Set of 24
No sharpening or peeling, just twist for more 
crayon when the tip is wearing  
down — clear plastic barrels  
allow you to see how much crayon is left. 
Premium colour transfer compared to a regular 
crayon. Durable, less likely to break. Nontoxic. 
Crayons are a fun mini size.  
E9724526  $6.25 set

Crayola® Wax Crayons
Colours are true and in perfect relation to each other. Blends smoothly on  
paper and cardboard. All sticks 9 cm x 8 mm (3⅝" x 5/16"), paper-wrapped. 
Nontoxic.
Tuck Box of 8. 
E9700786  $1.10 box 
Tuck Box of 16.  
E9700787  $1.90 box 
Tuck Box of 24.  
E9700788  $2.65 box 
 

Hinged-Lid Box of 64.  
With built-in sharpener.  
E9700790  $6.25 box 
Hinged-Lid Box of 120.  
E9732873  $16.45 box
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E9712082

E9706078 

E9739521

E9705676 E230075

E230076

E9737266

E9737264

ARTS & CRAFTS

Crayola® Super Tips 
Washable Markers
Draw, colour, and write with a wide 
variety of colours. Superior washability 
from skin and fabric. Will not bleed 
through paper. Markers come in a 
clear portable pouch. Nontoxic.
E9725491  Set of 20  $7.15 Per Set
E9725490 Set of 50  $12.45 Per Set

Crayola® Classic Markers 
Sets of 8 Classic Colours. 
Colours include black, blue, brown, green, 
orange, red, violet, and yellow.
E7100130 #7708 Conical-Tip
E9706078 #7709 Fine-Line
$4.45 Per Set  
Set of 10 Classic Colours #7726 Fine Tip   
Colours include brown, purple, red, 
orange, yellow, green, blue, black, pink, 
and gray.
E9729408  $4.85 Per Set

Conical (Broad) Tip

Fine Line

Crayola® Marker Classpacks®
Convenient, sturdy storage box. Each 
Classpack® comes with 12 extra  
marker caps. Nontoxic.
Original 16-Colour Conical-Tip 
Classpack® of 256. Includes 16 each of 
the following colours: brown, raspberry, 
red, orange, tiger orange, sandy tan, 
yellow, iguana green, black, dolphin 
gray, flamingo pink, violet, royal purple, 
blue, turquoise, and green. 
E9712084   $95.95 pack
Original 10-Colour Fine-Tip Classpack® 
of 200.  
Includes 20 each of the following 
colours: red, green, blue, yellow, 
orange, violet, black, brown, flamingo pink, and dolphin gray. 
E9712082   $89.65 pack
Bulk Conical-Tip Marker Refills- Black. Box of 12. Original formula. 
E9708144H   $7.25 box
Ultra-Clean Washable® 8-Colour Conical-Tip Classpack® of 200. Includes 25 
each of the following colours: black, red, orange, yellow, green, blue, violet, and 
brown. 
E9728998   $107.95 pack
Ultra-Clean Washable® 10-Colour Fine-Tip Classpack® of 200. Includes 20 each 
of the following colours: red, violet, orange, brown, yellow, black, green, blue, 
flamingo pink, and dolphin gray. 
E9722281   $132.95 pack

Crayola® Colors of the World™ Markers - 
24 Assorted  
Ages 5 years + Crayola® Colors of the World™ Markers 
contain 24 specially formulated colours representing 
people of the world. The subtle shades inside are 
formulated to better represent the growing diversity 
worldwide. Colors of the World™ markers fall into three 
main shades: Almond, Golden and Rose – and all the 
darker or lighter shades in between. This pack includes 
24 new marker colours that represent people from 
around the world.
E240835  $8.95

Crayola® Ultra-Clean  
Washable® Colour Markers
Variety Set of 64. Includes three broad-
line markers each of black, blue, brown, 
green, orange, red, violet, yellow, blue 
lagoon, dark grey, flamingo pink, sandy 
tan, coral reef, sea foam green, tropical 
violet, and whild orchid; eight washable 
window markers; and eight gel markers. 
E9739521   $34.95 Per Set

Assorted Colours Set of 24, Fine-Line Tip
E230075  $8.70 Per Set

Crayola® Ultra-Clean Washable® Colour Markers
Crayola® Ultra-Clean™ Markers now have an improved Ultra-Clean washable formula that washes off skin, 
clothing, and walls. Unleash creativity and amp up school projects and artistic endeavours with vibrant high-
quality ink that is true to colour. With these markers, children can express, create, and connect with colour. 
Watch kids' confidence and independence grow as they learn through colourful play. Nontoxic.

Assorted Colours Sets of 12 Conical-Tip #7812 
Colours include red, orange, yellow, blue, green, light blue, 
purple, brown, sandy tan, pink, gray, and blue lagoon. 
E9713876  $7.95 Per Set

Classic Colours Sets of 10 Conical-Tip #7851 
Includes the eight colours listed in the set of 8 plus gray 
and pink.
E9737264  $5.30 Per Set 

Classic Colours Sets of 8 Conical-Tip #7808 
Colours include black, blue, brown, green, orange, red, 
violet, and yellow. 
E9705676  $5.15 Per Set

Bold Colours Crayola® Ultra-Clean 
Washable®  
Colour Markers
Bold Colours Sets of 10. Colours include azure, 
copper, emerald, golden yellow, plum, primrose, 
raspberry, teal, kiwi and pumpkin. 
E9737266  Broad-Line #7853  $5.35 Per Set

Crayola® Washable Window Writers™, 
Pack of 10
Turn any window or mirror into a big, bold, beautiful 
work of art with Crayola® Window Writer™ markers! 
Once you’re finished with your giant window murals 
these washable markers make clean up a breeze. 
Nontoxic.
E230074  $5.90 pack

CRAYOLA® MARKERS

Assorted Colours Set of 16, Broad Line Markers
E230076   $10.05 Per Set
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PRANG® Coloured Pencil Sets
High quality colouring core pencils. Smooth, blendable colour. Presharpened 
pencils feature wood casings. 17.8 cm (7") L, 3.3 mm (.1") core.

Set of 12.  
E9708312  $3.60 set 
E9708312Z  Case of 12 sets  $41.90 

Set of 24.  
E9708313  $7.25 set 
E9708313Z  Case of 12 sets  $82.95

Set of 36.  
E9709465  $12.00 set 
E9709465Z  Case of 12 sets  $136.90 
  
Set of 72 
E215433  $19.30 set 

Master Pack of 288. Includes 24 each of 12 colours (rose, white, dark 
blue, purple, dark green, black, orange, light green, red, light blue, golden 
yellow, and brown). Nontoxic. 
E9715530  $82.95 pack

Spectrum Coloured 
Pencils, Set of 12 
Excellent quality and great value! 
Compare these affordable coloured 
pencils to your favourite brands.
Versatile for many art class 
applications - from beginner to 
advanced
• Smooth drawing with no mess
• Achieve translucent to bold 
application
• Blending capabilities help students 
learn about tonal gradations or create 
new hues or tones  
E240600  $2.95

ARTS & CRAFTS
COLOURED PENCILS
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E9705759

E9715581

ARTS & CRAFTS

PRISMAColour®  
Watercolour Pencils  
Set of 36
Artists’ quality, water-soluble coloured 
pencils. Excellent solubility for a 
smooth, even laydown of pigmented 
colour. Pencils can be used with water 
and a brush to create translucent, 
watercolour effects. 
E9715214  $64.80 set
E9715214Z  Case of 12 sets $738.75

Crayola® Coloured Pencils
Provide vibrant, intense colour with smooth laydown. Pencils are long, 
pre-sharpened, strong, and durable. 3.3 mm (1") core. Nontoxic.
Cat. No. Set Size Set Cat. No. Case Pack
E9705757 Set of 8 $2.60 E9705757Z Case of 48 sets $119.75
E9705759 Set of 24 $6.50 E9705759Z Case of 12 sets $74.10

Classpack® of 240. Includes 20 each 
of 12 colours: orange, sky blue, black, 
red, yellow, red-orange, yellow-green, 
brown, blue, violet, green, and white. 
12 pencil sharpeners and convenient 
storage box also included. 
E9713880  $61.45 pack

Classpack® of 462. Includes 35 each of 
red, orange, yellow, green, blue, black, 
white, and 31 each of violet, brown, 
red-orange, raspberry (red-violet), 
yellow-green, green-blue, and navy 
(blue-violet). 12 pencil sharpeners and 
convenient storage box also included. 
E9715581  $99.85 pack

Crayola® Metallic 
Coloured Pencils
Kids will love the unique, 
shimmery effects these pencils 
make! Looks great on black, 
coloured, and white paper. 
Colours include green, blue, 
purple, mauve, gold, silver, copper, 
and bronze. Nontoxic. 
Set of 8 
E9715582  $4.95 set 
E9715582Z  Case of 12 Sets  
$56.75

Crayola® Watercolour Pencils 
Draw and paint without changing mediums. Create clean, precise lines just like 
traditional coloured pencils — and transform instantly into a beautiful watercolour 
medium simply by adding water. Dry pencils produce rich, smooth colouring that 
blends easily. Dip in water to create fluid line drawings. Applying a wet brush to 
dry coloured areas creates soft watercolour washes. Pencils are pre-sharpened for 
immediate use. Nontoxic.
Set of 12. 
E9710989  $5.40 set 
E9710989Z  Case of 12 sets  $61.95  

Set of 24.   
E9715580  $10.75 set 
E9715580Z  Case of 12 sets $122.75

Classpack® of 240. Convenient, sturdy box contains 20 each of 12 vibrant  
colours: red, blue, green, yellow, violet, orange, black, brown, white, sky blue, 
magenta, and yellow-green.
E9718043  $87.40 pack

Royal Brush® Essentials™  
Watercolour Pencils Classroom Packs
Draw your design on watercolour paper and use a wet brush to soften and blend 
the lines. Each set comes with bonus pads of paper.
Classroom Pack of 144. Includes 12 each of 12 different colours. 
E9733206  $90.00 pack
Classroom Pack of 288. Includes 12 each of 24 different colours.  
E9733207  $176.40 pack

COLOURED PENCILS
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E9727942

E9728088

E9718909

E9726858

E9710551

9710550

E9710551

ARTS & CRAFTS
MARKERS

Nasco Country School™ Markers, Sets of 200
Durable, long-lasting markers feature brilliant colours. Conical broad tips allow for 
application of both wide or thin marker strokes. Sets include 25 markers each of 
violet, red, orange, yellow, green, blue, brown, and black. Nontoxic.
Classic Broad Tip Markers. 
E9728088   $87.10 set
Washable Broad Tip Markers. 
E9728089   $87.10 set

Classic Fine Tip Markers.  
E9727942   $87.10 set
Washable Fine Tip Markers. 
E9727941   $87.10 set

Sharpie® Fine-Point Markers
The industry standard and the original pen-style permanent marker. Fade- and 
water-resistant. Permanent on most surfaces. Quick-drying, nontoxic ink formula. 

Mr. Sketch® Scented 
Marker School Packs
Sturdy, durable storage boxes 
organize 12 colours. Nontoxic. 
Chisel Tip. Box of 192. (16 each 
of 12 colours). 
E9710551  $229.95 box
Scented Stix. Box of 216 fine-
line markers (18 each of 12 
colours). 
E9710550  $122.95 box

Sharpie® Ultra-Fine Point Markers
The permanent marker for precise, detailed marking. Water- and fade-resistant ink. 
Use on wood, plastic, glass, and metal. The nontoxic formula is quick drying.

Box of 12, Black  
E9717998A  $18.50

Set of 4 Black Markers.  
E9739752  $6.80

Set of 8. One each of black, brown, 
orange, yellow, purple, green, blue, 
and red.  
E9718911  $11.90 set
Classroom Set of 96. Includes 12 packs 
of the set of eight listed above.  
E9725934  $122.60 set
Set of 12 #1. Set of eight listed above 
plus turquoise, aqua, lime green, and 
berry.  
E9718909  $17.85 set
Set of 12 #2. One each of black, 
valley girl violet, berry, lilac, tangerine, 
magenta, banana clip yellow, lime, 
aqua, turquoise blue, metallic gold, and 
metallic silver.  
E9736779  $20.85 set

Set of 24. Set of 12 listed at left plus 
magenta, tangerine, navy, burgundy, 
marigold, olive, plum, lilac, pink, sky, 
mint, and peach.
E9724289  $35.90 set
Set of 36. Includes six green and 10 
each of black, blue, and red.  
E9736776  $46.40

Set of 4 Individual Black Markers.  
E9739751  $6.40
Individual Black Markers - Box of 12.  
E9717997A  $18.30 box  
Individual Black Markers - Canister of 36. 
E9726858  $49.80 pkg.

Sharpie® Twin-Tip Markers
Fine and ultra-fine points. Water-, smear-, and fade-resistant. Nontoxic.
Box of 12, Black Marker.  
E9716298AZ  $31.80 
Set of 8. Colours include black, lime, magenta, navy, orange, purple, sky, 
and teal blue. 
E9731641  $24.95 set

Box of 12, Black Pens.  
E9727762AZ Fine Point  $29.95
Set of 6, Classic Colours. Includes black, red, blue, green, purple, and orange. 
E9728591  $15.30 set
Set of 12. Includes two each of black and blue and one each of red, green, 
turquoise, coral, hot pink, clover, orange, and purple. 
E9731653  $30.45 set

Sharpie® Pens
These permanent pens do not bleed through and are
smear- and water-resistant when dry. Acid free.
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Packages of 12
Cat. No. Description Size 

Pkg. 
of 12

E9716269 Size 2 11.9 cm x 6.4 mm (411/16" x ¼") $3.50
E9716270 Size 3 12.7 cm x 7.9 mm (5" x 5/16") $3.85
E9716271 Size 4 13 cm x 9.5 mm (5⅛" x 3/8") $5.20
E9716272 Size 6 14.6 cm x 13 mm (53/4" x 1/2") $6.25
E9716273 Size 8 17.1 cm x 16 cm (63/4" x ⅝") $10.20

Spectrum Blending Stumps
Made of tightly wound soft gray paper. Both ends can be used for smoothing and 
blending large areas of pastel or charcoal.

Cat. No. Sizes Pack of Pkg. 
E240855 2, 4, 6 36 (12 of each) $14.50
E240856 2, 3, 4, 6, 8 60 (12 of each) $27.50
E240857 2, 4, 6 72 (24 of each) $28.40
E240858 2, 4, 6 144 (48 of each) $55.25

Set of 3 
Includes 1 of each size 

2, 4  and 6. 
E9726910A  $1.35 set

Nasco/General’s® Student Drafting Pencils Pkgs. of 12
Uniform graduation, flowing smoothness, rich black. 
A 6B E HB H 6H  L 5H
B 4B  F 2H J 3B M 3H
C 2B  G 4H K  5B  
E9715415  $8.65/pkg.
Indicate degree by letter code. EXAMPLE: E9715415A 6B.

DRAWING PENCILS

Coloured Charcoal Drawing 
Pencils
These fine quality charcoal drawing 
pencils produce deep colours and 
smooth lines. Ideal for sketching and 
drawing. Available in 4 colours.

Drawing Pencil, Sepia, Pack of 12
E240371Z  $22.65

Drawing Pencil, Dark Brown, Pack of 12
E240372Z  $22.65

Drawing Pencil, White, Pack of 12
E240373Z  $22.65

Drawing Pencil, Black, Pack of 12
E240374Z  $22.65

Spectrum 
Drafting 
Pencil Set
Set consists of 4 high 
quality pre-sharpened 
(HB, 2B, 4B & 6B) an eraser and 
metal sharpener. Perfect set for 
a beginner or well developed 
artist. These pencils are a 
perfect solution for a wide variety of work 
assignments (layouts, sketching etc.)
E240851  Set  $4.20 
E240851A  Pack of 24  $94.95 
E240851B  Pack of 36  $139.95 
E240851C  Pack of 144  $535.95

ARTS & CRAFTS
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E216105 E216104

E9717704

E9726664 E9717703

ARTS & CRAFTS

Mungyo Soft Pastels, Assorted Colours
Elementary Grade. Made from the finest materials, these soft pastels are easy to 
draw with, and have a smooth texture. Can be blended, layered, and easily lifted 
with a kneaded eraser. The vivid and brilliant colours are fade-resistant. 10mm x 
10mm x 66mm (0.4" x 0.4" x 2.6")

Cat No. Description Each Case of 48 Each
E240128 Assorted Colours, Set of 12 $8.40 E240128Z $382.95
E240129 Assorted Colours, Set of 24 $13.70 E240129Z $624.75
E240130 Assorted Colours, Set of 36 $15.95 E240130Z $724.95
E240131 Assorted Colours, Set of 48 $21.45 E240131Z $952.38

Mungyo Soft Pastels (Half-Size), Assorted Colours
Elementary Grade.  Made from the finest materials, these soft pastels are easy to 
draw with, and have a smooth texture. Can be blended, layered, and easily lifted 
with a kneaded eraser. The vivid and brilliant colours are fade-resistant. 8mm x 
8mm x 27mm (0.3" x 0.3" x 1.1")

Cat No. Description Each Case of 48 Each
E240141 Assorted Colours, Set of 12 $5.25 E240141Z $222.95
E240142 Assorted Colours, Set of 24 $5.95 E240142Z $251.95
E240145 Assorted Colours, Set of 64 $13.95 E240145Z $595.95

Funstuff® Artists' Soft Pastels
Strongly pigmented soft chalk pastels are made from top quality materials. 
Unwrapped square sticks in protective plastic tray. Sticks approx 6.5 cm long x 9 
mm square (2.6" x .4")
12 Assorted Colours
E216102  $7.95 Set 
E216102Z  Case of 24 sets  $184.50 
24 Assorted Colours
E216103  $13.10 Set 
E216103Z  Case of 24 sets  $302.50

48 Assorted Colours
E216104  $26.85 Set 
E216104Z  Case of 24 sets  $619.95 

12 Gray Tones Assortment. 
E216105  $7.95 Set 
E216105Z  Case of 24 sets  $183.75

Sargent Art® Square  
Chalk Pastel Sets
Richly pigmented, premium quality 
pastels blend easily with smooth 
texture. Each stick measures 63.5 mm x 
9.5 mm (2½" x ³⁄₈").

Set of 24.
E9717703  $16.20 set 
E9717703Z Case of 24 sets  $369.25  
Set of 48.
E9717704  $27.25 set  
E9717704Z Case of 24 sets  $559.95 

Portrait Set of 24. Creates aged effects 
on paper. Soft formula allows superior 
colour control. Velvety-smooth dry 
texture with brilliant, concentrated 
pigmentations. Perfect for creating 
realistic portraits.
E9726664  $16.50 set 
E9726664Z Case of 24 sets  $376.25 

Bulk Square Pastels - Set of 144.
E217280  $68.50

PASTELS & WATERCOLOUR CRAYONS

Mungyo Gallery Watercolour Crayons, Assorted Colours
Professional Grade. Made from the finest materials, these watercolour crayons 
can be used as a regular crayon or as a watercolour. By brushing some water over 
your drawing, the color disperses into a watercolour wash. The vivid and brilliant 
colours are fade-resistant. Colours included: Black, Deep Green, Yellow Green, 
Cobalt Blue, Light Blue, Crimson, Dark Ochre, Red, Orange #3, Chrome Yellow, 
Salmon Pink & White. 8mm x 8mm x 93mm (.3" x .3" x 3.7").
E240116  Set of 12  $9.95
E240117  Set of 24  $19.95
E240118  Set of 36  $28.95
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E9714448

ARTS & CRAFTS
OIL PASTELS

Crayola® Oil Pastel Set
Provides smooth, creamy lay down for solid 
coverage in bright, vivid opaque colours that blend 
to a true secondary colour. Hexagonal shape keeps 
pastels from rolling off tables and desks. Lift-lid box. 
Nontoxic.
Classpack® of 336. Double white and black! Includes 
12 colours; 48 each of white and black and 24 each 
of 10 colours (red, pink, orange, peach, yellow, 
yellow-green, green, blue, violet, and brown). Sturdy, 
reusable Classpack® makes storing and organizing 
simple!
E9723377  $64.95 pack

Mungyo Oil Pastels, Assorted Colours, 
Set of 144 
Made from the finest materials, these oil pastels are 
easy to draw with, and have a smooth texture. Can 
be scrapped, blended, and layered. The vivid and 
brilliant colours are fade-resistant. 11mm x 11mm x 
70mm (.4" x .4" x 2.8").
E240124  $36.95

Mungyo Oil Pastels, Assorted Colours 
Made from the finest materials, these oil pastels are easy to draw with, and have a smooth texture.  
Can be scrapped, blended, and layered. The vivid and brilliant colours are fade-resistant.  
11mm x 11mm x 70mm (.4" x .4" x 2.8")

Cat No. Description Each Case of 48 Each
E240121 Assorted Colours, Set of 12 $3.40 E240121Z $155.00
E240125 Assorted Colours, Set of 24 $6.85 E240125Z $310.85
E240126 Assorted Colours, Set of 36 $9.85 E240126Z $442.50
E240127 Assorted Colours, Set of 48 $10.95 E240127Z $499.95

Cray-Pas® Junior Artist™ Sets
Student-quality oil pastels for grades K-8. Stick size 
60 mm x 8 mm (2³⁄₈" x ⁵⁄16"). 
Cat. No. Size of Set Set 
E9714428 Set of 25 $5.55
E9714448 Set of 50 $13.95

Solid Colour Sets. Box of 12. 
E9715202A Black E9715202B White
$4.10 set
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E9725499

E9724525

E9715579

E9722294

E9722293

E9710388A E9710388AZ
E9710388B E9710388BZ
E9710388C E9710388CZ
E9710388D E9710388DZ
E9710388E E9710388EZ
E9710388F E9710388FZ
E9710388G E9710388GZ
E9710388H E9710388HZ
E9710388I E9710388IZ
E9710388J E9710388JZ

White. Includes four 227 g (8 oz) pouches.
E9708619  $25.95 bucket   4+  $24.65 bucket
Assorted Colours. Includes 227 g (8 oz) each of  
white, red, blue, and yellow. Nontoxic.
E9715579  $26.95 bucket;  4+  $25.60 bucket
Natural Colours. Includes one pouch each of earth tone, bisque, terra cotta, and 
white.
E9725499  $26.95 bucket;  4+  $25.60 bucket
Neon Colours. Includes one pouch each of radical red, yellow-green, laser lemon, 
and shocking pink.
E9724525  $26.95 bucket;  12+  $25.60 bucket

Crayola® Model Magic®  
Classpacks® Box of 75, 28 g (1-oz) Packages
Individual 1-oz packages lets you control how much is given out to students - no 
more waste! No fuss, no mess, lightweight air-dry material can be decorated with 
markers, glitter, glue, paint, etc., to create one-of-a-kind projects. Sturdy, reusable 
packaging makes storing and organizing simple. Each Classpack® has enough 
product to complete three class projects. Comes with a lesson plan booklet. 
Nontoxic.
Set of 2 Classpacks®. Includes one of each Classpack® below.  
EEL10158  $105.50 set  
White Classpack®, Case of 75. 
E9722293  $56.95 pack;  3+  $55.50 pack
Primary Colours Classpack®. Includes an assortment of 18 red, 18 yellow,  
18 blue, and 21 white.
E9722294  $56.95 pack;  3+  $55.50 pack

Crayola® Model Magic®, 907 g (2-lb.) Buckets
The ultimate modeling material for a wide range of hands-on projects and sculpting 
activities. Blend clay by mixing colours thoroughly, or stop mixing part way for a 
marbled effect. Air dries to a smooth resilient finish. Convenient  
assortments of four 8-oz pouches in a  
resealable storage bucket. Nontoxic.

ARTS & CRAFTS
MODELING CLAY & DOUGH

PRANG® Modeling Clay 
0.45 kg (1 lb.) pkg. Designed for permanently pliable use. This clay is smooth, easy 
to shape, and fun for all ages. Nonstaining and non-toxic. 

Set of 4, 0.11 kg (¼ lb.) sticks in red, blue, 
green, and yellow in assorted packages.  
Assorted 4 Pack 
E9710388K  $2.70
Pack of 12 Sets of 4  
E9710388KZ  $30.75

Colour
0.45 kg (1 lb.)

$2.70 ea.
0.45 kg (1 lb.)

Pack of 12 $30.75
Red
Orange
Yellow
Green
Blue
Violet
White
Brown
Black
Grey
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ARTS & CRAFTS
MODELING CLAY & DOUGH

Tutti Frutti™ Modeling Clay
Ages 3 years + Made in Canada, Tutti Frutti™ reinvents traditional modeling dough by 
offering your children not only a colourful visual and tactile experience, but one that 
talks to their nose with exciting fruity scents. Unlike other modeling dough, Tutti Frutti 
is rehydratable, non-sticky, non-flaky and made with non-toxic ingredients. With its 
mixable colours, its malleable texture and its different scents, the Tutti Frutti modeling 
dough is fun and stimulating! 
Tutti Frutti™ Scented Modeling Clay - 100g (3.5 oz) 
A Vanilla
B Blueberry
C Strawberry

D Orange
E Bubble Gum
F Grape

K Green Apple

E470203  $3.55 
Indicate colour by letter code EXAMPLE: E470203A Vanilla
Tutti Frutti™ Scented Modeling Clay 
A Vanilla
B Blueberry
C Strawberry

D Orange
E Bubble Gum
F Grape

G Banana
H Green Apple

E470215 Tub of 1 kg (35.3 oz) $14.35
Indicate colour by letter code EXAMPLE: E470215A Vanilla

Tutti Frutti™ Unscented Modeling Clay
A White B Yellow C Blue D Red
E470213 Tub of 250 g $4.90
E470214 Tub of 1 kg $14.35
Indicate colour by letter code EXAMPLE: E470213A White

Crayola® Dough Reusable  
Modeling Compound, 1.3 kg (3-lb.) Buckets
Ages 3 years + Add a vivid new dimension to learning with colours! Soft texture 
is easy to manipulate, resists crumbling, and doesn’t leave a residue on hands. 
Washable from most surfaces. Dough remains soft if returned to and stored in its 
container. Nontoxic. 
Set of 6. Includes one each of the colours listed below.
E9709386  $87.50 set 
Individual Colours.
E9709380 Yellow
E9709381 Orange
E9709382 Red

E9709383 Purple
E9709384 Blue
E9709385 Green

Each  $15.35

Reusable Modeling Clay
Smooth, soft, reusable, non-hardening clay. Non-toxic, and will not dry out. Flexible 
and colourful, this reusable modeling clay is ideal for modeling, sculpture. Can be 
hand-molded or used with cutting and shaping accessories. 500 g packages.

Each Colour   Pack of 24
240485A Dark Green 240485AZ
240485B Light Blue 240485BZ
240485C Dark Blue 240485CZ
240485D Violet 240485DZ
240485E Purple 240485EZ
240485F Terra Cotta 240485FZ
240485G Stone 240485GZ
240485H Brown 240485HZ
240485J Grey 240485JZ
240485K Black 240485KZ
240485M White 240485MZ
240485N Rainbow 240485NZ
240485P Neon Rainbow 240485PZ
240485Q Skin Tone 240485QZ
240485R Red 240485RZ
240485S Pink 240485SZ
240485T Orange 240485TZ
240485V Yellow 240485VZ
240485W Leaf Green 240485WZ
240485X Green 240485XZ
  $3.25     $74.90
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E2200135

E9737262

ESB45137

E215426

E9726662

E9726663

ARTS & CRAFTS
AIR DRY CLAY

Crayola®  
Air-Dry Clay
Looks, feels, and performs like a traditional earth clay, but requires no firing or 
baking! Easy-to-use, durable, and versatile. Use with traditional techniques (pinch, 
coil, slab, score-and-weld); make stamped impressions and beads; and embed 
found objects. Paint with tempera, acrylics, or watercolours when dry. Dried pieces 
won’t crack and can be varnished.
1.1 kg (2.50-lb.) Bucket.
E2200135  White
Each  $9.15 bucket;  6+  $9.00 bucket
2.2 kg (5-lb.) Bucket. White.
ESB45137  $16.25 bucket;  3+  $16.10 bucket
11 kg (25-lb.) Value Pack. White.
E9724972  $66.95 pack 

Additional shipping charges apply. 

DAS® Air-Hardening 
Modeling Clay
Air-hardening modeling clay has 
a smooth, even texture. Can 
be used on various supports 
such as wood, cardboard, and 
terra cotta. Usually dries within 
24 hours. Once dried, it can be 
painted or varnished. Gluten 
free. Nontoxic.

Sargent Art® Sculpt-It!™ Air-Dry Clay
No kiln needed! Air-hardening clay dries to an almost ceramic hard surface with 
minimal shrinkage. Excellent detail and smooth surface. No kiln or heat baking 
required for drying. Moisten while pliable for piece-to-piece adhesion. Can be 
painted after drying. Resealable tubs with convenient carry handle.  
Nontoxic.
White, 907 g (2 lbs.) 
E9724605  $18.35 pkg.
Classroom Pack.  
Includes 150 individually  
wrapped 20 g (0.7 oz.) 
packages.
E9726663  $80.95 pack

Plastisial
Plastisial is a grey air drying clay 
that does not need to be fired. It is 
a wonderful medium for creating 
sculptures and hand built objects. 
Finished pieces can be decorated using 
paints.
Plastisial 1 kg (2.2 lbs)
E240093  $5.20 ea.
Plastisial 5 kg (11 lbs)
E220919  $18.95 ea.
Plastisial 23 kg (50 lbs)  
E220917  $65.95 ea.

CUSTOMER
FAVOURITE

Vallauris
Vallauris is a red drying clay that does 
not need to be fired. It is a wonderful 
medium for creating sculptures and 
hand built objects. Finished pieces can 
be decorated using paints.
Vallauris 1 kg (2.2 lbs)
E240094  $5.20 ea.
Vallauris 5 kg (11 lbs) 
E220921  $17.95
Vallauris 23 kg (50 lbs) 
E220923  $88.30

CUSTOMER
FAVOURITE

Sculpt DRY - Air Dry Clay
Ages 3 years + Sculpt-Dry clay is 
made from natural mineral materials 
and air hardens without heating or 
firing. The wet clay pieces are pliable 
and easy to join. Once dry, the clay 
can be painted and varnished. Store 
unused material in the container to 
keep from drying out. Wash hands 
after use. Non-toxic.

Special Features
• Made from natural mineral materials  
   such as Kaolin
• Solid & Robust without heating or firing
• The wet clay pieces can easily be   
   joined without adding glue
• Can be painted and varnished after  
   drying
• Non-toxic

Usage
• Not suitable for children under 3 years
• Wash hands after use

Size White Terracotta Each
500g (17.6 oz.) E240815A E240815B $4.45
500g (17.6 oz.) Pack of 10 E240815C E240815D $43.15
500g (17.6 oz.) Pack of 30 E240815E E240815F $123.50

1000g (35.2 oz.) E240816A E240816B $7.95
1000g (35.2 oz.) Pack of 8 E240816C E240816D $59.95
1000g (35.2 oz.) Pack of 36 E240816E E240816F $249.95

454 kg (1-lb.) Pkg. - White.
E215426  $8.95 pkg. 
E215426Z  Pack of 24  $126.00
998 g (2.2-lb.) Tub - White.
E216346  $11.95 tub 
E216346Z  Pack of 12  $137.50 

454 kg (1-lb.) Pkg. - Terra-cotta.
E215428  $8.95 pkg. 
E215428Z  Pack of 24  $126.00
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Royal Brush® 20 cm (8") Double-End Ribbon Tools,  
Set of 6
Assortment of shapes designed for medium-duty cutting and slicing of 
clay. Flat wire ends are formed from high-strength stainless steel and firmly 
attached to hardwood handles with brass ferrules. 
E9704984  $12.00 set
E9704984Z  Pack of 12 Sets  $139.50

CLASSROOM 
FAVOURITE

Ceramic Sgraffito Tools
Double-end sharp steel.  
A. Lace Tool With Needle Point
E300479  $3.60 ea.  
Set of 3 Tools. 
E9704665  $9.45 set

Royal Brush® Miniature Sculpting Tools, Set of 6
Mini ribbon aluminum sculpting tools are approx.  
13 cm (51⁄4") L. All handles are textured aluminum for a sure grip. 
E9722058  $12.55 set 
E9722058Z  Pack of 6 Sets  $72.95

Jack Richeson® Pro-Needle Tool 16 cm (6⅛")
Heavy-duty, sharp needle is excellent for use with organic and polymer 
clay. Use this tool for hundreds of applications that require a precise touch 
including bead making, pottery, hole piercing, detail work, clay cutting, 
designing, and more. Needle is set in an aluminum handle. 
E9716649  $4.05 ea. 
E9716649Z  Pack of 24  $94.25 

SELLER
Best

Jack Richeson® 
Scrapers
Used for shaping, smoothing, 
and trimming pottery shapes. 
Made from thin, flexible steel. 
Smooth Edge  
E4300203  $3.20 ea.

Natural Sea 
Sponges, 
Package of 30
Use this natural sponge 
for a variety of art 
projects and media. 
Comes in a variety of 
species.  
E9716111  $15.65 Pkg.

Royal Brush® Economy Wood Modeling Tools, Sets of 38
Economical, smooth wood tools have a variety of different ends for sculpting and 
texturing clay. Reusable.
Cat. No. Size Set
E9733203 15 cm (6") $33.55
E9733201 20 cm (8") $33.55

Jack Richeson® 20 cm (8") Assorted 
Boxwood Modeling Tools, Set of 72
A convenient plastic canister with everything needed 
for modeling projects. Handmade, fine-quality 
boxwood tools are used for shaping and finishing 
work, on and off the wheel. 
E9722072  $72.40 set

Spectrum Wood Modeling 
Tools, Set of 6
Set of 6 smooth wooden tools 
with a range of different ends for 
shaping and texturing clay.
E240461  $6.95 
E240461Z  Pack of 25 Sets 
$164.95

Royal Brush® Sculpting/Ribbon
Classroom Caddie™ Set of 72
Keep tools organized and transport easily in a 
convenient caddie. Includes 36, 20 cm (8") sculpting 
tools and 36, 20 cm (8") ribbon tools. 
E9727729  $120.70 set

MODELING CLAY & DOUGH ACCESSORIES
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D. Easi Grip Pattern Stamps
Ages 3 years + Four different patterns. Ideal for small hands due to the easy grip 
handle. Use with ready-mix paint, paint pads or dough. 
E220387   $5.15 set

E. Soft Grip Stamper Geometric
Ages 3 years + Four different patterns. Use with ready-mix paint, paint pads or 
dough to create interesting patterns.
E220389   $5.15 set

B. Hemispherical Stamp  
Ages 3 years + Four different patterns. Ideal for small hands due to the easy grip 
handle. Use with ready-mix paint, paint pads or dough.
E220391   $7.55 set

C. Easi Grip Modeling Wheels
Ages 3 years + A pack of 4 colourful Easi grip modeling wheels each with a 
different design. Ideal for small hands due to the easy grid handle. Use with ready-
mix paint, paint pads, or dough.
E220395   $11.45 set

A. Animal Rockers.  
Ages 3 years +  Set of four includes leopard print, zebra print, fish scales, and 
alligator skin. 
E220393   $8.25 set

Easi-Grip Dough Tool Set
Ages 3 years + A 20-piece assortment of stampers and dough tools for children 
three years + in vibrant colours. Soft grips aid in better handling of tools while 
children develop fine motor and creative skills. Comes in a storage container. 
E448262  $35.95

A. Wooden Dough Tool Set
Ages 3 years + An assortment of 
tools for dough or modeling projects. 
E215054  $14.20

B. Wooden 2-Sided 
Hammers
Ages 3 years + Package of 5  
hammers, 15 cm (6”). Each tool face 
when pressed into clay makes a 
different interesting design.
E215056  $9.65

Side 2

Side 1

Modeling Dough and Clay Body  
Parts Classroom Pack, 52 Pieces 
Ages 3 years + Great add-ons to personalize dough sculptures. Plastic shoes, 
eyes, hands, hats, and more make projects jump to life! Assorted colours. 
E214351   $4.35 pack;  6+  $4.25 pack

Tutti Frutti™ Large Molds Assortment 
Ages 3 years + This large set of tools for modeling clay is ideal to complement any 
collection of clay no matter what the theme is. Set contains 1 cutting wheel, 1 pair 
of plastic scissors, 1 rolling pin, 3 cutters, 1 multi tool, 1 press, 1 dough extruder, 2 
stencils press, 2 plastic knife and 1 hand press.
E470202   $17.65
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Plastic Single Handle Roller
Ideal for use with modelling dough.
E218018   $2.30
Set of 4 rollers 
E218420   $5.95 set

Plastic Rolling Pin, Set of 12
Ages 3 years + Brightly coloured 
rolling pin for use with dough and 
other modelling projects. Child-sized 
handles, light weight. 
E215044Z  $16.50

Dough Plunger Shapes
Ages 3 years + Set of 8 plungers are easy to use. Place the dough inside and 
squeeze. 4 different designs included. Plungers are 8 cm long.
E215024  $5.80

Wooden Dough Stampers
Ages 3 years + Robust wooden 
stampers with 4 different patterns. 
For use with modelling dough or 
making cookies. Each stamper 
measures 11 cm high and 5.5 cm in 
diameter. 
E215040 Set of 4  $9.15

Rubber Rolling Pins 
Ages 3 years + Sets of 5 rubber 
rolling pins with chunky knobs for 
easy grip.
E218416 Patterns, Set of 5 $14.25

Dough Cutters
Ages 3 years + A class pack of 34 plastic cutters in a variety of designs. Use with 
modelling dough or in cooking to make tasty cookies.
E439330 Set of 34  $13.25

Dough Tools
Ages 3 years + Set of 5 creative 
tools consists of a flower roller, a 
round cutting roller, a zigzag cutting 
roller, a double-sided large hobby 
craft tool, and a plastic blade.  
E434823  $12.55

Dough Wheels
Ages 3 years + Brightly coloured, 
sturdy plastic dough wheels. Have 
fun with dough, and modelling clay 
projects. 18 cm long.
E215036 Flat, Set of 10 $10.40
E215038 Frilled, Set of 3 $7.15

Dough Scissors, Set of 12
Ages 3 years + A pair of dough scissors 
ideal for cutting dough and paper.
E220399Z   $12.95 set
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E9726631
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ARTS & CRAFTS
STENCILS AND COLOUR PRINCIPLES

Colour Wheel  
Finally, a colour wheel and 
a gray scale all in one. The 
front shows the colour 
wheel and lists primary, 
secondary, and tertiary 
colours. On the back is a 
gray scale and information 
on colour mixing.

Classroom Colour Wheel Teaching Set 
Includes the class set listed above plus a the Extra Large Colour Wheel. 
Instructional materials on the back. 49 x 49 cm (191⁄4" x 191⁄4") 
E9709508  $27.80 Set

Extra Large 49 x 49 cm (19¼” x 19¼”)  
E219734  $12.45 Each

Colour Wheel Class Set,  
Package of 30, 18 x 18 cm (7" x 7") 
Now each student can have their own colour wheel!  
E9709507  $14.60 pkg.

True Insects. 
11 cm x 16 cm 
(41⁄2" x 61⁄2"). 
E9726630  $14.75 Set

Flowers.  
11 cm x 16 cm  
(41⁄2" x 61⁄2"). 
E9726631  $14.75 Set

Roylco® Nature  
Rubbing Plates Sets of 16
A true hands-on look into the flowers, 
insects, and leaves of the world.

Drawing  
Templates Set of 4
Plastic templates include 
tessellations, 10 geometric 
shapes, eight squares, and 
eight circles. 
E9728290  $10.55 Set

Colour Paddles, Set of 18
Teach the principles of colour mixing with these translucent, 6” (15cm) paddles. 
Includes 3 of each of the 6 primary and secondary colours. Each paddle features 
3 different textures to demonstrate the effects of light and optics with colour. 
E9712420  $8.95 Set;  6+  $8.65 Set
E470702 Single set (6 Paddles)  $3.60 Set

Roylco® Nature Stencils Set of 10
Detailed shapes ideal for tracing and painting. Use the edges to create 
coordinating frames and borders. Includes stencils and templates. Up to 19 cm  
x 19 cm (71⁄2" x 71⁄2"). Includes idea guide.  
E9728209  $35.45 Set

Mandala Stencils
Use with a wide variety of media. 9” dia. Includes six stencils  
and instruction guide.
E9730209  $16.50 Set

Available
at
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Nasco Water-Soluble Block Printing Ink
A superior product with smooth and consistent tack. Dispense this water-based block printing ink onto inking plate, glass, etc.  
Dries completely in 3-5 hours. Rich colours are water-soluble for easy cleanup. Quality American-made ink.

• RICH COLOURS
• EASY CLEANUP
• ECONOMICALLY PRICED

Sets of 8
Includes two black and one each of white, red, brown, yellow, blue, and green.
148 mL (5-oz) Tube Set.  
E9720514   $92.75 set 

237 mL (8-oz) Jar Set.  
E9718148   $95.80 set 

Sets of 11
Includes one each of black, white, red, brown, yellow, blue, green, turquoise, magenta,  
orange, and violet.
148 mL (5-oz) Tube Set.  
E9728095   $128.50 set 
473 mL (16-oz) Jar Set. 
E9728097   $219.45 set 

148 mL (5-oz) Tubes. 
E9720513   $11.95 ea. 
Indicate colour by letter code. 
EXAMPLE: E9720513A Black. 
237 mL (8-oz) Jars. 
E9718146   $12.35 ea.
Indicate colour by letter code. 
EXAMPLE: E9718146A Black. 

473 mL (16-oz) Jars. 
E9718147   $19.95 ea.
Indicate colour by letter code. 
EXAMPLE: E9718147A Black.

Indicate colour by letter 
code: E9718146A Black

A Black
B White
C Red
D Brown
E Yellow
F Blue
G Green
H Turquoise
J Magenta
K Orange
L Violet

Nasco Safety-Kut® Printmaking  
Material 9.5 mm (⅜”) Thick
• The original Safety-Kut® - first in safety and quality!
• Greatly reduces the possibility of classroom accidents usually  
  associated with lino block printmaking
• Cuts very smoothly without skipping
• Won’t slip away from user while carving
• 9.5 mm (⅜”) thickness allows for printing on both sides and is great for  
  beginners who may dig into the material 
• Does not crack, break, or crumble like traditional linoleum and other soft  
   printing blocks 
• Score, bend, and then tear the blocks to make smaller pieces
• Use on various types of roto presses as well as in a  
   linoleum block printing  
   press, or just apply simple pressure to the block or circle
• Rubbing tools are optional

Blocks
Cat. No. Size Each 20+, ea.
E9731148 5 cm x 5 cm (2" x 2") $2.05 $1.95
E9704655       10 cm x 15 cm (4" x 6") $2.55 $2.38
E9731146 15 cm x 15 cm (6" x 6") $5.55 $5.30
E9705051 15 cm x 30 cm (6" x 12") $7.80 $7.70
E9729095 20 cm x 25 cm (8" x 10") $9.05 $8.95
E9714659 23 cm x 30 cm (9" x 12") $9.80 $9.65
E9705052 30 cm x 30 cm (12" x 12") $12.25 $12.05
E9709803 30 cm x 45 cm (12" x 18") $22.95 $22.25

Nasco “Softoleum®”  
Printing Blocks - 6 mm (1⁄4”) Thick A thinner, 6 mm (¼”) thick version of the standard 
1 cm (⅜”) Safety-Kut® block-printing and stamp-making material. Gray. 
Cat. No. Size inches Size cm Each 12+, ea.
E9719193A 3" x 4" 7.6 x 10 cm $1.45 $1.35
E9719193B 4" x 6" 10 x 15 cm $2.55 $2.45
E9719193C 6" x 12" 15 x 30 cm $6.10 $5.95
E9719193D 9" x 12" 23 x 30 cm $9.45 $9.25
E9719193E 12" x 12" 30 x 30 cm $14.60 $14.45
E9719193F 12" x 18" 30 x 46 cm $21.95 $21.75

10 cm (4”) Roller.  
E220867D  $14.45 ea.;  6+  $14.25 ea.
15 cm (6”) Roller.  
E220867E   $13.95 ea.;  6+  $13.75 ea.

Jack Richeson® Hard Rubber Brayers 
For working with both oil and water-based block 
printing inks. Durably constructed for heavy-duty use. 
Hard rubber over plastic core on heavy steel frame 
with a plastic handle. Comes with back rest feature 
for neat resting between inking.

Speedball® Lino Cutter 
Assortment No. 1 
Contains cutters Nos. 1, 2, 3, 5, 
and 6 with screw chuck handle.
E9701402  $16.30 set;   
12+  $16.10 set

For entire printmaking 
resources visit   

spectrumed.ca

PRINTMAKING

Available
at

Available
at

Available
at

ARTS & CRAFTS
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E9710926A

ARTS & CRAFTS
SCRATCHBOARD ART

Scratch-Art® Knives 
Individual Knives. 
E9710926A Curved Edge $1.85 ea. 

Gray Plastic Scratch Knife Holder 
Holds all standard pen points, scratch knives, and lino cutters (excluding quill). 
Individual Holder. 
E9712003A  $0.95 ea.

Pkg. of 12. 
E9712003  $10.60 pkg.

Nasco Scratch Knife Classroom Kit. Includes 12 scratch knife holders (E9712003A) 
and 36 straight edge scratch knife blades (E9710925A).  
E9713023  $20.40 kit 

Engraving Cutter Tools, Package of 12
Tools that make engraving your masterpiece easier!
E9723244  $27.50 pkg.

Spectrum Scratch Board Art Packs  
21.6 cm x 27.9 cm (8½" x 11") 
Your young and advanced artists can use the wooden or metal stylus to scratch 
directly on this ready to use black surface. It is a nice and easy way to create art 
without a mess. The drawing will appear in white. Stylus not included.

Pack of 10
E240849A  $7.95
Pack of 500
E240849B  $377.95
Pack of 1000
E240849C  $714.95

Pack of 2500
E240849D  $1,695.95
Pack of 5000
E240849E  $3,222.95

Spectrum  
Rainbow  
Scratch Board Art Packs  
21.6 cm x 27.9 cm (8½" x 11") 
Your young and advanced artists can use the wooden or metal stylus to scratch 
directly on this ready to use black surface. It is a nice and easy way to create art 
without a mess. The drawing will appear in white. Stylus not included.

Pack of 10
E240849ARAIN  $7.95
Pack of 500
E240849BRAIN  $377.95
Pack of 1000
E240849CRAIN  $714.95

Pack of 2500  
E240849DRAIN  $1,695.95
Pack of 5000  
E240849ERAIN  $3,222.95
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White Paper Doilies, Packs of 100
10 cm (4")
E240556  $1.75 

20 cm (8") 
E240558  $3.95

Paper Lace Doilies, Packs of 100
Die-cut and coloured paper doilies 
A. 10cm (4”) Heart Shaped Doilies 
in Red, White, Silver and Gold.
E9733498  $18.35
B. 10cm (4”) Round Doilies in 
White, Silver and Gold. 
E9733499  $15.95

C. 15cm (6”) White Round Doilies
E9704143  $9.25
20cm (8”) White Round Doilies
E220270  $13.50

Roylco® Face Pad, 50 Sheets, 5" x 8"
Skintone faces for portraits or fun characters. Eight shades of paper. 
E9710570   $8.65 pkg.

Roylco® Skintone Craft Paper Pkg. of 48, 81⁄2" x 11"
Just the colours children are looking for when they’re populating a mural or 
creating a collage picture. Eight shades of paper. 
E220654   $10.25 pkg.

Roylco® Economy Origami Paper,  
Pkg. of 72, 15.2 cm x 15.2 cm (6" x 6")
Simple patterns and solid prints make this perfect for beginner  
folding and cut-and-paste projects.  
E213944  $12.15 pkg.

Roylco® Decorative Hues Paper,  
Pkg. of 192, 14 cm x 21.6 cm (51⁄2" x 81⁄2")
Incredibly colourful patterned papers are the perfect addition to any craft supply 
collection. Includes 64 unique patterns in eight colour schemes. 
E220668   $21.45 pkg.

Roylco® Indigenous Craft Paper,  
21.6 cm x 27.9 cm (8 ½" x 11") 40 Sheets
Introduce students to the beautiful materials commonly used by Indigenous 
North American peoples. Printed on bond paper, the traditional designs can be 
cut, folded, glued, and sculpted to create a gorgeous range of historical and 
contemporary crafts. Materials represented are deer hide, feathers, claws, fur, 
wood, bark, and porcupine quills. Includes: 400 sheets in 8 designs. 21.5 cm x 28 
cm (8 1/2" x 11") and guide.
E215607  $11.65 pkg.
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8 rolls - 2.2kg (5lb)
E240493   $23.95

32 rolls - 9kg (20lb)
E240495   $69.95

Spectrum Plaster Rolls, 10.16 (4”) wide
Plaster coated gauze strips in individually packaged 457cm (15’) rolls. Perfect for 
mask making, sculptures, craft projects and more! Simply cut the strips to any 
length, wet, and apply to a form or base. The plaster air dries and sets quickly. 
Decorate with paint, feathers, glitter, and anything else you can imagine!

Brown Paper Bags
Approximately 100 bags per package.
454g (1 lb)
8.9 x 5.7 x 17.8 cm 
(3 1/2" x 2 1/4" x 7")
E240080  $4.75 pkg.
900g (2 lb)
10.6 x 6.7 x 20.6 cm  
(4 3/16" x 2 5/8" x 8 1/8")
E240081  $5.45 pkg.
2.27kg (5 lb)
13.7 x 8.4 x 27.3 cm  
(5 3/8" x 3 5/16" x 10 3/4")
E240082  $7.45 pkg.

3.63kg (8 lb)
15.6 x 9.8 x 31.8 cm  
(6 1/8" x 3 7/8" x 12 1/2")
E240083  $8.95 pkg.
4.54kg (10 lbs)
15.6 x 8.9 x 33.7 cm  
(6 1/4" x 3 1/2" x 13 1/4")
E240084  $9.95 pkg.
9.07kg (20 lbs)
21 x 13.3 x 41.3 cm  
(8 1/4" x 5 1/4" x 16 1/4")
E240085  $12.95 pkg.

Paper Plates
Inexpensive, lightweight paper plates.  
White. Uncoated.
Case of 1,000, 15 cm (6")
E9725841  $38.95 case 
Pkg. of 100, 23 cm (9") 
E9703842(A)  $5.95 pkg. 
 

Pkg. of 100, 15 cm (6") 
E9725840  $4.75 pkg.  
Case of 1,200, 23 cm (9") 
E9703842  $67.85 case  

White Paper Straws, 19.5 cm  
(7⅝”), Pkg. of 100
Biodegradable straws are 0.64 cm (0.25”) thick.
E240441  $6.95

Plastic Straws, Pkg. of 50
25 cm (10") L.
E9723620   $6.25 pkg.  

Cardboard Rolls, Packs of 12
Cardboard rolls are a crafting staple. They are the perfect base for a variety of 
projects including  puppets, holiday crafts, wreaths and so much more! 
Kraft Cardboard Rolls
E240429A  $6.95 

Assorted Colour Cardboard Rolls
E240429B  $7.95

Cardboard Modeling Rolls
Set of 75 assorted modeling tubes. Ideal for use in a variety of 
craft activities including construction.
E220382  $16.85
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Plastic Crochet Hook 
Assortment, Set of 6
Plastic crochet hooks in today’s most 
popular sizes: F, G, H, I, J, and K.
E9705213  $4.55 set

Plastic Needles™  
Pkg. of 32, 7.6 m (3") Long
Expandable eye for thicker yarns. Easy-
to-use, blunt-end needles for all kinds of 
projects. 
E215100  $4.95 pkg.

Nasco’s School Weaving Yarn Assortment
Every colour, combination of colours, ply, and type of yarn imaginable in one  
budget-priced unit. Provides a large working warehouse for knitting, crochet  
work, string art, etc. Each assortment varies in contents.
7 kg (15-lb.) Assortment.  
E4500402  $158.20 asst. 

Felt Shapes
Ages 4 years + 500/pkg. Pre-cut 
shapes perfect for gluing and flannel 
board art.  
E65678  $14.90 pkg.

Polyester Felt, Pkg. of 100, 
23 cm x 30 cm (9" x 12") 
Polyester with the qualities of wool! 
Dense but flexible. Nonallergenic. 21 
assorted colours in each pack. Fabric 
imported. 
E9719066  $41.95 pkg.

Knitting Looms
These looms make knitting easy, and are fun to use for both beginners and pros! 
Create a variety of simple projects such as hats, scarves, blankets and more. 
Each loom includes instructions, a hook and a yarn needle.

Cat. No. Shape Size Pkg.
E240435 Round 19 cm (7½") $12.35
E240436 Round 24 cm (9½") $13.80
E240437 Long Rectangle 35 cm (134/5") $12.45

Felt Hand Puppets 
Ages 4 years + Set of 10 
10 assorted colours. 
Measures 24 cm x 23 cm 
(92/5" x 9").
E219422  $9.85 pkg.

ARTS & CRAFTS
THREAD, YARN, FELT & WEAVING

Embroidery Floss 
Jumbo Pack, Pkg. 
of 105
Contains 105 skeins of  
8 m (83⁄4-yd.), 6-strand  
floss in a variety of 37 
colours. 100% cotton. 
Includes project sheet  
and 12 bobbins. 
E9727621   $18.50 pkg.

Red Heart® Super Saver  
4 Ply Yarn  
Economical, functional, lightweight, 100% 
acrylic yarn is a favorite among knitters and 
crocheters. Durable yarn is made to last, 
ensuring your project stands the test of 
time, wash after wash. Garments will retain 
their shape and smooth texture even after 
several washes.

Cat. No. Colour Each
E241041 White $6.95
E241042 Flame $6.95
E241043 Bright Yellow $6.95
E241044 Paddy Green $6.95
E241045 Lavender $6.95
E241046 Turquoise/Aqua $6.95
E241047 Charcoal $6.95
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ARTS & CRAFTS
WOOD CRAFTS

Classroom Basketry Project 
Group Kit - 25 Baskets
Grade 4 and up. Easy-to-make 
baskets require no previous weaving 
experience. Enough #3 round reed, 
beads, and 10 cm (4") round wooden 
bases to weave 25 baskets; and a 
fully illustrated, step-by-step pattern 
sheet.  
E9719958   $112.95 kit

Wooden Spring  
Clothespins, Pkg. of 30 
Sturdy 8 cm (31⁄4") hardwood clothespins with 
galvanized springs and double-grip ends. 
E9722645  $5.70 pkg.

Jumbo Tongue Blades - Box of 500 
14 x 1.5 cm (51⁄2" x 5⁄8") 
E5500190  $10.95 box

Coloured Craft Sticks, Pkg. of 1,000 
11 cm (41⁄2") L sticks in bright assorted colours.  
E215448  $16.80 pkg.

Coloured Popsicle Sticks, Pkg. of 200
Wood popsicle sticks in assorted colours. 
Measure 11 cm long (4½").
E240427  $3.85

Kolorstix™ Jumbo Coloured  
Wood Stix, Box of 500 
Budget priced wood sticks in red, orange, yellow, 
blue, green and purple. 15 x 1.5 cm (6" x 5⁄8" ). 
E9729228  $17.45 box

Assorted Wood People Shapes, 
Package of 40
Ages 4 years + Natural, smooth-finished hardwood 
shapes in five sizes. Largest piece is 6 cm x 2.5 cm 
(23⁄8" x 1"); smallest is 3 cm x 1.6 cm (1¼" x 5⁄8"). 
E9727874   $20.45 pkg.

Craft Sticks 
11 x  0.95 cm (4½"  x 3⁄8") 
Box of 1,000. 
E500462A  $7.20 box
Case of 10,000. 
E500462B  $67.40 case

Wood Picture Frame
Holds a 10.2 cm x 15.2 cm (4"x6") photo. Paint, 
decorate, and customize it.
E240428  $2.95
E240428A  Case of 10  $28.25
E240428B  Case of 30  $82.25

10 cm (4”) Birdhouses with  
Jute Cord Assorted Set of 36
Plywood; Tudor: 10.8 cm x 7.6 cm (4.25” x 3”), Layered 
roof: 11.4 cm x 9.7 cm (4.5” x 3.8”), Heart: 11.1 cm x 10.8 
cm (4.38” x 4.25”).
E214670  $94.95 set

Giant Wood Shapes
Get creative with your woodcraft projects with these 
jumbo shapes. Includes teardrop, oval and circle 
shapes. Approximate size: 5.1 cm x 8.3 cm (2” to 3 ¼”). 
30 pieces.  
E240090  $6.15 Pkg.
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E9708293
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ARTS & CRAFTS
ASSORTED CRAFT PROJECTS

Roylco® Folding Fun Masks, Wild 
Animal Fold-Up Masks, Pkg. of 30 
Ages 4 years + Inexpensive masks come flat — 
just fold up and tape to make a 3-D mask. Use 
pipe cleaners to hold mask in place. Idea guide 
included. 42 x 29 cm (17” x 11.5”). 
E9726625  $15.95 pkg.

Roylco® Super Hero Masks® Set of 24
Ages 4 years + Sturdy card stock masks come in 
six different superhero designs. Mask sizes range 
from 16 x 20 cm (61⁄2" x 73⁄4") to 19 cm x 24 cm (71⁄2" 
x 91⁄2"). 
E9734850  $12.45 set

Make A Crown, Set of 12
Ages 3 years + Decorate and assemble! Blank 
crowns waiting for decoration.
E444975 White  $4.40

Papier-Mâché Masks 
21 x 14 cm (81⁄4" x 51⁄2") 
E9708291   $3.70 ea.

Classroom Set of 30.
E9725989   $105.45 set

Papier-Mâché Boxes
Cast forms are easily decorated with acrylic paint. Durable yet lightweight. 
E9714943 Mini Oval Box 9 x 9 x 3.8 cm (3½" x 3½" x 1½")
E9714945 Square Box 7.3 x 7.3 x 3.8 cm (27⁄8" x 27⁄8" x 1½") 
E9714944 Mini Hexagon Box 7.3 x 7.3 x 3.8 cm (27⁄8" x 27⁄8" x 1½") 
E9708293 Rectangle Box 8.5 x 6 x 3.8 cm (33⁄8" x 23⁄8" x 1½")
Each   $1.35

Pacon® Paperboard 
Venice Mask
24 cm H x 18 cm W  
(91⁄2" H x 7" W).  
E9731335  $3.80 ea.

Roylco® Stained Glass Lanterns,  
Pkg. of 32, 9 x 9 x 14 cm (31⁄2" x 31⁄2" x 51⁄2") 
Ages 4 years + Create luminous lanterns. Simply colour lanterns with crayons or 
markers, glue tissue paper on top of designs, fold in, and secure tabs to create a 
3-D lantern.
E9733230  $13.85 pkg.

Roylco® Economy Fun Frames, Pkg. of 24
Ages 4 years + Create unique photo frames, window greeting cards, and shaker 
cards. 12 frames with inner frame that pops out. Outer frames measure 13 x 18 cm 
(5" x 7"). Four designs.
E9715189  $14.35 pkg.

Class Quilt, 30 Project 
Squares, 20.3 cm x 
20.3 cm (8" x 8")
Create an instant display of 
student artwork. 30 predrilled, 
heavyweight, chipboard squares 
are ready for artwork. Connect 
squares with string or yarn 
in classic “quilt” format, or 
lace together for a timeline or 
message. Comes with simple 
directions and idea sheet. 
Suitable for indoor and outdoor 
display.  
E9727085  $18.10 pkg.
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ARTS & CRAFTS
GLITTER, BUTTONS & RHINESTONES

Craftistiq by Leeho Glitter Glue – 236mL (8.3oz)
Give your projects some sparkle with this vibrantly coloured glitter glue. Decorate 
paper crafts, sculptures, collages, or make glittery slime. You can also use it to 
create a design on wax paper, let it dry, peel it off and stick it to the window! 
Washable. Certified non-toxic and safe for children. 
E240803A  Multicolour
E240803B  Gold
E240803C  Silver
E240803D  Black Sparkle
E240803E  Crystal
E240803F  Red
E240803G  Blue

E240803H  Green
E240803J   Pink
E240803K  Light Blue 
E240803L  Orange
E240803M  Yellow
E240803N  Purple

$7.45 ea

Glitter Glue Pens 
Classroom Pack,  
Box of 72
Ages 3 years + Nontoxic 
glitter glue in 12 assorted 
iridescent and neon colours 
(pink, red, orange, light green, 
green, aqua, light blue, blue, 
purple, gold, silver, and multi). 
Each tube holds 0.25 oz. 7.3 
mL (10 cc). 
E9717376   $67.45 box Glitter in Shaker Jars

Ages 3 years +  Make your projects sparkle with this great selection of  
glitter powder! Available in 3 different sized jars with easy shaker lids.  

Colour 12g  
(0.2oz.)

112g 
 (3.95oz.)

454g  
(6oz.)

Multicolour E240590A E240591A E240592A

Silver E240590B E240591B E240592B

Gold E240590C E240591C E240592C

Red E240590D E240591D E240592D

Blue E240590E E240591E E240592E

Green E240590F E240591F E240592F

Purple E240590G E240591G E240592G

Pink E240590H E240591H E240592H

$0.90 ea. $3.80 ea. $14.95 ea.Assorted Fashion 
Buttons  
in a Pouch, Bright 
Colours
85 Grams. (3 oz.) Buttons 
Galore! Large or small this 
package has it all. A multitude 
of arts and crafts projects await. 
You can glue buttons on sticks, 
or on fashion accessories 
such as hair-clips, bracelets 
and earrings. Fun to decorate 
photo frames or jewelry boxes. 

Buttons come in a clear vinyl 
zipper pouch with matching 
trim. 
E221001A  $4.35 bag

Bag of Buttons
Ages 3 years + Bright, colorful 
buttons ready to attach to 
artwork with thread or glue. 
Sizes range from 0.4” to 1.1” (1 
to 2.8cm). Assorted colors and 
shapes. 450g. (15.9 oz.) 
E218000  $12.45 bag

Small Rhinestones 
Ages 3 years + 200 g. 
(7.1 oz.) Assorted shapes 
and sizes. 
E219424  $9.50 pkg.
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ARTS & CRAFTS
FOAM CRAFTS

Cat. No. Description Pkg. Size Adhesive Pkg.

A E240449 Flowers – Assorted Colours 60 pcs No $2.75

B E240451 Wild Animals – Assorted Colours 120 pcs No $3.95

C E240450 Hearts – Assorted Sizes & Colours 120pcs No $2.65

D E240367 Geometric Shapes – Assorted Colours 360 pcs No $5.95

E E240445 Large Pack of Assorted Shapes - Different Sizes & Colours ½ lb No $22.45

F E240448 Easter Themed Shapes – Assorted Colours 60pcs No $2.45

G E240447 Christmas Themed Shapes – Assorted Colours 60pcs No $3.00

H E240446 White Snowflakes – Assorted Sizes 64pcs No $2.80

I E240452 Glitter Snowflakes – Assorted Sizes & Colours 72 pcs Yes $9.95

J E240453 Glitter Stars – Assorted Sizes & Colours 120 pcs Yes $9.95

K E240454 Insects – Assorted Colours 72pcs Yes $2.95

L E240455 Fruit – Assorted Colours 60 pcs Yes $2.42

Fun Foam Shapes
Ages 3 years + Foam shapes available in a wide assortment of colours, themes and sizes. Perfect 
for a variety of different arts and crafts projects including collages, cards, and decorating picture 
frames. 

Assorted Colour Package of 10 
E217936  $4.95 Pkg. 
Individual colour packages available. Packages of 10.
E240092A Yellow  
E240092B Red
E240092D Blue

E240092F White
E240092G Black
E240092H Pink

E240092K Purple
E240092L Orange
E240092M Green

$4.95 pkg.

Foam Sheets 
Ages 3 years + Foam Sheets in 
bright colours. Ideal for use in 
collages and other craft activities. 
20 cm x 30 cm (8" x 12").

Size Cat. No. Pkg. Size Pkg.

20mm
E240724 25 pcs. $2.45

E240733 100 pcs. $8.25

25mm
E240725 25 pcs. $2.15

E240089 100 pcs. $5.95

40mm
E240726 25 pcs. $3.85

E240055 100 pcs. $14.75

50mm
E240727 25 pcs. $4.25

E240053 50 pcs. $8.50

63mm
E240728 25 pcs. $4.85

E240054 50 pcs. $15.10

76mm E240056 25 pcs. $14.35

Foam Balls

Foam Cone
15 x 7.6cm (6” x 3”)
E240057   $2.15 ea. 
Pack of 20
E240072  $15.65
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ARTS & CRAFTS
POM POMS

Assorted Packs of Pom Poms
Ages 3 years + Pom Poms are available in a wide assortment of colours, 
and sizes. Add a pop of colour to your crafts! Perfect for a variety of different 
projects including puppet making, creating 3D pictures, and decorating 
boxes.  

Cat. No. Description Pkg. Size Pkg.

A E240364 Assorted Sizes & Colours 100 pcs $4.95

B E240366 Assorted Sizes & Colours 1000 pcs $24.35

C E240365 Neon Colours – Assorted Sizes 100 pcs $3.65

D E9703637 Assorted Colours & Sizes - 1.2cm (½”), 
2.5cm (1”), 3.8cm (1½”)

300 pcs $5.55

E E9715127 Vivid & Pastel Colours in Assorted Sizes, 
1.2cm - 7.6cm (½” - 3”)

1000 pcs $18.95

F E9737245 Assorted Sizes & Colours 1lb (453g) $40.40

G E240361 Glitter 0.6 cm (¼”) – Assorted Colours 50 pcs $2.75

H E240362 Glitter 1.2 cm (½”) – Assorted Colours 100 pcs $7.25

J E9735941 Glitter 2.5cm (1”) – Assorted Colours 40 pcs $11.25

K E240363 Glitter – Assorted Sizes & Colours 75 pcs $7.75

L E213468 Glitter – Assorted Sizes & Colours 200 pcs $6.10 VALUE PACK Pom-Poms, 2.5 cm (1"), Packages of 100 
Ages 3 years + 
E240062 Assorted
E240063 Red
E240064 Pink
E240065 Orange

E240066 Yellow
E240067 Green
E240068 Dark Blue
E240069 Purple

E240070 White
E240071 Black

$2.95 pkg.
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FEATHERS & CRAFT FLUFFS

Cotton Fluffs
Ages 3 years + Unravel them, stretch them 
and twist them! These cotton fluffs are very 
versatile and can be used for a variety of 
different arts and crafts projects.  

Cat. No. Colour Pieces in Pkg. Pkg.

E240442A White 100 $2.95

E240442B Pale Pink 200 $6.30

E240442C Pale Blue 200 $6.30

E240442D Pale Yellow 200 $6.30

White Craft Fluffs, 
Package of 100
Cotton-like polyester balls. Includes 
craft ideas. 
ESB20394  $5.65 pkg.

ARTS & CRAFTS

Decorative Feathers, 14g (½ oz.)
From mask decorating to puppet making, these decorative feathers will give any project a creative pop of colour. Individual 
colours available in 14g packages. 
A  Black
B  White

C  Red
D  Blue

E  Green
F  Yellow

G  Orange
H  Brown

E240587  $1.75
Indicate colour by letter code. EXAMPLE: E240587A Black 

Search  
“Feathers”  

on our website 
for our full 
selection! 
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WIGGLE EYES

Peel & Stick Eyes on a Roll
Over 1,000, self-adhesive, paper black eyes per roll;  
each eye measures 1.2 cm (1/2") dia.
E9719750   $15.85 roll

Stacker Tubs  
Black and  
White Eyes
Ages 3 years + 500 assorted sizes. 
5 stackable tubs. 
E218054   $9.45 tub

Coloured Eyes
Ages 3 years + 500 assorted sizes. 
5 stackable tubs. 
E218055   $9.45 tub

Looking for more  
wiggle eyes? Check out 

our website, or 2023 
Arts & Crafts Catalogue!

Black & White Wiggle Eyes, Paste-On
Ages 3 years + Glue them on and watch them wiggle! These wiggle eyes feature a 
black pupil on a white background. Perfect for a variety of crafting projects.  

Cat. No. Style Size
Pieces 
per Pkg. Pkg.

A E240403 Black & White 5mm (1/5") 100 $1.05
B E240404 Black & White 7mm (3/10") 100 $1.35
C E240405 Black & White 8mm (1/3") 100 $1.55
D E9715260 Black & White 10mm (2/5") 100 $2.25
E E9715261 Black & White 12mm (1/2") 100 $2.55
F E215456 Black & White 15mm (3/5") 100 $1.65
G E220947 Assorted Black & White 5mm, 7mm, 10mm, 12mm, 24mm

(1/5", 3/10", 1/3", 2/5", 1/2", 1")
182 $2.00

H E9710600 Jumbo Assorted Black & White 28mm, 30mm, 35mm, 40mm
(1.1", 1.2", 1.4", 1.6")

100 $16.75

I E240401 Assorted Black & White 7mm, 10mm, 15mm (3/10", 2/5", 3/5") 100 $2.10

J E9708262 Assorted Black & White 7mm, 10mm, 12mm, 15mm 
(3/10", 2/5" 1/2", 3/5")

100 $1.90

K E240402 Assorted Oval Black & White 10mm, 12mm, 15mm (2/5",1/2",3/5") 100 $3.25
L E240410 Assorted Black & White with Eyelashes 7mm, 10mm (3/10", 2/5") 100 $4.00
M E9715263 Black & White 20mm (4/5") 100 $6.60

ARTS & CRAFTS
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E240578A E240578B E240419
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4 mm
4 mm

6 mm

6 mm

ARTS & CRAFTS
CHENILLE STEMS & PIPE CLEANERS

30cm (12”) Chenille Stems, Packages of 100
Ages 4 years + These vibrant chenille stems are a great value. Measuring 30cm 
(12”) long and 4mm thick. Use them as flower stems, to build mobiles, or to form 
crowns; the crafting possibilities are endless!  Functional Sharp Points. Adult 
supervision required.

C Black

D White

E Red

F Light Blue

G Dark Green

H Dark Brown

J Orange

K Yellow

L Blue

M Light Pink

N Light Purple

P Hot Pink

Q Light Green

R Lavender

T Grey

Assorted Bright Colours
E240578A  $2.35

Assorted Colours
E240578B  $2.35

Glitter
E240419  $4.55

Jumbo Multicultural Chenille Stems,  
Pkg. of 100, 6 mm x 30 cm (12")
Ages 3 years + Pliable, chenille-covered wire in a variety of skin tones.   

 Functional Sharp Points. Adult supervision required.
E9737249   $3.95 pkg.

E240578  $2.35
Indicate colour by letter code. EXAMPLE: E240578C Black

Jumbo Pipe Cleaners,  
Packages of 100  
6 mm x 30 cm (1⁄4" x 12")
Pliable chenille covered wires. 
E0500592A White
E0500592G Assorted Colours
E0500592H Black
$3.35 pkg.
Package of 1000 - Assorted Colours 
E9703947  $27.40

30cm (12”) Chenille Stems. Package of 50
4mm thick. Assorted Colours
E240579  $1.65

15cm (6”) Short Chenille 
Stems, Package of 100
4mm thick. Assorted colours.
E240580  $1.65

Find our COLOSSAL 
sized pipe cleaners in 

our 2023 Arts & Crafts 
catalogue! 
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E240801 E240802

E240801

ARTS & CRAFTS
BEADS & ACCESSORIES

Cat. No. Colour Pkg.

E240422A Assorted Colours $7.45

E240422B Neon Assorted Colours $7.45

E240422C Black $7.45

E240422D White $7.45

E240422E Beige $7.45

E240422F Purple $7.45

E240422G Baby Blue $7.45

E240422H Dark Blue $7.45

E240422J Dark Green $7.45

E240422K Light Green $7.45

E240422L Yellow $7.45

E240422M Orange $7.45

E240422N Red $7.45

E240422P Fuchsia $7.45

E240422Q Pink $7.45

E240423 Transparent Assorted 
Colours

$7.45

E240424 Transparent Glitter 
Assorted Colours

$7.45

E240425 Transparent Neon 
Assorted Colours

$9.95

Bead 
Bonanza! 

Over 3,500 
Beads!

Opaque Assorted Colours, 1000pcs
8 assorted opaque colours. 
E240801  $6.25

Transparent Assorted Colours, 1000pcs
10 assorted transparent colours. 
E240802  $6.25

Tri Beads
Ages 3 years + Tri beads are recognized by their unique shape which 
allows them to stack or interlock when they are strung together. Each 
bead measures 11 mm (7/16"). 

Mixed Plastic Beads
Ages 3 years + Assorted size 
and shape. Approximately 1/2 lb 
beads.
E218744   $11.45 bag

Alphabet Beads, Pkg. of 226g (1/2 lb)
Construct names and whole sentences. 6 mm square beads in assorted colours 
with black letters.  
E9727997  $6.45 pkg.; 6+ $6.35 pkg.

Pony Beads, Packages of 1000
Ages 3 years + A rainbow assortment of vibrant 
colours available. Each bead measures 6mm x 9mm 
(¼" x ⅓") and features a large hole for easy stringing 
with thicker cord. 

Large Assorted 12 mm x 
12 mm (½" x½") Pack of 
250  
E240833  $6.35

Mixed Alphabet  
Beads, 10 mm (2/5")
Ages 3 years + This ¼ lb (113 g)  
bead value pack features an 
assortment of letters A-Z  
on both sides.
E443582  $12.45

Bead Treasure Box
Set of 12 buckets of assorted coloured beads with 
beading thread and project ideas.  
E9716192   $104.95 box
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ARTS & CRAFTS
BEADS & ACCESSORIES

Neon Rexlace®, 91 m (100 yds) 
Made from a thin vinyl cord.  
Individual Spools.  
(A) Orange (B) Yellow  
(C) Red   (D) Pink  
(E) Green  (F) Blue 
(G) Glow-in-the-Dark  
E9707918   $3.65 ea. 
Indicate colour by letter code.  
EXAMPLE: E9707918(A) Orange.
 
Set of 7. Includes one spool  
of each colour listed above.  
E9720548   $24.25 set

Jingle Bells
Ages 3 years + Add a little jingle to your craft projects. Create jingly bracelets, 
holiday ornaments, musical crafts and so much more.  

Cat. No. Description Size Pkg. Size Pkg.

A E240438A Silver 13 mm (½") 100 pcs $6.75

B E240438B Gold 13 mm (½") 100 pcs $6.75

C E240439 Assorted Colours 15 mm (3/5") 100 pcs $8.60

D E9713754 Silver 15 mm (3/5") 72 pcs $8.25

Split Key Rings, Pkg. of 100
25mm (1") split rings. 
E240400  $5.25

Lanyard Hooks,  
Pkg. of 100
25mm (1") long. 
E240399  $4.40

Spectrum Bead Collections
Ages: 3+ Multi-coloured bead collections, includes approximately 
2600 Beads 1/4" X 1/3" 6mm X 9mm, 100 Split Key Rings and case.

Product # Product Name

E240463A Spectrum Bright Bead Collection

E240468A Spectrum Assorted Bead Collection

E240469A Spectrum Fall Bead Collection

E240471A Spectrum Primary Colours Collection

E240472A Spectrum Bold Colours Collection

Each  $27.50

new

Thick Stretch Beading Cord
100m (109-yd.) Roll
Clear elastic cord. 
E240421  5mm (1/5") thick  $6.95
E240420 1 mm (1/25") thick. $4.25
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GLAZES

Spectrum® Low-Fire 
Stoneware Glazes 473 mL 
(16 oz.) Jars, Pack of 6
Low-fire glazes that give the look 
of stoneware. Create effects by 
layering these glazes. Fire glazes to 
Cone 06/04. Lead free, dinnerware 
safe. Includes one jar of strawberry, 
pistachio, purple haze, moonlit sky, 
sunset red, and meteor shower. 
E9733318  $150.35 pack

ARTS & CRAFTS

Mayco® Stroke & Coat® Kit 3 Brights, Set of 12, 473 mL 
(16 oz.)
Includes one each of the colours listed above.
E9719292   $273.05 set

Mayco® Stroke & Coat® Kit 1 Classic, Set of 12, 473 mL 
(16 oz.)
Includes one each of the colours listed above.
E9718087   $273.05 set

SC-16
Cotton Tail

SC-6
Sunkissed

SC-12
Moody Blue

SC-26
Green Thumb

SC-13
Grapel

SC-74
Hot Tamale

SC-18
Rosey Posey

SC-11
Blue Yonder

SC-36
Irish Luck

SC-14
Java Bean

SC-15
Tuxedo

SC-75
Orange-A-Peel

SC-16
Cotton Tail

SC-3
Wine About It

SC-31
The Blues

SC-6
Sunkissed

SC-12
Moody Blue

SC-1 
Pink-A-Boo

SC-27
Sour Apple

SC-48
Camel Back

SC-23
Jack O’Lantern

SC-36
Irish Luck

SC-15
Tuxedo

SC-73
Candy Apple Red

Dinnerware Safe
Numbers highlighted in light blue 

denote the AP (nontoxic) label.

Mayco® Jungle Gem™ / Crystalites™  
Glaze Collection, Set of 12, 473 mL (16 oz.) Jars
Create unique and completely original ceramic projects with kaleidoscopic range 
of colour. Glazes contain granules of contrasting glazes. During firing, these 
granules spread out and create bursts of colour. Fire to shelf Cone 06, or to 
shelf Cone 05 if more flow is desired. Not suitable for dinnerware due to surface 
characteristics. Includes one pint each of peacock eyes, northern lights, plum 
jelly, oriental caramel, cappuccino mint, Tahiti grape, monsoon seas, herb garden, 
spotted kiwi, lotus blossom, safari, and citrus splash.  
E9730599   $271.30 set

AMACO® Teacher’s Palette® Classroom  
Pack, 12, 473 mL (16 oz.)
Engineered for infinite palette mixability. Soft, nonflowing Cone 05 glazes are 
easy to apply and fire. They offer a full, rich, high-gloss finish while blending 
easily. The one-step glazes can be layered by brushing or slip trailing on top of 
each other without bleeding, distortion, or glaze interaction. Each glaze fires true 
to the colour in the bottle. Dinnerware safe, lead free, and nontoxic. Includes one 
pint each of the colours listed above. 
E9730309   $204.95 pack

TP-40 [1]
Mint 

Green

TP-53 [1]
Pig Pink

TP-58 [1]
Brick Red

TP-51 [1]
Grape

TP-60 [1]
Lemon

TP-52 [1]
Raspberry

TP-64 [1]
Carrot

TP-22 [1]
Blue Green

TP-15 [1]
Gray

TP-30 [1]
Caramel

TP-20 [1]
Sky Blue

TP-32 [1]
Fudge Brown

TP-1 [1]
Coal Black

TP-21 [1]
Midnight 

Blue

TP-11 [1]
Cotton

TP-41 [1]
Frog Green

TP-54 [1]
Lilac

TP-56 [1]
Scarlet

TP-62 [1]
Maize

TP-65 [1]
Pumpkin

TP-24 [1]
Medium 

Blue

TP-26 [1]
Robin’s Egg

TP-42 [1]
Granny Smith

TP-43 [1]
Green Leaf

Set of 12. 473 mL (16 oz.) Includes one each of coal black, cotton, 
midnight blue, frog green, medium blue, robin’s egg, granny smith, 
green leaf, lilac, scarlet, maize, and pumpkin.  
E9735547  $254.95
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ARTS & CRAFTS
SCISSORS

Sargent Art® Plastic 
Safety Scissors
Ages 3 years + 12 cm plastic safety scissor. 
Durable construction. Designed specifically for 
cutting paper - will not cut skin, fabric or hair. 
Adult supervision required. Adult supervision 
recommended.
E448236 Each $1.80
E448238 Set of 6 $10.25

Ultra Safe Scissors
Ages 3 years +  The ergonomic shape is easy to hold allowing the user to cut with 
safety and precision. A flexible spring automatically opens after being squeezed 
closed, making it useful for a child with limited strength or coordination. The spring 
can also be folded in for less restricted use. Adult supervision recommended. 
E470588  $7.90

Scissors Holder
Sturdy wood holder with 1” dia. holes. Holds up to 30 scissors. 25 cm x 29 cm x 16 
cm (10” L x 111⁄2” W x 61⁄2” H).
E9720327  $45.75

Blunt Scissors
E240841  Single  $1.85 
E240841A  Pack of 12  $21.50
E240841B  Pack of 24  $42.10
E240841C  Pack of 36  $59.95
E240841D  Pack of 48  $79.90
E240841E  Pack of 96  $156.30

Pointed Scissors 
E240842  Single  $1.85
E240842A  Pack of 12  $21.50
E240842B  Pack of 24  $42.10
E240842C  Pack of 36  $59.95 
E240842D  Pack of 48  $79.90
E240842E  Pack of 96  $156.30

SPECTRUM Blunt &  
Pointed 5.5” Scissors 
• Ideal for 5 years + Easy to hold design
• Stainless Steel blade 
• Right & left hand friendly
• Adult Supervision recommended
• Ergonomic handle with comfort grip 
• Colour handles may vary

Mixed Sets  
E240843A  Set of 24 (12 of Each)  $42.10
E240843B  Set of 48 (24 of Each)  $79.90
E240843C  Set of 96 (48 of Each)  $156.30

Adult Supervision is recommended when using scissors

Comfort Grip Scissors
Stainless steel blades with strong  
plastic handles. May be used right  
or left handed. Lifetime guarantee. Centimeter scale on 1 blade. 
Kid’s Scissors  
13 cm (5 1⁄4") Sharp
E221165   $1.95
E221165Z  Pack of 36  $67.95

Kid’s Scissors  
13 cm (5 1⁄4") Blunt  
E221166   $1.95
E221166Z  Pack of 36  $67.95
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E9725433

ARTS & CRAFTS
GLUE & ACCESSORIES

Roylco® Junior Goo 
Spreaders, Package of 
20, 9 cm L (31⁄2" L)
Ages 3 years+ Ergonomic 
spreaders offer different glue and 
paint effects while keeping crafts 
cleaner. Perfect for small hands!
E9737027  $11.95 Pkg.

Elmer’s® Washable School Glue Sticks Classroom Packs Glue goes on smooth 
and dries clear. Acid free and photo safe. Easily washes off hands and out of 
clothes. Safe and nontoxic.
Cat. No. Size Colour Quantity Pkg.
E9725433 7g / 0.24 oz. Clear 30 $26.85
E9732677 22 mL / 0.77 oz. Purple Each $4.60
E9737158 41 mL / 1.40 oz. Purple Each $5.95

Elmer’s® Washable School Glue Sticks
Ages 3 years +  Washable, easy-to-use formula goes on purple…dries clear. Lets 
kids see at a glance if they missed a spot when applying glue. Safe, nontoxic. 

SI Manufacturing Paste 
Spreaders, 10 Pack
Ages 3 years + Ideal for spreading 
glue, paste & paint. Easy for children to 
use when doing arts & crafts Assorted 
colours.
E240044 Pack of 10  $4.45 pkg.
E240044A Pack of 30  $12.95 pkg.
E240044B Pack of 50  $20.65 pkg.

White Washable Glue,  
3.8 Litre (1 gal) Jug 
Washable glue, non-toxic, acid-free, with screw 
top lid.
E240060 $18.35 ea.
E240460A  Set of 2  $35.55 
E240460B  Set of 10  $165.15 

White Washable  
Glue, 120mL (4.1 oz.)
Washable glue, non-toxic, acid free, in 
an easy to squeeze bottle.
E240466  $1.15
E240466A  Box of 10  $11.15 
E240466B  Box of 30  $32.75 
E240466C  Box of 60  $63.85 
E240466D  Box of 100  $99.85

SPECTRUM Washable Glue Sticks 

118mL (4 oz.). Pack of 12
E1100269Z  $26.45 ea.

225mL (75/8 oz.).  
Pack of 12
E1100270Z  $33.85

3.8L. Pack of 2
E9706950Z  $79.50

40g (1.41 oz) Each

E240848 Single Glue 
Stick $2.55

E240848A Pack of 30 $74.20
E240848B Pack of 60 $145.35
E240848C Pack of 90 $212.25
E240848D Pack of 120 $275.40
E240848E Pack of 240 $538.60

25g (.88 oz) Each

E240847 Single Glue 
Stick $1.45

E240847A Pack of 30 $42.20
E240847B Pack of 60 $82.65
E240847C Pack of 90 $120.65
E240847D Pack of 120 $156.60
E240847E Pack of 240 $306.25

8g (.28 oz) Each

E240846 Single Glue Stick $0.85
E240846A Pack of 30 $24.75
E240846B Pack of 60 $48.40
E240846C Pack of 90 $70.75
E240846D Pack of 120 $91.80
E240846E Pack of 240 $179.50

GOES ON 
PURPLE  

BUT DRIES 
CLEAR!

Elmer’s® Washable School Glue
Patented white glue washes out with soap and water even when dry. Forms a 
strong bond on wood, paper, cloth, and all porous materials. Safe, no harmful 
fumes. 118mL and 225mL (4 oz. and 7-5⁄8 oz.) are squeeze bottles.
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Ticonderoga® Pencils Pkgs. of 12
The smoothest writing pencil in the world! The heart of the Ticonderoga® 
pencil is the graphite writing core with TF-3. Each pencil features a premium-
quality eraser. Unsharpened with wood casing. Nontoxic. 
E9709462  No. 2 (HB) Soft  Pkg.  $4.35
Pkg. of 12 Presharpened No. 2 Pencils.  E9727482  $4.75 pkg.
Pkg. of 30 Presharpened No. 2 Pencils.  E9730407  $12.50 pkg.

Ticonderoga® Premium Wood Pencils, Pack of 72
Pack of 72. Premium grade pencils made from cedar. Distinctive green and yellow 
ferrule guarantees quality. Easily sharpened. Latex free eraser.
E214303  $21.95 pkg.

Dixon® Classmate® HB Pencils
Designed to meet the special needs of both 
student and teacher. Soft HB lead is specially 
formulated to lessen smears while being soft 
enough to write black with little pressure. 
Made from real wood. 144 per box.
E216027 Untipped, no eraser  $40.00 box
E216029 Tipped with eraser $42.65 box
E217542 With eraser, 12 per box $3.70 box

Magnetic Whiteboard, 30.5 cm x 45.5 cm (12” x 18”) 
This magnetic dry erase board features a sturdy aluminum frame with rounded 
corners, measuring 12” x 18” (30.5 x 45.5cm). It can be mounted on the wall for 
classroom teaching or used as a hand-held surface for students to practice and 
display work. Includes detachable marker tray and hardware for wall mounting.
E752255  $14.25

ARTS & CRAFTS
PENCILS, SHARPENERS & ERASERS

PRANG® Vinyl Erasers
Opaque white vinyl erasers work particularly well on paper, Mylar®, and other 
drawing/writing media. Will not leave a messy residue. 
Medium - Box of 24,  
3.8 x 1.9 x 1.2 cm  
(11⁄2" x 3⁄4" x 1⁄2"). 
E9711766  $7.55 box

Large - Box of 12,  
6 x 2.2 x 1.2 cm 
(23⁄8" x 7⁄8" x 1⁄2"). 
E218636  $5.95 box

Dixon® Pink Pearl, 
Medium, Box of 24
Soft pink pencil eraser for use 
on paper, boards, or cloth.    
E214394  $9.90

Twin-Hole  
Pencil Sharpener 
Stainless steel, high-quality, 
double-hole sharpener for 
charcoal, graphite, coloured, 
and pastel pencils. Large 
and small diameter hole to 
sharpen all fine art and craft 
pencils. 2.5 x 2.5 cm (1" x 1"). 
Pkg. of 20. 
E9715048  $9.90 pkg. 
Classroom Pack of 100. 
E9728683  $46.95 pack

White Vinyl Eraser  
with Sleeve, Box of 20 
White vinyl eraser with sleeve. 
Latex free. 
E240577Z  $10.90

Wonder Stix™
Ages 3 years + Let your imagination 
run wild with Wonder Stix! Wonder 
Stix are washable, odourless, dust-
free, and cap-free! They work on 
wood, cardboard, whiteboards, 
chalkboards, paper, glass, and 
windows. 
E230066 Pack of 12  $12.40
E230067 Pack of 24  $22.40

EXPO® Eraser
Features a soft pile to remove 
markings quickly. Cleans up with 
soap and water. For whiteboards, 
porcelain, and melamine-coated 
surfaces.
ETB18838  $4.05 ea.
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E9701128E9701124

E9704357

ARTS & CRAFTS

Scotch® Magic™ 
Tape, 1.2 cm x  
20 m (1⁄2" x 800") 
Roll
For permanent taping 
applications. Dispenser with built-in 
cutter edge. Easy to write on with pencil or ballpoint 
pen. Resists moisture, won’t curl.
E9724579   $4.35 roll

Scotch® Transparent Tape
Excellent holding power. Resists staining and 
splitting. Fits on 1" core dispenser. Moisture- and 
stain-resistant. Photo safe. Clear, glossy, high-clarity 
finish. 
1.2 cm x 33 m  (1⁄2" W x 36 yds.) 
E9704357  $3.95 roll 
1.9 cm x 33 m  (3⁄4" W x 36 yds.)
E9704358  $4.85 roll

Scotch® Desk  
Tape Dispenser
Economical, 
weighted desk 
dispenser for 
one-handed tape 
dispensing. For tape 
with 1.2 cm (1⁄2") or 1.9 cm 
(3⁄4") widths and a length 
up to 36 yds (32.9 m). 1" 
core. Black. 
E9725477    
$6.45 ea.

Hook-and-Loop  
Adhesive,  
8 m (8.7 yd.) 
Roll
Male and Female 
hook-and-loop on 
separate rolls with 
adhesive backing.  
25mm (1") wide. 
E240388  $24.95

Masking Tape, 54.9 m (60 yd.)  Rolls
General purpose use. 7.6 cm (3") core.

Cat. No. Width Each Roll Pack of 24 Each
E9701124 1.2 cm (1⁄2") W. $1.55 E9701124Z $34.40
E9701126 2.5 cm (1") W. $2.70 E9701126Z $59.95
E9701128 5 cm (2") W. $5.95 E9701128Z $131.95

Reusable Adhesive
35g (1.2 oz.) pack. A great alternative to tape and 
push pins. Perfect for mounting artwork. Sticks to any 
dry, clean surface and removes easily. 
E240575   $1.40

Mini Glue Gun  
(Low Temperature)
120V (60Hz) 10Watt Glue Gun. Uses 
0.7 cm (0.27”) diameter glue sticks.
E240086  $6.90 ea.;   
10+ $6.70 ea.
E240086Z  Case of 72  $447.25

Cat. No. Qty. Each Pkg.
E240061 25 Pack $3.80
E240106 100 Pack $14.75
E240107 500 Pack $72.25
E240108 1000 Pack $140.60
E240109 5000 Pack $685.95

Mini Glue Sticks Dual Temp,  
10cm x 0.79cm (4" x 5/16")

OFFICE & CLASSROOM SUPPLIES

Clear Self-Adhesive Roll, 45.7cm x 22.9m (18" x 25yd)
Ideal for covering books or creating various craft projects. 
E240562  $28.35

ACME 
Clipboards
Functional 
Masonite® 
clipboards made 
of 100% recycled 
and/or recovered 
materials. 
Letter Size.  
23 x 30 cm   
(9” x 12”).  
E9712884  $2.75 ea.;  12+  $2.65 ea.

Legal Size.  
23 x 38 cm (9” x 15”).
E9712885  $2.50 ea.;  12+  $2.40 ea.

Teachers Basic Shears
High quality teacher’s shears have comfortable plastic 
handles formed to fit adult hands. Stainless steel carry 
a lifetime warranty. 22 cm (81/2’’). Sharp. Bent Handles.
E221160   $2.65 
E221160Z  Pack of 12  $30.85

Easy Clip 
Clipboard
The “Easy Clip” plastic 
clipboard is sturdy, safe 
and easy to use for 
children of all ages. Can 
be used for lessons 
outside or just sitting 
on the floor: to draw, 
trace or write! These 
clipboards are bright 
plastic, 9”  
x 12” (33.4 cm x 
24.4 cm) and 
available in two 
colours.
E214697 Green 
$4.45
E214698 Yellow 
$4.45

Teacher  
Handling  

Only
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Time Timer® MOD 
60 minute timer with a removable silicone cover. Protective lens and 
compact size make the MOD portable and easy to use at work, school 
and home. Silent operation and on/off alert is perfect for sound-sensitive 
environments. Requires-1 AA battery (not included).  
I. E34171  $46.95

A. Time Timer® Original 12” (30 cm)  
Designed to be wall hung for classroom and group activities. 
E443836  $53.95
B. Time Timer® Original 8” (20 cm)  
The most versatile for both individual and group applications. 
E86148  $44.95
C. 7.5 cm (3”) Personal Time Timer® Audible 
Easily travels to all activities. Comes with carrying case and protective cover. 
E86150  $39.95

Time Timer® PLUS 5 Minute 
Get a handle on your time with the Time Timer® 
PLUS 5 Minute, a five-minute visual timer. The 
Time Timer® PLUS 5 Minute includes a volume 
control dial to help reinforce when time is up. 
Portable and silent, it is a great way to promote 
efficient time management.  
G. E39622  $51.95

Time Timer® PLUS 
As time elapses, the red disk gradually disappears under a clear and durable lens, 
making the new Time Timer® PLUS an ideal time management tool for all ages. 
Features: one-the-go carry handle; volume control dial (for the beep when time is 
up); protective lens; centre-dial for setting the disk; lightweight, anti-static disk; and 
silent operation. Size: 13.8 x 17.5 cm. 
D. E33606 Black  $51.95 
E. E435249 White  $51.95

Time Timer® 20 Min 
The Time Timer® 20 MIN is a specialized, visual timer created to improve the ability 
to manage activities into smaller, more manageable time segments that better 
reflect a typical day. The 20 MIN is easy-to-use and easy-to-see. It is a lifesaver for 
anyone who struggles with transitions, needs focus for shorter work cycles and 
rotational programs. 
F. E435250  $51.95

Time Timer® 120 Min
The Time Timer® 120 MIN is a specialized, visual timer created for 
teachers and professionals to improve their ability to manage activities 
that are longer than one hour. It is a lifesaver for anyone who struggles 
with transitions, needs focus for longer work cycles and rotational 
programs.  
H. E435251   $51.95

CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT

The New and Improved Time Timer® Originals
Includes Dry-Erase Activity Card (1) slots into top of Original timers for 
time-to-task management and visual schedules. Free Time Timer® Desktop App 
Download - All Originals include a download code for a FREE Time Timer® Desktop 
App. Increased Visibility - Bigger, more visible, red disk, improved longevity and 
durability, clear protective lens on 8” and 12”. Magnetic Backs and Stand-Alone - 
Strong magnets allow the Time Timer® Original 8” and 12” to be displayed on a 
markerboard, refrigerator, file cabinet, or any metallic material, but it can also stand 
alone or hang on the wall. Requires 1 AA battery for operation (not included). NOTE: 
Teacher/Classroom Resource. Manufacture recommends that young children under 
the age of 12 do not handle timers but an adult to set time. Although these timers 
are used in a school or home environment, the manufacturer recommends adult 
handling only. 

The Original Time Timer® 8” Learning Centre Classroom Set 
With the New Learning Centre Classroom Set, the Time Timer® Original 8”, a teacher-favourite, is now available 
in a multi-pack set of three. Each set comes with three timers of different colours to aid in colour curriculum 
during the early years and for time management in colour-coded classrooms. Designed to be used in learning 
centres or stations, each set also includes 3 Dry Erase Activity Cards to label the learning centers as well as a 
bi-fold guild filed with Classroom Time Management and Learning Centre ideas. 
Two Options Available:
E471301 Primary Colour Collection: Red, Yellow, Blue  $132.95 
E471300 Secondary Colour Collection: Orange, Green, Purple  $132.95

Time Timer® MAX 
Meet the newest member of the Time Timer 
family - the ultimate in size and flexibility 
measuring 17 inches by 17 inches so it can be 
seen in larger spaces. It is also eight timers in 
one  with customizable durations and changeable 
timer faces, the MAX can countdown from five 
minutes to 24 hours.
E471303  $139.95

new
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Time Timer WASH
The Time Timer WASH visual timer for hand-washing display a 30-second LCD 
disk, reinforcing World Health Organization (WHO) and Center for Disease Control 
(CDC) recommendations. Broken into three stages the disk disappears as time 
elapses, displaying icons for soap, scrubbing, and rinsing. Touchless IR operation 
and water resistant. Music and sound optional. Suction cup to wall or counter, 
stand alone or hang with screw on wall. 9.5cm H x 9.5cm W x 4.5cm D (dimensions 
without the suction cup). Requires 3AA.1.5V batteries (not included). Young children 
can wave their hand to activate timer, however, adult handling and supervision is 
required.  
E470885  $39.85

VISIT 
spectrumed.ca 

for MORE
Sanitation and  

Protective  
Solutions

Suction cup to wall or counter

CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT

Portable True HEPA Air Purifier
Removes at least 99.97% of airborne contaminants in one pass with dual 
True HEPA filters and circulates the air of an average classroom* 5.2 times 
per hour.
Air purification is a key component in improving air quality indoors. There 
are many benefits to having good air quality including increased student 
engagement, improved well-being for allergy and asthma sufferers and 
reducing the transmission of viruses, including COVID-19. The virus spreads 
through aerosolized particles that tend to hang in the air unless they are 
blown away or removed; air purifiers can do both. To prevent the spread of 
airborne viruses indoors, the air should be refreshed five to six times per 
hour, however, over half of existing school and building ventilation systems 
are outdated and achieve less than that. Placing portable air purifiers in 
these spaces helps reduce the amount of airborne contaminants, including 
viruses by refreshing and purifying the air as it passes through its filters.
*The Portable True HEPA Air Purifier is designed for an average classroom 
that is 750 sq ft, with ceilings at 8 ft height. Fan speed, ceiling height, age of 
HVAC and other ventilation are all variables that affect total air changes per 
hour (ACH). To achieve optimum air purification for your room size, please 
contact your Copernicus representative to calculate the right number of 
units for your space. You will need to provide the room size and ceiling 
height. Functional and user friendly:  includes a child lock, timer and four fan 
speeds to adjust to the environment. Measures: 18” (46 cm) W x 10.5” (27 
cm) D x 22” (71 cm) H.  ETL listed to UL507 standard. Clean air delivery rate 
(CADR is 365 cubic feet per minute (CFM) which means every minute, 365 
cubic feet of air is purified.  The purifier has a decibel level of approximately 
44dB at 6 ½ ft. from unit which is the same level as a normal conversation 
and blends into the environment like white noise. I year warranty. 
Replacement filters available separately and easy to replace when needed.  
E471310  $892.45

Portable True HEPA Air 
Purifier Replacement Filter 
Kit
Portable True HEPA Air Purifier 
Replacement Filter Kit for the Portable 
True HEPA Air Filter includes two 
replacement filters. Dual HEPA 
filters (filter lifetime is 1600 hours 
or approximately 1 year of use in a 
school setting). 
E471311  $146.95

Time Timer® Wash + Soap 
Touchless Dispenser
Time Timer WASH + Soap Dispenser is a 
touchless, automatic soap dispenser integrated 
with a visual timer to ensure hands are 
being washed long enough to fulfill the CDC 
recommendation.  The visual aspect of this 
timer helps all age and abilities understand the 
duration and process of washing hands.  Soap is 
not included. The timer can be initiated without 
touching by simply holding hand under spout.  
Soap automatically dispenses and the timer will 
begin the countdown.  As the disk disappears, 
time elapses, encouraging scrubbing through the 
duration.  The timing of the countdown allows 
for users to first wet their hands, then wash for 
the approved 20-seconds, then rinse.  Music 
and sounds can be used to reinforce the steps 
or it can be used silently for sound sensitive 
environments.  USB rechargeable.  Features 
include: highly visible LCD visual countdown, 
sound options include: silent, beep, or beep 
and music together, liquid soap reservoir holds 
10oz/300ml, see-through window for soap level, 
rechargeable lithium battery, USB charging cable 
included, water resistant, on/off switch.
E471302  $92.95 

new

new

new
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Features:
• Lifetime Limited Abrasive Wear Warranty
• Advance Anti-Static Protection
• No fault edge warranty
• Advance Stain Protection
• Meet NFPA 253, Class 1 Firecode Requirements
• Green Label Plus Certified
• Kidply® Backing

Give the Planet a Hug™ Rug
Encourages children to be good stewards of our planet: be kind to the environment, 
treat plants and animals with care, and keep the earth green.
E445126 1.82 x 2.47 m /  6’ x 9’ Rectangle  $479.92  
E445128 2.43m x 3.65 m / 8’ x 12’ Rectangle  $724.92 

A. Sunny Day Learn & Play Carpets
These exciting alpha/numeric rugs provide a colourful circle-time theme for all 
activities.
E434336 1.9 x 2.8 m/6’9” x 9’5” Oval  $519.92 
E434338 2.4 x 3.5 m/8’3” x 11’8” Oval  $792.92 
E435088 1.7 x 2.4 m/5’10” x 8’4” Rectangle  $492.92 
E435090 2.4 x 3.3 m/8’3” x 11’8” Rectangle  $792.92 
B. Nature Colours
E433994 1.8 x 2.7 m/6’ x 9’ Oval  $479.92  
E433995 2.4 x 3.6 m/8’ x 12’ Oval  $724.92 

Alphabet Value Rug - Rectangle
E448622 6’ x 9’   $293.92  E470467 8’ x 12’  $496.92  

Circletime Early Learning Rug - Oval
E434479 6’ x 9’  $293.92  E434480 8' x 12'  $496.92  

Early Learning Value Rug - Rectangle
E448620 6’ x 9’  $293.92  
E470466 8’ x 12’  Rectangle  $496.92  

KID$ Value PLUS™ line sports upgraded KIDply® backing and edge 
yarn for long-lasting carpets that stay looking great. Children will learn 
about shapes, colours, numbers and so much more! These rugs are 
ideal for small groups, circle time and classroom organization.
New & Improved Features! 
• 5 Year Abrasive Wear Warranty
• KIDply® Backing
• 100% North American Made
• No-Fault Serge Warranty
• Soil & Stain Resistant

• Made with nylon that  
 can be recycled
• Passes CPSC FF1-70 Standard  
 for the Surface Flammability of 
 Carpets and Rugs

CARPETS

Additional shipping charges apply. 

SEE 
MORE
 Carpets at 

spectrumed.ca
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Features:
• Lifetime Limited Abrasive Wear 

Warranty
• Advance Anti-Static Protection
• No fault edge warranty
• Advance Stain Protection

• Meet NFPA 253, Class 1 Firecode 
Requirements

• Green Label Plus Certified
• Kidply® Backing

Nature’s Colours Seating Rug
Calming design that accommodates up to 30 students. Comes with alphabet 
border in upper and lower case.
E446746 2.25 x 3.6 m / 7’6” x 12’ Rectangle  $669.92  
E470464 1.82 x 2.47 m /  6’ x 9’ Rectangle  $479.92 
E470465 2.5 x 4 m / 8’4 x 13’ Rectangle  $797.92 

Colourful Places Seating Rug
This simple, colourful rug is great for classroom organization. Each coloured space 
makes a perfect place for children to sit on and have plenty of wiggle room, all 
while being surrounded by a literacy border.
E434474 (Seats 25) 1.8 x 2.7 m / 6’ x 9’ Rectangle  $479.92 
E434475 (Seats 30) 2.25 x 3.6 m / 7’6” x 12’ Rectangle  $669.92   
E434476 (Seats 30) 2.5m x 4m / 8’ 4” x 13’ 4” Rectangle  $797.92 

Rainbow Seating Rectangle Rug
Simple and sweet, this colourful and beautiful arena style seating rug will 
brighten up any room. The large seating spaces provide a great tool to organize 
your classroom for circle time, story time or anytime!
E435041  (8'4" x 13'4")  $797.92  
E435042  (7'6" x 12') Rectangle  $669.92 

Nature’s Colours Calming Circles
A calming design that comes with or without the alphabet border.
With Alphabet Border:  
E446748 1.8 x 2.7 m / 6’ x 9’ Rectangle  $479.92  
E446749 2.4 x 3.7 m / 8’ x 12’ Rectangle  $724.92 
Without Alphabet Border:
E446751 1.8 x 2.7 m / 6’ x 9’ Rectangle  $479.92  
E446752 2.4 x 3.7 m / 8’ x 12’ Rectangle  $724.92 

Colourful Rows Seating Rug
Need to accommodate 25-36 kids in your classroom? We have the solution 
with three seating options to handle your classroom organization needs.  Bright 
colours and large spaces make it a perfect fit for any age or grade level. This 
simple seating rug is a great addition to any room.
E434477 (Seats 25) 1.8 x 2.7 m / 6’ x 9’ Rectangle  $479.92 
E434577 (Seats 30) 2.5 x 4 m/8’4” x 13’4” Rectangle  $797.92  
E434478 (Seats 36) 2.5 m x 4 m / 8’ 4” x 13’ 4” Rectangle  $797.92 

Additional shipping charges apply. 

CARPETS

SEE 
MORE
 Carpets at 

spectrumed.ca
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Kid Essentials® Joy Carpets
Specifications and Warranty Information:
• Lifetime Limited Wear Warranty
• Worry Free Edge Warranty™
• Fiber: 100% STAINMASTER® Nylon
• LotusFX Fiber Shield™ Resists Soil and Stains
• AlphaSan Antimicrobial Treatment
• SoftFlex® Backing Resists Wrinkles
• Green Label Plus Indoor Air Quality Certified
• Class I Flammability Rating

A. Traditional Teachings™ 
This attractive rug reinforces the seven basic 
virtues that form the foundation of a native, 
North American lifestyle. Children will enjoy 
learning the history of these sacred laws and 
implementing them as they interact with others 
in their daily lives. 
E434938 5'4" Round  $298.92   
E434939 7'7" Round  $694.92  
E434940 13'2" Round  $1,389.92  

B. Spirit of Truth™ 
With a Medicine Wheel/Dreamcatcher at the 
center encircled by the Seven Teachings, the 
Spirit of Truth™ carpet will become a  focal point 
for discussions. The teachings emphasize 
walking the earth peacefully in harmony with 
nature and all living things. They encourage 
seeking healthy minds, strong inner spirits, inner 
peace, and strong healthy bodies. 
E434941 5'4" Round  $298.92   
E434942 7'7" Round  $694.92  
E434943 13'2" Round  $1,389.92  

C. The Circle™ 
Introduce children to First Nations, Métis, and Inuit cultures with The Circle™. In First Nations 
culture, the circle is a sacred symbol, and it reinforces the notion of connectivity of all things. As 
children gather on "The Circle™," use this engaging carpet to encourage discussions of this core 
principle, as well as indigenous peoples' history, culture and beliefs. Each symbol is designed not 
only as a sitting space but also as a tool to provide unique insight into aboriginal life.
E444619 13'2" Round  $1,389.92   E444620 7'7" Round  $694.92  

E. Flagship Carpets®  
Basketweave Stripes Classroom Rug
Cozy Basketweave Stripes Classroom Rug brings homey charm to your 
classroom floor with the comfort of carpet. Photo real image brings 
the texture of a woven rug to your floors without sacrificing price, size, 
durability or softness. This design comes in Blue, Green, or Natural 
colours. Available in 6' x 8'4" and 7'6" x 12'.
6' x 8'4"
E470295 Blue  $521.92 
E470301 Natural  $521.92 

7'6" x 12'
E470296 Blue  $619.92 
E470302 Natural  $619.92 

D. Flagship Carpets® Hashtag Classroom Rug
Cozy Hashtag Stripes Classroom Rug brings homey charm to your 
classroom floor with the comfort of carpet. Photo real image brings 
the texture of a woven rug to your floors without sacrificing price, size, 
durability or softness. Available in 6' x 8'4" and 7'6" x 12.
6' x 8'4" 
E470313 Natural  $472.92  
E470314 Blue  $472.92 

7'6" x 12' 
E470319 Natural  $619.92  
E470320 Blue  $619.92 

F. Flagship Carpets®  
Basketweave Blocks Classroom Rug
Cozy Basketweave Blocks Classroom Rug brings homey charm to your 
classroom floor with the comfort of carpet. Photo real image brings 
the texture of a woven rug to your floors without sacrificing price, size, 
durability or softness. This design comes in Blue, Green, or Natural 
colours. Available in 6' x 8'4" and 7'6" x 12' 
6' x 8'4"
E470307 Natural  $521.92  
7'6" x 12'
E470308 Natural  $619.92 

CARPETS

For care instructions, 
warranty and product 
specifications for all 
carpets on this page, 

please visit  
spectrumed.ca by 
product number.

For a detailed listing of 
products information on 

warranty, and specifications 
visit spectrumed.ca 
by product number

Additional shipping charges apply. 

For more 
CARPETS 

visit our website 
spectrumed.ca
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27" (68 cm) Light Woodland Floor Pillows
Ages 13 months + Create cozy spaces anywhere in the room with these extra 
large brightly coloured pillows! Huge pillow will be a favourite for resting, reading 
or sitting with friends. Pillows are filled with shredded foam which is soft yet 
supportive and have a silky polyester outer cover that is both comfy and     wrinkle-
resistant. Zips right off for machine washing. 2 year warranty. Dimensions: 27" x 27" 
x 8" (68.6 cm x 68.6 cm x 20.3 cm) Foam is encased in a water and stain resistant 
cover.
E446723 Set of all 3  $372.95

12” Cozy Woodland Pillows - Set of 6
Ages 13 months + A colourful way to cuddle up! Soft pillows in woodland colours 
are a perfect addition to any classroom. These six colourful pillows can be used 
in any number of ways. Let the little ones show you what to do with these kid 
friendly tactile discovery cushions. Pillows are filled with polyester fiber and have 
removable washable and dryable polyester covers. Warranty: 2 years.
E446717 12" (30cm)  $144.95

27" (68cm) Cozy Floor Pillows Dark woodland Set of 3
Ages 13 months + Huge pillow will be a favorite for resting, reading or sitting with 
friends. Pillows are filled with shredded foam which is soft yet supportive. Foam is 
encased in a water and stain resistant cover. Dark Sage, Walnut, Deep Water. 
2 year warranty.
E435205 Set of all 3 colours  $372.95 

Sit-A-Rounds
Ages 10 months + These colourful cushions give students a comfortable place to 
sit for storytime, playtime, or any floor activity! 30 cm diameter cushions are 2.5 cm 
thick and feature wipe clean, vegan leather cover with carrying handle. 2 of each 
colour in red, blue, yellow. 2 year warranty.
E432852 Set of 6  $149.95

Two-Tone Activity Mat 52” x 52” x 1”
All Ages. Provide a comfortable place for little ones to play, crawl 
and explore with this cozy woodland coloured activity mat! This mat 
will bring that soft quiet look that is welcomed indoors. For use by 
all ages. Double-sided 1” thick foam mat has a light tone on one side 
and a darker tone on the other. Mat is made of easy to clean wipe 
clean vegan leather. 2 year warranty. Dimensions: 52” x 52” x 1” 
E446714 Deepwater and Light Sky Blue  $312.95
E446715 Light Fern and Dark Sage Green  $312.95
E446716 Walnut Brown and Almond Tan  $312.95

SOFT SEATING, SOFA SETS & PILLOWS
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A. Round Log Playmat 
Ages 1 years + Large Log Playmat is perfect for creative  
and imaginative role play activities, the playmat will add a beautiful 
atmosphere to any classroom environment. Use for dividing play spaces 
or for inspiring discussions on topics such as habitats, animals, coastlines, 
geography, weather and patterns. The beautiful photographic mat is a 
wonderful base for constructions and block play or use it as inspiration or 
provocation for role play and dramatic play. Made from Polyester with a 
rubber (natural latex) anti-skid backing. Size 150 cm x 150 cm. 
E470190  $229.95

Buffets, Set of 4 
Ages 3 years + New range of buffets are 
based on a theme of elements in nature. 
These buffets are great to create comfy 
areas around your setting. Each set contains 
4 buffets, each is 35 cm in diameter and  
20 cm high. Contains latex. 
B. E470179 Log Buffets  $389.92
C. E470178 Grass Buffets  $389.92 
D. E470177 Pebbles Buffets  $389.92

87.5 cm (35”) 
E448580 Deepwater Blue
E448582 Sage
E448586 Sky Blue
Each  $262.92  

Woodland 30 cm (12”) Sit-Upons
Ages 10 months + These cushions give children 
a comfortable place to sit on during story time, 
playtime or any floor activity. 2 year warranty. 
Feature a durable wipe-clean cover and carrying 
handle. 30 x 30 cm and 2.5 cm thick. 
E448626 Set of 5  $119.95

Woodland 30 cm (12”) Sit-Arounds
Ages 10 months + These cushions give children a comfortable place to sit 
on during story time, playtime or any floor activity. 2 year warranty. Feature 
a durable wipe-clean cover and carrying handle. 30 cm Diameter and 2.5 
cm thick. Includes all of each colour shown. 
E448628 Set of 5  $119.95

SOFT SEATING, SOFA SETS & PILLOWS

Additional shipping charges apply. 

65 cm (26”) 
E448570 Deepwater Blue
E448572 Sage
E448576 Sky Blue
Each  $204.92  

Go2 Bean Bag Round 26” & 35” 
Ages 2 years + Available in two sizes, these beans bags offer relaxed seating that 
mold to the body’s contour. Lightweight and great for individual or social seating. 
Bean cover features double stitched seams for maximum durability. The flexible 
shapes makes these bean bags comfortable and easy to store. One year warranty 
does not include polystyrene bead filler. One year warranty on the cover only. Wipe 
clean material for easy cleaning. 
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ENVIRO-CHILD 
UPHOLSTERY FURNITURE

• Made of polyurethane
• PVC free and eco-friendly

• Clean with an alcohol-based  
 or mild bleach/water solution

• Antimicrobial finish
• 1 year warranty

Preschool Furniture
Ages 3-6 years. The preschool sofa is 95 L x 45 D x 60 H cm; the chair is 65 L x 45 D x 60 H cm.  
The 3.5" legs makes the seat height 12". Coffee Table and end table not included.
E446735 Blue Sofa  $419.92 
E446736 Blue Chair  $362.92 

E446737 Chocolate Sofa  $419.92 
E446738 Chocolate Chair  $362.92 

E446850 Sage Sofa  $419.92 
E446852 Sage Chair  $362.92 

Woodland Adapta-Bench®  
Ages 12 months + Discover the hidden versatility! Soft toned versatile  
Adapta-Benches® have 3 uses in 1! Use it as a sofa with either a 6” or 9” seat 
height or flip it over and use it as a table. Measures 30” x 15” x 15” and features 
gently rounded corners. Can be used indoors or outdoors. Available in single  
units or a set of 3 in three different colours. 5 year warranty.
E435206 Sky Blue  $282.92 
E435207 Fern  $282.92

E435208 Almond  $282.92
E435209 Set of all 3 colours  $786.92

Woodland Cube Chair 
Ages 12 months + Discover the hidden versatility! Soft toned versatile 
Cube Chair has 3 uses in 1! Use it as a chair with either a 6” or 9” seat 
height or flip it over and use it as a table. Measures 15” x 15” x 15” and 
features gently rounded corners. Can be used indoors or outdoors. 5 
year warranty.
E435210 Sky Blue  $164.92 
E435211 Fern  $164.92
E435213 Almond  $164.92

E435214 Set of all 3 colours 
$459.92

SOFT SEATING, SOFA SETS & PILLOWS

Additional shipping charges apply. 
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Additional shipping charges apply. 

48” Locker with Bench
Grades PreK-3. Made of 3/4” solid baltic birch. Locker has storage for up to 10 
children to store backpacks, lunches, shoes, hats and jackets. Locker sold with 10 
coat hooks already mounted. Unit fully assembled. Dimensions: 48” L x 14.5” W x 
49” H. Proudly made in Canada. Lifetime warranty. Ships fully assembled.  
E471169  $884.92

Small Boot Tray for 32 Boots/Shoes
Toddlers+. Made of 3/4” birch. For smaller classrooms setting or toddler rooms. 
Holds up to 32 pairs of boots, shoes, and mitts. Can be wheeled out of a 
classroom to the hallway on 2 locking and 2 non locking casters that are included. 
Dimensions: 39 1/4” L x 16” W x 41” H. Approximate weight: 47lbs. Proudly made in 
Canada. Lifetime warranty on wood. Assembly required.   
E471216  $636.92

Sit & Store Bench  
with 5 Drawers 
Grades PreK+ Made of 3/4” birch. Comes 
with 5 pull out drawers with a plexi-glass 
window (shatterproof) to view articles 
inside. Store clothing, shoes, books, toys 
and more. Children sit comfortably on top 
to take off shoes or sit on top against the 
wall and relax. Comes fully assembled. 
Dimensions: 60”L x 18 1/5”W x 12”H. 
Approximate weight: 111 lbs. Proudly made 
in Canada. Lifetime warranty on wood. 
E471228  $832.92

Tote Trays 
All Ages. Designed specifically for classroom use, this tough tote will last in the 
classroom environment. Dimensions: 10 1/2” x 13” x 4 1/2”. Approximate weight: 1 lb
E471240  Clear  $29.95 Each  
E471239  Yellow  $25.85 Each  
E471238  Blue  $25.85 Each  
E471237  Red  $25.85 Each

24” 2 Section Locker
Grades PreK-3. Made of 3/4” solid birch. 
Locker has storage for up to 4 children. 
Looking to add onto your classroom 
lockers space, but don’t need groups of 
10? This 2 section locker offers a nice 
addition to already excising lockers or 
smaller classroom sizes. 4 coat hooks 
already mounted. Comes fully assembled. 
Dimensions: 24”L x 14 1/2”W x 49”H. 
Approximate weight: 53 lbs. Proudly made 
in Canada. Lifetime warranty on wood. 
E471214  $436.92

60” Locker with Bench 
Grades PreK-3. Made of 3/4” solid birch. Locker has extra storage for up to 10 
children to store backpacks, lunches, shoes, hats and jackets. Locker sold with 10 
coat hooks already mounted. Comes fully assembled. Dimensions: 60”L x 14 1/2”W 
x 49”H. Proudly made in Canada. Lifetime warranty on wood.  
E471215  $967.92
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10” 
25 cm

12” 
30 cm

14” 
35 cm

16” 
45 cm

18” 
50 cm

Suggested Size Selector
Grade 25 cm 30 cm 35 cm 45 cm  50 cm 
 10” 12” 14” 16” 18”
PreK-K   
K   
1   
2   
3    
4    
5-Adult    

4000 Series Tables
Table top heights adjust from 42.5 
cm to 62.5 cm in 2.5 cm increments. 
High pressure fusion maple laminate 
top surfaces with banding coated 
chrome legs stand up to the 
energetic enthusiasm of younger 
children. Banding colours coordinate 
with chairs listed above. 9 sizes and 
6 colours to choose from.

Seat Height 25 cm/10”
E432950 Sky Blue
E432948 Red
E432946 Squash
E432944 Green Apple
E441944 Navy
E441946 Forest Green
$97.92 each 

Seat Height 30 cm/12”
E432942 Sky Blue
E432940 Red
E432938 Squash
E433704 Green Apple
E441950 Navy
E441952 Forest Green
$99.92 each 

Seat Height 35 cm/14”
E432936 Sky Blue
E432930 Red
E432932 Squash
E432934 Green Apple
E441956 Navy
E441958 Forest Green
$108.92 each 

Seat Height 45 cm/16”
E441962 Sky Blue
E441964 Navy
E441966 Red
E441968 Squash
E441970 Green Apple
E441972 Forest Green
$112.92 each 

Seat Height 50 cm/18”
E441976 Sky Blue
E441978 Navy
E441980 Red
E441982 Squash
E441984 Green Apple
E441986 Forest Green
$119.92 each 

Suggestions are for students 
of average height and weight. 
Seat heights are measured 
by calculating the distance 
from the floor to the top of 
the front curve of the seat. 
Measurements should not 
be taken from the seat’s side 
or rear.

9000 Series 4 Leg Stack Chairs
These stackable chairs now come in 5 sizes and 6 vibrant colours, 
with a powder-coated chrome finish on the legs.

Sky Blue

Navy

Forest
Green

Green Apple

Squash

Red

Fusion Maple Laminate Top

Chrome Legs

Adjustable Legs 

10-Year
Warranty

75 x 180 cm 30” x 72”
E432976 Sky Blue
E432978 Green Apple
E432980 Squash

E432982 Red
E441894 Navy

E441896 Forest Green
$498.92 each 

Trapezoid 
E432992 Sky Blue
E432994 Green Apple
E432996 Squash 
E432998 Red
E441926 Navy
E441928 Forest Green 
$464.92 each 

Kidney
E432984 Sky Blue
E432986 Green Apple
E432988 Squash
E432990 Red
E441920 Navy
E441922 Forest Green 
$729.92 each 

Round
120 cm/48”
E432968 Sky Blue
E432970 Green Apple
E432972 Squash
E432974 Red
E441900 Navy
E441902 Forest Green 
$529.92 each 

Round
105 cm/42”
E441906 Sky Blue
E441908 Navy
E441910 Forest Green
E441912 Green Apple
E441914 Squash
E441916 Red 
$409.92 each 

Half Moon
E441932 Sky Blue
E441934 Navy
E441938 Green Apple
E441940 Squash
E441942 Red
E441936 Forest Green
$739.92 each 

60 x 120 cm
24” x 48”
Rectangle

75 x 150 cm
30” x 60”
Rectangle

75 x 180 cm
30” x 72”
Rectangle

75 x 120 cm
30” x 48”  
Rectangle

120 cm
48” Round

120 x 180 cm
48” x 72” 

Kidney
75 x 150 cm

30” x 60” 
Trapezoid

90 x 180 cm
36” x 72” 
Half Moon

Rectangle 
60 x 120 cm 24” x 48”
E432952 Sky Blue
E432956 Squash

E432958 Red
E441870 Navy

E432954 Green Apple
E441872 Forest Green
$329.92 each 

75 x 120 cm 30” x 48” 
E441876 Sky Blue
E441878 Navy

E441884 Squash
E441886 Red

E441880 Forest Green
E441882 Green Apple
$349.92 each 

75 x 150 cm 30” x 60”
E432960 Sky Blue
E432964 Squash

E432966 Red
E441890 Navy

E441892 Forest Green
E432962 Green Apple
$419.92 each 

CLASSROOM FURNITURE, SEATING & STORAGE
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Nasco Chairmate™
This innovative storage solution 
offers unique features at a great 
price! The flanged edges on the 
side allow it to slide easily on and 
off the chair, front pockets provide 
ample storage for supplies and 
personal items. Made of durable 
polyester material with reinforced 
seams throughout. Hand wash 
only, Warranty voided if machine-
washed, overloaded with heavy 
books or supplies or if misused. 
Fits most 10" H and 14" H chairs. 16" 
W x 17" H.
E436372 Royal Blue  $16.40

Chair Socks Set of 4
Put an end to classroom clatter! Easy-
to-install Chair Socks just slip over the 
feet on chair, desk, or walker. Fits all 
standard classroom style chairs and 
desk legs. Bag of four.
E34111  $12.95

Lullaby™ Glider
For adult use only. Solid wood 
construction, high-density foam, and 
spring reinforced seating provide 
years of reliable use at a great 
value. Includes storage pocket, 
durable material removable for 
laundering (armrest and seated 
cover only). Easy assembly. Limited 
1 year warranty on gliders with wood 
gliding mechanisms. 
E443738  $429.92  

Adult Rocking Chair
Stylish, durable solid hardwood adult 
rocking chair in clear non-toxic lacquer 
finish. Four bolts attach the base to 
the seat frame for easy assembly. Seat 
height 16”. 21” W x 43” H x 24” D.  
32 lbs. Easy to assemble. Imported. 
Adult use only.
E434557  $819.92   

The Surf 
Ages 6 years + Catch the  
portable surface wave with The  
Surf! This mobile writing tablet 
ensures you have a surface for 
your laptop or notebook wherever 
you need it. Both a seat and 
surface, the Surf lets you work 
comfortably on the lawn at the park, 
in your classroom chair, or floor 
with a friend. A perfect addition to 
classrooms and homeschools—
students are no longer constrained 
to a stationary desk when they 
need to write or type. One-piece 
polypropylene design is portable 
and stacks for easy storage when 
not in use. Designed for ages 6 and 
up. The Surf has achieved GREENGUARD [GOLD] Certification for low chemical 
emissions into indoor air. 
A. E39205BK Black 
B, E39205RD Red 
C. E39205BL Blue 
D. E39205EP Eggplant 

E. E39205GN Grassy Green 
F. E39205LG Light Grey 
G. E39205SF Seafoam 
H. E39205NV  Navy

$49.95 each

CLASSROOM FURNITURE, SEATING & STORAGE

Surf Storage  
Rack for 10 Seats
Designed to hold 10 units of the Surf, 
the innovative portable desk design 
from ECR4Kids®. Cart is constructed 
with sturdy, powder coated metal 
and features four heavy-duty locking 
casters, to make it easy to move from 
room to room. This functional storage 
cart is the perfect height for children 
ages 6 years and up to independently 
grab their own desk and then easily 
stack them when learning time is over. 
Easily  clean by simply wiping down 
with a mild soap and warm water 
solution and dry thoroughly. Storage 
cart measures 19.3” L x 16.5” W x 28.7” 
H. Requires adult assembly. Adult 
handling only. 
E471172  $329.95 
Also available but not shown:  
ECR4Kids® Surf Storage Rack for 30 
Seats 
E471171  $498.95

Additional shipping charges apply. 
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FULLY 
ASSEMBLED 

Lifetime Warranty 
On Wood

Toddler Tote-n-Store with 8 Clear Bins 
Toddlers + Unit has an upper open shelf and comes with 8 
roomy tote trays. Unit has 4 removable shelves and comes on 
casters. Fully assembled. Dimensions: 46 1/4”L x 15 5/8”W x 
24”H. Approximate weight: 67 lbs. Proudly made in Canada. 
Lifetime warranty on wood. 
E471219  $819.92  

Toddler Tote-n-Store with 16 Clear Bins 
Toddlers + Unit is sold with 16 totes for organized storage. Bins 
can be removed leaving smaller open shelving for binders, duo 
tangs, papers etc. Shelves are also removable, leaving you with 
8 larger storage compartments for oversized or taller items. 
Unit comes on casters. Fully assembled. Dimensions: 46 1/4”L x 
15 5/8”W x 31 1/2”H. Approximate weight: 83 lbs. Proudly made 
in Canada. Lifetime warranty on wood. 
E471218  $1,176.92  

8 Clear Bin Storage Unit 
Toddlers + Made of 3/4” birch. This unit offers 8 
compartments which have 8 clear totes for storage in 
the classroom. Has 2 locking and 2 non locking 
casters. A kick plate has been placed on the front to 
hide casters. Unit comes fully assembled. For 
toddlers to school age. Dimensions: 27”L x 15”W x 
31”H. Approximate weight: 60 lbs. Proudly made in 
Canada. Lifetime warranty on wood. 
E471211  $629.92  

12 Clear Bin Storage Unit  
Toddlers + Made of 3/4” birch. This unit offers 12 
compartments which have 12 clear totes for storage 
in the classroom. Comes with 2 locking and 2 non 
locking casters. A kick plate has been placed on the 
front of the unit to hide casters. Unit comes fully 
assembled. Can be used for toddler or school 
storage. Dimensions: 40”L x 15”W x 31”H. 
Approximate weight: 89 lbs. Proudly made in Canada. 
Lifetime warranty on wood. 
E471212  $812.92  

16 Clear Bin Storage Unit 
Toddlers + Made of 3/4” birch. Ample storage. This 
unit offers 16 compartments which have 16 clear 
totes for storage in the classroom. Comes with 2 
locking and non-locking casters. A kick plate has 
been installed on the front of the unit to hide the 
casters. Unit comes fully assembled. For toddlers 
of school storage. Dimensions: 53”L x 15”W x 31”H. 
Approximate weight: 120 lbs. Proudly made in 
Canada. Lifetime warranty on wood.
E471213  $994.92  

SEE PAGE 
85 FOR TOTE 

TRAYS

Additional shipping charges apply. 
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Oversized Storage on Castors
Grades PreK +  Made of 3/4” birch. Comes with no backing. Has beautifully 
rounded corners. Unit has 5 spacious compartments for tons of toys and 
storage, comes with a kick plate to hide the casters on the front of the unit. Unit 
comes with 2 locking and 2 non-locking casters. Unit comes fully assembled. 
Dimensions: 46 1/4”L x 15 5/8”W x 31 1/2”H. Approximate weight: 70 lbs. Proudly 
made in Canada. Lifetime warranty on wood. 
E471217  $698.92

Tote-n-Store with 12 Compartments and 8 Bins 
Grades PreK +  Unit come with 12 compartments, 1/4” shelves which are 
removable to make larger compartments if required. Organize smaller items in 
the 8 totes included with unit. Store games, books, puzzles and more on shelves 
provided. Unit comes on casters. Unit comes fully assembled. Dimensions: 46 
1/4”L x 15 5/8”W x 31 1/2”H. Approximate weight: 76 lbs. Proudly made in Canada. 
Lifetime warranty on wood.
E471220  $910.92

Multi Bin / 8 Compartment Combo with Colour Totes
Grades PreK +  Hinged combination offers so much storage. Unit on casters which 
lock for safety. Includes sixteen 10 1/2” x 13” Tote Trays (4 each) in blue, red, yellow 
and clear. Store blocks, toys, books and more. Dimensions: 96”L x 38”H x 15”D. 
Approximate weight: 137 lbs, 76 lbs. Proudly made in Canada. Lifetime warranty on 
wood.
E471226  $1,678.92

Cubicle Unit with 25 Semi-Clear Bins
Grades PreK +  This solid hardwood cubicle unit comes with 25 (8 1/2” x 11”) 
semi-clear bins. Dimensions: 48”L x 38”H x 12”D. Approximate weight: 101 lbs. 
Proudly made in Canada. Lifetime warranty on wood.
E471223  $1,282.92

Cubicle Unit with 25 Coloured Bins
Grades PreK +  This solid hardwood cubicle unit comes with 25 (8 1/2” x 11”) 
assorted colour bins. Dimensions: 48”L x 38”H x 12”D. Approximate weight: 101 lbs. 
Proudly made in Canada. Lifetime warranty on wood.
E471222  $1,282.92

FULLY 
ASSEMBLED 
Lifetime Warranty 

on Wood
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Multi Storage
This versatile unit combines roomy shelves 
with convenient bins. Coloured bins sold 
separately. Includes non-marking casters. 5 
year limited warranty. 1 year defective parts. 
Rounded corners. 120 x 38 x 95 cm H. 
E434360  $1089.92 

Adjustable  
Shelf Storage
Features 2 heavy-duty shelves that adjust to meet your 
requirements. Round Corners. 5 year limited warranty. 
1 year defective parts. Includes non-marking locking 
castors.
Low Narrow (not shown) 
120 x 30 x 66 cm H 
E434134  $482.92 
Tall Narrow (not shown) 
120 x 30 x 91 cm H 
E434138  $569.92 

CLASSROOM FURNITURE, SEATING & STORAGE

Additional shipping charges apply. 

Low Deep  
120 x 40 x 66 cm H 
E434136  $529.92 
Tall Deep  
120 x 40 x 91 cm H 
E39426  $639.92 

A. 20-Tray Cabinet with 20 bins in assorted colours,  
120 x 32.5 x 75 cm (48” x 13” x 30”), Shown above 
E442106  $998.92
Also available, but not shown:  
20-Tray Cabinet with 20 clear bins 
E442103  $998.92 
20-Tray Cabinet (no bins) 
E442104   $889.92

WARNING: Children climbing on furniture can lead to serious injury due to tipping. 
Secure unit to wall using appropriate hardware from your local hardware store. 
Always use with adult supervision.

Multi Storage Cabinets
These classroom storage units are a “must” for any school, daycare, or community centre. Each cubby accommodates a tote bin or may be filled with students’ supplies, 
children’s personal items or manipulative toys. Tote bins keep all items organized and in one easy to reach place. Casters included for mobility. Adult assembly required. 

20-Tray Cabinets 25-Tray Cabinets Multi-Section Cabinets

B. 25-Tray Cabinet (no bins),  
120 x 32.5 x 90 cm (48” x 13” x 36”), Shown above 
E442108  $1,049.92
Also available, but not shown:  
25-Tray Cabinet with 25 clear bins 
E442107  $1,129.92 
25 Cubby Tray Cabinet with Assorted Bins 
E442109  $1,129.92

C. Multi-Section cabinet with 15 clear bins,  
120 x 32.5 x 90 cm (48” x 13” x 36”), Shown above 
E442101  $1,189.92
Also available, but not shown:  
Multi-Section Cabinet with 15 bins in assorted colours 
E442105  $1,189.92
Multi-Section Cabinet (no bins) 
E442111  $998.92

Coloured Bins for 
Storage Unit
20 x 29 x 14 cm H  
(8” x 11,5” x 5,5” H)
E432440 Blue  $12.95 
E432444 Yellow  $12.95 
E432442 Red  $12.95 
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Book Display
Ages 3 years + Five easy-to-reach shelves. Birch hardwood with smooth edges. 
Double-sided version comes with casters. Adult assembly required. 
A. E448124 Single Sided, 36” x 15” x 30” (90 x 37.5 x 75 cm H)  $429.92 
B. E448638 Double Sided, 36” x 19” x 30” (91.4 x 48.25 x 76 cm H)  $529.92 

Birch Toddler Book Display
Ages 3 years + Perfect for displaying and storing books. Place on a table or on the 
ground for little ones. Measures 30” L x 16” W x 14” H. Adult assembly required.
E434386  $389.92 

Lifetime
Warranty

Double Library Book Display
Grades PreK + This birch book case is double-sided. One 
side has four shelves and the other side is a slanted book 
display, with deep pockets for secure book storage. 
Bookcase on casters. Dimensions: 48”L x 36”H x 15”D. 
Approximate weight: 53 lbs. Proudly made in Canada. 
Lifetime warranty on wood. 
E471224  $664.92

Also available in Hardwood 
E471225  $686.92

Small Library
Toddlers + This 11/16” hardwood unit has five slanted compact shelves made of 
1/4” birch plywood. Unit sits on glides. Great book display. Toddler height. 32” L x 
30” H x 12” D.  
E471229  $734.92

Reading Hideaway
Grades PreK + Made beautiful solid birch 3/4”. The perfectly square hideaway 
offers a relaxed atmosphere for children to just kick back and read, or play. Mirror 
not included. Assembly required. Dimensions : 29’’ L x 29’’ W x 29’’ H. 
Approximate weight : 50 lb. Proudly made in Canada. Lifetime warranty on wood. 

E471230  $439.92 
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Baskets
Tough, durable and washable baskets. Woven plastic wicker-look baskets are 
supported by a metal frame. 23.5 W x 35 D x 14.6 H cm (9.25” W x 13.75” D x 
5.75” H).
E432630 Each  $37.95
E432632 Set of 10  $339.95 Rectangular Plastic 

Woven Baskets
Set of 3 different baskets.  
Sizes: 22.5 L x 15 W x 10 H cm;  
27.5 L x 17.5 W x 12.5 H cm;  
and 27.5 L x 22.5 W x  
20 H cm.
E446140 Set of 3  $51.95Round Plastic Woven 

Baskets, Set of 3
Set of 3 round baskets that look 
like wicker, but are easy-to-clean 
plastic. 26 W x 12 H cm.
E446136  $47.95

Square Plastic 
Woven Baskets
Set of 6 Square Plastic 
Woven Baskets.  
Measures 5” square.
E434385  $26.95

Matching Rectangular 
Baskets
Set of 3 baskets, all the same 
size. 27.9 L x 17.5 W x  
12.5 H cm.
E446138 Set of 3  $52.95

Tall Rectangle 
Plastic Woven 
Baskets, 3 Pack
Set of 3 baskets that are 
all the same size.  
11.5" L. x 10" W. x 11.5" H.
E470384  $68.95

Acrylic Mirror
Ages 4-6 years. Framed, safety, 
acrylic mirror which can be used 
vertically or horizontally with 
included 30 cm base support. 
100% Healthy Kids Plywood with 
Greenguard® certified Tuff-Gloss™ 
UV finish. Measures 122.5 x 32.5 
cm. Lifetime warranty.
E445178  $312.92

Step Stool, Natural
Ages 3 years + Give children a 
leg up with this sturdy wooden 
two-step step stool! Available 
in a natural finish. This stool is 
great for helping kids up to 100 
lbs reach books and toys in the 
playroom, and wash their hands 
at the bathroom. Always use 
with adult supervision.
E470850  $59.95

 CaddyStack™ 
Classroom Storage  
These durable containers  
come with 4 removable partitions 
and a translucent plastic snap 
lid. The CaddyStack™ can also be 
locked if required.  
Dimensions: 46 x 29 x 18 cm.
E19999  $25.30
E83000 Set of 9  $196.92

CLASSROOM FURNITURE, SEATING & STORAGE
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Sterilite® Clear Storage
Storage features a clear base that allows contents to be easily 
identified. Ideal for storing school supplies, sports equipment, and other 
items around the classroom. The opaque lid fits tightly to the base, and 
multiple totes are able to stack securely on top of each other.

Storage Box
A. 53 L (56 Quart) - 23" L x 16 1/4" W x 12 3/8" H  
 (58.4 cm L x 41.3 cm W x 31.4 cm H)  
 E84342  $16.95

B. 15 L (16 Quart) - 42.5 cm L x 30.2 cm W x 17.8 cm H 
 (16-3/4" L x 11-7/8" W x 7" H)  
 E85900  $6.50

C. 5.7 L (6 Quart) - 13 5/8" L x 8 1/4" W x 4 7/8" H  
 (34.6 cm L x 21 cm W x 12.4 cm H)  
 E84346  $3.25

D. 27 L (28 Quart)  - 23" L x 16 1/4" W x 6" H  
 (58.4 cm L x 41.3 cm W x 15.2 cm H)   
 E470700  $15.95

Latching Box
E. 61 L (64 Quart) 23 3/4" L x 16" W x 13 1/2" H 
      (60.3 cm L x 40.6 cm W x 34.3 cm H) 
 E84586  $18.95

F. 5.7 L (6 Quart) - 35.9 cm L x 19.4 cm W x 12.4 cm H  
 E85353  $3.95

G. 14 L (15 Quart) 16 1/4" L x 11 1/4" W x 6 3/4" H 
 (41.3 cm L x 28.6 cm W x 17.1 cm H)
 E470701  $8.90

H.  30 L (32 Quart) 23 3/4" L x 16" W x 6 7/8" H 
 (60.3 cm L x 40.6 cm W x 17.5 cm H)  
 E470699  $14.95

Sterilite® 3  
Drawer Organizer
The 3 Drawer Organizer Unit 
features three clear drawers that 
neatly contain items. Drawers 
hold 8 1/2" x 11" paper. Multiple 
units can stack on top of each 
other to create customized 
storage solution. Overall 
Assembled Size: 13 1/2" x 11" x 
9 5/8" (34.3 cm L x 27.9 cm W x 
24.4 cm H) 
E86424  $14.95Storex 12-Compartment Storage System

Store construction paper and other mediums with this 12-compartment organizer 
made of sturdy plastic. Units are stackable to accommodate all your storage 
needs, and each compartment features a snap-on label holder.  
Unit measures 31" W x 13½" D x 12" H. 
E9727956  $125.95

Mini Storage Tray 
15.8 cm L x 12.7 cm W x 5.4 cm H 
E86426  $1.10

Storage Tray 
24.4 cm L x 15.9 cm W x 5.4 cm H 
E86428  $1.45

Clear, Hinged, Flip 
Top Storage Box 
33.4 cm L x 19 cm W x 12 cm H. 
E85346  $4.40

CLASSROOM FURNITURE, SEATING & STORAGE
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Pretend Play Indoor Kitchen Set   
Ages 3 years + Made from solid birch timber. Features soft close doors, rounded corners, turning knobs and beautiful detailing. Made from solid birch timber.
A. Pretend Play Oven & Stove 
Measures: 40 cm W x 33 cm D x 54 cm H.  
Gross Weight: 12.6 kg. Carton: 67 cm x 46 cm x 17 cm.
E470004   $312.92
B. Pretend Play Sink 
Measures: 40 cm W x 33 cm D x 54 cm H.   
Gross Weight: 14.8 kg. Carton: 68 cm x 46 cm x 21 cm.  
E470006   $328.92

C. Pretend Play Washing Machine 
Measures: 40 cm W x 33 cm D x 54 cm H.  
Gross Weight: 11.5 kg. Carton: 60 cm x 46 cm x 18 cm.
E470005   $312.92
D. Pretend Play Microwave 
Measures: 40 cm W x 33 cm D x 54 cm H.  
Gross Weight: 7.2 kg. Carton: 42 cm x 39cm x 19 cm.
E470007  $196.92

E. Pretend Play Refrigerator 
Measures 40 cm W x 33 cm D x 73 cm H.  
Gross Weight: 16.5 kg, Carton: 78 cm x 46 cm x 18 cm.
E470003  $359.92 

Oven and 
cooker with 
3 hot plates. 
Shelf inside.

Washing machine 
with round door & 

soap dispenser. 

Microwave 
oven with 

slow closing 
door. 

Fridge unit with  
2 slow closing 
doors. Shelves 

inside.

Sink unit 
with  

2 drawers. 

Wooden Table & Chairs Set
Ages 3-8 years. Hardwood set with natural finish that 
wipes clean. Table is 50 x 59 x 51 cm (20” x 23.5” 
x 20.5”) and chairs are 29 x 30 x 62 cm (11.5” x 1” x 
24.75”).
E433998 Table & Chairs Set  $269.92
E433999 Chair Pair  $149.92

Wood Table and Chairs
Ages 3 years + This durable, hardwood table and 
chairs set has a natural finish and wipe-clean, white 
laminate table and chair tops. Table is 55 x 49.4 x 47.5 
cm H. Chair seat is 30 cm high. 
E442184 Table and 2 Chairs $156.95

Easy 
Assembly!

Let’s Play House!  
Dust, Sweep & Mop
Ages 3 years + This 6-piece set is sized just right 
for kids and built to last. The broom, mop, dust pan, 
and hand brush are comfortable to use and easy 
to store – just hang them from the sturdy cords 
onto the included stand for neat, compact storage. 
Natural wood handles and a bright, classic look.
E448645  $68.95

EARLY YEARS
DRAMATIC PLAY

Additional shipping charges apply. 
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A. Kitchen Appliance- Sink 
Grades PreK+ This birch sink has 
simulated cold and hot water taps and a 
removable sink pan. Has nicely rounded 
and safe beveled doors. Inside is a shelf 
for pots and pans and pretend dish 
soaps and cleaning supplies. 
Dimensions: 24”L x 25”H x 12”D. 
Approximate weight: 34 lbs.  
E471242  $459.92 

B. Kitchen Appliance- Cupboard  
Grades PreK+ Store and display dishes 
in this cupboard that has plenty of room 
for pots and pans too. Has nicely 
rounded and smooth beveled doors. 
Dimensions: 18”L x 38”H x 12”D. 
Approximate weight: 37 lbs.  
E471243  $459.92

C. Kitchen appliance- Stove 
Grapes PreK+ This birch stove has silk-
screened burners and oven window that 
won’t rub or peel off to look like the real 
thing. Knobs turn with high/low settings. 
Oven door has a nice long handle to 
hang your towel. Open oven door and 
reveal a removable shelf. Dimensions: 
24”L x 25”Hx 12”D. Approximate weight: 
34 lbs.  
E471241  $459.92

D. Kitchen Birch Appliance- Fridge 
Grades PreK+ Made of 3/4” beautiful 
birch this refrigerator is a modern side by 
side, with silk-screened ice maker on the 
freezer door that won’t rub off (sold with 
mounting brackets). Dimensions: 18”L x 
38”H x 16”D. Approximate weight: 40 lbs. 

 
E471244  $459.92

Lifetime 
Warranty

5-in-1 Kitchen Centre
Ages 4-6 years. All basic kitchen needs and spacious storage are found in this 
one unit. Features durable plastic handles, burners, microwave, and removable 
sink tray. Made with 100% Healthy Kids Plywood and Greenguard® Gold Tuff-Gloss™ 
UV finish. Full-length Pinch-Me-Not™ hinges and doors for added safety. Measures 
100 x 100 x 37.5 cm (40” H x 40”W x 15” D). Lifetime warranty.
E445204  $1,228.92 

4-in-1 Kitchen 
Grades PreK + Made of 3/4” birch, this kitchen contains a sink, oven, and hutch 
all-in-one for those with limited space. Comes with knobs, burners, taps, sink, 
cup-hooks and four casters. Dimensions: 40”L x 40 1/2”H x 16”D. Approximate 
weight: 73 lbs. Made in Canada. Lifetime warranty on wood.  
E471246  $898.92

EARLY YEARS
DRAMATIC PLAY

Kitchen Appliances- Complete Set of 4 
Grades PreK + This beautiful birch set has the complete set of a Stove (E471241), Sink (E471242), Cupboard (E471243), and Refrigerator 
(E471244), which are all sold individually as listed below. Made in Canada. Lifetime warranty on wood. Ships assembled. For dimensions 
see individual appliance listed below.  
E471245  $1,754.92

new

new
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New Sprouts® Deluxe Market Set
Ages 18 months + Encourage imaginative play, healthy eating choices and basic 
vocabulary development with this set of 30 different types of freshly designed play 
food. All items are soft, rounded and easy for little ones to grasp. Includes one 
shopping basket and one bushel basket.
E446948  $69.95

New Sprouts® Munch It! My Very Own Play Food
Ages 18 months + Set of durable, plastic (yet flexible) food items that are familiar to 
young children. Approximately 20 pieces, stored in a soft-sided storage bag.
E446180  $37.95

Serve It! My Very Own Dishes
Ages 2 years + New, modernized dish set for creative play. Set of 4 of each plate, 
bowl, cup and silverware. Plate measures 17.5 cm.
E446186 24 pieces  $37.95

New Sprouts® Cook it! Set
Ages 2 years + Perfect cooking set for little ones features modern design with soft, 
rubberized parts, easy-grip handles and cool colours. Pieces include pan, strainer, 
pot, lid (fits on both pot and pan), slotted spoon and serving spoon. Pieces stack 
together for added learning fun. Largest pot measures 14 L x 10 H cm (5.5” L x 4” 
H).
E446936  $37.95

B. New Sprouts® Breakfast Basket 
Ages 18 months + Set of 16-18 breakfast playfood items in a shopping basket.  
E446942  $36.95
C. New Sprouts® Lunch Basket 
Ages 18 months + Set of 16-18 lunch playfood items in a shopping basket. 
E446944  $36.95
D. New Sprouts® Dinner Basket 
Ages 18 months + Set of 16-18 dinner playfood items in a shopping basket. 
E446946  $36.95
New Sprouts® Breakfast, Lunch,  
Dinner Basket Bundle 
Ages 18 months + Sets of breakfast, lunch and dinner playfood items in 
a bundle. Assorted meal-appropriate items are made of soft, rubberized 
plastic with real-life look and feel.
E446940  $102.95

A. New Sprouts® Shopping Baskets
Ages 18 months + Set of 4 "shopping" baskets with handles.  
Assorted colours of orange, green, purple and blue.  
Approximate size 8 1/2” L x 7” W x 4” H (21.6 cm L x 17.8 cm W x 10.1 cm H) in 
oval shape.
E446938  $41.95

EARLY YEARS
DRAMATIC PLAY
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Serving Shapes Tea Set
Ages 2 years +  A colourful pot and five teacups and saucers introduce kids to 
colours, shapes, and numbers. Fit the cups’ and saucers’ uniquely shaped pegs 
and holes together to build fine motor and matching skills. Adds skill-building 
lessons to imaginative tea parties and soirees. Cups and saucers store inside 
teapot, making cleanup a breeze.
E470231  $34.95

New Sprouts® Classroom Kitchen Set
Ages 2 years +  All the kitchen play items you need for your whole class! Large set 
includes the essentials for cooking, baking, and serving – perfect for encouraging 
imaginative play. Features modern design, soft rounded parts, and easy-grip 
handles. Coordinates with other New Sprouts™ food sets. Includes 44 pieces 
stored in a handy tote measuring 72 x 24 x 30 cm.
E434003  $109.95

New Sprouts® Classroom Play Food Set
Ages 18 months +  All the yummy food you need for your dramatic play centres and early nutrition lessons. Invite early imaginative play, build vocabulary, and reinforce 
healthy eating. Freshly picked play food is made of soft, durable plastic, and sized especially for little hands. Includes 100 durable pieces packaged in a handy tote. Tote 
measures 14-1/4” L x 9-5/8” H x 12-1/8” H. Storage tote colours may vary.
E73192  $198.95

Tea Set
Ages 2 years + 17 pieces including: tea pot with lid, sugar bowl with lid, creamer, 
4 cups, 4 saucers, and 4 spoons. Dishwasher safe. Dimensions: Tea Pot: 4-1/2” 
diameter, 3-1/2”H. Sugar Bowl: 3” diameter, 1-1/4”H. Tea Cups and Creamer: 2-1/4” 
diameter, 1-3/4”H. Saucer 4” diameter. Utensils 4-1/4”L.
E443924  $52.95

Cookware & Dining Set 
Ages 2 years + 27 pieces including: Stock Pot with Lid, Skillet, 4 plates, 4 bowls,  
4 cups and 4 utensil sets (fork/knife/spoon). Dishwasher safe. Dimensions: Stock Pot 
4-1/2” diameter, 2-3/4”H. Skillet: 5-1/2” diameter, 9”L. Plates 6-1/8” diameter. Bowls: 
4-1/4”  diameter, 1-3/4” H. Cups 2-1/4” diameter, 1-3/4”H. Utensils 4-1/4”L. 
E443922 27 Pieces  $82.95 
E445210 Dish Set only (no Cookware)  $52.95

DRAMATIC PLAY
EARLY YEARS
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Let’s Play House!  
Stir & Serve Utensils
Ages 3 years + Tools and gear for 
play kitchens and make-believe 
homes have realistic style and 
function, plus amazing  quality that will 
last for years.
E434004  $28.95

2-in-1 Kitchen & Grill Set
Ages 3 years + Includes a two burner stove top/grill, one pan, one stock pot with 
lid, one spoon, and one spatula.
E470605  $57.95

Chef’s Cooking Set
Ages 3 years + Includes stainless steel frying pan/stock pot with lid, rolling pin, 
whisk, wooden spoon and spatula.
E470628  $34.95

Chef Outfit Set
Ages 3 years + Look the part as you whip up wonderful meals with this chef set. 
Includes hat, apron, oven mitt, potholder, and 5 measuring spoons.
Note: The glove and mitt are not heat resistant. WARNING: Keep away from fire. 
Before first use thoroughly wash these plastic spoons. For toy use only. Not for 
use with real food or a real stove/oven.  WARNING: Strangulation Hazard. Long 
cord. Not for children under 3 years old.
E442192  $26.95

Let’s play House!  
Pots & Pans Set
Ages 3 years + Generously sized 
for a more realistic look and feel, 
the colander and three pans (with 
interchangeable lid) fit most play 
food items for exciting restaurant and 
kitchen play...and store neatly on a 
convenient storage rack when the 
kitchen is closed. All of the handles 
and knobs feature sturdy riveted 
joints that won’t weaken and wear like 
welding or glue. With two hardwood 
utensils included and stainless steel 
pieces polished to a gorgeous mirror-
finished, this set is truly top shelf! 
E434656  $59.95

Bulk Natural Tea Set
Ages 3 years + Children can role play to their hearts content with our natural 
wooden tea set. Includes 6 plates, bowls, cups, knives, forks, spoons. Store in a 
dry place. Regularly check and sand down any edges that becomes splinter sites. 
One year warranty. For indoor use only. 
E470692   $169.92

DRAMATIC PLAY
EARLY YEARS
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A. Wooden Make-A-Cake Mixer Set
Ages 3 years + Turn dials to “adjust speed” and use the crank to turn the bowl that 
fits the mixer. Wooden ingredients include two pats of butter and a two-part egg, 
both of which have a self stick tabs that can be sliced through with the child-friendly 
wooden knife. Follow the directions on the recipe card to make a pound cake - the 
set includes a pound of cake mix box, pretend pound cake loaf, and the cake pan. 
E434776  $54.95

B. Wooden Brew & Serve Coffee Set
Ages 3 years + Lift the lid and pop in one of three coffee pods (regular, hazelnut, 
or mocha) and turn the knob to choose the serving size! Too hot for coffee? Add 
the included ice cube to make it “iced”. The 11-piece set comes with two wooden 
mugs, creamer, sugar, a spoon, and even re-usable order card.
E434777  $44.95

C. Mix and Blend Blender
Ages 3 years + Can’t wait to grow up and become a real baker? Then practice 
makes perfect and with the Mix and Bake Blender, children can pretend to bake 
using their own flour and sugar packets, bowl, and turnable blender.
E470571  $39.95

D. My Coffee Machine
Ages 3 years + Sitting back to relax with a cup of coffee is not just for adults, and 
with all you need to make a great cup of coffee, including a cup, milk, sugar, coffee 
pod, and spoon. Children will love the adjustable My Coffee Machine.
E470572  $37.95

E. Pop-Up Toaster Set
Ages 3 years + Breakfast time has never been so much fun, and children will love 
to prepare and serve their parents’ breakfast with the Pop-Up Toaster Set.
E470573  $32.95

Kitchen Set
Ages 3 years + Students can set up a complete kitchen with this super sized 
assortment featuring colourful pots, pans, cups, bowls, dishes, utensils, tea kettle, 
strainer, pitcher, cookie cutters, roller, juicer, dish pan and more. Set includes 70 
durable plastic pieces to provide hours of cooking fun. Largest piece (dishpan) 
measures 24 x 19 x 5 cm. 
E439494  $70.95

Cook & Serve Set
Ages 3 years + Includes pot/lid, frying pan, two plates, cutlery, salt/pepper 
shakers, serving spoons/spatula. 
E470595  $39.95

DRAMATIC PLAY
EARLY YEARS
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Play-Time Produce Fruits and Vegetables
Ages 3 years + Picked at the peak of ripeness, these realistically sized fruits and 
vegetables come packed with vitamin “P” for play! There are 8 favourite fruits and 
8 “farm fresh” vegetables. Made of durable molded plastic to withstand years of 
kitchen and grocery play. 
E448674  $64.95

Food Groups Set
Ages 3 years + Mix and match to make a meal! Well-balanced 
21-piece food set with all 4 food groups. Individually boxed in 
wooden crates for storage, sorting and stacking. 
E433054  $44.95

Cutting Fruit Set
Ages 3 years + This wooden set features a wooden knife 
and 7 pieces of slice-able fruit that can be cut into a total of 17 
pieces. Food makes a realistic “crunch” sound when sliced. 
With so many pieces, it’s also a great way to introduce the 
concepts of part, whole and fractions! 
E448672  $46.95

Egg Shape Sorter
Ages 18 months + Combine sorting and 
matching skills with pretend play with 
this “eggs-cellent” set of eggs in a cute, 
carry-along carton! Correctly match 
shapes to make two halves of an egg 
form a whole. Helps development of fine 
motor skills.
E446950  $22.95

DRAMATIC PLAY
EARLY YEARS

New Sprouts®  
Multicultural Food Set
Ages 18 months + Children can experience the world’s delicacies with 
these multicultural foods from around the globe. From a sushi roll and 
samosa to edamame and kiwi, this mouthwatering set features realistic 
designs of popular foods from different regions. Young food enthusiasts 
will enjoy recognizable favourites including pizza and a taco. This set 
of 15 tasty foods invites early imaginative play while building children’s 
vocabulary and an appreciation for new cultures.
E434388  $41.95

Fill & Fold Taco & Tortilla Set
Ages 3 years + Create pretend play tacos, burritos, fajitas, and more! 
Choose ingredients, pretend to grill slice-able wooden ingredients on the 
skillet, fill a felt tortilla or a durable hard taco shell, and serve with a choice of 
play toppings! 43-piece set includes three reusable, double-sided menu and 
recipe cards, and a wooden knife and spoon. Fun play food sides, fillings, 
and toppings include slice-able proteins and vegetables, felt rice, beans, 
cheese, and crema, a hot sauce bottle, and a salsa bottle that “squirts” 
string.
E470768  $62.95
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International Bread Set
Ages 3 years + Authentically textured and realistically 
coloured, this set of durable vinyl breads include one 
each of: Challah (8” L.), Tortilla, slice of Rye Bread, 
Baguette (9½” L.), Croissant, Pretzel, Matzah, Soda 
Cracker, and a Breadstick. 
E470372  $49.95

World Cultural Foods
A. Latino/Hispanic Cultural Play Foods 
Ages 3 years + This set of cultural plastic foods are a small sampling of diverse 
foods popular in the Hispanic/Latino cultures. This 13 piece set includes: 
two tacos, hot pepper, rice, beans, chips and salsa, flan, tamale enchilada, 
quesadilla, and empanada. 
E443932  $31.95
B. African Cultural Play Foods 
Ages 3 years + The continent of Africa is the second largest landmass on Earth 
and is home to hundreds of different cultural and ethnic groups. This 9 piece 
set is a collective sample of traditional African cuisine. Set includes: fish, foo 
foo, three okra, peanut round, pancake with jam baked plantain and mishkaki 
(kabbab). 
E443937  $31.95
C. Italian Cultural Play Foods 
Ages 3 years + A small sampling of diverse foods popular in the Italian/
Greek culture. This set of Italian play food includes: salad, two slices of pizza, 
spaghetti, meat sauce, lasagna, and Italian bread.  
E443934  $31.95

D. Asian Cultural Play Foods 
Ages 3 years + A traditional Asian meal consists of a variety of dishes served in 
small portions. This nine piece group set includes: two dumplings, steamer, two 
egg rolls, cashew chicken, rice, moon cake and dumpling meat. 
E443938  $31.95
E. Japanese Cultural Play Food
Ages 3-6 years. Sushi is the most popular Japanese dish served inside and 
outside Japan. This 10 piece set features traditional Japanese sushi, white rice, 
mackerel sushi, two shrimp sushi, small roll tuna, hand roll salmon, cucumber 
roll, California roll, and carrot flower. 
E443942  $31.95

Sushi Slicing Playset
Ages 3 years + Wooden set includes decorative box, 
slice-able sushi rolls, shrimp, tuna, cleaver, easy-use 
chopsticks and more! 
E443930  $32.95

EARLY YEARS
DRAMATIC PLAY
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Farmer’s Market  
Colour Sorting Set
Ages 18 months + Large set of plastic sorting 
baskets and 25 food items – the type sold 
at farm markets. Children work to sort food 
by colour. The 5 plastic bushel baskets are 
approx. 10 cm high with a 14 cm diameter. 
E446206  $61.95

Bargain Buffet Mini Food
Ages 3 years + 130-piece set of realistic-looking food made of soft, non-toxic plastic. Bacon is 
8.8 cm (3.5”) long. Doughnut is 5 cm (2”) in diameter. 
E448670  $56.95

Healthy Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner Sets
Ages 3 years + Help students learn to make good nutritional choices at every meal 
with 3 sets of healthy play foods. Also great for developing oral language through 
role play. Each set contains a variety of nutritious food options, a 27 x 13 x 21.2 cm 
shopping basket, an activity card and a teacher’s guide. All pieces are washable. 
E439512 Healthy Dinner $36.95
E439514 Healthy Lunch $36.95

E439516 Healthy Breakfast $36.95
E439518 Set of all 3 $102.92

Sandwich Making Set
Ages 3 years + Make a sandwich then slice it apart. 17 wooden pieces.  
Tray is 32.5 x 22.5 x 4.4 cm.
E446198  $46.95

Pretend & Play® Sliceable Fruits & Veggies
Ages 3 years + Set of 10 colourful velcro vegetables with cutting board and blunt 
plastic play knife.  
E442198  $34.95

Pizza Party
Ages 3 years + Create your own “personal pizza” with this sturdy 
wooden pizza set. Six thick slices served in a brightly coloured tray, 
complete with cutter, spatula and over 50 toppings store neatly in a 
wooden box. 25 x 34 x 5 cm.
E430064  $47.95

EARLY YEARS
DRAMATIC PLAY
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Smart Snacks®  
Counting Cookies™
Ages 18 Months + Recognize, 
count, and compare numbers 
with soft, plastic Counting 
Cookies™. Includes 11 new, 
freshly designed cookies 
with numbers 0-10 on the 
bottom and the corresponding 
numbers of counting chips 
on the top. Cookies measure 
4.4 cm in diameter and come 
in a sturdy, plastic cookie jar 
measuring 16.3 cm high.
E430058  $34.95

Smart Snacks® Number Pops™
Ages 18 months + Build number and  
fine-motor skills with these irresistible 
ice cream pops! Pop the numbered  
shell over the ice cream pop  
with the matching number of dots.  
Perfect for practicing 1-to-1 
correspondence with numbers  
1-10. Great for colour matching too! 
Includes 20 pieces total: 10 pops  
and 10 matching shells. Ice cream  
pops measure 11.3 x 5 cm.
E434005  $34.95

Smart Snacks® Alpha Pops
Ages 2 years + Frosty fun set of 13 popsicles that “pop” 
together by matching the upper case letter to the lower 
case letter. Popsicles are double-sided with one letter on 
one side and a different letter on the other. Approximate 
size of individual popsicle is 10 x 2.5 cm.
E446476  $34.95

Smart Snacks® 
Stack & Count Layer Cake™
Ages 18 months +  Each of 10 layers features 
countable decorations and a different colour 
numeral (1-10) to support number sense, 
number recognition, and sequencing. Colour-
coded chocolate and vanilla layers introduce 
odd and even numbers. Stands 55 cm H 
when stacked.
E434009  $34.95

Scoop & 
Serve Ice 
Cream 
Counter 
Ages 3 years + 
Scoop up some 
cool treats with 
this all-inclusive, 
20-piece pretend 
play ice cream 
counter! The 
sturdy wooden 
tabletop counter 
holds eight wooden 
scoops of different flavoured 
ice cream, six assorted toppings, two 
cones, a plastic cup, an ice cream scooper 
and a wooden spoon. The scooper fits into a hole 
on top of the scoops to lift, stack, and release. Take 
orders on the reusable menu card and serve up delicious fun! 
E435046  $102.95

Birthday Party
Ages 3 years + Wooden set includes 
colourful cake, removable candles, 
toppings, and a cake server.
E443926  $46.95

Smart Snacks®  
Sorting Shapes 
Cupcakes™
Ages 2 years + A delicious way 
to develop colour and shape 
identification: circle, square, triangle, 
rectangle, oval, hexagon, star and 
heart. Cupcakes pull apart to reveal 
shapes. Match the shapes to put 
them back together. Then, match the 
shapes to the pan bottom. Includes 
pan and eight cupcakes measuring 
5 cm H x 3.8 cm in diameter (2” H 
x 1.5”).
E430060  $34.95

Rainbow Colour Cones™
Ages 2 years + These 10 
different coloured scoops and 2 
plastic cones encourage colour 
identification, and stacking the 
scoops on the cone promotes 
fine motor skills and hand-eye 
coordination. For further learning, 
the names of the colours are 
printed inside the scoops. Pieces 
are easy to clean and are made of 
flexible material. Scoops measure 
7.5 x 5 cm.
E430062  $34.95

EARLY YEARS
DRAMATIC PLAY
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Fill & Roll Grocery Basket Play Set
Ages 3 years + Load up on kitchen and grocery store essentials and get playtime 
rolling with this durable rolling grocery basket filled with play food boxes and cans! 
Lift the basket handle to carry, or extend to roll. Mark the double-sided reusable 
shopping list with a pencil that stores in the side of the basket! The play set includes 
five colourfully labeled grocery boxes and three play food cans with pop-off lids for a 
realistic shopping experience for kids three and older. 
E470091  $58.95

Let’s Play House!  
Shopping Cart
Ages 3 years + Fun on aisle five! With 
sturdy, metal construction and pivoting 
front wheels, this kid-size shopping cart 
is easy to maneuver, fun to fill, and built 
to last. 
E448682  $136.95

Pretend & Play® Calculator Cash Register
Ages 3 years + This cash register is the perfect addition to any pretend store! 
Encourage math skills while providing lots of opportunities for imaginative play. 
Features a built-in solar calculator that helps familiarize children with the use of a 
calculator. Learn currency denomination and have fun handling life-size money. 
Large buttons on the keypad are easy for little hands to press and the cash drawer 
makes a “cha-ching” sound when it opens.  
E17800  $69.95 Pretend & Play® Teaching ATM Bank 

Ages 3 years + Children will learn money skills while they withdraw, deposit, and 
save money with this electronic ATM bank. Use with the included play money or your 
own real money. Bank will recognize play and real coins. Also has a mechanical bill 
feeder. ATM measures 8”W x 10”H. Batteries not included.
E435053  $59.95

Pretend & Play® Teaching Telephone
Ages 3 years + With this colourful, programmable telephone, children can learn to 
call home, 911, and other important numbers. Program in any number and record a 
message. When they dial the number correctly, they hear your message! Includes 
note holder (holds 5 x 7.5 cm paper) and AA batteries. 
E61705  $59.95

EARLY YEARS
DRAMATIC PLAY
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Pretend & Play® Camping Set
Ages 4 years + Little campers can “rough it” wherever, whenever! Let’s go camping 
with a unique battery powered pretend stove and lantern that make play campsites 
almost like the real thing. Perfect for independent or collaborative play. Camp set 
provides a realistic play experience anytime; great for indoors or out! Invites kids to 
participate in the “grown-up” tasks that are part of family camping trips. 
E433070  $44.95

Pretend & Play® Fishing Set
Ages 3 years + This set includes a tackle box, fishing pole, magnetic fish (small, 
medium, large), vest, worms, net, and activity guide. 
E442216  $51.95

Doctor Set
Ages 3 years + Features enough medical tools for the whole junior surgical staff 
to operate. Sturdy plastic 19-piece set includes a battery-operated stethoscope, 
pager, realistic-sounding cell phone, forceps, bandages, thermometer, and more. 
Everything fits into a plastic, clamp-tight case. Includes batteries for pager and 
stethoscope. Case measures 12” L x 3 1/2” W x 14” H. Cellphone requires 2 AA 
batteries, not included. 
E430088  $56.95

Take-Along Tool Kit 
Ages 3 years + Give little builders the tools they need for truly constructive play! 
This 24-piece set includes wooden nails, screws, nuts, and bolts for hours of 
creative fun that also helps “build” important motor skills. Preschoolers will love 
using the hammer, wrench, and screwdriver to build their projects, then packing up 
all their equipment in the sturdy toolbox with handle.
E470241  $32.95

Wooden Project 
Workbench 
Ages 3 years + Keep that 
little builder busy with this 
sturdy wooden workbench 
that’s just the right size. 
Right down to the nuts and 
bolts, this set includes a 
functioning vise, tool rack, 
wooden tools, hardware 
and a storage shelf. Ideas 
to spark the imagination are 
included! Dimensions 26” 
x 18.75” x 24” (66 cm x 47.6 
cm x 61 cm) weighs 18.8lbs 
(8.53kg). Adult assembly 
required. 
E435055  $172.95

Work Belt Tool Set
Ages 3 years + Perfect for pretend play and eye-hand coordination practice, 
this 20-piece set has everything young builders need for construction play. Set 
features hammer, saw, tape measure, nuts and bolts, wood board for “drilling” and 
battery powered drill (req. 2 AA batteries). Tool belt and 30 x 35 x 9 cm carry-all 
case included. Durable plastic. 
E430086  $56.95

DRAMATIC PLAY
EARLY YEARS
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Role Play Sets
Ages 3-6 years. Imaginary play comes to life. Packed with exciting details and accessories and durable crafted outfits. Names tags included. Machine washable. 
A.  E434013 Pediatric Nurse 
B.  E443966 Firefighter

C.  E443976 Construction Worker
D.  E443964 Veterinarian

E. E443968 Doctor
F. E443970 Police Officer

G. E443972 Chef

$59.95 each

48" x 24" (60 x 120 cm) Mirror
All ages. Add a new dimension to dramatic and creative play! This shatter-resistant acrylic 
wall mirror fastens easily to wall creating an irresistible focal point for play. Little ones will 
enjoy the view! Attach mirrors with molded polyethylene corners and sides. Simplifies 
installation and holds mirror securely to wall. Hardware not included. Warranty: 2 years.
E443904  $334.95

Ceremonial Clothing
Ages 3-6 years. Bring the diversity of the 
world into your classroom with these colourful 
ceremonial clothing. Child sized, easy care 
and easy wear outfit. Machine washable with 
easy closures. Fits most children ages 3-6 
years old.  
H.  E470448 
J.  E470449 
K.  E470450
L.  E470451
M. E470453
N.  E470452

P.  E470454
Q.  E470455  
R.  E470456
S.  E470457
T.  E470460 
U.  E470461

$44.95 each

DRAMATIC PLAY
EARLY YEARS
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21 cm Doll Clothes
Ages 3-6 years. This clothing collection is aimed at helping children meeting 
the needs of self-knowledge and personal autonomy, also promoting the proper 
physical development and health through the practice of fine motor skills and 
personal care. Clothes set for 21 cm dolls; comes in a polybag. 
E470528  Flower Spring Set  $13.95
E470529  Jean Set  $13.95

E470530  Sweatshirt Set  $13.95
E470531  Winter Jacket Set  $13.95

Time to Eat!  
Feeding Set
Ages 3 years + 8-piece 
set. Includes easy close, 
embroidered bib, divided 
dish, fork, spoon, and yummy 
“applesauce” and “peas and 
carrots”. Disappearing “orange 
juice” and “milk” add  
nutrition and fun! 
E434019  $36.95

21 cm Baby Dolls
Ages 3-6 years. Made of soft vinyl; extremely resilient and flexible. Articulated 
head, arms and legs. Water and air-tight sealed. Lightly scented body. 21 cm long 
(8.25”). Clothing not included.

21 cm Baby Dolls, Set of 4 
1 each of assorted: 2 boy dolls (A & E), 
2 girl dolls (D & H). 
E445705  $73.92

Save 10% 
when you 

buy the set!

A. E446952 Boy Doll $19.95
B. E446954  Girl Doll  $19.95
C.  E446956  Boy Doll  $19.95
D.  E446958  Girl Doll  $19.95

E.  E446960  Boy Doll  $19.95
F.  E446962  Girl Doll  $19.95
G.  E446966  Boy Doll  $19.95
H.  E446964  Girl Doll  $19.95

32 cm Dolls
Ages 3-6 years. Made from soft, flexible vinyl. Articulated head, arms and legs. 
Molded hair. The dolls can be washed and bathed.

A.  E435450 Boy Doll $28.95 
B.  E435452 Girl Doll  $28.95
C.  E435454  Boy Doll  $28.95 
D.  E435456  Girl Doll  $28.95

E. E435458  Boy Doll $28.95 
F.  E435460  Girl Doll  $28.95
G.  E435462  Boy Doll $28.95 
H. E435465  Girl Doll  $28.95

32 cm Doll Clothing
Ages 3 years + 32 cm doll clothing that fits 32 cm dolls. 
E470519  Turquoise Winter Pajamas  $16.95
E470520  Salmon Winter Pajamas  $16.95
E470521  Navy Autumn Set  $16.95
E470522  Autumn Hat Set  $16.95

DRAMATIC PLAY
EARLY YEARS

Bathtub and Rainbow 
Sponge Set
Ages 3 years + This 16"/40.64 cm 
bathtub is suitable for dolls up to 
40 cm. Comes with a bath sponge. 
Bathtub made of ECOfriendly 
material.
E435482  $24.95
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13” Doll
Ages 19 months +  13” vinyl dolls have movable arms, legs, and heads. The girl dolls 
have rooted hair and the boy dolls have painted hair. Eyes are painted for safety. 
Outfits are removable and washable. 
A.  E470374 Girl Doll
B.  E470375 Boy Doll
C.  E470376 Girl Doll
D.  E470377 Boy Doll 

E.  E470378 Boy Doll
F.  E470379 Girl Doll
G. E470380 Boy Doll 
H.  E470381 Girl Doll

I.  E442495 Girl Doll
J.  E442493 Boy Doll

Wooden Doll High Chair
Ages 2 years + Hardwood chair  
with permanently attached tray  
will hold most large dolls. Size: 37.5 
W x 37.5 D x 75H cm (15” W x 15” D 
x 30” H). Assembly required.
E435286  $89.95

38 cm Dolls
Ages 3-6 years. Miniland dolls promote inclusive values as well as empathy and 
acceptance of people; helping to raise children's awareness of diversity and 
inclusion, promoting values of equality, and integration. Vinyl dolls with sewn on 
hair and well-defined features. Articulated head and limbs. Dolls can be washed or 
bathed.

A. E435479  Boy Doll, Red Hair 
B.  E435480  Girl Doll, Red Hair
C. E435481  Girl Doll, Brunette Hair 
D.  E435483  Boy Doll, Brunette Hair
E.  E435484  Boy Doll, Blonde Hair 
F.  E435486  Girl Doll, Blonde Hair

G. E435488  Boy Doll 
H.  E435490 Girl Doll
I.  E435492  Boy Doll 
J.  E435494  Girl Doll
K.  E435496  Boy Doll 
L.  E435498  Girl Doll

$36.95 Each

40 cm Doll Clothing
Ages 3 years + 40 cm doll clothing that fits 40 cm dolls. 
E470516 Light Pink Pajamas (One Piece) $21.95
E470515 Light Green Pajamas (One Piece) $21.95
E470517 Blue Spring Set $21.95
E470518 Grey Spring Set $21.95

DRAMATIC PLAY
EARLY YEARS

A. Rock-A-Bye Cradle
Ages 3 years + Rock "dolly" to sleep in this sturdy 
cradle. Cradle includes doll pillow and fabric 
insert. Measures:  48 cm L x 33.5 cm W x 25.5 cm. 
E471336  $104.95

B. Highchair
Ages 3 years + This mini highchair measures: 
26.6cm L x 26.3cm W x 57cm H. Includes fabric 
cushion for doll to sit on. 
E471338  $96.95

C. Stroller
Ages 3 years + This classic stroller lets your child 
take "dolly" for a walk around the block... or all 
through the house. Measures: 44cm L x 32.5cm W 
x 51.4cm H.
E471337  $76.95

new

$26.95 each
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DRAMATIC PLAY
EARLY YEARS

Career People
Ages 3 years + Made of solid vinyl, these 12 contemporary, authentic-looking 
career people come ready to stimulate a child's imagination. Each free standing 
career people is hand painted. Realistically detailed and is made for years of play. 
Tallest career people is approximately 12 cm tall.
A. E438860  Set 1  $59.95
B. E448708  Set 2  $59.95

Friends with Diverse Abilities
Ages 3 years + Teach children positive awareness and inclusive attitude towards 
individuals with physical challenges. Set of 6. 12 cm tall. 
E438858  $38.95

Doll Cradle
Ages 3 years + Featuring Healthy 
Kids Plywood and Greenguard® 
certified Tuff-Gloss™ finish.  
9” H x 26” W x 12” D.
E445236  $249.95

Doll High Chair
Ages 3 years + Featuring Healthy Kids Plywood 
and Greenguard® certified Tuff-Gloss™ finish. 
Designed for easy placement and removal of 
many size dolls. 27” H x 13” W x 12” D.
E445238  $182.95

Soft-Body Doll  
Ages 3-6 years. Easy to dress and undress. Made from high-quality materials. 
Articulated head. 15.7” (40 cm). 
A.  E435514 Doll A $44.95 
B. E435516 Doll B $44.95

C.  E435518  Doll C  $44.95
D.  E435520 Doll D $44.95

Doll Outfits - Set of 6 
Ages 3 years + Includes 6 assorted doll outfits for dolls 12” - 14” and 16” - 18” in 
size. Each set includes one of each outfit. Hats included. Pattern and/or fabric may 
vary and may change without notice.
E434785  16” - 18”  $115.95 
E434786  12” - 14”  $115.95
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DRAMATIC PLAY
EARLY YEARS

Homes Around the World 
Ages 2 years +  15 beautifully illustrated, brightly coloured wooden blocks represent 
different styles of homes found around the world. Measuring 3 cm thick, the designs 
are heat transferred onto the wood ensure long lasting quality. Largest block 
measures 13 cm high, while the smallest is 5.5 cm. 
E470269  $67.95

Fold & Go Mini Dollhouse
Ages 3 years + Portable wooden dollhouse features working doors, two flexible 
wooden play people, 11 wooden furniture pieces, and easy-access design! 
Dimensions: 33.4 x 27 x 15.6 cm. 
E433212  $114.95

Fully 
Furnished!

Pretend Play Families
Ages 3 years + Each of these 8-piece contemporary families comes ready to 
expand a child’s imagination. From Grandpa to Baby, each is realistically detailed. 
Made of solid vinyl, tallest measures 12.5 cm tall. Smallest measures 4.4 cm high. 

A. E439562 Family A  $37.95
B. E439566 Family B  $37.95
C. E439564 Family C  $37.95
D. E439568 Family D  $37.95
E448012 Set of all 4 Families  $143.92

Play House & Furniture
Ages 3 years + This sturdy hardwood house is an ideal structure for a variety of play possibilities. It has 
a lift-up roof, removable second story, and slide-out interior walls. Size: 42 W x 25 D x 45 H cm. Assembly 
required. The fabulous furnishings include beds, dressers, couches, end tables with lamps, bathtub, toilet, sink, 
baby bed, coffee table, TV, dining table and chairs, oven, kitchen sink and refrigerator. 
E448710 Set  $349.92
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Create N’ Play Happy Architect 
Ages 2 years +  A construction set like no other! Children create their own 
masterpiece. Creative and opened ended play at its best. The Happy Architect 
pieces include a variety of different size wall pieces with different shaped windows 
and 12cm high doors. The largest piece measures 15cm wide x 24.5cm high, made 
from sturdy 9mm thick wood. 
E470275 Natural (both sides)  $89.95

A. All Season House - Furnished
Ages 3 years + There are as many ways to 
play with this house as there are families in 
the world. Six rooms, movable stairs, and 
a reversible winter-summer-themed, solar-
paneled roof inspire year-round activities. 
Includes four room sets: bedroom, bathroom, 
media room and kitchen. Made of wood 
and water based paints. Size: 75 L x 12 W x 
62 H cm. Family sold separately (see items 
E470606, E470607 & E470608). 
E447030  $278.95

Family Pets
Ages 3 years + Why have one when you can have three. Pets come with home and 
food. Includes a dog, a rabbit and a cat. 
E471147  $21.95

Dollhouse Furniture
Ages 3 years + A selection of dollhouse 
furniture sets specially designed in bright 
colours for fun play! 
B. E470609 Dining Room  $29.95 
C. E470610 Kitchen $29.95 
D. E470611 Media Room  $29.95 
E. E470612 Bathroom  $29.95 
F. E470613 Bedroom  $29.95 

Happy Family Doll Set 
Ages 3 years + Includes 1 father, 1 mother,  
1 grandpa, 1 grandma, 1 daughter, and  
1 son. 
G. E470608 Family Doll Set G
H. E470606 Family Doll Set H
I. E470607 Family Doll Set I
$29.95 each

Everyone's Family Wooden People
Ages 12 months +  Designed to encourage and inspire children through imaginary 
play. Wooden blocks have been created with heat transferred designs to ensure 
they can withstand the rigors of daily play.  
E470266  $52.95
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The Happy Architect - Animals in the Wild - 20 pc. set 
Ages 2 years + This wooden animal set includes wooden  trees, a mountain, and 12 beautifully illustrated animals. Trees measure 30 cm x 20 cm, animals range from 17 cm 
high to the smallest at 4 cm.  
E470272  $102.95

Fold & Go Barn
Ages 3 years + Hey, what a lofty idea! This rustic barn includes 7 high-quality farm 
animals, sliding barn doors, large stalls, stable doors, a hayloft, and a convenient 
carry handle. 35 x 40 x 26 cm. 
E433216  $112.95

Animal Families 
Ages 18 months +  Animal Families features both fathers/mothers with their young. 
Includes 12 pairs of block  animals. Blocks are printed on both sides and made from 
solid wood. The biggest pieces are approximately 11 cm x 6 cm, and the smallest is  
3.5 cm x 3.5 cm. 
E470271  $69.95

Wooden Forest Animal Blocks - Pack of 30 
Ages 12 months + The 20 mm birch plywood blocks are smooth to touch and easy 
for small children to handle. Realistic images enable younger children to recognize 
real animals and develop descriptive language.  
E470049  $98.95

The Happy Architect - Dinosaurs 
Ages 2 years + Includes 10 of the favourite dinosaurs and comes with wooden 
background. 20 wooden piece set.  
E470270  $102.95
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A. Jumbo Dinosaurs, 5 Piece Set
Ages 3 years + Set includes tyrannosaurus rex, 
brachiosaurus, stegosaurus, triceratops, and raptor. 
Brachiosaurus is 12 x 9 cm. 
E442314  $47.95

B. Jumbo Dinosaurs, 10 Piece Set 
Ages 3 years + Includes dinosaurs from E442314 and 
Apatosaurus, Spinosaurus, Pteranodon, Anklosaurus 
and Parasaurolophus. 
E470383  $89.95

Jumbo Farm Animals 
Ages 18 months + 7 realistically detailed barn animals 
horse, pig, cow, goat, sheep, rooster, and goose. 
Horse is 25 x 18.8 cm. 
E442308  $47.95

Jumbo Ocean Animals 
Ages 3 years + Set includes octopus, whale, shark, 
sea turtle, seal, and dolphin. Whale is 30 x 8.8 cm. 
E442304  $47.95

Jumbo Reptiles & Amphibians 
Ages 3 years + Set of 5 includes geckos, snake, tree 
frog, tortoise, and iguana. Snake measures 3 feet 
long!  
E435080  $47.95

Jumbo Jungle Animals, Set of 5 
Ages 18 months + Wild animals include: lion, tiger, 
gorilla, elephant, and giraffe. Giraffe measures  
22.5 cm x 32.5 cm. 
E442300  $47.95

Jumbo Zoo Animals 
Ages 18 months + Includes polar bear, hippo, 
monkey, penguin, and zebra. 
E445246  $47.95

Jumbo Forest Animals 
Ages 3 years + Includes moose, bear, fox, beaver, 
and owl. 
E442302  $47.95

Jumbo Farm Animals,  
Mommas and Babies 
Ages 18 months + Includes momma and baby pig, 
cow, sheep and ducks. 
E470653  $47.95

Jumbo Insects 
Ages 3 years + Set of 7 realistic-looking fly, ant, 
bee, ladybug, grasshopper, butterfly, and dragonfly. 
Grasshopper is 20 x 12.5 cm. 
E442312  $47.95

Jumbo Jungle Animals,  
Mommas and Babies 
Ages 2 years + Includes momma and baby, elephant, 
gorilla and tiger. 
E470651  $47.95

Jumbo Pets 
Ages 2 years + 6-piece set of beautifully detailed 
household pets including dog, cat, rabbit, guinea pig, 
fish, and bird. Dog is 20 x 15 cm. 
E442310  $47.95

DRAMATIC PLAY
EARLY YEARS
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Photo Playmat
Ages 1 year + Our large playmats are perfect for creative and imaginative role play 
activities, the playmat will add a beautiful atmosphere to any classroom environment. 
Use for dividing play spaces or for inspiring discussions on topics such as habitats, 
animals, coastlines, geography, weather, and patterns. The beautiful photographic 
mat is a wonderful base for constructions and block play or use as inspiration or 
provocation for role play and dramatic play. Made from Polyester with a rubber 
(natural latex) anti-skid backing. Size 150 cm x 100 cm. Books and accessories not 
included.
A. E470186 Frost  $139.95
B. E470182 Sand  $139.95
C. E470185 Shimmering Water  $139.95

Role Play Mat
Ages 1 year + These playmats have been specially designed to encourage 
children to play inclusively, fully see each other as peers sharing meaning, 
creativity and a common centre. Made from Polyester with a rubber (natural latex) 
anti-skid backing. 88 cm x 88 cm.
D. E470189 Pond  $84.95
E. E470188 Undersea  $84.95
F. E470187 Arctic  $84.95

Round Leaf Playmat
The large leaf playmat is perfect for creative and imaginative role play activities. 
The beautiful photographic mat is a wonderful base for constructions and block 
play or use as inspiration or provocation for role play and dramatic play. Made 
from Polyester with a rubber, latex anti-skid backing. 150 cm x 150 cm. Books and 
accessories not included.
E470238  $ 219.95

Inspirational 
spaces for 

children to go 
to! 

DRAMATIC PLAY
EARLY YEARS
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Large Photo Playmats 
Ages 1 year + Large playmats are perfect for creative and imaginative role play 
activities. These photographic mats are a wonderful base for constructions and block 
play or use it as inspiration or provocation for role play and dramatic play. Made from 
Polyester with a rubber (natural latex) anti-skid backing. Size 150 cm x 100 cm.
G. E470180 Logs  $139.95 ea. 
H. E470181 Pebbles  $139.95 ea.

I. E470183 Grass  $139.95 ea.
J. E470184 Leaves  $139.95 ea.

Sepia Log Rug 
Ages 1 year + The beautiful mat is a wonderful base for constructions and block 
play or use it as inspiration or provocation for role play and dramatic play. Made 
from Polyester with a rubber (natural latex) anti-skid backing. Size 150 cm x 150 cm. 
E470191   $254.95

Natural Numbers 0-10 
Ages 1 year + Fantastic large scale numbers, each approx. 50 cm x 30 cm. Printed 
on our playmat material with designs of natural images in nature, featuring sand, 
leaves, pebbles, logs, and grass. Children will love the large size and tactile feel of 
these numbers. Playmat material has a natural latex anti-slip backing. 
E470173   $159.95

Beautiful 
photographic mats 

are a wonderful 
base and perfect 
for creative and 
imaginative play!

K. Images in Nature Playmat - Pack of 4 
Ages 1 year + Contains 4 mats each 100 cm x 75 cm; made from carpet with 100% 
polyester surface with a latex anti-slip backing. Use for dividing play spaces or for 
inspiring discussions on topics such as habitats, animals, coastlines, geography, 
weather and patterns. Contains latex. 
E470156  $208.95

DRAMATIC PLAY
EARLY YEARS
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Complete  
Wild Animals &  
Farm Puppet

Set of 13 
E445707 $123.15

Wild Animal Plush Puppets
Ages 2 years + Set includes many of the most popular 
wild animals. Extra-soft, foam-filled heads, with space  
for manipulation. 27.5 cm high.
E445904 Elephant $10.95 E445912 Giraffe $10.95
E445906 Lion $10.95 E445914 Zebra $10.95
E445908 Hippo $10.95 E445916 Alligator $10.95
E445910 Tiger $10.95
E445918 Set of all 7 $71.95

Exotic Animal Plush Puppets
Ages 2 years + Some of the more hard-to-find characters 
are included in this set. Extra-soft, foam filled heads, with 
space for manipulation. 27.5 cm high.
E445890 Bird $10.95
E445898 Monkey $10.95
E445892 Fox $10.95
E445900 Bear $10.95
E445894 Whale $10.95
E445896 Dragon $10.95
E445902 Set of all 6 $61.95

Farm Animal Plush Puppets
Ages 2 years + Six of the most popular barnyard  
animals. Extra-soft, foam-filled heads with space for 
manipulation. 27.5 cm high.
E445920 Horse $10.95 E445922 Sheep $10.95
E445924 Cow $10.95 E445926 Rooster $10.95
E445928 Pig $10.95 E445930 Duck $10.95
E445932 Set of all 6 $61.95

Pet Plush Puppets
Ages 2 years + Set includes many of the most popular 
pets. Extra-soft, foam-filled heads with space for 
manipulation. 27.5 cm high.
E445880 Dog $10.95
E445886 Cat $10.95
E445882 Bunny $10.95
E445888 Frog $10.95
E445884 Mouse $10.95
E445889 Set of all 5 $51.95

Hand Puppets 
Ages 2 years + Encourage imaginative play with adorable puppets. Our hand puppet sets are ideal for beginners.  
They are sized for children and most adults. In sets of 4 or 6. Washable. 
A. E435049 Playful Pets  $29.95
B. E470575 Safari Buddies  $59.95

C. E470576 Pet Buddies  $59.95
D. E470577 Barn Buddies  $59.95

Deluxe Puppet  
Theatre with Markerboard 
Ages 3 years + Our popular puppet theater lets a 
child’s imagination take center stage. The colourful 
curtains frame a sturdy, stable stage and the write 
and wipe marker boards announce the performance. 
Constructed in beautiful, durable birch plywood in 
safe, non-toxic natural UV finish that won’t yellow and 
withstands rigorous use. Easy assembly. GreenGuard™ 
Gold certified. Lifetime Warranty. Dimensions: 31.75”W 
x 12”D x 34.25”H. Adult Assembly.
E470390  $429.92

Puppet Stand
Ages 3 years + Children can easily select their 
favourite of the 8 puppets that can neatly store on 
this all-wood storage stand. 40 x 15 x 27.5 cm.  
(Puppets not included).
E442322  $32.95

DRAMATIC PLAY
EARLY YEARS
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Two-Sided Store/Theatre
Ages 4 years + Made of birch plywood, this unit can be 
used as a puppet theatre or store. Washable chalkboard 
surface. Adjusts to two different heights. 111 x 128 x 15 cm.
E430170  $498.92 

Full-Bodied, Open-Mouth Puppets
19 months + Families of puppets with mothers and fathers (37.5 cm) and sisters and brothers (32.5 cm) 
with attractive outfits, yarn hair, and happy, embroidered facial features with mouths to manipulate. Surface 
washable.
A. E442324 Family A  $92.95
B. E442326 Family B  $92.95
C. E442328 Family C  $92.95

D. E442330 Family D  $92.95
E442331 Set of all 4 Families  $352.95

Children Puppets, Set of 6
Ages 3 years + Increase children's social, language and cognitive skills with this set of 6 puppets. Each 
puppet measures 15" tall. Dressed in bright and primary colours, these puppets have yarn sewn hair, soft 
clothes and soft to the the touch. Surface wash only.
E446586  $329.95

Career Puppets
Ages 2 years + Role playing takes on a realistic dimension with these 6 open-mouth 22.5 cm hand 
puppets that depict non-sexist career roles. Each has a soft stuffed head with embroidered facial features, 
yarn hair, and permanently attached clothing.
E444006 Set of 6  $156.95

Showtime Puppet Stage
Ages 3 years + This colourful, pretend, wooden stage 
can be anything you want: a store, a bank, etc. Candy-
stripe curtains add to the fun. Two chalkboard surfaces 
add versatility to this piece of equipment. 85 x 77.5 cm. 
Assembles easily. Order puppets separately.
E442320  $172.95

Additional shipping charges apply. 
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Town Play Vehicles & Signs
Ages 3 years + Sturdy wooden vehicles with working wheels and bright colours get the good times rolling! Race to the rescue, around the track, or all over town with 
these detailed vehicles and road accessories. Everything they need to set-up a busy street or add to train sets or blocks. 

Play Carpets
All ages. Printed play carpets are 100% polyamide and able to withstand rugged wear and tear. The 3-ply felt backing increases sound and thermal insulation and 
prevents wrinkling and creasing. 2-year warranty. Meets all applicable safety standards. Durable latex gel back - skid resistant. Each measures 95 x 200 cm.
A. E435634 Airport  $169.95
B. E430278 City  $196.95

Green Toys™ 
Ages 1 year + Made from 100% recycled plastic. No BPA, PVC, or phthalates. 
Packaged using only recycled materials as well!
E444072 Dump Truck  $54.95 
E445248 Fire Truck  $54.95 

E444070 Recycling Truck  $54.95
E447022 Set of 3  $153.92

Eco-Actives Trucks, Set of 3
Ages 2 years + Set of 3 vehicles made from an eco-friendly plastic resin and wood 
mix. Equipped with flip-open cabs and easy-grab handles, making each freewheeling 
vehicle inviting and a cinch to maneuver. Set of 3 includes a loader, dumper and 
excavator. Dumper - 27cm L, Excavator - 35cm L, Loader - 33 cm L.
E434025  $82.92

Green Toys™ School Bus
Ages 1 year + School’s in session with the planet’s favourite new kid in class, the 
Green Toys® School Bus!  10-3/4”L x 6” W x 6”H.
E448756  $54.95

For more play 
carpets see 

spectrumed.ca

E434796 Wooden Cars Set  $36.95 
E434797 Wooden Train Set  $36.95 
E434793 Wooden Construction Site Vehicles  $36.95 
E442356 Wooden Vehicles & Signs  $36.95

Natural Wooden Vehicles Set of 12
12 months to Kindergarten. Beautiful natural wooden vehicles, each with four rotating wheels, 
metal axels and lasered markings.  The lasering creates a slight indentation in the wood, 
making the pieces tactile to provide a sensory discovery aspect. The set of 12 includes 3 
emergency vehicles (police car, ambulance, fire engine), 3 adventure vehicles (car, caravan, 
camper), 3 community vehicles (post van, mixer truck, recycle truck) and 3 city e-vehicles (4x4, 
car, bus) with an electric charging point logo. Size of fire engine: 90 x 54 x 45mm. Size of 
recycle truck: 90 x 59 x 45mm. Size of car: 110 x 49 x 45mm. Size of bus: 108 x 54 x 45mm.
E471323  $109.95

new
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Giant Road Mat
Ages 3 years + Durable skid-proof latex backing. 67 x 
200cm.
E62675  $129.95

Mini Racers, Set of 24
Ages 3 years + Set of 24 heavy die-cast cars with pull back action. 
3.25 cm each.  
E433242  $51.95

5-Piece City Team Fire Set
Ages 3 years + Free wheeling die-cast 
vehicles, 7.5 cm long. 
E433240  $13.95

5-Piece City Team Police Set
Ages 3 years + Free wheeling die-cast 
vehicles, 7.5 cm long. 
E437362  $13.95

5-Piece City Team 
Construction Set
Ages 3 years + Free wheeling die-cast 
vehicles, 7.5 cm long. 
E433238  $13.95

Die-Cast School Bus
Ages 3 years + Pull it back and watch it speed off to school. 12.5 cm long. 
E437364  $8.95

Magnetic Wooden Train Set
Ages 3 years + 100 piece wooden train set with 11 pieces of 6" 
straight track, 20 curved tracks, 3 bridges, 1 crossover track, cars 
that connect with strong magnets, crossing gates, plastic signs, 
animals and trees. Warning: This product contains magnets, adult 
supervision is recommended. 
E435624  $159.95

Wooden Fire Truck
Ages 3 years + This play set includes a wooden fire truck with roll-up hose and lifting 
bucket ladder, plus three solid-wood play figures who can ride in the front, stand in 
the bucket, and even hold the hose.  
E470131  $32.95

Adult supervision is strongly recommended when using 
magnets and magnetic resources in the classroom. 
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Creative LEGO® DUPLO®  
Brick Set
Ages 3-5 years + Set children’s creativity 
free with this imaginative LEGO® DUPLO® 
Brick Set. Not only will it inspire big ideas 
in young minds, it will encourage self-
expression and develop fine motor skills 
as they build, deconstruction, and build 
again. Building cards provide support and 
inspiration so children can enjoy endless 
building fun! 160 pieces.
E89065  $113.90

LEGO® DUPLO® Build Me “Emotions”
Ages 3-5 years. Build Me “Emotions” invites preschoolers to 
explore emotions and physical characteristics in a fun and engaging 
way. As children collaborate on a range of character building 
experiences, they recognize feelings and identify similarities and 
differences. Building cards provide support and inspiration so 
children can continue to build and rebuild characters again and 
again! 188 pieces.
E434468  $131.90

LEGO® Education My XL World
Ages 2-6 years. My XL World provides playful learning experiences that teach preschool children about the world around them through role-play, fun building activities 
and idea sharing. This LEGO® learning set also develops children’s confidence and essential social skills, such as collaboration, communication and understanding roles 
and responsibilities. Working in groups of 2-10, children use the colourful collection of 480 LEGO® DUPLO® bricks, figures, wheel bases, windows, doors and a building 
plate to build their home, a restaurant, bus stop, hospital and a fire station. They’ll also discover an airplane, car and even a submarine, and will use their imagination to 
build fantasy animals and make up fun stories of their own. 
E470710  $406.90
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LEGO® DUPLO® Coding Express
Ages 2-5 years. Coding Express is a creative, intuitive and versatile solution that 
introduces preschoolers to early coding concepts that naturally sparks their curiosity, 
creativity and desire to explore and learn together. Based on the ever popular train theme, 
the highly versatile LEGO®  DUPLO® solution allows children to make connections and 
intuitively explore early coding concepts, such as sequencing, looping and conditional 
coding, while developing problem-solving skills, critical thinking, collaboration, and social 
and emotional skills. 234 pieces.
E732175  $399.90

LEGO® Education People Accessory Set
Ages 2-6 years. Explore the many different roles and responsibilities that people 
have within families, communities and cultures. This 44-piece set includes 26 
LEGO® DUPLO® figures, ranging from family members, like children, parents and 
grandparents, to occupations, such as doctor, police officer, chef and teacher. 
Accessory elements, like a camera, hairbrush, guitar, suitcase and a wheelchair, 
encourage children to role-play people-based scenarios and talk about gender, 
age, relationships and what makes people different. A Getting Started card with 
5 playful learning ideas is also included to help teachers get the very most out of 
classroom activities.
E470706  $ 146.90

LEGO® Education Animals
Ages 2-6 years. A perfect way to let preschoolers explore the wonderful world 
of animals. This Early Learning set comes with 90 LEGO® DUPLO® elements, 
including 40 wild animals, farm animals and pets, plus 4 double-sided building 
inspiration cards depicting 8 different habitats, to help children learn what animals 
need to survive and how they differ. A Getting Started card with 5 activity ideas is 
also included to promote children’s 21st century skills, like social and emotional 
development and early math skills in a safe and playful learning environment.
E470707  $228.90
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LEGO® DUPLO® Tech Machines Set
Ages 3-6 years. Transform your children into expert builders! With the Tech Machines Set 
in your classroom, you’ll help children develop their fine motor and problem solving skills 
while simultaneously unleashing their creativity as they construct classic machines.  
95 pieces. 
E439918  $344.90

LEGO® DUPLO® Story Tales
Ages 3-6 years. Promote creativity, 
imaginative storytelling, and language 
development with this unique and 
engaging story telling set. Children 
will naturally collaborate and develop 
speaking and listening skills as they 
build their stories and role play. Anyone 
can tell a story with Story Tales! 109 
pieces. 
E448778  $223.90

LEGO® DUPLO® Building Plates
18 months + Two large building plates - one red, one green - provide 
the perfect foundation for learning through play. Can be used with all 
kinds of LEGO® DUPLO® based products. Size 38 cm x 38 cm.
E89071  $79.90
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LEGO® Education  
Letters Accessory Set
Ages 3-6 years Children can play and learn in an alphabet 
world of LEGO® DUPLO® bricks and inspiring activities. 
Featuring English letters in a rainbow of colors, the included 
inspiration cards and Getting Started activities help children 
learn the alphabet, recognize and write letters, identify 
phonemes and spell short words and names. Building 
plates, small trucks and doors also inspire children to match 
upper and lowercase letters, create compound words, 
group vowels and consonants, and play fun activities like 
guess the missing letter. 130 LEGO® DUPLO® elements, 
including a wide selection of bricks with English letters of 
the alphabet in a rainbow of colors, building plates in red 
and blue to divide consonants and vowels.
E470708  $192.90

LEGO® Education Tubes 
Ages 3-6 years Children can explore a world of fantasy animals and 
other creative builds – made from Tubes! Using a colorful collection 
of unique tube elements, LEGO® DUPLO® bricks, balls, doors and 
baskets, and 6 building inspiration cards, kids can create an egg-
laying hen, dragon, little pooping larva and more. Tubes develops 
children’s 21st century skills, such as problem-solving, collaboration 
and fine motor skills, while introducing them to cause and effect, 
symmetry and 3D shape recognition. This fun Early Learning set 
for preschoolers also includes a Getting Started card containing 5 
simple ideas to inspire playful learning with Tubes in the classroom.  
150 LEGO® DUPLO® elements, including colorful tubes, bricks, 6 
balls, doors and baskets, for unlimited playful learning and creative 
fun for preschoolers.
E470709  $228.90
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LEGO® STEAM Park
Ages 3-5 years. STEAM Park builds on every child’s natural 
curiosity and desire to create, explore, and investigate the 
world of early science, technology, engineering, art, and math 
(STEAM) through creative play. The possibilities are endless, 
as you work with them to construct a STEAM Park full of 
dynamic moving rides, fun games, and scenes using the special 
selection of LEGO® DUPLO® bricks. With every trip to STEAM 
Park, children grow their understanding of gears, motion, 
measurement, and solving problems together in a fun and 
engaging way. 295 pieces.  
E435079  $284.90

LEGO® X-Large Storage Bin
X-Large Storage Bin, 42 cm x 30 cm  x 25 cm. Colour may vary.
E731676  $30.65

LEGO® Large Base Plates
Ages 4 years + This set includes one grey 38 cm x 38 cm building plate, 2 green 
25 cm x 25 cm building plates, and one blue 25 cm x 25 cm building plate. Let the 
blue represent the sea, the green, grass, etc. 
E89286  $74.90

Creative LEGO® Brick Set
Ages 4 years + Stimulate children’s 
natural curiosity to explore and learn with 
this versatile brick set. With 1,000 bricks 
included, the set allows children to create all 
sorts of life-like or imaginary figures, objects 
and buildings. Children develop fine motor 
skills while constructing, and the building 
cards will support and inspire their creativity. 
Where will their imaginations take them? 
A handful of LEGO® bricks can turn into 
absolutely anything! 1000 pieces.  
E89251  $113.90
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Mecaniko
Ages 4 years + Various designs and 8 large size cards included. Detailed examples of construction with progressive stages, helping child’s attention and reasoning. To 
begin making more complex assemblies developing creativity. Improved component design and better quality materials! With progressive difficulty model cards to create 
different models. 191 pieces in a plastic tub.  
E436260  $56.95

Mobilo® 
Ages 3-8 years. Mobilo® is one of the best and 
most versatile construction systems for young 
children. Moulded in bright colours, the strong 
plastic pieces clip together easily and securely. 
Based on a square, the system also includes 
wheels, axles, and turntables, to provide many 
possibilities for creative and exciting play. 
A. Mobilo® Standard Set 
Contains 120 pieces and illustrated colour 
leaflet.  
E17842  $79.95
B. Mobilo® CaddyStack™ Classroom Set 
Contains 424 pieces and 16 workcards 
packaged in a CaddyStack™.  
E17843  $246.92
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Giant Octoplay
Ages 2 years + Original and unique, 
this brilliant and colourful construction 
invention will challenge the creative 
minds of your students. The textured 
surfaces make the shapes very tactile, 
and connection is simple and easy. Giant 
Octoplay can be transformed into colourful 
shapes such as faces, flowers, and 
animals, or can be used to make a chain. 
It will bring fun into the learning space. 
Suitable for use indoors or out. Extremely 
durable and light-weight. Each piece 
measures 24 cm across, enabling children 
to construct very large models.
A. E434029 20-piece Set $136.95
B. E434030 40-piece Set $236.95
C. E434508 Natural Colours  
 20-piece Set $139.95 
D. E434509 Natural Colours  
 40-piece Set  $239.95

E. Giant Polydron House Builder
Ages 2 years + This set contains enough pieces to 
build a house, a skyscraper, a church or a time capsule. 
Children will not just love building their house but will 
also love looking through the windows at each other. 
The pieces are lightweight, durable, safe and easy to 
carry and fit into each other. Each set contains 72 pieces 
in total including 8 triangles, 16 squares, 32 gear squares 
and 16 windows. 
E445332  $279.95

F. Giant Polydron
Ages 2 years + Giant Polydron is the new sensory 
construction product. It encourages children to make 
and recognize 2-D and 3-D shapes, and develop an 
awareness of shape and texture. Giant Polydron is 
marked on one side to help students recognize different 
shapes and forms, and the inner area of the triangles 
and squares is marked in braille. Easy to attach shapes 
are designed for little hands. The set contains 20 
triangles and 20 squares.  
E445330  $134.95

G. Giant Polydron Gears
Ages 2 years + Children can create a structure by 
assembling the easy to use squares and triangles. Gears 
are added by simply pushing them into place. They 
ingeniously mesh together either on a flat surface or at 
an angle of 90 degrees. Once connected, just turn one 
gear and see the rest of them rotate! Made from super 
tough plastic and are safe, durable, and lightweight. Each 
set contains 58 pieces in total including 4 triangles, 24 
squares, 10 gear squares, and 20 gears. 
E445334  $229.95
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Wooden Octoplay
Ages 3 years + This set of 20 unique wooden construction shapes can be used to 
create various models such as a person, a dog or a tower. Made from high quality 
plywood in a beautiful natural finish, the pieces easily slot together. This set will 
encourage thinking skills and logical reasoning and will inspire creativity with its 
endless possibilities for budding builders. A colour instruction guide is included.  
Each piece measures 120mm x 120mm x 6mm.
E434550 Natural  $64.95

Octoplay Starter Set 
Ages 3 years + Includes 112 shapes and 32 struts. 
E17714  $34.95
Octoplay Classroom Pack 
Ages 3 years + Includes 336 pieces and 96 struts, all packaged in a carrying case. 
E34051  $98.95

Constructa Cabin
Ages 3 years + Build your own log cabin with this open-ended set. Ideal for 
encouraging imaginative role play and suitable for use both indoors and outdoors. 
Includes a model guide for inspiration. Pieces are easy to join together and are 
made from super durable HDPE. Includes 60 pieces in natural colours – 11 large 
connectors, 26 beams, 15 connectors and 8 flexi connectors.
E471190  $429.92

XL Polydron Naturals 24 Piece Set
Ages 2 years + Build towers and larger constructions. Teaches groups of children 
about shape and space through play. Designed for younger children in schools, 
nurseries and kindergartens, this 24 piece set will allow you to build towers, 
rockets and larger constructions. Children will love to build towers while learning 
about 2D and 3D shapes. XL Polydron is four times the size of Giant Polydron 
and they fit together perfectly and easily slot together to create sturdy structures. 
Lightweight and safe to use. Use indoors or outdoors. Easy to pack away. Square 
measures 40.5 x 40.5cm (15.94" x 15.94"). Cleaning Method: Hand wash with 
mild sterilizing detergent. This 24 piece set contains: 8 Squares with 16 holes, 8 
Squares with 4 holes and 8 Triangles in black, dark green, tan and brown. Includes 
a guide.
E471188  $289.95
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Magna-Tiles®  
Clear Colours
Ages 3 years + Tactile, colourful 
tiles for creating designs on a flat 
surface or building 3-D shapes. 
Develops patterning, shape 
recognition, building, and motor 
skills. This product contains 
magnets.
E445510 32 piece set $72.95
E445511 100 piece set $172.95

Playstix Deluxe 211 Pieces
Ages 4 years + Includes Playstix pieces, wheels and a molded building base 
designed to make stacking and transporting your creations easy. Big 50-page idea 
booklet shows everything you can do from the original Playstix set, our vehicles 
set, and more! Each Playstix piece has grooves that interlock when one piece is 
placed across another. Different length pieces are colour coded, so it’s easy to see 
how each model is built. 
E446618  $71.95

Playstix 
Translucent Set 
of 105 pieces
Ages 4 years 
+ Welcome to 
Translucent Playstix, 
a construction toy 
that allows you to 
build the ordinary and 
inspires you to build 
the extraordinary! 
Translucent Playstix 
jewel-like colour 
reflect light and will 
add real sparkle to 
anything you build. 
And, they may be 
combined with regular 
and flexible Playstix 
for a totally new look! 

E435257  $38.95

Playstix Jumbo Set 80 Pieces
Ages 3 years + Playsitx is a great toy that allows you to build both the ordinary 
and extraordinary. Build a variety of models right out of the box with no need for 
additional or specialized parts. Each Playstix pieces has grooves that interlock 
when one pieces is placed across another. Once you’ve mastered your building 
skills, you’ll want to explore the possibilities - think of a creation, then build it! A 
great idea booklet is included to get your imagination going. Comes in transparent 
storage container.
E434467  $149.95

Crystal Connectors
Ages 3 years + This rainbow of 300 translucent discs is ideal for constructing 
three-dimensional structures that capture the light.  
Diameter: 3.8 cm and 6.3 cm. 
E449070 300 pieces $64.95

B. Interlox – 96 Pieces
Ages 2 years + Build, design, and create with Interlox! No hardware or tools 
necessary; simply clip the edges together to create an unlimited array of 
constructions. Translucent plastic panels with inset details in five beautiful colours. 
E446390  $36.95

A. Interlox Discs – 96 Pieces 
Ages 2 years + Interlox Discs provide colourful, easily interlocking building 
pieces to engage children in open-ended play. Discs are made of colourful, 
translucent plastic with multiple notches for flexible building. Use the beautiful 
colours to explore colour theory  on the LED Light Tablet or for other light and 
colour activities. Children explore the concepts of symmetry and asymmetry while 
strengthening their design, structure and engineering skills. Use with the original 
Interlox (E446390 listed bellow) for even more combinations. 
E435178  $36.95

Adult supervision is strongly recommended when using 
magnets and magnetic resources in the classroom. 
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Gears Deluxe Building Set
Ages 3 years + Set imaginations in motion! Fun, bright new colours and easy-to-
assemble pieces make these hands-on construction sets a whole new building 
experience. Each set includes colourful gears, connectors, interlocking bases, a 
handle and an Activity Guide. 
E63854  100 Pieces  $44.95 
E430384 150 Pieces  $72.95

Gears! Gears! Gears!® Movin’ Monkeys™
Ages 4 years + Colourful set features plastic gears, crank, connectors and base 
plates for endless building possibilities. Learn valuable concepts that are essential 
to STEM learning, including cause and effect, and engineering fundamentals. Easy-
to-follow instruction. Includes 136 pieces.  
E435616  $71.95

Kid K’NEX Group Set
Ages 3-5 years. 131 big, soft, chunky pieces in vibrant colours. Build 8 models from 1:1 
correspondence cards, or create your own creatures using 10 eyes and 2 ears/wings. 
Enough pieces for 4-6 children. Packaged in a storage tub with snap on lid. 
E433210  $89.95

KID K’NEX Classroom Collection
Ages 3-7 years. Big, soft, chunky pieces can be used by children with varying 
manipulative skills. Build 23 models from 1:1 correspondence cards, or create your 
own creatures using the 225 parts, including 12 eyes, 6 feet, and 6 ears/wings. 
Enough pieces for 8-10 students. Storage bin included. 
E435268  $156.95

BUILDING & CONSTRUCTION
EARLY YEARS
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Roylco® Straws & Connectors™
Ages 4 years + Simple to use for endless hours of imaginative play! Make play 
houses and forts, design building, engineer spacecrafts. Appropriate for a wide 
age range. The most economical building set around! Includes idea guide. 
E442560 230 pieces  $22.95 E444563 705 pieces  $69.95

Roylco® Neon Straws and Connectors™
Ages 4 years + Our improved Straws and Connectors now come in neon colours! 
The straws fit snugly onto the connectors and are flexible enough to build almost 
anything. Use your imagination and construction colourful creations or follow the 
guide to make a vibrant rocket-ship, moon station or igloo! Includes: 175 straws, 125 
connectors and guide. 
E434868  $31.95

Crazy Forts
Ages 5 years + Newest in construction toy sets includes 64 balls and 44 sticks for 
endless building possibilities. Create, build, and play! Can be used indoors or our. 
Perfect for two and three dimensional shapes.
E445348  $76.95

Marble Run
Ages 3 years + With 68 plastic components the number of run designs is limitless! 
Includes 12 marbles to run through flippers, funnels, across ramps and finally 
into catch-all hoppers. A great manipulative to develop hand-eye coordination, 
creativity and fun. 
E439720  $59.95

Marble Run Accessory Set
Ages 3 years + Expand your Marble Run set (above) with these 40 additional 
pieces. 
E439722  $40.95

BUILDING & CONSTRUCTION
EARLY YEARS
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Tubation
Ages 3-6 years. This 40-piece set is made of unbreakable ABS plastic, perfect 
for younger children to build an ever-growing maze of pipeline using large, 
interlocking straight, turn, T, and cross tubes. 
E73166 Opaque  $39.95

Lauri® Tall Stacker™ Building Set
Ages 3 years + This 3-D stacking set teaches children to think ahead 
as they plan where to set the pegs to build the next platform. 100 pegs 
included. 
E439966  $74.95

Large Pipe/Tube Blocks
Ages 3 years + Tube building blocks are designed to help your child develop 
hand-eye coordination, fine motor skills, logical thinking, problem solving, 
teamwork, creativity, and imagination. Tube Building Set consists of assorted sizes 
and shapes of tubes, music pieces and wheels. Small hands can easily connect 
and disconnect tubes. These bright coloured tubes have endless possibilities that 
will have children of all ages enjoying playtime. 128 pieces. 
E471148  $54.95

BUILDING & CONSTRUCTION
EARLY YEARS

Hexiflex - Puzzybits, 1250 Pieces
Ages 6 years + This Hexiflex set contains 1250 pieces in all 12 vibrant colours. It 
includes building instructions and plenty of pieces to shape your own creations. 
Comes in a handy storage case. Six-sided hexagonal shapes allow for 2D or 3D 
models. Innovative interlocking click design gives unlimited possibilities. Includes 
building instructions and storage case 
E471158  $72.95

Magic Shapes with Board, Set of 54
Ages 3 years + Unique three dimensional, colourful, foam blocks with magnetic 
strips for shape connecting. Nine start-up design ideas included. Set of 54 pieces 
and one board.
E442566  $36.95
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Construction Blocks - 48 Pieces
Ages 3 years + This set guarantees the young ones hours of fun letting their 
imaginations go wild and building structures of all kinds. With this fun wooden 
construction set, children will work on their dexterity and their creativity. Set 
contains 48 pieces.   
E470069   $44.95

Classic  
Wood Builder
Ages 3 years + This rod 
and connector system 
is made of smoothly 
sanded hardwood. 
Largest rod is 26.5 cm 
(10.5”) long. Contains 
208 pieces. 
E448794  $92.95

Construction Set in a Box
Ages 4 years + With 48 wooden pieces, this classic building set gives kids all 
they need to tinker and build! Printed right on the sturdy storage box are plans 
for crane, motorcycle, airplane and race car. With some imagination and a few 
creative twists and turns, kids can make hundreds more amazing structures too! 
Anytime kids play with this set, they’ll be building fine motor skills, problem-solving 
skills, and hand-eye coordination. Included extension activities guide parents to 
educational activities that also build early math skills.
E447054  $41.95

Magic Brix Starter Set
Ages 3 years + Soft, flexible nubby pads and poles easily connect together for 
construction made simple. 72 pieces. 
E442568  $34.95

Roylco® Crystal Colour Stacking Blocks
Ages 3 years + Turn simple stacking into a sensory experience! The blocks stack 
easily with the help of specially designed grooves. Use the grooves to align the 
blocks at various angles and create new tower designs. Overlap different block 
colours to explore colour mixing concepts. Use the blocks on a light table to create 
glowing towers. Includes: 50 blocks, 2 x 2½” (5 x 6 cm) and guide. 
E434503  $18.95

Octa-Clip
Ages 3 years + Fixed and rotating connectors let students imagine, plan and build 
any structures. They are great for any project using cardboard and other panel 
materials such as coroplast, thin plywood or foam core. Think it and build it with 
Octa-clips! Octa-clip only, Set of 50. Puppets, cups and pitcher not included. 
E730755 $ 19.95
Octa-clip Complete Set 
Includes 50pc Octa-clips/design booklet and storage bucket. 
E434884  $30.75

BUILDING & CONSTRUCTION
EARLY YEARS
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Foam Blocks, Set of 68
Ages 3 years + Four assorted colours and sizes. Made of dense, solid foam. 
Lightweight, soft, and safe. Largest block is 15 x 7.5 x 2.5 cm.
E430444  $41.95

Foam Beam Building Blocks
Ages 3 years + These blocks are a fantastic tool to introduce engineering and 
architectural concepts such as spatial thinking, weight distribution and balance. 
Blocks are easy to handle and the foam material is very forgiving on children 
and your floor, should the structure fall down. Inspire many hours of hands-on 
imaginative play with these building bricks. 12" x 4" x 1.5", 12" x 2" x 1.5", and 18" x 2" 
x 1.5" (30.5 x 10 x 3.8 cm, 30.5 x 5 x 3.8 cm, and 45.7 x 5 x 3.8 cm).
E471153 24 Piece Set  $126.95 
E471154 48 Piece Set  $229.95

Foam Jumbo Cinder Blocks
Ages 3 years + These blocks are a fantastic tool to introduce engineering and 
architectural concepts such as spatial thinking, weight distribution and balance. 
Blocks are easy to handle and the foam material is very forgiving on children 
and your floor, should the structure fall down. Inspire many hours of hands-on 
imaginative play with these building bricks. 20 cm x 10 cm x 6.5 cm.
E471151 20 Piece Set  $139.95 
E471152 40 Piece Set  $264.95

Foam Paver Blocks, 30 Pieces 
Ages 3 years + These bricks are a fantastic tool to introduce engineering and 
architectural concepts such as spatial thinking, weight distribution and balance. 
These soft and lightweight blocks are easy to handle and the foam material is very 
forgiving on children and your floor, should the structure fall down. Inspire many 
hours of hands-on imaginative play with these building bricks.
E471155  $89.95

Foam Brick Building Blocks
Ages 3 years + Designed with similar appearance to actual 
bricks, these blocks will drive creative and out-of-the-box 
thinking. Fantastic tool to introduce engineering and architectural 
concepts such as spatial thinking, weight distribution and 
balance. These soft and lightweight construction blocks are easy 
to handle and the foam material is very forgiving on children and 
your floor, should the structure fall down. Each brick block is 8'' 
long, 4'' wide and 2.5'' high, which resembles the dimensions of 
an actual brick block.
E471149 25 Piece Set  $136.95 
E471150 50 Piece Set  $259.95

Available
at
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Wooden Community Figures, Pack of 10
Ages 18 months + Smooth natural beechwood people figures with different 
characteristics and in a range of shapes and sizes. Ideal for small world play, 
discussing families and communities, learning about similarities and differences 
and for developing descriptive or imaginative language.
E470855  $42.95

Tree Blocks
Ages 3 years + Tree Blocks have the smooth feel of river-washed stones. Made 
from recycled tree branches, their precise parallel faces allow them to function 
as a tactile math learning tool. They promote subtle problem solving, spatial 
reasoning and motor skills.
E73508 21 Pieces  $46.95 E63862 36 Pieces  $76.95

TickiT® Wooden Animal Friends - Set of 10
Ages 3 years + Meet our new animal friends! A beautifully made set of solid 
beechwood animals from around the world, with simple printed features and faux 
leather detailing to add to their charm. Children will love to use them in imaginative 
play and telling stories, and the animals naturally complement our Woodland Trees 
and Wooden Community Figures sets. Contains a stag, dog, cockerel, owl, sheep, 
pig, giraffe, hippo, elephant and penguin. Sizes: approx. 40 - 70 mm.
E471183  $44.95

Coloured Boulders- Pack of 10
All Ages. Angular, stackable, colourful boulders for 
the youngest of builders. From 5 cm to 10 cm. Colours 
and sizes may vary. Pack of 10.
E471265  $56.95

Large Boulder Blocks - Pack of 18
All Ages. Tree Blocks have the smooth feel of river-
washed stIrregular shaped wooden boulder blocks 
that encourage tactile play, offering more challenging 
construction play as children try to balance and build 
with them. From 5 cm to 30 cm. Size may vary. Pack 
of 18. Accessories not included
E471264  $124.92

Open Ended Play Platforms
Ages 3 years + Add to your small world or 
construction areas and see what the children use 
them for. Make great stages and tree houses for your 
construction and block imaginative play. 4 Rounded 
edged and beveled platforms for open-ended 
construction. Accessories not included.
E471263  $62.95

new new new
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Guidecraft® Wood Stackers River Stones, Set of 20
Ages 2 years + Bring the instinctive wonder that children have for nature into 
the classroom with an organic, wooden building block set. The Wood Stackers 
River Stones invite children to build and stack using blocks inspired by the 
natural, polished shapes of river rocks. The rounded, wooden stones are sanded 
incredibly smooth to highlight the beautiful, natural grain and tones of the wood 
pieces. Different sizes help children understand weight, gravity and relationships. 
Inspiration cards encourage children to build creatively using the natural blocks 
to create familiar objects and encourage exploration in nature. For indoor/outdoor 
use. Store indoors in a cool, dry place out of direct sunlight. Set of 20. 
E470619  $67.95

Guidecraft® Branch Blocks
Ages 3 years + Natural and unscripted play patterns emerge when 
Branch Blocks are provided for building and dramatic play inspiration. 
The intact textured bark on each building piece adds sensory 
exploration mirroring the organic benefits of outdoor play. Use Branch 
Blocks to practice stacking, sorting and STEM activities. 36 wood 
pieces included Natural tree branch shapes cut into building blocks. 
Bark texture remains for tactile, sensory exploration. Encourages 
organic, unscripted play patterns. 36 wood pieces 1-3” W, up to 7” L. 

E470205  $78.95

Big Branch Block Builders - 125 Piece Set 
Ages 3 years+ Children ages 3 and up can experience a nature-inspired, tactile 
building experience indoors and outdoors with Big Branch Block Builders - 125 pc. 
set. Real branches in various lengths feature notched sides for perpendicularly 
stacked builds. Special parts create window frame and roof details. The 
unrefined wood and real branch material wears over time, revealing cause and 
effect behaviours and natural evolution to children. Authentic marks, spots and 
imperfections in the wood pieces provide a natural appearance that strengthens 
organic connections to nature during play. 10 double-sided concept cards enhance 
hands-on building activities by providing creative inspiration and real-life examples. 
Additional loose parts not included. Shortest piece measures 2.25", longest piece 
measures 13.75".  
E471206  $272.95

Rainbow Wooden Buttons, 7 Pack 
All Ages. Beautiful smooth solid wooden buttons in the seven colours of the 
rainbow, with a natural finish to show the grain of the wood. The buttons come 
in graduated sizes with slightly flattened surfaces for balancing and stacking. 
An open-ended resource that can be used by the very youngest of children to 
improve hand-eye coordination, learn about colour, develop logical thought and to 
enhance imaginative play scenarios. Sizes 50 mm, 65mm, 80mm, 95mm, 110mm, 
125mm, and 140mm dia.
E470858  $76.95

Woodland Trees Set of 10
3 years + Smooth natural beechwood tree shapes with different characteristics and 
in a range of shapes and sizes.  Ideal for small world play, discussing the natural 
world, learning about similarities and differences and for developing descriptive or 
imaginative language. Size: 85 - 110mm.  Package of 10. 
E471324  $45.95
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Natural Wooden Jumbo Block Set - 54 
Pieces
Ages 2 years + Large selection of solid rubberwood 
blocks in traditional construction shapes packed in a 
wooden tray for convenient storage. Size of tray: 455 
mm x 385 mm x 72 mm. Largest block: 69 mm x 14 mm 
x 209 mm.
E471165  $152.95

Natural Architect Set
12 months+ Beautiful smooth solid beechwood 
nesting shape set in a natural finish to show the grain 
of the wood.  This open-ended enabling resource 
will provide endless possibilities for creativity, 
construction and imaginative play, engaging children 
in learning across several areas of the curriculum. 
Use innovation and creativity to build; use the 
imagination to design and create; apply mathematical 
logic to sort and discover shape properties; improve 
language skills and hand-eye coordination along the 
way. Ideal for use alongside our existing Wooden 
Architect range on the opposite page for extended 
construction play opportunities. Size: largest arch 
height 73 mm, largest rectangle height 148 mm, 
largest square height 148 mm, largest triangle height 
148 mm. 28 pieces.
E471322  $176.95 

B. Natural Architect Columns
12 months+ Beechwood construction columns 
designed to support our Natural Architect Panels 
and Rainbow Architect shapes in more adventurous 
construction creations.  The heights have been 
carefully designed so level balancing can be 
achieved with the shapes from the Architect range. 
The columns can also be used for sorting or ordering 
by size, an easy early maths activity for younger 
children.  Column Sizes: 10 x 58 mm, 6 x 76 mm, 94 
mm, 112 mm, 130 mm, and 148 mm columns.
E471317  $56.95

A. Natural Architect Rectangles
12 months+ Beautiful smooth solid beechwood 
nesting rectangles in a natural finish to show the grain 
of the wood.  The inner block is a solid 3D rectangle 
prism. Ideal for construction and imaginative play; 
to build towers and design rooms or outdoor areas 
for filling with small world play people or animals; 
applying mathematical logic to sort counters by 
colour or size; learning the geometric properties 
of rectangles; exploring size and scale; using 
mathematical terms - larger, smaller, taller or wider 
and improving language skills and broadening 
vocabulary to describe their activities in action. Size: 
approximately 40 mm - 148 mm H. 
E471318  $48.95

C. Natural Architect Arches
12 months+ Beautiful smooth solid beechwood 
nesting arches in a natural finish to show the grain of 
the wood.  The inner block is a solid 3D semicircle. 
Ideal for construction and imaginative play; to build 
sculptural structures; to design areas for filling with 
small world play people or animals; exploring size 
and scale; using mathematical terms - larger, smaller, 
taller and steeper as well as improving language skills 
and broadening vocabulary to describe their activities 
in action. Ideal for using alongside our existing 
Wooden Architect range for extended construction 
play opportunities. Size: approx. 19mm - 73mm high.
E471319  $38.95

D. Naturals Architect Squares
12 months+ Beautiful smooth solid beechwood 
nesting squares in a natural finish to show the grain of 
the wood.  The inner block is a solid 3D cube.
Ideal for construction and imaginative play; to build 
towers and design rooms or outdoor areas for filling 
with small world play people or animals; applying 
mathematical logic to sort counters by colour or 
size; learning the geometric properties of squares; 
exploring size and scale; using mathematical terms 
- larger, smaller, taller, wider, as well as improving 
language skills and broadening vocabulary to 
describe their activities in action. Ideal for using 
alongside our existing Wooden Architect range 
for extended construction play opportunities. Size: 
approx. 40mm - 148mm high.
E471320  $48.95

E. Natural Architect Triangles
12 months+ Beautiful smooth solid beechwood 
nesting triangles in a natural finish to show the grain 
of the wood.  The inner block is a solid 3D triangular 
prism. Ideal for construction and imaginative play; 
to build towers and design rooms or outdoor areas 
for filling with small world play people or animals; 
applying mathematical logic to sort counters by 
colour or size; learning the geometric properties 
of triangles; exploring size and scale; using 
mathematical terms - larger, smaller, taller, or wider 
as well as improving language skills and broadening 
vocabulary to describe their activities in action. Ideal 
for using alongside our existing Wooden Architect 
range for extended construction play opportunities. 
Size: approx. 20mm - 148mm high
E471321  $48.95

All Shapes 
Also Available 

Separately Below
All New 
Natural 

Architect
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Natural Architect Panels  
Ages 12 months + Natural beechwood panels provide a natural extension to our 
Rainbow Architect line. Ideal for building taller and wider, allowing opportunities to 
develop more imaginative play scenes or to add lids and bases to the shapes for 
sorting and grouping.
E. Square, Pkg of 6 
Size or largest is 154 x 154 x 7 mm. 
E470856  $22.95
F. Triangles, Pkg of 6 
Size or largest is 305 x 152 x 7 mm. 
E470857  $22.95

G. Rectangular, Pkg of 6 
Size or largest is 227 x 155 x 7 mm. 
E470854  $32.95
H. Arches, Pkg of 6 
Size or largest is 153 x 76 x 7 mm. 
E470853  $15.95

Rainbow Architect, Set of 7 
Ages 12 months + Ideal for construction and imaginative play and for applying 
mathematical logic to sort by colour or size; learning the geometric properties of 
shapes; exploring size and scale; using mathematical terms - larger, smaller, taller, 
wider etc; and improving language skills and broadening vocabulary to describe 
their activities in action.
A. Squares 
Heights: 40 mm, 58 mm, 76 mm, 94 mm, 
112 mm, 130 mm and 148 mm. 
E470561  $48.95
B. Triangles 
Heights: 19 mm, 40 mm, 61 mm, 82 mm, 
103 mm, 126 mm and 148 mm.  
E470562  $48.95

C. Rectangles 
Heights: 40 mm, 58 mm, 76 mm, 94 mm, 
112 mm, 130 mm and 148 mm.  
E470563  $48.95
D. Arches  
Heights: 19 mm, 27 mm, 36 mm, 47 mm,56 
mm, 63 mm and 73 mm.  
E470564  $39.95

Rainbow Wooden Jumbo Block Set, Pkg of 54 
Ages 12 months + A large selection of smooth solid wooden blocks in 
traditional construction shapes and a mixture of natural and rainbow 
colours, packed in a sturdy wooden tray for convenient storage. Size of 
tray: 455mm x 385mm x 72mm. 
E470872  $168.95

Rainbow and 
natural panels  
can be used 

together!

EARLY YEARS
BLOCKS
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Rainbow Bricks – Package of 36
Ages 3 years + Giant, visually stunning, building bricks made from beautiful 
rubberwood with colourful, transparent, acrylic inserts. Set includes 36 pieces  
(24 large, 12 small) with rounded corners and colourful inserts (red, green, blue, 
yellow, clear and mirror) use for colour mixing and on a light box too. Large bricks 
20 x 7.5 x 7.5 cm; small bricks 10 x 7.5 x 7.5 cm.
E448172  $264.95

Junior Rainbow Block Set, 40 Pieces
Ages 2 years + Solid hardwood frames with inset acrylic panels.  
Great for building, light and colour exploration, and more. 2/3 scale of unit blocks.
E446628  $104.95

Rainbow Blocks
Ages 2 years + Rainbow blocks with water, 
sand and crystal beads are a great addition to 
the block play family. Smooth hardwood frames 
with plexi windows and primary coloured water, 
sand and beads. Sized to standard unit  
block measurements.
A. E446630 Sand  $59.95
B. E446632 Crystal Beads  $59.95
C. E446634 Shimmering Water  $59.95

Acrylic Block Set - Pack of 25
Ages 3 years + A set of 25 translucent acrylic blocks with a plane mirror, work 
cards and teacher’s notes included. The smooth colourful tactile blocks are 
designed to enable children to build patterns and sequences as well as create 
imaginative pictures: Regular polygons to help with mathematical language and 
the understanding of shapes and forms (square, triangle, oblong, circle, ellipse). 
Irregular shapes to enable more complex pictures to be made and to encourage 
a rich diversity such as wave, zigzag, arch, bridge etc. Plane mirror for children to 
build patterns and see the effects of reflective symmetry. Coloured and clear blocks 
so children can see the world in a different hue, overlay them to mix new colour 
combinations and use them on a light panel. 15 pupil work cards from simple ideas to 
more complex challenges. There are pictures to copy in 2D or 3D, shape sequences 
to solve ideas for reflective symmetry work. 
E434221  $149.95

EARLY YEARS
BLOCKS

Mirror Blocks  
10 Piece Set
Ages 2 years + Set of 10 
mirror blocks features 
hardwood frames with soft, 
rounded corners and Mylar 
mirrored double faced 
interiors. Sized to standard 
unit block measurements. 
Set includes 10 blocks.
E434648  $58.95
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Arches and Tunnels
Ages 3 years + Witness a new dimension to block building as children incorporate 
arches and tunnels in their block play cities to create new and exciting structures. 
Set of 10 includes 2 tunnels and 8 arches. 27.5 W x 7D x 14 L cm (11”W x 2.75”D x 
5.5”L).
E446835  $139.95

Rainbow Blocks
Ages 3 years + Create your own colourful and unusual buildings using imagination 
and skills. Set of 38 hardwood blocks made in Germany comes in a wooden box 
measuring 32 x 26 x 3 cm.
E448848  $129.95

Rainbow Blocks with Windows
Ages 3 years + Building blocks with a view. Fascinating play of colours and light 
through the sturdy windows. Ideal extension set for Rainbow Blocks (E448848).  
Set of 37 hardwood blocks coloured windows comes in a wooden box measuring  
34.5 x 26 x 4 cm. 
E448850  $112.95

Creative Blocks, 250 Pieces 
Ages 3 years + Beautiful smooth strips of wood with 150 pieces in a natural finish 
and 100 pieces in 10 different brilliant colours. A versatile and universally useful 
resources for any pre-school or primary classroom for creative model and tower 
building, creating sequences and pattern and for their use in the development of 
fine motor skills.
E434811  $56.95

EARLY YEARS
BLOCKS

Standard Natural Unit Blocks Set
Ages 3 years + This smooth-sanded hardwood block set is naturally finished with 
a classic look for hours of fun. Comes in a handsome wooden storage box that 
makes clean-up and storage easy! Set contains 60 pieces.
E437438  $102.95

Coloured Block Sets
Ages 3 years + Stack and count with these wooden 
blocks. Includes sturdy box and handle.
E437434 100 pieces  $44.95
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Tegu 
Ages 3 years + “Click-Clack” It’s the iconic sound of two Tegu 
Blocks coming together. Tegu has reinvented the wooden block 
in a way that brings new life to a favoured classic. By safely 
embedding magnets into each piece, Tegu Blocks become 
curiously attractive for both kids and kids at heart. Defy gravity and 
push your imagination in ways never before possible. Warning: 
This product contains small magnets. Swallowed magnets can 
cause complications leading to serious infections and death. 
Seek immediate medical attention if magnets are swallowed or 
inhaled. 

130 Magnetic Block Classroom Kit This Classroom Kit includes 
130 blocks in 10 shapes: 16 cubes, 18 tall columns, 12 short 
columns, 24 mega planks, 12 long planks, 12 short planks, 8 small 
trapezoids, 8 long trapezoids, 4 triangles, and 16 wheels.
E434809  $578.95

42 Piece Magnetic Block Set 
Includes 42 blocks in 9 shapes: 4 tall columns, 4 medium 
columns, 6 mega planks, 6 long planks, 6 short planks, 6 cubes, 
2 parallelograms, 4 short angles and 4 wheels. Warning: This 
product contains small magnets. Swallowed magnets can cause 
complications leading to serious infections and death. Seek 
immediate medical attention if magnets are swallowed or inhaled.  
E434701  $198.95

EARLY YEARS
BLOCKS

Giant Timber Block Set
Ages 18 months + Children will 
spend hours creating their “log 
home” of their dreams with the 
Timber Block Set. Because these 
blocks are large, they will help 
your children gain confidence 
and encourage social play. Made 
from 50% recycled material. Set 
includes 16 blocks (30 x 15 x 7.5 
cm) printed with non-toxic inks. 
Water-resistant finish. Strong and 
durable for years of creative play.
E444158  $54.95

Jumbo Cardboard Blocks 
Ages 2 years + Very young builders will love these sturdy, cardboard building 
blocks because they are lightweight yet durable! Made of premium, extra-thick 
cardboard for strength, they are easy to assemble and feature a wipe-clean 
surface. The red blocks hold up to 150 lbs! Adult assembly required.
E470141  24 Piece  $36.95
E470142 40 Piece  $58.95

Lewis’s Lightweight  
Softwood Bricks, Pack of 60
Ages 3 years + A set of lightweight softwood 
bricks complete with rounded corners and 
realistic size. 20 cm L x 5 cm D x 9 cm W. Can 
be used indoors or outdoors. If being used 
outside, treat them with linseed for longer 
life. Regularly check and sand down any 
edges that become splinter sites. For use 
on carpeted areas or grass only. Supervision 
is recommended. Store in a dry place. Do 
not leave outdoors or in rain or snow. Store 
indoors. Not to be used on concrete surfaces. 
Use on carpet or grass areas only. 
E470693  $268.95

Two
Options

Available
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EARLY YEARS
BLOCKS

Additional shipping charges apply. 

Junior Hardwood Hollow Blocks 
Ages 2 years + Solid, hardwood set of 18 hollow blocks. Indoor use only. 
Blocks should be used on carpeted surfaces.  
Largest block is 55 x 12.5 x 5 cm. 
E442561 18 Pieces  $398.92
E442463 36 Pieces  $756.92

Solid Hardwood Play Blocks 
Ages 3 years+ Set of 90 hardwood block pieces.  Pieces fit inside our 
Small Block Wagon (E471233). Proudly made in Canada. Lifetime Warranty 
on wood. Not to be used outdoors. Use on carpeted surfaces only. 
E471234 90 Pieces  $729.92
E471235 130 Pieces  $928.92 
E471236 260 pieces  $1,679.92

For complete list of the number of unit blocks in each shape please refer 
to spectrumed.ca

Small Block Wagon - Hardwood
Age 3 years + Keep unit blocks tidy and organized! Solid hardwood 
wagon will hold 90 piece set of blocks. Blocks sold separately see 
items below E471234 to E471236. Dimensions - 24" L x 13" H x 15" D . 
Approximate Weight - 19 lbs. Proudly made in Canada. Lifetime Warranty 
on wood. Casters included. 
E471233  $329.92

Imagineering Wooden Blocks - Set of 25
Ages 3 years + Begin your outdoor construction or extend it even further with 
this brilliant set of hollow large blocks which interconnect cleverly meaning a 
huge variety of different creations. Perfect for critical thinking, problem solving, 
and supporting those all important characteristics of effective learning. Great for 
outdoor areas or larger indoor construction areas. Includes 17 various blocks and 8 
planks. Sizes and colours may vary. Accessories not included. 
E471270  $1,169.92

Please Note: Blocks should not be left outdoors after use. Store blocks indoors. 
Blocks should be used on grass or soft surface, not on hard or concrete paved 
surfaces. Blocks should be inspected for splintering and sanded as needed to 
keep blocks smooth to touch.

Deckciting Blocks - Set of 25
Ages 3 years + A set of great value blocks made from heard-wearing wood to 
extend block play and creative imagination. Includes 17 various blocks and 8 
planks. Sizes and colours may vary. Dimensions: Largest plank size: 72 cm L x 12 
cm W, smallest block: 24 cm L x 12 cm W, largest block: 48 cm L x 24 cm. 
E471269  $898.92

Please Note: Blocks should not be left outdoors after use. Store blocks indoors. 
Blocks should be used on grass or soft surface, not on hard or concrete paved 
surfaces. Blocks should be inspected for splintering and sanded as needed to 
keep blocks smooth to touch.
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PUZZLES & GAMES
EARLY YEARS

Steam Is Everything Puzzle, Set of 7 
Ages 3-5 years + STEAM learning happens naturally everyday as children explore 
play, and try new things in their daily routines. The set of puzzles support the 
five subject areas of Science, Technology, Engineering, Art, and Math as children 
investigate their world around them.  
E470501  $86.95

Change Of Seasons, Set of 8 
Ages 3-5 years + Winter, Spring, Summer, Fall! Learning about the seasons will be 
fun with this set of puzzles depicting children and their families enjoying the four 
seasons. This product is a great tool for engaging young children in discussions 
where they analyze the changes in weather throughout the year.  
E470502  $86.95

This Is How We Do It, Set of 6 
Ages 3-5 years + This series of six puzzles will support inclusion and anti-bias 
discussion about the different way children communicate and or move about during 
their day regardless of their conditions.  
E470504  $72.95

Kids in Motion Wooden Puzzles
Ages 3-5 years. Promote good physical health practices with this set of six puzzles 
of children in motion. Encourage children to demonstrate some of their special 
techniques for jumping, running, hopping, and other physical movements. 6 
puzzles, 7-12 pieces, 9" x 12". 
E470512  $72.95
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PUZZLES & GAMES
EARLY YEARS

Hygiene Puzzles, Set of 4
Ages 3 years + Set with 4 jigsaw puzzles: combing hair, washing hands, washing 
face, brushing teeth. Measures 28cm x 28cm. 
E470423   $83.95

Society Puzzles
Ages 3 years + Wooden puzzle. 16 pieces. Measures 28cm x 40cm.
$28.95 each
A. E470437 At School  
B. E470438 Family with Dog
C. E470439 Hanging up the Washing
D. E470440 Do it Yourself

E. E470441 Doing the Washing Up
F. E470442 Building a Brick Wall
G. E470443 At the Doctor’s
H. E470444 Building Together

Quality Puzzle Rack
Ages 3 years + Made of birch 
plywood, this 35 x 40 x 28 cm rack 
will hold 10 standard size puzzles.
E12681  $172.92

Knob Puzzles
Ages 3 years + A very first “brain teaser” and not just a knob puzzle! Place the 
pieces by matching the same objects. It doesn’t matter where you start, the puzzle 
will always match if the puzzle pieces are well connected. Measures 28cm x 28cm. 

E470418 Set of 4  $112.95
E470419 Frog  $29.95
E470420 Colours  $29.95

E470421 Nature  $29.95
E470422 Vehicles  $29.95
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PUZZLES & GAMES
EARLY YEARS

A. Growing Up Green Foods  
from the Earth Puzzles - Set of 6 
Ages 3-5 years + Highlight staple foods like beans, 
rice, celery, carrots, peanut butter, and lettuce to 
support children’s knowledge about foods that 
come from the earth. Products will support science, 
gardening, and healthy eating lessons. 7-12 pieces. 

 
E470508  $68.95

B. Growing Up Green Healthy  
Eating Fruit Wood Puzzles - Set of 6 
Ages 3-5 years + Children will enjoy having 
conversations about their favorite fruit as they 
piece together this set of puzzles. Great resource 
to encourage healthy eating lifestyles with young 
children. 7-12 pieces.  
E470509  $68.95

C. Growing Up Green Healthy  
Eating Vegetable Puzzles - Set of 6 
Ages 3-5 years + Promote healthy eating habits with 
this set of vegetable puzzles. Support seed planting, 
gardening activities in the science area and healthy 
eating habits with young children with this set of six 
wood puzzles. 7-12 pieces.  
E470511  $68.95

Puzzle Series - Savanna 
Ages 4 years + Set of 4 wooden puzzles: puzzle elephants and cheetah’s have 36 
pcs, puzzle giraffes and lions have 49 pcs. 28cm x 28cm.
E470407  $112.95

Forest Puzzle
Ages 4 years + Wooden puzzle with printed example on the bottom. 64 pieces. 
40cm x 40cm.
E470446  Spring-Summer $41.95
E470445  Autumn-Winter $41.95
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Layer Puzzles 
Ages 4 years + These Layered Puzzles 
are not only puzzled side-by-side but also 
on top of each other. They are arranged 
in tiers and the wide world of themes 
presents explanations in pictures. They 
train the cognition of context and the ability 
to associate and combine. More difficult 
variants are marked by numbers on the 
back. Puzzles measure 20.5 cm x 20.5 cm 
x 2 cm. 28 pieces per puzzle. 
A. Butterfly 
E470668  $32.95
B. Duck 
E470669  $32.95

C. Frog 
E470670  $32.95
D. Honey 
E470671  $32.95

Wooden Life Cycle Puzzle, 4-Layers 
Ages 5 years + Thanks to new technologies, as augmented reality, children 
discover a lot more about the life cycles of the ladybug, sea turtle, frog and 
butterfly than they ever could do by making only the puzzle. It's fascinating 
to see the animals coming to life in the frame of the puzzle. The free app 
offers a special page where children can show what they have learned 
about these animals. Puzzles measure 28cm L x 28 cm with 4 layers (layer 
one - 9, layer two - 16, layer three - 25, layer four - 36) 86 pieces in total.
E. Butterfly 
E470432  $49.95
F. Ladybug 
E470433  $49.95

G. Sea Turtle 
E470434  $49.95
H. Frog 
E470435  $49.95

EARLY YEARS
PUZZLES & GAMES
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Search & Find Beneath the Waves Floor - 48 Pieces 
Ages 4 years + The 48 sturdy cardboard pieces assemble to reveal a stunning 
underwater scene filled with animals to spot and count. A visual picture list is 
printed right on the puzzle, encouraging counting games and picture-search 
activities with no reading required. 
E470122   $24.95

Solar System Floor Puzzle - 48 Pieces 
Ages 4 years + 48-piece puzzle of our solar system! Extra-thick cardboard jigsaw 
pieces are built to last, and their easy-clean surface keeps this puzzle looking new. 
E470118  $24.95

Building Site Floor Puzzle - 48 Pieces
Ages 4 years + 2 feet x 3 feet when assembled, and the 48 extra-thick pieces are 
durable and easy to clean.
E470121  $ 24.95

Dinosaurs Floor Puzzle - 48 Pieces 
Ages 4 years + Interest in dinosaurs will never become extinct! Meet some 
favourites while completing this colourful cardboard puzzle. 2’ x 3’ when 
assembled, the 48 extra-thick pieces feature an Easy-Clean surface to keep this 
exciting puzzle looking like new.  
E470119  $24.95

Underwater Floor Puzzle - 48 Pieces 
Ages 4 years + Explore the wonders of the deep blue sea in this vibrantly illustrated 
cardboard puzzle. 2’ x 3’ when assembled, the 48 extra-thick pieces feature an Easy-
Clean surface to keep this undersea puzzle scene looking like new.  
E470120  $24.95

Construction  
Puzzles in a Box
Ages 3 years + Sturdy wooden 
boxes store four 12-piece 
themed jigsaws in separate 
compartments! Back of pieces 
are shape coded for easy 
sorting.
E440034 Construction  $24.95
E440040 Farm  $24.95

EARLY YEARS
PUZZLES & GAMES
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Giant ABC & 123 Trains Puzzles
Ages 3 years + Two giant 30 piece puzzles! Two train puzzles each measuring 5ft. 
(152.4 cm long). One teaches colour, counting and number recognition, the other 
teaches the alphabet.
E444182  $22.95

Giant Town Road Jigsaw Puzzle 
Ages 3 years + Puzzlers design lots of different road layouts using the 20 chunky 
interchangeable puzzle pieces. Lively illustrations unite with everyday activities, 
giving children lots to talk about. For added dynamic fun, why not add their favourite 
car toy. 
E470068  $48.95

Jigsaw Floor Puzzle 
Ages 3 years + Puzzles are designed and manufactured in Britain, using thick 
durable board.
E470072 Fire Engine, 20 pieces, 53 x 42 cm  $34.95
E470073 Big Tractor, 25 pieces, 62 x 41 cm  $34.95

EARLY YEARS
PUZZLES & GAMES

Giant Fire Truck Puzzle
Ages 3 years + 120 cm long. 24 pieces. 
E437674  $24.95

123 Find It! Puzzles
Ages 3 years + This floor puzzle is both a puzzle and game in one. Once the 
puzzle is completed, children find one of the many objects that are illustrated 
around the border. There are many things to find and talk about. Beautifully 
illustrated. 50-piece puzzle measures a giant 3’ x 2’. (91.4 cm x 61 cm).  
E433732  $22.95
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Long & Tall Puzzle - ABC Caterpillar
Ages 3 years + Kids will “inch” their way through learning the alphabet with this 
fun ABC Caterpillar puzzle. Measuring 5 feet long this colourful caterpillar features 
letters and objects with the same beginning sound. With 51 pieces this jumbo 
puzzle will keep your little ones engaged for hours.
E470658  $24.95

Giant Colours & Shapes Train Floor Puzzles
Ages 3 years + Two colourful cargo train puzzles: one teaching colours and one 
teaching shapes. Each Giant Puzzle features very bright and colourful illustrations 
that encourage discussion about the pictured objects. Each Giant Puzzle has 30 
puzzle pieces (60 pieces total) and each puzzle measures 5-foot long (10-feet total)! 
E470659  $24.95

Chunky Puzzles
Ages 3 years + This colourful puzzle provides children with an introduction to capital 
letters. Colourful uppercase alphabet letters fit into the wood base. 
A. E470597 Alphabet Size: 11.61” L x 10.83” W x 0.71” H  
 (29.48 cm L x 27.5 cm W x 1.8 cm H).  $30.95
B. E470598 Math Size: 11.61” L x 10.83” W x 0.71”  
 (29.48 cm L x 27.5 cm W x 1.8 cm H).  $30.95

See & Spell
Ages 4 years + This wooden puzzle set helps children gain familiarity with the 
letters of the alphabet and their sounds. Over 60 colourful wooden letters fit into 
the 8 two-sided cutout boards to spell 3 and 4 letter words. 
E448952  $41.95

ABC Picture Boards 
Ages 4 years + These adorably illustrated boards are a great way to work on letter 
and word recognition; a child simply picks a board then fills in the uppercase and 
lowercase letters and identifies the picture. They can turn it over or take another 
board and do it all again. With so many letters, children can find infinite ways to 
play!   
E435142  $36.95

EARLY YEARS
PUZZLES & GAMES
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Sounds Puzzles
Ages 3 years + Trigger a realistic sound 
by placing pieces correctly into the puzzle 
board. These ear-catching puzzles enhance 
matching and listening skills, as well as early 
vocabulary and reinforce cause and effect. 

E445392 Alphabet  $31.95

Hands Puzzle
Ages 2 years + Large, high-
quality puzzle with numbered 
fingers. Made of hardwood. 
Hands puzzle has 14 pieces. 
Width 37.8 cm. 
E448966  $16.95

Lift & Learn ABC Puzzle
Ages 3 years + This fun and colourful 
tray puzzle encourages children 
to develop letter recognition skills. 
Lined text under each piece teaches 
handwriting skills. Pictures are also 
printed under the pieces to guide 
younger children. Puzzle measures 
15” x 11”. 
E470661  $21.95

Upper & Lower Case Alphabet
Ages 4 years + 45 x 30 cm (18” x 12”).
52 pieces. 
E446328  $28.95

Self-Correcting Puzzles
Ages 4 years + These self-correcting wooden 
puzzle cards help children learn letters and 
numbers through matching. 35 x 15 x 7.5 cm 
(13.75” x 5.75” x 3”).
E446330 Alphabet Letters  $23.95 
E446332 Numbers  $23.95

ABC Train
Ages 3 years + Remove the letter puzzle piece and a 
matching image and word appear. Bright wooden puzzles with 
super chunky pieces. Bold designs capture young children’s 
interest. 
E447826  $18.95

See-Inside Numbers Peg 
Ages 2 years + Number concepts, 
zero through nine, are illustrated 
in this 10-piece peg puzzle. A 
colourful picture under each 
piece shows the same number of 
items as the numeral on top of the 
piece, helping promote number 
recognition and counting skills!  
E435145  $16.95

EARLY YEARS
PUZZLES & GAMES
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PUZZLES & GAMES
EARLY YEARS

Balancing Game – Chairs
Ages 3 years + Stack them up! This fun 
balancing game is harder than it looks and 
requires a lot of tactical skill. Stack the 24 
wooden chairs up in any configuration and 
see who can stack them all without  
tipping them over. Develops fine motor 
skills and concentration. One or more 
players. Chairs are 7 cm high.  
E448852  $49.95

Torreta
Ages 4 years + The children use 
either the dice with colours or the 
dice with dots. Depending on the 
colour or number of the dots that 
come up when the dice is thrown, 
the children build towers and the 
winner is the one who stacks the 
bricks skillfully and produces the 
highest tower. 
E470674  $29.95

Monkey Math
Ages 4 years + The 
fun way to learn simple 
addition! Just hang an 
equal number of colourful 
bananas from each of the 
monkey’s hands. Includes 
monkey scale, 15 banana 
number tokens, and 
detailed instruction 
booklet.
E445736  $27.95

Beehives Game
Ages 3 years + Help develop fine motor skills by matching the bee to its hive using 
the pincer grasp or the forceps. It also reinforces colour recognition and counting. 
Product: 5 cm x 5.7 cm x 4.5 cm (2” x 2.2” x 1.8”). 
E446564  $46.95

Froghoppers Game
Ages 3 years + Jump for joy! Froghoppers are fun, colourful, leaping frogs. Press 
down on the tail to flip them into the bucket. Builds fine-motor, colour-recognition 
and counting skills. Frog size: 2” x 2”.
E471203  $11.95

Rondo Vario
Ages 3 years + Children need to find the correct shape and colour among the 
wooden pieces. The two dice show the combination for the piece that needs 
to be threaded onto the caterpillar. Whoever gets six wooden pieces onto their 
caterpillar first wins. Includes 4 caterpillars (size: 8” long), 42 wooden shapes, 2 
dice. For 1-4 players.  
E471204  $46.95

Candy
Ages 4 years + Players throw three colour dice and need to find quickly the sweet 
that matches the colour combination thrown. Three variations of playing determine 
the winner of the game. Includes 41 wooden sweets, 3 coloured dice, 1 mat (size: 
17.5” diameter). For 2-4 players. 
E471205  $41.95
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Consequences
Ages 3 years + A fun way to introduce or reinforce 
the ideas that there is a consequence for every 
action and behaviour. Each card has an everyday 
task or behaviour that results in a forward or 
backward move. Roll the dice to see how many 
stones you may travel. Follow the colourful stone 
path to the park, take a ride on the slide, go for ice 
cream, and  end at Waterland! But watch out for the 
quiet time room! 
E444566  $38.95

Chutes & Ladders®
Ages 3 years + The younger set never tires of the ups 
and downs thrills and spills of this popular game. Rules 
are simple and easy to follow. For 2-4 players.
E448658  $18.95

Uno® Card Game
Ages 7 years + One of the most popular games ever! 
Race to get rid of all your cards by matching colour 
or numbers, or use an action card to really turn up 
the heat.
E448664  $11.95

Candy Land® Game
Ages 3-7 years. A great game for young children! 
Involves everyone right away. Every child’s first game, 
with updated graphics. Move along the candy path and 
be the first to reach the Candy Castle. Now includes 
sculpted, detailed pawns, and a story for all the 
favourite characters! No reading required to play. For 
2-4 players. 
E448656  $18.95

Scrabble Jr.
Ages 5-9 years. Entertain children with the junior 
version of the popular board game. It’s the picture 
perfect word-forming game. Players match letter tiles to 
illustrate words. More advanced players make up their 
own words crossword-style using the blank square on 
the other side of the board. For 2-4 players. 
E448652   $33.95

Pop-O-Matic® Trouble®
Ages 5-8 years. Who can win this crazy race,  
‘round the board and into home base? Bump others 
back in this race-ahead game, but don’t get caught 
or you’re in trouble. A popular children’s game for 2-4 
players. 
E448662  $31.95

Dotty Dinosaurs (Multilingual)
Ages 3 years + This fun game features double-sided 
dinosaur boards with two games in one - on one 
side a shape board and on the other a colour board. 
Includes circles and squares to the more complex 
semicircles and diamonds. Multilingual version. For 2 
to 4 players. Contents: 4 dinosaur boards, 24 shapes, 
24 colour dots, 1 shape dice, 1 colour dice, 1 dice 
shaker, 1 instruction leaflet. 
E470066  $38.95

Dolphin Balancing Game
Age 4 years + This friendly dolphin enjoys playing 
with coloured rings as much as real dolphins do. The 
aim is to place as many rings on his belly as possible. 
Dolphin, 18 rings and 1 die are made of hardwood. 
Dolphin size: 42.5 x 30 x 7.5 cm. For 1-3 players. 
E434062  $32.95
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Honey Bee Tree
Ages 3 years + Remove the leaves — but don’t wake 
the bees! Players choose their numbered flower trays 
at the base of the tree and then carefully pull the 
“leaves” out of the honey tree, being cautious not to 
wake the bees. Pull the wrong leaf and bees tumble 
out of the tree onto your tray! The player with the least 
amount of bees at the end of the game wins. Contains 
one honey pot, one tree, one base tray, 32 leaf sticks, 
30 bees, and game rules. For 2-4 players. 
E431714  $31.95 

Pallina Original
Ages 3 years + Includes the base, 
tower, sticks, and balls. 
E470593 Original $54.95

4-In-A-Row & Checkers
Ages 6 years + Play 2 of your favourite games with 1 clever reversible 
board! The board easily slides open and upward for playing 4-in-
a-Row, then slide the tray back down, flip the board over and 
you’re ready to play checkers! Includes 1 collapsible playing board 
(10”W x 10”W x 7.5”H) 42 playing pieces 1 checkers play board, and 
instructions. 
E470881  $27.95

Shaky Shark
Ages 4 years + Wind the shark’s fin to start the timer, then 
hook as many pieces of treasure out of its mouth as you 
can, before time expires and the jaw snaps shut! Includes 
1 shark base (9.4”L x 8.5”W x 10.25”H), 20 play pieces, 4 
fishing rods & instructions. For 1-4 players. 
E470883  $46.95

Connect Four®

Ages 6 years + An absorbing and challenging game of strategy that’s easy to 
learn and fun to play. Players try to build a row of four horizontally, vertically, or 
diagonally while trying to prevent their opponent from doing the same. For 2 
players.
E34556  $31.95

Wobbly Worms 
Ages 3 years + Build up the tower as high as you can, 
but don’t let the wobbly worms fall! Fully built tower 
measures approximately, 9.5”H. Includes 48 plastic 
blocks, 1 dice and instructions. 
E470882  $24.95

3D Snakes & Ladders
Ages 3 years + A 3D twist on a classic board game. 
Be the first to get your piece to the top, and try to 
speed up your trip by climbing the ladders...but 
watch out for those slippery snakes! Includes board 
(10.5”W x 10.5”L x 2.5”H) 1 die, 4 playing pieces and 
instructions. 
E470884  $21.95
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A Morning with the Monsters Game
Ages 6 years+ Mornings are crazy in the monsters Lab-dorm. They must wash up, 
eat breakfast and get dressed before going to school. Some little monsters hide 
to avoid the morning routine. Play the different games and plan your turns to catch 
the different monsters! For 2-4 players. Contains: 4 Lab-dorm boards, 1 Monster 
Tub, 3 dice (18 stickers), 140 cereals rings (in a storage box), 90 coloured tokens, 
20 monsters, 60 cards,8 card holders, game rules. Great for language and logical 
thinking. 
E471343  $52.95

Snakes and Ladders Vertical Game
Ages 4 years+ An essential classic! Get to square 100 first and win. But watch out for 
snake tails, they just might cause you to trip and slip. A board game that everyone will 
enjoy! Contains: 1 board, 1 die, 4 pawns and game rules. Bilingual French and English. 
Vertical game version. 2-4 players. 
E471346  $21.95

Bug Hunt Game
Ages 6 years+ Become the best bug collector by taking part in a bug hunt competition 
while developing memory, skills impulse control, dexterity and fine motor skills and 
mental imagery. Aim of the game is to be the first player to accumulate 8 points by 
identifying and remembering bugs. Includes: 24 bugs, 1 magnifying glass, 36 Bug 
cards, 4 Net cards, 6 Special cards, 24 leaves, game rules. Bilingual. Ages 6-99! Two 
fun-filled adventures and 3 levels. 
E471345  $49.95

Sugar Factory  
Game
Ages 6 years+ The Grand Chef of the sugar factory is looking for a new apprentice 
to help him in the preparation of sweets. Take part in the different challenges 
(decorating cupcakes, making skewers and duel of cones) and demonstrate 
your talent as a confectioner to be the one who will obtain the golden apron 
and become an apprentice chef! Great for developing memory, problem solving 
and cognitive development. 2-4 players. Contains: 1 game board (4 pieces),2 
preparation boards, 108 game cards, 106 candies, 2 storage bowls, 4 playing 
pieces,2 dice and game rules. 
E471344  $52.95

Diamond Express Game 
Ages 6 years+ Many adventures await you in the 
Minus' underground galleries. The little hardworking 
creatures move around the mine with their carts 
seeking diamonds, talking to their companions, braving 
all kinds of obstacles and making necklaces with the 
diamonds they collect. Be the first Minus to obtain your 
4 expert tools and win the game! Contains: Case with 
90 diamonds,228 cards, 1 prompt card, 4 Minus boards, 
4 picture boards, 6 Minus heads, 1 die (6 stickers) and 
game rules. For 2-4 players. Bilingual. Skills: Language, 
Inference, Attention. 
E471342  $52.95

All 
New

Games
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Let’s Go Fishin’
Ages 4 years + Try to get the most fish in 
this classic action-packed game! Contains 
plastic game base, 21 colourful fish, 4 
plastic fishing pole, and rules. 
E448968  $24.95

Bananagrams® Game
Ages 7 years + The Anagram game 
that will drive you bananas! The award-
winning word game that needs no 
pencil, paper, or board. Fast and fun. 
Players race against each other to build 
crossword grids and use all their letter 
tiles first. Contains 144 Letter Tiles and 
instructions. For 1-8 players. 

Available in English  
or French version: 
E750953 English Version $26.95 
E471173F French Version  $26.95

Hide & Seek Canada Game
Ages 5 years + This game develops observation and attention among players 
ages 5 years and up. The aim is to locate illustrations hidden in the game boards 
and collect as many cards as possible. An exciting adventure filled with discovery 
and challenges awaits you! Contains: 4 reversible boards, 50 cards, History Fact 
sheet, game rules. For one or more players. 
E471340  $24.95

Camping Madness Game
Ages 6 years + Hazelnut, Pistachio and Pecan invite you to join them in the Forest 
of a Thousand Acorns for an unforgettable adventure! Take on challenges to put 
coloured marshmellows in the large cup of hot chocolate. The first camper to put 
all the marshmellows in the large cup of hot chocolate wins the game. Contains: 
4 game boards, 1 large cup, 1 cookie sheet, 1 picnic basket, 30 hot chocolate 
cards, 30 S’mores cards, 18 acorns, 18 S’mores pieces, 8 cup pieces, 2 dice (12 
stickers),60 marshmallows in a storage container, 1 sand timer (60 seconds), game 
rules. Bilingual. 2-4 players. 
E471341  $52.95

Feed Fuzzy Game
Ages 3 years + You'll love this lively number crunching game! Throw the two 
dice and choose the acorns from your supply that correspond to the number and 
colour illustrated on the dice. Feed Fuzzy the Squirrel! Be the first player to feed all 
your acorns to Fuzzy and win the game. Includes: 30 Wooden Acorns, 2 Wooden 
Dice, Fuzzy Plush, and game rules. Great for colour recognition, counting and fine 
motor development. For 2-4 players. 
E471339  $41.95

new

new
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Geo Shape Lacing
Ages 3 years + Geo Shape Lacing is a colourful, geometric new look for a classic 
lacing activity toy. Set includes 3 over-sized geometric lacing boards and multi-
coloured laces. Creativity guides are included to aid teachers in fun classrooms 
activities. The chunky wooden frames with reinforced corners secure the boards 
in place for added durability in preschool environments. These manipulatives are 
easy for little hands to grasp and are for developing essential and cognitive skills 
including fine motor skills, hand-eye coordination, as well as visualization and 
process. 
E434861  $53.95

Translucent Colour Pot Set - Pack of 18
Ages 12 months + Small stackable lidded pots in 6 translucent colours, ideal for 
use in explorative play, for colour mixing and matching, and as a stacking activity to 
engage logic and develop coordination. Colours match the Translucent Colour Jug 
Set so can be used together for extended play value. Includes convenient lidded 
storage box. Pack of 18. Each pot measures 5.7 cm x 4.2 cm D.
E470550  $29.95

Lacing Blocks Set 
Ages 3 years + Ideal for using in story-telling, each set includes 12 wooden blocks 
and one lace. Each block is painted on both sides and the lace is connected with a 
small wooden bar which is easy for small hands to use. Average height of blocks is 
60 mm.
A. E470025 Farm  $29.95
B. E470026 Safari  $29.95
C. E470027 Transport  $29.95

Lacing Kit
Ages 4 years + Develop fine motor skills, with this lacing kit! Kit consists of: 32 
Plastic Lacing Needles™, 288 Lower Case Letter Beads, 264 Math Beads, 436 
Straws to String, 100 Brilliant Beads™, 100 Bright Buttons™. Comes in a cardboard 
box. Laces not included. 
E470218  $89.95

Jumbo Chain Links
Ages 2-5 years. Easy to handle and join, these high-quality links come with 22 
colourful activity cards.
E435850 60 Pieces $21.95

Nuts & Bolts
Ages 2-5 years. 63 mm nuts and bolts with 3 basic geometric shapes: circular, 
square and triangular. Enhance manual dexterity & hand and eye coordination. Set 
of 48.
E435854  $24.95

EARLY YEARS
FINE MOTOR & MANIPULATIVES
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Linking People - Pack of 36
Ages 3 years + Made from soft silicone these realistic linking people 
consist of 6 families with 6 family members - each made of a different 
transparent colour (making each character entirely different from the 
others) that can be linked by their hands. Characters include grandad & 
grandma, mom & dad and girl & boy. Largest character is 10cm. 
E470551  $29.95

Rainbow Sorting Crayons
Ages 3 years + Set of 8 crayons, each containing 6 manipulative. Crayons are 
packaged in a flip top cardboard box, which can be re-used. Includes activity 
guide covering a broad area of colour sorting skills, patterning, and more! 
EE90988  $69.95

Giant Wooden Lacing Beads
Age 3 years + Good for developing manipulative skills and encouraging 
understanding of early math concepts. 24 pieces, 3 shapes, 4 colours, 2 laces.  
Bead size: 4.5 cm. 
E449010  $32.95

EARLY YEARS
FINE MOTOR & MANIPULATIVES

Moziblox Nature
Ages 4 years + With 30 cubes in six colours hundreds of different patterns can 
be created horizontally and also vertically. Have fun recreating the templates or 
makeup totally new combinations and figures. Infinite combinations can be done 
by turning the cubes with no limit to the imagination.  
Arrange new patterns again and again!
E470675  $56.95

Foldable Gel  
Filled 3D Shapes  
Ages 3 years + This Playlearn Sensory 3D Gel Shape Set is a great tactile tool to 
help children learn their shapes. The squeezable gel shapes provide a multi-
sensory learning experience that makes learning and practicing fun! Manipulate, 
squeeze, or touch the gel pads. Size is easy for early learners to grasp, pick up 
and move around. An excellent tool for teachers to incorporate into visual learning 
activities. 4 piece set 4 shapes—each in bright colours kids will love. 
E471156  $48.95
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Sensory Reflective Colour Burst Ball, Pack of 4
Ages 3 years + Beautiful multi-coloured balls robustly constructed from hard wearing, 
hand finished stainless steel. The colour burst effect provides a spectrum of bright 
metallic shades on each ball, with fascinating reflection that distorts like a fish-eye 
lens to give children an intriguing view of themselves and their surroundings. 
E470860  $51.95

Sensory Reflective Colour Burst Buttons 
All Ages. Robustly constructed from stainless steel, these 7 giant colourful 
buttons have a pleasingly rounded discus shape with smooth seamless edges 
and are graduated in size. Having a metal construction makes our Sensory 
Reflective Buttons highly durable and with a deluxe feel. Lightweight, smooth and 
compellingly tactile to handle. The hand finished mirror surface provides a slightly 
curved and distorted reflection in a variety of colours, which is fascinating for 
children to observe. Ideal for inspiring creative language, using in imaginative play 
and construction fun wobbly stacking towers.  Sizes 50 mm, 65mm, 80mm, 95mm, 
110mm, 125mm, and 140mm dia.
E470859  $96.95

Natural Weaving 
Frames 
Ages 3 years + An 
enjoyable way for children 
to practice their fine motor 
skills, these simple, notched 
rectangular frames are a 
versatile weaving resources. 
Each set includes two frames 
made from sustainably-sourced  birch plywood. External 
frame dimensions:  Large: 10” x 71⁄4. Small: 71⁄4” x 41⁄2.
E470802  $43.95

Natural Threading Frames 
Ages 3 years + Made from sustainably-sourced birch plywood, the three 
lightweight wooden frames in this set are easy to manipulate as children 
explore threading and develop hand-eye coordination dexterity and 
concentration skills. External frame diameters: 81⁄4”, 51⁄2” & 23⁄4”.
E470803  $43.95

Wooden Weaving Shapes
Ages 3 years + You can both improve children's fine motor skills as well as 
reinforce their knowledge of simple 2D shapes with these lovely wooden frames. 
Approx 30 cm. Pack of 6. Laces not included. Store in a dry place. Regularly check 
and sand down any edges that become splinter sites. Ribbons not included.
E470698  $139.95

EARLY YEARS
FINE MOTOR & MANIPULATIVES
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Kindergarten Sort Kit #1
Ages 4 years + This kit is comprised of a variety of natural and natural look elements. 
Children can sort, count, and investigate using this open ended assortment 
of materials. Kit includes: 15 branch stumps, 30, 2cm wooden cubes, 10 bark 
stars, 150 gm small sea shells, 25 branch off-cuts, 10 small beech wood rings, 10 
medium beech wood rings, 100 pieces of tree flakes in assorted sizes all packed 
in a convenient wooden box (E449034) with a transparent lid. Please note that 
the recommended age for this product is ages 4 years plus. This product is not 
recommended for ages 3 years or younger due to small parts. 
E435087  $81.92

Kindergarten Sort Kit #2
Ages 4 years + This kit is comprised of a variety assorted materials to encourage 
children to explore, sort, count, and investigate using this open ended kit. Kit 
includes: 15 branch offcuts, 15 wooden clothes pegs, 10 bark stars, 10 small beech 
wood rings, 10 medium beech wood rings, 100 pieces of tree flakes in assorted 
sizes,48, 2cm. wooden cubes, and 100 pieces of transparent gems in four colours all 
packed in a convenient wooden box (E449034) with a transparent lid. Please note 
that the recommended age for this product is ages 4 years plus. This product is not 
recommended for ages 3 years or younger due to small parts. 
E434952  $86.92

Wooden Sorting Box with Transparent Lid
Ages 3 years + A large, solid wood sorting box that features 8 equal sections (13 
cm x 8 cm) and a convenient transparent lid for easy, secure storage. Box is 35.5 
cm x 28.5 cm.
E449034  $29.95

Treasure Sort Kit
Ages 4 years + This kit is packed 
with a variety of interesting 
resources consisting of natural and 
translucent materials to encourage 
children to explore, sort, size, and 
count their way through science and 
math. Kit contains a wooden box 
with lid (E449034) for easy storage, 
tree flakes in a variety of sizes, 
seashells, plastic mosaic pieces, 
large rhinestones in an assortment 
of colours and shapes, wooden 
rings in three sizes; small, medium, 
and large. Recommended for ages 
4 plus. Contains small parts, not 
recommended for ages 3 years or 
younger. All components are sold 
separately as well. 
E434556  $86.92

These KITS will
get you STARTED! 

Easy, convenient, and  
ready to use indoors or out! 

Inspire children’s natural 
curiosity for learning!

EARLY YEARS
LOOSE PARTS & NATURALS

Deep Wooden Box With Transparent Lid 
Only 
Ages 3 years + This extra tall wooden box has 5 large 
sections and a transparent lid for easy storage allowing 
you to store larger items and more of them. Box measures 
12” x 13.9” x 3.54” (30.5 cm x 35.4 cm x 9 cm). Features 3 
square compartments and 2 rectangular compartments to 
store a variety of materials. Materials sold separately and 
are not included. 
E435242  $34.95

Kindergarten Sort Kit #3
Ages 4 years + This kit is comprised of a variety of assorted materials to 
encourage children to explore, sort, count and investigate using this open-
ended kit. Includes: 1 x Deep Wooden Box with Transparent Lid, 2 x Branch 
Off-Cuts Circle 250g/bag (approx 150 pcs), 2 x Branch Off-Cuts Ovals 250g/
bag (approx 100 pcs), 20 x Bark Stars, 1 x Branch Off-Cuts (250g bag), 1 x Pack of 
Assorted Wood People (Pack of 40 pcs). Square Plastic Woven Basket Set of 6 
sold separately. 
E470339  $89.92

Square Plastic Woven Baskets Only
Set of 6 Square Plastic Woven Baskets. Measures 5” square. 
Accessories not included.
E434385  $26.95
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Softie Mirror Exploratory
Ages 3 years + Made from rigid foam, this exploratory 
is ideal for children to use in imaginative play, to 
create small environments or to look closely at man-
made or natural objects. This parallel sides of the 
mirror exploratory reflect images backwards and 
forwards to infinity. Can be folded when not in use.  
Size: 45 x 35 x 30 cm.
E445716  $136.95

Tree Flakes, 
100 pieces 
Assorted
Ages 4 years +  
E434668  $9.65

Assorted Wood People  
Shapes - Pkg. of 40
Ages 4 years + Natural, high-quality, smooth-finished 
hardwood shapes, excellent for a wide variety of craft 
projects. Five sizes.  
E9727874  $20.45

Stackable Translucent Buttons 
Ages 3 years + Set of mixed shape translucent 
plastic buttons in 6 colours with 1, 3 or 5 holes in the 
center. Ideal for using on a light panel for sorting and 
counting activities, or for developing fine motor skills 
by stacking or threading with the laces included. Red, 
orange, yellow, green, blue and clear; Star, circle, 
hexagon and square. Comes in a convenient storage 
container.  
E435172  $40.95

Translucent Lacing Geometrics 
Ages 3 years + Bumper pack of translucent plastic 
geometric lacing counters in 12 shapes and 6 
colours. Circle, triangle, square, rectangle, rhombus, 
pentagon, hexagon, octagon, 5-point star, 9-point 
star, flower and heart. Comes in a convenient storage 
container. Package of 144 pieces and 12 laces.  
E435171  $62.95

Giant Transparent Beads
Ages 3 years + By stringing these 250 large 
transparent beads on a light box surface, children will 
see the effect of light shining through the rich colours. 
Includes 8 tipped cord laces (62.5 cm long). Beads 
range from 1.5 cm square. 
E449072 250 pieces $49.95

 B. Felt Balls - Pack of 64 
Ages 3 years + Who can resist a 
collection of these touch-a-balls? 
Ideal for handling and decorating 
with. Varied sizes. Sizes 10-20 mm 
dia. 100% quality wool. For more 

resources that complement product, see the Five 
Frames (471273), Tens Frames (471272), and/or the 
Rainbow Maker Board (471271). Handwash only.  
E471274  $34.95

C. Felt Ball Five 
Frames - Pack of 5 
Ages 3 years + Wooden Five 
Frames are ideal for natural 

felt balls. Let children be independent with their 
counting and allow them to explore loose parts 
to arrange balls in their own ways. Encourage 
pattern making by joining our five frames 
together. 4.5 cm W x 18 cm L. For Felt Balls, see 
471274.
E471273  $32.95

D. Felt Ball Tens 
Frames - Pack of 5
Ages 3 years + A great way 
to get an understanding of 10. 
Use felt balls, beads, acorns to 
help. How many ways can you 

make 10 using 2 different colours of beads or 
balls. Felt balls sold separately. 9 cm W x 18 cm L. 
For Felt Balls, see item 471274
E471272  $42.95

LOOSE PARTS & NATURALS

A. Felt Ball Rainbow 
Maker - Board Only 
Ages 3 years + Create all the 

colours of the rainbow with this beautiful wooden 
board, created especially to show off the 7 
colours. So inviting and perfect for little hands, 
fine motor skills, colour recognition, creativity and 
just simply lots of fun. Why not add any of your 
loose parts? We recommend natural treasures, 
shells, stones, flowers, and petals. Each indent 
measures approx. 2.2 cm. Main dimensions: 
30 cm H x 60 cm W.  Felt balls sold separately 
(471274).
E471271  $72.95

new
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EARLY YEARS
LOOSE PARTS & NATURALS

A. Branch Stumps (250g)
Ages 3 years + Branch stumps. Bag of 
250 grams (approx. 50 pieces). 
E214467  $8.25

Rectangular Ten's basket - 10 Section
Ages 3 years + The perfect storage solution for your naturals collection. Let little 
naturalists count and divide an assortment of items into each individual sections 
to keep things organized. An excellent resource for numeracy, colour and shape 
recognition activities. Product Dimensions: 50 cm L x 21 cm W x 7 cm H. Warranty: 1 
year.
E471159  $79.95

B. Branch Offcuts  
- Oval (250g)
Ages 3 years + Oval-shaped branch 
offcuts. Bag of 250 grams (approx. 75 
offcuts). 
E214466  $8.25

D. Bark Stars (20)
Ages 3 years + Bark stars. Ideal for 
collage or decoration-making.  
Pack of 20 pieces. 
E214462  $7.75

C. Branch Offcuts  
- Circle (250g)
Ages 3 years + Circle-shaped branch 
offcuts. Use for collage or perhaps as 
wheels in craft activities. Pack of 250 
grams (approx. 50 offcuts). 
E214465  $8.25

E. Wood Treasure Basket
Ages 3 years + A bumper pack of assorted natural wooden items is sustainably 
farmed and ideal for craft activities, sensory development, exploration and sorting 
and counting activities. Supplied in a deep rectangular-shaped maize basket. 
E214463  $122.95

Round Wicker  
Basket - 6 Section 
Ages 3 years + This beautifully 
crafted, woven wicker basket 
is a versatile storage option 
for the classroom. Excellent 
for sorting and counting you'll 
never run out of uses for this 
essential product. The basket 
is divided into six individual 
sections. Product Dimensions: 
34 cm. Warranty: 1 year
E471160  $46.95 

Plain Peg People, Pack of 30
Ages 3 years + These chunky pieces are perfect for pretend play and open ended 
enough to let imaginations run wild. Use plain or decorate with crafty additions. 
Approx. 9 cm H and 29 mm dia. Supervision recommended. Designs vary. Store in 
a dry place. One year warranty. 
E470691  $62.95

Natural  
Sorting Stones
Ages 3 years + 
Ideal for sensory 
play activities but 
are also durable for 
use in sand, water 
and outdoors. Each 
set includes twelve 
stones in three 
different sizes (stones 
measure between 
5.5 cm - 8 cm), and 
four natural colours. 
E434859  $33.95

Natural Flower 
Tray
Ages 3 years + Beautifully 
made from FSC beech, 
this tactile natural wood 
tray is instantly appealing 
to young investigators. 
With six outside petals and 
a central area, it is ideal 
for all kinds of collecting, 
counting, sorting and 
loose parts activities. The 
sections are just waiting 
to be filled with treasures 
to display and discover. 
Measures 9¼".
E471176  $42.95
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A. Stones/Minerals Basket
Ages 3 years + Pack includes: river 
pebbles (1 kg), small polished stones 
(1 kg), tigers eye (1 kg), white (1 kg), and 
assorted (1 kg), small gemstones (250 
g), amethyst (1 kg), amethyst clusters 
(1 kg), agate slices (6), iron pyrite/
fool’s gold (250 g). Supplied in a deep, 
rectangular-shaped maize basket. 
E214457  $165.75 ea.

B. Shell Treasure Basket
Ages 3 years + Pack includes: pack of 
small shells (500 g), pack of large shells 
(500 g), tiger spot shells (2), long pip 
snail/graceful fig shells (3), giant clams 
(1k g), banded tuns (x3), scallops (1 kg). 
Supplied in a deep, rectangular-shaped 
maize basket. 
E214461  $79.10 ea.

C. Small Gemstones Mix 
Ages 3 years + Beautiful, colourful 
gemstones. Pack of 250 g.  
E214454  $10.85 ea.

D. Agate Slices, Pack of 5 
Ages 3 years + Assorted pack of 
beautiful, colourful, translucent agate 
slices. 3 small slices and 2 large slices. 
E214458  $31.65 ea.

E. Natural Exploration Starter Pack
Ages 3 years + Pack includes: river pebbles (1kg), polished stones assorted colours 
(1kg), pack of small shells (500g), pack of large shells (500g), branch chips (250g), 
oval branch offcuts (250g), circular branch offcuts (250g), branch stumps (250g), 
bark squares (x10), sea grass bundles in assorted colours (x4), wild willow balls 
(x4), Bodhi leaves (x20), Assorted small gemstones (250g). Supplied in a deep 
rectangular-shaped maize basket. 
E214456  $107.50

Wicker Sorting Baskets - Set of 5
Ages 3 years + This set of five sorting baskets is a great resource for any naturals 
collection. Have children work in groups to sort and divide your naturals, encouraging 
teamwork as well as enhancing numeracy skills. Each basket is divided in a different 
way including; whole, halves, thirds, quarters and sixths. Product Dimensions: 34 cm. 
Warranty: 1 year.
E471161  $172.95

Coconut Letters, Numbers Leaves & Flowers
Ages 3 years + Set includes brightly colored or natural, circular coconut shell 
pieces in two sizes. Each set contains one of the following: Uppercase, lower 
case, numbers, leaves or flowers. Colours include blue, green, red, yellow 
and natural. Use these counters as a hands-on resource for a range of literacy 
activities including letter recognition. The coconut shells are cut, cleaned and 
polished by hand and the pieces retain the concavity of the original coconut 
shape. Because Coconut Letters are made from coconut shells, they are naturally 
very strong and durable. The pieces are coated with non-toxic paint. Colour 
quantities may vary. 

F. Uppercase Letters, Set of 52 
E470819 Sizes: 1.5”dia. (large) and 1”dia. (small)  $26.95

G. Lower Case, Set of 52 
E470820  Sizes: 1.5”dia. (large) and 1”dia. (small)  $26.95

H. Numbers Small, 0-9, Set of 100 
E470821  Sizes: 1”dia  $33.95

I. Numbers Large, 0-100, Set of 100 
E470822 Sizes: 1.5”dia.  $46.95

J. Leaves, Set of 50 
E470823 1.7”L x 1.5”W & 1.2”L x 1”W.  $23.95

K. Flowers, Set of 50 
E470824 Sizes: 1.6” – 0.75” dia.  $23.95
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EARLY YEARS
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Wooden Treasure Super Set - 420 Pieces
Ages 3 years + A generous set of beautiful smooth wooden shapes inspired 
by nature and discovery. Each treasure shape comes in 3 shades of 7 
organic colours symbolising emotional characteristics and the senses. The 
treasures will stimulate the imagination, engage logic, discover creative 
ability, develop coordination and enhance fine motor skills. Use to create 
pictures and stories, practice counting and sorting, design patterns and 
sequences. Contents: 30 x 14 shapes (10 in each shade). Includes cotton 
bag. Size: approx. 35-40 mm. Colours: Red = strength, energy, love. Orange 
= creativity, self-awareness, transformation. Yellow = wisdom, learning, 
happiness. Green = physical healing, nature, caring. Blue = emotional 
healing, calm, inner peace. Purple = spirituality. Brown = stability, comfort. 

E471186  $324.95

Wooden  
Treasures Starter  
Set - 168 Pieces
Ages 3 years + A smaller 
starter set to the Wooden 
Treasures Super Set. This set 
contains 12 x 14 shapes (4 in 
each shade) and includes a 
cotton bag for storing. Size 
of pieces measure 35mm x 
40mm. 
E471185  $124.95

Wooden Sorting Tray - 14 Sections
Ages 3 years + 14 Section Wooden Sorting Tray perfect 
for sorting the wooden treasures sorting sets items 
E471185, and E471186.
E471187  $62.95

Wooden Treasures Natural Set - 120 Pieces
Ages 3 years + A beautiful set of smooth undyed wooden treasures inspired by nature and discovery. There are 12 different forms designed to stimulate the imagination, 
engage logic, discover creative ability, develop coordination and enhance fine motor skills. The open-ended nature of uncoloured wood allows for wider imaginative play, 
to create pictures and stories, practice counting and sorting, design patterns and sequences. We don't bleach our wood prior to colour application which highlights the 
varied features of the natural material. Contents: 10 x 12 shapes and includes a cotton bag for storage. Size of shapes approximately 35mm x 40mm. 
E471184  $82.95

Wooden Discovery  
Boxes - Set of 3
Ages 3 years + Three  
beautifully constructed  
beechwood trays with clear  
acrylic sliding lids. The trays a 
re divided into 3, 6 and 8 sections  
which can be used for sorting and 
display. Ideal for collecting natural 
resources or sorting and classifying 
counters or tokens by colour, shape or 
size. Size: 375 x 160 x 63 mm.
E471181  $64.95
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A. Wooden 4 Way Mirror
Ages 2 years + Our new birch plywood 4-way mirror is a fascinating 90 degree 
corner unit where children can see reflections within each side and the base, 
ideal for use in imaginative play, to create small world environments, for learning 
about reflection and mirror effects, or to closely inspect interesting objects. The 
solid construction provides a stable base for the 2 mm acrylic mirrors, making 
the image flatter and clearer. The unit comes with rubber feet for stability and to 
protect work surfaces. Flat packed ready for simple adult assembly and comes 
with a 12-month warranty. Size: 299 x 457 x 238 mm.
E471180  $79.95

B. Wooden Exploratory Mirror
Ages 2 years + Same features as the Wooden Four Way Mirror item E471180. Flat 
packed ready for simple adult assembly and comes with a 12-month warranty. Size: 
315 x 470 x 320 mm.
E471179  $148.95

A. Array Tray
Ages 3 years + Explore the 
joy of pattern in the outdoors. 
This lovely wooden tray 
is great for encouraging 
mathematical thinking through 
play and introducing numbers, number 
relationships, and patterning. Tray size is  
38 cm x 38 cm.
E471192  $47.95

B. Array Trays (4pk)
Ages 3 years + Set of 4 wooden trays.
E471193  $162.95

Maths Shape Trays (4pk)
Ages 3 years + Reinforce children's understanding of shapes and math 
investigations with these beautiful wooden large shape trays. One each of 
rectangle, square, triangle, and a hexagon. Tray sizes measure between 30-50 cm 
based on the shape.
E471194  $112.95

TickiT® Wooden Mirror Tray
Ages 2 years + This new solid beechwood mirror tray is ideal for children to learn 
about reflection and mirror effects, to closely inspect interesting objects, for use 
in imaginative play and to create small world environments. The solid construction 
provides a stable base for the 2 mm acrylic mirrored base, providing a sharp clear 
bright reflection. Size: 500 x 435 x 50 mm.
E471182  $72.95
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Rainbow Wooden Super Set, Pkg 84
Age 12 months + Beautiful smooth solid beechwood loose parts in the seven colours of the rainbow, with a 
natural finish to show the grain of the wood. Ideal for creating imaginative scenes, encouraging construction skills, 
counting and sorting, stacking and sequencing, pattern-making and learning about colour. The set matches our 
Rainbow Architect (pg 137) range, but can also be included in any loose parts collection or mixed and matched 
with our wooden heuristic play resources (pg 165). This set contains 84 wooden pieces, 7 of each shape and size 
in all the colours of the rainbow, and a cotton drawstring bag. A lovely tactile and visually appealing resource that 
children of all ages will enjoy exploring. Cotton drawstring bag with 7 each of discs, spools, small cubes, large 
cubes, small rings, medium rings, large rings, balls, semispheres, figures, bowls and spinning tops. 
E470861  $229.95

Egg Cups, Pkg 7
Age 12 months + Measures 70mm.
E470895  $36.95

Spools, Pkg 21
Age 12 months + 21 wooden spools. 
E470870 35 mm dia  $26.95

Rings, Pkg 21
Age 12 months + 21 
wooden rings in 3 
sizes. 
E470869 48 mm,  
56 mm and 70 mm 
dia  $26.95

Semispheres, Pkg 21
Age 12 months + 21 wooden semispheres, 3 each in 7 
different colours. 
E470866 40m dia  $26.95

Wooden Figures, Pkg 7
Age 12 months + 7 simple wooden figures. 
E470868 100 mm  $36.95

Bowls, Pkg 7
Age 12 months + 7 simple 
wooden bowls. 92 mm dia. 
E470867  $56.95

Cubes, Pkg 14
Age 12 months + 14 wooden 
cubes in 2 different sizes 
E470865 40 mm & 50 mm 
$46.95

Balls, Pkg 14
Age 12 months + 14 wooden balls, 2 each in 7 
different  colours. 
E470864 50 mm dia  $39.95

Disks, Pkg 14
Age 12 months + 14 
wooden disks with 
rounded tops and flat 
bases, 2 each in 7 
different colours. 
E470863 60 mm dia 
$28.95

Eggs, Pkg 7
Age 12 months + Set of 7 in every colour of the 
rainbow. 
E470862 65 mm  $23.95

EARLY YEARS
LOOSE PARTS & NATURALS

RAINBOW 
COLOURS
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Heuristic Play Set Starter
Age 12 months + The large set includes over 63 pieces. Contents: 10 x Beech Rings (70mm Dia), 10 x Beach 
Rings (48mm Dia), 6 x 40mm cubes, 10 x Egg Cups (36mm), 10 x Wooden Spools, 10 x Wooden Balls (50mm), 3 x 
Bowls (70mm Dia), 3x Bowls (92mm Dia), 1 x Ring holder, 5 x Drawstrings Bag (380 x 420mm) and Heuristic Play 
guidance notes. 
E434827  $146.95

Egg Cups - 10 Pack
Age 12 months + Wooden egg cups. 
E434832 70 mm  $32.95

A. Wheels - 10 Pack
Age 12 months + Contoured wooden wheels. 50 mm 
dia. 
E434838  $10.95
B. Smooth Wooden Wheels - 10 Pack 
Age 12 months + 40 mm dia. 
E434837  $7.95

Conical Figures 
10 Pack
Age 12 months + 
Smooth wooden 
conical figures.  
100 mm. 
E434831  $32.95

Bowls - 3 Pack
Age 12 months + Create your own “heuristic play” 
collection with these well finished smooth medium 
wooden bowls.
C. E434839 Small (70 mm dia)  $21.95
D. E434840 Medium (92mm dia)  $27.95

Balls - 10 Pack
Age 12 months + Well finished smooth wooden balls. 
E. E434835 Large (60 mm)  $29.95 
F. E434834 Medium (50 mm)  $21.95

Wooden Cubes Package of 6
Age 12 months + This set contains six smooth 
wooden cubes. 
G. E470040 50 mm x 50 mm (Large)  $36.95 
H. E470039 40 mm x 40 mm (Small)  $12.95

Beechwood Rings 
Age 12 months + Assorted sets of well finished 
smooth wooden beechwood rings. 
E434237 Small (Set of 10, 48 mm dia.)  $9.95 
E434236 Medium ( Set of 10, 56 mm)  $11.95 
E434235 Large (Set of 10, 70 mm)  $17.95

Napkin Rings  
10 Pack
Age 12 months + 
Smooth wooden  
napkin rings. 47 mm. 
E434829  $18.95

Spools - 10 Pack
Age 12 months +  
Well finished smooth  
wooden spools.  
35 mm dia. 
E434828  $12.95

Barrels - 10 Pack
Age 12 months + 
Smooth wooden 
barrels. 65 mm. 
E434830  $36.95

EARLY YEARS
LOOSE PARTS & NATURALS
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Tuff Tray with Stand 
Ages 3 years + An extremely versatile tray with sturdy metal adjustable stand 
suitable for a variety of resource requirements, sand & water, messy play, arts & 
crafts, and various role play scenarios including loose parts play. Size of tray: 97 cm 
x 97 cm x 7 cm H. Sturdy metal stand is adjustable to three heights: 45 cm, 55 cm, or 
65 cm to fit our range of Tuff Trays. Tuff Tray and Stand also sold separately. (Stand 
is Blue). 
E471278 Tuff Tray with Stand - Black  $164.92
E471279 Tuff Tray with Stand - Blue  $164.92
E471280 Tuff Tray with Stand - Green  $164.92

Stand and Tuff Trays also available separately

Tuff Tray Only: 
E470523 - Black  $43.92 
E470524 - Blue  $46.92 
E470525 - Green  $46.92

Tuff Tray Stand Only: 
E470537  $129.95

BLACK

BLUE

GREEN

Let’s Explore Sand Kit – 32 piece Set
Ages 3-5 years. This kit has it all! Bright, colourful, sturdy kit, economically prices 
and tailored specifically to children ages 3-5 years. Set includes 4 sieves, 2 large 
and 2 small buckets, 4 rakes, 4 shovels, set of 6 sand scrapers, a 8-piece sand 
molds assortment, one sand wheel, and one sand / water mill. 
E445286  $62.92

Sand Explorer Kit - 18 piece Set
Ages 3 years + Children will enjoy sand exploration with this basic kit. Sturdy, 
colourful kit includes  4 sieves, 2 large and 2 small sand buckets with reinforced 
handles, one sand and water wheel, one sand/water mill, 4 rakes, and 4 shovels. 
E445423  $46.92

Activity Bins Set of 4
Sturdy plastic tubs for sand and water play. Assorted 4 colours (purple, yellow, red 
and green) colours may vary. Size: 56 x 49 x 15 cm. Because colours come in 4 
assorted choices, some might not be available at time of order. 
E444108  $134.95 

EARLY YEARS
SAND & WATER

Additional shipping charges apply. 
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E. 24 cm Shovel 
Ages 2-6 years. Shatterproof shovel 
with thick, strong handle for carrying 
a heavy load. Assorted colours red, 
blue, yellow or green. No colour choice, 
colours may vary at time of order. 
E437406 Each  $2.65

F. 20 cm Rake 
Ages 2-6 years. Durable  
plastic rake with reinforced  
handle. Assorted colours red, blue, 
yellow or green. No colour choice, 
colours may vary at time of order. 
E437394 Each  $2.65

G. 25 cm Scoop 
Ages 2-6 years. Unbreakable  
plastic for rugged classroom use. 
Assorted colours red, blue, yellow or 
green. No colour choice, colours may 
vary at time of order. 
E437402 Each  $5.95

H. 19 cm Sieve 
Ages 2-6 years. Solid construction with 
double handles for easy grip. Fits on top 
of Bucket E436688. Assorted colours red, 
blue, yellow or green. No colour choice, 
colours may vary at time of order. 
E437398 Each  $2.95 

Spectrum Sand Kit
Ages 2 years + Includes 2 Unbreakable Buckets (E436688), 1 Sand Wheel 
(E433684), 2 Shovels (E437406), 2 Trowels (E437384), 2 Sieves (E437398), 2 
Scoops (E437402) and 2 Rakes (E437394). Colours vary. Sand not included.
E437410  $73.92

A. Sand & Water Mill 
Ages 3 years + Features top funnel and 
3 large wheels 42 cm (16.5") tall. 
E433674  $10.45

B. 18.5 cm Bucket 
Ages 2-6 years. Made with  
strong, resistant plastic. Reinforced 
construction with simple, clean design. 
Assorted colours. 
E436688 Each  $9.40

C. Sand Wheel 
Ages 18 months + Sand or water enters 
the cylinder and goes through 3 spinning 
wheels. 16”H x 8”W 
E433684  $42.95

D. Watering Cans – Set of 4 
Ages 3 years + Brightly coloured set of 
4 watering cans, 2 large and 2 small, 
each with a perfectly sized handle for 
little hands. Great for water exploration or 
watering plants in the classroom.  
E445299  $9.95

4-Station Squares with Lids
Ages 3 years + Stations can be connected using the included fasteners for 
stability. The basins are removable for cleaning and drainage. Includes translucent 
lids and are adjustable to accommodate different heights. GREENGUARD GOLD 
certified. Adult assembly required. Colours may vary and subject to change without 
notice. 1 year limited warranty.
E446298  $529.92

Super Rakes 50cm,  
Set of 4 assorted colours
Ages 18 months - 6 years. Large rake 
(50cm), highly resistant and maximum 
durability. Extra-long handle and 
reinforced frame. High performance for 
collective use.
E434461  $18.95

EARLY YEARS
SAND & WATER

Available
at
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Kidfetti® Multi-Coloured Pellets Play 
Ages 3 years + Allow kids to discover the tactile side Kidfetti® 
Play Pellets! A great alternative to sand, oatmeal and rice. Great 
for use in sand and water tables. Add water and watch it float! 
4.5 kg (10 lbs.). For use indoors or outdoors. Fully washable so it 
can be used for years to come.  
E430122  $149.92 

Sand Kidfetti®  
Play Pellets  
Ages 3 years + A great sensory 
alternative to sand, oatmeal or 
rice in neutral! This pack 
includes 10 lbs in a natural 
2-tone mixture. Weighs 4.5 kg. 
Add water and watch the 
kidfetti® float.  
E435091  $149.92 

Sandtastik® White Play Sand, 25 lbs.
Ages 3 years + Children are naturally inspired by the simplicity of soft granular 
sand. It’s a boundless medium. Watch as they will dig, pile, sift, compact and more. 
Sandtastik® Sparkling White Play Sand provides tactile and sensory stimulation 
necessary for the development of a child’s imagination, hand-eye coordination, 
and fine motor skills. Play sand also encourages creativity, visualization and 
social interaction. Features safe for kids sandbox, soft texture, clean white colour, 
compacts & molds when wet, naturally occurring sparkle & minimal fine particle 
content (dust). Contains feldspar Rock and NO crystalline silica.  
E442454  $22.92 

Water Tables, Hardwood Frame
Ages 3 years + Wood frame with storage shelf, beautifully finished in lacquer. High-
impact locking wheels for easy mobility. The 13” (33 cm) deep tank features a virtually 
indestructible polyethylene and comes with a drain cap. Includes acrylic lid. 5 year 
warranty. Adult assembly required. Warning: Small parts choking hazard prior to 
assembly.
A. E13340 Large: 36”W x 24” D x 24” H (91 W x 61 D x 61 H cm) $759.92 
B. E13338 Small: 23”W x 22”D x 24”H (58 W x 55.9 D x 60 H cm) $598.92 

Sand & Water Play Table
Ages 3 years + This strong and versatile sand & water play table features a  
water-release valve in the bottom for easy discharge. Tubular-steel frame is fitted 
with two lockable casters for easy movement. Comes in two different heights. 
The plastic tray measures 110 x 60.5 x 21.5 cm deep (44” x 24.2” x 8.6”), weighs 
4.5 kg (10 lbs, toys not included), and is available in clear or blue. Sturdy acrylic lid 
included. Adult assembly. Small Parts Choking Hazard. Not for children under 3 
years old.
40 cm H (16”) Frame 
E437412 Clear  $312.92  
E437417 Blue $312.92 

58 cm H (23.2”) Frame 
E437414 Clear $312.92  
E437419 Blue $312.92 

Replacement Lids for Water Tables
Ages 3 years + Clear acrylic lids fit the water tables. Will not warp or split. Acrylic 
Lids are 1/4 inch thick. Small Lid (replacement for E13338) measures 23” W x 20” 
D x 0.2” H (58 W x 51 D x 1 H cm) weighs 3lbs (1 kg). Large Lid (replacement for 
E13340) measures 36” W x 24” D x 0.2” H (91 W x 61 D x 1 H cm) weighs 6lbs (2 kg).
E133411 Small Lid $104.95 
E133441 Large Lid $124.95

EARLY YEARS
SAND & WATER

Additional shipping charges apply. 
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A. Small Sand/Water Table,  
23” Leg Height (Preschool) 
This table has a solid hardwood frame and deep, fiberglass tank 
(tank depth 10”/25 cm) with drainage plug. Two towels bars and 
shelf for storage. Plexiglass lid to protect projects when sand and 
water play is over. Tank available in white only. Preschool Leg 
height is 23”/58cm. This height is from ground to top of table. 
Lifetime Warranty. Overall size: 26”L x 23-1/4” H x 24 1/2” D. (66 cm 
L x 59 cm H x 61.5 cm D). 37lbs (16.8kg). 
E447003  $744.92
B. Large Sand/Water Table,  
23” Leg Height (Preschool)  
Overall size: 38”L x 23-1/2” H x 24 1/2” D. (96.5 cm L x 59 cm H x 
61.5 cm D). 65lbs (29.5kg). 
E447001  $1,034.92

Texture Super Tough  
Sand Rollers, Set of 5
Ages 3 years + Set of 5 brightly-
coloured, chunky sand rollers. Also 
great to use with modelling dough, 
clay and paint. Textures include 
brick pattern, lines, tractor tread, 
smoothing roller, and pathway. Made 
of tough, strong plastic. Size: 14 x 18 
x 8 cm. 
E434035  $38.95

EARLY YEARS
SAND & WATER

Additional shipping charges apply. 

Travel Sand Mold Set 
Ages 18 months + Fill with sand and press to create 
unique sand castles. Create tracks with the molds 
and follow them. Add molded shapes to larger sand 
castles. Share and exchange sand molds with others to 
create unusual designs.
E471209  $8.95 

Ages 2 years+ Green Bean Watering Can, Bucket with Spout or Rake and Shovel! Unique items – you get 
an entirely unique item from the Dantoy Green Bean line. These products are made of plastic waste from 
production and are Nordic Swan Ecolabelled. Green Bean products are toys produced in limited quantities 
since they are made from the waste we have in stock, making this line of toys even more unique. The 
recycling process generates wonderful colour nuances and random colour combinations, which means that 
no two sets are the same. Can be used as a supplement for other sand, water toys, and it invites play and 
learning. Dishwasher safe. Made in Denmark. Nordic Swan Ecolabel benefitting health and the environment.
Each Sold Separately: 
Green Bean Watering Can - E471288  $12.95
Green Bean Bucket with Spout - E471290  $6.95
Green Bean Shovel and Rake - E471289  $6.95 

new

new
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Smart Splash™ Shape Shell
Ages 2 years + Turtles teach shapes and colour recognition. Their removable 
shells include moon, star, cross, circle, square, rectangle, triangle and oval. Kids 
match the shell to the shape found on the turtle.
E435572 Set of 8  $34.95

Smart Splash™ Number Fun Ducks
Ages 2 years + Teach counting and number recognition with dots on the top and 
matching number on the bottom (odd in blue, even in orange).
E435568 Set of 10  $34.95

Twisty Droppers™
Ages 2 years + A fun twist on fine motor development! Irresistible eyedroppers 
build little hand muscles. Squeeze the bulb to experience cause and effect, 
conduct early science experiments and play at the water table too! Measures 15 
cm long. Set of 4 packaged in a bucket with handle.
E449080 Set of 4  $20.95

Watering Cans – Set of 4 
Ages 3 years + Brightly coloured set of 4 watering cans, 2 large and 2 small, 
each with a perfectly sized handle for little hands. Great for water exploration or 
watering plants in the classroom.  
E445299  $9.95

EARLY YEARS
SAND & WATER

Sand & Water Clear Tray with Stand
Ages 3 years + Clear plastic sand and water tray, ideal for early childhood settings 
with limited space Tray - Is clear plastic, size 50 cm x 70 cm x 15 cm. Single tray. 
The folding sturdy steel frame has a nylon shelf and two casters to allow easy 
movement around the classroom. Frame measures 58 cm high and 48 cm x 70 cm 
long. Includes one clear plastic tray and one stand.  
E470233  $142.92

Sand & Water Tray - Clear
Ages 3 years + Clear plastic sand and water tray, ideal for early childhood settings 
with limited space. Clear plastic, size 50 cm x 70 cm x 15 cm. Single tray. Sand and 
water play set not included.  
E470050  $34.95
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Classroom Water Play Tool Set
Ages 3 years + Our classroom water play set is packed with a great selection 
of water tools that allow young children to expand and experience more water 
activities. All of our tools are designed for children’s small hands and are extremely 
easy to use. The set contains 27 pcs.
E434462  $64.95

Translucent Colour Bucket Set - Pack of 6
Ages 18 months + Fun stackable colour buckets, the perfect size for children to 
use in explorative play with sand and water. Size: 122 mm x 162 mm dia.  
E470063   $23.95

Kaskade™ Waterfall 
Ages 3 years + For use indoors and outdoors.  
• A unique combined waterfall system in one tray, containing three reservoirs 
• Helps children explore the principles of flowing water 
• Children can let the water flow from one reservoir to the other by opening and 
 closing the fitted taps. 
• Set also includes a squeeze ball pump and clear tubing so the water can be 
 recycled back to the top reservoir from the bottom reservoir 
• Complete with sturdy metal stand. 
• Product Dimensions: 44 cm W x 103 cm L x 42 cm H rising to 71 cm H. Light 
Assembly required. 
• 1 year warranty  
E471162  $529.92

Translucent Colour Funnels, Pack of 6
Ages 18 months + Fun colour funnels, the perfect size for children to use in 
explorative play with sand and water. Can be used with translucent buckets 
(E470063) for extended play value. 
E470896  $33.95

Explore Water Kit
Ages 4 years + Explore water with this deluxe Water Investigation Kit. Kit includes: 
9-piece stacking cups with holes for water to pour through, 2 large and 2 small 
watering cans, 2 large and 2 small buckets with sturdy, reinforced handles, 3 
fountain water pumps, 1 sand/water mill and 1 water wheel, 4 eye droppers, and 2 
water resistant smocks. 
E446318  $132.92

EARLY YEARS
SAND & WATER
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Outdoor Learning Kitchen with Water Pump 
Ages 3 years + This wooden Outdoor Learning Kitchen table is excellent for 
exploratory and water play. The table features stainless steel sink allowing children 
to play with water coming from the water pump that looks like a real water tap. 
Baskets not included. Measures: 50 cm H x 120 cm W x 50 cm D. Gross Weight: 29 
kg. Carton 56 cm x 131 cm x 30 cm. 2 year warranty on wood, 1 year warranty on 
pump. Baskets and accessories not included. 
E470011  $898.92  

Outdoor Learning Messy Kitchen with 3 Bowls 
Ages 3 years + The Messy Outdoor Learning Kitchen encourages 
hours of open-ended creative play in the playground or garden. 
The table has three stainless steel bowls and slots and shelves for 
accessories. Boost imagination, communication and social 
development through fun role-play. Measures: 50 cm H x 120 cm W 
x 50 cm D. 2 year warranty on wood. 
E470009  $639.92  

Outdoor Learning Kitchen with 2 Sinks and 2 Pumps 
Ages 3 years + This wooden Outdoor Learning Kitchen table is excellent for 
exploratory and water play. The table features 2 stainless steel sinks allowing 
children to play with water coming from the water pumps that looks like a real 
water tap. Measures: 110 cm H x 124 cm W x 50 cm D. Gross Weight: 23 kg. Carton: 
130 cm x 62 cm x 18 cm. 2 year warranty on wood. 1 year warranty on pump. 
Accessories not included. 
E470010  $898.92 

EARLY YEARS
OUTDOOR LEARNING

Additional shipping charges apply. 
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Outdoor Learning  
Curved Kitchen, Set (3 pcs) 
Ages 3 years + This complete Outdoor Learning Kitchen 
Set comprises the cooker, sink and washing machine. 
This wooden kitchen set can be used both indoors and 
outdoors. 2 year warranty on wood. Measures: 150 cm W 
x 33 cm D x 62 cm H.  
E470008  $729.92  

Real Size Natural Tea Set, Pack of 12 
Ages 3 years + A beautiful natural wood tea set consisting of 4 bowls, plates and 
cups that will be perfect for woodland tea parties, mud pie kitchen cafés and rustic 
home corners. Life-sized for role play. Set of 12. Bowls diameter 12 cm. Plates 
diameter 15 cm. Cups diameter 5 cm. Contents/designs may vary. Store in a dry 
place. Regularly check and sand down any edges that become splinter sites. Not 
to be left in the rain or damp conditions. 
E470694  $109.95  

EARLY YEARS
OUTDOOR LEARNING

Additional shipping charges apply. 

Outdoor Learning Mud Mixing Table 
Ages 3 years + This wooden mud table is excellent for outdoor learning, 
exploratory and messy play. The table features 4 x stainless steel bowls (each 
measuring 20 cm wide), allowing children to play and explore and will help to 
create a wonderful and inspiring outdoor play space. Measures: 60 cm H x 110 cm 
dia. Gross Weight: 18 kg. 2 year warranty. 
E470012  $539.92  

Outdoor Rectangular Mud Mix Table 
Ages 3 years + This wooden mud table is excellent for exploratory 
and messy play in the Outdoor Learning area. The table features 4 
stainless steel bowls (each measuring 20 cm wide), allowing children 
to mix, play, and explore. 2 year warranty on wood. 60 w x 106D x 60 
H cm. Gross Weight: 16 kg. 
E470637  $539.95  
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Fruit Sensory  
Play Stones 
Ages 2 years + The set 
includes eight colourful 
furits: apple, pear, peach, 
strawberry, avacado, kiwi, 
orange and lemon. Measures 
1 1⁄2 - 3”. 
E470800  $41.95

Vegetables Sensory 
Play Stones 
Ages 2 years + The perfect 
mud kitchen accessory. Each 
set contains eight vegetables: 
tomato, pak choi, onion, peas, 
carrot, mushroom, cucumber 
and broccoli. Measures 2-3”. 
E470801   $41.95

Feast of Nature 
Play Set
Ages 3 years + This set 
is a wonderfully tactile 
invitation to sensory play. 
Children enjoy exploring 
and sorting the different 
shapes, colours, textures, 
and weights. Durable for 
use indoors and outside, 
including in sand, soil, 
mud, and water, this is 
a versatile resource to 
promote investigation 
and language development. Set Contains: Acorn, squash, raspberry, blueberry, 
mushroom, pine cone, apple and pear (approx. 2"). Tray not included. 
E470548  $41.95

Mud Kitchen Activity Cards
Ages 3 years + Each card includes photographic images on one side with activity 
ideas on the reverse. Made from durable plastic. Set includes 16 double-sided cards 
measuring 8" x 11". 
E470544  $40.95

Stand-It-Stones, Set of 5
Ages 3 years + These standing stones are durable enough for use in sand, soil, 
and water. Made from a unique stone and resin mix, each set contains five stones 
measuring 1-1/2 inches. high. 
E470549  $24.95

Sensory Play Stones 
– Breads of the 
World, Set of 8
Ages 2 years + Take a 
slice of inspiration from this 
stunning selection of breads. 
Convert your mud kitchen 
into a bakery for the children 
to make and bake versions 
or their own. Created from a 
durable stone mix they are 
ideal for use indoors and 
outside. Once used, these 
durable stones can be safely 
cleaned for the next activity. 
The set contains eight foods: 
bagel, challah, croissant, 
fougasse, poppy seed bread, 
pretzel, saffron bun and 
sourdough. Measures 2-3".
E471174  $41.95

EARLY YEARS
OUTDOOR LEARNING

Sensory Play Stones - Foods of the World
Ages 2 years+ Get ready for a global food adventure! 
These fascinating food stones are an ideal multicultural 
resource, helping children to learn more about different 
cultures and their culinary heritage. Durable for use 
outdoors all-year-round, children will love using them in 
their play as inspiration for muddy feasts and global food 
festivals. The set contains the following eight foods: bao 
bun, empanada, kalitsounia, pizza, samosa, spring roll, 
sushi and taco. Measures 1½-3”.
E471328  $41.95

new
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Rustic Bowls, Set of 3 
Ages 18 months + Suitable for use indoors and outside; the bowls can be washed 
clean after use. Measuring between 3-5”.  
E470538  $41.95  

Rustic Pourers, Set of 3 
Ages 18 months + Robust enough to be used outside to enhance sand, water, and 
muddy play. Used for scoop and pour. Measuring between 4-6”. 
E470539  $41.95  

Mud Kitchen  
Process Stones 
Ages 2 years+ These tactile 
stones show a simple image of a 
cooking process on one side and a 
related word on the reverse. Ideal 
for introducing key vocabulary 
the stones can easily be lined up 
to show the stages of a recipe, 
indicate an area for a specific task, 
or to allocate roles. Made from a 
unique stone and resin mix, each 
set contains ten process stones: 
bake, cook, crush, cut, measure, 
pour, roll, spread, stir and whisk. 
Measures 1½ -2”. 
E470804  $41.95

Short Handle Holey Spoons, Pack of 3
Ages 3 years + Solid wooden spoon sieves - rounder than spatulas and with a 
greater cup. Sieve, make or shake, this set is going to be a firm favourite in every 
sand tray. Pack of 3. Length is 23 cm. Store in a dry place. Regularly check and sand 
down any edges that become splinter sites.
E470695  $76.95

Salt Spoons, Pack of 6
Ages 3 years + Little tiny scoops for mini mixing, stirring and scooping play. Fine 
motor finger fun. Sizes vary from 8 cm - 17 cm. Design may vary. Store in dry place. 
Regularly check and sand down any edges that become spliter sites. 
E470696  $26.95

EARLY YEARS
OUTDOOR LEARNING

Sifters, Stirrers, Scoopers, and Skimmers (12pk)
Ages 3 years + A wonderful set of wooden kitchen tools with a twist. Use while 
exploring play in sand, water, or mud play. Set of 12. Sizes vary from 9 cm to 45 cm.
E471197  $106.95

Pestle and Mortar Set (3pk)
Ages 3 years + Wooden Pestle and Mortar Set perfect for sand or mud play. 
Largest size is 15 cm H.
E471198  $49.95
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EARLY YEARS
OUTDOOR LEARNING

Natural Focus Frames
Ages 18 months + Set of 3 wooden frames in three different sizes, ideal for 
focusing on an area for close inspection and inspiration. Frames are robust, tactile 
and ergonomic. Internal frame dimensions: 8” x 5 1/2”, 6” x 3” and 4” x 1”.
E470543  $48.95

Adventures Outdoors 
(Teachers Resource) 
Wherever you can find a puddle, 
feel a breeze or play in the mud, 
there is learning to be had. Printed 
on durable plastic, each pack 
contains 30 photographs with 
activity ideas on the reverse. They 
are held together by a quick-
release metal ring, so that you 
will always have ideas for outdoor 
learning at your fingertips. Please 
note: some activity ideas can be 
used with children from as young 
as 2 years although the core of the 
activities would be for children 3-6 
years.
E434226 Puddles  $20.95 
E434224 Wind $20.95 
E434222 Mud $20.95

Outdoor Learning Rack and Slide 
Ages 3 years + Outdoor learning resource to use with water or sand exploration, 
sensory play and small world play. Can be used indoor and outdoor. Rack 
Measures: 64 cm H x 45 cm W x 115 L. Slide Measures: 47 cm H x 25 cm W x 60 
cm L.  For funnels & buckets see page 171. 
E470014  $432.92  

Outdoor Learning Wooden Giant Scale 
Ages 3 years + Great addition to your outdoor learning environment, maths activities 
or into the construction area. It will inspire curious minds who will enjoy investigating 
the scales’ properties using stones, wood, gravel and things they found indoors or in 
the outdoor classroom. This scale makes a great addition to outdoor learning area. 
Buckets not included. Measures 180 cm W x 90 cm H x 80 cm D. 
E470015  $272.92  

Additional shipping charges apply. 

Constructa Cabin
Ages 3 years + Build your own log cabin with this 
open-ended set. Ideal for encouraging imaginative 
role play and suitable for use both indoors and 
outdoors. Includes a model guide for inspiration. 
Pieces are easy to join together and are made 
from super durable HDPE. Includes 60 pieces in 
natural colours – 11 large connectors, 26 beams, 15 
connectors and 8 flexi connectors.
E471190  $429.92
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A. Outdoor Umbrella with Foot & Cover 
Ages 3 years + Outdoor umbrella with foot and cover.  
Measures: 130 cm H x 160 cm dia. 2 year warranty on wood. 
Accessories not included. 
E470020 $282.92  

B. Outdoor Learning Wooden Table 
Ages 3 years + This low wooden table can be used both indoors 
and outdoors. It is an excellent addition to any outdoor learning 
play spaces as well as children’s dining areas. Requires some 
assembly. Measures: 48 cm H x 106 cm L x 57 cm W. 2 year 
warranty on wood. Accessories not included. 
E470019  $349.92  

C. Outdoor Learning  
Wooden Benches, Set of 2 
Ages 3 years + These benches can be used both indoors and 
outdoors. Excellent addition to any outdoor learning play space. 
Some assembly required. Measures: 25 cm H x 94 cm W x 31 cm 
D. 2 year warranty on wood. Accessories not included. 
E470021  $229.92  

D. Outdoor Learning Picnic Table 
Ages 3 years + This picnic table is a sturdy and easy to utilize 
wooden table that can be used both inside and outside.  
Measure: 50 cm H x 99 cm l x 80 cm P. 2 year warranty on wood. 
Accessories not included. 
E470018   $319.92  

Outdoor Learning Wood Sorting Table with Lid 
Ages 3 years + The Outdoor Learning Sorting Table is extremely versatile table 
and comes with a wooden lid that can be attached to clips on the back. Lid can 
transform unit into a table top. Sorting Boxes and accessories sold separately.  
2 year warranty on wood. Measures 60 cm L x 120 cm W x 40 cm D. Accessories 
not included 
E470016  $469.92  

Outdoor Learning Sorting Boxes, Set of 6 
Ages 3 years + The set of 6 hardwood sorting boxes consist of 2 large and 4 small 
sorting boxes that will all fit neatly into the Sorting Table (E470016). 2 year warranty 
on wood. Accessories not included 
E470017  $239.92  

Outdoor Learning Busy Bench 
Ages 3 years + This outdoor learning table makes a super writing center. It is robust 
and designed to last, making it a lovely potting table. The versatile nature of this 
handy bench means that activities can be accessed easily outdoors and indoors.  
Measurement: 90 cm W x 45 cm D x 60 cm H. 2 year warranty for the wood.  
Accessories not included.  
E470636  $519.92  

Additional shipping charges apply. 

EARLY YEARS
OUTDOOR LEARNING
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Outdoor Hollow Blocks with Storage Box - Natural 
Ages 3 years + These Natural Hollow Blocks are perfect for outdoor play. 
Storage box and wooden blocks not to be left outdoor and be stored after use 
Each set contains 27 pieces and one storage box. 1 year warranty. Largest block 
measures: 24 cm L x 120 cm W x 120 cm H.  
E471163  $564.92 

Outdoor Hollow Blocks with Storage Box - Colour 
Ages 3 years + These brightly coloured hollow blocks are perfect for outdoor 
play. Storage box not to be left outdoor. Blocks and storage should be stored 
after use. Each set contains 27 pieces. 1 year warranty. Largest block measures: 
L 24 cm x W 120 cm x H 120 cm.  
E471164  $598.92 

Landscape Grass Set 8 Circles 
Ages 3 years + Consists of 8 circles, 
each 50 cm x 50 cm. Ideal for creating 
an outdoor area inside. The material is 
flexible and can be easily rolled away 
between uses. The matting has a natural 
latex anti-slip backing.  
E470175  $146.95

Additional shipping charges apply. 

EARLY YEARS
OUTDOOR LEARNING

new

Imagineering Wooden Blocks - Set of 25 
Ages 3 years + Begin your outdoor construction or extend it even further with 
this brilliant set of hollow large blocks which interconnect cleverly meaning a 
huge variety of different creations. Perfect for critical thinking, problem solving, 
and supporting those all important characteristics of effective learning. Great for 
outdoor areas or larger indoor construction areas. Includes 17 various blocks and 8 
planks. Sizes and colours may vary. Accessories not included. 
Please Note: Blocks should not be left outdoors after use. Store blocks indoors. 
Blocks should be used on grass or soft surface, not on hard or concrete paved 
surfaces. Blocks should be inspected for splintering and sanded as needed to 
keep blocks smooth to touch.
E471270 $1,169.92

Deckciting Blocks - Set of 25 
Ages 3 years + A set of great value blocks made from heard-wearing wood to 
extend block play and creative imagination. Includes 17 various blocks and 8 planks. 
Sizes and colours may vary. Dimensions: Largest plank size: 72 cm L x 12 cm W, 
smallest block: 24 cm L x 12 cm W, largest block: 48 cm L x 24 cm. 
Please Note: Blocks should not be left outdoors after use. Store blocks indoors. 
Blocks should be used on grass or soft surface, not on hard or concrete paved 
surfaces. Blocks should be inspected for splintering and sanded as needed to keep 
blocks smooth to touch.
471269  $898.92

new
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Lewis’s Lightweight  
Softwood Bricks, Pack of 60
Ages 3 years + A set of lightweight softwood bricks 
complete with rounded corners and realistic size.  
20 cm L x 5 cm D x 9 cm W. If being used outside, 
treat them with linseed for longer life. Regularly check 
and sand down any edges that become splinter sites. 
For use on carpeted areas or grass only. Supervision 
is recommended. Store in a dry place. Do not leave 
outdoors or in rain or snow. Store indoors.
E470693  $268.95

EARLY YEARS
OUTDOOR LEARNING

Ethnic Wooden People
Ages 3 years + Set of 10 ethnic wooden  
people. Tactile and open-ended to encourage children to use during imaginative 
play, sand play or combine with block play. Peg people measure 5 cm H.
E471191  $59.95

Guidecraft® Branch Blocks
Ages 3 years + Natural and unscripted play patterns emerge when Branch Blocks 
are provided for building and dramatic play inspiration. The intact textured bark 
on each building piece adds sensory exploration mirroring the organic benefits of 
outdoor play. Use Branch Blocks to practice stacking, sorting and STEM activities. 
36 wood pieces included Natural tree branch shapes cut into building blocks. Bark 
texture remains for tactile, sensory exploration. Encourages organic, unscripted 
play patterns. 36 wood pieces 1-3” W, up to 7” L. 
E470205  $78.95

Big Branch Block Builders - 125 pc. Set
Ages 3 years + Children ages 3 and up can experience a nature-inspired, 
tactile building experience indoors and outdoors with Big Branch Block 
Builders - 125 pc. set. Real branches in various lengths feature notched sides 
for perpendicularly stacked builds. Special parts create window frame and roof 
details. The unrefined wood and real branch material wears over time, revealing 
cause and effect behaviors and natural evolution to children. Authentic marks, 
spots and imperfections in the wood pieces provide a natural appearance that 
strengthens organic connections to nature during play. 10 double-sided concept 
cards enhance hands-on building activities by providing creative inspiration 
and real-life examples. Additional loose parts not included. Shortest branch 
measures 2.25", longest branch measures 13.75". 
E471206  $272.95
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EARLY YEARS
OUTDOOR LEARNING

Junior Tuff Tray with Stand 
Ages 3 years + An extremely sturdy Tuff Tray includes adjustable Junior Tuff Tray 
Stand specifically designed to fit through standard doorways and making this 
smaller size easy to store in any learning environment! There's no end of uses 
to the Junior Tuff Tray, from messy play to sand and water, it's only limited by the 
imagination.  The stand is adjustable to three heights:  45 cm, 55 cm, and 65 cm. 
The Junior Tuff Tray measures 69.85 cm L x 69.85 cm W x 7 cm H. Available in 
Black only.
E471281 - Black only  $134.92 

Stand and Junior Tuff Tray also available separately: 
E470705 Junior Tuff Tray only - Black  $40.95 
E470704 Junior Tuff Tray Stand only  $102.95

Giant Outdoor Chalkboard 
Ages 3 years + Giant chalkboards to colour and draw with chalk 
outdoors! Weather-resistant and can be secured outside to brighten 
up outdoor play spaces. Includes 5 segments and zip ties to secure 
to fence. 
A. E470469 Caterpillar  (72 cm H x 66 cm W)  
B. E470468 Flowers (100 cm H x 80 cm W)
$165.95 Each Set

Save 10% when 
you buy the set, one 
each of Chalkboard 

Flowers & Chalkboard 
Caterpillars

E470497  $298.72

Landscape Grass Tuff Tray Mat 
Ages 3 years + This mat is cut to fit Tuff Trays (see E470523, E470524, E470525).  
Mat measures 88 cm x 88 cm. Ideal for creating an outdoor area inside. The 
material is flexible and can be easily rolled between uses. The matting has a 
natural latex anti-slip backing.  
E470176  $67.95

Additional shipping charges apply. 

Tuff Tray with Stand 
Ages 3 years + An extremely versatile tray with sturdy metal adjustable stand 
suitable for a variety of resource requirements, sand & water, messy play, arts & 
crafts, and various role play scenarios including loose parts play. Size of tray: 97 
cm x 97 cm x 7 cm H. Sturdy metal stand is adjustable to three heights: 45 cm, 55 
cm, or 65 cm to fit our range of Tuff Trays. Tuff Tray and Stand also sold separately. 
(Stand is Blue). 
E471278 Tuff Tray with Stand - Black  $164.92
E471279 Tuff Tray with Stand - Blue  $164.92
E471280 Tuff Tray with Stand - Green  $164.92

Stand and Tuff Trays also available separately

Tuff Tray Only: 
E470523 - Black  $43.92 
E470524 - Blue  $46.92 
E470525 - Green  $46.92

Tuff Tray Stand Only: 
E470537  $129.95

For more 
TUFF TRAY 
OPTIONS 

visit our website 
spectrumed.ca
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EARLY YEARS
OUTDOOR LEARNING

Kaskade™ Waterfall 
Ages 3 years + For use indoors 
and outdoors. A unique combined 
waterfall system in one tray, 
containing three reservoirs. Helps 
children explore the principles of 
flowing water. Children can let the 
water flow from one reservoir to 
the other by opening and closing 
the fitted taps. Set also includes a 
squeeze ball pump and clear tubing 
so the water can be recycled back 
to the top reservoir from the bottom 
reservoir. Complete with sturdy metal 
stand. Product Dimensions: 44 x 103 
x 42 rising to 71 cm. Light Assembly 
required. 1 year warranty.  
E471162  $529.92

Explore Water Kit
Ages 4 years + Explore water with this deluxe Water Investigation Kit. Kit includes: 
9-piece stacking cups with holes for water to pour through, 2 large and 2 small 
watering cans, 2 large and 2 small buckets with sturdy, reinforced handles, 3 
fountain water pumps, 1 sand/water mill and 1 water wheel, 4 eye droppers, and 2 
water resistant smocks. 
E446318  $132.92

Garden Tool Set 
Ages 3 years + Gardening is perfect for providing exploring and thinking 
activities, communication and well-being in an early years setting. It also 
provides motor skills activities for children and provides children with 
opportunities to learn about caring for and respecting the environment 
around them. Set includes 3-piece large set and 3-piece small (garden tools 
as shown) and one bucket.  
E470686  $28.95

Green Garden Planting School 54 Piece Set 
Ages 2 years + With this large planting school set, there’s plenty of opportunity 
to let your green fingers run wild and get lots of greenery sprouting and growing. 
The set is suitable for both playing and learning about real plants as well as the 
accompanying toy vegetables.
The set includes planting sticks to help you remember what you’ve sown where. 
There is even a sheet of labels for the child to draw or write on and then stick onto 
the planting sticks. The set has a high play value as it can be used for growing 
plants, as a storage box or play set.
Together you can discover how the garden plants and colours change throughout 
the year. Made in Denmark and carries the Nordic Swan Ecolabel. Dishwasher 
safe. 54 Piece Set. Labels should be removed before washing toys.
E471299  $149.95

Green Garden Garden Set 
Ages 2 years + Explore nature with Dantoy’s large sand and planting set, which 
offers plenty of opportunities for play and participation in hands-on tasks, but also 
for exploration. Nature is a sensory learning space, where the child can experience 
the joy of following growth from seed to flower, feel the sand under their nails, hear 
the birds chirping and smell the freshly cut grass. You can easily include the Green 
Garden Planting School set in your play – all of them support outdoor play, learning 
and exploration. The Green Garden Garden Set encourages children to play and 
to become involved in daily chores, such as tending a kitchen garden. Together 
you can discover how the garden plants and colours change throughout the year.
Made in Denmark and made of Nordic Eco-labelled plastic. Set includes 18 pieces 
in lovely, subtle Green Garden colours. Hand wash only.
E471298 $124.95new

Let’s Explore Sand Kit – 32 piece Set
Ages 3-5 years. This kit has it all! Bright, colourful, sturdy kit, economically prices 
and tailored specifically to children ages 3-5 years. Set includes 4 sieves, 2 large 
and 2 small buckets, 4 rakes, 4 shovels, set of 6 sand scrapers, a 8-piece sand 
molds assortment, one sand wheel, and one sand / water mill. 
E445286  $62.92
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Single Fence Easel
Ages 3 years + Comes with S-hooks for hanging on a chain-link fence, and clamps 
to secure paper. Easel trays and base extenders hold the easel out from fence at a 
workable angle. The extenders have skid-resistant rubber bumpers that allow you 
to use the easel as a table-top painting surface. Some assembly required. 

A. E230041 Single 59 x 59 cm (23.5” L x 22.5” W).  $109.95

B. E230042 Double 119 x 59 cm (47.5” L x 22.5” W).  $176.95

Sargent Art® Sidewalk Chalk
Ages 3 years + Soft sidewalk chalk can easily be washed off 
all surfaces. Large-size sticks are easy to hold and won’t break 
easily. Assorted coloured chalk. Bold, bright, strong colours, easy 
to blend in.
E9733268 Box of 20 -  $6.25 bucket
E9725515 Box of 30. 3 each of 10 colours -  $8.35 box

Let’s Roll
Ages 2 years + These rollers offer and 
imaginative way for children to explore the 
natural world through creative play. Roll into play 
dough and stamp to create hands on habitats. 
Children can experiment by using different 
amounts of pressure and rolling in different 
way. Great for fine motor development, creative 
imagination and learning about nature. Durable and easy to clean each set 
contains 6 rollers. Each roller measures 3" L x 1 1⁄4 " W. 

A. E471330 Let's Roll Garden Bugs -  $26.95 
B. E471331 Let's Roll Forest Friends -  $26.95 
C. E471332 Let's Roll Ocean Life -  $26.95 
D. E471333 Let's Roll Pond Life -  $26.95

new

new

Let's Roll - Number Frames
Ages 2 years + Children will love using these rollers to create tactile images 
in play dough, clay or sand, providing lots of opportunity to explore and 
engage with number in a playful way. Ideal to create 1–5 or 1–10 frames for 
simple counting, or to make attractive scenes that can roll on and on! How 
many ladybugs are climbing the beanstalk? Have any flown away? Is the 
train full? How many seats are left? As they roll and stamp, children will be 
encouraged to ask questions and extend their math vocabulary. The set 
includes 6 versatile designs: two traditional number grids; two vertical frames 
– a beanstalk and stepping stones; and two horizontal frames – bird boxes 
and train carriages. Made from a durable stone mix which is easy to clean, 
each set includes six rollers measuring 2¾" H x 1-3/8" L.
E471335  $26.95

new

Let's Roll – Emotions 
Ages 2 years + These playful, inventive rollers will help children recognize and 
talk about the key emotions they may be experiencing – happy, excited, sad, 
worried, calm, and angry. Simply roll into play dough, clay or sand, to make 
a body and add a face to complete the emotion. Each design includes lots 
of talking points to help children begin to express and understand how their 
face may look and how their body may feel, when experiencing a particular 
emotion. An engaging way to develop children’s emotional vocabulary while 
also practicing fine motor skills. Made from a durable stone mix which is easy 
to clean, each set includes six rollers measuring 2¾" H x 1-3/8" L. 
E471334  $26.95
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Natural Sorting Trays
Ages 2 years + Made from sustainably sourced and FSC 
approved beech wood, this tactile tray is designed to 
encourage counting, sorting and displaying intriguing objects! 
The sections are perfect to help children sort according to 
particular criteria, such as size, shape, number, colour or 
pattern indoors or out!!
A. E435093 9-Frame Tray: 230 x 230 x 20mm  $41.95
B. E435095 10-Frame Tray: 380 x 155 x 20mm  $41.95
C. E435911 5-Frame Tray: 15” x 3”  $24.95

D. Two-Tone Counting Stones, Set of 20
Ages 2 years + Set of 20 double-sided smooth stones is ideal for counting, 
number bonds and sorting, among other maths concepts. Counters are 
made from a stone and resin mix and can be used outside, in water and 
sand. They are ideal for use with our 10-Frame Tray. Stones measuring 45 
mm in diameter and 10 mm at the thickest point. Trays not Included.
E435913  $41.95

Size-Sorting Eggs, Set of 8
Ages 3 years + Stimulate both language development and mathematical skills, as 
children sort the eggs by size and weight. They are also tough enough to be taken 
outside to be collected, sorted and used in your mud kitchen! Contains 8 eggs 
measuring between 1 1⁄2” - 3” (40 - 75 mm) high. 
E435909  $48.95

Tactile Counting Stones, Set of 20
Ages 3 years + These tactile stones will help children 
with counting, number recognition, learning the 
different ways to represent numbers, among other 
early maths concepts. Contains 20 stones (2 sets of 
1-10 stones) measuring approx. 3” in length. 
E435915  $71.95

Threading Pebbles, Set of 16 
Ages 2 years + Develop early counting, sorting and pattern-making skills, as well 
as hand-eye co-ordination, as children sort and sequence these threading stones 
by shape, colour and texture. Set includes 16 threading pebbles in four different 
shapes, shades and textures, plus two chunky laces. Pebbles measure 1 1⁄2” (40 
mm). Laces measure 7” (180) mm.
E435917  $36.95
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A. Array Tray
Ages 3 years + Explore the joy of pattern in the outdoors. This lovely wooden 
tray is great for encouraging mathematical thinking through play and introducing 
numbers, number relationships, and patterning. Tray size is 38 cm x 38 cm.
E471192  $47.95

B. Array Trays (4pk)
Ages 3 years + Set of 4 wooden trays.
E471193  $162.95

Maths Shape Trays (4pk)
Ages 3 years + Reinforce children's understanding of shapes and math 
investigations with these beautiful wooden large shape trays. One each of 
rectangle, square, triangle, and a hexagon. Tray sizes measure between 30-50 cm 
based on the shape.
E471194  $112.95

Proportional Number Blocks 1-10
Ages 3 years + Proportional Wooden Number Blocks ideal for number 
sense exploration. Pack of 10, numbers 1-10. Blocks measure 5 cm L x 
5 cm W x 1-10 cm H.
E471195  $67.95

Domino 10-Frame Tray
Ages 2 years + This appealing wooden tray offers a different representation of a 
10-frame, enabling children to explore number patterns to 10 in a new way. Divided 
into two identical halves, the familiar dice layout for 5 helps them subitize and 
develop early counting and number bonds skills in a fun, tactile and highly visual 
way. Each tray is made from sturdy FSC beech and measures 12½ x 6½".
E471178  $41.95

For 
TWO-TONE 

COUNTING STONES 
see page 183

Natural Counting Log
Ages 3 years + Pick up sticks and start counting! This beautifully simple wooden 
log has equal-sized holes which will encourage children to count out the correct 
number of sticks from a pile, and then count in the correct number for each 
section. When placed correctly in the sections, children can easily see the 
difference between the numbers (cardinality). Each side of the log shows a slightly 
different range of numerals – 1–10 on one side and 0–9 on the other, making it 
helpful to teach ordinality and the value of zero. Made from FSC beech wood the 
Counting Log is a delight to touch and play with. Counting Log measuring 18½" 
long and 60 sticks (2½").
E471175  $84.95
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Number Pebbles, 1 to 10
Ages 3 years + Cast from a unique 
mix including real stone, each 
pebble is engraved with a number 
and measures between 30-45 mm. 
This set explores numbers to ten 
and contains two of numbers 0-10 
(22 pebbles). Suitable for outdoor 
use too. 
E449012  $42.95

Ladybug Stones, 22 pieces
Ages 3 years + Durable and weatherproof, they can be used to explore counting 
to 20, odd and even numbers, and addition and subtraction. Each set includes two 
each of 0-10 and an activity leaflet full of related ideas and games. Each ladybug 
measure 5 cm. 
E434099  $43.95

Honey Bee Number Stones
Ages 3 years + Use these durable and attractive honey bee stones to explore 
number sequences and odd and even numbers, along with addition, subtraction 
and number bonds to 10. Children can also have fun using these bees alongside 
our Ladybugs Counting Stones (E434099). These can also be used with our 
Honey Bee Early Number Cards (E434218). Set includes two each of 1-10 honey 
bee stones. Bees measure x 1.5 inches.  
E434220  $43.95

Honey Bee Early Number Cards
Ages 3 years + Designed to be used with our Honey Bee Number Stones 
(E434220), these engaging activity cards provide an exciting way to teach early 
number skills. Use them to explore number sequences, odd and even numbers, 
addition subtraction, and number bonds to 10. Made from durable plastic, suitable 
for use outside, the set includes 16 colourful cards measuring 8” x 11”.
E434218  $33.95

Ladybugs Early Number Cards
Ages 3 years + Designed for use with our Ladybugs Counting Stones (E434099), 
these beautifully attractive activity cards encourage children to develop early math 
skills. Explore early number through matching, counting and ordering. Made from 
durable plastic, the cards are tough enough for use in the outdoor area — the 
natural environment for ladybugs! Each set includes 16 colourful cards measuring 
8” x 11”.
E434216  $33.95

Sorting Stones
Ages 3 years + Sorting Stones offer the opportunity to explore colour, shape 
and pattern in a wide variety of contexts, both indoors and outdoors. Cast from 
a unique mix of resin and real stone, each stone measures 40-45 mm and has a 
colourful bug character engraved on one side. Each set includes 20 stones, with 
five bug shapes – circle, square, rectangle, triangle and hexagon – in four colours 
– red, blue, yellow and green. Leaflet with additional activities included. 
E435919  $42.95
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Wooden Dominoes
Ages 3 years + Giant hard-wearing solid beech wood dominoes, great for 
playing outdoors. With smooth finished edges and strong painted black dots, the 
dominoes can be used to play the traditional game - taking it in turns matching the 
equal dots until you have used all your dominoes, for number recognition practice 
or for simple adding and subtracting games. Ideal for improving mathematical 
knowledge and confidence. Contains 28 dominoes. Size: 75 x 150 x 15mm
E434555  $39.95

1-10 Natural Number Stacker
Ages 3 years + This inventing number stacker will teach early number concepts 
by helping children to make connections within and between numbers to ten. 
The bases measure 2” and show four different representations for each number: 
numeral, standard 1-5 dice array, random dot array, and 10-frame pattern.
E470799  $96.95

Count & Thread Stones
Ages 2 years + Versatile tactile stones offer many enjoyable ways to develop 
recognition of shape and numbers, as well as improvising file motor skills. Sort the 
stones by colour and shape (circle, square, hexagon), then count, order and thread 
them together. Shapes can also be matched by the number of holes or threaded 
to create sequences. Each set includes 15 tactile stones measuring 2” and three 
laces and 3 soft, chunky laces measuring 24”.
E470806  $41.95

Category Attribute Stones
Ages 2 years + Children will love to sort and classify this curious collection of cats! 
They will enjoy observing and issuing the similarities and differences developing 
descriptive vocabulary and exploring math skills as they do so. Each set includes 
16 tactile stone cats (eight matching pairs) measuring 2”.
E470805  $41.95

Little People, Bumper Play Set
Ages 3 years + These charming little people have been designed to invite play 
and stimulate children’s imaginations. The range of colours, sizes and hairstyles 
means that the people can be sorted by a number of criteria, making this bumper 
set ideal for practicing sorting skills and developing mathematical language. Four 
sets of six figures, two of each size (2”, 2 1⁄2“ and 2 3⁄4”).
E470798  $84.95
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Natural Tinker Tray (9 Section)
Ages 18 months + Collect, count, sort, organize, display and create! This extremely 
versatile wooden tray will quickly become an essential learning resource for 
early math investigations and loose parts play. It features nine differently sized 
compartments inviting children to play and explore. Made from FSC beech wood. 
Measures 9¼".
E471177  $43.95

Natural Flower Tray
Ages 3 years + Beautifully made from FSC beech, this tactile natural wood tray is 
instantly appealing to young investigators. With six outside petals and a central 
area, it is ideal for all kinds of collecting, counting, sorting and loose parts activities. 
The sections are just waiting to be filled with treasures to display and discover. 
Measures 9¼".
E471176  $42.95

Pre-Coding Penguin Activity Cards, Set of 16
Ages 3 years + Designed to be used alongside the Pre-Coding Penguin Stones 
(E470540), these sturdy and washable plastic cards will inspire the use of specific 
positional and directional language. Includes a range of activities that will extend 
children’s matching, sequencing, pattern making, and logical thinking. Each card 
measures 8” x 11”.
E470541  $33.95

Pre-Coding Penguin Stones, Set of 18
Ages 3 years + Our “waddle” of penguins will delight children and inspire the 
use of directional and positional language, problem-solving, pattern making, and 
logical thinking. The set contains 18 penguins: four of each directional arrow and 
two without arrows.
E470540  $43.95

Natural Sorting Stones
Ages 3 years + Ideal for sensory play activities but are also durable for use in 
sand, water and outdoors. Each set includes twelve stones in three different sizes 
(stones measure between 5.5 cm - 8 cm), and four natural colours. 
E434859  $33.95

EARLY YEARS
OUTDOOR LEARNING
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Alphabet Pebbles - Word Building Set
Ages 3-6 years. This larger set of 50 pebbles includes three of each vowel and 
two of b, c, d, f, g, h, i, j, k, l, m, n, p, q, r, s, t, v, w, x, z. 
E444116  $72.95

Alphabet Pebbles
Ages 3 years + Take a hands-on approach to letters and word-building with these 
tactile Alphabet Pebbles. Specially cast from a unique mix including real stone, these 
pebbles appeal to children’s natural instinct to investigate, sort and collect. They are 
durable for use throughout an early years environment, including sand and water, 
both inside and outside. Each pebble is engraved with a letter and measures 3-4.5 
cm. 
E444114 Lowercase $43.95 E450088 Uppercase $43.95

Jumbo Alphabet Pebbles
Ages 2 years + Cast from a unique stone mix, Jumbo Alphabet Pebbles offer a 
unique way to introduce young children to letters. Why not leave them outside to 
be discovered, sink them in water or even bury them in sand? Jumbo Alphabet 
Pebbles measure between 5.7 cm and 7 cm. Each set includes 26 pebbles 
featuring a full lowercase alphabet. 
E434532  $72.95

Rhyming Pebbles
Ages 3 years + Develop 
phonemic awareness 
and vocabulary with 
this set of 16 visually 
appealing rhyming 
pebbles. The durable 
stones provide a fantastic 
tactile way for children 
to learn as they sort and 
match 8 rhyming pairs. 
Each stone measures 
approx. 2 inches. 4.5 cm.
E470389  $43.95

Story Stones - Under The Sea
Ages 2 years + Dive into a sea full of stories! These colourful, durable stones can 
be divided by colour into three sections: characters, settings and objects. Children 
can pick stones from each section to provide inspiration and structure for their 
stories. Includes 13 stones measuring approximately 4.5 cm.
E470808  $41.95

Story Stones  
- Outer Space
Ages 2 years + Shoot for the 
stars with this set of beautifully 
engraved story stones. Children 
can build story frameworks 
by picking from the character, 
setting and object subsets, 
each a different colour. Endless 
storytelling potential awaits! 
Each set includes 13 stones 
measuring approximately 4.5 
cm.
E470807  $41.95

Plastic Clip Board
Ages 4 years + Sturdy plastic clipboard 
makes drawing outdoors easier. Plastic 
clip makes the fear of squishing little 
fingers go away. 9.5” x 13”.
E434903 Yellow $4.45 
E434904 Green $4.45 

Weather Stones
Ages 2 years + These engaging and tactile weather stones can be used in so 
many ways: record the weather, make a forecast, sort by the different conditions, 
press into playdough or create stories alongside other props. Made from a 
unique stone mix, the symbols are robust enough to be used outside, whatever 
the weather! Includes ten stones engraved and painted with the following 
representations: dark cloud, light cloud, hail, rain, rainbow, snow, sun, sunny 
intervals, thunderstorm, and wind.
Each stone measures between 1½-2¼” high.
E471329  $39.95

new
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Junior Adventure Binoculars
Ages 3 years + Get out and explore 
the world up close with these 
handy binoculars. Long cord, adult 
supervision recommended. 
E446211  $11.95 

Large Sheet Magnifier
Ages 3 years + Easy to use magnifier ideal for small hands.  
Low cost and easy to store. Up to 3X magnification. Size 22 x 14 cm.
E448186  $6.85

Easy Hold Discovery, Set of 6
Ages 3 years + This 6-piece set allows children to see the world through new 
eyes! With lenses to change the colour of everything they see, a giant magnifier 
and mirrors to give them true and distorted reflections of the world around 
them. Can be stacked for colour mixing and for use on a light box. Set includes: 
transparent acrylic red, blue and yellow; magnifying lens (3X); two-sided convex/
concave mirror; and plane mirror. Frame size 18.5 x 12 cm (insert size 8 cm 
diameter).
E448180  $69.95

Wooden Surround  
Hand Lens
Ages 3 years + Plastic lens with 2X 
magnification plus inset lens with 3X 
magnification. An excellent aid to 
observation. Size 10 cm.
E448185 Each $13.95

Jr. Bug Viewer
Ages 4 years + Crystal clear plastic containers 
have a high quality magnifying lid with built-in 
air holes and measuring grid. 
E21207  $7.00

Rainbow Viewers Pack of 6
Ages 3 years + Crystal clear plastic containers have a high quality magnifying lid 
with built-in air holes and measuring grid. Includes 32-page field guide with colour 
illustrations and hundreds of insect facts. 60 mm dia. lens with 3x magnification. 
Size: 60 mm x 80 mm dia.
E470059  $41.95

Easy-Hold Magnifier
Ages 3 years + Hardwood frame 
with easy-grip handles enclosing a 
3X magnifying lens with an inset 5X 
lens. Frame size: 18 x 12 cm. 
E449074  $13.60

Natural Shape Viewers
Ages 2 years + Set of five beech wood viewers will inspire children to explore their 
environment with enthusiasm and focus. The set includes circle, square, rectangle, 
triangle and hexagon. Viewers measure approx. 160mm tall and are made from 
sustainably sourced wood.
E435092  $46.95

Magnification Blocks - 6 Piece Set
Ages 3 years + Six stacking squares feature hardwood frames, and smooth, rounded 
corners and edges, with inset magnified acrylic windows. Ideal for exploring nature, 
tactile, and other detailed materials found inside or in nature. Largest square 
measures 7”W x 7”D x 2”H.
E434650  $65.95
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Spectrum’s Early Learning  
Essentials Science Kit Set of 24 pcs.
Ages 3 years + Set contains jumbo tweezers that are easy for little hands to 
grasp to be able to pick up small objects. Includes 8 tweezers 2 of each in 4 
colours shown. Measures 4.7” (12 cm), Jumbo eyedroppers with extra large 
cushion to have a whole hand draw up liquids, 8 eyedroppers, 2 each of 4 
colours shown. Measures 4.7” (12 cm), and colourful magnifiers that have 3x 
magnification with a viewing diameter of 2.4” (6 cm) and a full length of 6.9” 
(17.5 cm). Includes 8 magnifiers 2 each 4 colours shown. 
E435245  $62.95
A. Jumbo Handheld Magnifiers - Set of 4
Ages 3 years + These colourful magnifiers have a 3x magnification with a 
viewing diameter of 2.4” (6 cm) and a full length of 6.9” (17.5 cm). Includes 4 
colours: green, blue, yellow and red. 
E435246  $13.85
B. Jumbo Tweezers - Set of 4
Ages 3 years + These jumbo tweezers are easy for little hands to grasp to 
be able to pick up small objects. Includes 4 colours: green, blue yellow and 
red. Measures 4.7” (12 cm). 
E435247  $8.45
C. Jumbo Eyedroppers - Set of 4
Ages 3 years + Jumbo eyedroppers have an extra large cushion to have a 
whole hand draw up liquids. Includes 4 colours: green, blue, yellow and red. 
E435248  $11.65

Guidecraft® Treasure Tube 
 - Set of 8
Ages 3 years + Find trinkets, natural materials 
and sensory objects to collect in the beautiful, 
stackable Treasure Tubes. The round 
transparent tubes with removable covers hold 
small objects to observe, display or rattle. Ideal 
for colour and sound exploration and light 
table activities. Easy-to-remove wooden top 
keeps objects securely in place until ready to 
be replaced. Set of 8. Largest Tube measures: 
3” Dia. x 5.75” H. Smallest Tube measures: 3” 
Dia. x 3.5” H. 
E470616 Clear  $82.95

Treasure Blocks
Ages 3 years + Smooth hardwood frames 
with inset, transparent acrylic windows have a 
removable panel to place small objects to observe 
or display. Two screws on the removable panel 
keep objects securely in place until ready to be 
replaced. Adults should handle removable screws 
only. Set of 8. Largest Block measures 5.5" L x 5.5" 
W x 2" H. 
E470206 Clear  $78.95

Match Me: Sensory Leaf Tiles
Ages 18 months + These beautiful wooden tiles offer an engaging, tactile way 
to explore pattern and shape in the natural world. They are perfect for matching 
games, developing language, creating rubbings, taking imprints, as well as being 
an appealing resource for treasure baskets. Contains 12 tiles: six different leaf pairs 
(oak, birch, aspen, maple, sweet chestnut, and beech). Made from sustainably 
sourced beech wood. Tile size: 6 cm.
E470542  $54.95

new

new

Sensory Play Stones - 
Flowers
Ages 2 years+ This set of realistic flower heads will help grow children’s 
imaginations and curiosity about the natural world. Made from a unique stone 
mix, they are robust enough to be used outdoors and are perfect for mud kitchen 
play and nature walks. These tactile stones open up lots of play and learning 
opportunities: why not compare to the real things, open a florist shop, create 
potions or plant them in soil? The set contains eight garden flowers: carnation, 
daffodil, dahlia, gerbera daisy, pansy, rose, sunflower and tulip. Each flower stone 
measures approximately 2”.
E471326  $40.95

Match Me - Sensory Flower Tiles
Ages 18 Months+ These wooden wildflower tiles offer a 
wonderful sensory experience as children can touch, feel and 
match patterns and shapes found in the natural world. Ideal for 
creating imprints and rubbings, language development, nature 
walks, as well as being an appealing resource for treasure 
baskets and loose parts play. Each set contains 12 tiles of 
six different flower pairs: bluebell, buttercup, daisy, poppy, 
snowdrop, violet. Made from sustainably-sourced FSC beech 
wood, each tile measures 2½”
E471325  $54.95
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B. Dinosaur Bones Match and Measure Activity Cards
Ages 3 years + Use these durable Match and Measure Activity Cards with our set 
of Dinosaur Bones to encourage children to match, count, compare, order and 
measure the bone of different lengths. The cards are durable enough for outdoor 
play and can even be used during water play. Each set includes 16 colourful activity 
cards measuring 8” by 11”.
E434911  $33.95

A. Dinosaur Bones Match and Measure Set
Ages 3 years + These Dinosaur Bones are guaranteed to cause a lot 
of excitement! Each set of 16 bones includes eight different lengths to 
introduce the concept of measurement, doubling and halving. These 
tactile Dinosaur Bones are made from a unique mix that offers durability 
in the rough and tumble of an early years setting. Children will love 
searching for the bones if you bury them in sand or soil or even sink 
them in water thus creating opportunities to develop and practice the 
descriptive language of measurement while they explore.
E434910  $44.95

Lets Investigate, Dinosaur Footprints 
Ages 3 years + Beware - the dinosaurs are coming! Guaranteed to 
excite children’s curiosity and capture their imagination of Apatosaurus, 
Deinonychus, Hypsilophodon, Iguandon, Quetzalcotlus, Stegosaurus, 
Triceratops and Tyrannosaurus Rex. Made from a unique stone mix, 
they are durable for use inside and outdoors. Stones are double sided  
(3 1⁄2” x 2 1⁄2” inches).  
E435186  $40.95

Tactile Shells, Eco-Friendly 
Ages 18 months + These specially designed Tactile Shells are made from 100% 
eco-friendly materials and consciously manufactured with reduced energy and 
water usage. Made of natural Fiber Particulate Composite (FPC), which is an 
agricultural waste product from rice stems and rice husks. Children will love to 
touch and feel these shells, make imprints into sand and dough or use them in role 
play. Includes 36 tactile shells, 2 of each in 6 different tactile finishes and 3 sizes. 
Sizes: 1.6”W, 1.9”W and 2.1”W. 
E470812  $42.95

Lets Investigate, 
Woodland Footprints 
Ages 2 years + Each stone has 
raised footprints on one side and 
the animal they belong to on the 
other. Take the stones on nature 
walks and compare footprints to 
those you find in the wild. Or press 
the stone into the ground and 
create your own foot prints leading 
to treasure! Set contains 8 (3 inch) 
stones of Fox, squirrel, rabbit, frog, 
deer, hawk, owl and mouse. 
E435187  $40.95

Let’s Investigate Fossils
Ages 2 years + Fossils intrigue young children and they will delight in discovering 
and examining this set of eight realistic and tactile specimens including ammonite, 
clam shell, fern leaf, preserved leaves, sea urchin, shark’s tooth, shrimp and 
trilobite. Made from a unique stone mix, they are robust enough to be used 
throughout an early-years setting, both inside and outdoors. These fossils 
(3-4 inches) have huge potential for discovery, storytelling and provide a great 
springboard to further activities.
E434907  $40.95

Let’s Investigate Bugs
Ages 2 years + A great early STEM resource for 
your younger learners. These bugs are durable for 
use outdoors and offer children the opportunity to 
learn close up about the living creatures they will 
encounter in daily life. Make a record what’s been 
found by taking a wax rubbing and/ or making 
an imprint in modeling clay. Cast from a special 
stone mix, this set includes eight bugs (ant, beetle, 
butterfly, centipede, dragonfly, ladybug, spider, and 
pill bug) each measuring 3-4 inches.
E434909  $40.95

Lets Investigate,  
Farmyard Footprints 
Ages 2 years + Each double-sided stone has 
the raised footprint of an animal on one side and 
an image of the animal indented into the other. 
Children can making rubbings and impression in 
play dough. When the work is done stones can be 
washed with water and soap. Contains 8 stones 
featuring cow, horse, sheep, pig, dog, cat, chicken 
and duck. 
E435188  $40.95
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Wooden 4 in a Row
Ages 3 years + A large version of the traditional 4 in a row game with a sturdy 
frame and smooth finished wooden black and red counters. The rugged plywood 
construction is of excellent quality and is ideal for outdoor play. Comes with 42 
counters. Counter size: 62 cm Dia. Frame Size: 600 x 480 x 220mm.
E434553  $74.95

Nature’s Footsteps, Set of 15
Ages 3 years + Don’t fall off the log! Kids will have hours of active and imaginative 
play with these nature-inspired pieces. The set comprises 15 non-slip, thick, rubber 
backed mats. Each mat has been cut in the shape of the high resolution image 
which is printed on it. The set contains 8 leaves from all seasons, 3 log cross 
sections, 3 rocks and 1 log. Sizes range from 36.2”L x 7.1”W for the largest piece 
and 9.4”L x 7.9”W for the smallest (rubber back mats contain latex).
E470825  $118.95

Wooden Chutes and Stands
Ages 3 years + Alternative to plastic these wooden chutes work especially well as 
speedways for cars to drive down or sailboats to sail down. Set of 6 chutes come 
with 3 stands. Chutes measure 1 m L x 6 cm W. Not to be used on hard surfaces 
outdoors. Use on grass only. Check for splintering and if splintering occurs sand 
down as needed. This product should be stored indoors after use.
E471196  $218.95

Non-Slip Nature  
Number Tiles 1-20
Ages 3 years + Encourage 
children to sort and arrange 
numbers in different ways or 
use for number spots to sit 
on. 20 cm square, non-slip 
material suitable for outdoors. 
This product contains natural 
and synthetic latex non-slip 
backing.
E471199  $132.95

Children’s Snow Shovel
Ages 2 years + This product is recommended for children aged 2+ years.
A good, ergonomic shovel that can be used for both play and practical tasks in the 
snow. Why not let your child help clear the snow? It’s also great for playing in the 
sandpit and for digging large holes. The shovel is produced by Dantoy in Denmark 
and made of Nordic Eco-labelled plastic. The shovel measures 60 cm and is 
available in black or blue. No colour choice. Contains no harmful toxins. Hand wash 
only. 
E471287  $16.95
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EARLY YEARS
MUSIC & MOVEMENT

Spectrum Discovery Music Kit
Ages 3 years + 10 piece musical set perfect for music 
centres. 
E440416  $44.95 

Spectrum Deluxe Musical Set
Ages 3 years + 30 piece musical class kit. 
E440418  $98.95

Multicultural Rhythm Set
Ages 3 years + Appealing instruments from countries around the world. Includes 
Agogo bells, 50 cm Chilean rain stick, a pair of Native American ankle bells, a Den 
Den, a pair of maracas, Guiro, and a Rap Stik. 
E431606  $156.95

Percussion Set
Ages 3 years + Set of 10 percussion instruments in handy clear plastic carry 
case. Contains: a pair of maracas, a pair of castanets, tambourine, triangle and 
beater, pair of claves, rhythm-clapper, single tone guiro and beater, a pair of finger 
cymbals, wooden shaker pot and a 13 bell jingle stick. 
E470023  $62.95

Available
at

Available
at

Deluxe Rhythm Band Sets
Ages 3 years +
For 15 Players 
Includes Tom Tom with Mallets, Snare Boy 
with Mallet, two 7” Tambourines, 5” Brass 
Cymbals, two 5” Triangle Sets, two Jingle 
Taps, Wrist Bells, Sand Blocks, Tap-A-Taps, 
Rhythm Sticks, Handle Castanet, Tone Block 
with Mallet, Conductor Baton, Instruction 
Book, Deluxe Set Container. 
E44386  $224.95
For 25 Players 
Includes Tom Tom with Mallets, Snare Boy 
with Mallet, two 7” Tambourines, 5” Brass 
Cymbals, 5” Triangle Set, 2 Jingle Taps, 4 
Wrist Bells, 2 pairs of Sand Blocks, 2 pairs 
of Tap-A-Taps, 3 pairs of Rhythm Sticks, 2 
Handle Castanets, Tone Block with Mallet, 
Tom Boy with Mallet, Conductor Baton, 
Instruction Book, Deluxe Set Container. 
E39684  $279.95
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EARLY YEARS
MUSIC & MOVEMENT Rainbow Ribbon,  

Set of 12
Ages 3 years + Create colourful 
with these 2-meter long streamers. 
The rainbow is attached to a 40 cm 
handle. 
E448868  $65.95

Scarves for  
Juggling, Set of 6
Ages 4 years + Scarves for 
juggling, dancing & playing. Scarf 
juggling helps improve upper body 
movement, hand-eye coordination, 
depth perception, balancing and 
catching. Set of 6 nylon scarves in 
bright colours measuring 68 x 68 cm. 
E448866 Set of 6 $23.95

Hoop Scarves, Set of 6
Ages 3 years + Rainbow-coloured 
hoop scarf streamers 22” (55.9 cm) 
long. The soft, flexible hoop fits 
easily into hands. 
E448419  $59.95

Boomwhackers®
Ages 3 years + A real winner with kids of all 
ages! The tubes are perfectly tuned to different 
musical notes, which are clearly marked on 
their labels. Whack almost anything to produce 
tones – thigh, hand, table, chair, floor, etc. 
Different surfaces produce different sounds, but 
always the same pitch.
E67928  $42.90

Wrist Bells, Set of 4
Ages 3 years + Four bells securely attached to a 
colourful, nylon strap with a hook and loop closure. 
Attach to a child’s wrist or ankle and watch them 
come up with different ways to set the jingles in 
motion! Set of 4 in assorted colours. 
E448423  $29.92

Egg Shakers,  Set of 5
Ages 3 years + A classic! These brightly-coloured egg 
shakers are enjoyable for children and adults alike. 
Eggs are 5 cm tall. Set of 5 in 5 assorted colours. 
E448421  $19.92

Ocean Drum
Ages 3 years + Small balls between the natural 
skins produce the calming sound of ocean waves. 
Drum measures 25.5 x. 25.5 x 3.8 cm. Designed in 
Germany. Made of wood, metal and natural skin. 
E434057  $34.95

Bag O Beats
Ages 3 years + A set of percussion instruments including triangles, 
maracas, rhythm sticks, cymbals and castanets. 
E431604  $72.95

Rainstick
Ages 3 years + The gentle patter imitates 
rain. Measures 5.5 x 5.5 x 34 cm. Designed in 
Germany. Made of wood, metal and plastic. 
E434059  $36.95

Rainsticks
Ages 3 years + Like the traditional Chilean instrument, these rainsticks are created 
from a dried cactus. Thorns pressed into the hollowed shaft create the sound of 
rain as pebbles cascade over them. 
E434045 50 cm (20”) Rainstick $33.95 E434047 35 cm (14”) Rainstick $20.95
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SOCIAL EMOTIONAL LEARNING

Four options available!

Self-Regulation Classroom Cruiser- with Desktop
Grades PreK-2 with Desktop. Fully adjustable seat and handlebars accommodate 
PreK-2 students. Quiet drivetrain to minimize distraction. Enclosed fly wheel for 
safety. Multi-position work surface for reading or writing. Adjustable magnetic 
resistance to set difficulty level. Built-in display to tract distance, speed, time, RPM 
and calories burned (batteries included.) Low maintenance. Included casters and is 
light enough to easily move around the classroom.
E752284  $1,049.92

Grades 3-6 E752283  $1,049.92

Self-Regulation Classroom Cruiser
Grades PreK-2. Same features as the model above, but without the desktop or 
backrest, (handlebars included). 
E752281  $992.92

Grades 3-6 E752282  $992.92

Dimensions 37”L x 22”W (base footprint) Height varies by seat and handlebar 
setting. 6 year warranty for frame and 2 year warranty on moving components.

Introducing The Self-regulation Classroom Cruiser 
from Copernicus. A complete classroom bike designed 
specifically for elementary schools.

G� the wi�l� out!

Ideal for inclusive environments. Helps kinesthetic learners and any students 
who need to move around so they can refocus and engage in learning.

Multi-position work surface for reading or 
writing (models E752284 and E752283)

Quiet drivetrain to 
minimize distraction.

Fully adjustable seat and backrest (requires no tools) 
(E752284) and (E752283)

Built-in display to tract 
distance, speed, time, 
RPM and calories burned 
(batteries included)

Pedals include 
adjustment straps for 
added grip and safety

Levelers ensure that the bike sits 
evenly on floor and casters make 
moving easy

Why adult-sized stationary bikes are not the answer:
Unlike stationary bikes, the Classroom Cruiser is specifically designed with the 
safest ergonomics for students-sized riders and the quiet drivetrain prevents 
injury and distraction.

Model with work surface and backrest 
E752283

Model without the work surface and 
backrest E752282

Additional shipping charges apply. 

Starting at: 

$992.92

new
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SOCIAL EMOTIONAL LEARNING

Sensory Worry Stones 
Ages 3 years + These tactile stones have been designed to soothe, calm and help 
children focus. Offering an appealing range of shapes, textures and natural colours, 
the set includes 12 stones: 2 each of 6 designs, measuring between 2-3".  
E470547  $41.95

How Am I Feeling Today? Wooden People 
Ages 12 months + Designed to encourage and inspire children to create 
characters, scenarios and stories. Wooden blocks have been created with heat 
transferred designs to ensure they can withstand the rigors of daily play. 
E470263  $41.95

Matching Pairs, Feelings and Emotions 
Ages 3 years + Blank on one side, flip over the discs and find the matching pairs. 
Comprises 2 each of 28 photos so children can play Matching Pairs. Improve 
memory skills whilst playing a game of recognition. Cards measure 8cm in 
diameter.
E470345  $36.95

new

Let's Roll – Emotions 
Ages 2 years + These playful, inventive rollers will help children recognize and 
talk about the key emotions they may be experiencing – happy, excited, sad, 
worried, calm, and angry. Simply roll into play dough, clay or sand, to make 
a body and add a face to complete the emotion. Each design includes lots 
of talking points to help children begin to express and understand how their 
face may look and how their body may feel, when experiencing a particular 
emotion. An engaging way to develop children’s emotional vocabulary while 
also practicing fine motor skills. Made from a durable stone mix which is easy to 
clean, each set includes six rollers measuring 2¾” x 13/8”. 
E471334  $26.95

new

Kindness Hearts 
Age 2 years+ Children will just love to touch, hold and give away these 
attractive, tactile heart stones. Made in eight colorful shades, the kindness 
hearts will help children recognize and appreciate kindness, and then show 
this to each other. They are a perfect visible way of saying ‘thank you’ for acts 
of kindness, or simply to hold to express gratitude and discuss the thoughts, 
actions and words that make a positive difference. A valuable and nurturing 
resource to support children’s own mental well-being and that of their peers. 
Be kind! The set includes 16 hearts – two each of eight different colors. Size 
1½”.
E471327  $41.95
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SOCIAL EMOTIONAL LEARNING

Jumbo Emotions Stones
Ages 2 years + Includes eight large stone that are 
perfect for small hands to explore. Featuring four 
emotions young children most readily identify and 
experience - happy, sad, surprised and angry, the set 
includes two examples (one boy and one girl) showing 
each emotion. Durable and washable, they are cast 
from our unique stone mix and can be used outdoors 
in sand and water. Each stone measures 3 inches.
E434762  $41.95

Emotions Stones
Ages 3 years + Ideal for encouraging children to 
talk about feelings and develop social skills, this 
beautifully crafted set of 12 stones is engraved 
with faces showing common emotions: happy, sad, 
frightened, worried, surprised, confused, bored,  
calm, proud, shy, embarrassed. Each pebble 
measures 4.5 cm. 
E434763  $41.95

Junior Learning® Emotions Dominoes
Ages 4 years + Emotions dominoes include a 28 
piece set on thick plastic dominoes. Dominoes come 
in a collectors tin for storage. Children will love the 
feel of real dominoes as they complete the emotions 
matching game. 
E470239  $23.80

Understanding Feelings 
Ages 3 years + The Understanding Feelings Set has been designed 
to help children to learn about range of feelings and to enable them to 
communicate more effectively with others. Included in the set are 13 acetate 
faces all with different feeling expressions. Included are 3 blank white face-
shaped boards for use with wipe off markers. 3 blank acetate faces and 3 
face-shaped mirrors to observe self expression. The set comes complete 
with a teacher’s guide with suggested activities and questions to pose.
E434759  $52.95

Feelings and Emotions Sorting Bags
Ages 3 years + / Grades PreK + Encourage children to identify 
and talk about their feelings and emotions with this open-ended 
set. Discriminate between different emotions and sort them 
appropriately. Includes 60 high quality photo cards with a wide 
range of facial expressions and real world situations, all designed 
to stimulate different emotions. The 6 natural cotton bags each 
show a different emotion (Happy, Sad, Angry, Surprised, Worried, 
Angry and Upset). Children will talk about their emotions and sort 
the cards into the 100% natural cotton bags. Cards measure 7 cm 
x 7 cm. Bags measure 14 cm x 20 cm.
E471189  $59.95

Interactive Edgar an Emotion 
Puppet Kit
Ages 3 years+  Introducing Edgar!  Soft and 
cuddly Edgar is a brightly coloured friendly 
monster with a sill, but gentle face to help 
encourage children to share their feelings.  Use 
Edgar to engage students in conversations 
about mood and feelings with his special 
emotions icons and storage satchel. Edgar 
puppet measures 20” tall and includes 
12 tear-resistant plastic emotion faces and one 
green pouch. Edgar is machine washable, simply 
place him in a pillowcase and wash and dry on a 
gentle setting. 
E471314  $72.95

new

Triumph Happiness Calmness Confusion Anticipation Fear

Anger Disgust Jealousy Sadness Nervousness Lonliness
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SOCIAL EMOTIONAL LEARNING

Expression  
Mirror Faces
Ages 3 years + Set of 10 safe plastic 
mirrors, cut out to resemble a child’s 
head shape that they can use to see 
themselves or to draw on using a 
wipe of pen. They can also be used 
by the child to see what their facial 
expressions tell themselves and others 
about how they are feeling. Size: 210 
mm x 185 mm.  
E434758  $62.95

Consequences
Ages 3 years + A fun way to introduce or reinforce the ideas that there is a 
consequence for every action and behaviour. Each card has an everyday task or 
behaviour that results in a forward or backward move. Roll the dice to see how 
many stones you may travel. Follow the colourful stone path to the park, take a ride 
on the slide, go for ice cream, and  end at Waterland! But watch out for the quiet 
time room! 
E444566  $38.95

All About Me Mirror Boards, Set of 4
Ages 3 years + All About Me Mirror Boards build self-awareness! Handheld boards 
feature the outline of a face on the write & wipe side and a mirror on the reverse. 
Children look at their reflections and then draw matching facial features on the 
outlined face. Mirrors measure 5" in diameter.  
E470221  $34.95

All About Me 2 in 1 Mirrors, Set of 6
Ages 18 months + Help young children learn all about themselves with easy-to-hold, 
double-sided mirrors! One side is a regular mirror. The other side is a "fun mirror" 
that warps reflections. Use to teach body awareness, talk about emotions and more. 
Mirrors measure 6” x 4”. 
E470640  $46.95

Roylco® Exploring Emotions Super Doll
Ages 3 years + Encourage discussions about feelings with this cuddly 
doll. Use the Velcro™ facial features to create 16 emotions on the doll's 
face. Store the unused features on his cape. Press one button to hear a 
range of 16 sounds relating to emotions. Press a second button to repeat 
the sound as you design the corresponding face. Includes: 1 doll 17" (43 
cm) tall, 26 facial features up to 4 ¼" (10.7 cm) wide and guide. Requires 2 
AAA batteries (not included). 
E470219  $73.95

Easy Hold Plane Mirror
Ages 12 months + Hand held acrylic mirror for self-expression, collaborative group 
play or role play. Housed in a solid rubber wood outer. It is both extremely strong 
and easy to hold. Size 18.5 cm x 12 cm. Mirror 8 cm dia.
E470852  $13.60

Roylco® Explore Emotions Photo Cards
Ages 3 years + 24 images printed on durable cardstock encourage students to 
connect with their emotions. Foster empathy by asking students to describe the 
feelings pictured on each card. Use the cards as story starter prompts! Works well 
as a supplement to our Exploring Emotions Super Doll (E470219). Includes: 24 
Cards, 8½ x 9¼" (21 x 23.5 cm) and guide. 
E33161  $15.95
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C. Little Drifter 
Ages 24 months + With its three wheels. “Little Drifter” not only offers a safe 
driving comfort, but a secure footing as well. Rubber nubs on handles for a 
good grip. Seat Height - 29 cm H. 59cm L x 43 cm W x 50cm H. Weighs - 6.8 
kg. EVA front/back wheels. Small Seat. No pedals.  
E470672  $267.92

Wheels with 
industrial 

bearings for an 
easy-going ride

High-quality, 
solid hardened 
steel spindle 

made of metal

Solid  
weather-proof 
plastic seats

EVA-foamed 
tires for long life 

durability and 
quiet cruising. 

Special pedals 
with rubber nubs 

help to avoid 
slipping of feet.

Heavy steel 
frames with  

a diameter of 
22 mm

Solid handle 
with rubber 
nubs for a 
good grip.

B. Sport Trike 
Ages 3 years + The perfect Trike with ergonomical seating, comfortable  
and sporty. Pedals come equipped with rubber nubs help avoid feet slipping. 
Rubber nubs on handles for a good grip. One-step assembly. Includes tools. Seat 
height 38.5 cm H. 94 cm L x 56.5 cm W x 65 cm H. EVA front / back wheels.   
E436098  $367.92

Our TopTrike
GUARANTEES 

1 year warranty on all moving parts
For Trikes & Scooters

5 year warranty on steel frame
Easy assembly!* One-step 

process / tools included 

Adult supervision is recommended
*Adult assembly required due to small parts prior to assembly Additional shipping charges apply. 

A. Two-Seater Taxi 
Ages 3 years + With the “Taxi”, best friends can be given a comfortable ride.  
Two seats are mounted in a row. The pedals feature rubber nubs gives a secure 
footing and solid handles with rubber nubs for a good grip. Also features an anti 
slip board for secure footing. A back on both seats provides for special comfort. 
Seat Height 38 cm. Measures 112 cm L x 56 cm W x 64 cm H. EVA front/back 
wheels. 2 small seats. weighs 12.5 kg.  
E436104  $429.92
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION

E. Big Scooter
Ages 5 years + The Big Scooter features anti slip running board, solid handles 
with rubber nubs for a good grip and the EVA tires and a brake as well. 107 cm L 
x 48 cm W x 82 cm H.  
E436108  $249.92

H. Rookie 
Ages 4 years + The “Rookie” is the perfect companion for kindergarten children. 
Solid handles with rubber nubs for a good grip and special pedals feature rubber 
nubs to help avoid feet slipping. Seat height 43 cm. Classic trike. EVA front/back 
wheels. Long seat. 93 cm L x 55 cm W x 64 H cm.  
E436100  $329.92

I. Chopper 
Ages 4 years + This great “Chopper” offers a unique riding experience with its low 
seat, seatback and high handles, solid handles with rubber nubs for a good grip and 
special pedals feature rubber nubs to help avoid feet slipping. EVA front/back wheels. 
Adjustable seat with backrest. 96 cm L x 59 cm W x 66 cm H.  
E448844  $349.92

D. Small Scooter 
Ages 3-5 years + The small scooter is just as good as its ”big brother“. It is equipped with 
an anti slip running board, solid handles with rubber nubs for a good grip, EVA tires and a 
brake, as well. 107 cm L x 47 cm W x 72 cm H.  
E470673  $249.92

G. Scooter “Bengy”, 3-Wheeled 
Ages 3 years + The Scooter “Bengy” captivates by 
its unique shape. Feature a wide, crescent anti slip 
board, solid handles with rubber nubs for a good 
grip, wheels provide for a secure footing and endless 
“driving pleasure”, and a brake as well. “Bengy” offers 
a suitable introduction to riding a scooter. 74 cm L x 41 
cm W x 50 cm H.  
E436110  $259.92

F. Rolly, 3-Wheeled 
Ages 3 years + Younger kids can now easily develop balance. The Rolly 3-wheeled 
scooter features anti-slip running board, 3 EVA tires, solid handles with rubber nubs for 
a good grip, and a brake as well. 88 cm L x 47.5 cm W x 34.5 cm H.  
E436102  $318.92

Adult supervision is recommended
*Adult assembly required due to small parts prior to assemblyAdditional shipping charges apply. 
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Step-a-Forest
Ages 18 months + Create your own forest play ground  
with bright candy colours. Includes 6 stumps, 10 trails  
and 6 leaves, plus 2 nylon carry bags. Logs and  
stumps have built-in anti-slip for better grip  
when stepping and balancing. 
E445712  $389.95

Step-A-Stones
Ages 3 years + Sturdy, flat-topped “stones” are connected with adjustable rope. 
Each stone has a ribbed platform to help prevent slipping. Children will gain 
confidence and improve balance as they progress from stepping on each stone 
over short gaps, to jumping over longer gaps. Made from strong PP, stones can 
support an adult’s weight. Order extra sets to form longer trails. Stones are 32 cm 
wide x 13 cm high. Set of 6.
E437252  $64.95

MAC-T® Ball Hops
Plastic ball on unbreakable round ankle ring and 17” L vinyl cord. Set of 6 colours.
EPE07084E  $29.95

Curve-A-Beam™
Lay ends tightly together or connect with unbreakable plastic plugs. Allows 15 
balance configurations. Institutional-tough, tear-resistant Ethafoam. Section: 2 ft. L 
x 4½" W. Total length: 12 ft. Set of 6 colours. 
EPE07157E  $103.95
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A. Traffic Signs
Ages 5 years + These road signs are an excellent teaching aid to help children 
recognize actual road signs. Stop sign measures approximately 70 cm high. Made 
of sturdy plastic. Minimal assembly required. They can be used in walking, running 
and biking activities.
E437246  $96.95

B. Traffic Cones
Ages 5 years + 22 cm, 5 colours, 10 pieces.
E437248  $29.65

Original PlasmaCar®
Ages 3 years + The sleek, innovative design of the Original PlasmaCar® features a patented 
safety seat, polypropylene wheels, and is kid powered; kid approved! Sit with both feet on the 
footrests, turn the steering wheel and walk away you go. Turn and navigate in small spaces 
indoors, and ride outdoors on sidewalks, pathways and any other safe, smooth, flat surface. 
The award-winning PlasmaCar® is easy to operate, and helps your child develop coordination, 
balance, and motor skills while harnessing the natural forces of inertia, centrifugal force, gravity 
and friction. PlasmaCar® doesn’t require any expensive power source that needs constant 
replacement, it provides kids with plenty of exercise, and it is quiet, the only sound you’ll hear is 
the sound of wheels.  Dimensions 31” x 14” x 16” (fully assembled). Weighs 7.28 lbs. Max weight 
limit 220lbs (100 kg) on smooth surfaces, 120 lbs (55 kg) on uneven surfaces. (  Prior to 
assembly. Adult assembly required. Instructions included). Note: Assorted colours. Colours may 
vary. No colour choice.
E433854  $112.95

Wavy Path
Ages 3 years + These tactile path pieces can be arranged into curly or linear 
patterns. The slopes are designed to fit the arch of a child’s foot. Develops balance 
skills for both front-back and left-right movements. The textured surface provides 
both grip and sensory stimulation. Use the Connector Set (E442408) to combine 
the path with the Rainbow River Stones (E442402). Pieces measure 68 x 17.5 x  
10 cm. 8 pieces per set.
B. Tactile
E442404 Green $482.95

C. Connector Set, 6 Pieces
E442408  $36.95

A. Rainbow River Stones
Ages 3 years + This 6-piece activity set includes 
stepping stones in 3 different sizes. Each stone 
has a different slope and texture that challenges 
balancing skills while providing sensory stimulation 
to children’s feet. Difficulty level can be adjusted 
through directional points. Stones can be stacked. 
Largest stone is 40 x 39.5 x 13.8 cm.
E442402  $312.95

Fun Tube See-Through Tunnel
Grades K-6 For kids who afraid of confined spaces! Made of flame retardant nylon.  
Size: 1.8 m x 47.5 cm dia. (6’ x 19” dia.)
E38672  Black Mesh/Blue Trim  $64.95
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Step-A-Logs™
Ages 3 years + Correct balance and direction are 
skills developed in this gross motor activity. Each 
log has a ribbed platform to help prevent slipping. 
The logs are connected with a rope and adjust 
to different lengths and combinations of difficulty. 
Made from strong PP, these logs can support an 
adult’s weight. Each log measures 50 x 10 cm and 
10 cm high. Total length 4.42 metres.  
Includes 6 logs.
E437254  $86.95

Balance Platform Ball
Test your balance. Stand on plastic platform and bounce up and down like a pogo 
stick. Adult supervision recommended.  
EPE06522E  $25.95

Spikeball®
Intense, fast game reminiscent of volleyball. Smack 
palm-sized ball down on taut, hula hoop-sized net so 
it ricochets up at other team. Team has up to 3 hits 
to control ball and bounce it back. For 2 teams of 2 
players each.
Spikeball®. For beginners and recreational play.  
36” dia. x 8” H net, 3 balls (4” dia.), and backpack.
EPE09150E  $80.00
Spikeball® Pro. The official kit of U.S.A. Spikeball® 
tournaments. Legs and rims are 33% stronger. Ball 
allows for spin. 36” dia. x 8” H net, 2 balls (4” dia.), 
official serving line, portable ball pump and gauge, 
and backpack. 
EPE09696E  $140.00

Sillishapes® Sensory Circles - Pack of 10  
Ages 3 years + 10 textured discs (5 pairs large and small), made from soft flexible Silicon. Each pair of discs has 
matching colours and identical patterns on their surfaces (i.e. both of the green disks have a bristly texture). The 
5 pairs of discs are distinctive and different from each other. Children can feel the textures and discover their 
differences or place the discs into the feely bag provided to see if they can describe or predict the pattern they are 
feeling. They can walk over the large sensory circles to see if the can tell them apart or link the small and the large 
sensory circles via touch. Strong, soft to the touch and on the floor will grip even on a shiny surface. Easily cleaned 
after use in soapy water or in a dishwasher. 
E34015  $74.95
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Hopscotch Carpet
Ages 3 years + Toss a bean bag and hop 
your way through the numerical maze! 
Play carpet is 100% polyamide and able 
to withstand rugged wear and tear. The 
3-ply felt backing increases sound and 
thermal insulation and prevents wrinkling 
and creasing.  79” x 26” (66cm x 200cm). 
Durable latex gel - backing, skid resistant. 2 
year warranty. 
E439410  $179.95

Hopscotch
Ages 2 years + Hip, hoppin’ playtime fun! Ten interlocking foam squares create the 
hopscotch game area. Numbers are removable for added play. Comes with 2 foam 
game discs. Packed in a zippered storage bag. Squares are 27.5 cm (11”) wide.
E434039  $46.95

Rainbow Ribbon, Set of 12
Ages 3 years + Create colourful with these 2-meter long streamers. The rainbow is 
attached to a 40 cm handle. 
E448868  $65.95

Scarves for Juggling, Set of 6
Ages 4 years + Scarves for juggling, dancing & playing. Scarf juggling helps improve 
upper body movement, hand-eye coordination, depth perception, balancing and 
catching. Set of 6 nylon scarves in bright colours measuring 68 x 68 cm. 
E448866 $23.95

Hoop Scarves, Set of 6
Ages 3 years + Rainbow-coloured hoop scarf streamers 22" (55.9 cm) long.  
The soft, flexible hoop fits easily into hands. 
E448419  $59.95

Busy Body Gross  
Motor Exercise Cards
Ages 3 years + Each colourful card has a photographic action pose on the front, 
and illustrated instructions on the back. Include warm-up exercises and sample 
routines. Three challenge levels. 22 x 28 cm. Set of 16 photo cards includes guide.
E444074  $27.95

MAC-T® Marble Run
Students line up tubes and think and act quickly so they don’t lose their marbles. 
Fast-paced challenge requires teamwork and cooperation. Includes 8 PVC tubes 
and 3 extra-large marbles.  Not for under 3 yrs.
EPE08694E  $46.75
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Nasco Recess Playground Pack
Accommodates 50 students. Colours may vary.
Includes: 
• 4 Spalding® TF-150 basketballs (2 each of size 5 and size 6)
• 1 set of indoor/outdoor bases
• 1 foam safety bat with ball (27")
• 4 competition flying discs (9-1/4" dia.)
• 1 Nasco red playground ball (8-1/2")
• 18 plastic segmented jump ropes (6 each of 7 ft., 8 ft., 
 and 16 ft.)
• 2 Champion® rubber soccer balls (size 4)
• 2 POOF® foam footballs (9-1/2")
• 1 POOF® spiral foam football (8")
• 2 POOF® foam soccer balls (7-1/2" dia.)
• 1 Fun Gripper™ football (8-1/2")
• 3 Nasco playground balls (8-1/2")
• 6 game cones (6")
• 2 mesh bags with shoulder strap (48" x 24")
• 6 MAC-T® Twirl ‘n’ Jumps
EPE07130E  $439.95

RHINOskin® Foam Ball Pack
• 12 Softi balls (6¼" dia.; 2 each of 6 colours)
• 12 Special balls (8½" dia.; 2 each of 6 colours)
• 2 mesh ball bags with drawstring top and shoulder strap
EPE08296E  $625.00

Easy Grip Balls Set, Pack of 4
All ages  A set of four brightly coloured inflatable balls with a honeycomb effect 
surface which aids grip when catching and throwing. The balls are lightweight 
but sturdy and a good size for young children to handle. Improves children’s 
confidence with ball skills and hand-eye coordination. Red, green, blue and yellow. 
25 cm diameter.
E470032  $53.95

RHINOSkin® Poly Playground Ball Sets
Bladderless and seamless. Rotational molding process duplicates feel, texture, 
and weight of the best PG balls on the market. No shape distortion or air leakage, 
even if overinflated. Sets of 6 colours.
Set of 8½" Balls
EPE07685E  $65.95

Tachikara® Playground Ball Set
Resilient and soft. Triple protection against ozone and weathering. Antioxidant 
agent added to rubber for added durability. 2 ply. Set of 6 colours; 8½" dia. 
EPE00073E  $50.75

For 
MORE  

ball packs visit 
spectrumed.ca

MAC-T® Coloured Playground Balls
Soft to the touch, yet extremely tough. Great for kickball or dodgeball. Latex free. 
2 ply. 100% rubber. 8½" dia.
Set of 6 Colours 
EPE00392E  $49.75

Individual Red Playground Ball 
EPE00391E  $8.50

Baden Playground Balls
Ages 3 years + Set of six 21.3 cm rubber balls reinforced at critical stress points to 
ensure roundness. Designed for school use!
E442440  $59.95
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Nasco “Whale Skin” Foam Balls Dodgeball Set
Tough skin design. Outer foam ball is coated with a rough texture. Excellent grip 
and durability. Safe for use at all grade levels.  
Low density.  
Set of 6 colours; 6¼". 
EPE07908E  $86.00

Nasco “Soft Skin” Foam Dodgeballs
“Intact skin” foam ball technique molds outer skin and foam ball together. More 
durable than foam balls with sprayed-on coatings. Smooth outer surface. Safe for 
use at all grade levels. Low density. 6¼". Set of 6 colours.
EPE07216E  $62.25

RHINOskin® Dodgeballs
Soft to eliminate the fear of being hurt when hit. Ultra-durable, high-quality foam 
construction. Non-sting surface. Polyurethane cover. 6" dia.
6¼" Set of 6 Colours
EPE04237E  $125.50

“Soft Skin” Foam Balls Special Ball Set
High density. Set of 6 colours; 8¼".
EPE07375E  $99.95

Tachikara® Fuzzie™
Use indoors in the gym, on 
hardwood, or on turf. Machine 
stitched. 32 panels. Size 5. 
EPE00079E  $43.95
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MAC-T® Dimple Soccer Ball
Easy-grip soccer ball features dimples to create 
extra grip. Our most durable rubber soccer ball. 
Shell is super tough for maximum durability. Bold 
and bright colours make balls easy to track. Junior-
sized soccer ball is great for beginners. The aero-
dimpled textured ball provides unparalleled grip 
and control. Also great for kickball. Size 4.
Set of 6 Colours
EPE07927E  $36.50
Individual Ball (Colours may vary)
EPE07207E  $9.50

Extreme Tie-Dye Soccer Balls
Patented machine stitch technology. Soft 
touch composite PU cover.  
Butyl bladder.
EPE08098E Size 4  $16.00
EPE08099E Size 5  $17.25

Mikasa® Deluxe Cushioned Cover
2-ply butyl bladder for better air retention. Improved composite cover.
Size 4.  6-Colour Set.  
Does not include black/white.
EPE09256E  $116.65
EPE02385E Black/White $22.65

Size 5. 
EPE02386E Black/White $24.25

Nasco Hand-Sewn Colours & Sets
Budget-saving prices. High-quality, hand-sewn soccer balls with soft PU cover and 
butyl bladder. 
Size 5 Set of 6 Colours 
EPE02653E  $115.75

MAC-T® Coloured Soccer Balls
Coloured balls eliminate confusion over ball ownership. Nylon wound. Tacky 
rubber covers. Perfect for beginners. Set of 6 colours.
Size 5
EPE02725E  $67.95

MAC-T® Soft Play Soccer Ball Sets
Neoprene covers a layer of foam for soft, painless feel. Standard butyl bladder. 
18-panel construction. Official size and weight. Set of 6 colours, size 5. Latex free. 
EPE08704E  $85.50

MAC-T® Sup-R-Safe® Ball Set
Inflatable “foam” ball. Not foam coated; roto-molded without seams. Foamed-vinyl 
walls. High-tactile surface. Air fillable through standard athletic-ball valves. Set of 6 
colours; 6" dia. 
EPE07922E  $39.50

For individual  
MAC-T® soccer 

balls, visit 
spectrumed.ca
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Ages 3 years + Build confidence in 
beginning ball players with this fat, 
foam bat and extra-large foam baseball. 
Comes in assorted, bright, multi-coloured 
sets. Builds strength and promotes hand-
eye coordination. Bat is 52.5 cm (21”) 
long. Colours may vary. 1 bat and 1 ball.
E434041  $29.95

IncrediBall® Balls
Reduced weight and cloth cover. For practice drills indoors and out.

Cat. No. Description Cover Each
EPE00577E 23⁄4" dia. white SoftStitch™ Nylon $9.05

EPE00575E 23⁄4" dia. white SofTouch™ Synthetic leather $7.95

EPE02472E 33⁄4" dia. neon yellow SoftStitch™ Nylon $10.75

EPE02212E 33⁄4" dia. neon SofTouch™ softball Synthetic leather $10.75

Franklin® 12" Fielder
Cowhide laminated front  
and soft, flexible palm.
EPE04942E  Right-Hand Thrower
EPE04943E  Left-Hand Thrower
Each  $33.00

MAC-T® Deluxe Batting Tee
Heavy rubber with metal post support. 
Adjustable from 22"–47".
EPE01016E  $32.50

StayPut Throw Down Bases
Nylon carpet bases with rubber backing for indoor 
use. Resists soil. Permanent antimicrobial treatment 
inhibits mildew and mold growth.  
Set of 5; 15" x 15" each. 
EPE09335E  $45.25

Throw Down Base Sets
Turns any area into a ball diamond or practice field indoors or out. 
Easily cleaned. Practically indestructible. Polyvinyl. Home plate, 3 
bases, and pitcher’s plate.
EPE00254E  Orange
Set  $18.25 

EPE00256E  White 
Set  $18.25

Indoor/
Outdoor 

Set
For  

MORE  
Baseball  

Equipment visit  
spectrumed.ca
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Multi-Hoop Basketball Stand with Storage Bag
Ages 3 years + 4-ring basketball stand with storage bag: metal basketball 
stand with 4 hoops (one 18” dia and 3 16” rings) at different height. The 3 
outer hoops turn in for easy storage. A storage bag is included and fits 
into the bottom of the stand. Base measures: 36.5” square. Height of the 4 
basketball rims: 42”; 46”; 50” and tallest is 53” (Balls not included) 
E435221  $559.95
Replacement Nets Basketball nets: one 18” dia and three 16” dia. 
E435222  $78.95

Basketball Stand
Ages 3 years + Free standing tubular 
steel basketball hoop with a nylon rope 
net. Designed for young children to help 
improve hand-eye coordination and provide 
a challenge and reachable goal. Weather 
proofed so can be used inside and out. 
Simple self assembly required. Size: height 
86 cm, hoop 40 cm dia. 
E470029   $114.95

Removable  
Goal Package
Excellent option to add shooting 
stations to areas where a permanent 
goal is not feasible. Official-size goal 
slides into mounting track for quick 
on and off. Bracket can be mounted 
directly to wall or any flat surface. 
Select wall mounting anchors (not 
included) based on wall construction. 
Not suitable for slam dunk action.
EPE09176E  $273.95

Nylon Nets
Multi-braided, 32-ply nylon net. 12 loop. 21".
EPE00324E White  $4.25

Non-Whip Basketball Net
6 mm braided polyester. 12 loop.  
21" non-whip action net. 
EPE00326E  $8.50

Mikasa® Outdoor BX1000
Rubber cover. Wide channel.  
For outdoor use.
EPE06583E  Elementary Size 4 (261⁄2")
EPE06582E  Junior Size 5 (271⁄2")
EPE06581E  Women’s Size 6 (281⁄2")
EPE05593E  Men’s Size 7 (291⁄2")
Each  $15.50

Spalding® TF-150
Rubber cover material. Indoor/outdoor 
use. 100% polyester windings. Natural 
rubber bladder.
EPE08539E  Junior Size 5 (271⁄2")
EPE08538E  Women’s Size 6 (281⁄2")
EPE08537E  Men’s Size 7 (291⁄2")
Each  $15.25

Spalding® TF-250 Composite
All-surface composite cover. Indoor/
outdoor use. 100% polyester windings. 
30% butyl rubber bladder.
EPE08533E  Junior Size 5 (271⁄2")
EPE08532E  Women’s Size 6 (281⁄2")
EPE08531E  Men’s Size 7 (291⁄2")
Each  $34.25

MAC-T® Coloured Basketballs
Quickly divides up classes for drills, skill stations, or team play. 6-colour sets are a great way 
to teach counting and colour skills. Nylon winding and rubber covers. For indoors or out. 
Set of 6, Mini Size 1 (22")
EPE06395E  $70.50
Set of 6, Junior Size 5 (271⁄2")
EPE02734E  $82.95

Set of 6, Women’s Size 6 (281⁄2")
EPE02733E  $82.95 
Set of 6, Men’s Size 7 (291⁄2") 
EPE02732E  $82.95

Spalding® TF-500 Composite
Improved performance composite leather 
cover. 60% nylon/40% polyester windings. 
60% butyl rubber bladder.
EPE08535E  Women’s Size 6 (281⁄2")
EPE08534E  Men’s Size 7 (291⁄2")
Each  $42.25
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MAC-T® Neoprene Volleyballs
Build confidence and reduce fear with sting-free balls. Neoprene cover and foam 
layer of foam. Standard butyl bladder. Latex free. Set of 6 colours.
Official Size Ball
EPE09552E  $81.25

Mikasa® VQ2000 
Micro Cell® 
Composite cover and soft feel. 
True shape retention. Fabric 
centre. Regulation size and 
weight. 2-year warranty. Green/
White.
EPE01169E  $61.50

MAC-T® Coloured Volleyballs
Eliminates arguing over who owns which ball. Great for dividing classes  
for different skill situations. Rubber. Set of 6 colours.
EPE02731E  $60.00

Tachikara® SV12R Super Soft®
Special cover provides a “soft touch” for 
elementary age students. SUPER-SOFT® 
rubber offers greater comfort during play. 
Regulation size. Top-grade, 12-panel rubber 
volleyball with nylon winding add durability 
for a longer life. Butyl bladder. 
EPE00091E  $21.25

Tachikara® SV18S
Woven-fiber v100 composite leather material over select cotton reinforcement. 
Soft, consistent feel. Single Unit Construction® method. Butyl bladder. Official size 
and weight. 
EPE03593E  White
EPE09374E  Black/White

EPE09375E  Royal/White

Each  $34.50

For more 
VOLLEYBALLS 

AND EQUIPMENT
visit our website 
spectrumed.ca
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MAC-T® Easy Grip Footballs
Unique pattern makes these easier to catch. Inflatable, soft-foam vinyl. Set of 6 
colours; 9" L.  
EPE07943E  $54.95

Mikasa® Game Footballs F5500
Ultra-grip composite rubber stitched panels and leather laces.
EPE00018E F5507 Youth Size 4  $25.00
EPE00019E F5500 Official Size 5  $26.00

Spalding® Advance Pro Football
Laminated construction maintains durability in all weather conditions. Soft tack 
composite leather cover. Rubberized laces with diamond cross weave design for 
improved grip.
EPE05002E  Junior Size 3  $44.75
EPE05004E  Youth Size 4  $45.75

EPE05003E  Official Size 5  $48.75

MAC-T® Coloured Footballs
Rubber with nylon winding. Tacky rubber stippled cover makes it easier to catch 
and throw.
Set of 6 Colours  
Junior Size 3 Footballs
EPE02730E  $70.00

Set of 6 Colours  
Youth Size 4 Footballs
EPE02729E  $70.00

Set of 6 Colours  
Official Size 5 Footballs 
EPE02728E  $74.95

MAC-T® Super Straps & Flags
Use for flag football, team cooperative games, pinnies/scrimmage vest, cone 
markers, and more. Allows for 360° flag placement anywhere on strap. Straps 
have hook-and-loop on both ends for connecting multiple straps together. 
Hook-and-loop on straps has tabs on ends for easy take off. 12" flags have 
hook-and-loop on both ends for making loops. Straps and flags in 6 colours.
12" Super Flag
EPE08755E  Blue
EPE08756E  Green

EPE08757E  Orange
EPE08758E  Purple

EPE08759E  Red
EPE08760E  Yellow

Each  $1.25
Medium Super Strap 30-Pack. 5 straps and 30 flags each of  
6 colours (blue, green, orange, purple, red, and yellow). Fits up to 40" waist. 
EPE08994E  $410.00
Large Super Strap 30-Pack. 5 straps and 30 flags each of 6 colours listed. Fits 
up to 50" waist.
EPE09168E  $430.00
Large Super Strap
EPE09046E  Blue 
EPE09047E  Green 

EPE09048E  Orange 
EPE09049E  Purple 

EPE09050E  Red 
EPE09051E  Yellow

Each  $7.00
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MAC-T® Foam Golf Club Sets
Ages 3 years + Soft, comfortable foam grips. Plastic shaft and head. Use indoors or out. 
MAC-T® 27" L Starter Set. 6 each of putters, #7 clubs, #3 clubs, foam golf balls, and putting rings.    
EPE09171E  $105.00
Ages 3 years + Sets of 6 Colours. 27" L. 
EPE08663E  Putters  $27.50 EPE08665E  #7 Clubs  $27.50 EPE08667E  #3 Clubs  $27.50

Additional shipping charges apply. 

Ultimate Putting Partner
9-ft. putting green with electric ball return can be set up anywhere. UL listed. 
EPE00787E  $51.95

MAC-T® Beanie Putt
Ages 3 years + Practice putting using molded plastic tic-tac-toe/beanbag toss board with 6-ft. green putting 
carpet attached. Also has 6 orange and 6 white limited flight safety balls, 12 beanbags (6 of each colour), 
putter, and instructions.   
E9715943E  $225.00

Practice Golf Balls
White plastic balls ideal for confined areas.  
Pack of 12.
EPE09362E  $5.25

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
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Table Tennis Paddles
5-Ply Rubber Face
EPE00447E  $5.25
5-Ply Sponge Rubber Face. Pips out. 1.5 mm sponge thickness.
EPE09751E  $7.75
7-Ply Sponge Rubber Face. Pips in.
EPE05766E  $8.65

MAC-T® Balls
Ages 3 years + Inexpensive yet durable, 
all-purpose balls. Sets of 144. 
Table Tennis Balls. 40 mm. White.
EPE08761E  $45.50
Ping-Pong Balls. Standard size. Orange. 
EPE08607E  $41.75

Table Tennis Classroom Pack
Economical pack of 24 rubber-faced paddles and 72 table tennis balls.
EPE01865E  $171.50

Franklin® Insta Table Tennis Set
Attaches to any surface area of a tabletop measuring 75" W x 1¾" thick.  
2 paddles, 2 balls, expandable net, and mesh bag.
EPE08345E  $28.50

JOOLA® Inside Table  
Ages 3 years + Tennis Table with Net Double anti-tilting device for safety. 2-piece 
5/8" blue top. Each half supported by its own powder-coated metal undercarriage 
with automatic folding legs and 4 wheels. 24" x 61" x 64". Allow extra delivery time. 

    
EZ47099E  $649.95

Additional shipping charges apply. 

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
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A. Pick-A-Paddle® Institutional Badminton Racket Set
Break-resistant racket for teaching skills in school. Shaft bends, but does not 
break. Nylon strings. Set of 6 colours; 26" L.
EPE06786E  $142.95

D. MAC-T® Double Shaft Badminton Racket Set
Our strongest badminton racket. Twin/double shaft, braided nylon strings, and 
steel frame. Set of 6 colours; 26".
EPE09144E  $108.85

B. MAC-T® Steel Badminton Racket Set
Sturdy racket will endure much abuse. Set of 6 colours; 26" L.
EPE09873E  $84.25

C. MAC-T® Junior Badminton Set
Shorter shaft makes learning easy. Lightweight plastic rackets are perfect for 
young children. Set of 6 colours.
EPE08616E  $18.95

E. Carlton® Aeroblade 3000 Badminton Racket
Titanium alloy/tempered steel. Medium flex. Even balanced. 26" L.
EPE08738E  $17.50

G. Windsor™ Badminton Racket
Steel shaft for beginner play. Aluminum alloy head 
and multifilament string. Nonslip synthetic grip won’t 
unravel. 26" L.
EPE00428E  $15.50

F. Carlton® Aeroblade 2000 Badminton Racket
Isometric head shape. Tempered steel. Medium flex. Head heavy. 26" L.
EPE08739E  $16.75

Carlton® T800 Yellow Premium 
Tournament Shuttlecocks
Long lasting. Medium speed. Nylon. PVC base. Set of 6.
EPE06985E  $17.95

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
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MAC-T® Multi-Sport Net
3-in-1 net system for badminton, volleyball, 
and tennis. 10 ft. L x 51⁄4 ft. H.
EPE09061E  $120.00

Wilson® 
Championship 
Tennis Balls
Extra-duty Duraweave™ felt. 
For hard, abrasive outdoor 
surfaces. 3 balls per can. 
EPE00857E  $7.95

Penn® Coach Teaching Balls
Cosmetically blemished optic yellow tennis 
balls intended for teaching and practice ses-
sions. Set of 3.
EPE01096E  $5.95
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MAC-T® Shuttle Bat with Shuttle Ball
Bat can be used indoors or out with net games and paddle sports. Foam ball 
shuttlecock is tennis-ball size. Each 16" L shuttle bat has a 91⁄2" L x 71⁄2" W head.
Complete Set. 12 shuttle bats (2 of each colour) and 6 shuttle balls.
EPE09284E  $197.75
Shuttle Bat Set Only. Set of 6 colours.
EPE08617E  $47.50

Shuttle Ball Only
EPE07225E  $15.00

MAC-T® Budget Paddle Set
15" molded plastic. Set of 6 colours. 
EPE05000E  $57.00

Dura Outdoor Pickle-Balls®
The original pickleballs. Seamless, molded plastic. Also great for baseball and 
softball drills. Pack of 12.
EPE01933E  $72.50

Pickle-Ball®
A combination of tennis and badminton. Plastic limited flight safety 
balls. Play on any hard surface. Paddles are great for recreational or 
institutional use. 20 ft. x 44 ft. court dimensions. For 4 players.
3.0 Tournament Swinger Set. 3.0 net system with metal frame and 
net, 4 Diller paddles, 4 balls, nylon carrying bag, and rules. 
EPE08148E  $360.00
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Lacrosse Stick & Ball Set
Outdoor fun for all ages. Sleeve netting assembles in less than 3 minutes. 
Weighted bottom tubes. 12 mini lacrosse sticks (31") and 12 rubber balls. 
EPE09383E  $148.85

Bowling Set
Ages 3 years + Roll a strike! Brightly coloured set includes 6 soft, safe bowling pins 
covered in high-density foam, a foam bowling ball, and a patterned set-up sheet, so 
kids can get the pin set-up correct, time after time. Fun for indoors or outdoors.
E434053  $42.95

Weighted Bowling Pin Set
Pins weigh over 8 oz. and have flat bottoms. Each 
pin contains 1½ oz. of sand ballast for more realistic 
pin action and easier setup. Regulation size of 15" H. 
High-quality polyethylene. Includes 10 pins. 
EPE00635E  $128.95

Multicolour Plastic Bowling Pin Set
Colours make pins stand out in the gym. Pins are 15" tall and filled with sand for 
added weight. Plastic. Includes 10 pins (2 each of red, orange, yellow, green, and 
blue), pattern stat sheet, and score pad.
EPE06512E  $78.00

LACROSSE

BOWLING
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EPE06447E
EPE06448E
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Tachikara® Super-Soft®
Rubber composition cover provides a no-sting game. Butyl bladder. Yarn-
wound construction. Official size and weight. Nylon rope with metal clip. 
77⁄8"–81⁄4" dia. 
EPE03598E  Multi-Colour 
EPE03597E  Light Blue
Each  $32.50

Mikasa® Oversized Tetherball
Cushioned, soft shell cover with textured surface. 
Butyl bladder. 10" dia. 8-ft. nylon rope. 
EPE09928E  $31.95

Additional shipping charges apply. 

TETHERBALL

Speed Hurdles
Perfect for speed and jumping drills. Adjust space between each 
hurdle for stride length drills. Made of lightweight PVC plastic.
6" Speed Hurdle Set.  
Set of 6 colours. 
EPE06447E  $90.00

12" Speed Hurdle Set.  
Set of 6 colours. 
EPE06448E  $104.00

TRACK & 
FIELD
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Beamo®
Giant, lightweight flying hoop 
generates throws well over 
100 ft. Foam and soft Lycra® 
fabric. 30" dia. 
EPE07848E  $28.50

MAC-T® Flying  
Foam Disc Set
Dense polyurethane foam with 
pebble texture for better grip. 
Set of 6 colours; 8¼" dia. 
EPE07224E  $32.00

Fun Gripper™ Flyer
Soft 9" flyer with nonslip 
mega-grip texture 
encourages challenging flings 
and catches without the fear 
of injuries. Nylon with mesh-
covered rim. Reversible.
EPE06610E  $21.50

Rainbow Flying Discs
Molded polyethylene. Set of 6 
colours; 9" dia. (90 g).
EPE01874E  $20.00

MAC-T® Durafoam 
Flying Discs
Tough foam material holds 
up to outdoor use. Our 
strongest vinyl foam flying 
disc. Set of 6 colours;  
7" dia. 
EPE09763E  $35.25

DISCatcher® Traveler
Simple 1-action setup. No tools 
needed. 4 legs. 16 real chains. 
Tripod base for use on sand or 
inclines. Extremely lightweight.
EPE05444E  $235.00

Standard Scooter Boards
High-density polyethylene. Non-marring, swivel casters with smooth operating ball 
bearings. Center hole for stacking. 175-lb. capacity.
12" Scooter 6-Colour Set
EPE04249E  $175.00
16" Heavy-Duty Scooter 6-Colour Set.  
11⁄2" poly plastic, 16". 
EPE04245E  $285.00

12" Individual Scooter.  
Colour may vary. 
EPE04248E  $29.50
16" Individual Heavy-Duty Scooter.  
11⁄2" poly plastic. Colour may vary.
EPE04244E  $48.50

Scooter Board Stacker
Holds up to 16 boards (12" 
and 16"). Low center of gravity. 
Remove pole and tow strap to 
use base scooter. 
EPE00189E  $74.50
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SuperSafe® Field Hockey Set
Unique oval-shape of stick strengthens the polyethylene shaft and offers safer 
control. Internal twin "I" beam ribs reinforce shaft for greater flexibility without 
shaft fatigue. Skinex™ blade springs back, has a spongy core for safety, and has a 
tough, flexible outer shell for durability. Blades are molded directly onto shaft and 
will not wear, peel, mark, or damage gym floor. Anti-slip grip cushions impact. 
12 sticks measuring 36" L (6 yellow and 6 orange) and 6 balls.
EPE07279E  $325.00

Soft Hockey Puck
Safe and soft puck.
EPE00354E  $3.25

Hockey Puck
Hollow. Tough vinyl.
EPE00353E  $1.25

Franklin® NHL®  
Street Hockey Ball Bucket
Official size: 25⁄8". High density balls 
with marble design. Bucket has 15 balls.
EPE08340E  $51.00

Sight Guard
Full view with no distortion. High-impact polycarbonate with adjustable, elastic 
strap. Cushioned nose bridge. Large side openings for ventilation. 
EPE08426E  $12.75

Pro Goalie Blocker
Ultra-soft ventilated glove. Reinforced thumb and finger protectors. 16" x 9". 
For right hand.
EPE09347E  $95.50

Front View

Back View
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Additional shipping charges apply. 

Franklin® Blackhawk Portable Soccer Goals
Fiberglass and steel construction ensures stability. Ideal for on-field training, short-
sided soccer, or recreational fun. Peg hooks help secure goal to ground. Carrying 
bag.
4 ft. x 3 ft.
EPE09899E  $40.75

6.5 ft. x 3.25 ft. 
EPE09632E  $48.00

Jaypro® Folding Multi-Purpose Goals
Use indoors or out. 15/16" O.D. steel frame folds flat. Nylon net with vinyl sleeves 
won’t knot and requires no lacing. Nonmarking wheels. Allow extra delivery time. 

6 ft. W x 4 ft. H
EZ46594E  $403.50

PUGG® Goal with Carrying Bag
Pop-up goal is safe for kids and durable for adults.  
Carrying bag and anchoring pegs.
4-ft. Goal (Blue). 21⁄2 ft. D x 4 ft. W x 21⁄2 ft. H. Not for under 3 yrs.
EPE07098E  Pair  $109.00
6-ft. Goal (Yellow). 31⁄2 ft. D x 6 ft. W x 31⁄2 ft. H. Not for under 3 yrs.
EPE07097E  Pair  $159.75

Mylec® All-Purpose Goals
Assembles in minutes. Sleeve netting system. Sleeves slide easily over tubing. 
High-impact 15⁄8" PVC tubing with center pipe support.
Folding Sports Goal. Folds for storage. 24" D x 54" W x 44" H.
EPE02518E  $83.00

Mikasa® Ball Duffel Bag
Reinforced nylon holds 16 soccer 
balls. Adjustable shoulder strap. 
38" x 15" x 15". 
EPE08896E  $57.25
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Giant Catch Net
Ages 3 years + The Giant Catch Net is ideal for playing with beanbags or balls 
indoors or out and comes as a ready to go piece of apparatus. Ingeniously 
designed to stand both horizontally and vertically it presents the hoop and catch 
net at differing angles so it can be used for both throwing and kicking games by 
individuals or teams. Made to last from powder coated tubular steel it features a 
press-stud fitted close mesh net that can be removed and washed when required 
and pop stud fitted legs for easy storage. The catch hoop is a massive 820 mm in 
diameter. 680 mm Width x 840 mm Depth. 
E470028   $138.95

Alphabet Bean Bags 
Ages 3 years + Colourful 10 cm  
bean bags with upper and lower case 
letters. Set of 26 in 5 colours.   
E442394  $43.95
Number/Dot Bean Bags 
Ages 3 years + Colourful 10 cm  
bean bags offer many options for  
learning and play. Numbers 1-10 in  
5 colours. 10 pieces in a set.   
E442392  $18.95

Colour Bean Bags 
Ages 3 years + 10 cm  
bags in 8 colours.  
E442396  $14.95
Square Bean Bags 
Ages 3 years + Sets of 4 bean  
bags in 4 colours.   
E442397 Small 12 cm  $7.95 
E442399 Large 16 cm  $12.95

Cat. No. Length Colour Each
EPE00415E 7 ft. Red $2.95
EPE00416E 8 ft. Yellow $3.25
EPE00417E 9 ft. Blue $3.50
EPE00418E 10 ft. Green $3.65
EPE00419E 16 ft. Orange $5.25
EPE00420E 32 ft. Purple $8.50

Licorice Speed Ropes
Rope sizes coded by handle colours. Perfectly balanced. Fast and accurate 
rotation. Ropes are assorted colours.

Cat. No. Length Colour Set
EPE07632E 6 ft. Green $19.25
EPE07633E 7 ft. Red $19.95
EPE07634E 8 ft. Yellow $20.25
EPE07635E 9 ft. Blue $20.50
EPE07636E 10 ft. Purple $22.50
EPE07637E 16 ft. Black $25.50

High-Performance Rope Sets
Super soft 1/4" dia. solid PU rope turns freely, will not kink or twist, and stays 
attached to 4" L secure, contoured handles. Sets of 6. Coloured handles  
designate length.

PVC Beanbags
Internal seams.  
Sets of 12 in 6 colours.
4" x 4"
EPE03865E  $30.50
5" x 5" 
EPE03866E  $33.50

Beanbag Toss 
All-weather lawn target with 
301⁄2" x 301⁄2" frame and 
mesh pockets. 6 classic-style 
beanbags. 
EPE05565E  $54.95
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“Skinny” No-Kink Hoops
Flexible. Lightweight. 2 each of 6 colours.
24" Dia.
EPE04159E  $78.75
30" Dia. 
EPE04160E  $79.50 

36" Dia.  
EPE07026E  $77.50

No-Kink® Hoops
Round, hollow, light hoops.  
Extra-thick walls prevent kinking. 2 each of 6 colours.
24" Dia. 
EPE01037E  $116.50
30" Dia. 
EPE01038E  $113.50

36" Dia. 
EPE01075E  $119.75

Economy Plastic Hoops
3 sizes – 24", 30", and 36" dia. Sold per dozen.  
Colours may vary.
24" Dia. 
EPE00402E  $65.25
30" Dia. 
EPE00404E  $73.50

36" Dia. 
EPE00406E  $78.50

Foam Hoop Holders
Slide hoops or wands into tear-drop shaped slit. 
Hoops can be set vertically or horizontally. Set of  
6 pairs, 2 each of 6 colours. 
EPE07030E  $50.50

Team Colour Arm Bands
Tough and lightweight with hook-and-loop design. 
Set of 6 colours; 12" L x 11⁄2" W.
EPE03623E  $5.00

Mesh Pinnies
Made of super fine mesh and 100% stretchable polyester with reinforced stitching. Open 
construction with elastic on both sides for ease of wear and removal. Fabric imported.
Individual Youth-Size Pinnies.  
20" x 12" with 7" elastic waistband.
EPE09610E  Yellow
EPE09611E  Green
EPE09612E  Orange

EPE09613E  Purple
EPE09615E  Red
EPE09614E  Blue

Each  $4.25
Set of 6 Adult-Size Pinnies.  
20" L x 12" W with 8" elastic waistband. 1 of each colour below. 
EPE07186E  $21.50
Individual Adult-Size Pinnies.  
20" x 12" with 8" elastic waistband.
EPE03216E  Yellow
EPE03217E  Green

EPE03220E  Blue
EPE03221E  Red

Each  $5.25

“Skinny” Hoop
1.7 mm wall 
thickness

No-Kink® Hoop
1.7 mm wall  
thickness

Standard Hoop
1.4 mm wall 
thickness

Additional shipping charges apply. 

Hoop Activity Warm-Up
Improve flexibility, agility, and coordination while 
moving and jumping around multicoloured hoops. 30 
plastic hoops in assorted colours and activity guide. 
30" dia. Allow extra delivery time. 
EPE04051E  $179.95
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MAC-T® Scoop Ball Set
Challenges hand-eye coordination skills as players try to position themselves just 
right so that they can catch the ball in the scoop without the ball bouncing out. 
Each colour includes a pair of scoops and ball. Set of 6 colours.
EPE04242E  $50.95

MAC-T® Soft Catch Pads
Flexible catch pads allow ball to stick anywhere on the surface. Ball sticks to catch 
pad via hook-and-loop. Catch pads have adjustable wrist strap. Nylon construction 
for durability. Includes 6 catch pads in 6 colours (8" dia.) and 6 balls in matching 
colours (21⁄2" dia.).
EPE09733E  $41.95

MAC-T® Ice Cream Scoop 
Relay Set
Develop hand-eye coordination, balance, 
and teamwork. Each team starts with 1 of 6 
coloured foam ice cream cones. Collect all 
6 colours of scoops. Includes 6 ice cream 
cones and 36 scoops.   
EPE09724E  $134.85

Plastic Platform Stilts Set
Adjustable hand cord and nonmarring rubber base rim. Set of 6 colours. 175-lb. 
weight limit. 
EPE07373E  $58.25
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MAC-T® Cannon Launchers
Stomp on launcher and launch balls into the air. Fun unique way to work on catching 
and racket skills. Uses 3" balls. 91⁄2" W x 5" H. Works with MAC-T® 3" All Sport Balls, 
tennis balls, and 70 mm foam balls. Set of 6 Cannon Launchers. 36 balls (6 of each 
colour). 
EPE08747E  $244.90

Deluxe Parachutes
Ideal for achieving cooperative group movement through many different activities. 
Ripstop nylon. Carrying bag.

Cat. No. Dia. No. of Handles Each
EPE01680E 6 ft. 8 $23.75
EPE01681E 12 ft. 12 $68.50
EPE01682E 20 ft. 18 $145.00
EPE01683E 24 ft. 20 $180.00
EPE01684E 30 ft. 24 $227.50
EPE02623E 35 ft. 28 $327.65

Lollipop Foam 
Paddles
Grades K + Durable, sturdy 
foam paddles for batting 
around balloons, pom 
poms, and more. 17" L x 
8" dia. x 2" thick. Set of 6 
colours. 
EPE03322E  $76.00

Beach Balls
Grades PreK + Ages 3 years + 
Inflatable. Colours may vary.
16" Beach Ball
EPE00845E  $2.75
20" Beach Ball
EPE00846E  $3.00
24" Beach Ball
EPE00847E  $4.50
48" Jumbo Beach Ball
ESN30616E  $18.00
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Poly Cones
Tough, long lasting, poly vinyl. 
Heavy, weighted base. Flexible.
Sets of 6 Colours
EPE01373E 12" Cones  $78.75
EPE01366E 18" Cones  $127.50

12" Orange Cone
EPE01368E  $13.00

12” Plastic Cone Set
Bright colours for high visibility. Lightweight polyethylene. Easy to stack and carry. 
Economical. Sets of 6 colours.  
EPE05970E  $24.25

Saucer Field Cones 
& Cone Carrier Set
Use for drills, skill stations, or on 
the playground. 9" dia. Easy to store and transport with 
the 2 included lightweight cone carriers. 2 carriers store 
up to 100 cones each. Set includes 180 saucer cones in 6 
colours. 
EPE07905E  $206.95
Set of 48 Cones. 8 of each colour. 
EPE08104E  $43.95
Saucer Field Cone Carrier Only. For up to 100 cones.
EPE00343E  $5.95
Individual Saucer Field Cone. Orange.
EPE00344E  $1.80

Ultimate Cone Crossbar
Adjusts to fit all plastic and vinyl cones. Over/under bars can fit over the tops of 
narrow plastic cones and the wider diameters of vinyl cones. Adjustable end loop. 
2" square flat surface area allows them to rest on top of cone when they need to 
fall off with just a grazing of the foot or leg. Set of 6 colours.
EPE07333E  $80.00

Round Marker Set
Use as targets or bases. Poly vinyl. Soft and flexible. Set of 6 colours; 9" dia. 
EPE06418E  $25.50
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Glo Germ™ Kit
Glo Germ™ stands out as the preferred training medium by virtually 
anyone who teaches proper hand washing techniques or food safety 
compliance. Nearly invisible in ordinary light, Glo Germ™ (fluorescent 
plastic particles) glows under ultraviolet light. The Glo Germ™ Powder 
is used to demonstrate cross contamination and surface cleaning. 
Sprinkle the powder onto the hands, fake a sneeze, and shake hands 
with several people. Dim the lights and place the UV lamp over the 
hands and face to reveal how easily germs are spread. To demonstrate 
surface cleaning, lightly dust a small amount of powder onto a surface, 
such as a countertop. Clean the surface as you normally would and 
then pass the UV lamp over the area. Any remaining traces of powder 
will glow indicating residual bacteria. Kit contains an 8-oz. bottle of 
oil (approx. 75-100 demos), a 1.9-oz. bottle of powder (approx. 75-100 
demos), LED ultra-violet flashlight, and three “AA” batteries.  
E732896  $86.60 
Glo Germ™ Powder
E77613  $29.25

Glo Germ™ Oil
E77612  $32.55

Glo Germ™ Gel
E77614  $25.60

Magnetic  
Healthy Food 
Ages 3 years + 
Beautifully illustrated 
foods feature the 
main food groups. 
Set comes with 33 
magnetic pieces, 
write-on/wipe-off 
magnetic placemat, 
menu pad, and 
suggested activities. 
This product is 
magnetic or contains 
magnets. Adult 
supervision is 
recommended.  
E34312  $43.95

Giant Dental  
Care Model
Made of hard plastic. 2x full 
size. Comes with a giant tooth 
brush.  
15 cm x 12.5 cm x 11.5 cm. 
E67686  $63.75

Primary Science  
Sensory Tubes Set of 4 
Ages 2 years + Develop their senses and 
encourage science exploration with this 
set of 4 sturdy, clear tubes. Tubes feature 
dual openings. Vented lids let children 
explore their sense of smell or secure 
small creatures for observation. Lids twist 
on and off. Solid lids hold liquid securely 
inside. Each tube measures 12" H x 2" 
Diameter.
E470225  $48.95

My Body in Action 
Ages 4 years + 10 beautifully 
illustrated animation cards 
depict the intricate details of 
body systems. Move the cards 
from side to side to observe 
the processes of various 
organs, from light entering they 
eye to blood flowing through 
the arteries, veins and heart 
valves. Includes: 10 cards up to 
81⁄2 x 11” (23 x 28 cm) and guide.
E434515  $21.95

SELLER
Best

Dental X-Rays
Ages 5 years + Provides excellent examples of the benefits of good 
dental habits and the consequences of bad habits. See for yourself 
the importance of wearing protective mouth gear when playing 
sports, and how tooth injuries can lead to painful, even dangerous, 
infections. See how the development of healthy teeth progresses 
from young children to young adults, and how sometimes it is 
necessary to correct crowded teeth with braces.  
Includes: 15 x-rays (up to 4½” x 10”).
E731918  $36.50

SENSES & THE HUMAN BODY
SCIENCE

Adult supervision is strongly recommended when using 
magnets and magnetic resources in the classroom. 
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Child-Size Human Body
Ages 4-11 years. Grades K-5. Bulletin board contains two figures, 127cm tall, with 
labeled skeletal system and body parts, and 6-page resource guide.
E62820  $18.80

True Life Human X-Rays 
Ages 4 years + 18 real x-rays printed 
on clear, heavy duty plastic. Perfect for 
use on light tables. Complete body of 
x-rays measures 5’ (1.5 m) tall. Includes 
idea guide. 
E79330  $46.80

4’ Skeleton Floor Puzzle
Ages 5 years + Kids learn all the major 
bones as they assemble this unique 
soft foam puzzle. Great for playtime, 
this large 15 piece puzzle is 4’ tall 
when assembled, making it life-size 
for kids. Once assembly is complete, 
have children lie on top of it so they 
can see where the major bones are in 
their own bodies! Each puzzle piece is 
labeled on reverse side.  
E78566  $48.50

Broken Bone X-rays
Ages 5 years + Real x-rays of the 
most commonly broken bones. Hold 
up to the light or use on a light table. 
Includes: 15 X-rays and teaching 
guide.
E731921  $39.50

Fixed Bone X-rays
Ages 5 years + Authentic x-ray images 
show the hardware used to fix broken 
bones. Fourteen additional images of 
the fractures, printed on card-stock, 
correspond to the x-rays of the repairs.
E731919  $40.70

Look Inside Me: MRI Scan 
Ages 4 years + Take a look inside the human body with full-size, colourful MRI 
scans! Use a light table, flashlight, or hold the transparent plastic sheets up to a 
window to reveal details. The kit includes a completed scan of the entire body (1.5 
m) along with two overlays that reveal more details of internal organs. Includes a 
guide focusing on important bones and organs in the body. 20 Pieces: 1 fully body 
MRI scan 5’ (1.5 m) tall, 2 body organ overlays and guide. 
E434098  $38.95

The Human Body
Ages 5 years + Learn about the human body by doing experiments with your five 
senses that show you how your body works. By exploring the external aspects 
of your body with hands-on experiments, you can learn a lot about the inside 
anatomy of the body. Relate your experiments back to human body systems, 
including the internal organs, skeleton, muscles, and the circulatory system, with 
clear and accurate anatomical illustrations. With a 48-page, full-colour illustrated 
guidebook, this kit teaches human biology fundamentals with step-by-step, hands-
on experiments. Choking hazard. Small parts. Toy contains a small ball. Not for 
children under 3 years old.  
E730716  $54.50

HUMAN BODY
SCIENCE
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4-D Human  
Anatomy Head Model
Ages 8 years + Build your own 
human anatomy model of the 
human head! This exceptionally 
detailed, 4.5” model contains 14 
detachable, hand-painted medical 
education-quality organs and parts 
and display stand. 
E733815  $52.80

Soft Foam Cross-Section Human Brain Model
Teaching students about the complexities of the human brain is easy with this 
labeled cross-section model. One half is labeled with parts of the brain and the 
other has letters for testing purposes. Activity guide included. 12.7cm diameter.
E79830  $34.00

Double-Sided Magnetic Human Body  
Ages 5-9 years. Twice the life-science learning—skeletal system on one side 
and major organs and muscle groups on the other! Realistically detailed pieces 
combine to create a body over 3'H! Great for demonstrations, centers and more. 
Includes 17 magnetic pieces and multilingual Activity Guide with reproducible 
diagrams.
E733600  $40.50

Skeleton Models
42 cm. These skeletal models fit into any 
classroom budget. Made of moulded plastic 
with a varying range of articulation. Bones 
are cast in a natural colour with anatomical 
details. All movable parts are joined by 
connectors and allow movement around 
the joint complex. Supplied with a hyoid 
bone. For teacher demonstration. Not a toy.
E48412  $42.50

Classroom
FAVOURITE

Cross Section  
of Human Eye
Ages 7-11 years. Size: 12.7cm in 
diameter when two halves are put 
together. One side is labeled with 
parts of the eye the other side 
is labeled with letters for a quiz 
review. Included: Cornea, iris, pupil, 
retina, lens, optic nerve, vitreous 
humor, sclera, choroids, macula, 
ciliary muscle, and optic disc.
E731062  $33.80

Pumping Heart Model 
Ages 8-12 years. Easy-to-use, 
multi-sensory model uses a simple 
hand pump to demonstrate basic 
heart and pulmonary blood flow. 
Create a memorable exploration 
of how the heart and lungs work 
together for oxygen exchange. 
Includes clearly labeled heart 
chambers, main artery, veins and 
lungs, plus Activity Guide. Heart 
measures approximately 12”L x 
11”W x 5”D.
E733598  $68.90

Soft Foam Cross-Section  
Human Heart Model
Ages 7-11 years. This human heart model 
separates to create a cross-section view 
for hands-on classroom demonstrations. 
The interior is labeled with the parts of 
the heart. Activity guide included. 12.7cm 
diameter. 
E79828  $34.00

HUMAN BODY
SCIENCE
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Bean Germination
Give students a visual reference with this bean germination display. Five real bean 
seeds have been grown and encased in a 3½" W x 3½" H x ¾" D block of clear 
resin. 
E731190  $38.70

Corn Germination
See the stages of seed germination in 
3-D - frozen in time in these beautiful 
preserved specimens. Size 88 x 88 x 
20mm.
E731192  $38.70

Root Systems
Specimens include: tap 
root (Helwingia chinensis), 
adventitious (Helwingia 
chinesis), nodulated (Glycine 
max), and fibrous (Bromus 
japonicas). Teacher information 
guide, student activity sheet, 
and answer key are included. 
Size is 8 1⁄4 x 4 3⁄4 x 1 1⁄2 in.
E77627  $38.70

Root-Vue Farm™
Grades 1 + / Ages 5 years + Fascinating garden laboratory where kids of all ages 
watch the action below the ground. Plant the seeds and follow the roots as they 
grow down. Have a root race and watch the carrots, radishes, and onions take 
form before your eyes! Complete kit includes self-watering grow unit, 8 special 
biopower grow mix wafers, 3 packs of seeds, identification labels and 16 page 
booklet with instructions and experiments.  Small parts.  
E67448  $52.30

Cross Section Flower Model
Grades 2 + / Ages 7-11 years. Demonstrate the 
parts of a flower in life science lessons with this 
durable foam tulip model. One half of cross-
section is labeled with part names (stamen, 
petal, pistil, sepal, stem, leaf and roots); other 
half is labeled with letters for assessment 
activities. Activity Guide features discussion 
and labeled drawing of additional flower parts. 
Measures approximately 6” H.      
E731178  $30.60

Foam Flower Model
Grade 6. This engaging teaching model with removable parts has been designed 
to introduce students of virtually any age to the flowering plant. Topics include: 
pollination, vegetative propagation, and the parts of a flower. 
E64108  $93.25
E732250 Avec le guide français  $93.25

Giant Magnetic Plant Life Cycles 
Ages 5 years + Set of 12 magnets with detailed stages of the bean plant life 
cycle (6) and the apple tree life cycle (6). Perfect for whiteboard use. Label-free 
for versatility. Similar to the magnetic Frog Life Cycle. Guide includes detailed 
information about each of the steps. Size of largest piece: about 8” x 8”.
E733542  $30.60

SELLER
Best

SELLER
Best

LIFE CYCLES
SCIENCE
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Giant Magnetic  
Frog Life Cycle 
Grades K + / Ages 5 years + 9-Piece jumbo die-cut magnetic set illustrating the life 
cycle of a frog from egg through tadpole to adult. Full-colour, life-like illustrations.
E732974  $34.40

Grasshopper Life Cycle Specimen 
A life cycle of a grasshopper. Each specimen is unique and different and may differ 
from the picture shown. Specimen block measures 6½” x 3” x 1”. Preserved and 
encased in clear resin material. Can be observed from every side to see details.
E77619  $56.40

Ant, Butterfly &  
Ladybug Life Stages
Ages 4 years + / Grades K + The hidden 
life cycles of nature’s most fascinating 
creatures come to life with these amazing 
soft plastic figures. The four stages of the 
ant, butterfly, and ladybug life cycles have 
been accurately sculpted and painted. Mix 
them up and have your kids put them in 
correct order!  
E731152  Ant  $17.50
E731154  Butterfly  $17.50
E731156  Ladybug  $17.50

Wooden Life Cycle Puzzle, 4-Layers 
Grades K + / Ages 5 years + Thanks to new technologies, as augmented reality, children 
discover a lot more about the life cycles of the ladybug, sea turtle, frog and butterfly than 
they ever could do by making only the puzzle. It's fascinating to see the animals coming 
to life in the frame of the puzzle. The free app offers a special page where children can 
show what they have learned about these animals. Puzzles measure 28cm L x 28 cm with 
4 layers (layer one - 9, layer two - 16, layer three - 25, layer four - 36) 86 pieces in total.
E. Butterfly 
E470432  $49.95
F. Ladybug 
E470433  $49.95

G. Sea Turtle 
E470434  $49.95
H. Frog 
E470435  $49.95

LIFE CYCLES
SCIENCE
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Insect Pop-Up Cage
Great for viewing insects or butterflies! Students can easily view live specimens 
through the clear plastic side (other three sides are mesh). Cage is simple to set 
up, easy to clean, and collapsible for convenient storage and portability. Access 
the inside of the habitat through the zipper openings on the side, which also 
makes for easy release of butterflies or other insects. Available in 2 sizes.

Small 
16½" x 16½" x 30" 
ESB46624M  $17.05 

Large 
27" x 27" x 48" 
E733490  $25.60 

Giant Magnetic Butterfly Life Cycle 
Ages 5 years + / Grades K + Set of 9 magnets with detailed stages of the butterfly 
life cycle. Perfect for whiteboard use, Label-free for versatility. Guide includes 
detailed information about each of the steps. Size of largest piece: about 9” x 7”. 
E733540  $34.40

Life Cycle Rummy Card  
Game, Set of 48 Cards
Grades 2 + Fast and easy sequence-based card game to test 
and reinforce life cycles. Includes frog, butterfly, flowering plant 
and turtle life cycles. Includes instructions. Bilingual in English 
and French.
E735256  $7.25 pkg.

Butterfly Life Cycle 
Grades K + / Ages 4 years + A life 
cycle of a butterfly. Each specimen is 
unique and different and may differ 
from the picture shown.
E77622  $64.65

Chick Life Cycle
Grades K-3 / Ages 5-9 years. A hands-
on model that shows the real thing! This 
set of 21 plastic eggs opens up to show 
the stages of a chick development (one 
egg for each day) as it is incubated. 
Each egg shows one day of chick 
development. The last egg opens up 
to reveal a small plastic chick. Includes: 
activity guide. 
E732372  $54.70

LIFE CYCLE 
RUMMY CARDS 

BILINGUAL: FRENCH 
& ENGLISH

Life Cycle Of The Honeybee 
Grades K + / Ages 4 years + Students 
can closely examine the life cycle of 
a bee along with the other important 
aspects of a bee’s life without any 
danger. 
E76648  $64.65

LIFE CYCLES
SCIENCE
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GeoSafari®Jr Critter Habitat
Ages 3 years + This super-sized critter habitat is perfect for curious little learners 
and junior nature enthusiasts! Collect and observe bugs, frogs, fish, rocks, leaves, 
flowers, and more.

• Gallon sized clear, water-tight plastic container with air holes
• Exclusive rotating feeder pulls out for quick and easy feeding
• 1 Critter catching net
• 4 Magnifiers (4.5x, 3x, 2, 1x)
• Supports 2 habitats: wet and dry (with separator in base)
• Rubber grip handle, perfect for little hands, locks lid/roof onto container
E730720  $68.80

Discover Habitats, 
Communities and 
Ecosystems
Grades 4-7. The challenges in this 
resource range from identifying the 
elements in a simple food chain to 
interpreting complex food webs and 
nutrient cycles. Students look at 
ecosystem interactions and examine 
species extinction. Activities on 
biomes, niches, succession, and 
changing habitats. This resource also 
contains a section on ecosystem 
games and activities on the role of 
humans in the balance of nature. 
E72854  $49.95

Habitats
Grades 4-6. Activities include: What 
is Ecology?, Earth’s Biomes, Habitat 
is Home, Food Chains, Plants are 
Producers, Each to its Niche, and 
more! Skill lists, teacher suggestions, 
resource lists, evaluation sheets, 
cross-curricular activities, and answer 
key included.
E68994  $22.20

Animal Tracks Rubbing Plates, Set of 16
Ages 3 years + This hands-on, easy product is sure to enhance learning concepts. 
Add texture to artwork by placing paper over a plate and rubbing with a crayon, 
marker or pencil to make the design emerge. Great with paper maché. Simple fill 
tray and let dry. Peel the resulting mold off and your done. Each set includes a 
guide.
E731611  $18.45

Animal X-Rays
Ages 4 years + Examine real 
x-rays of mammals, reptiles, fish, 
amphibians and birds. Includes: 
14 x-rays, 14 matching picture 
cards, up to 8x10” (20 x 25cm) 
and guide.
E434182  $25.95

What’s Inside Animals
Ages 4 years + Examine animal photos and place on a light table to reveal the 
skeletal system, Flip the card over to get a better look at the bone structure. 
Includes: 16 cards, up  8x10” (20 x 25cm) and guide.
E444296  $33.95

HABITATS
SCIENCE
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Spectrum’s Animal Investigation Kit 
Grades 2 + / Ages 7 years + Investigate Animals! This kit 
includes “What’s Inside Animals” cards, Animal Tracks 
cards, and rubbing plates stamps, food chain game, and 
Animal Bites. All in a plastic storage tote.
E730685  $379.92

Ecology Bulletin Board Chart Set
Grades 5 + / Ages 10 years + Each Bulletin Board Chart Set includes a collection of 
separate posters, each covering a separate, curriculum topic. Each 12" x 18" Chart 
is laminated and double-sided - Side 1 features a graphic overview of the topic and 
Side 2 provides "write-on/wipe-off" activities.
The Ecology Bulletin Board Chart Set includes the following charts:
• Ecosystems, Food Chains & Food Webs
• Cycles of Life & Biomes
• Relationships Among Living Things
E731807  $19.95

Exclusive
KIT

Flip Charts
Biomes & Their Food  
Webs Exploring Nature, 
Grades 5 + / Ages 10 years +
E731838  $64.95
Biomes Flip,  
Grades 5 + / Ages 10 years +  
E731831   $64.95

visit
spectrumed.ca

for  
MORE DETAILED 
INFORMATION

Growth & Change in Animals
Grades 2-3. Students will become familiar with 
the six animal groups and the animals within 
each group, They will classify animals and 
understand the major physical and behavioral 
characteristics that enable animals to survive. Gain 
an understanding of metamorphosis and become 
familiar with the life cycles of various animals. 
Students will learn how humans affect animals 
and how animals adapt to different environmental 
conditions. 40 activities, 96 pages.   
E76668  $22.20

Diversity of Living Things
Grades 4-6. Students will classify organisms 
in the animal kingdom. They will observe & 
describe similarities & differences among 
species, from mammals to microscopic 
organisms. Curriculum guide 96 pages, 35 
activities.
E79770  $22.20

Let’s Investigate - Polar Footprints 
Ages 3 years + Including animals from both the northern Arctic and the southern 
Arctic environments, they are perfect to nurture an understanding of our fragile 
natural world and a desire to protect it. Each stone shows a footprint on one side and 
its owner on the other. Made from a unique stone mix, the stones are durable for use 
inside and outdoors. Contains eight double-sided stones: Polar Bear, Caribou, Wolf, 
Musk Ox, Arctic Fox, Arctic Hare, Albatross, and Penguin.   
E470546  $40.95

Pond Nets - Pack of 5 
Robust nets with close weave mesh netting, ideal for pond-dipping activities. 
Colour may vary. Size of net: 120 x 110 mm. Handle: 250 mm.
E735559  $16.80

HABITATS
SCIENCE
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Two-Way Viewer Microscope
Ages 5 years + Allows students to view an 
object from two different angles, top and 
bottom, through magnifying lenses. Small 
objects such as insects and plants can be 
placed in the slide tray. Two students can 
view the object at the same time. Comes 
with instructions for several experiments.
E49066  $19.80

Explore One Land & Water Habitat
Ages 6 years + You can create a terrarium for all 
the insects and bugs you find by simply putting 
soil and plants in the bottom of the jar. Observe 
your finds using the tweezers and the two 
different magnifiers. Four piece set includes: 3.5 
L container with handle, detachable magnifier, 
hand held magnifier, net for catching insects and 
tweezers.
E735072   $29.20

Explorer Scope
Ages 3 years + This microscope features soft, rubber hand grips, a breakaway 
neck strap, perfect-fit goggles, and 8x magnification for up-close examination of 
everything from rocks and leaves to rollie pollies. This introduces the wonderful 
world of life science. Includes scope with 8x magnification, perfect-fit goggles with 
enlarged eyepieces, break-away strap, soft rubber hand grips, and telescoping 
barrel with 15x magnification for distance viewing. The magnification and field of 
vision are designed specifically for preschoolers’ level of perception. This is the 
ONLY combined microscope and telescope out there! 
E731927  $36.50

Micro Box Magnifiers
For viewing insects, rocks, 
coins, stamps, etc. The bottom 
is a container and the lid is a 3X 
magnifier.

Small 
1” x 1” x 7⁄8” 
E03820  $2.20 
Large 
11⁄2” x 11⁄2” x 11⁄2” 
E03821  $5.10

GeoSafari®  
Jr. Bug Viewer
Ages 4 years + Crystal-clear 
plastic container has a high 
quality magnifying lid with built 
in air holes and measuring grid. 
Includes one 3” Bug Viewer.   
E21207  $8.10

Primary Science® Jumbo Magnifiers
Ages 3 years + Observe on a grand scale with extra-large magnifiers, sized 
perfectly for small hands. Ideal for taking a closer look at critters, rocks, fabric and 
so much more! Flip-out stand on each magnifier allows for engaged, hands-free 
viewing. Each magnifiers super-safe, plastic lens measures 11.3 cm in diameter and 
offers 4.5X magnification. 20 cm tall. 6 colours.
E447036 Set of 6 With Stand $58.95
E447772 Set of 6 Without Stand $47.95

Big View Bug Jars, Set of 6
Ages 3-7 years.  Adorable jars have ladybug wings that open to invite little 
learners to investigate insects. Even children who normally shy away from bugs 
will be excited to capture and observe critters in these engaging observation jars. 
Wings open to reveal a 3.5 x magnifying lens. Screw-on cap and air vents keep 
specimens secure. Durable plastic jars measure 11.3 H cm x 9 cm in diameter.
E446400  $54.95

Telescopic Pond Net
Handy net with telescopic aluminium handle 
and knotless fine mesh, that will not harm 
specimens. Safe and durable. Net size is 
20 cm in diameter, Telescopic Extendable 
Handle size is 50 cm - 100 cm.
E735560  $17.50

Telescopic Sweep Net
Deep insect net with telescopic 
aluminium handle and high 
quality mesh which is kind to 
delicate specimens. Suitable for 
use at all levels. Net size is 72 
cm x 30 cm in dia. Telescopic 
Extendable Handle size is 50 
cm - 100 cm. 
E735561  $19.90

INVESTIGATIONS
SCIENCE
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Jumbo Test Tubes with Stand
Ages 3 years + Chunky, durable test tubes  
support inquiry-based investigation and  
hands-on observation. Plastic tubes are safe at 
temperatures from 10°-200°F and feature  
calibration marks (25, 50, 75, and 100 ml). Hand  
wash. Includes 6 test tubes, different coloured  
lids (to track experiments), sturdy rack, and  
activity guide. Tubes measure 15 cm H x 3.75 cm D.
E446394  $23.95

Gator Grabber Tweezers™
Ages 2 years + Bucket of alligator shaped tweezers 
for small hands. Easier tension for littler hands to 
work the tweezers and develop fine motor skills. 
Approximate length 10 cm. Set of 12 tweezers in 6 
colours comes in a bucket with guide.
E446412  $17.95

Twisty Droppers™
Ages 2 years + A fun twist on fine motor development! Irresistible eyedroppers 
build little hand muscles. Squeeze the bulb to experience cause and effect, 
conduct early science experiments and play at the water table too! Measures 15 
cm long. Set of 4 packaged in a bucket with handle.
E449080 Set of 4 $20.95

Handy Scoopers™
Ages 3 years + Scoop up fine motor skills and practice the motions needed for 
scissor cutting! Fun tools feature translucent scoops and easy-grip handles. Holes 
in scoops allow for catch-and-release fun at a water table. Set of 4 packaged in a 
bucket with handle. Scoopers measure 15 cm long.
E449078 Set of 4 $20.95

Spectrum’s Early Learning  
Essentials Science Kit Set of 24 pcs.
Ages 3 years + This Kit Contains the basic essential tools that every early learning 
classroom should have on hand to begin to explore introductory science concepts. 
Set contains jumbo tweezers that are easy for little hands to grasp to be able to 
pick up small objects. Includes 8 tweezers 2 of each in 4 colours: green, blue, 
yellow and red. Measures 4.7” (12 cm), Jumbo eyedroppers with extra large cushion 
to have a whole hand draw up liquids, 8 eyedroppers, 2 each of 4 colours: green, 
blue, yellow and red. Measures 4.7” (12 cm), and colourful magnifiers that have 3x 
magnification with a viewing diameter of 2.4” (6 cm) and a full length of 6.9” (17.5 
cm). Includes 8 magnifiers 2 each 4 colours: green, blue, yellow and red. 
E435245  $62.95
A. Jumbo Handheld Magnifiers - Set of 4
Ages 3 years + These colourful magnifiers have a 3x magnification with a viewing 
diameter of 2.4” (6 cm) and a full length of 6.9” (17.5 cm). Includes 4 colours: green, 
blue, yellow and red. 
E435246  $13.85
B. Jumbo Tweezers - Set of 4
Ages 3 years + These jumbo tweezers are easy for little hands to grasp to be able 
to pick up small objects. Includes 4 colours: green, blue yellow and red. Measures 
4.7” (12 cm). 
E435247  $8.45
C. Jumbo Eyedroppers - Set of 4
Ages 3 years + Jumbo eyedroppers have an extra large cushion to have a whole 
hand draw up liquids. Includes 4 colours: green, blue, yellow and red. 
E435248  $11.65

Primary Science® Jumbo Tweezers 
Ages 5 years + These colourful tweezers are just the 
right size for little hands. The key to fine motor skills 
is developing the thumb-forefinger pincer grasp. Use 
with manipulatives or other small objects. Perfect for 
teachers, specialists, and occupational therapists. Set 
of 12 tweezers in 6 colours, 15 cm (6”) long. 
E31050  $18.95

Primary Science Jumbo 
Eyedroppers Set of 6 in Stand 
Ages 3 years + Perfectly sized 
eyedroppers! Children will have fun 
experimenting with cause and effect while 
building fine motor skills. Set of 6 colourful 
droppers stores in a convenient stand. 
Droppers measure 11.3 cm H x .625 cm 
(4.5” x .25”).Stand provides convenience 
and storage for teachers looking for 
organizational solutions!
E730138  $26.40

INVESTIGATIONS
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Explore With Me - Rocks & Minerals
Ages 8 years + Part of the EXPLORE WITH ME GEOLOGY series, the Rocks & Minerals Collection includes a set of 24 
specimens (6 of each Metamorphic, Sedimentary, Igneous, and Minerals) enclosed in a handy, plastic storage container. A 
rock identification chart, complete with images, is included to help kids categorize their collection. A perfect starter set for 
the young budding geologist! 
E77655  $24.40

Sedimentary Rocks 
Ages 8 years +
• Bituminous Coal
• Limestone
• Shale
• Fossil Limestone
• Banded Sandstone
• Gypsum
• Chalk
• Oil Shale
• Sandstone
• Conglomerate  
E77652  $17.40

Igneous Rocks 
Ages 8 years + 
• Pumice
• Obsidian
• Granite (sodium)
• Syenite
• Pegmatite 
• Scoria
• Rhyolite
• Granite (potassium)
• Diorite
• Porphyry  
E77654  $17.40

Metamorphic  
Rocks 
Ages 8 years + 
• Anthracite Coal
• Gneiss
• Phylite
• Amphibolite
• Mica Schist 
• Quartzite
• Marble
• Slate
• Talc Schist
• Garnet Schist  
E77653  $17.40

Minerals 
Ages 8 years + 
• Calcite
• Quartz
• Pyrite
• Fluorite
• Epidote 
• Malachite
• Feldspar
• Magnetite
• Talc/Soapstone
• Olivine  
E77656  $17.40

Explore With Me Rock & Mineral Sets
Each collection includes a set of 10 specimens and a rock identification chart, complete with images 
and a brief description. A perfect starter set for the young budding geologist!

Minerals
• Quartz
• Feldspar
• Talc
• Olivine
• Pyrite
• Calcite

Metamorphic
• Slate
• Gneiss
• Anthracite
• Quartzite
• Marble
• Schist

Sedimentary
• Conglomerate
• Sandstone
• Shale
• Gypsum
• Limestone
• Dolomite

Igneous
• Granite
• Rhyolite
• Basalt
• Pumce
• Obsidian
• Gabbro

Rocks Flip Chart Set
Ages 10 years + The set features 10 
double-sided, laminated charts, each 
12" x 18" and spiral bound on a durable, 
free-standing easel. Rocks Flip Chart Set 
Includes: What is a Rock?, Classifying 
Rocks Igneous Rocks Magma, Lava 
& Igneous Rock, Sedimentary Rocks, 
Metamorphic Rocks, The Rock Cycle, 
Identifying Rocks, Use of Rocks & 
Minerals and Vocabulary Review.
E731854  $64.95

Minerals Flip Chart Set
Ages 10 years + Minerals Flip Chart Set  
Includes the following 10 Charts: What 
is a Mineral?, Minerals vs. Rocks, 
Properties of Minerals, Crystals & 
Special Properties, How do Minerals 
Form?, Mineral Resources, Mining 
and the Environment, Use of Minerals, 
Identifying Minerals and Vocabulary 
Review
E731855  $64.95

Fossil Collection
Grades 6 + Fascinate your students with the study of fossils. 
Comes with 21 plastic reproduction fossils that students will 
measure, identify, and classify according to their geologic era. 
Includes: Teacher’s Guide.  
E732532 $29.50

ROCKS, MINERALS, FOSSILS
SCIENCE
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Earth's Surface Bulletin Board Chart Set
Ages 10 years + The Earth’s Surface Bulletin Board Chart Set includes the following 
3 charts:
• Landforms, Rocks & Soil
• Weathering of Rocks & Soil Formation
• Volcanoes
E731802  $19.95
Dynamic Earth Bulletin Board Chart Set
Ages 10 years + The Dynamic Earth Bulletin Board Chart Set includes the following 
charts:
• Earthquakes  
• Plate Tectonics  
• Changes on Earth
E731804  $19.95

Cross-Section Earth Model
Grades K-3 / Ages 5-9. Bring the deep layers of Earth to the light with this unique 5" foam 
model. The outside surface illustrates continents and oceans with raised features. Once 
the model is separated, students discover facts of the Earth's core. Each brightly coloured 
hemisphere shows layers, temperatures, and depths. Includes: activity and fact guide. 
E732468 $39.00

Spectrum’s Outdoor Exploration Kit  
Grades 4 + Explore the Environment with Spectrum’s Outdoor Exploration Kit. 
Includes enough materials for 20 - 30 students; 10 sheet magnifiers, 10 bug boxes, 
20 magnifiers, Cloud Detective, Insta-Snow, sieves, garden tools, and a hand-held 
digital microscope all conveniently packaged in a plastic tote. 
E730684  $310.92

Water Cycle Wheels
Grades 1 + / Set of 5. Introduce the water cycle with these interactive water cycle 
wheels. Each wheel shows the basic steps of the water cycle with a picture and 
description. 8.1” diameter. Teachers guide and reproducible activity included on-
line. 
E730859  $7.90

Exclusive
KIT

OUR ENVIRONMENT
SCIENCE

Classroom Globe
English. Thousands 
of names identified, 
completely up to date. 
Raised relief, metal half 
meridian mounting. 30 cm.
E56812  $104.90
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WEATHER
SCIENCE

Tornado Tube 
& Fountain in a Bottle
Ages 5 years + Both demonstrations can be 
done using two empty plastic soda bottles. One 
connector permits repeated observations of a 
tornado-like whirl. The second connector shows 
an artesian well effect, and includes a plastic 
tube for the water to flow through. Bottles not 
included. 
E06425  $4.50

Weather & Climate Bulletin Board Chart Set
Ages 10 years + Each 12" x 18" Chart is laminated and double-sided - Side 1 
features a graphic overview of the topic and Side 2 provides "write-on/wipe-off" 
activities.
The following charts includes:
• Earth’s Atmosphere
• Understanding Weather
• Weather & Climate
E731803  $19.95

SELLER
Best

Cloud Detective
Grades 4 + Handy tool helps students identify the different clouds in the 
sky. Simply hold the Cloud Detective so the cloud can be seen through the 
observation hole in the middle, then try to match the cloud to the images along 
the outside of the tool to identify the cloud. The opposite side contains additional 
information related to colour, shape, and current weather to ensure correct 
identification. Pkg. of 5.
E730674  $18.90

Insta-Snow®
Ages 4 years + An amazing, super absorbent powder that turns water into a fluffy 
substance that looks like real snow! Powder expands 100 times. Fluffs up like 
authentic snow. Activity guide and measuring scoop included.  
Insta-Snow® Jar. Makes approximately 7.5L of faux snow. 40 total scoops in each 
jar.
E77782  $17.50

Climate & Weather
Grades 5 + With 23 hands-on experiments, you can investigate specific weather 
phenomena as well as the climate system in general. Full-colour, 48-page manual. 

ESB49268M  $56.95

Economy 
Thermometer
150mm red alcohol filled 
thermometer mounted on 
a white polystyrene back. 
Range: -60°C to 50°C. 
E09558  $1.50

Indoor / Outdoor 
Jumbo Wall 
Thermometer
E733216  $13.60
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Moon Phases Poster
This one-colour, 28" W x 8" H poster shows eight phases of the moon. Laminated 
cardstock.
E732612  $9.90

C. Our Universe
Grades 5-8. Students learn about the solar system, asteroids, meteorites, comets, 
stars, black holes, quasars, phases of the moon, constellations, and telescopes as 
they improve their research, math, language, creative writing, and artistic skills. 42 
activities plus answer key.
E68950  $22.20

A. Planets
Grades 3-6. Study the 9 planets in our solar system. Includes information cards, 
reading cards, research and creative writing cards, and much more! 88 activities.
E68952  $22.20

B. The Solar System
Grades 4-6. Learn about planets, stars, comets, asteroids, meteorites, moons, 
and more. Help students improve reading, research, mathematics, brainstorming, 
word study, creative writing, artistic, and dramatic skills. Information cards and 82 
activities included.
E69000  $22.20

Giant Magnetic Solar System 
Ages 5-9 years. Full-colour, realistically detailed magnets capture  
students’ attention as you model space science concepts on your  
whiteboard. Includes 8 planets, Pluto (dwarf planet), Sun, Earth’s  
moon, asteroid belt and Activity Guide. Largest magnet (sun) measures  
10” in diameter. 
E732615  $34.00

Solar System Interactive Wall Chart with Free App
This Interactive Wall Chart of the Solar System comes alive with any smart device 
by downloading the free app printed on the laminated 32” x 42” chart. See and 
learn about the planets and space probes in 3-D interactive animation.
E733695  $28.50

GeoSafari® Motorized Solar System
Ages 8-12 years. Set up the solar system to see Mercury, Venus, Earth, and Mars 
rotating slightly faster than Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune, just like they do 
in space. Turn off the lights and project a planetarium-style star show on the ceiling 
for the ultimate in-room space experience! Includes a night light with an auto 
shutoff feature and guide book packed with facts for curious explorers!  Small 
parts. 
E730730  $84.50

Inflatable Solar System
Ages 5-9 years. Explore our universe with this inflatable classroom set. Teach 
size and distance relationships of planets, the moon, and the sun. Learn rotation, 
revolution, and orbit through class activities or demonstrations using this realistic 
looking set. Includes 36” sun and proportionate planets and moon with sizes 
ranging from 8”-22”. Also includes a foot pump, teacher’s activity guide, and hooks 
for easy hanging. Deflate for easy storage.  Small parts. 
ESB37813M  $72.25

SPACE SCIENCE
SCIENCE
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SIMPLE MACHINES
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A. Wooden Fulcrum  
Balance Scale, Desktop Model
Ages 7 years + The further from the pivot point a 
force is applied, the greater its effects. This basic 
principle is behind the operation of the lever and 
many other basic devices. Teacher’s Guide included. 
17.75” L x 2.25” W x 5.25” H.  Small parts.
E77084  $55.95

E. Screw, Desktop Model
An example of a simple machine, which converts 
a circular motion (the turning of the screw) into a 
linear motion. It also lets you amplify the force a 
great deal, since turning the screw only moves 
the end of the screw a small amount. 7" x 31⁄2" 
x 3-1⁄2". 
ESB40566M  $49.75

B. Lever, Desktop Model
Ages 7 years + A pivoted, rigid body to which forces 
can be applied at two or more points to transmit and 
modify force and motion. Great for demonstration in 
classrooms. 18" x 2" x 51⁄4".
E77086  $33.85

I. Pendulum, Desktop Model
Ages 7 years + As the pendulum swings back and 
forth, its energy changes from potential energy into 
kinetic energy. But the pendulum can be used as a 
device to explore other concepts as well. The time for 
one swing doesn’t depend on the size of the swing 
or the mass at the end of the pendulum, only on the 
length. This is why the pendulum came to be used in 
the earliest accurate clocks. 16" x 4" x 61⁄2". 
E77090 $55.95

D. Wheel and Axle, Desktop Model
Ages 7 years + A device consisting of a grooved 
wheel turned by a cord or a chain with a rigidly 
attached axle for winding up weight. Sometimes the 
chain or cord is replaced by a crank or spike and is 
used in hoisting apparatus such as cranes. 15" x  
3" x 9".  
E77071  $55.95

C. Inclined Plane, Desktop Model
Ages 7 years + Defined as a sloping plane for lifting 
heavy loads to high places. The small weight car also 
has small wooden wheels. Weight included. 16" L x 
31⁄2" W x 16" H.  
E77088  $55.95

H. Gear Rack 
15.75” L x 1.8” W x 6” H.
E77061  $66.30

G. Motion Converter 
15” L x 3.5” W x 6” H.
E77080  $77.85

F. Gear Train, Desktop Model
Ages 7 years + A system of two or more toothed 
wheels meshed together so that the motion of 
one directs the others to employ a force in a 
direction in which the resistance is to be moved. 
14.75” L x 1.8” W x 5.75” H.
E77078  $87.20

J. Pulley, Desktop Model
Ages 7 years + Grooved wheels used with rope to 
change direction and point of application of a pulling 
force. Weight included.
E77067  $55.95

K. Block and Tackle, Desktop Model
Ages 7 years + One pulley can be used to change 
the direction of the force applied by a cord. A small 
force on the cord can be used to lift a large weight. 
Experimenting with the device shows why lifting the 
block by a short distance requires that the cord be 
pulled a long distance.
E77094  $55.95

Meet the STEM challenge and use our hand-crafted wooden models to demonstrate simple machine principles. Each model comes 
with a detailed activity guide, which includes a brief history of the model, practical applications and classroom experiments.

All models  
crafted from 
DURABLE  

RUBBERWOOD
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E735537 E735538

SIMPLE MACHINES
SCIENCE

LEGO® Education BricQ Motion  
Prime Small Group Set (2 students) 
The Small Group Set Includes 1 set of LEGO® Education BricQ Motion 
Prime (E735535), 2 packs of LEGO® Education BricQ Motion Prime 
Personal Learning Kits (E735536). 
E735538  $219.95

LEGO® Education BricQ Motion  
Essential Small Group Set (2 students) 
The Small Group Set Includes 1 set of LEGO® Education BricQ Motion 
Essential (E735533), 2 packs of LEGO® Education BricQ Motion Essential 
Personal Learning Kits (E735534). 
735537  $219.95

LEGO® Education BricQ Motion Essential Set (2 students) 
523 LEGO® elements in the set include 4 minifigures and a variety of easy-build 
elements, gears, weight bricks, springs, a measurement element, a paper holder 
and more. Sturdy storage box with colour-coded sorting trays for easy classroom 
management. 2 printed building instructions for models used in the lessons plus 
additional building inspiration. Replacement elements also included. 2 units of 7 
x 45-minute lessons (1 each for lower and upper primary grades), plus math and 
language arts extensions for additional learning.  
E735533  $194.90

LEGO® Education BricQ Motion Prime Set (2 students) 
562 LEGO® elements in the set include 4 minifigures and special mechanical elements, 
like gears, springs, wheels, balls, weight bricks, pneumatics, fan blades, measurement 
elements and more. Sturdy storage box with colour-coded sorting trays for easy 
classroom management. Printed building instructions for models used in the lessons 
plus additional building inspiration. Replacement elements also included. 1 unit of 7 x 
45-minute lessons plus math and language arts extensions for additional learning.  
E735535  $194.90

Engages students in STEAM learning as they experiment with forces, motion and 
interactions in the context of sports. BricQ Motion provides easy, hands-on learning 
experiences that spark cool “ahas”.

BricQ Motion

Physical Science & Sports-themed 
Lessons Made Easy
With BricQ Motion, pupils experiment 
with forces, motion and interactions as 
they build with special LEGO elements 
like gears, levers, axles and pulleys. All 
lesson plans and builds within BricQ 
Motion are sports-themed, making 
the learning personally relevant and 
engaging for pupils.

BONUS! 
2pk Bin clips for 
secure storage. 

LEGO® Education BricQ Motion Essential Personal Learning Kit 
E735534  $16.90

LEGO® Education BricQ Motion Prime Personal Learning Kit 
E735536  $16.90

Technology Not Required
BricQ Motion does not utilise technology, meaning 
the solution is a great fit for teachers and pupils just 
getting started with STEAM learning and not quite 
ready for a technology component.

In the Classroom, at Home, or Somewhere in Between
BricQ Motion makes learning flexible - teachers can combine 
classroom sets with Personal Learning Kits to ensure engagement 
and continuity, regardless of where the learning happens.

Can be combined 
with Spike 
Essential 

Can be combined 
with Spike Prime 
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Mechanics: Gears & Worm Drives
Ages 8 years + Learn how gears can easily reduce or increase speed, change 
force, or transfer motion from one position to another. Build 8 working models, 
including an experimental crane, a gearbox, a carousel,a hand drill, a helicopter, a 
hand blender, a rotating sign post and a high speed fan. A 36 page activity book 
is included with innovative experiments and detailed explanations of the different 
technological principle applied! A booklet with detailed building instructions is also 
included.  
E77813  $89.30

Mechanics: Cams & Cranks
Ages 8 years + Learn how you can transmit power using Cams and Cranks and 
how they can be used to convert reciprocal to linear motion. Discover how these 
mechanisms are crucial elements of many machines even though they are not 
considered as “Simple Machines”. Build 8 working models such as a fishing crane, 
an oil pump, a moving figure, a moving bridge, a sewing machine and a flying 
eagle. You can find easy-to-follow building instructions for all models either online 
or in the booklet included. The booklet provides detailed explanations of the 
different scientific principles applied and incorporates innovative experimental 
activities for hands-on learning. 
E77815  $89.30

Gears in Bulk
Sets include 40, 30 and, 20-tooth gears 
with 4mm bore and a 12-tooth gear with a 
push-fit to a 2mm motor shaft. There are 
3 inserts on each sprue, which allow the 
4mm bore to reduce to a 3mm bore. All 
gears are beveled to allow 90° meshing. 
The 40-tooth gear has an extra hole to 
create eccentric movement or for a crank 
handle (fits 4mm dowel). 

0.5kg Bag (mixed colours).
E21810  150+ pieces  $35.20

1kg Bag (mixed colours).
E21726  300+ pieces  $66.75

Gears
Made of coloured 
plastic. 4mm dia. 
Centre hole.

A. 50 Tooth 10 pack 
E730233  $6.95
B. 40 Tooth 10 pack 
E730271  $6.15  
C. 30 Tooth 10 pack 
E730231  $5.45

D. 20 Tooth 10 pack 
E730272  $4.45
10 Tooth 10 pack 
E730273 Not Shown  $3.65

Worm Gears
10 plastic gears.

E50006  $18.15

Plastic 
Bushings
Outer dia. 4mm, 
Inner dia. 2mm. 
Pack of 10
E730276  $2.95

Gears 7 Piece Set
Set includes one of each 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 Tooth 
gears and two bushings.
E730275  $2.95

Gears
Ages 8 years + 180 K’NEX pieces per set and enough building instructions for 7 
real world models. Demonstrates spur, crown and sprocket gear systems. Comes 
packaged in a strong, stackable storage solution with dividers. Teacher’s Guide 
now included on CD with all sets. 
E76852  Individual Set  $79.95
E77106  Class Pack of 8  $599.95

Deluxe Gear Box  
Complete Set with Guide
Grades 4 + This 744 piece set contains multiple gears, pulleys, axles, chains, and 
frames to create an endless number of STEM projects. Contains a clear drive unit 
that can move the gears and other pieces forward or reverse. Requires one “C” 
battery (not included). Includes instruction guide.  
E730911  $98.50

B. Building Set
Ages 3 years + Includes 100 pieces.  
E63854  $44.95 
150 piece Super Set  
Ages 3 years + Includes storage tub & activities guide. 
E430384  $72.95

A. Movin’ Monkeys
Ages 4 years + Kids develop their own “gears jungle” or use the easy-to-follow 
instructions. Includes 136 pieces. 
E435616  $71.95

Gears! Gears! Gears!® 

SIMPLE MACHINES
SCIENCE
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E73028

B CA

SIMPLE MACHINES
SCIENCE

Assorted Pulleys
Set of 100 pulleys consists of 
25 each of 40 mm, 30 mm, and 
20 mm dia. Pulleys (with 3.2 mm 
bores); and 10 mm pulleys (with a 
push fit to 2 mm motor shaft).  
E20098  $22.70

Pulleys
Grades 1-6. Excellent quality, free-
running pulleys made of rigid plastic 
for increased durability. Deep V 
grooves with 50mm sheaves. Plastic 
pins allow you to build single, double, 
or triple sheave pulleys, and hinges 
can be used to join pulleys. 
E03743  Single Sheave  $2.30
E03744  Double Sheave  $3.30
E03745  Triple Sheave  $4.75

Pulley 10 Packs 
Coloured plastic pulleys with deep V-groves. 4mm dia. centre hole. 

A. 50mm Diameter 
E730237  $5.45

B. 38mm Diameter 
E730279  $5.25

C. 25mm Diameter 
E730235  $5.05

Mechanics: Pulley Drives
Ages 8 years + Build 8 working models such as a material lift, a stationary bike, a 
crane bridge, a blender, a construction crane and a windmill. You can find easy-to-
follow building instructions for all models either online or in the booklet included. 

  
E730818  $74.70

K’NEX® Intro to Simple  
Machines: Levers and Pulleys
Ages 8 years + Models demonstrate three lever classes and fixed, moveable, 
and combination pulley systems. 178 K’NEX pieces to build eight replicas of real-
world machines, one model at a time. Supports 2-3 students working as a team. 
Teacher’s Guide on CD included. Packaged in a strong, stackable storage tray 
with movable dividers and snap-on lid. 
E76850  Individual Set   $79.95
E77108  Class Pack of 8   $599.95

Pulleys in  
Motion Class Set    
Grades 4 + The focus of the set is to provide hands-on activities that are easy to 
understand as well as offer both intellectual and practical experience for students. 
Set contains: 18 single sheave pulleys; 12 double sheave pulleys; 12 triple 
sheave pulleys; 6 spring scales (500 g, 50 N); roll of twine; and 20 pulley chain 
links. Includes a 32-page teacher’s guide titled Pulleys in Motion that gradually 
introduces students to fundamental pulley concepts. Contains reproducible 
student activity sheets and assessment ideas. 
E73026  $114.05
Pulleys in Motion Book E73028  $13.30  

Levers
Ages 6 years + Learn how Levers are 
used to increase force and lift heavy 
objects and how the use of levers can 
change the direction of motion. Build 
7 working models including a parking 
gate, a see-saw, 2 types of weighing 
scales and a wheelbarrow. A 36 page 
activity book is included with innovative 
experiments and detailed explanations 
of the different technological principles 
applied! A booklet with detailed building 
instructions is also included. 
E77808  $69.95

SELLER
Best
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TechCard Propeller  
Car Workshop Pack 
Ages 8 years +
• Builds 10 motorized propeller cars to modify 
and test
• All materials, components and full instructions 
included
• Assemble a working propeller to power your 
model
• Discover that air is a substance that can 
transmit force
E735348  $88.65

TechCard Simple  
Vehicles Workshop Pack 
Ages 8 years +
• Builds 10 motorized simple vehicles to modify 
and test
• All materials, components and full instructions 
included
• Simple pulley drive easy to set up to change 
the size, speed and direction of a force
• Explore strong structures and simple 
mechanisms
E735349  $88.65

TechCard Air Powered  
Dragster Workshop Pack 
Ages 8 years + 
• Builds 10 balloon powered dragsters to build 
and race
• All materials, components and full instructions 
included
• Explore energy and forces
• Explore strong structures and simple 
mechanisms
E735350  $45.90

Teacher’s Guide

K’NEX® Intro to Simple Machines:  
Wheels/Axles and Inclined Planes 
Ages 8 years +
• Models demonstrate wheel & axles and inclined   
 plan including a wedge and screw
• 221 K’NEX pieces to build seven models  
 (all replicas of real-world machines)
• Supports 2-3 students working as a team
• Teacher’s Guide on CD included
• Packaged in a strong, stackable storage tray with 
   movable dividers and snap-on lid 
E76854  Individual Set  $79.95
E77110  Class Pack of 8  $599.95

STEM Simple  
Machines Activity Set
Ages 5 years + Introduce kindergarteners to all 6 Simple Machines. Set includes 
Inclined Plane, Lever, Wedge, Pulley, Wheel and Axle. Also includes 10 activity 
cards, and a comprehensive Teacher Guide.  Small parts.
E730262  $50.00 

SIMPLE MACHINES
SCIENCE
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Colour Paddles, Set of 18
Ages 3 years + Teach the principles of 
colour mixing with these translucent, 6” 
(15cm) paddles. Includes 3 of each of the 
6 primary and secondary colours. Each 
paddle features 3 different textures to 
demonstrate the effects of light and optics 
with colour.
E9712420  $8.96 Set;  6+ $8.68 Set

Perspex Prisms
Grades 5 + / Set of 7. Made from 
polished acrylic. Very high quality. 
All 25mm thick. Seven pieces in a 
strong storage box. 
E79340  $53.40

Prisms Discovery Kit 
Grades 3 + Discover the properties of 
light and colour and lead discussions 
with the class with this kit. Includes 
instructional guide.  
E730731  $17.60

Jumbo Colour Mixing Shapes, Set of 6 
Ages 3 years + Six giant pieces of acrylic approximately 20 cm in diameter in 
different shapes and colours. Ideal for colour mixing on a light table!
E446612  $38.55

EDUPanel LED Panel A2 & A3
Ages 3 years + The SI EDUPanel LED features an ultra slim design, dimmable 
LED technology, convenient ON/OFF switch, and a 50,000 hour LED life span.  
Includes plastic protective cover to reduce surface scratches and low voltage 
CSA approved AC power adapter. Always use with adult supervision. Use with dry 
materials only.
A2 17”x 24” Illuminated Area
Frame size 19.5”x 26.3”
E214732   $263.90

A3 12”x 17” Illuminated Area
Frame size 15”x 19.5” 
E214731   $197.90

Perception Spheres and Semispheres
All Ages. Perception spheres are fascinating!  
Students will see the world around them in  
different colours. Holding two or three  
Perception Spheres or Semispheres  
together creates new colours and hues.  
Using them on a light panel will enhance the  
student’s opportunities for colour mixing.  
Eight different transparent colours are soft  
and warm to the touch.
E434217  $84.95
Perception Semispheres - Pack of 8
All Ages. The sensory Perception Semispheres come in eight different transparent 
colours. When a semisphere is placed on top of an object it magnifies it by 4 or 5 
times to give a view that is both a different colour and enlarged.
E434215  $84.95

Roylco® Crystal  
Colour Stacking Blocks
Ages 3 years + Turn simple stacking into 
a sensory experience! The blocks stack 
easily with the help of specially designed 
grooves. Use the grooves to align the 
blocks at various angles and create new 
tower designs. Overlap different block 
colours to explore colour mixing concepts. 
Use the blocks on a light table to create 
glowing towers. Includes: 50 blocks, 2 x 
2½” (5 x 6 cm) and guide.
E434503  $18.95

Colour Mixing Glasses
Ages 4 years + These glasses have lenses that slide in and out of the top frame 
so children can mix colours. Use a red lens and a yellow lens to ‘see’ in orange. 
Comes with red, blue and yellow lenses and 2 ‘bug eye’ lenses. Activity guide 
included. Caution: Glasses do not provide protection from the sun. 
E444302  $13.60

COLOUR & NATURE OF LIGHT
SCIENCE
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Boomwhackers®

8-Note Diatonic C-C’ Set (Upper Octave). 
Ages 3 years + The tubes are perfectly 
tuned to different musical notes, which 
are clearly marked on their labels. Whack 
almost anything to produce tones. Different 
surfaces produce different sounds, but 
always the same pitch.
E67928  $42.90

Sound Chart Set 
Ages 10 years +
• Introduction to Waves
• Waves Length &  
  Frequency
• Wave Interactions
• Sound Waves
• Aspects of Sound

• Doppler Effect
• Hearing Sound
• Musical Sounds
• Applications of  
  Sound Waves
• Vocabulary Review

E731823  $64.95

Tuning Fork Set
Set of 13 tuning forks with the frequency and  
scale letter stamped on each fork. Made of  
aluminum alloy.  
E731436  $46.45
Tuning Forks
These chrome-plated tuning forks are ideal for viewing oscillation.
E732630 Small (5")  $3.75
E732632 Large (6")  $3.95

Sound And Energy Kit
Grades 6 + Encourage student creativity and hands-on exploration of basic 
science principles with this kit. Experiments include: Sound Waves, Speed of 
Sound, Making a Telephone, Frequency and Pitch, and Soundproofing. Includes: 
reproducible activity pages, activities, detailed illustrations, and a teacher’s answer 
key.  
E732628  $163.75

Wave Demonstration Spring
Ages 5 years + This 3" diameter flat spring steel 
apparatus can make visualizing wave propagation 
much easier. The plated spring can be stretched across 
the room allowing the entire class to witness the wave 
traveling back and forth. (2.5" x 2.5" x 2.75"; 1 lb).
E730313  $10.10

Mallet
1" dia. hard rubber ball, ¼" wooden handle, length 8". 
E48868  $5.05

Spectrum’s Sound, Light & Optics Kit 
Grades 5 + This kit offers materials for multiple activities investigating sound, 
light and optics. Each kit includes LED light devices, concave and convex mirrors, 
prisms, colour paddles, tuning fork sets, and a wave demonstration spring. All in a 
plastic storage tote. Ideal for 20 - 30 students.
E730679  $249.92

Tuning Fork 
DiscoveryKits®
Grades 2 + Learn 
how to use a tuning 
fork with multiple 
experiments outlined 
in a detailed teacher’s 
guide. This kit goes 
through the basics 
of vibration, waves, 
frequency, interference 
and amplification 
of sound. Enough 
material for one group 
of students. Bowl 
colours will vary.  
E735599  $16.45

Exclusive
KIT

NATURE OF LIGHT & SOUND
SCIENCE
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ELECTRICITY
SCIENCE

squishy circuits Deluxe Kit
Ages 8 years + The deluxe kit is our most complete squishy circuits kit. It comes 
with more items than the standard kit and comes with pre-made doughs so you 
can start circuit building right away! This kit also includes a deluxe battery holder 
which has a knob that allows your lights to blink and buzzers to beep at different 
speeds. 

Includes:
• Battery holder (4 AA 
 batteries not included)
• Piezoelectric Buzzer
• Mechanical Buzzer
• Motor with fan blades
• Switch

• 7 x 7 oz. containers of 
 Conductive Dough (red, 
 blue, green, yellow,   
  orange, purple, and   
 black)
• 40 - 10 mm LED’s
• 5 Sculpting Tools
• Rolling Pin

• 1 x 7 oz. container of 
 Insulating Dough
• Recipe card and quick 
 start guide
E730945  $99.95

Uses conductive and insulating play dough to teach the basics of electrical 
circuits, a perfect blend of play and learning! Our play dough kits, projects, 
and recipes teach problem solving and engineering concepts and inspire 
creativity and independent thinking.

Includes:
• Battery holder  
(4 AA Batteries not  
included)

• 1 x 7 oz. container 
of Conductive  
Dough

• 15 - 10 mm LED’s 
in red, green, and     
blue

• Recipe card and  
  quick start guide

E732941  $22.30

Snap Circuits® EXTREME
Ages 8 years + Contains over 80 parts to build over 750 projects. Includes 
everything from E732655 Snap Circuits® Pro plus projects in solar; 
electromagnetism; vibration switches; and 70 computer interfaced projects.  
E732656  $210.50

Snap Circuits Educational Kit (Jr Edition)
Ages 8 years + Make learning electronics a “snap”! Enjoy hours of educational fun 
while learning about electricity and electronics. Just follow the colourful pictures 
in the guide and build exciting projects such as radios, voice recorders, doorbells, 
and more! All parts are mounted on durable plastic modules and snap together 
with ease. No tools required. Requires “AA” batteries (not included), or adapter. 
100 Experiment Set. This set is perfect for beginning electricity! Includes: 30-piece 
set and activity guide to build parallel and series circuits, resistors, capacitors, and 
motors. For 1-2 Students. 
E732646  Soft Case Kit  $59.40

Snap Circuits™ Educational Kits
Ages 8 years + Just follow the colourful pictures in the guide and build exciting 
projects! All parts are mounted on durable plastic modules and snap together with 
ease. No tools required except “AA” batteries. (NOTE: Mini Kits do not include a 
case).
300-Experimental Set 
Build over 300 electrifying experiments with this 60-piece set, such as motors, 
lamps, speakers, resistors, capacitors, switches, and more. 
E77794 Set with hard case  $195.30

squishy circuits Lite Kit
Ages 8 years + The lite kit is the most basic kit and includes everything that you 
need to make your first squishy circuits light up quickly and easily. It is ideal for 
classrooms, parties, or events where every participant needs their own battery 
pack and wants to get started building right away. 

SELLER
Best

Si

mply Snap Together!
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ELECTRICITY
SCIENCE

Bristlebot
Ages 10 years + Small robot consists of a toothbrush head with double-sided tape  
strip, a vibrating pager motor, a battery, two chenille stems, and two googly  
eyes. The vibrations from the pager motor travel down the bristles and cause the 
entire robot to scoot along flat surfaces. Each robot requires one coin cell battery 
(included). 
E735274  4 Pack  $39.40
E735275  10 Pack  $84.00
E735276  25 Pack  $165.00

Solar Cockroach Kit
Ages 10 years + The Solar Cockroach is a little bug that uses the solar energy 
to power a vibrating motor. The vibrations from the motor travel down the legs, 
causing the bug to scoot around. These little vibrating bugs are essential tools 
for teaching beginning soldering lessons to students and adults of all ages. This 
project also offers a lesson in solar energy, motion, and vibration. Simply place the 
completed Solar Cockroach in the sun and watch it vibrate and scoot around! This 
project can now be completed with or without soldering using the included Maker 
Tape. Requires basic soldering knowledge. 
Parts Included:
• 50 Jumbo Paper Clips
• 50 Googly Eyes
• 25 Solar Cells (2V)
• 25 Vibrating Motors

• 7 pcs Magnet Wire
• 1 Roll of Maker Tape™
• Online Video Guides

E735261  $165.80

Paper Circuits
Ages 10 years + Why mess with wires when you can use Maker Tape conductive 
nylon tape and LEDs to easily create fun circuitry projects in minutes? Add them 
to anything that you can apply tape to, from your next greeting card to a fun-filled 
cardboard Halloween robot costume.
• Create projects from scratch or download and use one of many available free  
  templates and build guides
• Engaging for students of all ages 

Standard Kit
Includes:
• 30 Jumbo LEDs
• 10 Binder Clips
• 10 Coin Cell Batteries (CR2032)
• 1 Roll of 1⁄4” Maker Tape™ (16ft)
E735277  $44.50

Classroom Set
Includes:
• 120 Jumbo LEDs
• 40 Coin-Cell Batteries (CR2032)
• 40 Binder Clips
• 2 Rolls of 1⁄4” Maker Tape™ (130ft)
E735278  $165.50

Maker Tape 1⁄4", 20M Roll, Nylon Conductive Tape
Ages 10 years + Turns any surface into your next circuitry project. Use it on walls 
or windows, cardboard or fabric, design your own Paper Craft creation for use 
with Crazy Circuits. Unlike other conductive tape options Maker Tape is specially 
designed to be Z Axis Conductive for much easier project creation.
E735279  $18.90

Standard Kit
Includes:
• 30 pcs Origami Paper
• 5 Colour-Changing LEDs
• 10 Blinking LEDs
• 5 Coin Cell Batteries (CR2032)
• 4 Vibrating Motors
• 1 Roll of 1⁄4” Maker Tape™ (5m)
• 1 Robot Template
E735282  $44.50 

Class Kit
Includes:
• 200pcs Origami Paper
• 25 Colour-Changing LEDs
• 50 Blinking LEDs
• 25 Coin Cell Batteries (CR2032)
• 25 Vibrating Motors
• 2 Rolls of 1⁄4” Maker Tape™ (20m)
E735283  $199.95

Origami Circuits Kits
Ages 10 years + Bring your paper crafts to life! A perfect opportunity to put the “A” 
in STEAM education or hobby projects, these kits include all you need to blend 
the centuries-old paper craft of Japanese Origami with circuitry! Use solderless 
pathways created by our exclusive conductive Maker Tape™ and the included 
circuitry components to make your folded masterpiece light up and/or move. 
Origami Circuits are a great way to teach engineering, motors, circuitry, electricity 
and ART all at once!  
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MAGNETISM
SCIENCE

Magnet Mania Kit
Ages 5 years + Easy activities and a 
variety of items make this kit a great 
introduction to the fun and mystery 
of magnets! Kit includes two magnet 
wands, ten magnet marbles, 50 
counting chips and activity book. 
Warning: Adult supervision is strongly 
recommended. Product contains 
magnets or is magnetic.

 
E77661  $29.30

Magnetic Wand 
Grades K + / Ages 4 years + Encased 
in plastic with an easy to hold handle. 
Measures 19.4 cm, assorted colours.
E20306 Each  $1.90

Bingo Chips with Steel Rim
Grades K + / Ages 4 years +  
2 cm colourful translucent chips with a 
steel rim. Package of 100. 
E20301  $4.95 
Set of 100 Chips, 1 Wand 
E66186  $7.00
Class Set of 1000 Chips, 10 Wands
E66189  $66.12 

Super Magnet Lab 
Ages 5 years + Includes: 7 wands, 100 chips, 100 coloured 
paper clips, 10 marbles, 2 bar magnets, 2 ring magnets, 2 
mini horseshoe magnets, 1 small plastic horseshoe magnet, 
multi-lingual activity guide and storage box. Warning: Adult 
supervision is strongly recommended. Product contains 
magnets or is a magnet.   
E77704  $65.50

First Experiments Magnetism Kit
Ages 5 years + Contains: 4 wands, 20 magnetic marbles, 2 plastic cased 
magnets, a super magnet, a set of floating ring magnets, large horseshoe magnet 
and a compass magnet. Also included are 16 experiments on photocopy free 
worksheets. Comes in a handy moulded storage tray. Warning: Adult supervision 
is strongly recommended. This product contains magnets or is a magnet.   
E79192  $127.60

Magnetic Marbles 
Ages 5 years + These plastic cased marbles look like colourful plastic balls, 
but each one contains a magnet so they stick together, hang together and pull 
towards and away from each other - as a first introduction to the magical world 
of magnetism they are great fun. Size: 15 mm dia. Warning: Adult supervision is 
strongly recommended. This product contains magnets or is a magnet.   
E203071 Pkg. of 25  $9.05
E733376 Pkg. of 100  $39.95

Magnetic marbles can pose a choking hazard and be 
harmful if swallowed. Adult supervision is strongly 
recommended when using magnets and magnetic 

resources in the classroom. 

STEM Magnets Activity Set
Ages 5-9 years. STEM lessons are 
irresistible when you add the excitement 
of magnets!  Learn all about the properties 
of magnetism in a fun, colourful way. 
Pieces include horseshoe magnet, 
magnetic post, maze, 4 colour-coded ring 
magnets, 2 colour-coded bar magnets, 2 
magnetic bugs, and 2 snap-on cars bring 
investigations to life. Warning: This product 
contains magnets or is a magnet. 
E730264  $61.20
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MAGNETISM
SCIENCE

Iron Filings
Ages 6 years + / Grade 1. Discover the invisible lines of force in 
any magnet! Place a magnet under a sheet of paper. Sprinkle 
a small amount of iron filings onto the paper and tap gently. 
The iron filings will have the greatest concentration around 
the strongest part of the magnet. 12 ounces of iron filings in an 
easy-to-dispense jar. 
E77665  $9.40

Mysterious Magnet Tube
Ages 6 years + / Grade 1. Simply 
shake the viewer, insert the 
magnet into the chamber, and 
observe as the magnetic field 
takes shape. No messy clean-
up! Warning: Product contains 
magnets or is a magnet. 
E56880  $49.50

Iron Filings in Plastic Bubble
Grades 6 + Take the mess out of magnetism! With 
this set, students can experiment with magnetism 
without worrying about getting loose filings all over 
the classroom or themselves. A small  
amount of iron filings encased in a plastic  
bubble to demonstrate magnetic fields.  
Case measures 2” x 3”. 
E79346  $4.00

Primary Science®  
Mighty Magnets, Set of 6
Grades K + / Ages 3 years + Where can you make the magnet stick? How does 
it work? For these kinds of discussions and more, use these durable, plastic 
horseshoe-shaped magnets. Magnetically correct: one foot north and one foot 
south. Set of 6 durable, plastic horseshoe-shaped magnets come in a rainbow of 
colours. 5” horseshoe-shaped magnets. 
E447776  $39.95

Magnetic Wands
Grades K + / Ages 5 years + Magnetic 
wands in a rainbow of colours. Clear 
storage bucket included. Set of 24. 
E447778  $71.95

Super Horseshoe 
Magnet
Large enough for small 
hands to grasp with 
ease. Size: 7.1" x 8.3" (18 x 
21cm). Warning: Product 
contains magnets or is a 
magnet. 
E79344  $15.50

Adult supervision is strongly recommended when using 
magnets and magnetic resources in the classroom. 

Classroom Attractions Level 3 Magnet Set  
Ages 9-12 years / Grade 4-6. This classroom kit contains: 5 Alnico bars, 5 Alnico 
horseshoe magnets, 5 flexible magnet discs, 5 compasses, 5 corks, 5 dowels, 5 
nails, 5 Lodestones, 5 pieces, magnetic viewing film, 5 sets iron filings, 5 button 
magnets, 10 block magnets, 10 disc magnets, demo bar magnet, and a teacher 
activity guide. 
E732642  $178.35

Classroom Attractions Level 2 Magnet Set 
Ages 6-9 years / Grade 1-3. This classroom kit contains: 5 block magnets, 5 
ceramic horseshoe magnets, 5 compasses, 5 disc magnets, 5 pencils, 5 Magnet 
Wands, 5 North/South bar magnets, 5 sets polished steel shapes, 15 ring magnets, 
demo bar magnet, and a teacher activity guide. 
E732640  $118.95
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Spectrum Floaters,  
Sinkers & Water Investigation Kit
Grades 4 + Have your students use this kit to discover 
the different properties of materials that either float or 
sink. They can also investigate the properties of water. 
The kit includes: fishing floats, sinks, ping pong balls, 
washers, clay, sponges, clear tubing, squirt bottles, vials, 
thermometers, funnels, siphon, syringes, and measuring 
cups. Adult supervision is recommended. 
E732959  $74.92

STEM Sink or Float? Activity Set
Ages 5 years +  Ahoy there! It’s real STEM learning for kindergartners. Learn all 
about physics in a fun, colourful way! Pieces include two-piece submarine, plus 15 
colourful weights, 2 balls, and a raft to bring investigations to life. Set also features 
ten detailed Activity Cards that cover all aspects of STEM, plus key science 
concepts of buoyancy, gravity, density, and more! Includes book of supplemental 
teacher material. Set features over 20 engaging, high-impact activities! Submarine 
measures 6” L x 3.5”.  
E730266  $48.90

Floaters & Sinkers Kit
Grades 4 + Students will discover properties of materials that sink or float with this 
comprehensive kit. Includes fishing floats and sinkers, ping pong balls, washers, 
plasticine, sponges, clear tubing, squirt bottles, vials, and a thermometer. Adult 
supervision is recommended.
E14632  $44.92

Explore Water Kit
Ages 4 years + Explore water with this deluxe Water Investigation Kit. Kit includes: 
9-piece stacking cups with holes for water to pour through, 2 large and 2 small 
watering cans, 2 large and 2 small buckets with sturdy, reinforced handles, 3 fountain 
water pumps, 1 sand/water mill and 1 water wheel, 4 eye droppers, and 2 water 
resistant smocks. 
E446318  $132.92

Translucent Colour Funnels, Pack of 6
Ages 18 months + Fun colour funnels, the perfect size for children to use in 
explorative play with sand and water. Can be used with translucent buckets 
(E470063) for extended play value. 
E470896  $33.95

SELLER
Best

DENSITY & PRESSURE
SCIENCE
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Reconnect your learning with

Music to your ears!
Inspire students to learn 
electronics and get started with 
programming at home or in your 
classroom step-by-step – no 
experience necessary.

Ages 11 years + Give students the opportunity to become 
confident in programming and electronics with guided 
sessions and open experimentation.  Small parts.  
E735540  $394.90

Ages 11 years + All the hardware 
and software you need for remote 
teaching, homeschooling, or self-
learning.  Small parts.  
E735548  $89.45

Visit spectrumed.ca for full product assortment.

Arduino Education Starter Kit

Arduino Education 
Student Kit, Self 
Learning
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CODING & TECHNOLOGY
TECHNOLOGY

Makey Makey™ Classic
Ages 8 years + Start out easy with a banana piano. First setup takes seconds. Then 
make game controllers, musical instruments, and countless inventions. Advance to 
additional inputs and multi-key remapping up to 18 keys.
• Turn everyday objects like bananas into touchpads!
• Connect the world around you to your computer! Setup takes just seconds.
• Just plug, clip, and play! No programing knowledge needed. No software to  
  install. 
• Works with Mac and Windows.
• 1000s of possibilities! Draw your own game controller, sneak a cat selfie, and  
  dance like never before.
Contents: 
Makey Makey™ Board, USB Cable, 7 Alligator Clips, 6 Connector Wires, Instructions 
with Visual Project Start Guide, Online Documentation, and 20 Colour Stickers. 
E732957  $74.95

Makey Makey® STEM Pack:  
Classroom Invention Literacy Kit
Ages 8 years + Turn everyday objects like bananas into touchpads! Connect the 
world around you to your computer! Setup takes just seconds. Just plug, clip, and 
play! No programing knowledge needed. No software to install. Works with Mac 
and Windows.

Perfect for classrooms, schools, districts, workshop teachers, and anyone else 
that wants all their Makey Makey in a really nicely organized briefcase. The Makey 
Makey STEM Kit is a distillation of 12 Makey Makeys, 12 booster packs and some 
extra parts for when you want to invent something even bigger.

Contents:
• 12 Makey Makey Classics
• 12 (6ft) Alligator Clips
• 12 (6ft) Connector Wires
• 63 extra Alligator Clips
• 144 New and Improved Connector Wires (for the back)
• 12 Makey Makey-Optimized Conductive 6B Pencils

In addition, each of the 12 Makey Makeys in the STEM Pack has its own box that 
comes out of the case containing the Makey Makey, USB cable, 7 alligator clips, 
and how-to booklet.
E735021  $989.50

Matatalab Coding Set 
Ages 4 years + Kids use their imagination to create infinite possibilities using 
coding blocks, by controlling a robot car through coding algorithms. Kids receive 
instant feedback, and quickly learn that coding is simple. Starting young and 
equipped with the understanding of fundamental concepts, kids at a later age will 
be able to grasp more abstract concepts of real programming at school and can 
learn without fear. 
E735037  $310.92

Matatalab Lite
Ages 3 years + / Grades K + An easy-to-use coding robot 
ready to take young kids on an exciting coding adventure. 
It consists of a responsive robotic car and a wireless 
Controller featuring 3 modes. 
Control Mode
Students can easily control the robot's movements!
Pressing the buttons on the controller freely, they will find 
out soon, the movement of the robotic car corresponds to 
the symbols of the buttons. 
Coding Mode
Students can press a series of commands on the Controller, then press the “Play 
Button”, the robotic car will execute accordingly. Students will easily learn the basic 
coding concepts. By setting a series of programming commands, the robot can 
automatically complete a challenge.
Sensor Mode
The sensor mode made allows the robotic car to judge obstacles, detect 
surrounding sounds, react to light, and even be controlled by certain colors! When 
combined with different story backgrounds, more fun and advanced plays will be 
unlocked!
E735352  $230.92

HB Green Screen 
Production Kit
Ages 8 years + Technology 
is transforming students from 
consumers to creators as more 
and more schools are recognizing 
the value of closing the book 
in favor of practice learning. 
“Students as producers” provides 
engaging opportunities to teach 
digital literacy, citizenship and 
creator’s rights.¹ Green screens, 
once a staple of any special effects 
film studio, are now becoming 
an exciting and realistic addition for any digital classroom. The HB Green Screen 
Production Kit includes everything a student, a classroom or a school would need 
to create engaging and professional looking broadcasts, presentations and short 
movies: 
• One (1) 9' x 60" green screen backdrop cloth 
• One (1) USB webcam 
• One (1) I Can Present editing software
E735482  $284.60

Spectrum Coding Cards   
Practice unplugged coding with 
these coding cards. Pick an Activity 
and choose the Movement cards 
to complete the task. Then use 
Challenge cards to further test 
coding skills. These cards can 
be used to direct the movements 
of people or robots. Bilingual in 
English and French. 3 instruction 
cards, 10 activity cards, 10 
challenge cards, and 90 movement 
cards. A total of 113 cards in the 
package!
E735015  $21.50
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CODING & TECHNOLOGY
TECHNOLOGY

littleBits STEAM Student Set
Ages 8 years + Meet the complete electronics kit for kids designed to encourage 
exploration, experimentation, and creativity. Developed with educators, the STEAM 
Student Set makes the engineering design process fun and iterative for students 
while giving you everything you need to easily implement 20+ hours of standards-
aligned curriculum in the classroom.  

Dive into STEAM! This kit includes 19 Bits, 40 accessories, and helpful educator 
resources. Students develop critical STEM skills through lessons that apply 
fundamental concepts such as circuity, engineering, physics, art, and design 
thinking.
E735490  $499.92

littleBits STEAM+ Class Pack
Ages 8 years + The littleBits STEAM+ Class Pack is the ultimate STEAM learning 
toolkit, containing 240 Bits, 10 newly designed durable storage containers, printed 
teacher support materials and 40+ standards-aligned lessons to engage the entire 
class. Integrate programming with the FUSE app to level up and create digital 
circuits. 
• Supports unplugged activities for up to 30 students, and coding capabilities for all 
students with the new FUSE app
• Units included: Engineering design, science, ELA, computational thinking and 
coding through game design
• Durable storage for easy organization and clean up (every group has their own 
tray)
E735491  $5,699.92

Cubelets Discovery Set
Ages 4 years + Cubelets are the world's first robot blocks. Make, create, and reinvent your own robot constructions with 
these 5 SENSE, THINK, and ACT Cubelets, as well as the Bluetooth® Hat! A unique blend of hardware and software, 
Cubelets make it easier than ever to explore robotics, coding, and other big ideas. Simply snap Cubelets' magnetic faces 
together to start building. Pair with the free iOS, Android, and FireOS compatible companion app to remote control your 
robots or change the way Cubelets behave using the new Personality Swap. Cubelets are the building blocks of better 
thinkers.
Includes:    
• 5 Cubelets (1 of each, Battery, Brightness, Distance, Drive and Flashlight)
• 1 x Bluetooth® Hat
• 2 x Brick Adapters
• 1 x Charging Cable
E735045  $195.90

Cubelets Curiosity Set
Ages 4 years + Fuel curiosity with Cubelets robot blocks. Make more robots with the 
new Curiosity Set. The Cubelets Curiosity Set expands your robot building horizons 
with 10 SENSE, THINK, and ACT Cubelets, as well as the Bluetooth® Hat. A unique 
blend of hardware and software, Cubelets make it easier than ever to explore robotics, 
coding, and other big ideas. Snap together the magnetic faces to build hundreds of 
robot constructions. Use the Bluetooth® Hat to pair with the free iOS, Android, and 
FireOS compatible companion app to remote control robots or change the way your 
Cubelets behave using the new Personality Swap. Cubelets are the building blocks of 
better thinkers.
Includes:
• 10 Cublets (one of 
  each Battery, 
  Brightness, Flashlight, 
  Inverse, Passive, 
  Rotate, and 2 Distance 
  and 2 Drive)
E735046  $355.90

• 1 x Bluetooth® Hat
• 2 x Brick Adapters
• 1 x Charging Cable

Cubelets Classroom Bundle Grades PreK-K 
The Cubelets Classroom Bundle is a specially-curated collection of Cubelets lessons, resources, and 
more. Designed to help educators easily integrate Cubelets into their classrooms, the Classroom 
Bundle is the perfect addition to any Cubelets education pack. It includes a grade-specific Lessons 
and Resources book full of standards-aligned lessons, best practices, classroom management tips, and 
blackline masters. You’ll also find a pack of Cubelets Activity Cards, flashlights to support six learning 
groups, Cubelets magnets, and a poster to inspire your students’ robot-building imaginations. 
E735185  $229.90
Cubelets Classroom Bundle Grades 1-3 
E735186  $229.90
Cubelets Classroom Bundle Grades 4-6 
E735187  $229.90
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CODING & TECHNOLOGY
TECHNOLOGY

Inventor Kit
Grades 5 + / Ages 10 years + Comes with everything you need to make 10 
experiments including using LEDs, motors, LDRs and capacitors. To get you off to 
a flying start, this also includes an easy to follow tutorial book which guides you 
through everything you will need to know about programming the BBC micro:bit. 
• No soldering required - build your first circuit in minutes!  
E732149  $64.90

Kitronik Individual Student  
Discovery Kit for the BBC micro:bit 
Ages 10 years + The Kitronik Discovery Kit for BBC microbit is a great way to get 
started with both programming and electronics. The Kit contains five experiments 
that start very simply, building up to simulating real world systems as confidence 
grows. The included booklet assumes no prior knowledge and contains detailed 
information about everything the new user will need to know. It covers everything 
from using a prototyping board to how to use the Microsoft MakeCode Editor, 
and everything in between. This is the ideal kit for someone who is new to the 
micro:bit, electronics, and coding. The kit contains five experiments and all of the 
components required to complete them. Each experiment has; a complete code 
walk-through, a circuit diagram and a top-down breadboard view, full explanations 
of what is happening, and how the electronics work. Note: This kit does not 
include a micro:bit. No soldering is required and you can build your first circuit in 
minutes! 
E735532  $29.90

BBC micro:bit V2 - Starter Kit 
Ages 11 years + / Grades 5 + This micro:bit V2 starter kit contains everything you 
need to get going with micro:bit straight away. It consists of a BBC micro:bit V2, a 
1M anti tangle USB Cable, a Battery Cage and 2 x AAA Batteries. The USB cable 
allows you to connect your micro:bit to a computer. The battery pack and batteries 
enable you to power your BBC micro:bit once you disconnect it from the USB. 
The starter pack is supplied in an organic bag that was designed for this purpose, 
features drawstrings, and can be used as permanent storage for the starter pack. It 
keeps your starter pack together and can be reused over and over again.
E735530  $35.95

BBC micro:bit V2 - 10 Student Classroom Pack 
Ages 11 years + / Grades 5 + The BBC micro:bit V2 10 Student Classroom pack 
contains everything you need to deploy the micro:bit in the classroom. It consists 
of 10 x BBC micro:bit V2, 10 x 1M anti tangle USB Cables, 10 x Battery Cages and 
20 x AAA Batteries. This buying option offers a better value way of obtaining 
multiple starter packs, making it an ideal choice for equipping a classroom.
E735531  $299.92

BBC micro:bit V2 (Board Only) 
Ages 11 years + / Grades 5 + The new micro:bit V2 is the latest revision of 
everyone’s favourite powerful palm-sized, and fully programmable computer. 
Conceived by the BBC to encourage children to get actively involved in writing 
software and building new things that will be controlled by it. V2 is the same size, 
shape, and it works in the same way as the original micro:bit. So, if you have used 
the original then this will be instantly familiar to you. Write your code using one 
of the easy to use editors provided on the micro:bit website, connect your BBC 
micro:bit to your computer via USB, press the download button in the editor, and 
then download the file to the micro:bit.
E735529  $29.95
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FREE
RESOURCES

available 
online!

Bloxels Classroom Bundle
Ages 8 years + Everything you need to get started with Bloxels — in any 
classroom, makerspace, or library. This 5-Pack bundle includes 5 Bloxels 
Gameboards, 2,000 blocks, and annual access to the Bloxels app and Hub 
for up to 50 student accounts. Through the EDU Hub, educators can access 
resources such as the Educator Handbook and Student Workbook to integrate 
Bloxels into subjects such as language arts, history, science, and more. The 
Bloxels app is compatible with IOS, Android, Kindle, Mac OS, Chromebooks, 
and the Web.  
E732946  $369.95

Bloxels 200 Block Set
Ages 8 years + The perfect addition to your Bloxels Team Builder 5 Pack 
(E732946), enabling you to create even more unique level designs, 
characters and game art with 25 additional blocks of each of the 8 
colours. 
E731941  $31.35

Bloxels Game 
Studio Pack
Ages 8 years + The 
Game Studio Pack 
is designed for a 
group of up to five 
students to collaborate 
together creating and 
building games with 
Bloxels. Perfect for 
an after school club 
or a home school 
group, the Game 
Studio Pack contains 
one Gameboard, 400 
Blocks, a Student 
Workbook, and a one 
year Bloxels EDU 
subscription with 
access to the Bloxels 
app and EDU Hub.

Includes:  
• 5 Bloxels Student Accounts  
• 1 Gameboard 
• 400 Blocks  
• Digital copy of Bloxels EDU Educator Handbook  
• Bloxels EDU Student Workbook   
E735518  $74.90
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LEGO® EDUCATION SPIKE™ PRIME
TECHNOLOGY

Meet LEGO®
Education
SPIKE™ Prime
LEGO® Education SPIKE™ Prime 
accelerates STEAM learning by 
consistently engaging students to think 
critically and to solve complex problems, 
regardless of their learning level.

From easy-entry projects to limitless
creative design possibilities, SPIKE Prime helps 
students learn the essential STEAM and 21st 
century skills they’ll need to become the innovative 
minds of tomorrow. All while having fun!
SPIKE Prime comes with standards-aligned lesson 
plans featuring age-appropriate themes that can be 
easily integrated into existing curricula. Most of the 
lessons can be completed within a 45-minute class 
period - from building the model to coding and 
bringing the model to life. The online lesson plans 
and in-app how-to guides make implementation a 
breeze!  

Value Every  
Step of the Way
With LEGO® Education SPIKE™ 
Prime, students will develop 
abstract thinking and reasoning 
skills through STEAM units with 
real-world relevance. SPIKE 
Prime is made up of four units 
with curriculum-aligned STEAM-
related content focusing on 
engineering, computer science, 
technology, and competitions.
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LEGO® Education SPIKE™ Prime Set
Ages 10 years + The LEGO® Education SPIKE™ Prime Set is the 
go-to STEAM learning tool. Combining colourful LEGO® building 
elements, easy-to-use hardware, and an intuitive drag-and-drop 
coding language based on Scratch, SPIKE™ Prime continuously 
engages students through playful learning activities to think critically and 
solve complex problems, regardless of their learning level. From easy-
entry projects to limitless creative design possibilities, SPIKE™ Prime helps 
students learn the essential STEAM and 21st century skills needed to 
become the innovative minds of tomorrow... while having fun!

The heart of the SPIKE™ Prime system is the programmable HUB. This 
advanced yet simple-to-use, brick-shaped device features 6 input/output 
ports, 5x5 light matrix, Bluetooth® connectivity, a speaker, 6-axis gyro and 
a rechargeable battery.

The SPIKE™ Prime Set also includes highly accurate motors and sensors 
that, together with a large variety of colourful LEGO® building elements, 
lets students design and build fun robots, dynamic devices, and other 
interactive models. Many attachment points on the Hub, motors and 
sensors plus new, large building elements means students spend less 
time building and more time learning. The durable storage box and 2 
sorting trays also mean time spent setting up and clearing away is kept to 
a minimum, while the smaller trays are ideal when desk space is limited. 
The intuitive coding environment for tablets and computers takes the best 
elements from the popular coding language based on Scratch, creating a 
system that teachers and students will love.

Includes:
Sturdy Storage Box with Sorting Trays, Programmable Hub, Distance 
Sensor, Force Sensor, Colour Sensor, Large Motor, 2 Medium Motors, Over 500 Appealing 
LEGO® Technic™ Elements in a Fresh Colour Palette 
E735047  $559.90

LEGO® Education SPIKE™ Prime Expansion Set
Ages 10 years + Enter the exciting world of robotics competitions 
with the LEGO® Education SPIKE™ Prime Expansion Set. With 603 
elements, including large wheels, banana gears, a colour sensor 
and a large motor, this add-on to the SPIKE™ Prime Set (E735047), 
features over 10 hours of targeted STEAM learning that will inspire 
6th to 8th grade students and teachers to build more advanced 
models and prepare them for the fun and challenging world of 
robotics competitions. 
E735048  $188.90

Visit online 
for other 

Spike™ Prime 
products!

LEGO® EDUCATION SPIKE™ PRIME
TECHNOLOGY
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LEGO® EDUCATION SPIKE™ ESSENTIAL
TECHNOLOGY

LEGO® Education SPIKE™ Essential  
Ages 6 years+/Grade 1+
Get primary school students excited about hands-on STEAM 
learning. This playful, narrative-based learning experience is part of 
the LEGO Learning System and encourages pupils to investigate 
STEAM concepts, while contributing to literacy, math and social-
emotional development.
• 4 relatable minifigures with diverse identities and characteristics  
 foster problem-solving and social-emotional learning.
• Includes 2 Small Motors, a Colour Sensor, 3x3 Colour Light Matrix  
 and an intelligent Small Hub with 2 I/O ports, Bluetooth  
 connectivity, 6-axis gyro and a rechargeable Li-ion battery with  
 micro USB charging and connection port.
• 449-piece set also includes a selection of familiar LEGO® bricks  
 and replacement elements for intuitive and easy construction.
• Sturdy storage box with colour-coded sorting trays for easy  
 classroom management.
The SPIKE™ App, featuring age-appropriate icon- and word-based 
coding based on Scratch, helps develop pupils’ coding skills.
• 5 units of 8 x 45-minute, curriculum-aligned lessons encourage  
 independent STEAM thinking through playful, narrative-based  
 problem-solving. 
• Comprehensive teaching resources for each lesson give every  
 teacher confidence to deliver engaging lessons. Key learning  
 values.
• Develop computational thinking skills, including creating and  
 modifying sequences, testing, debugging and using loops.
• Explore the engineering design process, including defining a  
 problem, brainstorming solutions, and testing and refining  
 prototypes. 
• Investigate the scientific concepts of energy, energy transfer and 
 collision.

E735611  $432.90 Set

What can children learn 
when play has purpose?
Spark primary school students’ passion for 
STEAM learning through purposeful play with 
LEGO® Education SPIKE™ Essential.

Meet some of our favourite elements 
from LEGO® Education SPIKE™ Essential.  
Students’ creativity will flourish as they bring their STEAM creations to life.

Minifigures
Diverse identities and characteristics 
make STEAM learning relatable.

Stackable LEGO® Bricks
For easy building and accessible 
hands-on learning.

Bridge Pin
Connects creative, system-brick 
builds to hardware and LEGO® 
Technic elements.

16x16 White Baseplate 
A ‘blank canvas’ ready for students’ 
creative ideas, models and 
imaginations.

LEGO® Technic  
Small Hub 
Create engaging, interactive 
models by connecting the 
Hub to motors, sensors, 
other LEGO® elements and 
Bluetooth.

Small Wheel 
Features increased maneuverability 
and is a perfect fit to the small motor.

LEGO® Technic 3x3  
Colour Light Matrix 
Individually program the nine pixels 
to create patterns and animations in 
10 colours.

LEGO® Technic  
Colour Sensor 
Detects colours and allows creations 
to react to their environments.

Decorative Elements 
Add a fun and quirky twist to 
students’ stories.

LEGO® Technic Small 
Angular Motor 
The compact design profile 
and integrated rotation sensor 
with absolute positioning.
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ROBOTICS
TECHNOLOGY

Photon Robot  
Ages 5 years + Photon is a robot for K-12 students with lessons that help them re-engage and re-connect. Whether 
used for any classroom, incorporating social-emotional learning tools for all types of learners, or to spark interaction 
and engagement in STEM and robotics programs, Photon progresses with students through each grade level and 
teaches them coding skills. 
• Photon integrates with many software systems
• Additionally, Photon is compatible with Windows, Mac iOS, Chromebook, and Android
• The robot allows educators to carry out both general early-school classes as well as specialized technical subjects 
and computer science
E735650  $349.50

Photon Early Education Kit 
Ages 5-6 years Teach through play. We believe that classes should be fun – both 
for teachers and students. By keeping students enthralled and entertained we 
make learning seem like play. The Early Education Teaching Kit is designed for the 
comprehensive development of the youngest.  It comprises activities for cognitive, 
social, emotional, and physical development. Photon and 50 lesson plans make 
the central part of this kit. Additionally, teachers will find all accessories necessary 
to carry out the activities, including two educational mats and a deck of flashcards. 
The lesson plans are organized according to key areas: cognitive, social, 
emotional, physical. Each plan provides teachers with detailed instructions on how 
to conduct the activities. The set includes a comprehensive user’s manual to walk 
the teacher through the first steps of using the robot and describe in detail how to 
use the Photon EDU app and other materials. 
E735662  $1,050.00

Photon Social-Emotional Learning Kit
Ages 6-12 years All activities in the Kit are based on the leading Social-
Emotional Learning methodology developed by CASEL (Collaborative for 
Academic, Social, and Emotional Learning). Students develop the skills 
necessary to handle their emotions, thoughts, and behaviors in a variety of 
challenging situations and learn to achieve goals and aspirations. Students will 
learn how to handle stress and pursue personal and group objectives. The 
exercises include Improving students’ ability to recognize their strengths and 
limitations and enhancing their self-confidence. They also include learning 
effective communication, active listening, group work & problem-solving, as well 
as interacting in socially and culturally foreign environments. Teach how to offer 
help when help is needed and to protect the rights of others. Exercises include, 
but are not limited to, teaching students to properly display respect, concern, 
empathy, gratitude, and compassion. The Kit is designed to work with children 
between the ages of 6-11. Teachers receive a box containing a robot, accessories, 
and a set of 50 activity ideas. Moreover, each activity can be carried out with the 
same group of students many times over. The accessories such as Educational 
Mats make the activities more exciting, while the colorful drawings stimulate the 
students’ imagination. There is also an educational cube, name sticks, and five sets 
of flashcards available for the group to use. Such a structured activity, full of stimuli 
and colors, ensures full engagement and enthusiasm of the children. 
E735664  $799.90
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Learning Resources® Coding Critters™ Scamper & Sneaker 
Ages 4 years + Can you code Scamper to play hide and seek, catch the butterfly 
at the end of her cat toy, or catch Sneaker after a ride down the slide? In addition 
to following along with the storybook's coding challenges, you can also use the 
pet playset to design your own code games and more!    
E470688  $59.65

Learning Resources® Coding Critters™ Ranger & Zip 
Ages 4 years + Can you code Ranger to play hide and seek, fetch a ball 
from the tennis ball launcher, or catch Zip after a ride down the slide? In 
addition to following along with the storybook's coding challenges, you 
can also use the pet playset to design your own code games and more! 

   
E470687  $59.65

Learning Resources®  
Coding Critters™ Rumble & Bumble 
Ages 4 years + Can you code Rumble to play hide and seek, chase down 
a boulder from his volcano launcher, or knock over his break-apart cave? In 
addition to following along with the storybook's coding challenges, you can 
also use the pet playset to design your own code games and more!  
E470689  $59.65

Pets connect  
nose to nose!

Press 

for play 

mode!

Feed and care for 
your pet, or have 

a dance party! 

Easy  
to use!

play hide & seek!

Code Ranger to...

play  
fetch!

Pets connect  
nose to nose!

Press 

for play 

mode!

Feed and care for 
your pet, or have 

a dance party! 

Easy  
to use!

Code Scamper to...

play hide & seek!

chase  
the yarn!

Pets connect  
nose to nose!

Press 

for play 

mode!

Feed and care for 
your pet, or have 

a dance party! 

Easy  
to use!

Code Rumble to...

play hide & seek!

crash & bash  the boulders!
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Mouse Mania Board Game
Ages 5 years + Building on the success of last year’s Code & Go™ Robot Mouse 
Activity Set, this analog coding game is a screen-free way to help kids learn 
STEM skills, like coding and critical thinking. Players draw coding cards and 
“Compute” their path to the cheese. The first mouse to reach the cheese wins! 
Includes multiple levels of play for up to four players.  
E731937  $29.35

Code & Go® Programmable Robot 
Mouse Only 
Ages 4 years + Individual mouse.
E434892  $49.95

Code & Go™ Robot Mouse Classroom Set
Ages 5 years + An ideal way to add coding to the classroom! Includes 2 full Code 
& Go Robot Mouse sets, 2 individual mice (4 robots total), Code & Go Mouse Math, 
and Code & Go Board game. Includes a comprehensive teacher's guide with 
additional activities, plus coding and STEM overview.  
E731935  $315.20

Robot Track
Ages 3 years + A set of printed 
tracks that can be put together 
in different layouts, to provide a 
fantastic cross curricular resource, 
designed to be used in conjunction 
with programmable robots. All 
track pieces are based on a 15 cm 
grid layout. Printed on a polyester 
felt with a latex rubber anti-slip 
backing. Cut from material size 100 
cm x 75 cm.
E735143   $69.90

Learning Resources® Code & Go® Mouse Math Pack 
Ages 5 years + Tackle early math concepts in the Code & Go Robot Mouse Math 
expansion set. Using the included number and coding cards, dice, and playmat, 
you can introduce core coding concepts to lessons in addition, subtraction, 
number sequencing, and more. The possibilities here are as varied as they are 
fun-kids might program Colby the Mouse to find only odd- or even-numbered 
cards, plot out a sequence of directional commands using the results of dice rolls, 
or figure out the coding commands needed to send Colby to a specific number on 
the playmat.  
E731936  $29.35

Robot Mats 
Ages 3 years + A fantastic cross-curricular  
mat designed to be used in conjunction with  
programmable robots. All mats are based on a 15 cm  
grid layout. Printed on a heavyweight vinyl and then plastic coated to provide a 
durable finish. 
Robot Mat Town (English) - Size 120 cm x 60 cm 
E735142  $59.90 
Robot Mat Town (French) - Size 120 cm x 60 cm 
E735142F  $59.90 
Robot Mat Farm - Size 120 cm x 60 cm  
E735144  $59.90 
Robot Mat - Colours - Size 75 cm x 75 cm  
E735145  $39.90

Robot Mouse Activity Set
Ages 4 years + Bring the “hour of code” to life with this amazing programmable 
robot. Guide the mouse through the fully customizable maze with step by step 
programming. Connect the maze tiles to build a board up to 20” x 20”. Includes 
30 double-sided coding cards, Cheese wedge, 22 maze walls and 3 tunnels,  
10 activity cards and a comprehensive Teacher Guide.
E730263  $84.70
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Botley® 2.0 the Coding Robot Activity Set
Ages 5 years + With the help of Botley 2.0’s 78-piece activity set, kids will be 
solving their first coding and STEM challenges in just minutes! Set includes: 1 
Botley 2.0 robot, 1 remote programmer, 2 sets of detachable robot arms, 40 coding 
cards, 6 coding boards, 8 sticks, 12 cubes, 2 cones, 2 flags, 2 balls, 1 goal, and 1 
glow-in-the-dark sticker sheet.  
E735441  $112.90

Botley® the Coding  
Robot Action Challenge  
Accessory Set
Ages 5 years + Help Botley set 
off some chain reactions with this 
interactive 40-piece accessory 
set! Set up STEM-inspired 
obstacle challenges filled with 
falling dominoes, rolling balls, 
and swinging hammers, then 
code Botley to get things moving. 40-piece 
set includes: Swinging hammer, Rotating gate, 
Ramp, Ball, Large domino, Medium domino, 30 small 
dominoes, Specially designed detachable arms, 
Activity Guide.  
E731942  $33.85

Botley 2.0 helps kids as young as 5 learn to code through 100% screen-free play. Botley 2.0 knows multiple ways to code right out of the box - code him to move in six 
directions, play music, and even put on a light show! Discover Botley 2.0’s 16 fun interactions - transform him into a train, police car, ghost, and more! You can even test your 
memory with the lights and sounds of a game of Botley Says! Your little coders can build coding sequences of up to 150 steps, and go on adventures with a built-in sensor 
that lights up Botley in the dark!

Botley® 2.0 the  
Coding Robot 
Ages 5 years + With new  
and enhanced features,  
kids will be coding in  
no time! Set includes: 1  
Botley 2.0 robot, 1 remote 
programmer, 2 sets of detachable 
robot arms, and 40 coding cards.  
E735442  $89.75

Botley lights up in the dark! Navigate obstacle courses Follow black lines

Botley® 2.0 the  
Coding Robot  
Classroom Bundle 
Ages 5-10 years. This  
classroom kit includes the  
right mix of Botley 2.0 activity  
sets, and normal Botley 2.0’s.  
Botley 2.0 helps kids as young  
as 5 years old learn to code  
through 100% screen-free play.  
Botley 2.0 knows multiple ways to  
code right out of the box—learn  
codes to move in six directions, play  
music, and even put on a light show!  
Discover Botley 2.0’s fun interactions—turn into  
a train, police car, ghost, and more! You can even test your memory with the 
lights and sounds of a game of Botley Says! Your little coders can build coding 
sequences of up to 150 steps, and go on adventures with a built-in sensor that 
lights up Botley in the dark! This Classroom Set includes two Botley 2.0 The 
Coding Robot Activity Sets, two additional Botley 2.0s, and the Botley the Coding 
Robot Action Challenge Accessory Set.  
E735440  $518.50

Botley® the Coding Robot  
Crashin' Construction Accessory Set
Ages 5 years + It’s a crashin’, bashin’ set of STEM challenges for Botley the 
Coding Robot! The worlds of coding and construction collide in the Botley 
Crashin’ Construction Challenge. The engaging accessory set comes with two 
new attachments inspired by the world of construction vehicles: turn Botley into 
a wrecking ball or tow truck with the moveable crane attachment, or snap on the 
adjustable plow arms and send Botley on bulldozer adventures! The set’s full-
colour, illustrated guide includes six STEM challenges to get kids started—build 
up block structures, then code Botley to knock them down, clean up the mess, or 
tow them with the hook and cable! Botley Crashin’ Construction Challenge also 
supports open-ended imaginative play that helps kids boost their critical thinking, 
problem-solving, and other essential STEM skills. Botley Crashin’ Construction 
Challenge works with both Botley the Coding Robot and Botley the Coding Robot 
2.0. 
E735504  $19.00
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Sphero® indi™ Classroom Pack
Ages 5 years + / Grades K + Take your whole class on the road to STEAM learning with 
the indi Class Pack. indi is our entry-level robot designed to introduce early learners 
to computational thinking, STEAM, and computer science principles. This Class Pack 
provides educators with all the resources and tools needed to get an entire class up and 
running with indi robots.

indi™ Class Pack includes 8 indi robots, 8 cases for transporting and storing, and 1 
charging case which allows 8 indi robots to safely charge. A 60+ page educator guide, 
activity cards, and durable colour tiles and accessories so nobody will get lost along the 
way.

indi™ offers a screenless programming experience with an on-board colour sensor. 
Students can also take their learning even further with more options in the free  
Sphero® Edu Jr. app.

This Class Pack provides versatile and simple implementation tools and materials to  
get students started on their robotics journey. Ready to roll?
E735591  $2,025.92

Sphero® indi™ Student Kit
Ages 5 years + / Grades K + Rev up STEAM learning with the indi™ Student Kit—a 
complete learning solution designed to engage 1-3 students at a time. This kit includes 
indi™—our entry-level robot designed to introduce early learners to the fundamentals  
of computational thinking, STEAM, and computer science principles.

indi™ encourages open-ended, imaginative play-based learning with real-life scenarios as 
your students build custom mazes, solve puzzles, and drive. The Student Kit includes 15 
activity cards, 20 durable silicon colour tiles, and carrying case. It’s the perfect addition to 
the indi™ Class Pack (735591) for more robots and materials, on its own for use in smaller 
groups, sending home for at-home learning or homeschool lessons to ignite a passion 
for problem solving and encourage creative expression. And you don’t even need a 
screen to take the wheel.

indi™ offers an unplugged experience with an on-board colour sensor. Students can 
also kick their programming skills into high gear with more learning options in the free 
Sphero® Edu Jr. app.
E735590  $220.92

ROBOTICS
TECHNOLOGY
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Five Great Things about Dash
Dash is a real robot for children ages 5 and up that is responsive to its world; your students 
can bring it to life with the free apps available on iOS and Android. Dash comes with 
hundreds of exciting coding adventures and projects available in Wonder and Blockly apps.

Use your Apple or Android smart phone or tablet to program Dash to move, dance, light up, 
make sounds, avoid obstacles, and even react to your voice. With the revolutionary free app 
Wonder, students can program Dash to be the real robot pet, pal, or sidekick of their dreams.

No instructions needed! Our Wonder and Blockly apps feature built-in challenge tutorials that 
teach you how to program Dash from the very beginning of each program!

Dash Robot
Ages 5 years + What comes in the Box:
• 1 Dash
• 1 Charging Cord
• 2 Building Brick Connectors
• Getting Started Guide
E730826  $299.92

Meet Dash. 
Dash is a real robot, charged and ready to play out of the box. Responding to voice, 
navigating objects, dancing, and singing, Dash is the robot you always dreamed of 
having. Use Wonder, Blockly, and other apps to create new behaviors for Dash — 
doing more with robotics than ever possible. No books or camps needed!

Dash & Dot  
Challenge Cards
Ages 5 years + Beginner-friendly  
challenge cards invite students to  
level up their coding skills through  
fun, hands-on activities. 72 open- 
ended coding projects are designed  
to meet CSTA and ISTE standards and  
are aligned with Code.org’s Computer Science Fundamentals series.
E730951  $75.92

Getting Started Curriculum Pack
Ages 5 years + Everything teachers need to help students learn about fundamental coding concepts and apply them in cross-curricular projects. This pack includes: 1 x 
Spiral- bound Learn to Code Curriculum Guide with scope & sequence, best practices, and step-by-step implementation strategies that help teachers get started with 36 
free on-line Learn to Code lesson plans and 6 assessment projects. 72 Learn to Code Challenge Cards with solution guides and extensions. 1 year subscription to the 
ever-expanding Canadian Code to Learn Lesson Library or cross-curricular lessons.
E730920 Not Shown $236.92

Dash Canadian Coding & S.T.E.A.M Curriculum
Grades K-5. Logic’s Academy is pleased to provide you with many comprehensive lesson plans aligned to provincial standards designed for teachers by teachers. The 
cross-curricular lessons cover math, science, ELA, coding, and more. The curriculum makes it easy to integrate coding into the school day. Scaffolding is provided to guide 
beginners as well as extensions to challenge more experienced coders. 
Annual access to all the Dash & Dot lessons which are cross-curricular and align to provincial standards. All lessons include detailed lesson procedures, guiding 
questions, and evaluation rubrics.
E730851 Not Shown $199.92

Gripper Building Kit  
Ages 5-12 years. The Gripper Building Kit is an easy-to-connect set of functioning 
arms that expand your robots’ capabilities. Build the mechanical arms for hands-on 
learning of gears, levers, and axles. Master more robotics skills by simulating real 
world object detection and manipulation using your robots’ sensors and motors 
through code or manual remote control. The Gripper arms will lift, carry, pull, pick 
up, and place a variety of lightweight objects for endless play and DIY challenges. 
Designed exclusively for Wonder Workshop Dash and Cue robots.   
Gripper Building Kit Includes:
• 1 - 76 piece construction set  
• 3 - Building Brick Connectors  
• 1 - Plastic ball  
• 1 - Foam number code  
• 1 - Building Instruction Booklet  

• 1 - Quick Start / Solution Guide  
• 4 - Activities for Dash Robot on double-
sided Project Cards 
• 4 - Activities for Cue Robot on double-
sided Project Cards 

E735429  $75.92

Accessories Pack
Ages 5 years + Includes: 
Dash’s Bulldozer Bar 
Tow Hook 
Bunny Ears & Tail
E730828  $75.92

Building Brick  
Connectors
Ages 5 years + Dash & Dot can  
use building brick connectors to  
play with your existing toys! They  
are compatible with LEGO® bricks,  
Technics, Mindstorms kits and Hero Factory. Each pack comes with 4 connectors.
E730830  $36.92
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The Sphero Mini Activity Kit 
Ages 8 years + Has everything you need to get rolling and playing. Each Kit comes 
with a Construction Set, Activity Cards, Pins, Cones and a Robotic Ball Cover. Follow 
the 15 STEM-inspired Activity Cards to build mazes, design obstacle courses, 
construct towers, play sports, and more. Download the Play app to explore driving 
modes or use the robot as a controller for arcade-style in-app games--test your skills 
as you dodge and destroy asteroids, race through a tunnel, or smash a polygon of 
bricks. Download the Sphero Edu app to dive into Draw, Blocks, and Text coding 
activities or create your own programs and then share them with the world.    
What’s included:
• 1 robotic ball with a clear shell
• 15 Activity Cards
• 28-piece Construction Set
• 6 Bowling Pins
• 3 Cones
• Robotic Ball Cover
• Micro USB Cable 
E735356  $129.92

SPHERO Mini Education 16 pack 
Ages 8 years + The Sphero Mini Education Kit has everything you need to get rolling 
and learning, including 16 clear Sphero Mini app-enabled robotic balls, bumper covers 
to protect your bots, mini traffic cones, bowling pins, construction sets, and activity 
cards that help expand playtime and imagination in STEAM learning.  
What’s included:
• 16 Sphero Mini app-enabled robotic balls w/clear shells and laser-etched IDs
• 16 Robotic ball covers
• 16 sets of 6 pins and 3 cones
• 8 construction sets
• 8 splitter USB cables 
E735357  $1,895.92

E730974 White  $79.92
E730975 Blue  $79.92
E730976 Green  $79.92
E730977 Orange  $79.92
E730978 Pink  $79.92

Sphero Mini™ (Single)
Ages 8 years + What’s in the Box:
• Sphero Mini Robot
• Micro USB Cord
• 3 Mini Traffic Cones
• 6 Mini Bowling Pins

Sphero Mini™ Pins and Cones Accessory Pack
Ages 8 years + The Sphero Mini™ Accessory Pack includes the same Mini fun, 
just more of it. This pack includes 10 Mini Bowling Pins and 6 Mini Traffic Cones. 
Set up a driving course or throw a strike using your favourite drive mode. 
E735150  $15.90

Sphero® Code Mat & Activity Cards  
Ages 8 years + The Sphero® Code Mat seamlessly pairs learning with play. 
Perfect for educators, students, and parents, this two-sided mat offers a 
simple, accessible way to learn block-based coding, basic math principles, and 
collaborative problem-solving with Sphero® robots. The mat comes with 3 sets 
of Activity Cards, providing over 40 hours of coding and skill building. It’s the 
perfect pairing for hands-on coding concepts. 
E735257  $279.95

2 UNIQUE SIDES 
FOR HOURS OF 
LEARNING AND 

PLAY!
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Ages 8 years + Sphero Bolt is an app-enabled robotic ball that provides endless 
opportunities to have fun while learning. Program with the Sphero Edu app, discover 
community-created activities or just drive and play. 
BOLT was built to shine with an animated 8x8 LED Matrix that displays real-time data and 
advanced sensors like its gyroscope, accelerometer, and infrared communications. Get 
amped – Sphero BOLT establishes a striking new way to learn and play.

• Learn to code by drawing, using Scratch blocks or writing  
JavaScript text with the Sphero Edu app. 
• The colour LED matrix is fully programmable
• BOLT to BOLT infrared communication allows for new games and advanced 
movements like swarming.
• Auto aim your robot thanks to the built-in compass
• Durable UV-coated clear plastic shell
• Bluetooth Smart connection (100 foot range)
• Inductive charging (6 hour charge for 2+ hours of play) 
• Top speed: 4.5 MPH
E732091  $239.82

SPHERO BOLT

Power Pack  
E732089  $3,950.92

Sphero® Nubby Cover
Nubby Covers shield Sphero from scratches and scuffs – plus they give your 
round robot all-terrain traction. 
E730902  $26.95

Sphero® Turbo Cover
Turbo Covers give you the traction and control to speed past your competition. 
Sphero Turbo covers work with all Sphero versions.
E730907 Carbon  $26.95
E730906 Clear  $26.95

Sphero® Chariot
Put your round robot in the drivers seat 
with the Sphero Chariot. Available in 
2 colours, this chariot adds another 
level of creativity to Sphero. Let it carry 
cargo, turn it into the ultimate spy-bot by 
adding a phone to the custom carrier, 
snap on toy building bricks to design 
your own creation, or just battle friends 
in an all out chariot race. 
E730866 Blue  $34.95
E730867 Black  $34.95

Sphero® Terrain Park
Get vertical with the all new Sphero Terrain Park. Ramp, roll and ride the rails. With five 
challenging configurations, the customizable Sphero Terrain Park puts your skills to 
the ultimate test.
E760905  $34.95
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Ozobot Evo Classroom Kit Pack of 12
Ages 6 years + / Grades 1 + Ozobot takes students 
on a mesmerizing journey through creative drawing, 
problem solving, deductive reasoning, and group 
challenges as they colour code commands. Using 
basic colour combinations. Ozobot’s scalable 
platform that enables young minds to explore more 
complex concepts using sequential programming 
and visual editors to gain valuable life skills and 
fundamental understanding of computational 
thinking.   
• 12 Evo Robots
• 12 colour code charts 
• 12 DIY skins 
• 20 student certificates
• 2 Multi port charges
• Evo storage case/classroom Bin 
• Educators guide
E730964  $2,873.82

Ozobot Evo Educator Entry Kit
Ages 6 years + / Grades 1 + STEAM Made 
Simple — Discover a solution to bring 
coding & creativity to your classroom. 
Teach yourself to code Evo two ways: 
online with OzoBlockly and screen-free 
with Colour Codes. OzoBlockly, powered 
by Google's Blockly, has five skill levels for 
beginner to master coding. Colour Codes, 
made with markers on paper, teach 
basic STEAM skills, critical thinking, and 
debugging.  
Includes:  
• 1 Evo robot  
• 1 Charging cable  
• 4 Colour Code markers (red, blue, black, 
green)  
• Educator Bot Camp  
• Access to 150+ free STEAM lessons
E735063  $246.25

Ozobot Evo Classroom Kit Pack of 18
Ages 6 years + / Grades 1 + STEAM is simple with Evo Classroom Kit, which comes with 18 Evo 
robots, accessories, and educator tools. Students can code Evo two ways: screen-free with Colour 
Code, markers and online with OzoBlockly visual programming. Teacher tools include an app for easy 
updates, teacher training with Educator Bot Camp, plus access to 150+ STEAM lessons.  
E735064   $4,036.82

Bring coding & STEAM  
to your school in  
3 easy steps!

Enroll with Educator Entry Kits 

Graduate to Classroom Kits

Measure Success with Ozobot  
Classroom LMS

1 bot + teacher training in 2 Ways to Code

12 or 18 robots for class-wide pair programming

Real-time information for online & offline student 
activity

Live Lesson Insights
21st century skills go beyond STEM to 
creativity and critical thinking. However, that 
big picture was hard to measure - until now.  
 
Ozobot Classroom provides live insights 
for onscreen and screen-free lessons, giving 
educators a full view of student progress and 
engagement.

ROBOTICS
TECHNOLOGY
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Using Robots to  
Empower Learning!
• Root® draws by lifting and dropping any marker or pen. Just add code and Root® brings your 
creativity to life. 
• Root® sees light, hears sound, senses drop-offs, feels a bump and detects your touch. 
• Through drawing, music and movement, Root® brings coding into the physical world, so it isn’t 
just a concept, it’s a reality. 
• Through guided lessons and projects, students can learn the fundamentals of coding and 
explore more advanced concepts as their skill increases. 
• Built-in games, art projects and logic challenges pack hours of fun for any interest. 
• Root® is the only coding companion that grows with your child by seamlessly switching the 
coding interface from graphical blocks for non-readers to full text for advanced coders.

Root® Academy
For advanced users and educators, additional premium content is available with a 
subscription including activities modeled after CSTA standards, printable worksheets 
and exclusive access to Beta projects. Access a world of creativity and go on a 
journey with the Root built-in coding tutor and new learning content!
Root® Academy 1 Year Subscription  
(valid for up to 6 devices) 
E735430  $79.95  
Root® Academy 1 Year Subscription  
(valid for up to 100 devices) 
E735432  $399.95 
Root® Academy 1 Year Subscription  
(valid for up to 1,000 devices) 
E735431  $1,299.95

Level 1: Graphical 
Coding
Graphical blocks teach 
essential logic skills of 
coding. Students problem 
solve with Root with real 
code by drawing, playing 
music, and making games.
Ideal for Ages 4 years +

Level 2: Block 
Coding
Level 2 gives students 
more control of the code 
with a more detailed 
interface. The hybrid drag 
and drop language builds 
computational fluency.
Ideal for Ages 7 years +

Level 3: Full text 
Coding
Advancing to Level 3 allows 
you to solve problems 
and learn the syntax and 
structure of professional 
coding languages in Swift.
Ideal for Ages 12 years +

Don’t let gravity get in the 
way! Whether demonstrating 

a concept in front of a 
classroom or playing on the 

family message center, Root® 
turns coding on its side!

iRobot® Root® Coding Robot
Starting at Grades K + Root® is a little robot with lots of possibilities. Root® helps 
you learn, play, and explore using your imagination. Root® is the only coding 
companion that grows with you from pre-readers all the way through high school. 
Coders of any age or skill level can use Root® as their creative tool in defying 
gravity and climbing walls, moving about on smooth surfaces to draw artwork, 
playing music, responding to touch and colour, or using many of its other unique 
abilities. 1 year warranty. 

• 1 Root® Robot (remote control via iPad & iPhone)
• 1 Reusable foldout whiteboard
• 1 set of Vinyl cling sheets
• 1 USB charging cable
• 2 Dry erase markers
• 1 Dry erase cloth
• Root® Coding app free download (available on App Store)
E735428  $329.90

What’s Included: 

ROBOTICS
TECHNOLOGY
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GraviTrax Starter Set
Ages 8 years + Get started with this 
interactive and imaginative STEM 
construction system, which allows you to 
build superb tracks and set the gravity 
spheres rolling! Experience the power of 
gravity! 

The Starter Set includes: 1x Set of 
Instructions, 1x Set of Blueprint, 1x Exercise 
booklet, 4x Card Bases, 2x Transparent 
levels, 6x Gravity Spheres, 3x Long 
Rails, 6x Medium Rails, 9x Short Rails, 1x 
Magnetic Cannon, 21x Curved Bases, 3x 
X intersection Bases, 1x Vortex Base, 2x Y 
Points Bases, 1x End target, 1x 3in1 Base, 
4x Bases for inserts, 1x 3 Way Starter Base Insert, 2x Catcher Base Inserts, 2x 
Switches, 1x Base Insert, 1x Free Fall Base Insert, 1x Target Base Insert, 40x Large 
Vertical Tiles, 12x Small Vertical Tiles.
E735500  $79.90

GraviTrax Bridges  
Expansion Set
Ages 8 years + Bridge track sections! 
Bypass large gaps with Bridges. 
Combine the Bridges with your 
GraviTrax Starter-Set for even more 
variety by interlinking track sections for 
really spectacular results. How many 
unique track designs will you create? 

Contents:
Instructions, 3 length-adjustable 
bridges, 2 extra-long narrow plastic 
tracks, 2 extra-long slow plastic tracks, 
1 long plastic track, 2 medium plastic 
track, 3 short plastic track.
E735497  $29.90

GraviTrax Buildings 
Expansion Set
Ages 8 years + Experience the power 
of gravity! GraviTrax is the all new STEM 
track system from Ravensburger! Use 
your imagination to build superb tracks 
and set the gravity spheres rolling! 
This expansion pack includes over 25 
components to extend the fun of your 
GraviTrax with even bases and levels to 
experiment with.  

Contents:
2 Base Plates, 1 Transparent Level, 8 
Large Height Tiles, 4 Small Height Tiles, 
2 Switches, 1 3-in-1 tile, 1 Vortex, 1 Finish 
Line, 4 Basic Tiles, inserts for basic tiles: 
2 Catchers, 1 Freefall, 1 Splash, 1 Landing 
E735498  $29.90

GraviTrax Lifter 
Expansion Set
Ages 8 years + Raise your track 
to new heights! Press the lever 
as a marble enters the Lifter at 
the bottom to release the marble 
at the top. Combine the Lifter 
with your GraviTrax Starter-Set 
for an elevated experience! How  
many marbles can you raise to 
the top? 

Contents:
1x Lift, 7x Gravity Spheres, 1x 
Clear Level, 8x Large Vertical 
Tiles, 4x Small Vertical Tiles,  
1x Long Rail, 2x Medium Rails, 3x 
Short Rails
E735499  $29.90

GraviTrax Trax  
Expansion Set
Ages 8 years + This expansion pack 
includes over 40 components to 
extend the fun of your GraviTrax with 
even more tiles and tracks.   

Contents:
16x Large Vertical Tiles, 8x Small 
Vertical Tiles, 7x Curve Tiles, 1x 
Junction Tile, 1x Long Track, 2x 
Medium Tracks, 3x Short Tracks,  
6x Balls
E735501  $29.90

GraviTrax Tunnels Expansion Set
Ages 8 years + Use the Tunnels to hide the 
marbles as they travel through your track. 
Combine the Tunnels with your GraviTrax 
Starter-Set for added mystery to your track. 
Will you be able to keep your eye on the 
marble as it rolls through the tunnels? 

Contents:
4x Curved Tunnels, 2x Straight Tunnels,  
2x 'Y' Junction Tunnels, 2x Card  
Bases, 1x Vertical U-Turn, 2x  
Drop Rails, 2x Bent Rails
E735502  $29.90

Use your imagination to build superb tracks and set 
the gravity spheres rolling! This STEM system [Science, 
Technology, Engineering and Maths] is ideal to teach 
children about gravity, magnetism, kinetic energy and fun. 
Freestyle with your own track design or use the tasks and 
blueprints included to help you to get started in the world 
of GraviTrax!

DESIGN & MAKE
TECHNOLOGY
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3DuxDesign 
Construction 
Set  
Cardboard 
Refills for the 
Class
Ages 4 years + / 
Grades K-6 Need 
some extra shapes 
for your 3DuxDesign 
construction and 
models in the 
classroom? This 
assortment will 
contain a wide 
variety of shapes 
from 1” to 10”, both 
solid and with unique cut-outs that are perfect for doors and windows, wheels, 
character shapes and a whole lot more!. Each box will have a minimum of 500 
pieces. Our corrugated material is matte white on one side so students can use 
pencil, marker, paint, glue, or tape for decorating their projects. 
E735633  $94.40

Jumbo Cardboard Connector Set
Ages 4 years + / Grades K + The 3DuxDesign Jumbo Cardboard Connector 
Set is the perfect product for all your cardboard construction needs. A colourful 
assortment of reusable connectors can transform ordinary cardboard boxes into 
highly complex 3D models. No messy glue or expensive tape, these connectors 
have the additional benefit of allowing students to rework and refine their projects 
over and over again.

3DuxDesign connectors can be used for model making of any type... create 
buildings, vehicles, entire communities, bridges or use them for science fair 
projects, prototyping inventions, architectural and engineering models. Set of 60 
assorted connectors. 
E735634  $30.95

3DuxDesign “Site Map” Mat for  
Architecture and Community Models
Ages 4 years + / Grades K-6 Need the perfect mat for your 3DuxDesign or other 
cardboard modeling projects? This flexible, sturdy, and easy-to clean "sitemap" is 
perfect for all of your architecture, community and urban design STEM projects! 
This suburban/rural mat features grassy lots, water features, pavement and even a 
"construction zone" and is perfectly scaled to fit the 3DuxDesign modeling system. 
Build an entire cardboard community with this 72" x 36" mat then store it in the 
closet until you're ready for the next project.
E735635  $99.95

LED Lighting Set – Singles
Ages 9 years + / Grades 3 + The 3DuxDesign LED lighting sets are perfect for little 
electrical engineers to be! Students learn about circuits and LED lighting while they 
build a dog house and then electrify it for the little pup that comes with the kit.  
Each kit includes: 
• 18 3DuxDesign connectors
• 16 geometric cardboard shapes 
• 4 LED light bulbs
• AA battery holder
• 2 alligator clips
• Conductive tape 

Everything needed to build a house and experiment with parallel and series 
circuits. Use the extra materials to light up other 3DuxDesign architectural models 
or any other cardboard creations. 
E735636  $20.50

Build Your Own Space Station
Ages 4-10 years / Grades K-5 Image, design and build your own space stations 
with the 3DuxDesign cardboard construction set. Your little astronauts and 
aerospace engineers can build and decorate anything they can imagine for the 
trip to distant planets. With acute, right and obtuse angled connectors in this set, 
students learn geometry, fine motor and 3D spatial skills as they create. Assorted 
cardboard shapes are matte white and perfect for use with crayons, markers paint 
and more! Add your own extra recycled cardboard for endless applications. 
E735637  $17.50
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STEM with Friends Mini Kit
Ages 4-10 years / Grades K-5 The STEM with Friends Supply Set is perfect for little 
kids with big imaginations! Use for independent play and projects in the class or for 
fun at home with remote learning. Your little engineers and architects can build and 
decorate anything they can imagine. With acute, right and obtuse angled connectors 
in this set, students learn geometry, fine motor and 3D spatial skills as they create. 
Add your own extra recycled cardboard for endless applications. 

Have a group? Combine student projects to create entire communities!  These kits 
can also be combined with other 3Dux/design modeling sets to create larger and 
more complex structures. 
E735638  $17.50

GO-BOX Classroom  
Cardboard  
Construction Set
Ages 4 years + / Grades K +  
The GO-BOX Classroom  
Cardboard Construction  
Set is the ideal  
modeling product for  
your classroom, maker  
space, STEM projects,  
or after-school enrichment  
programs. An assortment  
of over 400 reusable connectors  
plus over 500 geometric  
cardboard shapes makes  
building complex 3D  
prototypes, architectural  
and engineering models  
easy for students ages 4-13.  

The GO-BOX has enough connectors and cardboard to keep up to 30 students 
building anything they can imagine. Use your own re-purposed shipping boxes with 
the connectors for endless raw material and shapes. No messy glue or expensive 
tape needed; plus the reusable 3DuxDesign connectors allow students to rework 
and refine their projects over and over again. 3DuxDesign modeling sets can be 
used for model making of any type... create buildings, characters, vehicles, bridges 
or design and build the entire sustainable community of the future. 
E735639  $269.95

GO-BOX Mega Cardboard Connector Set
Ages 4 years + / Grades K-8 The GO-BOX Mega Set is the ideal product for all 
your cardboard construction needs. An assortment of 400 reusable connectors 
can transform ordinary cardboard boxes into highly complex 3D models. No 
messy glue or expensive tape, these connectors have the additional benefit of 
allowing students to rework and refine their projects over and over again.

3DuxDesign connectors can be used for model making of any type... create 
buildings, vehicles, entire communities, bridges or use them for science fair 
projects and prototype architectural and engineering models. Ideal for students 
ages 4-13. 
E735640  $184.50

GO-BOX PRO Maker Kit with LED Lighting
Ages 9 years + / Grades 3 + The GO-BOX Pro Maker Kit is the  
perfect product to engage students ages 9+ in learning about 
architecture, engineering and electrical circuitry. Our lesson plan 
walks students through building and electrifying their very own Dog 
House and then young engineers are ready to electrify anything from 
a house to an entire city! This kit comes with connectors, cardboard 
shapes, LED lighting components, and more! Students can use 3Dux 
cardboard forms along with your own recycled cardboard boxes to 
build, decorate and electrify endless creations. 

STEM Careers:  
Book-N-Build Set  
by 3DuxDesign
Ages 8 years + / Grades 3 +  
Join forces with STEM Superheroes  
creator, award winning and  
bestselling author Erin Twamley to  
bring your students an incredible  
reading and hands-on STEM (Science,  
Technology, Engineering and Math)  
experience they will never forget!

The STEM Careers: Book-N-Build  
Set provides a copy of the Everyday  
Superheroes: Women in STEM  
Careers book featuring stories,  
careers and superpowers of 26 women  
in STEM, 6 unique STEM career-inspired  
Design Challenges, and all the materials  
they need to complete the activities and  
have your learners truly thinking like STEM Superheroes™ ! Each of the 6 STEM 
Career Challenge Kits are designed for teams of up to 5 students. 

Contains:
• 400 connectors
• Over 500 cardboard forms
• 5 pc geometric ruler set
• 3DuxDesign exclusive carrying case
 

• 10 LED light sets, each including 4 coloured LED 
bulbs with built in resistors, 2 alligator clips, specialty 
adhesive conductive tape, 1 AA battery holder (2 
batteries AA required), 1 animal figurine
• Toy dogs for dog house activity

E735641  $364.50

Each kit includes:
• 45 3DuxDesign connectors
• 50 geometric cardboard shapes 
• 2 pipe cleaners
• 2 pom poms
• 2 craft brads

• 1 toy animal
• 36" yarn
• 2 straws
• Water proof, easy-to-clean storage 
case

E735642  $256.50
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What do I get?
CUT SAFELY:
• 1 x SAFE-SAW; Steel blade with no sharp edges to swiftly saw cardboard.
CONNECT EASILY:
• 1 x SCRU-DRIVER; Connect cardboard as simply as righty tighty, lefty loosey.
• 36 x SCRU; Connects up to three layers of corrugated cardboard.
• 12 x SCRU XL; Connects up to six layers of corrugated cardboard.
• 1 x BONUS MINI-TOOL; For parallel and cooperative making.
STORE NEATLY:
• 1 x TOOLBOX; Packaging opens into a handy sort & store toolbox. Fold down to 
pack away into the outer sleeve for storage.
E735507  $32.40

Makedo Fold-Roller 7pc Set
Ages 7 years + / Grades 2 + Sculptural forms have never been this easy. The 
FOLD-ROLLER enables precise, controlled manipulation of cardboard. From 
simple linear folds to complex organic contours, discover your inner artist with this 
advanced cardboard construction tool.
E735508  $71.90

What do I get?
CUT SAFELY:
• 14 x SAFE-SAW; Steel blade with no sharp edges to swiftly saw cardboard.
 FOLD EXPERTLY:
• 7 x FOLD-ROLLER; Perforate lines to sculpt like a pro.
CONNECT EASILY:
• 7 x SCRU-DRIVER; Connect cardboard as simply as righty tighty, lefty loosey.
• 240 x SCRU; Connects up to three layers of corrugated cardboard.
• 80 x SCRU XL; Connects up to six layers of corrugated cardboard.
• 12 x MINI-TOOL; For parallel and cooperative making. 
STORE NEATLY:
• 1 x TOOLBOX; Packaging opens into a handy sort & store toolbox. Fold down to 
pack away into the outer sleeve for storage.
E735509  $205.00

Makedo Mini Tools 12pc
Ages 7 years + / Grades 2 + Punch a hole through the material using the MINI-
TOOL, insert the SCRU (not included) into the socket on the MINI-TOOL, and 
then with a few quick turns the cardboard will be securely joined. 
E735510  $6.90

Makedo Safe Saw 7pc Set 
Ages 7 years + / Grades 2 + Steel blade with no sharp edges to swiftly 
saw cardboard. Reverse the tool to punch holes for the Makedo SCRU.
E735511  $71.90

Makedo Bulk Scru 180pc
E735513  $20.70

Makedo Scru Combo 160pc 
Comes with 120 Scrus and 40 Scru+’s.  
E735514  $20.70

Makedo Bulk Scru+ 120pc
E735515  $20.70

Makedo Scru-Driver 7pc Set
Ages 7 years + / Grades 2 + Simply punch a hole through the material, insert the 
SCRU into the socket on the end of the SCRU-DRIVER, and then with a few quick 
turns the cardboard will be securely joined.
E735516  $71.90

Makedo Starter 36pc
Ages 7 years + / Grades 2 + Great starter set to get 
you to try the excitement of Makedo. 
•28 x SCRU 
•7 x SCRU-XL
•1 x Mini Tool
E735517  $9.10

Makedo Explore 50pc
Ages 7 years + / Grades 2 + This is pure, no-tech 
(but tech-friendly*) fun for girls and boys. Simple 
and safe, cardboard construction has never been 
this easy. Anything is possible from a gnome to a 
knight, a critter to a castle as the happy makers 
up-cycle, up-skill, problem solve and develop 
critical 21st century thinking skills. This kit includes 
a safe (no sharp edges) steel cardboard saw for 
competent makers. 

Makedo Invent 360pc
Ages 7 years + / Grades 2 + Suitable for 
classrooms, libraries, workshops, birthday parties, 
maker spaces, design studios and delightfully 
ambitious home projects (like the biggest 
cardboard fort... ever), this large toolbox will ignite 
the creative genius in all who use it. 

Makedo Scru 
Ages 7 years + / Grades 2 + Punch a hole through the material using the MINI-TOOL, 
insert the SCRU into the socket on the MINI-TOOL, and then with a few quick turns the 
cardboard will be securely joined. 

DESIGN & MAKE
TECHNOLOGY Makedo is a simple to use, open-ended system 

of tools for creative cardboard construction. 
Build imaginative and useful creations from 
up-cycled (re-purposed) everyday cardboard. 
Makedo comes to life in collaborative creative 
environments such as classrooms, maker spaces, 
museums and of course, homes.
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KEVA® Structures
Ages 5 years + Develop a knack to stack! No glue or connectors required...simply 
stack wood planks to create buildings, monuments and geometric forms. It’s the 
ideal activity to help kids gain an understanding of balance and proportion, as well 
as an interest in architecture, building and design.  
E735216 200 Plank Set  $74.95

KEVA® Maker Bot Maze
Ages 7 years + / Grades 2 + Calling all creative thinkers and curious minds—it's 
time to tinker! The KEVA Maker Bot Maze lets you experiment, innovate and create 
with precision-engineered KEVA planks and a variety of doodads and gizmos! 
Customize a pair of motorized bots using crafty items found within this one-of-a-
kind kit. The more unique looking, the better! Creativity is the key to becoming a 
master maker.   
What will you create? 
• Strengthens understanding of design, strategizing, and proportion
• Creativity meets building
• 30 KEVA Planks, 8 KEVA half planks, 25 connectors, 2 motorized bots, 6 tumble 
blocks, and 3 bumper balls
• Googly eyes, pipe cleaners, feathers, pom-poms, glue dots, tape, string, felt, and 
craft foam
E735086  $56.90

KEVA® Brain Builders
Ages 7 years + Approach KEVA 
from a whole new angle with this 
interactive STEM too! Brain Builders 
combines 20 KEVA planks with a 
set of double-sided puzzle cards. 
Each stimulating card features a 
2-D challenge on one side and its 
solution on the other. The goal is 
to recreate 2-D patterns into 3-D 
structures. The 2-D cards show 
the design from different angles 
highlighting the front, side, and 
overhead view and increase in 
difficulty from beginner to expert.
E735087  $24.90

KEVA® Brain Builders - Junior
Ages 4 years + Train young brains to think in multiple dimensions with this 
interactive STEM tool! Brain Builders Junior combines 20 KEVA planks with a set 
of stimulating puzzle cards. Perfect for even the youngest of builders—each card 
features a fun, recognizable 2-D object and the goal is to recreate the pattern into 
a 3-D structure. The picture cards are numbered in order of difficulty—ranging 
from beginner to expert. Manipulate the KEVA planks to successfully duplicate the 
balance, proportion, composition, and geometry featured on each card.
E735088  $24.90

KEVA® Maple 1000 
Ages 5 years + Hardwood maple 
planks are perfect for classrooms, 
museums and other settings that 
need maximum durability for 
heavy use. This 1,000-plank set is 
packaged in a beautiful wooden 
bin with wheels and rope handles 
and includes 20 KEVA balls and 
a Guide Book. Dimensions of the 
bin are approximately 17" x 17" x 17" 
and wheels raise the bin 2" off the 
ground. 
E735089  $599.90

KEVA® Maple 
Structures
Ages 5 years + 
Hardwood construction 
blocks. Every plank is 
the same size 1.9 x 11 
x 0.6 cm (3⁄4" W x 41⁄2" 
L x 1⁄4" thick). Each set 
includes two plastic 
storage bins and 
instruction/game book. 

200-Piece Set. 
E735217  $148.95 set
400-Piece Set. 
E735218  $234.90 set
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•  863+ assorted parts that click together to build anything your students can 
imagine!

• 100 unique building ideas included
•  Packaged in a reusable plastic storage bin with a snap-on lid and dividers for easy 

part sorting and quick clean-up
•  K'NEX Education® sets let students build replicas of real-world machines to gain an 

understanding of the principles that make them work.
E731925  $199.95

K'NEX Education® Makers Kit Large
Ages 6 years + / Grades 3 + Discover the fun of science, technology, engineering, 
and math (STEM) with the K'NEX Education® Makers Kit Large! 

• Build, test, and modify large-scale mechanical structures that include intricate  
   hinges and joints for infinite exploration
• Recyclable plastic connectors are easily modified and super flexible
• Can be combined with almost any materials or systems to design and create  
   anything you want
• Provides a balanced representation of science, technology, engineering, art, and  
   math projects
• Create carnival games, architectural monuments, mechanical constructions,  
   and more
• For up to 50 students working individually or in groups
Kit includes:
• 600 construction straws
• 1,024 washers
• 1,280 Strawbees®
• 12 cardboard hole puncher shafts

• 12 cardboard hole puncher holds
• 12 pair eye stickers
• 105 idea cards
• Instruction manual

E735169  $349.90

Tumble Trax™ 
Magnetic Marble 
Run
Ages 5 years + A great 
new way to introduce 
STEM for Kindergarten. 
Grab the 10+ magnetic 
foam pieces, follow 
the design on the 
included activity cards, 
and create a crazy ball 
run – now drop the ball 
and see if it can follow 
the path into the cup. 
Endless combinations 
of designs add for 
multiple levels. 

E434102  $36.95

Create-A-Maze™
Ages 5 years + A great new way to introduce STEM for Kindergarten. Follow the 
design on the include activity cards and plug the curvy, colourful pieces into the 
board. Up to 4 players can tilt and guide the marble around the maze and into the 
cup. Endless combinations of designs for multiple levels of play!  
E434103  $44.95

Strawbees® Cardboard School Kit
Ages 8 years + / Grades 3 + Engage students in S.T.E.A.M. concepts and allow them to collaborate, 
communicate, and think critically in a creative way by combining Strawbees® connectors with 
cardboard and recycled materials. 

DESIGN & MAKE
TECHNOLOGY
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Strawbees® Inventor Kit 
Ages 6 years +
• Build, test, and modify large-scale mechanical 
structures that include intricate hinges and  
joints for infinite exploration
• Recyclable plastic connectors are easily  
modified and super flexible
• Can be combined with almost any  
materials or systems to design and create  
anything you want
• Provides a balanced representation of  
science, technology, engineering, art,  
and math projects
• Each kit includes an instruction manual
• Includes 450 pieces and 21 projects 
E735164  $49.90

Strawbees® Crazy Scientist Kit
Ages 8 years + Build, test, and modify large-
scale mechanical structures that include intricate 
hinges and joints for infinite exploration. 
• Recyclable plastic connectors are easily 
modified and 
super flexible
• Can be combined with almost any materials or 
systems to 
design and create anything you want
• Provides a balanced representation of science, 
technology, 
engineering, art, and math projects
• Each kit includes an instruction manual
• Includes 1,200 pieces and 21 projects
• Projects include making a morphing arm to 
extract rocks or 
a geodesic dome base
E735165  $99.90

Strawbees® Coding and Robotics Kit
Ages 10 years + Learn about electronics and coding with motors, sensors, and LEDs. Combine 
Strawbees® creations with the code created in the included Quirkbot to bring creations to life. Students 
learn to solve problems by modifying their creations or changing the code to make their ideas work.  
Includes  
• 300 Strawbees® pieces  
• programmable Quirkbot  
• servo backpack and motor  
• electric Strawbee® 
• 10 dual-colored LEDs  
• 2 light sensors  
• mini screwdriver  
E735167  $148.00

Our connectors and construction pipes 
are also extremely durable and designed 
to be used tons of times, while using the 
lowest amount of material of any similar 
educational brand. We truly care about 
the world, and we want to educate kids in 
material science, environmental science 
and re- & up-cycling. We also use the 
cleanest plastic in the world, Polypropylene 
(PP) which is 100% recyclable.

• USB cable 
• servo extension cable  
• 6 alligator clips 
• snap-on eyes with stickers  
• boots  
• magnetic duck feet  
• instruction manual

DESIGN & MAKE
TECHNOLOGY
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Transparent Planks & Octa-Joiners
Ages 3 years + / Grades K + Light up your building centre with translucent building planks. These planks 
are designed to be stackable in all directions. Construct on top of a light panel for added fun. Each plank 
measures 4.6” x 0.93” x 0.3” (11.75cm x 2.35cm x 0.8cm). Comes in 4 translucent colours. Use the Octa-Joiners 
and slot the planks in to create new angles and even a 90 degree angle for more secure constructions. 
Transparent Planks with Octa-Joiners, Set of 200 Planks and 20 Octa-Joiners 
Stored in a reusable plastic container.
E731011  $67.95 
Translucent Building Planks Only, Set of 200
E731009  $60.70 
Octa-Joiners Only, Set of 20
E731010  $10.90

Octa-Clip - Set of 50
Ages 3 years + Fixed and rotating connectors allow students to imagine, plan and 
build any structures. They are great for any project using cardboard and other 
panel materials such as coroplast, thin plywood or foam core. Think it and build it 
with Octa-clips! 
E730755  $19.95 
Octa-clip Complete Set 
Ages 3 years + Includes 50pc Octa-clips/design booklet and storage bucket. 
E434884  $30.75

Spectrum STEM Class Kit
Ages 8 years + / Grades 3 + Explore Science, Technology, 
Engineering and Math with this class starter kit. This kit 
includes Polydron, Frameworks, 3D Pentominoes, Octa-Clips, 
and Stick & Ball Geometry Kit all conveniently packed in a 
clear storage bin. 
E730694  $104.50

City Engineering  
& Design Building Set
Ages 5 years + Encourage an early love of STEM learning with this one-of-a-kind 
City Building Set. Create skyscrapers, cranes, bridges and more with 89 easy-to-
assemble pieces. Use the included Activity Cards to complete design challenges, 
or create your own city. 
E731932  $40.65

Tree House Engineering  
& Design Building Set
Ages 5 years + Little engineers create  
their very own tree house including 
trees, bucket lifts, railings, ladders, 
and more. Five engineering Activity 
Cards help guide the process and 
keep kids challenged. A great way to 
develop STEM skills! 52-Piece set, 5 
cards and a sticker sheet to bring your 
grand designs to life! 
E731934  $33.65

STEM Engineering & Design
Ages 5 years + Get early STEM skills in full swing! Young learners have the 
tools to design and build their own playground including a swing set, see-saw, 
twisty slide, and more. Activity Cards include step-by-step experiments and 
real-world connections, and an added art component incorporates STEAM 
lessons. 104 pieces including 10 double-sided Challenge cards, activity guide with 
reproducables. 
E730770  $45.10

Skate Park Engineering  
& Design Building Set
Ages 5 years + Engineer and design 
your very own skate park, including 
ramps, jumps, and more! Five 
engineering Activity Cards help guide 
the process and keep kids challenged. 
A great way to develop STEM skills! 
43-Piece set, a skater figure, 
skateboard, 5 cards and a sticker 
sheet to bring your  
grand designs to life! 
E731933  $29.95

Exclusive
KIT
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MATH KITS SMALL GROUP
MATHEMATICS

Math Kit To Go Shapes & Dice Kit
Ages 6 years + / Grades 1 + A 400 piece variety math manipulatives assortment 
representing basic shapes and dice including a mass set for basic weight tasks 
Assorted Dice all packed in a 10 compartment container for convenience. Can be 
used in small group settings or shared between classrooms.
Kit Includes:
• 4 x Coloured Circle Dice Set of 5
• 1 x 3D Geometric Shape Dice Set of 6
• 1 x Pattern Blocks Clear Set of 49
• 1 x Pattern Blocks Dice Set of 6
• 1 x Red and Blue 2-Colour Counters 
Set of 50
• 2 x Logic Block Dice Set of 4
• 1 x Clear Colour Tiles Set of 52

• 1 x Interlocking 1 cm Cubes Set of 100 
(10 colours)
• 1 x Metal Mass Set of 11 (1 g, 2 g, 5 g, 10 
g, 20 g, 50 g)
• 1 x Colour Counters Set of 100 (4 
colours)
• 1 x Clear 10 Compartment Container 
with Clear Lid

E96063  $64.92

Math Kit To Go  
Measurements & Weights 
Grade 5 + This math tools kit will engage students to explore and learn 
measurement and compare weight using a variety of objects in or out of the 
classroom. Great for small groups and comes packed in a container for easy 
storage.
Set Includes:
• 2 x Metal 11 pcs weight set (variety of weights)
• 100 x 1 cm Cubes
• 8 x Wind up measuring tape (60” / 150 cm)
• 8 x Fiberglass measuring tape (60” / 150 cm)
• 1 x Storage container
E96069  $49.92

Math Kit To Go Algebra 
Grades 6 + A convenient kit to add to any classroom and contains enough 
algebraic math tools for a small group of students. This kit contains eight 35 piece 
algebra sets and 24 algebra dice and comes packaged in a compartment storage 
tray for easy storage after use. 
E96072  $49.92

Math To Go Kit 1 cm Cubes 
Ages 6 years+ / Grades 1 + Cubes are one of many math tools to help students 
develop spatial sense. Students explore the learning of measurement, including 
creating and identifying various patterns as well as algebraic models learned with 
various patterns. The selection of colours in the 1 cm linking and non-linking cube 
kit opens up the possibilities in probability experiments too. Total of 500 pieces 
in a variety of colours for small group or individual use, his kit is conveniently 
packaged in a storage container for easy storing when not in use. 
E96074  $28.92

Math Kit To Go Assorted Counters 
Grades 1 + Engage students with this assortment of counters set! Packed with 
a variety of different types of counters, students explore counting, sorting and 
classifying, probability, patterning, and algebraic models. Great for small group 
work and packed in a convenient storage tray!
E96073  $32.92

Math Kit To Go Dice Kit 
Ages 6 years + / Grades 1 + 212 piece assorted dice all packed in a 10 
compartment container for convenience. Can be used in small group settings or 
shared between classrooms.
Kit Includes:
• 24 Green Dot Dice
• 24 Red Dot Dice
• 24 Blue Dot Dice
• 24 Yellow Dot Dice
• 24 (6-sided dice 1-6)
• 20 (8-sided dice 0-8)

• 20 (10-sided dice 1-10)
• 20 (12-sided dice 1-12)
• 12 (20-sided dice 1-20)
• 20 Math symbol Dice
• 1 Clear 10 compartment container with 
clear lid

E96060  $82.92

ALL NEW  
 Convenient, Affordable, 

Ready to use!
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MINI KITS
MATHEMATICS

Chain Links Mini Kit
100 chain links in 4 colours in a 
container. 
E94949  $6.95

Coins Mini Kit
Set of 240. 20 Loonies, 20 Toonies, 
50 Pennies, 50 Nickles, 50 Dimes, 50 
Quarters packed in a container. 
E94959  $13.10

Protractor Mini Kit
These 4”, 180 degree protractors 
comes with a slotted separation. 
Lower scale reads the right-opening 
angles and the upper scale reads the 
left-opening angles. Made of durable 
plastic. Includes thirty 4” transparent 
orange protractors packed in a 
container.
E94958  $18.30

Refined Clear Pattern 
Blocks Mini Kit
Set of 49 see-thru pattern blocks in a 
container.  
E94947  $9.40

Tape Measures Mini Kit
10 fibreglass tape measures with 
2 measures in cm and inches in a 
container.
E94951 150 cm (60”) length  $7.90

Hundreds Tiles Mini Kit
125 plastic 1” tiles (numbers 1-100 and 
25 blank) in a container. 
E94956  $14.55

Thin Colour Tiles Mini Kit
100 thin colour tiles in a container. 
E94953  $6.90

Square Tiles Mini Kit
Set of 100. Red and blue double -sided, 
3 mm thick packed into a container. 
Tiles measure 2 cm. 
E94960  $8.25

2-Colour Counters  
Foam Mini Kit
100 foam red-white 2 sided counters in 
a container. 
E94946  $5.85

2-Colour Counters  
Foam Mini Kit
100 foam red-yellow 2 sided counters 
in a container. 
E94948  $7.90

Tangrams Mini Kit
6 Sets of Tangrams in assorted colours 
in a container. 42 pieces in total. 
E94950  $7.90

Counting Chips Mini Kit
200 color counting chips in a 
container. 
E94954  $7.90

Dice (Foam) Mini Kit
50 yellow foam dice (5/8”) in a 
container.  
E94952  $13.55

2-Colour Counters Mini Kit
Two-colour (red-blue) counters provide 
a variety of counting and probability 
activities, set of 100 packed in a 
container. 
E94961  $8.25

A�ordable resources perfect for:
• at home learning
• one-on-one teaching or small groups
• parents involvement
• after school programs 
All containers are stackable!
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Student Geared Clock  
and Time Dice Condensed Kit
3 Student Geared clocks with stand, 2 Time Dice. 
E95917  $15.62

Fraction Square and  
Circles Condensed Kit
Fraction Square Opaque set (51 pcs), Fraction Circles 
Opaque set (51 pcs). 
E95913  $16.12

MEDIUM KITS
MATHEMATICS

Time Tiles Clock Condensed Kit 
Time Tiles set of 38, Student Geared Clock (1),  
Student Dry-Erase Clock (1). 
E95809  $14.82

Tangrams-Pentominoes  
Mirror Condensed Kit
1 Tangrams set, 1 Pentominoes set, 1 Reflect-View Red 
Mirror, 1 Hinged Mirror.   
E95811  $14.92

Math Dice-Ten Frame Condensed Kit
8 Math Dice, 1 Ten-Frame Board with Counters. 
E95814  $18.92

Connecting Fraction Printed  
and Black Condensed Kit 
Connecting Fraction Printed set (51 pcs), Connecting 
Fraction Blank set (51 pcs). 
E95815  $13.92

Educational Coins and Dice 
Condensed Kit
Coins set (120 pcs), Money Dice 2cm (10), Numbered  
Dice 1-8 (10), Operation Dice (10). 
E95816  $20.52

Cards, Counters, Spinners,  
Dice Condensed Kit
Spinner Numbered 1-8 (1), Spinner 8 Colours (1), 1 
Deck of Cards, Dot Dice (10), 2-Coloured Counters set 
of 50, Coloured Dice (5).  
E95817  $24.72

Base Ten Condensed Kit
Base Ten Flat (5), Base Ten Rods (10), Base Ten Unit 
Cubes (100). 
E95818  $15.82

All kits are 

packaged in a 

Storage 
Container!

Student Compact Model  
up to 20 Condensed Kit
4 Compact Model students up to 20. (Each model is 
4cm H x 15cm L).
E95918  $18.92

Hinged Double Plastic  
Mirror Condensed Kit
8 Hinged Double Plastic Mirror. (Each sided mirror is 
7.5cm x 10cm).
E95914  $38.72

Dominoes Double Six Condensed Kit 
84 Dominoes Double Six Wooden pieces. 
E95912  $13.12
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MOBILE MATH CARTS & KITS
MATHEMATICS Complete with Selections of 

Essential Math Manipulatives! 

Includes  
6 Kits!

Spectrum Storage Cart  
with Three Metal Shelves
Shelves can be adjusted to different heights; the 
frame of the rack is thick with rounded corners 
includes also 4 durable wheels. Shelves measure 
108 cm L x 35 cm  W.  The Spectrum storage rack 
measures 121 cm L x 43.50 cm H. 
E93592  $262.92 

Storage Container
Plastic storage container fits Spectrum Math Carts. 
Lid included for convenient stacking!
E85900  $6.50

Spectrum Mobile Math Cart
Our storage cart is complete with selections of 
essential Math manipulatives from number sense 
to fractions to measurement and much more! The 
storage containers are suited to fit 4 custom kits 
per shelf. One of each of the 12 kits listed below are 
included with our mobile Math cart. 
• Spectrum Tangrams/Pentominoes Kit (E93612)
• Spectrum 5 x 5 Geoboard Kit (E93610)
• Spectrum 11 x 11 Geoboard Kit (E93608)
• Spectrum Wood Geometric Solids Kit (E93620)
• Spectrum Cubes/Attribute Blocks Kit (E93602)
• Spectrum Assorted Counters Kit (E93616)
• Spectrum Colour Tiles/Number Tiles Kit (E93600)
• Spectrum Geometric /Measurement Kit (E93614)
• Spectrum Assorted Dice Kit (E93622)
• Spectrum Mini-Basic Balance Kit (E93596)
• Spectrum Wood Pattern Blocks Kit (E93606)
• Spectrum Basic Fractions Kit (E93604)
E93624  $1,682.92 

Spectrum Compact Mobile Math Cart
Our Compact Mobile Cart is complete with 6 
essential Math manipulatives kits from Data 
Management to Measurement and much more! 
The storage containers are suited to fit 3 custom 
math kits per shelve. This convenient Compact Cart 
includes : 
• Spectrum Time Kit (E93645)
• Spectrum Money Kit (E93643)
• Spectrum Measurement Kit (E93639)
• Spectrum Algebraic Reasoning Kit (E93650)
• Spectrum Spatial Sense/Geometry Kit (E93641)
• Spectrum Data Management Kit (E93637)
E93625  $929.92 

Spectrum Compact Storage  
Cart with Three Metal Shelves
Shelves can be adjusted to different heights: the 
frame of the rack is thick with rounded corners. 
Includes 4 durable wheels of which 2 are locking. 
Shelves measure 56 cm L x 39 cm W. The Spectrum 
Compact rack measures 109 cm H x 70 cm W x  
41 cm D.
E93627  $239.92 

Includes  
12 Kits!

Customize 
Your Cart!

Check out our  
complete selection  
of Mobile Math Kits! 
See Page 284-286

All kits are 

packaged in a 

Storage 
Container

(Lids Included)

Additional shipping charges apply. 
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MOBILE MATH CARTS & KITS
MATHEMATICS

Spectrum Medium Compact Mobile Math Cart
Our storage cart is complete with selections of essential Math 
manipulatives from base ten to colour tiles to 100’s board and much 
more! The storage containers are suited to fit 3 custom kits per 
shelf. One of each of the 9 kits listed below are included with our 
medium compact mobile math cart. 
• Spectrum Number Sense Kit (E94397)
• Spectrum Opaque/Clear Geometric
 Kit (E94435)
• Spectrum Red Base 10 Kit (E94405)
• Spectrum 100’s Boars/Number Line 
 Kit (E94401)
• Spectrum Plastic 10 Frames Connecting
 Boards Kit (E94407)
• Spectrum Dominoes Kit (E94400)
• Spectrum 2 cm Linking Cubes Kit (E94399)
• Spectrum Deci-Rods Kit (E94409)
• Spectrum Colour Tiles Kit (E94408)
• Spectrum Medium Mobile Math Cart (E94341)
E94460  $1,240.82 

Spectrum Medium Storage  
Cart with Three Metal Shelves
Shelves can be adjusted to different heights; the frame of the 
rack is thick with rounded corners includes also 4 durable 
wheels. Shelves measure 81 cm L x 35 cm W. The Spectrum 
storage rack measures 97 cm L x 108 cm H. 
E94341  $249.92 

Spectrum Condensed Mobile Math Cart Kit 
Our Condensed Mobile Cart is complete with 3 essential math manipulatives kits:  
• Spectrum Solid Plastic 1cm Pattern Block Kit (E94713)
• Spectrum Student Geared Advance Clock Kit (50) (E94637)
• Spectrum Exquisite Sorting-Counting Kit (E94639)
E94805  $592.72 

Spectrum Condensed Mobile  
Storage Cart with Three Metal Shelves
Shelves can be adjusted to different heights; the frame of the rack is thick with rounded corners. 
Includes 4 durable wheels of which 2 are locking. Shelves measure 34.5 L x 23.5cm W. The Spectrum 
Condensed rack measures 110 cm H x 41 cm W x 46 cm L.
E94606  $188.92 

All kits are 

packaged in a 

Storage 

Container!

Includes  
3 Kits!

Includes  
9 Kits!

All kits are 

packaged in a 

Storage 

Container!

Additional shipping charges apply. 
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Spectrum 11 x 11 
Geoboard Kit
12 double sided 11 x 11 
Geoboards. 
E93608  $59.72

Spectrum Wood  
Pattern Blocks Kit
1000 wood pattern blocks. 1 cm. 
E93606  $66.72

Spectrum 
Pentominoes Kit
40 sets of plastic opaque 
pentominoes (12 pieces per set). 
E95156  $126.92

Spectrum Tangrams Kit
125 sets of opaque tangrams  
(7 pieces per set).  
E95157  $109.32

Spectrum 
Tangrams/
Pentominoes Kit
30 each of Opaque 
Tangrams and 
Pentominoes.  
E93612  $116.92

MOBILE MATH CARTS & KITS
MATHEMATICS

Spectrum Assorted 
Counters Kit
500 stacking round counters 
10 colours, 500 red/ yellow 
counters, 500 red/blue counters, 
500 red/blue square tiles, 500 
stacking counters 4 colours, 500 
red/white bean counters, 500 
red/white foam counters, 500 
clear counters 6 colours, 200 
each of red, blue, yellow, green 
clear counters.  
E93616  $136.92

Spectrum Essential Tool Kit
Tangram set (2), Pentominoes (1) , Algebra set (1), Base-Ten Rods 50 pc, Base-Ten 
Flats 10 pc, Base-Ten Decimeter Cube (1), Base-Ten (cm) Cubes 200 pc, Base- Ten 
chips 100 pc, Attribute Blocks 60 pc, Interlocking 2cm Cubes 50 pc, Geoboard 
2-sided 2 pc, Fraction Tiles 51 pc, Colour Tiles 100 pc, Wooden Pattern Blocks 100 
pc, Deci-Rods 80 pc, 2-Colour Counters 100 pc, Red/Blue Square Tiles 100 pc, Red 
Dotted Dice 12 pc, Blue Dotted Dice 12 pc, Geosolids Wood 12 pc. 
E94413  $132.92

Spectrum 
Classifying Kit
Clear Venn diagram 
2-circle mat 3 pc, clear 
6-squares mat 3 pc, 
attribute blocks 240 pc, 
attribute hoops 6 pc, 
plastic geometric solids 
80 pc.  
E94396  $119.42
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MOBILE MATH CARTS & KITS
MATHEMATICS

Each  
Tile piece is 

proportionally 
sized  

Spectrum Proportional Time Tiles Kit 
2-sided proportional tiles: 1 side is printed with the hour and the other side is with 
the fraction equivalent number of minutes. 912 time tiles pieces, 4 dry-erase time 
tiles elapsed time mat, measuring each 89.5cm x 27cm, with suggested tasks. 
E95511  $176.92

Spectrum Magnetic Five- and Ten-Frame  
with Five- and Ten-Frame Dry-Erase Board Kit 
Magnetic Five-Frame (20 boards), magnetic Ten-Frame (20 boards), red/blue 
counters (300 pieces), blue counters (200 pieces), Five- and Ten-Frame dry-erase 
2-sided cards (30 pieces). Magnetic whiteboard not included.  
E95139  $173.92

Spectrum Foam 
Connecting  
Ten-Frame Kit
Foam connecting 
Ten-Frame boards, 36 
connecting boards, 180 
red counters, 180 blue 
counters, with suggested 
tasks. 
E94370 Kit  $112.92

Spectrum Plastic 
Connecting  
Ten-Frame Kit 
Plastic Connecting Ten-Frame 
Boards, 24 connecting Boards, 240 
two-sided red/blue counters. 
E94407  $44.92

Spectrum Red and Blue Opaque Base Ten Kit 
Red decimeter cube (2 pieces), red flats (20 pieces), red rods (50 pieces), red 
cubes (500 pieces), red chips (200 pieces), blue decimeter cube (2 pieces), blue 
flats (20 pieces), blue rods (50 pieces), blue cubes (500 pieces), blue chips (200 
pieces), double-sided base ten mat (4 pieces). 
E94622  $134.92
E94622F  French  $134.92

Spectrum 
Green Opaque 
Base Ten Kit
Base Ten decimeter 
cube 3 pc, Base Ten 
flats 30 pc, Base Ten 
rods 90 pc, Base Ten 
(cm) cubes 500 pc, 
Base Ten mat 3 pc, 
Base Ten chips 200 
pc. 
E94728  $104.92
E94728F  French  
$104.92

Spectrum XY 
Coordinate Kit 
10 red XY coordinate 
board with white XY 
pegs, 200 rubber 
bands, 40 XY dry 
erase 1cm grid boards, 
40 dry erase markers, 
black, green, blue and 
red. 
E94642  $134.92

Spectrum Student 
Geared Yellow 
Clock Kit 
50 student geared yellow 
clocks (10 cm) 
E94635  $124.92

All kits are 
packaged in a 

Storage 
Container!

(Lid Included)
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MOBILE MATH CARTS & KITS
MATHEMATICS

Foam Fraction Circle and Square Kit
15 foam circle fraction set of 51 and 15 foam square fraction set of 51.  
E94634  $145.92

Blank Fraction 
Tiles Kit
1224 opaque blank 
fraction tiles.  
E94623  $133.82

Basic  
Fractions Kit
8 sets each 
of fraction, 
decimal, percent 
representations, 51 
pc per set, and (1224 
pc total).  
E93604  $186.92

Assorted Dice Kit
60 each of green, red, 
blue, yellow, white dot 
dice, 36 blank dice with 
240 labels, 12 each of 
1-12, 1-8, 1-20, 1-10, 1-6, 
0-9 and 4 sided dice, 
4 attribute dice, 12 
positive/negative dice, 
10 word number dice, 
10 operation dice, 6 (3-
D) 8-sided shape dice, 
12 place value large 
dice, 12 equivalence 
large dice, 36 foam equivalence 
dice, 100 foam dot dice, 6 spotted coloured dice, 2 each of foam dot, numbers, 
operations dice (7.5cm).  
E93622  $252.92

Opaque and Clear 
Geometric Models Kit
Clear geometric 2D/3D with 
folding shapes (8cm) 6 pc, 
opaque geometric 3D shapes 
(8cm) 6 pc, opaque coloured 
geometric shapes (2.5cm)  
40 pc.  
E94435  $64.92

Opaque and Clear 
(2.5cm) Geo-Solids 
Kit
320 (2.5cm) opaque 
Geo-Solids and 320 
(2.5cm) clear Geo-Solids. 

E94718  $122.92

Opaque (2.5cm) 
Geo-Solids Kit
640 opaque Geo-Solids 
(2.5cm). 
E94714  $112.92

Clear (2.5cm) 
Geo-Solids Kit
640 clear Geo-Solids 
(2.5cm). 
E94715  $132.92

Data Management Kit
30 decks of cards, 1 clear deck 
of cards, 9 spinners (numbers/
colours), 72 multi coloured 
dot dice, 72 white dot dice, 
108 assorted dice, 4 dry-erase 
markers, 2 colour counters 
(yellow/red) set of 200, 2 
colour counters (red/blue) set 
of 200, 36 blank dice with 240 
label, 120 coins, dry-erase 1cm 
grid boards set of 30, 10 word 
dice, 4 dice 30 sided, 500 
blank cards. 
E93637  $239.92

Educational 
Money Kit
3 money packs, 1 
magnetic money set of 
69, 1 magnetic dry-erase 
board, 1 money dice set 
of 10, 1 coin stamps set 
of 6, 1 money mat, 4 dry-
erase markers. 
E93643  $83.92
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Attribute Blocks 
Grade K-6 The attributes of size, shape, colour and thickness assist in the 
development of problem solving skills using logic. The sizes of these blocks make 
them useful for demonstrating fractions and their relationships. Contains 60 pieces 
in 5 shapes, 2 thicknesses, 2 sizes and 3 colours. Storage bin and teacher’s guide 
included. 30 pages. 
E03919 English  $18.42
E03919F French  $18.42
Also Available:
E039191Z 60-pieces in a bag  $12.90
E94766 240-pieces, in bags, packed in a container  $47.52

Teacher Attribute 
Block Intro Kit 

This kit includes 60 pc. attribute blocks, 30 pc 
clear attribute blocks, 3 giant attribute hoops, 
write &  wipe venn diagram mat and 1 teachers 

guide (30 pgs). 

Great Value

E91372  $30.92
Giant Attribute Block Sets 
Grade K-6 Teach sorting, patterns, size, and early math with these durable plastic 
blocks. Each 60-piece set includes 5 shapes, 2 sizes, 2 thicknesses and 3 colours. 
The pieces in this set range from 2.5 cm2 to 8.4 cm2 and come in a handy storage 
tray with lid.   
E83690 Giant set in Plastic Tray  $31.45

Attribute Blocks (K-8)  
Resource Binder
With over 200 activities! 136 pages.
E93811  English  $42.95
E93812 French  $42.95

Giant Attribute Hoops
Three flat, 51 cm diameter, plastic 
hoops used for grouping.  
E14629 Set of 3  $7.40
E83011 Set of 6  $12.95

Attribute Blocks Desk Set - 60 Pieces
Grade K-6  Teach sorting, patterns, size and early math with these 
durable plastic blocks. Each 60-piece set includes 5 shapes, 2 sizes 2 
thicknesses and 3 colours. Large square measures 5.5 cm. Sets come in 
a storage tray with template lid.    
E67362  $11.75
Also Available:
E94767 Group Set - 4 tray pack (240 pieces) in a container     
 $45.22
E93086 Small Student Set in a Storage Tray (Large square size   
 measures 3 cm)   $9.2520.5 cm

E20805
(See above  
for pricing.)Attribute Apples™, Set of 27

Ages 3 years + Compare apples 
to apples with this unique set! Sort 
and classify apples by 5 attributes, 
including size, colour, and physical 
features (stem, leaf, worm). Includes 
activity guide featuring suggested uses 
of Venn diagrams for higher-order 
thinking skills. Largest apple measures 
4.4 in diameter. 
E434070  $34.95

SORTING, COUNTING, CLASSIFYING
MATHEMATICS

SPECTRUM CaddyStack™ Attribute Blocks
Grade K-6  360 attribute blocks, 30 overhead blocks and a teacher’s guide, 
all packaged in a CaddyStack™. Each set of 60 pieces includes 5 shapes, 2 
thicknesses, 2 sizes and 3 colours. 
E19715 English  $83.42  E19715F French  $83.42
Also Available Separately: 
Enhanced Points of Departure Attribute Blocks Teacher's Guide
E20805 English  $5.45 E20805F French  $5.45
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SORTING, COUNTING, CLASSIFYING
MATHEMATICS

Pattern Blocks and Boards
Ages 3 years + Keeps children engaged for hours in rewarding play! Features 10 
simply designed, colourful patterns and over 100 pattern blocks in 6 different shapes 
and colours to replicate the pattern shown. Contents store neatly in a durable 
wooden case. Develops shape recognition and spatial relations. 32.5 x 22.5 x 5 cm. 

E434562  $44.95

Birds in a Nest Sorting Set 
Ages 3 years + Imaginative play that’s perfect for teaching sorting, counting, and 
colours. Momma birds are hollow for use as finger puppets. Set of 36 includes 24 
baby birds in 6 colours, 6 momma birds, 6 colour nests, and Activity Guide. Nest 
measures 1” H x 4” in diameter; birds measure 1” H (baby) and 1 3⁄4” H (momma).   
E470227  $27.95

Link 'N' Learn® Links in a  
Bucket, Set of 500, 4 Colours 
Ages 3 years + Brightly coloured links 
made of pliable plastic. Great for building 
fine motor skills and counting, patterning 
and sorting activities. Storage bucket and 
activity guide included. Size: 4 cm x 2 cm. 
500 pieces.   
E430766  $29.95

Shape Links Activity Set (360) (6 colours) 
Ages 3 years + Set includes 360 links in 3 shapes and 6 colours, 20 x 2-sided 
activity cards, and a sturdy plastic container. Square links measure 3cm x 3cm. 
E434869  $28.95

Count & Colour Dino-Sorters
Ages 3 years + Includes 10 two-piece dinosaur eggs, and 55 colourful dinosaur 
counters. Each numbered egg contains its matching colour and number of 
dinosaurs. Eggs measure approximately 3”.
E434865  $41.85

Bead Sequencing Set
Ages 4 years + Stack the durable 
wooden beads on 5 hardwood dowels 
in sequence to match the design 
on one of the pattern cards. Builds 
complex reasoning skills. Includes 
45 brilliantly coloured beads and 10 
pattern cards. 
E434564  $43.95

Beads, Pattern Cards and Laces
Ages 3 years + Hardwood spheres, cubes and cylinders with 
laces, plus 20 activity cards, 108 beads in 6 colours, two 90 cm 
black laces with 2.5 cm plastic tips and teaching notes.  
E431040  $39.85
Also available Beads in a Tub  
(108 beads, 2 laces) 
E431044  $38.80

Penguins on Ice™ Math Activity Set
Ages 5 years + Cool penguins help you reinforce counting, patterning, sorting, 
operations, and base ten! Ice bars hold 10 penguins each and connect in two  
way: horizontally (number line) or vertically (hundred grid). Includes 10 plastic bars 
(30.5 x 2.5 cm), 100 plastic penguins in 10 colours, and activity guide. 
E93106  $51.95

Brilliant Beads™  
Big holes for easy stringing. Fun 
shapes in bold colours. Perfect for 
sorting and sequencing. 100/pkg. 
E88234  $14.85
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SORTING, COUNTING, CLASSIFYING
MATHEMATICS

Aquatic Counters
Grades K+  Penguin, whale, dolphin, stingray, shark, 
starfish, sea horse, frog, fur seal, turtle, lobster, 
octopus, crab, swordfish. 14 shapes, 6 colours, 84 
pieces. 
E92508  $16.10

Composite Sorting/
Counting Kit
Grades K-2 Provide an 
abundance of counting, 
sorting and classifying 
opportunities by adding 
this composite sorting 
and counting kit, which 
includes 32 dinosaurs, 48 
bears and 40 wild animals 
in a storage container. 120 
pieces. 
E83610  $29.10

Farm Animals Counters
Grades K+  Horse, pig, cow, sheep, 
duck, chicken. 6 shapes, 6 colours, 
72 pieces. 
E92502  $11.95

Pet Counters
Grades K+  Dog, cat, turtle, rabbit, parrot, goldfish. 6 
colours, 72 pieces. 
E92510  $12.40

Fruit Counters
Grades K+  Banana, 
grapes, strawberry, apple, 
orange, blueberries.  
6 shapes, 6 colours,  
108 pieces. 
E92504  $18.15

Transport Counters
Grades K+  School bus, car, ship, train, plane, 
helicopter. 6 shapes, 6 colours, 72 pieces. 
E92512  $11.95

Bug Counters
Grades K+  Caterpillar, butterfly, dragonfly, 
grasshopper, scorpion, bee, spider, cricket, ladybug, 
ant, long-horned beetle, unicorn beetle. 12 shapes, 6 
colours, 72 pieces. 
E92506  $11.95

Soft Counting Chickens
Grades K+  Set of 40 soft rubber counters in 4 
colours. 
E94440  $6.50

Chain Links 
Grades K+  Brightly coloured links made of pliable plastic. Size 4 x 2 cm.   
E14204Z 100 pieces in resealable bag (4 colours) $5.15 
E14203 1000 pieces (6 colours)  $31.15 
E83946 2000 pieces (6 colours) and a storage container $64.92

Sorting/Counting 
Tray
Grades K+  37 cm in 
diameter.
E87282  $15.75

Clear Sorting  
Trays, Set of 3
Grades K+  These large clear 
trays are versatile working with 
most counters, attribute blocks, 
dice, buttons, beads, tiles, coins, 
small geometric solids and 
found objects. Each clear tray 
measures 43cm L x 31cm H. 
E94677  $17.25
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Goldfish 
Counter Set
Grades K+  
Fabulous goldfish 
with beautiful tails. 
6 different designs 
and colours. 76 
mm in length. Set 
of 96 in storage 
container. 
E88938  $23.95

Starfish 
Counter Set
Grades K+  Make a wish 
upon a star... fish, that is! 
8 different designs and 
colours. 76 mm in length. 
Set of 96 in storage 
container. 
E88940  $31.90

Ocean Friends Counter Set
Grades K+  Turtles, sharks and  
whales are sure to make a big splash with students. 12 different designs and 
colours. 50 to 76 mm in length. Set of 96 in storage container. 
E88936  $23.95

Sorting & 
Counting Sets

Realistic and brightly coloured 
counters for endless sorting, 

classifying and counting 
exercises. Each set comes 

complete with a convenient 
storage container.

Creepy Crawly Insects Counter Set
Grades K+  12 different designs and colours. 76 mm in length. Set of 96 in storage  
container. 
E88934  $23.95

Butterfly 
Counter Set
Grades K+  12 
different designs 
and colours. 38 
mm in length. Set 
of 96 in storage  
container. 
E88944  $23.95

Turtle 
Counter Set
Grades K+  12 
different designs 
and colours. 38 
mm in length. 
Set of 96 in 
storage container. 

E88942  $23.95

Tropical Fish 
Counters
Grades K+  Set of 60 
soft rubber counters in 
12 shapes in a storage 
container.  
E83612  $29.90

Bird Counter Set
Grades K+  12 different designs and colours. Set of 96 in storage container. 
E88948  $23.95

Mini Frogs 
Counter Set 
Grades K + 12 
mini different 
frog designs and 
colours. 24.5 mm in 
length. Set of 96 in 
storage container. 

  
E88932  $23.95
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Skip Counting Wheel 
Grades K+  This 8” (20cm dia.) 
wheel can be used to practice 
skip counting, addition and 
multiplication. Students start 
at zero and as they wind the 
string around the pegs, they can 
practice skip counting by 1’s, 2’s, 
3’s up to 9’s. Includes 3 pieces 
of string in assorted colours and 
instructions.  
E95431  $15.70

Dinosaur Counters 
Grades K+ / Ages 3 years + Set of 60 includes 
6 each of 10 dinosaurs. Features colourful, 
realistically detailed animals. Dinos are 
approximately 2” x 2” in size. 
E434870  $38.95

Farm Animal Counters 
Grades K+ / Ages 3 years + Set of 60 includes 
6 each of 10 farm animals. Features colourful, 
realistically detailed animals. Farm animals are 
approximately 2” x 2” in size. 
E434871  $38.95

Jungle Animal Counters
Grades K+ / Ages 3 years + Made of durable plastic, 
the assorted 12 species are beautifully detailed and 
measure between 6 and 7.5 cm. Storage bucket and 
“Did You Know?” animal fun facts included.
E434622 Set of 60  $38.95

Jumbo See-Thru  
Number Set - 10 Pieces
Ages 3 years + Jumbo 
transparent plastic number 
set makes it easy for children 
to recognize numbers (0-9). 
Students can use their fingers 
to trace the dotted lines for 
developing number recognition 
and pre-writing skills. These 
transparent numbers are also 
designed to be used on standard 
light tables for colour and number 
exploration. Largest number is 2” 
W x 3” H.  
Each set has 10 pieces. 
E434207  $7.95

Magnetic Numbers,  
162 Pieces
Ages 3-6 years Set of 34 mm/1.3” 
magnetic numbers 0-9, plus 
mathematical signs, for teaching basic 
math operations. For ages 3-6. 
E446376  $42.70

Magnetic Numbers
Ages 4 years + 48 numerals 
and operation signs with ridged 
edges. 
E66254  $13.80

Counters 
Grades K+ / Ages 3 years +  Fun, colourful sets are great for counting, sorting, 
number and quantity relationships, and patterning. Perfect to coordinate with 
popular classroom themes. Set of 72 comes in 6 different shapes and colours and 
stores in a plastic storage bucket with handle. 
A. E447832 All About Me Family Counters™ (contains a family pet)  $31.45
B. E434086 Back in Time Dinosaur Counters™  $31.45
C. E434083 In the Garden Critter Counters™  $31.45
D. E434087 Under the Sea Ocean Counters™  $31.45
E. E434092 Wild About Animals Jungle Counters™  $31.45
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Three Bear Family®  
Counters Basic Set - 4 Colours
Ages 3 years + Set of 80 bears includes 
20 Papa, 20 Mama, and 40 Baby Bears in 4 
colours, 3 weights, and 3 sizes. 
E430758 80 Bears  $28.95

The Original Three Bear Family®  
Sort, Pattern and Play Activity Set
Ages 3 years + Includes 96 Three Bear Family® counters in six colours, six sorting 
bowls, 5 cm colour cube, number cube, 16 pattern cards, 12 double-sided activity 
cards and bear game spinner in a storage tub. 
E83010  $84.95

Three Bear Family® Counters - 6 Colours 
Ages 3 years + Contains 24 Papa, 24 Mama, and 48 Baby Bear counters in 6 
colours.  
E434093 96 Bears  $32.95

Baby (4 g)Mama (8 g)
Papa (12 g)

Transparent Bears
Ages 3 years + Sets of overhead bears 
in 4 colours. 
E87726 60 pieces  $5.75 
E449040 120 pieces  109.35
E91370 120 Transparent Bears and a 
Set of 4 Bowls (one red, yellow, blue, 
and green)  $13.92

Three Bear Family® Baby Bear™ Balance Set
Ages 3 years + Explore measurement with Baby Bear™! Clear balance buckets 
remove easily for emptying and allow students to see what they have placed inside 
them. Cover buckets with lids for use as measurement platforms. Set includes 
balance plus 102 bears in six rainbow colours (17 of each colour). Each Baby Bear™ 
measures 1” and weighs 4 grams. 
E86072  $42.95

Sorting Bowls - Set of 6
Ages 3 years + Plastic sorting bowls in 
6 colours. Bowls measure 16 cm across 
and 5 cm deep. 
E17230  $6.60

Three Bear Family®  
Pattern Cards
Ages 3 years + Develop early 
math skills with 16 double-
sided, full-colour activity cards 
that match the actual size of 
bear counters. For use with 
Three Bear Family® Counters 
Basic Set (E430758).  
E433420  $13.90

Bear Balance Set
Grade K + Clear bucket balance has 1 litre capacity 
removable buckets. Has a compensator slider to ensure it 
is balanced. Measures 16.75” (42.5cm) wide. Includes 102 
colourful bear counters in 6 colours that weigh 4 grams. 

E95124  $33.30

Bear Counters, Set of 102 Bears
Grade K + The bears offer many exploratory possibilities 
such as sorting, counting and classifying. Comes in 6 
assorted colours (red, blue, green, yellow, orange, and 
purple). Weighs 4 grams, packed in a bag. 
E95300  $20.10

With  
102 Bear 
Counters!

Math Shaker Bear, Set of 4 
Ages 4 years +  A great visual, self-checking, and 
hands-on device reinforcing number sense, and 
composing/decomposing numbers from 1-10. The 
removable pressure cap lets the users adjust the 
number of quiet balls inside (with adult supervision). 
Free activities can be downloaded from the 
QR code included. 4 pieces per set. Each bear 
measures 13.5cm x 6.5cm x 1.2cm. 
E95895  $9.65

See Count and 
Sort Bears Set on 

page 294.
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Colour Counters
Grades K+ For sorting, 
counting and more. 2.2cm  
in diameter. 4 colours. 
E88966 Set of 100  $2.95 
E87286 Set of 200  $5.50

Overhead 
Six-Coloured 
Counters 
Grades K+ Package of 
250. 
E41528  $6.45

Magnetic Colour Counters
Grades K+ Red and yellow counters measure 2.5 cm in diameter. Bag of 200. 
E83620  $13.30

Economy Transparent One-Colour Counters Set of 200 
Grades K+ 

Red and Blue  
Square Tiles
Grades 1+ Double sided, 3 
mm thick. Set of 200. 
E87290  $8.70
E91476 Set of 100 $4.75

Two-Coloured 
Counters (Red & Yellow) 
Grades K+ 
E94586 Package of 20  $1.05
E91377 Package of 50  $2.90
E91430 Package of 100  $5.75
E11965 Package of 200  $10.20
E93090 Package of 200 (Foam)  $7.25
E66182T Package of 1000 in a  
Plastic Bin $48.62

Two-Coloured  
Counters (Red & Blue) 
Grades K+  
E94001 Package of 50  $2.90
E92022 Package of 100  $5.50
E92012 Package of 200  $10.20
E92026 Package of 1000 in  
a Plastic Bin $48.62

2 Colour Counters Red/Black 
Grades 1+ These two colour counters are a  
great way to help students with financial  
literacy and various sorting tasks.  
E95534 Set of 200  $10.20
E95535 Set of 1000 in a container  $48.62

Assorted  
Large Buttons 
Ages 4 years + / Grades K+ A big, colourful assortment of buttons in  
size 41 mm to 50 mm in diameter. Set of 90 pieces in a container. 
E93096 Opaque  $17.95 E93098 Clear  $17.95

Opaque

Clear

E50106R Package of 200  
red counters  $3.40 
E50106G Package of 200  
blue counters  $3.40 

E90625 Package of 200  
yellow counters  $3.40 
E90626 Package of 200  
green counters  $3.40

Stackable Counters
Great for sorting, counting, probability 
and patterning. Grooved on both sides to 
make them more sturdy when stacked. 
2.2cm in diameter. Four colours.

Stacking Counters, 20 mm Diameter
A  round collection of colours for sorting and counting. 10 colours, 500 pieces.
E88207  $14.95

E88964 Set of 500  $9.95 
E87288 Set of 1000  $18.80
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Translucent Sorting Mats - Set of 6
Each of the sorting mats is colour coded with 6 various 
sorting attributes. As an added feature, all mats are dry-erase. 
Each mat measures 41.3 cm x 31.3 cm.
E93955  $39.95

6 Square Clear Mat
Measures 31.3 cm x 41.3 cm.
E94394  $6.90 each
2 Circle Venn Diagram Clear Mat
Measures 31.3 cm x 41.3 cm.
E94395  $6.90 each

Transparent Math Resource Kit
Ages 4 years + You get it all! Explore early math concepts at the 
light centre with these transparent resources. Everything to do 
with counting, sorting and classifying, and it’s budget-friendly. 
Comes packed in a storage container. Kit contains: 6 Transparent 
Sorting Mats (6 different designs, each measures 16.5 x 12.5 
cm), 250 Counting Chips, 30 Attribute Blocks, 98 Pattern Blocks, 
104 Colour Tiles, 90 Large Buttons, Discovery Tray with Lid and 
120 Teddy Bears and a convenient tray for easy storage.  
E433945  $108.72

Ten Frame Floor Mats Activity Set
Ages 5-9 years Includes 2 Ten-Frame Floor Mats (5’ L x 2’ W), 20 double-sided 
blue/green counters, activity guide included.  
E435179  $52.95

Transparent  
Irregular Shapes 
Grades K+  Branch out from 
the normal shapes! Plastic 
irregular shapes come in bright 
transparent colours. Available  
in 150 and 300 pieces.  
E95458 Set of 150  $10.00
E435151 Set of 300  $17.55

Lacing Colour Beads
Grades K + / Ages 3 years +  This set is ideal for teaching patterns and sequencing 
skills whilst also developing fine motor skills. Children select a work card and 
complete the sequence on their card by putting all the beads in the sequence 
onto the lace. The cards are colour-coded across 3 levels, and each card contains 
2-3 colours and 1-2 bead spaces to fill. Contains: 96 beads 2.5 cm square, 12 laces 
measuring 30 cm long and 18 double-sided work cards. Warning: small parts and 
long cords, adult supervision is recommended.   
E95932  $68.95

Available
at

SORTING, COUNTING, CLASSIFYING
MATHEMATICS

Count & Sort BEARS Set 
Ages 4 years + / Grades K + This kit is sure to keep students engaged! A perfect 
start up classroom set for learning numbers 1-10, counting, simple addition/
subtraction including classifying and sorting concepts. Kit is packaged in a 
container for easy storage. Please Note: The Math Shake Bears contain a pressure 
cap to allow teachers to add or remove the counting balls which should only be 
removed by an adult. 
Kit includes: 1 x 120 transparent bear counters in 4 colours (red, yellow, blue, 
and green), 1 x 102 pieces of 4gm weighted bear counters in 6 colours (red, 
yellow, blue, green, orange, and purple), 1 x 6-square clear sorting mat, 1 x 2-venn 
diagram clear mat, 1 x Set of 4 Math Shaker Bears to reinforce number sense and 
composing/decomposing numbers from 1-10 (included with the Math Shaker Bear 
are free activities that can be downloaded from the QR code included with the 
set), 1 x Set of 6 coloured bowls (red, yellow, green, orange, blue and purple), and 1 
storage container. 
E96066  $58.92
Also available:
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Translucents Super Set
Ages 4 years + This set is packed with the 
most sought out resources that can be 
used on light panels. Introduce students to 
sorting, classifying or patterning. Investigate 
colour and colour mixing. Working in groups, 
students learn to collaborate and build on 
each other’s ideas and creative potential  
while developing social skills. Kit includes:  
100 Transparent Counting Gems, 100 
Transparent Jewels, 52 Colours Tiles,  
30 Assorted Clear Buttons, 49 Pattern  
Blocks, 150 irregular shapes, 250  
Transparent Counting Chips in six  
colours for colour mixing and a solid  
wooden box with a transparent lid for  
easy storage. Lid included (not shown).  
(Not recommended for children 3 yrs or 
under). 
E434558  $79.95

Translucents Shapes,  
Patterns and Numbers Set
Ages 4 years + This kit contains an assortment of early math resources to get 
you started at the light panel with a small group of students. Explore numbers 
0-9, pattern blocks, irregular shapes, geo-solids and counters. Brightly coloured 
translucents that will engage any students! Kit Contains: 300 pcs translucent 
irregular shapes, 80 pcs Geo-Solids, 98 pcs See-thru pattern blocks, 500 pcs 
transparent counting chips, 2 sets of Jumbo See-Thru, Numbers 0-9, 1 Deep 
wooden box with transparent lid for easy and convenient storage. This kit is not 
recommended for children under 3 years due to small parts and ball. 
E470382  $98.95

Take & Create Shapes
Ages 3 years + Take-along tangram fun! Open this sturdy wooden carrying case to 
find 42 magnetic wooden blocks in assorted shapes and colours, 12 pattern cards, 
and 2 magnetic white boards. 
E449030  $72.95

Number Beads
Grades K-3  This set of beads and strings will help students understand the 
basic principles of numeracy while promoting hand-eye coordination. The beads 
are numbered 0-10 and include colour-coded number signs (+, -, x, ÷, =). Beads 
are marked on one side so that teachers can hide the sign or number, allowing 
students to identify the missing part of a calculation. Warning: small parts and long 
cords. Adult supervision is recommended. 
E445783 116 beads, 12 strings  $69.95 
E445784 232 beads, 24 strings  $98.95

Super Sorting Set with Activity Cards
Ages 3 years + This comprehensive manipulatives set features more than 620  
colour-coordinated sorting items! Set contains six sorting bowls, heavy-duty  
eight-compartment tray, number cubes, three spinners, plus Friendly Farm  
Animal Counters, Mini Motors Counters, Fruity Fun Counters, Link ’N’ Learn Links, 
pattern books, and transparent counters. Teaching guide included. Also includes  
Super Sorting Cards. Tray measures 36.25 cm x 28 cm.  
E442905  $109.95

Translucent Geometric 
Shapes
Ages 4 years + Set of 408 pieces 
in 14 different shapes and 7 colours 
(2 different squares, rectangle, 5 
different triangles, hexagon, trapezoid, 
rhombus, circle, half-circle, and 
quarter-circle). Largest piece is  
5 x 5 cm. Activities included. 
E434068  $51.940

Clear Rounded  
Counting Gems
Ages 4 years +  Set of 200, in 4 
colours. 
E94210  $21.95

Clear Counting  
Jewels
Ages 4 years +  Set of 200, in 4 
colours. 
E93767  $10.85

SORTING, COUNTING, CLASSIFYING
MATHEMATICS
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NUMBER LINES & CUBES
MATHEMATICS

Classroom Number 
Line, 0-20
Grades K-4  Set of 37 cards 
(48 x 9.5 cm) with numbers -35 
to 180. Graphic markings are 
used to indicate odd and even 
numbers, as well as 5’s and 
10’s for skip counting.
E56060  $13.25

Classroom Number Line (-20 to 100)
Grades 1 +  This dry-erase classroom number line shows numbers -20 to 100. 
Large size makes it perfect for a classroom display and teachers can also write 
on it with a dry-erase marker. Odd numbers in red and even numbers in blue. 
Measures (16.5 cm x 56 cm) per piece and has 12 pieces to give a possible 2.64 m 
wall number line. Includes teacher’s guide. 
E84886  $17.05

Giant Walk-on  
Number Line
Grades K+  With one side 
numbered 0-100 and the other 
0-1000, this 30 cm wide vinyl 
measure is made up of two 2.44 
m sections to form a 4.88 m 
walk-on number line.
E13960  $21.30

Student Desk Number Line (0 to 30),  
Package of 30 - Dry Erase
Grades 1 +  Number lines show numbers 0 to 30. Clearly shows odd numbers 
in red and even numbers in blue. Measure 1.5” x 22” (3.8cm x 56cm). Set of 30. 
Includes teacher’s guide.  
E84888  $12.40

Clear Number Track Ruler 
Grades 2+  Number track ruler using 1 cm/1 
g cubes to teach. Number recognition, 
counting and math activities. 
E90910 Each (Cubes not included)  $3.85
E91376 Non-Linking Centimeter Cubes,       
               Pack of 100   $4.15

Number Line  
0-10, 0-30
Grades K+  Drive along from 
0 to 10, or move from 0 to 30 
with farm animals. Double-
sided, dry-erase surface. 
(10cm x 50cm). 15 pieces.
E95071  $10.55

Number Line 0-100
Grades K+  Colourful dry-erase 
number lines that showcase 
10s in colour blocks. Count 
and compute between 0 and 
100. (10cm x 50cm). 10 pieces. 
E95070  8.45
E92630 Single $1.50

Non-Linking 1 cm Cubes
Grades 2+  Perfect for counting, measuring and patterning. Plastic 1 cm cubes in 10 
colours, weighing 1 gram each.  
E67374 Set of 1000 with container  $32.70 
E88812 Set of 500  $17.05 
E89118 Set of 100  $3.70
E94678 Set of 100, (white)  $4.15

Interlocking Linking 1 cm Cubes
Grades 2+ Weigh them! Measure them! Brightly coloured interlocking plastic cubes 
each measure one cubic centimeter and weigh one gram. Come in 10 different  
colours.  
E91250 Set of 100  $5.65
E048180 Set of 200  $8.20
E04818 Set of 1000, with container  $40.40
E66536 Set of 3000, 3 containers of 1000 cubes  $102.92

1 cm Graph Board 
Grades 2+  This graph board 
features a flip out stand as well 
as a write on wipe off vertical and 
horizontal axes. This lets students 
record data while the board is 
laying flat, and then stand it up 
before adding cubes. It can be 
used with any 1cm cube to teach 
patterning, number sense, graphing, 
measurement,  
geometry and more.  
Measures 9” x 9.75”  
(23 x 25cm) and comes  
with an activity guide.  
E95435  $10.30

1 cm Graph Board with 100 
Non-Linking Cubes Kit 
This Set comes with 100 non-linking 
cubes to use with the board.  
E95563  $12.85

1 cm Graph Board with  
100 Non-Linking Cubes Kit 
This Set comes with 100 non-linking 
cubes to use with the board.  
E95564  $14.35

0-30 Number Line Floor Mat
Ages 5 years + Format features popular left-to-right 
visual representation. Includes numerals from 0 all 
the way to 30. Numerals are colour-coded (blue 
evens, red odds, and black zero). Includes activity 
guide with intervention strategies. Durable vinyl mat 
measures 6.6 m x 30 cm. 
E90964  $51.40
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Class Set  
1000 Hex-a-Link™ Cubes and Teachers Guide (26 pages) 
E08888  English  $99.95 E08888F French  $99.95 
Group Set 
500 Hex-a-Link™ Cubes and Teachers Guide (26 pages) 
E08887 English  $59.70 E08887F French  $59.70
Bulk Set 
3000 Hex-a-Link™ Cubes and Teachers Guide (26 pages) 
E66524 English  $275.95 
E66524F French  $275.95

Hex-a-Link™ 2 cm Cubes (10 Colour)
Hex-A-Link™ Cubes are a versatile collection of 2 cm interlocking cubes that come in ten 
colours and connect on all sides. They are pleasant to handle, easy to manipulate and, 
although simple in concept, can be used to develop a wide variety of mathematical ideas at 
many different levels of complexity. The cubes are useful for developing patterns based on 
colour. When they are used to build three-dimensional structures, they lead naturally to 
the concepts of volume and surface area. Hex-A-Link™ Cubes are also useful for geometry 
and spatial sense activities . 

SPECTRUM CaddyStack™ Hex-a-Link™ 

Includes a CaddyStack™ containing 1000 Hex-a-Link™ 2cm cubes, 50 transparent 
coloured squares and a 26 page teacher’s guide. 
E19688 English  $119.92
E19688F French  $119.92

Enhanced Points of Departure  
Booklet with Interlocking Cubes
26 pages.
E20802  English  $5.45 
E20802F French  $5.45

Hex-a-Link™ 2cm  
Cubes Graph Board Kit
The dry erase feature enables students 
and teachers to re-label or title graphs. The 
stand-up Graph Board allows for all students 
to share their findings, making it ideal for 
group discussions. The kit includes: 1 graph 
board with 3 dry erase side panels, 100 
Hex-a-Link 2 cm connecting cubes, and 4 
dry erase markers (red, green, black and 
blue). 
E92038  $69.95

HEX-A-LINK™

Also Available:
Student Set  
100 Hex-a-Link™ Cubes 
E08886  $11.60

Mini Set
50 Hex-a-Link™ Cubes 
E84374  $7.30

Mini Set (2 Colours,  
Green and Yellow) 
50 Hex-a-Link™ Cubes.  
25 Green, 25 Yellow. 
E93947  $7.30

Actual Size 
(2 cm)

Hex-A-Link™ 
2cm Linking 
Cubes Kit 
Kit contains 1,000 
linking cubes in 5 
colours packaged in 
a storage container.
E95507  $90.92

Hex-A-Link™ 2cm Cubes Kit
1,000 interlocking 2cm cubes, 10 colours in a storage container.
E94399  $99.92
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Junior Learning® Counting Cubes
Grades K+ / Ages 4 years + Counting cubes 
contain 10 number cubes for counting and 
ordering. There are six different faces including 
blue numbers, red numbers, fingers, ten frames, 
dots and lines. Create different number patterns 
and practice saying the missing number. 
Contains 10 six faced cubes. 
E95951  $23.95

Unifix® Cube Sets
Ages 4 years +  Very easy to handle for young students. 
These 2 cm plastic interlocking Unifix® cubes join in only 
one direction and come in 10 bright colours. These soft, 
durable, plastic cubes can be used for counting and 
sorting. 
E04888 100 Cubes  $19.95
E04889 500 Cubes  
Great Price! $84.95
E04890 1000 Cubes  
Great Price! $156.95

E94421  Light Green
E94420  Orange 
E94419  Pink 
E94418  Red

E94417  White
E94416  Yellow 
E94425  Black  
E94424  Blue  

E94423  Dark Green 
E94422  Brown

Multilink® 2cm Cubes   
Sets of 25 

Ideal for illustrating block diagrams. 
The free-standing wood frame is 
designed to hold 2 cm Multilink® 
cubes. Results can be recorded 
on the inset write/wipe boards on 
the vertical and horizontal axes. 
E87342 200 Multilink® cubes, 1 
graph board, 1 dry erase marker, 
teachers’ notes.  $94.90
E84890 1 graph board, 4 dry erase 
markers   $64.70 

Set of 100 (10 colours) 
Includes guide (26 pages) 
and container. 
E94426  $30.92
Set of 500 (10 colours) 
Includes guide (26 pages) 
and container. 
E94427  $122.42 
E94427F French $122.42

Bulk Pack of 3000  
(10 colours) 
In a bag.
E94429  $559.92
Set of 100 (10 colours)
In a bag.
E85066  $24.15

Set of 500 (10 colours)
In a bag.
E85068  $116.92 
Set of 1000 (10 colours)
In a bag.
E85070  $221.92

Multilink® 2cm Cubes,  
(10 Colours) Set of 1000 
Includes guide (26 pages) and packaged into a CaddyStack with lid. 
E94428  $232.92
E94428F  French  $232.92
Also Available:

$6.05 Set

Also Available:

Actual Size 
(2 cm)

SPECTRUM Graph Board with 2 cm Multilink® Cubes

Linking Cubes Classroom Set (504 pcs Set)
Ages 3 years + Set includes blocks in 10 bright colours, comprising 400 cubes, 50 triangles, 50 quadrants, 
4 base boards and 20 x 2-sided activity cards in sturdy storage container. Cube measures 2cm square.  
Each baseboard measures 20cm. 
E434493  $102.95
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NUMBER SENSE & NUMERATION
MATHEMATICS

Ten-Frame Connecting Numeration Board
Grade K +  Ten-Frame are two-by-five rectangular frames into which counters 
are placed to illustrate numbers less than or equal to ten, and are therefore very 
useful devices for  developing number sense within the context of ten. Various 
arrangements of counters on the Ten-Frame can be used to prompt different 
mental images of numbers and different mental strategies for manipulating these 
numbers, all in association with the numbers' relationship to ten. Suggested 
activities included. 
E90252 Ten-Frame Numeration Board  
(Set of 4 Boards, 2 Colour Red & Blue) 
$13.25
E90290 Ten-Frame Numeration Board  
(Set of 4 Boards, Single Colour Blue)  
$13.25

E90753 Single Blue Colour Counter  
(Set of 20)  $2.75
E90757 2 Colour Red & Blue Counter 
(Set of 20)  $2.75

Ten-Frame Teacher Kit
Grades K-1 Kit includes Working with Ten-Frame Book Gr. K-1 (176 pages, 
#E93816), 1 set of 4 boards two-colour red and blue ten-frame, 1 magnetic white 
board (35.6 cm x 25.4 cm), 1 set of 4 magnetic boards two-colour red and blue 
counters ten-frame, set of 20 two-colour foam counters, and 1 dry-erase ten-frame 
Mat. Packaged in a convenient plastic container. 
E91374  $72.60

Counters

Foam Connecting Boards

Five-Frame Connecting  
Numeration Boards
Grade K +  Five-Frame connecting 
boards are one- by- five rectangular 
frames into which counters are 
placed to illustrate numbers less 
than or equal to five. Set Includes: 
4 foam connecting boards, 20 red 
and blue counters. 
E92664  $8.45

Can Also Be Connected 
To Ten-Frame!

Dry Erase  
Ten-Frame Mat       
E92366  $2.50

Magnetic Demonstration Ten-Frame Set
This set includes: 4 magnetic frames (33 cm x 13 cm) and 40 - 5 cm counters (20 
red and 20 blue). 
E93817  $24.25

Ladybug Connecting Ten-Frame
Grade K + The Ladybug Ten-Frame works in  
the same way as the original Ten-Frame. This ten-frame will appeal to younger 
students. In representing numbers, we begin by placing cubes in the cells. We 
have designed the Ladybug Ten-Frame in such a way that they can be attached 
side by side to show numbers greater then ten. You can use your own two-
coloured cubes or purchase the complete kit below, so that you can vary the tasks 
and ask “How many?” questions.  
E83013 Ladybug Connecting Ten-Frame Set of 5 Frames with Tasks  $14.95
E83014 Ladybug Connecting Ten-Frame Set of 5 Frames with  
               50 Cubes and Tasks  $19.85

LADYBUG

TEN-
FRAME

Ten Frame Towers
Ages 5 years +  Roll the dice and stack as many Ten Frame number tile 
combinations as you can. The highest stacked tower wins! The ten frame shape 
enables students to quickly visualize the numeral, see its properties such as odd 
and even and quickly see its number bond to 10. 
• Develop arithmetic using multi-sensory learning
• Innovative stacking frames 65 counting frame tiles, 2 x foam dice, activity guide. 
2-4 players.
E83015  $46.95

TEN-
FRAME

A. Ten Frame Dominoes
Ages 4 years + Ten Frame 
dominoes include a 28 
piece set on thick plastic 
dominoes. Dominoes 
come in a collectors tin for 
storage. 
E94969  $23.60 

B. Addition Dominoes 
Ages 5 years + Addition 
dominoes include a 28 
piece set on thick plastic 
dominoes. Dominoes 
come in a collectors tin for 
storage.  
E94966  $23.60 

C. Subtraction Dominoes
Ages 5 years + 
Subtraction dominoes 
include a 28 piece set on 
thick plastic dominoes. 
Dominoes come in a 
collectors tin for storage. 
E94967  $23.60

Match & Learn Dominoes
Includes 28 piece set on thick plastic and comes in a collectors tin for storage! 

FIVE-
FRAME

Available
at
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NUMBER SENSE & NUMERATION
MATHEMATICS

Place Value Tiles Set
Grades 2+  Learn place value to thousands with these colour-coded stackable 
plastic tiles. Count from 0-9999. The largest tile is 2.5cm x 8cm. Set of 37 tiles. 
E94446  $6.30 
E94445 Set of 222 tiles  $34.00

Hundreds Boards
Plastic-coated cardboard, 2-sided 
hundreds boards (30 x 38 cm) have 
number squares measuring 2.5 cm. Set 
comes with 10 boards, 100 numbered 
and 25 blank plastic tiles and Enhanced 
Points of Departure Hundreds Board 
Teacher Guide (E20809) 30 pages.
E14500 Set   $24955
E14500F French Set   $24.95
E14520 10 Boards Only  $9.45
E66326 100 Boards Only  $87.75 
E14540 125 Tiles Only   $10.95
E20809 Hundreds Board Teacher 
Guide, 30 Pages, English  $5.45
E20809F Hundreds Board Teacher 
Guide, 30 Pages, French  $5.45

Dry-Erase Discovery Mat Number 2cm² Squares Set
Two large and clearly defined hundred squares, one 1-100 and one 1-10 
multiplication square. Set includes 100 clear square tiles and 4 dry erase markers. 
White plastic. 
E87870  10.95

Magnetic Hundreds Board
Ages 6 years + The 30 cm heavy-
gauge metal board is double-sided 
- one side has squares numbered 
1-100, the other has 100 blank 
squares. Includes 100 magnetic 
squares, numbered 1-100.
E72100 Set  34.95
E72102 100 Magnetic Squares Only   
              $13.45

Thin Colour Tiles 2.54 cm
These plastic colour tiles are  2 mm thick plastic in 4 vibrant colours. Durable, 
washable, non-toxic tiles, 400 pieces.  
E11970 In a bag  $12.55
E11970T In a plastic storage container with guide (22 pages)  $19.95
E11970TF French  $19.95
E91434 Set of 100 Thin Colour Tiles  $4.70
E95126 Set of 400 in a container  $13.95

Colour Tiles 5 mm Thick
Set of 400 2.54 cm square plastic colour tiles are durable, washable, floatable and 
non-toxic. Includes Enhanced Points of Departure Colour Tiles Teacher Guide, 22 
pages (E20803) and container. 
E11966  $29.55
E11966F French  $29.55

Counting Tray  
with Foam Counters
This tray made of plastic is 
representative of numbers 1-120. 
It includes 120 foam counting 
tiles in orange and green 
colours. Each tile is double sided 
number printing in black and 
white. Math topics such as odd/
even and multiples are explored 
while working with the counting 
tray. The tray measures 32 cm x 
26 cm, the tiles are 2 cm x  
2 cm. 
E93673  $22.65

Also Available:
E95350 Set of 400 in a Bag    
$22.80
E94647 Set of 400 in a container  
$23.40
E91432 Set of 100 Colour Tiles  
$5.20

E66378 2000 Tiles (bulk)  $89.92
E20803  Colour Tiles Teacher Guide, 
22 Pages, English  $5.45
E20803F  Colour Tiles Teacher Guide, 
22 Pages, French  $5.45
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NUMBER SENSE & NUMERATION
MATHEMATICS

Plastic Cuisenaire® Rods in a Bag
Grades K+ / Ages 4-8 years Set of 74 plastic rods in a bag. 
E90748  $11.50

Cuisenaire® Rods  
Introductory Set Multi-Pack of 6 
Grades K+/ Ages 4-8 years An economical way to bring rods 
into the classroom, this package contains 6 sets of 74 rods, 6 
trays with lids and a teacher’s guide. For 12-18 students. 
E11900 Plastic  $98.95
E88956 Wooden  $124.95

Cuisenaire® Rods  
Introductory Set  
Grades K+ / Ages 4-8 years Contains 74 rods, tray with 
lid and Activity Guide. Set includes 22 white; 12 red; 
10 light green; 6 purple; and 4 each of the yellow, dark 
green, black, brown, blue, and orange rods. For 2-3 
students. 
E11902 Plastic  $19.90 
E84404 Wooden  $25.80

Set of 
6 TRAYS!

Magnetic Cuisenaire® Rods
Grades K+ Use these jumbo versions 
on your whiteboard to model math 
concepts. Add your own labels on the 
write and wipe surface. Largest piece 
measures 25 cm x 2.5 cm. Set of 64. 
Board not included. 
E91450  $23.60

Connecting Cuisenaire® 
Rods Small Group Set 
Ages 5 years + These durable plastic 
connecting rods snap together. 
Contains 155 rods and activity guide in 
a storage tub. Set includes 50 white, 25 
red, 16 light green, 12 purple, 10 yellow, 
10 orange, 9 blue, 8 dark green, 8 
brown and 7 black connecting rods. For 
4-6 students. 
E75248 Set of 155 Rods  $33.95

Magnetic!

Cuisenaire® rods come in 10 di�erent sizes and colours. Each colour 
represents a di�erent rod length that can be assigned a di�erent 
numeric value or unit of measure. Great for improving skills such as 
counting and cardinality, algebraic thinking, base ten and more. Rods 
range in size from 1 cm to 10 cm in length.

Cuisenaire® Rods Help Students Transition From 
Concrete To Abstract Representation Of Math Concepts.

Counting &  
Cardinality

Addition &  
Subtraction

Fractions

Multiplication 
& Division

Geometry &  
Measurement

Relational Plastic 
Deci-Rods Set of 80, 
Regular Size in a bag 
Grades K+ The rods sizes 
are from 1 x 1 x 10 cm as the 
longest to  1 x 1 x 1 cm as the 
shortest. 
E93951  $6.60

Relational  
Deci-Rods Intro Set
Grades K+  80 plastic 
relational Deci-Rods, 1 
resource booklet (20 
pages) packed into a 
custom container with 
lid. 
E94703  $15.55

Deci-Rods Resource Booklet
20 Pages.
E94704  $5.45

Relational Deci-Rods Multi-Pack Set
Grades K+  6 sets of plastic relational Deci-Rods 
(80 pcs each set), 6 custom plastic containers with 
lid, 1 resource booklet (20 pages) packed into 1 
storage container.  
E94731  $66.82

Printed Deci-Rods with Teachers Guide in a Container
Grades K+ These Deci-Rods are clearly marked to show the value of the rods. 
Excellent for early introduction to representing numbers 1 to 10 in an abstract way. 
Marked with lines, numbers, dots and blank. A single unit is based on 1cm. Set of 
80 in reusable storage container with instruction guide. 
E95078  $16.85

Printed Deci-Rods. Grades K+ Set of 80 in a bag. 
E95077  $8.80

Magnetic  
Deci-Rods Set
Grades 1 + This 
magnetic demo 
version is a match 
to our student set 
(#E93951). The dark 
green rod represents 
a unit and measures 
2.5 cm x 2.5 cm. 
The brown rods is 
the longest rod and 
measures 2.5 cm x 
35 cm. This set also 
contains four rulers 

that are ten units long to showcase measurement and fractions. Set of 76 pieces. 
Magnetic board not included. 
E95076  $12.55

Deci-Rods Track. Grades 1+  Includes two (50 cm) Deci-Rod Tracks.
E95080  $6.45

Deci-Rods Track with Deci-Rods Set
Grades 1+  This double-sided Deci-Rods track is designed to linearly see values 
up to 100. Designed to fit centimeter cubes and Deci-Rods. One side has a single 
slot for counting. The other side has a double slot for comparing and computing. 
Track comes in two (50cm) long pieces. Includes 80 piece set of Deci-Rods. 
E95081  $12.90
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NUMBER SENSE & NUMERATION
MATHEMATICS

Student NumberFrameMate,  
up to 100 (Ten Bars)
Student tool: counting frame (10 rails) up to 100, with plastic beads in red and white 
(colour change after 5 beads). Beads are 20 mm. The rails are made of durable 
metal. 33 cm x 25 cm.  
E92016  $19.30

Teacher’s Demonstration NumberFrameMate  
Colour Change, up to 100 (Ten Bars)
Teacher’s tool: large counting frame features 100 plastic beveled beads in red 
and white on 10 rails (colour change after 5 beads). The upper five bars have 5 
red beads on the left and the lowest five bars have white beads on the left. This 
demonstrates that 100 consists of two times 50. Useful to demonstrate addition 
and subtraction up to 100. 50 cm x 41 cm. 
E85110  $44.95

NumberFrameMate Round Beads Small Set
Includes 10 red and 10 white round beads and 1 string. Beads measure 1.1 cm  
(53 cm long).  
E94663  $1.30

NumberFrameMate 
Round Beads Large Set
Includes 50 red and 50 white 
round beads and 1 string. Beads 
measure 1.1 cm (155 cm long).  
E94662  $5.15

Larger and 
with Beveled 

Beads!

Student NumberFrameMate, 
up to 20 (Two Bars)
Student tool: counting frame (2 rails) up to 20, with plastic beads in red and white 
(colour change after 5 beads). Beads are 2 cm. The rails are made of durable 
metal. 25 cm x 10 cm.  
E92014  $5.25
E94433 Set of 12 in a container  $62.52

Large Magnetic  
NumberFrameMate Model
Our solid wooden framed magnetic model will 
mount to any magnetic surface. Also included 
with the framed model is 2 magnetic wooden 
stabilizers, the stabilizers are designed to 
support the model so that it stays on any 
magnetic surface. The wooden rounded bead 
measures each 2.5cm: this large size bead is 
making-it easy to slide. The rounded beads 
are red and white. The wooden framed model 
measures 63cm L x 10cm H.
E94436 Magnetic Model  $29.70
E94721 Magnetic Wooden  
               Stabilizer Set of 2  $5.25

Wooden 
Frame! 

Extremely 
Sturdy!

Magnetic 
wooden 

stabilizer

  25 cm

  1
0 

cm

Student Plastic NumberFrameMate (Two Bars) Up to 20
Counting plastic frame 2 bars up to 20 with round plastic beads in red and white. 
Colour changes after 5 beads. 25 cm x 6.5 cm.  
E93953  $3.85

Student Plastic NumberFrameMate, Group Set of 10
Includes 10 plastic Student NumberFrameMate 2 Bars up to 20 with round plastic 
beads.  
E93954  $34.62

25 cm

6.
5 

cm

Student Individual  
NumberFrameMate,  
up to 100 (Ten Bars)
Students tool: small counting 
frame (10 rails) up to 100, with 
wooden round beads in red 
and white. 24 cm x 20 cm.  
E84692  $18.15
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BASE TEN
MATHEMATICS

Base Ten Stamp Set
Set of 4 rubber stamps, grid to 
show cube, flat, rods and units.
E15540  $10.60

Clearview™ Base  
Ten Group Kit
This set contains enough 
materials for 6 students working 
in pairs. Includes 60 flats, 90 
rods, 500 interlocking unit 
cubes, 3 double-sided vinyl 
Spectra-Mats, and 1 Enhanced 
Points of Departure  Base Ten 
Blocks Teacher Guide (30 pgs) 
all packaged in a plastic storage 
bin. 
E83966  $186.85
E83968 French  $186.85

Clearview™ Base  
Ten Starter Kit
A perfect set for introducing 
a small group to the 
concepts of Base Ten. This 
set includes 20 flats, 50 rods, 
200 interlocking unit cubes, 
1 double-sided vinyl Spectra-
Mat, and 1 Enhanced Points 
of Departure Teacher Guide 
(30 pgs) in a plastic storage 
bin. 
E83962  $76.95 
E83964 French  $76.95

Clearview™ Base  
Ten Classroom Kit
Outfit your entire classroom with this 
Base Ten kit. Contains enough material 
for 20-25 students working in small 
groups. Includes 120 flats, 300 rods, 
1000 interlocking unit cubes, a pad of 25 
Base Ten mats, Base Ten stamps, and 
1 Enhanced Points of Departure Base 
Ten Blocks Teacher Guide (30 pgs). 
Packaged in a plastic storage bin. 
E83970  $348.70 
E83972 French  $348.70

CaddyStack™ 

Clearview™ Base  
Ten ½ Class Kit
Includes 60 flats, 150 rods, 
500 unit cubes, 6 vinyl 
Spectra-Mats, 1 bag of Base 
Ten Chips (60), 1 Enhanced 
Points of Departure Base 
Ten Blocks Teacher Guide 
(30 pgs) all packaged in 
a CaddyStack™. 
E83974  $224.50
E83974F French  $224.50

Clearview™ Litre 
Cube Set 
Includes: 10 Flats, 10 Rods 
and 10 Units Cubes. 
E90822  $22.40

E19352 100 Unit Cubes  $5.75 
E66346  1000 Unit Cubes  $48.25 
E19351  10 Rods  $3.05 
E66348  500 Rods  $137.75 
E19350  10 Flats  $18.95 
E04799  2-sided Vinyl Spectra Mat  $5.95 
E04799F  2-sided Vinyl Spectra Mat, French  $5.95 
E83688  Base Ten, 1-sided 25 Sheet Pad 43 cm x 28 cm  $4.75
E83688F  Base Ten, 1-sided 25 Sheet Pad 43 cm x 28 cm, F6ench   
 $6.75 
E85544  Base Ten Chips Set of 60   $2.50

Base Ten Material

All Clearview™ Base 
Ten Kits include a 
pack of 60 Base 
Ten Chips.

MAKE  
YOUR OWN

BUY a KIT
or

Blue Foam Base  
Ten Starter Set 
A perfect set for introducing a small group to 
the concepts of Base Ten. This set includes 
1 decimeter cube, 10 flats, 50 rods, 200 unit 
cubes, 1 double-sided vinyl Spectra-mat, and 
1 Enhanced Points of Departure Base Ten 
Blocks Teacher Guide), all packaged in a 
plastic storage bin. 
E83048  $59.95
E83048F  French  $59.95

Blue Foam Base Ten Group Set 
This set contains enough Base Ten materials for 6 students working in pairs. Includes 3 decimeter cubes, 30 flats, 
100 rods, 500 cubes, 3 double-sided vinyl Spectra-mats, 1 set of blue clear Base Ten, and 1 Enhanced Points of 
Departure Base Ten Blocks Teacher Guide (30 pgs), all packaged in a plastic storage bin. 
E92235  $142.70
E92235F French  $142.70

Durable 
Foam!

Magnetic Base Ten, Set of 63 
Includes 1 decimeter cube, 2 flats, 20 rods and 
40 unit cubes. Units measure 1cm. Magnetic 
board not included.  
E95524  $8.45

GRADES 1+

WARNING: Unit Cubes 
& Thousandths Chips 

contain Small parts 
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BASE TEN
MATHEMATICS

Opaque Base  
Ten Group Kit
This set contains enough Base Ten 
materials for 6 students working in 
pairs. Includes 3 decimeter cubes, 
30 flats, 150 rods, 500 interlocking 
cubes, 3 double-sided vinyl Spec-
tra-Mats and 1 Enhanced Points of 
Departure Base Ten Blocks Teacher 
Guide (30 pgs), all packaged in a 
plastic storage bin. 
E86706 Yellow  $114.32 
E86706F Yellow - French  $114.32 
E87316 Blue  $114.32 
E87316F Blue - French  $114.32 
E90660 Red  $114.32 
E90660F Red - French  $114.32
E94723 Green  $114.32 
E94723F Green - French  $114.32

Opaque Base  
Ten Starter Kit  
A perfect set for introducing a small 
group to the concepts of Base Ten. 
This set includes 1 decimeter cube, 
10 flats, 50 rods, 200 interlocking 
unit cubes, 1 double-sided vinyl 
spectra-mat and an Enhanced 
Points of Departure Base Ten 
Blocks Teacher Guide (30 pgs), 
all packaged in a plastic storage 
bin.  
E86708 Yellow $50.22 
E86708F Yellow - French $50.22 
E87814 Blue $50.22 
E87814F Blue -  French  $50.22 
E90658 Red  $50.22 
E90658F Red - French  $50.22
E94722 Green  $50.22 
E94722F Green - French  $50.22

CaddyStack™  
Opaque Base Ten
This caddy of Base Ten carries a 
1/2 class set of product. Includes 3 
decimetre cubes, 30 flats, 150 rods, 500 
interlocking unit cubes, 3 double-sided 
vinyl spectra mats, 1 set of Overhead 
Base Ten, 1 set of  Base Ten stamps, 1 
bag of 100 thousandths chips,  and 1 
Enhanced Points of Departure Base 
Ten Blocks Teacher Guide (30 pgs), all 
packaged in a CaddyStack™. 
E86710 Yellow  $129.92 
E86710F  Yellow - French  $129.92
E87318 Blue  $129.92 
E87318F  Blue - French  $129.92
E90664 Red  $129.92 
E90664F Red - French  $129.92
E94725 Green  $129.92 
E94725F  Green - French  $129.92

Opaque Base  
Ten Classroom Kit
Outfit your entire classroom with this Base 
Ten kit. Includes enough material for 20-25 
students working in small groups. Includes 
6 decimetre cubes, 60 flats, 300 rods, 
1000 interlocking unit cubes, a pad of 25 
Base Ten Mats, a set of Overhead Base 
Ten, Base Ten stamps and 1 Enhanced 
Points of Departure Base Ten Blocks 
Teacher Guide (30 pgs), all packaged in a 
plastic storage bin. 
E86704 Yellow  $219.92 
E86704F Yellow - French  $219.92
E87314 Blue  $219.92 
E87314F  Blue - French  $219.92
E90662 Red  $219.92 
E90662F Red - French  $219.92
E94724 Green  $219.92 
E94724F Green - French  $219.92

Decimetre 
Cube

Flats

Rods

Thousandth 
Chips

Unit
Cubes

Opaque Base Ten Blocks — Blue  
E91754 1000 Unit Cubes, Interlocking  $31.55
E91756 1000 Unit Cubes, Non-Linking  $31.55
E90274 100 Unit Cubes, Interlocking  $4.15
E91752 100 Unit Cubes, Non-Linking  $4.15
E90276 10 Rods (10’s)  $2.50
E90278 10 Flats (10’s)  $10.75
E90280 1 Decimetre Cube  $4.70
E93170  Thousandth Chips, Bag of 100  $2.15 
E90676 Thousandths Chips, Bag of 1000  $20.60

Opaque Base Ten Blocks — Yellow  
E90266 1000 Unit Cubes, Non-Linking  $31.55
E91750 1000 Unit Cubes, Interlocking  $31.55
E90264 100 Unit Cubes, Non-Linking  $4.15
E91748 100 Unit Cubes, Interlocking  $4.15
E90268 10 Rods (10’s)  $2.50
E90270 10 Flats (10’s)  $10.75
E90272 1 Decimetre Cube  $4.70 
E93172   Thousandth Chips, Bag of 100  $2.15
E90694 Thousandths Chips, Bag of 1000  $20.60

Opaque Base Ten Blocks — Red  
E90680 1000 Unit Cubes, Non-Linking  $31.55
E91760 1000 Unit Cubes, Interlocking  $31.55
E90666 100 Unit Cubes, Non-Linking  $4.15
E91758 100 Unit Cubes, Interlocking  $4.15
E90668 10 Rods (10’s)  $2.50
E90670 10 Flats (10’s)  $10.75
E90672 1 Decimetre Cube  $4.70 
E93174   Thousandth Chips, Bag of 100  $2.15
E90674 Thousandths Chips, Bag of 1000  $20.60

Opaque Base Ten Blocks — Green 
E94681 100 Unit Cubes, Interlocking  $4.15
E94682 10 Rods (10’s)  $2.50 
E94683 10 Flats (10’s)  $10.75 
E94684 1 Decimetre Cube  $4.70
E94726 Thousandth Chips, Bag of 100  $2.15
E94727 Thousandth Chips, Bag of 1000  $20.60

VIVID 
Colours

GRADES 1+

MAKE  
YOUR OWN

BUY a KIT
or

WARNING: Unit cubes 
and thousandths 

chips contain small 
parts.  

All kits on this 
page include 100 

thousandths chips 

All kits on this page 
include 1 Enhanced Points 

of Departure with Base Ten 
Blocks Teacher Guide 
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FRACTIONS
MATHEMATICS

Foam 
Fraction 
Circles
Each set includes 1, 1⁄2, 1⁄3, 1⁄4, 1⁄5, 1⁄6, 1⁄8, 
1⁄10 and 1⁄12. Made of 4 mm (3⁄16”) thick 
foam.  
E66386 Set of 51 Pieces  $4.80 
E66388 30 sets in a plastic storage container  $143.92

Printed Clear 
Fraction 
Squares
Set of 51 pieces 
representing 1/2, 1/3, 
1/4, 1/5, 1/6, 1/8, 1/10, 1/12 and 
1. 9 distinct colours 
with printing on 
each piece. A whole 
measures 10 cm 
square. 
E93266  $14.30

Printed Opaque  
Fraction Squares
Set of 51 pieces representing 
1/2, 1/3, 1/4, 1/5, 1/6, 1/8, 1/10, 1/12 and 1. 9 
distinct colours with printing on 
each piece. A whole measures 
10 cm square. 
E93262  $14.30

Printed Transparent 
Fraction Circles
Plastic fraction circles labeled 
with corresponding fractions. 
Includes: 1, 1⁄2, 1⁄3, 1⁄4, 1⁄5, 1⁄6, 1⁄8, 
1⁄10 and 1⁄12 fraction pieces.  
51 pieces stored in clear 
plastic case. 
E93268  $7.75

Printed Opaque  
Fraction Circles
Plastic fraction circles labeled with 
corresponding fractions. Includes: 1, 1⁄2, 1⁄3, 
1⁄4, 1⁄5, 1⁄6, 1⁄8, 1⁄10 and 1⁄12 fraction pieces. 51 
pieces stored in clear plastic case. 
E93264  $7.75

Printed Magnetic  
Fraction Circles 
Coloured magnetic fraction circles are 
excellent for finding equivalent fractions. 
19 cm  in diameter and includes 1/2, 1/3, 1/4, 
1/5, 1/6, ¹/7, 1/8, 1/9, 1/10, 1/14 and 1. 
E94739 Set of 69  $12.10

Spectrum Fraction  
Printed Circle Group Set
This convenient set includes: 10 opaque 
printed fraction circle sets, packed into a 
container. 
E94741  $72.62

Printed Fraction Circle Plastic  
and Magnetic Group Kit
This group kit contains:
• 15 Sets of (E93264) Printed Opaque Fraction Circles
 (Plastic, 51 pieces per set) x 15 Sets for students
• 1 Set of (E94224) Gigantic Magnetic Foam Fraction
 Circles (51 pieces) for teacher demonstration on a 
 magnetic whiteboard (magnetic board not included)
• 1 storage container with lid

E94226  $132.52

Demo Magnetic Foam Fraction Circles
51 piece set, 20.5 cm diameter pieces. (Magnetic board not included.) 
E94224  Printed  $28.95
E94225  Blank  $25.45

Printed Blank

SET
Group

Card Stock 
Collection Circular 
Fraction Finder
Our Fraction Finder set 
covers the fractions 1, ½, 1/3, 
¼, 1/5, 1/6, 1/8, 1/10, 1/12. This 
set includes 40 pieces.
E93765  $6.00
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FRACTIONS
MATHEMATICS Gigantic Magnetic  

Foam Fraction Tiles 
(Printed)
Grades 2 + 51 piece set. 
Longest tile is 40 cm.  
E93849  $19.95 

Magnetic and 
Opaque (Plastic) 
Printed Fraction 
Tiles Group Set
Grades 2 + This set 
includes: 10 opaque 
fraction tiles set (51 pcs 
per set), 1 magnetic large 
demo fraction set (51 pcs), 
1 magnetic student fraction 
set (51 pcs) packed into 1 
container. 
E94743  $96.92

Student Set

Gigantic Set

Gigantic 
Blank Set

Student 
Blank Set

Gigantic Blank 
Magnetic Foam 
Fraction Tiles 
Grades 2 + 51 piece set. 
Longest tile is 40 cm.  
E93851  $17.25

Magnetic and 
Opaque (Plastic) 
Blank Fraction 
Tiles Group Set
Grades 2 + This set 
includes: 10 opaque 
blank fraction tiles set (51 
pcs per set), 1 magnetic 
large demo blank fraction 
set (51 pcs), 1 magnetic 
student blank fraction 
set (51 pcs) packed into 1 
container. 
E94744  $75.92

Student Magnetic Foam Fraction Tiles (Printed)
Grades 2 + 51 piece set. Longest tile is 20.5 cm.  
E93850  $5.25

Student Blank Magnetic Foam Fraction Tiles 
Grades 2 + 51 piece set. Longest tile is 20.5 cm.  
E93852  $4.80

8 Sided Math Fraction Dice
Set of 6 eight sided dice covering 1, 
5/8, 3/4, 1/4, 7/8, 3/8, 1/8, and 1/2.  
E85134  $5.80

Fraction Dice Set 1
Fraction dice with 1⁄2, 1⁄3, 1⁄4, 1⁄4, 1⁄6 and 1⁄6 on 
each side. 16mm. Set of 5. 
E95317  $3.85

Fraction Dice Set 2
Fraction dice with 1⁄2, 1⁄3, 1⁄4, 1⁄5, 1⁄6 and 1⁄8 on 
each side. 16mm. Set of 5. 
E95453  $3.85

Magnetic  
Apple Fractions
Ages 5 years + An apple a 
day makes fractions seem like 
play! Familiar fruits provide a real-world tool for 
introducing parts of a whole (early fractions). Set of 4 
represents 1 whole, 1/2, 1/3 and 1/4. Embedded magnets hold colour-coded pieces 
together. Also perfect for demonstrating equivalencies, addition and subtraction 
with fractions. Includes 10 plastic pieces and Activity Guide. Apples measure 7.6 
cm H each. Warning: This product contains small magnets. Adult supervision is 
recommended. 
E88356 Set of 4  $43.95

Fraction Equivalency Cards 
Grades 3 + Learn to convert from fraction to decimal to percentage. These cards 
help students learn to link fractions, decimals, percentages and associate them 
with fraction circles, fraction rectangles, and number lines. Separate out sets of 
cards based on learning level, or use them all together to play games and practice 
fraction equivalency. Includes 7 colour coded sets of 15 cards (105 total) 4” x 3” 
(10cm x 7.5cm) and instructions with fun games. 
E95432  $15.95

Junior Learning®  
Food Fractions
Grades K + / Ages 5 years +  Learn 
fractions the tasty way with Food 
Fractions. Contains various fruit, 
vegetables, bread and cakes, each 
divided to represent common 
fractions. Children can play with 
the pieces as puzzles, connect 
them together to make a whole, or 
breaking food into equal parts. 
E95952  $34.95

Pizza Fraction  
Fun™ Game
Grades 1 + Students can 
practice identifying fractions, 
matching fraction equivalents 
and adding and subtracting 
fractions with values 1, 1/2, 1/3, 
1/4, 1/6, 1/8, 1/9, 1/12 and 1/16. Game 
includes 13 double-sided 
pizzas (one side identifies the 
fractions), three double-sided 
spinners and one spinner arrow. 
For 2-6 players. Pizzas are 
26.87 cm in diameter. 
E85770  $28.95

Magnetics can pose a choking hazard and be harmful if swallowed. Adult 
supervision is strongly recommended when using magnets and magnetic 
resources in the classroom.
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Standard 
Opaque 
Fraction 
Strips 
(Printed) 
Grades 2 + Each 
fraction graduation has its own distinct colour. Each 
set includes 1, 1/2, 1/3, 1/4, 1/5, 1/6, 1/8, 1/10, and 1/12 fraction 
pieces.  
E88346 51 Pieces without Tray  $8.20
E86680 51 Pieces with Tray  $10.75

Standard Transparent  
Fraction Strips (Printed)
Grades 2 + Each fraction graduation has its own 
distinct colour. Each set includes 1, 1/2, 1/3, 1/4, 1/5, 1/6, 1/8, 
1/10, and 1/12 fraction pieces. 
E86498 51 Pieces without Tray  $8.20
E86500 51 Pieces with Tray  $10.75

Standard 
Opaque 
Decimal 
Strips 
(Printed) 
Grades 5 +  
Each decimal graduation has its own distinct colour. 
Each set includes 1.0, 0.5, 0.33, 0.25, 0.166, 0.125, 0.1 
and 0.083 pieces.  
E88348 51 Pieces without Tray  $8.20
E88350 51 Pieces with Tray  $10.75

Standard Transparent  
Decimal Strips (Printed)
Grades 5 + Each decimal graduation has its own 
distinct colour. Each set includes 1.0, 0.5, 0.33, 0.25, 
0.166, 0.125, 0.1 and 0.083 pieces. 
E86502 51 Pieces without Tray  $8.20
E86504 51 Pieces with Tray  $10.75

Standard 
Opaque 
Percent 
Strips 
(Printed) 
Grades 5 +  
Each percent graduation has its own distinct colour. 
Each set includes 100, 50, 33.3, 25, 20, 16.6, 12.5, 10 
and 8.3 pieces.  
E88352 51 Pieces without Tray  $8.20
E88354 51 Pieces with Tray  $10.75

Standard Transparent  
Percent Strips (Printed)
Grades 5 + Each percent graduation has its own 
distinct colour. Each set includes 100, 50, 33.3, 25, 20, 
16.6, 12.5, 10 and 8.3 pieces. 
E86506 51 Pieces without Tray  $8.20
E86508 51 Pieces with Tray  $10.75

All Fraction 
Strips are 

BRIGHTLY coloured  
& made from 

THICK plastic.

Blank Fraction Tiles  
Grades 1-5  Set of 51 Pieces. This blank fraction tiles 
set is representative of the entire fraction from 1 to 1⁄12, 
the decimal from 1.0 to 0.083 and the percent from 
100% to 8.3%. It is a great way to do comparative 
fractions value without the markings on the tiles. 
E94261 51 Opaque Pieces without Tray  $5.75 
E94260 51 Opaque Pieces with Tray  $9.40

Magnetic Fraction Strips
Grades 2 + Made out of non-tearing, durable material. 
51 pieces. 
E87356  $16.85
Spectrum Fraction Strips Group Set
Grades 2 + This convenient set includes: 10 opaque 
printed fraction strips set, 1 magnetic printed fraction 
strips set, packed into a container.  
E94740  $94.42

Double-Sided  
Fraction/Decimal Tiles
Grades 5 + Our classic fraction strips but with 
double-sided printing! One side has fractions and 
the other has decimals. Set of 51 in a tray. 
E95100  $11.60

Multiple Representation  
Equivalency Dice, Set of 16
Ages 6 years + These sturdy multicolour foam dice 
are quiet, safe, and have rounded corners for easy 
rolling. Illustrate the relationship between fractions, 
decimals, and percentages. Each die has a different 
representation of a fraction, including area model, 
decimal, percent, and traditional fraction. Includes a 
convenient storage container.
E95833  $42.95

Multiple Representation  
Fraction Dice, Set of 16
Ages 6 years + These sturdy multicolour foam dice 
are quiet, safe, and have rounded corners for easy 
rolling. Each die has a different representation 
of fractions, including area models, set models, 
fractions on a number line, and fractions written in 
standard form. Packaged in a convenient storage 
container.
E95832  $42.95

FRACTIONS
MATHEMATICS

Card Stock Collection Fractions Bars
Our Fraction Bars set covers the fractions 1, 1/2, 1/3, 
1/4, 1/5, 1/6, 1/8, 1/10, 1/12. This set includes 30 sheets.
E93631  $6.55
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E95096

E95098

E95099

A

B

FRACTIONS
MATHEMATICS

Connecting Mini Fraction Tiles - Printed
Grades 2 + Upgrade your fraction tiles with tiles that connect together! Easily link 
the fraction tiles together to show equivalent fractions. Printed with fractions and 
the longest tile is 15.3 cm long. 
E95096 Set of 51 in a tray. Compare the tiles on this novel three row tray.  $8.45
E95095 Set of 51 in a bag.  $6.00

Connecting Mini Fraction Tiles - Blank
Grades 2 + Easily link the fraction tiles together to show equivalent fractions. 
Compare the tiles on this novel three row tray. Blank without printing and the 
longest tile is 15.3 cm long.  
E95098 Set of 51 in a tray  $7.70
E95097 Set of 51 in a bag  $5.15

Transparent 
Connecting Mini 
Fraction Tiles - 
Printed 
Grades 2 + Set of 51 in a 
bag. 
E95099  $6.40

CONNECTING  
TILES!

CONNECTING  
TILES!

CONNECTING  
TILES!

A. Interlocking Fraction Cubes Set
Grades 2 + Our fractions interlocking cubes cover the fractions from 1 (whole) to 1⁄12. 
The colour-coded cubes will help students explore fractions understanding to new 
mathematical meaning. Set of 51 packed into a custom container with lid. 
E95093  $15.75
E95537 Includes 6 sets of E95093, for a total of 306 pieces packed                  
                into a reusable container  $92.90

B. Interlocking Fraction, Decimal and Percent Cubes Set
Grades 5 + Our fraction equivalency interlocking cubes set is colour-coded and 
will help students with the exploration and comparisons of fractions modeling from 
part to whole. Set of 51 packed into a custom container with lid. 
E95094  $15.75
E95538 Includes 6 sets of E95094, for a total of 306 pieces packed  
                into a reusable container  $92.90

Blank Interlocking 
Fraction Cubes
Grades 1 + Stack, build and 
compare with this open-
ended teaching tool. These 
blank stackable fraction cubes 
challenge students to assign 
values and visualize equivalent 
relationships. The colours match our 
leading fraction products. 51 pieces 
packed in to a custom container 
with lid. 
E95438  $15.75
E95539  Includes 6 sets of E95438, for a total of 306 pieces packed into a 
reusable container  $92.90

Investigate Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication, and Division of Fractions!
CaddyStack™ Fraction Pieces
Grades 1-6  Contains 765 fraction pieces and one Enhanced Points of Departure Fraction Pieces 
Teachers Guide (22 pages) all in a CaddyStack™ with lid and 4 dividers. 
E91812 English Class Pack Transparent Set  $148.95
E91814F French Class Pack Transparent Set  $148.95

Enhanced Points of 
Departure with Fraction 
Pieces Book 
This booklet was written to show how 
one can use our Fraction Pieces to 
foster Mathematical thinking. 22 pages.
E91118  English  $5.45
E91118F French  $5.45

Fraction Pieces
Grades 1-6  153 rectangular plastic pieces representing 
1/2, 1/3, 1/4, 1/5, 1/6, 1/8, 1/10, 1/12 and 1 (12 x 5 cm). Enough for 
3-4 students. Teacher’s guide (22 pages) and container 
included. 
E91816 Transparent Set of 51 Pieces in a Bag  $9.10
E91808 Transparent Set of 153  $32.72
E91808F French Transparent Set of 153  $32.35

Also Available:

Available
at
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E94657

SPATIAL SENSE & GEOMETRY
MATHEMATICS

Connecting Bars 
Our Connecting Bars are plastic bars made to easily snap together. Each 
of the opaque and clear sets include a selection of six dierent length 
bars oering six colours in each set. The addition of custom protractors 
per set, are designed for the bars to snap onto the protractor: this will 
open student’s mathematics learning to explore topics such as edges, 
symmetry, angles, areas and much more. In the student set, the longest 
bars measures 14.14 cm and in the large set, the longest bars measures 
28.28 cm.

Teacher Magnetic Demo Connecting Bars
Model using the connecting bars on a magnetic board. This jumbo magnetic 
version is 2X the size of the student sized set (E94652). Includes one 180° 
protractor and one 360° protractor. 38 pieces.
E95107  $26.60

Demo Connecting Bars Large  
Teachers Set (Clear) with Activity Cards
Includes 1 Demo Connecting Bars with 4 each of 6 different lengths, 2 protractors, 
and 24 activity cards. Cards are in the levels Grades K-2, 3-5, and 6+. Packaged in 
a bag.
E94656  $26.60

Demo Connecting Bars 
Large Teachers Set (Clear) 
Demo version of the Connecting 
Bars Set is a larger option for class 
demonstration. Includes 4 each of 6 
different lengths double the size of 
the students sets, and 2 protractors.  
Packaged in a bag.
E94653  $19.40

360° Protractor for Demo 
Connecting Bars (15cm)
Protractor designed to work with  
set # E94653 (shown below).
E95457 Set of 2  $3.85 

Can be 
used with 

K+

Connecting Bars Student Set
Grades K-6  Includes 12 each of 6 different lengths that are colour-coded and 
range from 5cm to 14.14cm. Investigate angles in polygons with 2 included 
protractors that also connect to the connecting bars. 
E94652  $12.10

Connecting Bars Class Set
Grades K-6  This set includes, 10 student sets, 1 large clear set and 24 activity 
cards packed into a storage container. 
E94654  $146.85

Spectrum Connecting Bars Set in a Container 
Grades K-6  This set includes 1 set of connecting bars student set (72 pcs), 2 
protractors, and 1 custom container with lid.  
E95548  $15.45
Connecting Bars Activity Cards, Set of 24 
Grades K-6  The cards are written in 3 learning levels: 
green, red and purple,  Three levels are K-2, 3-5, and 6+.  
The topics covered are: shapes, edges, vertices, 2D and 3D 
shapes, length, symmetry, angles, triangles, quadrilaterals, 
perimeter of a polygon, areas, and irregular shapes.
E94657  $9.65

Connecting Bars Student Set  
(Opaque) with Activity Cards
Includes 1 connecting Bars Student Set (12 of each of 6 different lengths), 2 
protractors, and 24 activity cards. Packaged in a bag. 
E94655  $20.60

360° Protractor for Student 
Connecting Bars (10cm) 
Our Connecting Bars protractors extend 
the math learning to explore topics such 
as measuring reflex angles, full circle 
measurement and further investigations 
of geometry. Connecting Bars 360 
degree protractor (10cm). Protractor 
designed to work with set # E94652.
E95456 Set of 2  $2.50
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E20807 E20807F

SPATIAL SENSE & GEOMETRY
MATHEMATICS

Clear-View 12.7 cm Geoboard 
5 x 5 pin array. Includes geobands.  
E11666  $2.55

Clear-View Isometric 27.9 cm 
Geoboard 
Includes geobands.  
E41630  $5.45

Clear-View 27.9 cm Geoboard 
11 x 11 pin array. Includes geobands.  
E11681  $5.45

27
.9

 c
m

27
.9

 c
m

Transparent Rainbow  
Coloured Geoboards
Set of 6, 1 sided, clear 22.5 x 22.5cm 
geoboards.  11 x 11 pins. Includes 
geobands. 
E85580  $26.70

Geobands 
Grades K+ Assorted 
geobands, 180 pieces in 
a bag.  
E93294  $3.40

22.5 cm

Rainbow Double  
Sided Coloured Geoboards
Double-sided 17.8 cm geoboards (5 
x 5 pin and circular 24-pin). Set of 6. 
Includes geobands. 
E119130  $14.85

Rainbow Double Sided 
Coloured Geoboards
Set of 6 rainbow double sided 
geoboards. 22.5 x 22.5 cm. 
One side has a 2 cm isometric 
arrangement of pins and 
the other side has an 11 x 11 
pin square array. Includes 
geobands. 
E85584  $28.85

ALL
Geoboards Include
GEOBANDS

22.5 cm
17.8 cm

CaddyStack™ Geoboards
30 Clear-View Geoboards (15 (5 x 5 pin), 15 circular 24-pin boards)  
and a 26-page teacher’s guide, all packaged in a CaddyStack™. 
E19690 With English Teachers Guide  $92.42 
E19690F With French Teachers Guide  $92.42

CaddyStack™ Circular Geoboard Kit (not shown) 
Includes 30 geoboards (E11669), CaddyStack™, Teacher’s 
Guide, 26 pages.  
E75968 With English Teachers Guide  $92.42 
E75968F With French Teachers Guide  $92.42

Enhanced Points of Departure with Geoboards
This booklet is ideal for teachers looking for many additional 
ideas as to how one can use the geoboards in the classroom. 26 
pages. 
E20807 English  $5.45        E20807F French  $5.45

CaddyStack™ 5 x 5 Geoboard Kit (not shown) 
Includes 30 geoboards (E11666), CaddyStack™, Teacher’s 
Guide, 26 pages.  
E75970 With English Teachers Guide  $92.42 
E75970F With French Teachers Guide  $92.42

ALL
Geoboards Include
GEOBANDS

12
.7 

cm
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E68352

SPATIAL SENSE & GEOMETRY
MATHEMATICS

Hands-On-Soft™  
Foam Geometric Solids 
Ages 5-9 years  Set of 12, 5 cm x 7.5 cm. Includes 
storage tub and Teaching Guide.
E66586  $28.95

7.5
 c

m

Giant Geometrical Shapes with Folding Nets,  
22 Pieces, 10.5 cm
Grades 4 + Large 
geometric models with 
colourful plastic nets. 
Includes 11 shapes: 
cube, square pyramid, 
rectangular prism, 
cylinder, cone, triangular 
prism, triangular pyramid, 
pentagonal prism, 
pentagonal pyramid, 
hexagonal prism and 
hexagonal pyramid.  
Cube edge measures  
4.1” (10.5 cm). 
E95108  $39.95

Translucent 
Geometric 
Shapes - Pack 
of 36 
Grades K-3  Set of 
small geometric 
solids in 12 different 
shapes and 6 
colours. Ideal for 
learning shape 
names and attributes 
using a light panel. 
Comes in a convenient storage container.  Size of cube is 5 cm.  
E470554  $74.95

Opaque Geometric Solids, Set of 17
Grades K + These solids demonstrate the relationships between volume, size and 
shape. This set contains 17 pieces which are made of durable plastic. Each piece 
measures up to 10½ cm tall.
E86726 Set of 17  $64.95

Opaque Geo-Solids,  
Set of 40
Grades K + These 1” (2.5cm) geo-solids 
come with 10 different shapes (sphere, 
hemisphere, cone, triangular prism, 
rectangular prism, cube, hexagonal 
prism, triangular pyramid, square 
pyramid and cylinder) in 4 bright 
colours.  
E93284  $7.70 

Transparent  
Geo-Solids, Set of 40
Grades K + Learn about three-
dimensional shapes on the light panel. 
These 1” (2.5cm) geo-solids come 
with 10 different shapes (sphere, 
hemisphere, cone, triangular prism, 
rectangular prism, cube, hexagonal 
prism, triangular pyramid, square 
pyramid and cylinder) in 4 transparent 
colours. Light panel not included. 

 
E94675  $8.80

Mini Wooden  
Geometric Solids Set
Set of 12 in a container.
E68352  $13.90

Mini Wooden  
Geometric Solids Set
Set of 6 in a container.
E93648  $7.60

Standard “Original” Deluxe 
Wooden Geometric Solids 
Set
Set of 19 solids with container.
E11865  $20.25

Standard “Original” 
Geometric Solids, Wood Set
Set of 6, in container. Set includes: 
Triangular Prism (equilateral), Cube, 
Cylinder, Square Pyramid, Cone, Sphere.
E91474  $7.88

Large Foam  
Geometric Solids  
Grades K This set of 6 colourful 
geometric solids are made of dense 
foam.  
E41402  $26.70

SPECTRUM CaddyStack™ Geoblocks
Grades 1 + Our set of hardwood blocks will help students with patterns, three-
dimensional constructions and investigate volume, surface area, and fractions. 
A set of 330 Geoblocks offering a wide variety of appropriate sizes and shapes. 
The Geoblocks (in wood) are stored into a CaddyStack™ with a 
20 page activity guide. 
E19693 Wood Set in a CaddyStack™  $97.72 
E19693F Wood Set in a CaddyStack™ (French)  $97.72
Also Available Separately: 
E93642 Wood Set in a bag   $78.95 
E20806 English Teacher’s Booklet  $5.45 
E20806F French Teacher’s Booklet  $5.45

SELECTION
Great

Wooden Geometric Solids
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SPATIAL SENSE & GEOMETRY
MATHEMATICS

K-5 Polydron Classroom Set
Ages 4 Years +  Perfect for use in schools and daycare centres. Bin contains 200 
equilateral triangles, 80 squares, 24 pentagons, 20 hexagons, 80 right angle 
triangles, 60 isosceles triangles, 30 rectangles, Investigating Math Using Polydron 
+ Frameworks resource book (E17713) and plastic storage bin. Total of 496 pieces. 
For up to 30 students.
E45112  $362.92

Exploration Set (Intermediate Set) (not shown)
Ages 4 Years +  An exciting set designed for the young explorer who wants to let 
their imagination run wild! Contains 100 triangles and 20 squares. Storage bin and 
activity book (56 pages) included.
E86716  $71.92

The 4 assorted colours 
packs contain equal 

quantities of red, blue, 
green and yellow pieces. 

Polydron Bulk Packs

Geometry Set (Large Set) (not shown)
Ages 4 Years +  Excellent for group activities. Contains 50 equilateral triangles, 20 
squares, 12 pentagons and 10 hexagons. Storage bin and activity book (56 pages) 
included.
E86718  $76.92

Polydron Hashmag  
Starter Set
Grades K+ / Ages 4 Years +  Explore an exciting new method of magnetic 
construction with Polydron Hashmag. These unique shapes come in 6 stunning 
translucent colours and are ideal for developing fine motor skills and exploring 
the construction of 2D nets and 3D models. Polydron Hashmag has a colour 
coding system to help develop an understanding of polarity and is compatible 
with Magnetic Polydron. Designed for individual or small group use, this 24-piece 
set contains 12 triangles and 12 squares. Building guide included for inspiration. 
Warning: Product contains magnets or magnetic properties. Adult supervision is 
recommended. 
E95930  $71.95

Magnetics can pose a choking hazard and be harmful if swallowed. Adult 
supervision is strongly recommended when using magnets and magnetic 
resources in the classroom.

1. Hexagon Pack 
 20 White Pieces 
 E94229 $41.95  
2.  Pentagon Pack
 24 Black Pieces
 E94227 $41.95
3. Square Pack
 40 Orange Pieces
 E94230 $41.95
4. Equilateral 
 Triangle Pack
 100 Purple Pieces
 E94228  $41.95
5. Hexagon Pack
 20 Pieces (4  
 assorted colours)
 E20036  $39.60

6. Pentagon Pack
 24 Pieces (4 
 assorted colours) 
 E94337 $39.60
7. Isosceles Triangle  
 Pack
 60 Pieces (4 
 assorted colours) 
 E20028  $38.95
8. Square Pack
 40 Pieces (4 
 assorted colours) 
 E17680  $39.60
9. Equilateral Triangle 
 Pack
 100 Pieces (4 
 assorted colours)
 E17678  $39.60

10. Right-Angle 
 Triangle Pack
 80 Pieces (4
 assorted colours)
 E20029  $38.95
11. Rectangle Pack
 30 Pieces (4 
 assorted colours)
 E20031  $39.60

Polydron Basic Start-Up Kit
Grades K-5 / Ages 4 Years+   
Kit Includes:
• 5 Equilateral Triangle Pieces 
• 4 Rectangle Pieces
• 8 Square Pieces 
• 3 Isosceles Triangle Pieces
E20034  $25.92

Lets 
Get 

Started

Frameworks is Completely Compatible with Polydron! 
This fully interactive frame building system fits perfectly with 
Polydron, providing another dimension in learning. Through 
“windows”, students can investigate shapes and angles, edges 
and vertices. An excellent tool for more advanced students, 
Frameworks allows students to see beyond construction to the 
underlying principles in mathematics and technology. 

Frameworks Basic  
Start-Up Kit
Grades 1+ / Ages 6 Years+   
Kit Includes: 5 equilateral triangle pieces, 8 square 
pieces, 4 rectangular pieces, 3 isosceles triangle 
pieces.
E17715  $21.92

Frameworks Medium Set
Grades 1+ / Ages 6 Years +  Contains 48 equilateral 
triangles, 24 squares, 24 right angle triangles and 12 
isosceles triangles. Teacher’s guide (56 pages) and 
storage container included.  
E86722  $59.72

Frameworks Large Set
Grades 1+ / Ages 6 Years +  Contains 48 equilateral 
triangles, 24 squares, 24 right angle triangles, 12 
isosceles triangles, 12 pentagons, 6 rectangles, 6 
large equilateral triangles and 6 hexagons.  
Teacher’s guide  
(56 pages) and storage 
container included.
E86724  $84.92

Frameworks 
French 
Activity Booklet  
22 Pages.  
E88374  $9.95

Not all shapes 
are shown.

Visit 
SPECTRUMED.CA 

for more 
FRAMEWORKS

Lets 
Get 

Started
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SPATIAL SENSE & GEOMETRY
MATHEMATICS

Crystal Polydron Equilateral 
Triangle Set - Pack of 100
E95233  $61.95

Crystal Polydron Pentagon 
Set - Pack of 24 
E95235  $61.95

Crystal Polydron Square Set 
- Pack of 40
E95234  $61.95

Crystal Polydron Hexagon 
Set - Pack of 20 
E95236  $61.95

Crystal Polydron 
Ages 4 Years +  Polydron Crystal is completely compatible 
with the original Polydron and Frameworks. All the plastic 
shapes are of clear colours, allowing the construction 
of models on a light table or another light source. Build 
various structures while allowing students to see 
inside the models with the option of building more 
structures. Building with the original Polydron 
and Frameworks, will further the open exploration 
of 2-D and 3-D: investigating solids, developing 
reasoning, investigating symmetry, work with 
measurement, algebra are some of the topics of 
exploration working with Crystal Polydron. 

Crystal Polydron Clear Pieces Kit 
Ages 4 Years +  40 square pieces, 20 hexagon pieces,  
24 pentagon pieces, 100 equilateral triangle pieces. 
E95500  $229.92

Lets Get Started
Crystal Polydron Basic Start-up Kit
Ages 4 Years +  Kit Includes:
• 5 Equilateral Triangle Pieces 
• 8 Square Pieces
• 6 Pentagon Pieces 
• 4 Hexagon Pieces
E95556  $38.92

Translucent Magnetic Polydron Exploration Set
Grades 1+ / Ages 6 Years +  The stunning 100 piece set contains 6 different shapes of the following: 
40 equilateral triangles, 24 squares, 12 right angle triangles, 8 isosceles triangles, 4 rectangles and 
12 pentagons. Square measures 6 x 6 cm. Open frame pieces allow you to see inside. All pieces are 
magnetic and made from super tough, engineering grade MABS which is extremely durable. Warning: 
Product contains magnets or magnetic properties. Adult supervision is recommended.
E95929  $324.95
Also Available:
Translucent Magnetic Polydron – 64-Piece Set
Grades K+  The translucent pieces can even 
be used with a light box. Contains 24 squares 
and 40 equilateral triangles. Warning: Product 
contains magnets or magnetic properties. Adult 
supervision is recommended. 
E448171  $184.95

Translucent Magnetic Polydron Starter  
Set - 22 Pieces
Grades K+  Contains 10 squares and 12 
equilateral triangles. Use the magnetic squares 
to introduce 5 and 10 frames. Warning: Product 
contains magnets or magnetic properties. Adult 
supervision is recommended. 
E433949  $78.95

Magnetics can pose a choking hazard and be harmful if swallowed. Adult 
supervision is strongly recommended when using magnets and magnetic 
resources in the classroom.

Magnetic 
Polydron Student 
Set 
Grades K+ / Ages 3 
Years +  This pack is 
designed for single 
student use, ideal for 
teaching 2D and 3D 
shapes. Create shapes 
such as pyramids, cubes and prisms. 
Contains 8 equailateral triangles and 
6 squares. Square pieces measure 6 
x 6 cm. Downloadable cards with this 
set, see Spectrum’s website for more details. Warning: This 
product is magnetic and contains magnets. Adult supervision is 
recommended.
E95803  $37.25

Also Available:
Magnetic Polydron Basic Starter Kit
Grades K+ / Ages 3 Years +  Set includes 12 squares and 20 triangles. 
Warning: This product is magnetic and contains magnets. Adult supervision is 
recommended.
E89142  $76.95

Eco Magnetic 
Polydron Student Set 
Grades K+ / Ages 3 Years +  
This is a great way to introduce 
children to building their first 2D 
and 3D shapes with magnetic 
pieces. The pieces are made 
from 30% eco-material (wheat 
straw) which is much more 
environmentally friendly. They 
are supplied in 4 subtle colours 
with a neutral one on the 
reverse side. This colour coding 
will help children to understand 
the concept of magnetic 
polarity. Designed for individual 
or small groups, this 24 piece set contains 12 equilateral triangles and 12 squares. 
The pieces are compatible with all existing Magnetic Polydron sets. Building guide 
included Size 12 cm L x 12 cm W x 4 cm H. Warning: This product is magnetic and 
contains magnets. Adult supervision is recommended.
E95927  $74.95

Also Available:
Eco Magnetic Polydron Class Set
Grades K+ / Ages 3 Years +  Designed for whole class use, this 72 piece set 
contains 36 equilateral triangles and 36 squares. The pieces are compatible with 
all existing Magnetic Polydron sets. Building guide included. Warning: This product 
is magnetic and contains magnets. Adult supervision is recommended.
E95928  $209.95

Available
at
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E. Enhanced Points of Departure with Tangrams
This teacher guide includes many rich starting points with suggestions as to 
how one can use the material to foster mathematical thinking. 22 pages.
E20811  $5.45 
E20811F  French  $5.45

PENTOMINOES & TANGRAMS
MATHEMATICS

Rainbow Pentominoes
Pentominoes are colourful plastic shapes composed of 5 squares each, all 
of which must share at least one side. Shapes can be arranged to form many 
interesting, recognizable figures. A great tool for students to problem solve, 
communicate, reason and explore spatial sense. Package of 6 in red, blue, green, 
yellow, orange, and purple. 12 pieces in each colour, and one Enhanced Points of 
Departure with Pentominoes. 
E11992  $20.25
E11992F French  $20.25
E11994 Per Set (12 pieces)  $3.20
E66564 30 Sets (guide not included) $84.50 
E20808 Enhanced Points of Departure with Pentominoes  $5.45 
E20808F Enhanced Points of Departure with Pentominoes, French  $5.45

Transparent Pentominoes
Made of durable, see through plastic, for 
use on the overhead projector. Teaching 
notes included.
E13718 Set of 12  $3.20

Pentominoes Group Sets 
Pentominoes are colourful plastic shapes composed of 5 squares each, all of 
which must share at least one side. The set of 12 shapes can be arranged to form 
many interesting, recognizable figures. A great tool for students to problem solve, 
communicate, reason and explore spatial sense. Includes: 18 opaque sets, 1 clear 
set, 1 Enhanced Points of Departure with Pentominoes (22 pages), and 1 container.
NOTE: Each set comes in a random colour. No colour choice.
E11995  $64.95 
E11995F French  $64.95

C. Tangram Shape Stamps 
Set of 5 stamps - one each of the Tangram shapes. 
E72214  $19.90

B. Tangrams — Opaque Plastic
K-8 These sturdy, coloured, 7-piece plastic Tangrams are a great tool for 
developing spatial reasoning, exploring fractions and geometric concepts. 
E11172 Single Set in a bag  $0.95
E11173 12 Sets in a bag with guide (22 pages)  $16.15
E11173F French  $16.15
E111741 30 Sets, 1 overhead set, 1 Enhanced Points of Departure with Tangrams 
(22 pages) in a container $34.15 
E111741F 30 Sets, 1 overhead set, 1 Enhanced Points of Departure with 
Tangrams (22 pages) in a container - French $34.15

Spectrum Tangrams Classroom Kit
This comprehensive kit is suitable for 30 students! The kit includes: 30 opaque 
Tangrams sets, 1 Clear (overhead)  Tangrams set, 1 Tangrams resource binder, 1 
demonstration set of Magnetic Foam Tangrams (28 pieces), 1 set of Tangrams stamps 
(5 pieces), 1 storage container, 1 Enhanced Points of Departure with Tangrams. 
E85034  $109.92    E85034F French  $109.92

A. Clear Tangrams
E722101  $0.95 
E72210 4 Sets (4 colours)  $3.50

D. Tangram Stamps
Students will enjoy making their own Tangram task cards to exchange with other 
students. Set includes 2 stamps: one blank, one numbered.
E92052  $13.50

F. Puzzling World of Tangrams and Pentominoes
Contains approximately 200 puzzles that are sequenced from beginner to expert. 
Offers explanations on how to evaluate each activity using assessment sheets. 
Among the topics covered are fractions, area, geometry, puzzles, and challenges. 
Solutions provided. 192 pages
E72208  $42.95
E72208F French  $42.95

G. Magnetic Foam Tangrams Demonstration Size Set
Use to demonstrate Tangrams to the class or have students use them on individual 
whiteboards. EVA foam construction ensures a quiet classroom. Set of 28 pieces in 
4 colours. 20 cm pieces. Magnetic board not included. 
E93847  $14.10

Also available separately: 
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PATTERN BLOCKS & DECI-BLOCKS™
MATHEMATICS

White Plastic Mirror Clips, Set of 20
Sturdy and practical that hold mirrors for all your 
reflections/symmetry activities. 
E93635  $5.10

SPECTRUM CaddyStack™ Pattern Blocks
Contains 1000 pattern blocks, 1 set of 49 pieces clear Pattern Blocks, 1 teacher’s 
guide of 22 pages, 1 set of Hinged Mirrors, 1 set of 4 Plastic Flexible Mirrors, Two-
sided Magnetic Dry-erase Board, and 1 Set of 200 Magnetic Foam Pattern Blocks 
all packaged in a CaddyStack™ with 4 dividers and 1 lid.  

Hinged Double Mirrors   
Each side 7.5 x 10 cm.    
E83916  $4.70

CaddyStack™ with 1 cm Wooden 
Pattern Blocks 
E19687  $112.00
E19687F  French  $112.00 
CaddyStack™ with 
1 cm Solid Plastic Pattern Blocks 
E92036  $106.95
E92036F  French  $106.95
CaddyStack™ with 1 cm Hollow Plastic 
Pattern Blocks 
E45594  $89.92
E45594F  French  $89.95 

CaddyStack™ with 1 cm Foam Pattern 
Blocks 
E93636  $92.95 
E93636F French  $92.95 

CaddyStack™ with 0.5 cm Foam 
Pattern Blocks 
E93638  $83.95 
E93638F French  $83.95

Wood 
E94376 50 Pieces, 1 cm  $6.30
E10908X 250 Pieces, 1 cm, in a bag  
$16.75
E91708 100 Pieces, 1 cm  $10.75

Plastic (Solid) 
E146451 250 Pieces, 1 cm, in a bag  
$24.90

Hollow Plastic 
E13690 250 Pieces, 1 cm in a bag  
$14.65

Foam 
E93630 250 Pieces, 1 cm in a bag  
$14.10
E93628 250 Pieces, 0.5 cm in a bag  
$12.85

CaddyStack™

Enhanced Points of  
Departure with Pattern Blocks  
(22 pages) 
E20800  $5.45

UNBREAKABLE!

Flexible 
Plastic Mirrors

Pattern Block Sets of 50, 100 and 250 Pieces
Plastic Mirrors
5 x 7 cm, 2-Sided 
E03895 Set of 4  $6.55 
E72590 7 Sets of 4  $43.95 
10 x 15 cm, 2-Sided
E14442 Each  $3.05
7.5 x 12.5 cm, 1-Sided
E14440 Each  $2.10
E75904 Set of 25  $46.92

DECI-BLOCKS™
Shapes

Set of 52, 1 cm thick 
pieces. In a plastic 
container with tasks. 
E90616  $25.25

E94815 Set of 52 pcs. in 
a bag . 
$24.15

E94818 Set of 208 pcs in 
a container .  $97.92

Deci-Blocks™  
Teachers’ Book 
With user-friendly open-ended tasks 
investigation, coloured illustration 
of the models, simple and fun page 
layout covering over 15 Mathematical 
Topics, such as Measurement and 
Algebraic Thinking, these 2 resource 
books are a must in every classroom 
where Pattern Blocks are being 
utilized!
Grades K-5 Primary/Junior Teachers’ 
Book
E90698 56 pages  $19.40 
Grades 6+ Intermediate Teachers’ 
Book
E90700 56 pages  $19.40

Deci-Blocks™ can be utilized to deepen students' logic and reasoning to understand 
the many areas of Mathematics. The Deci-Blocks™ combined with the Pattern Blocks 
can be utilized to represent all the Fractions that are needed: This is clearly one of the 
strengths of the Deci-Blocks™. 

The Next Generation of Pattern Blocks
PATTERN
BLOCKS

Deci-Blocks™ Hollow Plastic Group Set   
(also available but not shown) 
Set Includes:
• 1 set of Hollow Plastic Pattern 
 Blocks (250 pieces)
• 4 sets of Deci-Blocks™ (52 pieces) in a 
 container with tasks for each set

• 6 Deci-Blocks™ Templates
• 1 Primary/Junior Deci-Blocks™ Book
• 1 Intermediate Deci-Blocks™ Book
• 1 Deci-Blocks™ Overhead Set

E92590  $139.92

Deci-Blocks™ Wood Sets

E20800F  French  $5.45

See-Thru Pattern 
Blocks 
Grades K+ These 1 cm tall 
see-thru pattern blocks are 
easy for hands to pick up and 
perfect for arranging on a light 
panel. Set of 49 pieces.  
E94710  $6.25
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PROBABILITY
MATHEMATICS

Transparent  
Colour Spinners
These plastic spinners can each  
be used by students at their  
desks or on an overhead  
projector. 11.5 cm square.  
3 Colour Spinner  
Red, Blue, and Green 
E84042 $2.75 
4 Colour Spinner 
Red, Blue, Green, and Yellow 
E84044  $2.75
5 Colour Spinner  
Red, Blue, Green, Yellow, and Orange 
E84046  $2.75

6 Colour Spinner  
Red, Blue, Green, Yellow, Orange, and 
Purple 
E84048  $2.75
8 Colour Spinner  
Red, Blue, Dark Green, Light Green, 
Yellow, Orange, Purple and Brown 
E90396  $2.75

Transparent Number Spinners
Grades K+  These plastic spinners can be used by students at their desks or on an 
overhead projector. 4.5” (11.5cm) square.  
Numbers 1-5 Spinner 
Yellow background with numbers 1-5. 
E84050  $2.75 
Numbers 1-6 Spinner 
Red background with numbers 1-6.    
E84052  $2.75

Numbers 1-8 Spinner 
Green background with numbers 1-8.
E84054  $2.75 
Numbers 0-9 Spinner 
Blue background with numbers 0-9.
E84056  $2.75 

Place Value Spinners 
Grades 1-6  Teach your students to recognize, write and build numbers from 0 to 
9,999. Each new spin creates a new number for students to identify, write, or build 
with manipulatives.
E87414  $11.00

Snap Together  
Spinner Arrows
Grades 1-6  Pack of 12, to make your 
own spinners.  
E83144  $5.50

Connecting Number Spinners
A set of three spinners and overlays ideal for 
generating random numbers and for students working 
either individually or in small groups. There are eleven 
card overlays in total including numbers, symbols, dots 
and blanks. Teacher’s notes included.
E84936  $21.95

Spectrum Probability/Spinners/Coins/Counters Kit
Kit Includes:  10 blank spinners, 32 numbered/coloured spinners, 120 
coins, 200 red/blue 2-sided foam counters, 200 black/red 2-sided foam 
counters, 200 white/red 2-sided foam counters, 12 coloured spotted 
dice.   
E94641  $129.92

Math Dice
Grades K-6 / Ages 4 Years +  These colourful 1.5” (4cm) foam dice explore 
numbers from 0-10 through numerals, ten frames and basic operations. Great 
for practicing number recognition and simple math equations. Quiet and easy to 
handle. Set of 8 dice. 
E95415  $14.65

Available
at

Probability Spinner Set
Set of 9 includes 3, 4, 5, 6 and 8 color spinners and 1-5, 1-6, 1-8 and 0-9 numbered 
spinners. 4.5” (11.5 cm) square.
E41748 Set of 9 Spinners  $23.50

Overhead Blank White/Opaque  
Spinners, Set of 5  
E14642  $5.50
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E83314 E90404

E90402

13 cm

PROBABILITY
MATHEMATICS

Sampler  
Dice Set #2
With 4 special decade 
dice, boxed, 100 pieces. 
Includes 20-sided (18), 
12-sided (7), 10-sided (36), 
decade (13), 8-sided (7), 
6-sided (10), and 4-sided  
(9) dice.  
E75392  $58.85

Sampler  
Dice Set #1
97 pieces in a box: 
20-sided (36), 12-sided 
(7), 10-sided (28), 
8-sided (7), 6-sided (10), 
and 4-sided (9).  
E75394  $56.95

Spectrum Bag-O-Dice
108 dice, ideal for games, 
probability and problem 
solving. Contains 18 each of 
4-sided, 6-sided, 8-sided, 
10-sided, 12-sided, and 
20-sided dice.  
E20057  $41.95

Spectrum Blank  
Cube and Label Set
Self-adhesive labels for 1.5 cm 
cubes in 3 colours to make 
numeral, fraction, operational, 
and other specialty dice. 36 dice 
and 240 labels.  
E14950  $9.60

Number/Operation  
Cubes, 1.6 cm
Square hard plastic cubes consisting of 2 dot, 2 
operation and 2 number cubes, all with rounded 
corners for easy rolling.  
E75389Z Set of 6 Number/Operation Cubes/Dot  
$3.25
E88002Z Set of 6 Dot Cubes Coloured  $2.40
E88004Z Set of 6 Number Cubes  $4.95
E88006Z Set of 6 Operation Cubes  $5.45

Decahedra Dice (0-9) 
E14963 Set of 6  $4.80

Dodecahedra Dice (1-12) 
E11818 Set of 6  $4.80 

24-Sided Dice
Grades 3+ These polyhedral 
dice come in 5 colours - white, 
blue, green, red, and black. 
Numbers 1-24. Set of 5.  
E84022  $8.25

Soft Foam Dice (1.6 cm)
Grades K+  Great for reinforcing number recognition, 
playing classroom games and teaching probability 
concepts. These cubes are made of soft yellow 
foam.  
Soft Foam Dice set of 200 
In a container. 
E84026A  $41.82 
Soft Foam Dice Set of 100 
In a bag. 
E88028  $18.70

7.5 cm Moulded  
Foam Dot Cubes 
Set of 2 7.5 cm moulded cubes with  
softly rounded corners. 
E83314  $9.65

7.5 cm Moulded Number Foam Cubes 
Set of 2 7.5 cm moulded cubes with softly rounded corners.  
E90402  $9.65 

7.5 cm Moulded Operations Foam Cubes
Set of 2 7.5 cm moulded cubes with softly rounded corners. 
E90404  $9.65

Cut Down on Classroom
Noise During Probability
Experiments

Giant Soft (Quiet) Foam Cubes, 13 cm
Grades K-2  Quiet, easy-to-handle foam cubes lend themselves to 
number games, probability experiments, and math activities.
E13662 Dot Cubes, pair  $12.10
E13661 Number Cubes, pair  $12.10
E44562 Operation Cubes, pair  $12.10
E44563Z Set of 6  $34.00

Spectrum Standard  
Coloured Cubes, 1.6 cm  
E94791 Green, Set of 36  $8.32
E94792 Red, Set of 36  $8.32
E94793 Blue, Set of 36  $8.32
E94794 Yellow, Set of 36  $8.32
E14944S Green, Red, Blue & Yellow, Set of 24  $5.42
E93026 Red, Green, White, Set of 36  $8.32
E93672 Red, Blue, Green, Set of 36  $8.32
E93674 Red, Blue, White, Set of 36  $8.32
E93676 Red, Blue, Yellow, Set of 36  $8.32
E94787 Red, Green, Yellow, Set of 36  $8.32

Plastic Numbered Cubes (1-6)  
Set of 200 in a container 
E94810  $70.50
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Deluxe Playing Cards 
(Regular Size — 6.5 x 9 cm) 
E41452  $2.95 
E75382 Set of 6  $16.55

Blank Playing Cards 
E11859 Package of 100  $3.10
E11861 Package of 500  $14.70

2 in 1 Large Playing Cards
These large format playing cards measure 4.5” x 7” (11.5 x 17.5cm). This product 
includes a traditional deck of 52 cards with 2 jokers for classic card games. As an 
added value the deck also includes zeros, ones, elevens, twelves and wild cards 
to practice math with educational games. 78 cards total. Ages 3+ 
E95433  $15.85

Double Nine Wooden 
Dominoes
Grades 1+
For 2-6 players.  
E83197 Set of 55  $5.25
E83208 275 Dominoes in a 
container  $27.20

Double Six Wooden Dominoes 
28 piece set. Great for all dominoes activities.  
E87774 Set, Black Only  $3.05

Dominoes
Grades K-6  Colour-coded for easy organizing. 28 per colour.  
E14638 Six Sets (Double 6), 168 pieces  $16.10
E66266 5 Sets of 6, 840 pieces  $72.45

Jumbo Foam Dominoes 
Grades K+ /  Ages 3 Years +  Set of 28 double-six dominoes comes in 6 bright 
colours - red, pink, yellow, orange, green and purple - with white dots. Dominoes 
measure 12.7 cm L x 6.4 cm W x 1 cm D. 
E88016  $21.80

Jumbo Foam Magnetic Dominoes
Grades K+ /  Ages 3 Years +  Same as above, but magnetic. Set of 28 dominoes.
E94017  $31.90

JUMBO

11.5 cm  
4.5 in

17
.5
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m

  
7 

in

Match & Learn 
Dominoes
Includes 28 piece set 
on thick plastic and 
comes in a collectors 
tin for storage!
A. Place Value 
Dominoes  
Ages 6 Years +   
Place Value dominoes include a 28 piece set on thick 
plastic dominoes. Dominoes come in a collectors tin for 
storage.  
E95035  $23.60
B. Angles Dominoes  
Ages 7 Years +  Angle dominoes include 
a 28 piece set on thick plastic dominoes. 
Dominoes come in a collectors tin for 
storage.  
E94973  $23.60
C. Algebra Dominoes  
Ages 8 Years +  Algebra dominoes include 
a 28 piece set on thick plastic dominoes. 
Dominoes come in a collectors tin for 
storage.  
E95039  $23.60

PROBABILITY & DOMINOES
MATHEMATICS
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E95246

E95245

E95244

E95243

E95242

Canadian Educational Money: Coins
Grades K+ / Ages 5 Years+  Set of 120. 10 Loonies, 10 Toonies, 
25 Pennies, 25 Nickels, 25 Dimes, 25 Quarters.  
E93012  $4.80

Canadian Educational Coin Bulk Set
Grades K+ / Ages 5 Years+  This convenient set includes 200 
pennies, 200 nickels, 200 dimes, 200 quarters, 100 loonies, 
and 100 toonies. Packed into a custom storage container. 1000 
pieces in total.  
E94763  $31.60

Connecting Proportional 
Money Tiles and 
Educational Bills Kit
Grades 1+ / Ages 6 Years +  The 
connecting tiles are proportional 
and colour coded. Includes 
$5, $10, $20, $50 and $100 
connecting tiles. Set of 1520 
connecting money tiles. This kit 
also includes $5 x 100, $10 x 100, 
$20 x 100 up-dated bills. $50 x 50, 
$100 x 50 up-dated bills.  
E95540  $110.82

• $5 x 80 Tiles
• $10 x 40 Tiles
• $20 x 20 Tiles

• $50 x 8 Tiles
• $100 x 4 Tiles

E95242  $5 Bills, Set of 100  $3.45 
E95243  $10 Bills, Set of 100 $3.45 
E95244  $20 Bills, Set of 100 $3.45 

E95245  $50 bills, Set of 50 $2.05 
E95246  $100 bills, Set of 50 $2.05

Canadian Money Activities
Grades 1-3 Helps students master money 
concepts! Student practice pages will develop 
key skills such as recognizing Canadian coins 
and bills, making change, and learning money 
equivalences. Assessment strategies, quizzes 
and teacher tips are included. This workbook 
is aligned with the Canadian curriculum. 80 
pages.
E93825  $19.90 

Billets et pièces de monnaie 
Grades 1-3 80 pages. 
E93827F  $19.90

Money Dice
Grades 1+ / Ages 6 Years +  Math tasks such as addition and subtraction showing 
cents up to $1. This set includes 1, 5, 10, 25 and 50 cent dice.  
E95135  $6.00

Canadian Educational Coin Set
Grades K+ / Ages 5 Years+  Includes 100 pennies, 100 
nickels, 100 dimes, 100 quarters, 50 loonies and 50 toonies. 
500 pieces.  
E10710  $15.95
E83328 Loonies Only, Pack of 50  $3.30
E83330 Toonies Only, Pack of 50  $3.30

Updated Educational Money, Bills 
As realistic as the authorities will allow! 100 each of $5, $10, $20 bills and 50 each 
of $50 and $100 bills.  
E95549 Set of 400  $13.40

  
Spectrum Educational Starter Money Pack
Grades 1+  Includes 20 x $5.00, 20 x $10.00, 20 x $20.00, 10 x $50.00, 10 x 
$100.00, 50 x pennies, 50 x dimes, 50 x nickels, 50 x quarters, 25 x toonies, 25 x 
loonies. Packed into a money tray with a clear lid. Tray dimension: 31.5 cm x 15.5 
cm.   
E91694  $18.80
E94482 Starter Money Tray with clear lid  $8.25

31.5 cm

15
.5

 c
m

Canadian Educational Money, Bills (Updated) 
Grades 1+ / Ages 6 Years +

Connecting Proportional Money Tiles 
Grades 1+ / Ages 6 Years +  The connecting tiles are proportional and colour 
coded. Includes $5, $10, $20, $50 and $100 connecting tiles. (152 pieces in 
total).   
E95521  $10.95

FINANCIAL LITERACY
MATHEMATICS
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E443836

MEASUREMENT - TEACHING TIME
MATHEMATICS

Spectrum Sand Timers 
Grades K+  Virtually indestructible sand timers with 
moulded end caps and thick wall surrounds. For easy 
identification each timer is colour-coded. Perfect for 
use in games, accurate event timing and experiments. 
Times available include: 30 second 1, 2, 3, 5 and 10 
minute. Measures 16 x 7cm. 
E92348 30 - Second Timer, (Red)  $19.80 Each  
E83282 1 - Minute Timer (Green)  $19.80 Each
E94258 2 - Minute Timer (Pink)  $19.80 Each 
E83284 3 - Minute Timer (Yellow)  $19.80 Each
E83286 5 - Minute Timer (Blue)  $19.80 Each 
E92350 10 - Minute Timer (Orange)  $19.80 Each 
E94640 Set of 6 Sand Timers  $109.52

Sand Timers
Grades 1+  Set of 
3 one-, two-, and 
three-minute sand 
timers.
E85138  $9.40

Time Timer® Original 12” 
30 cm square (12") 
E443836  $53.95

Time Timer® Original 8” 
20 cm square (8") 
E86148  $44.95

Time Timer® Original 3” 
7.5 cm square (3”). 
E86150  $39.95

Primary Timers
Ages 5 years+ Handheld, displayed on a desk, or 
worn around your neck, this useful stopwatch timer 
lets you time activities, run experiments, elapse time 
and more. Includes storage case and safety release 
lanyards. Set of 6. Warning:   Contains long cords. 
Adult supervision is recommended.    
E83778  $53.95

All-Purpose  
Digital Stopwatch
This electronic alarm stopwatch 
features hour, minute, seconds 
display; calendar display; 
24-hour stopwatch; alarm; 
hourly chime; 12 or 24 hour 
mode option; 1/100 second 
chronograph; split time; total 
time. Lightweight, easy to 
operate. Complete with battery 
and carrying cord.
E15409  $5.25

Time Tiles with Elapsed Time Mat
Grades 1+  Hands-on and visual way to showcase 
many time concepts. Learn fractions of time, elapsed 
time and rounding time with this extra large dry-
erase elapsed time mat. Includes 2 mats measuring 
(89.5 cm x 27 cm) with 76 piece time tile set. Teachers 
guide included.  
E95104  $18.80
E95305 Time Tiles Mats, 2 pack  $4.35

Time Tiles 
Grades 1+ Made of thick plastic with the fraction of an 
hour printed on one side and the equivalent number 
of minutes on the other. 38 pieces.  
E95103  $7.50

The New and Improved Time Timer® Originals:
Includes Dry-Erase Activity Card (1) slots into top of Original timers for 
time-to-task management and visual schedules. Free Time Timer® 
Desktop App Download - All Originals include a download code for 
a FREE Time Timer® Desktop App. Increased Visibility - Bigger, more 
visible, red disk, improved longevity and durability, clear protective lens 
on 8” and 12”. Magnetic Backs and Stand-Alone - Strong magnets allow 
the Time Timer® Original 8” and 12” to be displayed on a markerboard, 
refrigerator, file cabinet, or any metallic material, but it can also stand 
alone or hang on the wall. Requires 1 AA battery for operation (not 
included). Manufacturer recommends adult handling.  
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E21586

E21588

10 cm

The Original Judy Clock
Grades K-3 / Ages 5-9 Years  Movable plastic 
hands on a durable, colourful wooden face 
are controlled by visible gears to show correct 
relationship of minute and hour concepts. 
The Original Judy K-3 Clock
Teacher’s guide and metal stands included.
E21586 32 x 33.8 cm  $34.60 
The Original Judy K-3 Mini-Clocks
Teacher’s guide and metal stands included.
E21588 Set of 12  $25.20 SPECTRUM  

24 Hour Clock 
Grades 1+  Ages 6 Years + 
The mathematics in this clock: 
• Students need to tell and write time to the hour and 
 half hour and this clock marks 60 minutes and  
 30 minutes. 
• Students need to tell time to the quarter-hour using  
 demonstration analogue clocks. The inner circle on  
 this clock helps students see the quarters (15) and  
 provides benchmark words like “after” so they know  
 it is a quarter after 10 or a quarter to 11 depending  
 on the minute hand. 
• Students need to read time using analogue clocks  
 to the nearest five minutes (which are all marked on  
 the inner circle of the clock) and represent time in  
 24 hour notation (which are all marked on the inner  
 circle of the clock). Students often have difficulty  
 connecting which hand is minutes and which are  
 hours but the colour coordination of minute hand  
 to minutes (green) and the hour to the hours (yellow)  
 really supports student learning.  

E93960 Teacher (32.5 cm)  $14.50
E93961 Student, Single (10 cm)  $2.85
E93962 Student, Set of 10 (10 cm)  $25.95
Classroom Set
Includes: 1 Teacher Clock, 24 Student Clocks.
E93963  $72.92

Dry Erase Clock - Demo
Grades K+ / Ages 5 Years +  Simplify and reinforce 
the relationship between analog and digital time. Dry 
erase surface and movable plastic hands. (30cm x 
30cm). 
E95101  $8.45

Dry Erase Clock - Student
Grades K+ / Ages 5 Years +  Simplify and reinforce 
the relationship between analog and digital time. Dry 
erase surface and movable plastic hands. (12cm x 
12cm). 10 pieces.  
E95102  $10.95

Dry Erase Clock Kit
Grades K+ / Ages 5 Years +  Our dry-erase clock kit 
includes one large teacher clock (30 cm x 30 cm), 
30 student clocks (12 cm x 12 cm) and one storage 
container.  
E95136  42.82

32.5 cm

12 hour - Time 
Clock Set
Grades K+ / Ages 
5 Years +  Made 
of durable molded 
plastic with colour 
coded geared 
hour and minute 
hands. Large 12 
markings make it easy for the student or teacher to 
demonstrate time telling. Both the Demonstration 
and Student clocks have built in stands for desktop 
use. The teacher’s clock measures 30 cm in diameter 
and the student clock measures 10 cm in diameter. 
Includes 1 teacher clock and 24 student clocks.  
E93964 Set  $62.95
E94476 Teacher Clock, ea.  $12.95
E94453 Student Clock, ea.  $2.50
E94454 Student Clock, Set of 6  $12.95

NumberLine Clock 
Ages 5 Years +  Help students see that a clock is 
simply a circular number line and change how they 
learn to tell time. Each Number Line Clock comes 
with a clock frame, snap-on minute and hour hands, 
and 2 reversible number lines – 1 for hours and 1 for 
minutes. Simply bend the number lines into a circle, 
connect the ends, put them into the clock face, snap 
on the hands, and you’ve created a clock.  
E95834  4” Mini Clock  $13.60
E95835  4” Mini Clock, Set of 6  $72.95 
E95837  13” Magnetic Number Line Clock  $53.95
E95836  13” Magnetic Demo Class Set Includes: 1 
Magnetic demonstration clock (13”), 24 Mini Student 
clocks (4”), 4 Getting started activities  $298.92

Available
at

Match & Learn 
Time Dominoes
Ages 5 Years +  Time 
dominoes include a 
28 piece set on thick 
plastic dominoes. 
Dominoes come in 
a collectors tin for 
storage.  
E94971  $23.50

MEASUREMENT - TEACHING TIME
MATHEMATICS
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A. Primary Ruler
Graduated in cm on one edge and alternate 
coloured cm squares on the other edge. Plastic.
E01150  $0.80 each 
E011503 Class Pack of 30  $21.42

E. 30 cm Metric/Imperial Ruler
One edge has cm and mm, and the other has 
imperial markings.
E01148  $0.80 each 
E011483 Class Pack of 30  $21.42

D. Senior Ruler
Both edges calibrated in mm with one edge 
numbered in cm and the other numbered in 
mm. Plastic. 
E01158  $0.80 each 
E011583 Class Pack of 30  $21.42

C. Intermediate Ruler
Designed to show the relationship between 
dm, cm and mm on one edge and calibrated 
in mm on the other. Plastic.
E01138  $0.80 each 
E011383 Class Pack of 30  $21.42

B.  Junior Ruler
As students realize the need for finer 
calibrations, our Junior Ruler is calibrated in 0.5 
cm and numbered each cm on one edge and 
calibrated in mm on the other edge. Plastic. 
E01144  $0.80 each 
E011443 Class Pack of 30  $21.42

• Thick Plastic Rulers!     • Easy Grip Handle!

(mm, cm, dm)

(mm, cm, inches)

(cm, inches)

(mm, inches)

 • Edges are straight and true 
      • Protective clear finishes

A. 30 cm School Ruler with 
Plain Edge  E92034  $1.45 ea. 
E920343 Class Pack of 30  $38.92

C. 30 cm School Ruler with Plain 
Edge 30 cm/12”  E92266  $1.45 ea. 
E922663 Class Pack of 30  $38.92

B.  30 cm School Ruler with Metal 
Edge 30 cm/12” E92268  $1.45 ea.  
E922683 Class Pack of 30  $38.92

WOOD RULERS

D. 30 cm Dual Scale School 
Ruler
E95116 30 cm/12”, 1/16 inch and mm $0.80 
E951163 Class Pack of 30  $21.42

45˚ Triangle Metric 
80 mm, Beveled 
E88470  $0.85 each

Spectrum’s dead length metre sticks are built to last and are 
silk screened for easy measuring and reading.

Senior Metre Stick
Calibrated one side in 0.5 cm and 
numbered each cm. Reverse side is 
calibrated in mm.
E01100 Senior Metre Stick  $7.35

Junior Metre Stick
Dead length features alternate colour 
dm bars over cm calibrations. Reverse 
side is calibrated in mm.
E01105 Junior Metre Stick  $8.45

Wooden Metre Stick
Top quality wooden metre stick 
calibrated one side in cm and the other 
in inches.
E86512 Wooden Metre Stick  $5.30

30˚ — 60˚ Triangle 
Metric 100 mm, Beveled 
E88472  $0.75 each

4” 180˚ Clear Plastic Protractor 
E92530  $0.50 each

5-in-1 Compass 
This safe to use compass has a movable circle 
to easily swing the arm around to create circles 
and arcs. Draw circles from 1” to 5” in 1/16” radius 
increments and 3 cm to 12 cm in 0.5cm radius 
increments. Also has a 360° protractor, 4” ruler and 
10 cm ruler. 
E95110  $1.35 each

5-in-1 Compass - Set of 10
E95111  $11.60

5-in-1 Compass Geometry Set 
Complete geometry set with 5-in-1 Compass, a 180° 
protractor and 45° and 60° triangles. 
E95112  $2.85

MEASUREMENT - INSTRUMENTS
MATHEMATICS

• Numerals and graduations are sharply 
delineated
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A

1 m Fiberglass Metric Tape Measure
Calibrated vertically in cm on one side and 
horizontally in cm on the other.
E91424 Set of 12  $6.00

150cm Fiber Glass  
Tape (Metric) cm / mm
E92010 Set of 10  $6.40

Wind-Up Metre Tapes
Durable, high quality, fiberglass tapes in ABS plastic, wind-up cases. Calibrated on 
one side in cm and inches on the other. Useful in outdoor activities, track and field, 
rough terrain, mud and water. Will not tear, break, or stretch. 
A  E04520 10 metres/33 feet  $6.75
B  E04548 30 metres/100 feet  $12.10
C  E04550 50 metres/165 feet  $18.15

Compass & Pencil Set
Grades 3+  Shortened safety point for increased 
student safety in the classroom. Easy grip top and 
ribbed pencil retaining ring. Pencil is included.
E64672 Single Unit  $1.15 

Deluxe All Purpose Multi-Grade  
Balance (Great Value)
Grades 1-7  This versatile new balance can be used to measure volume and make 
comparisons with liquids and solids. Graduated 1L buckets with lids and pouring 
spout. Comes with plastic weights (14 pieces: 2 x 20 g, 4 x 10 g, 8 x 5 g) and metal 
weights (11 pieces: 1-50 g).  
E86224  $43.90

Elementary School Balance
Grades 4+  This durable and accurate balance has a capacity of 2000 g and is 
readable to 1 g. Features a zero adjust knob and two removable 10 cm square 
pans. An activity guide is included.  
E09018 Balance  $23.90
E09017 Balance with 8 piece, 50 g Mass Set  $34.40

Tape Measure
Grades K+ The perfect tool to introduce kids to 
measurement while they’re having fun! Sturdy 
plastic tape measure is just the right size (17.5 x 19 
x 7.5 cm) for small hands. The tape measures up 
to 1 meter.
E435910  $18.70

Primary Pan Balance
Grades K-6 / Ages 4 Years+ 
This balance features 
translucent, large capacity 
pans marked at 200 ml 
increments which hold 
up to 1 litre of liquid or 
solids. Compensator 
clips for level and 
accurate measurements. 
5 - 1g, 5 - 5g and 5 - 10g stackable weights 
included which can be easily stored in the 
bottom of the base. Made of durable, washable 
plastic. Assembled dimensions 45.5 cm x 33.7 cm.  
E83292  $17.90

Adjustable
HANDLE

Clear Bucket Balance (1000mL) Buckets
Grades 1+  Sturdy, accurate plastic balance with 2 removable clear buckets each 
have a capacity of 1000mL
E94459  $16.45

Deluxe Trundle Wheel
Ages 8 Years +  Features adjustable 
measuring unit for “click” indicator at 
one metre or half metre. Non-slip rubber 
tread makes measuring on any surface 
easy! Extendable handle adjusts to three 
different lengths. The perfect trundle 
wheel for every classroom!
E86546  $23.85

Economy Trundle Wheel
Grades 1+ / Ages 6 Years +  The all-
plastic trundle wheel comes with a loud, 
non-wearing, clicking device which is 
activated in either direction with each full 
metre revolution. It is a unique method for 
measuring long distances in the classroom 
or outdoors. Comes apart into 2 pieces for 
storage and is easily re-assembled.
E04555  $22.00

MEASUREMENT - INSTRUMENTS/BALANCES
MATHEMATICS
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Volume Relationship Set
Grades 3+  Demonstrate the relationships between shape, volume and area. 
6-piece set includes cone, sphere, cylinder, cube, pyramid, and rectangular prism. 
Shapes measure 10 cm.
E41456  $21.80

Liquid Measures Comprehensive Set
Grades K+  Includes 5 sturdy plastic bottles with lids, 3 liquid measuring cups, 
a dry measure set and 6 measuring spoons. Imperial and metric equivalents. 
E85640  $30.55

Graduated 
Measuring 
Cylinders
Seven easy-
to-read, plastic 
graduated cylinders 
made of durable, 
tough transparent 
polypropylene plastic 
with embossed 
calibrations for easy 
measuring. Excellent for all grades with the wide, stable bases. Chemical and 
acid resistant, autoclavable (dry heat up to 120°C and wet heat up to 80°C) and 
microwavable.

Nesting Graduated 
Beaker
Grades 1+  Unbreakable, 
plastic beakers with easy-
to-read, blue calibrations 
from 50 ml to 1000 ml.  
Set of 5 (50 mL, 100 mL, 
250 mL, 500 mL, 1000 mL)
E07839  $14.65

A. Plastic Bottle Set
Set of 5, sturdy plastic bottles with 
screw on lids. Includes 1 gallon/ 4000 
ml, 2 quart/ 2000 ml, 1 quart/ 1000 ml,  
1 pint/ 500 ml, and 1 cup/ 250 ml. Metric 
and imperial equivalents. 
E85788  $20.70 

B. Measuring Cups
Set of 3 measuring cups with handles.  
Marked in ounces, cups and milliliters. 
Includes 8 oz, 16 oz, and 32 oz. Metric 
and imperial equivalents. 
E85790  $4.85

C.  Dry Measure Set
Set of 5 transparent dry measure cups. 
Includes 29.5 ml/118 cup, 59 ml/ 1/4 cup, 
79 ml/ 1/3 cup, 118 ml/ 1/2 cup,  
236 ml/ 1 cup.  
E85642  $3.10 

D. Metric Spoon Set  
(Set of 6) Each set includes one each 
of 62ml (1/8 tsp), 1.25 ml (1/4 tsp), 2.5 ml 
(1/2 tsp), 5 ml (1 tsp), 7.5 ml (1/2 tbs), and  
15 ml (1 tbs). 
E85644  $2.10

E83998 10 ml  $2.05
E84000 25 ml  $2.30
E84002 50 ml  $2.75
E84004 100 ml  $3.30

E84006 250 ml  $4.70
E84008 500 ml  $6.00
E84010 1000 ml  $8.70
E84012 Set of 7  $29.30

Volumetric Solids Set of 15
Grades 4+  Ideal tools to explore shapes, sizes and the relationships between 
area and volume. Explore and compare volume using any wet or dry material.  
Removable base and stopper for easy filling. (5 cm pieces).   
E86548 Set of 15  $15.25

Litre Measurement Set 
Grades 1+ / Ages 6 +  Provides 
concrete representation of liquid 
capacity measurement, equivalencies 
and comparisons. Durable, sealable 
bottles are marked with both metric and 
customary units. Set of 4 bottles: 2 litre, 
1 litre, 500 ml and 250 ml. Activity Guide 
includes conversion tables.  
E91418 Set of 4  $43.95

Metric and Imperial  
Colour-Coded Spring Scales
Grades 4+  Used for both force and mass 
measurements. Each scale is calibrated in both 
Newtons and grams. The top is flat on one side so 
that the scale can be used with an inclined plane. The 
scales incorporate a unique zero adjustment. The 
main feature is the clear plastic tube, which allows 
students to see the action of the spring.

Set of 6 Spring Scales  
E67834 250 g, 500 g, 1 kg, 3 kg, 5 kg, 2 kg  $16.35 
Set of 8 Spring Scales 
E93194 250 g, 500 g, 1 kg, 3 kg, 5 kg, 2 kg,  
100 g, 10 kg  $21.40

E93190 100g/1 N  $2.85 Each
E03960 250 g/2.5 N  $2.85 Each
E03961 500 g/5 N  $2.85 Each
E03962 1 kg/10 N  $2.85 Each
E03963 3 kg/30 N  $2.85 Each
E03964 5 kg/50 N  $2.85 Each
E03965 2 kg/20 N  $2.85 Each
E93192 10 kg/100 N  $2.85 Each

VALUE
Great

MEASUREMENT - VOLUME/SCALES
MATHEMATICS
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Write ‘N’ Wipe Boards
These double-sided, no-tear plastic boards can be used with dry-wipe or wet 
marker pens. Blank on one side and available with 1 cm grid for drawing, or X/Y 
axis for graphing.
E75876M 1 cm Grid, Set of 30  $42.60
E90442 1 cm Grid Write/Wipe, Set of 10  $14.95
E75898M X/Y Axis, Set of 30  $42.60
E91780 X/Y Axis Write/Wipe, Set of 10  $14.95

XY Sticky  
Coordinate Pad
400 pages. 7.5 cm x 7.5 cm.
E94651  $14.65

Write ‘N’ Wipe 2 cm  
Grid Boards, Set of 10 
These double-sided, no-tear plastic 
boards can be used with dry-wipe or wet 
marker pens. Blank on one side and 2 cm 
grid on the other. 30 cm L x 23 cm H. 
E95088  $14.65

THICK 
Plastic

Isometric 2-Sided  
Dry-Erase Boards
Each of the dry-erase boards are 
0.5 cm isometric dot array on 
1-side and the other side is 1 cm 
isometric dot array. Set of 10.
E94265  $8.80

Blank Dry-Erase 
Sheets 
Set of 10. 
E93846  $13.80

Dry-Erase Markers
Dry-Erase markers with fine tips. Set of 4. Dry-Erase 
felt tips on each marker. Colours include: black, blue, 
red, and green. 
E92558  $3.20

Spectrum Colour-Coded Activity Pouch 
Our Spectrum Dry-Erase Pouch is suitable for every grade level, allowing students 
and teachers to insert pages of suggested activities, open-ended problem solving 
and discussions on assessments. When you are done with the inserted page, 
simply erase the work and reuse the pouches for the next lesson! 
E92584 Set of 5 pouches includes one each of red, yellow, purple, green,  
and blue  $12.65 
E92457 Set of 10 pouches includes 2 each of red, yellow, purple, green, blue, and 
4 Spectrum dry-erase markers  $22.70

Dry-Erase 
Cloths 
Set of 10. 
E93328  $6.10

Spectrum Project Dry-Erase Pouch
Our Spectrum Dry-Erase Pouch is suitable for every grade level. Allows students 
and teachers to insert pages of suggested activities, open-ended problem solving 
and discussions on assessments. When you are done with the inserted page, 
simply erase the work and reuse the pouch for the next lesson!  
Set of 5, Dry-Erase Pouches 
E92582  $8.25 
Set of 10, Dry-Erase Pouches  
Includes 4 Spectrum Dry-Erase markers 
(E92558) 
E92456  $15.50 

Class Set 
Includes 30 Dry-Erase Pouches, 8 sets 
of 4 Spectrum Dry-Erase markers, 3 
sets of 10 Dry-Erase Cloths in a storage 
container.
E93827  $88.92

Use a
di�erent colour

for each 
subject!

PAPER 
SAVER!

Graph Paper Pads
All of our graph paper has blue 
lines for easy-to-read notations 
when using pencil or ink. 
E87692 1 cm squares, pack of 
100 sheets. 
21.6 x 28 cm  $8.55

E87696 0.5 cm squares, 4 
quadrants, pack of 100 sheets. 
21.6 x 28 cm  $8.55
E87698 Dotted graph paper, 
pack of 100 sheets. 21.6 x 28 
cm  $6.25

VALUE
100 

Sheets!

Mini Eraser
For dry-erase boards. 
Measures 2.5 x 5 cm. 
E741380   $1.45

GRAPHING & DRY-ERASE
MATHEMATICS
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30 cm

21 cm

E19680X

Spectrum Primary/
Junior Caddystack™ 
Calculator Kit
Contains 30 calculators and 
one Caddystack™ with lid and 
inserts.
E87806  $122.72

Spectrum 
Primary/Junior 
Calculator 
Solar and battery powered 
calculator features the four 
main functions, three-key 
memory and auto power off. 
Battery included. 
E86698  $3.55

Spectrum Large Basic  
Primary Calculator 
Large basic primary calculator with flip up 
front legs. Battery operated. Large 30 cm x 
21 cm. Very large numbers!
E87294  $7.70

Spectrum  
Teacher Pack 
Teacher pack includes 10 
calculators (E86698) and 
storage container with lid. 
92402  $36.22

TI-10
With 2-line display for the elementary grades. Ideal 
for place value, rounding, problem-solving, and flash 
cards. Includes stored operations with constants.
E72336  $22.95 
Teacher Kit: Set of 10 TI-10 
E72658/10  $224.95

TI-15 Explorer
Combines fraction capabilities with 
a 2-line display.
E64324  $29.95 
Teacher Kit: Set of 10 TI-15 
E64324/10  $296.95

TI-108
E19670  $9.95 each 
Teacher Kit of 10 TI-108’s 
Contains one T1-108 poster, 1 basic 
sheet of instructions, 1 cardboard 
custom case with 10 dividers & 
handle. 
E41692  $96.95

CaddyStack™ 
TI-108
Contains 30 TI-108 
calculators and a 
CaddyStack™.
E19680X  
$302.92 

CaddyStack™ 
TI-10
Contains 30 TI-10 
calculators and 
CaddyStack™.
E75440  
$690.92

Casio Desktop Calculator 
• Large, 8-Digit Display 
• Easy Tax Calculations
• Durable Metal Memory
• Solar Powered with Battery Back Up
• Auto Shut Off
E87743  $13.95

CaddyStack™ with  
Calculator Inserts
The CaddyStack™ and inserts 
with its 30 individually num-
bered slots accommodates 
most calculators.
E20000  $36.95

Calculator Pocket Chart
Keep your classroom organized 
with this convenient multi-purpose 
pocket chart. This durable nylon 
chart accommodates small to 
medium sized primary calculators. 
Pockets are 10.8 cm x 10.8 cm, 
5  columns by 6 rows will hold up 
to 30 calculators. Features metal 
grommets and durable stitched 
pockets.
E86696  $32.95
Calculator Pocket Chart With 30 
calculators (E86698 above)  
E87788  $119.85

VALUE
Great

CALCULATORS
MATHEMATICS
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A practical and accessible tool to help develop your 
preschool and elementary students' mathematical 
knowledge and skills.

PREST-MATH PREST-MATH:

PREST-PRESCO 
STARTER BINS 

for preschool (kindergarten) ages 4&5
AVAILABLE IN ENGLISH & FRENCH!

A math awareness program 
that places the student at the 

core of their learning
SEE PAGES 328 & 329

• A stimulating educational process!
• Educational guides with five to six themes 
 per grade 
•  Hundreds of educational capsules 
 for teachers 
• More than 300 exciting hands-on 
 manipulation activities for a practical 
 approach 
• Interactive videos available online for entire  
 program

PREST-MATH
MATHEMATICS

SPECTRUM Educational Supplies -  
Exclusive partner of: 
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PREST-PRESCO BINS

TARGETED SKILLS:
associating, sorting & 

classifying, comparing, 
counting, estimating, 

measuring & more!

COMPLETE SOLUTION  
FOR AGES 4&5:

Laminated activity cards.
Hands-on  

manipulation material.

GRAPHOMOTRICITY:
preparing 

graphomotor 
abilities

PREST-PRESCO BINS
Includes 165 hands-on manipulation activities - allows for development of mathematical concepts through a hands-
on approach, and other areas of early learning development such as: autonomy, self-esteem, executive function, and 
fine motor skills.  

REGIONAL CENTER FOR EDUCATION OF 
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGYAvailable in English and French

PREST-MATH
MATHEMATICS

Making it EASY.  
Spatial Sense, Number Sense & Numeration, Teaching Time.

Kindergarten version 
(for ages 4) available 

SPRING 2023
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PREST-PRESCO BINS

Allows students to start grasping basic  
concepts and processes in mathematics.

Cat. No. Description Price

E95405 PREST-PRESCO BINS ENGLISH
Complete kit (series 1-7). $1,374.95

E95405F PREST-PRESCO BINS FRENCH
Complete kit (series 1-7). $1,374.95

E95406 PREST-PRESCO BINS (SERIES 1-2) ENGLISH
This kit includes a teacher guide. $527.95

E95406F PREST-PRESCO BINS (SERIES 1-2) FRENCH
This kit includes a teacher guide. $527.95

E95407 PREST-PRESCO BINS (SERIES 3-4) ENGLISH $453.95

E95407F PREST-PRESCO BINS (SERIES 3-4) FRENCH $453.95

E95408 PREST-PRESCO BINS (SERIES 5-7) ENGLISH $538.95

E95408F PREST-PRESCO BINS (SERIES 5-7) FRENCH $538.95

Mobile Carts made of 3/4’’ 
Birch.   
Mobile Cart with 24 Drawers, 47” L x 
18” D x 33 1⁄2” H 
E470909  $832.55 
Also available, but not shown: Mobile 
Cart with 16 Drawers, 32” L x 18” D x 
33 1⁄2” H 
E470910  $559.55

To find out more  
about PREST-PRESCO 

see link below

https://tinyurl.com/PRESTMATH-ENG

Additional shipping charges apply. 

PREST-MATH
MATHEMATICS

Students progress  
at their own pace

For complete details 
on mobile carts visit 

spectrumed.ca

Ages
4 and 5

Espace Web PREST-PRESCO - Annual License Single User 
• Planning, videos 
• Posters 
• Numerous activity libraries  
• Tips for classroom organization 
E96005  $25.00
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Grasping concepts 
through various 

exercises

Example of the teacher’s guide

Hundreds of video capsules 
Watch : https://bit.ly/3cy81qu

Components of the PREST-MATH 2.0 Collection
Teacher guide and  
student workbook include:
• 5-6 various exercises 
• 50 manipulation centres per year
• List of suggested material
• Downloadable glossary
• Situations made to implement
• Knowledge mastery assessments
• 2 lesson suggestions per concept 

Digital resources and  
professional networking
Facebook Community Online Digital Platform includes:  

• Videos on how to teach entire program 
• Assessment tools for each skill  
• Extension Activities  
• Interactive whiteboard Resources for Teachers 

PREST-MATH:
Allowing every student to progress and develop their autonomy.

REGIONAL CENTER FOR EDUCATION OF 
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

PREST-MATH 2.0 Grades 1-6 only available in French.

PREST-MATH
MATHEMATICS
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PREST-MATH 2.0  
Grades 1-6 available in French only.

PREST-MATH
MATHEMATICS

New PREST-MATH 2.0 Platform
Interactive video capsules make it easy to teach the program in 
it’s entirety whether in class or remotely with all the necessary 
resources for student success!   
• Detailed planning and routine  
• Assessment tools  
• Interactive whiteboard resources   
• Consolidated exercises 

Asynchronous ongoing training about fractions! Try the ready-to-use manipulation centres with your students and 
deepen their understanding of fractions. 

READY-TO-USE!
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PREST-MATH
MATHEMATICS

PREST-MATH 2.0 Collection  
(available only in French)

PLEASE NOTE that the shipping costs are included for the 
educational guides and for the students’ notebooks (10 notebooks 
minimum requirement, $15 fixed cost for less than 10).
★ Available when purchasing student notebooks.  
 Annual license for one user.

Cat. No. Description Price

COLLECTION 1 - GRADE 1

E94883F Collection 1 Teacher Guide $225.00

E94891F Notebook A and B - Collection 1 - Grade 1 Edition $21.95

E96048F E-Learning Platform Collection 1 ★ $75.00

E94878F Cardstock support sheets for centres - Grade 1 $264.95

COLLECTION 2 - GRADE 2

E94882F Collection 2 Teacher Guide $225.00

E94893F Workbook A and B - Collection 2 - Grade 2 Edition $21.95

E96049F E-Learning Platform Collection 2 ★ $75.00

E94877F Cardstock support sheets for centres - Grade 2 $124.95

COLLECTION 3 - GRADE 3

E94881F Collection 3 Teacher Guide $225.00

E94895F Workbook A and B - Collection 3 - Grade 3 Edition $21.95

E96050F E-Learning Platform Collection 3 ★ $75.00

E94876F Cardstock support sheets for centres - Grade 3 $114.95

COLLECTION 4 - GRADE 4

E94880F Collection 4 Teacher Guide $225.00

E94890F Notebook A and B - Collection 4 - Grade 4 Edition $21.95

E96051F E-Learning Platform Collection 4 ★ $75.00

E94875F Cardstock support sheets for centres - Grade 4 $109.95

COLLECTION 5 - GRADE 5

E94879F Collection 5 Teacher Guide $225.00

E94899F Workbook A and B - Collection 5 - Grade 5 Edition $21.95

E96052F E-Learning Platform Collection 5 ★ $75.00

E94874F Cardstock support sheets for centres - Grade 5 $229.95

COLLECTION 6 - GRADE 6

E95264F Collection 6 Teacher Guide $225.00

E95265F Workbook A and B - Collection 3 - Grade 6 Edition $21.95

E96053F E-Learning Platform Collection 6 ★ $75.00

E95270F Cardstock support sheets for centres - Grade 6 $109.95

A VARIETY OF 
MANIPULATIVES 

AVAILABLE IN 
KITS

Multi-Grade Workbooks (available only in French)

CARDSTOCK 
SUPPORT SHEETS 

FOR MANIPULATION 
CENTRES

Cat. No. Description Price

E94892F Workbook A and B - Collection 2 - Grade 1 Edition $21.95

E94887F Support sheets - Collection 2 - Multi 1-2 $189.95

E95968F Workbook A and B – Collection 2 – Multi 2-3 $21.95

E96082F Support sheets - Collection 2 - Multi 2-3 $124.95

E94896F Notebook A and B - Collection 1 - Grade 2 Edition $21.95

E94888F Support sheets - Collection 1 - Multi 1-2 $289.95

E94889F Workbook A and B - Collection 4 - Grade 3 Edition $21.95

E94885F Support sheets - Collection 4 - Multi 3-4 $109.95

E94894F Workbook A and B - Collection 3 - Grade 4 Edition $21.95

E94886F Support sheets - Collection 3 - Multi 3-4 $104.95
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PREST-MATH
MATHEMATICSPREST-MATH 2.0  

Grades 1-6 available in French only.

Cat. No. Description Price

E94857F Spectrum Manipulatives Kit - Grade 1 $1,188.50 

E94856F Spectrum Manipulatives Kit - Grade 2 $599.50

E94855F Spectrum Manipulatives Kit - Grade 3 $1,388.50

E94854F Spectrum Manipulatives Kit - Grade 4 $1,320.50

E94853F Spectrum Manipulatives Kit - Grade 5 $1,188.50

3D Manipulation Kits for  
PREST-MATH 
Contact us to learn more about the content of each kit.

Storage unit (3 drawers) 
E77729  $35.15

Cat. No. Description Price

E94878F Support Sheets - Grade 1 $264.95

E94877F Support Sheets - Grade 2 $124.95

E94876F Support Sheets - Grade 3 $114.95

E94875F Support Sheets - Grade 4 $109.95

E94874F Support Sheets - Grade 5 $229.95

E95270F Support Sheets - Grade 6 $109.95

E94888F Support Sheets - Collection 1 - Multi 1-2 $289.95

E94887F Support Sheets - Collection 2 - Multi 1-2 $189.95

E96082F Support sheets - Collection 2 - Multi 2-3 $124.95

E94886F Support Sheets - Collection 3 - Multi 3-4 $104.95

E94885F Support Sheets - Collection 4 - Multi 3-4 $109.95

Support sheets for centres

Support 
sheets ready 
to cut out & 

use!
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E752292

E752291

LITERACY
POCKET CHARTS STANDS & ACCESSORIES

Rainbow Pocket Chart
Ages 5 years + 5-colour, 10-row chart is great for 
demonstrating sequencing and grouping exercises 
or with any standard pocket chart activity. Complete 
with reinforced grommets for hanging. 84 x 105 cm.
E74992  $33.95
Adjustable Chart Stand
Steel stand holds both pocket and flip charts. Sturdy 
locking casters and 5 ring-style hooks for hanging. 
Adjustable height 125-200 cm and width 87 x 185 cm. 
Easy to assemble.
E62586  $102.95

The Space Place® Pocket Chart
Colourful, washable nylon. 12 folder-sized  
pockets, with clear-view tag holder for labeling. 
Three durable grommets allow for easy hanging. 
Measures 35.5 x 139.5 cm. Pockets are 17.7 cm deep. 
Includes 36 blank labels.
E438068  $23.95

Standard Pocket Chart
A useful tool for teaching any subject. Extra long 
pockets ideal for sentence strips, word banks 
and much more. 10 rows of clear plastic pockets. 
Made of sturdy material with grommets. 33" x 43". 
Cards not included.
E39852  $46.10

Deluxe Chart Stand
Grades K + Hang chart paper and pocket charts 
all from one stand. The 61 x 48 cm double-sided 
magnetic dry erase surface is height-adjustable in 
7 cm increments from 128-165 cm. Features include 
telescoping hooks for pocket charts up to 124 cm 
wide, locking/adjustable Big Book ledge with Safety 
Caps, 2 open tubs with lifetime warranty, snap-on 
chart hooks, and 4 locking casters. Ten-year warranty 
on frame. Frame measures 71cm x 69 cm D x  
127-177 cm H.
E433044  $286.52

Sentence Strips
Lined Multi-Coloured, package of 75. 7.5 x 60 cm paper 
preprinted with solid rule at  
5 cm and 2 cm dotted midline.
E63147   $10.95

DIXON 
Dry-Erase 
Markers
Low-odour, non-
toxic, dry-erase 
markers for white 
boards. Wipes 
off with a dry 
cloth or eraser. 
Wedge tip. Set of 
4 (red, black, blue, 
green). Vented caps conform to  
small part safety specification
E741382 Set of 4  $5.50

Hand Pointers, Set of 3
Great for imaginative play and 
classroom participation, students can 
play school, do board work, make 
pretend presentations and more 
with these 15” blue, green, 
and red pointers. The 
opportunities 
are endless! 
Also perfect for 
teachers to use 
during shared 
reading with our 
big books.
94255  $17.95

Bamboo Deluxe Chart Stand 
The bamboo chart stands are a more sustainable 
choice than metal models because they have a 
smaller carbon footprint. Bamboo is a renewable 
resource that grows quickly and absorbs carbon, 
unlike steel which produces carbon. For every 
bamboo product purchased, Copernicus will make a 
donation to conserve natural panda habitat through 
the World Wildlife Fund. This multi-purpose chart 
stand has a natural aesthetic better suited for neutral 
and early childhood environments. It can hang both 
chart paper and pocket charts along with the ability 
to adjust the height of the whiteboard. This double 
sided magnetic dry-erase easel is a valuable tool for 
group and independent activities. For Classrooms 
Kindergarten and up. Features: Magnetic double-
sided dry-erase whiteboard, Telescoping hooks for 
pocket charts, Height-adjustable upon assembly, 
Safety Cap™ premium book ledge that locks into 
multiple positions, Two Large Open Tubs. Lifetime 
warranty on easel components and tubs and a 5 
year warranty on the whiteboard. Frame Measures: 
70” (178 cm) H x 28” (71 cm) W x 27” (69 cm) D. Tubs 
Measure 6”(15cm) H x 12 1/2” (32cm) W x 15 3/4”(40cm) 
D (outer measurements). Inside tub measurements 6” 
(15cm) H x 10” (25cm) W x 12 1/2” (32cm) D.

Also available in 2 Options: 
E752291 Sage Tubs  $332.92
E752292 Vibrant Mixed Combination 
(Aqua and Yellow Tubs)  $332.92

new
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E752285

E752286

E752289

E752290

E752287

E752288

LITERACY
BOOK CARTS & ACCESSORIES

Small Bamboo Book Browser Cart with Tubs
Our bamboo carts are a more sustainable choice than metal models because they 
have a smaller carbon footprint. Bamboo is a renewable resource that grows quickly 
and absorbs carbon, unlike steel which produces carbon. For every bamboo product 
purchased, Copernicus will make a donation to conserve natural panda habitat through 
the World Wildlife Fund. This compact cart has a natural aesthetic better suited for 
neutral and early childhood environments. It can be used as a mobile in-class library 
or for maker space materials and tools. These carts hold up to 60lbs are the ideal 
height for students and teachers to easily view and choose a book. Designed to be 
used within a classroom. Available in Sage or Vibrant Colour (vibrant cool tub combo 
includes: 2 yellow, 2 lime 2 aqua) Features:  sturdy frame that can hold up to 60lbs, 
6 large open tubs 3” locking casters, tubs can be easily labeled (labels not included).  
The cart measures 36 1/2” (93 cm) H x 28” (71cm) W x 15 3/4” (40 cm) D. Each tub 
measures 6” (15cm) H x 12 1/2” (32cm) W x 15 3/4”(40cm) D (outer measurements).  
Inside tub measurements 6”(15cm) H x 10” (25cm) W x 12 1/2” (32cm) D. Lifetime 
warranty on cart components and tubs. 
Available in 2 Colour Options:
E752289 Small Bamboo Book Browser Cart with Tubs with 6 Sage Tubs  $251.92
E752290 Small Bamboo Book Browser Cart with Tubs with 6 Vibrant Colour Tubs  
$251.92

Leveled Reading Book Browser with Tubs
Storage, storage, storage! With three rows of deep tub storage there are endless 
organization possibilities within the classroom or library. These carts are the ideal 
height for students and teachers to easily view and take books out of.  Tubs can 
be easily labeled (labels not included). Durable with a lifetime warranty. Tubs are 
made with 25% recycled polypropylene. 2” locking casters. Lifetime warranty on 
cart components and tubs. Sturdy frame can hold up to 90lbs. Frame Measures 36 
1/2”(91cm) H x 40 1/2”(103cm) W x 15 3/4”(40cm) D.
Lifetime warranty on cart components and tubs. 
Available in 2 Options:
E752287  $272.92
With 18 Small Open Tubs in an assortment of classic colors. Tub colors include: 
Blue, Yellow, Green, Red and Clear. Small Open Tub Measures 6”(15cm) H x 6 1/2” 
(17cm) W x 15 3/4” (40cm) D.
E752288  $262.92
With 9 Large Divided Tubs: 3 Yellow and 3 Green and 3 Large Open Tubs in 
Blue. Tubs Measure 6”(15cm) H x 12 1/2” (32cm) W x 15 3/4”(40cm) D (outer 
measurements).

Library On Wheels™ 
This sturdy cart was designed for schools and classrooms making the 
transportation of books easy and effortless - ideal for literacy programs, 
reading stations, and room-to-room book sharing. The frame is designed  
with large 5” casters that move easily over almost any surface and stand 
up to the rigours of being maneuvered throughout a school. Two options 
available: 18 Small Divided Tubs or 9 Large Divided Tubs and adhesive  
name pockets for tubs. 5” casters, 2 locking. Tubs are made with 25% 
recycled polypropylene. Measurements: Frame measures 40” (102 cm) H x 
51” (130 cm) W x 18” (46cm) D. Adhesive name pockets measure: 2 1/4”  
(6 cm) H x 3 1/2” (9 cm) W -holds cards 2 1/8” (5cm) H x 3 1/4” (8cm) W (cards 
not included).  Cart can hold up to 90lbs. Lifetime warranty on tubs and cart.
Available in 2 Options:
E752285 With 9 Divided Large Tubs  $461.92
Divided Tubs measure 6” (15 cm) H x 12 1/2” (32 cm) W x 15 3/4” (40 cm).  
Each large divided tub holds up to 10 lbs
E752286 With 18 Divided Small Tubs  $472.92
Small Open Tub Measures 6” (15 cm) H x 6 1/2” (17 cm) W x 15 3/4” (40 cm) D. 
Each small divided tub holds up to 5lbs. 

Large Divided Tubs
Our tubs are the strong but sensitive type. They can withstand the roughest, toughest play 
yet they’re friendly to the environment. Made from 25% recycled material. Ideal for library 
and classroom book storage. Location on front of tub to easily place a label.10lbs Weight 
Limit. Divided Tubs Measure 6” (15cm) H x 12 1/2” (32cm) W x 15 3/4” (40cm) D. Lifetime 
warranty.
Available in 5 Colour Options:
E744050B - Blue  $15.95        E744050R - Red  $15.95
E744050Y - Yellow  $15.95     E439472G - Green  $15.95
E752293 - Clear  $20.95

new

new
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LITERACY
TEACHING EASELS

Double-Sided Bamboo Teaching Easel
Grades K-1. This easel was designed to bring natural 
elements into the classroom and is ideal for neutral 
or early years environments. The sturdy frame and 
shelf is constructed of bamboo, a sustainable and fast 
growing plant and the Large Open Tubs are made 
with 25% recycled content. Frame Measures 57” (145 
cm) H x 30 1/2” (79 cm) W x 27” (68 cm) D. Magnetic 
Dry Erase Boards Measure 29” (74 cm) H x 29” (74 
cm) W. Open Tubs Measure 6” (15 cm) H x 12 1/2” (32 
cm) W x 15 3/4” (40 cm) D (outside measurements). 
Lifetime warranty on easel components. 5 year 
warranty on whiteboard.
E446658  $589.92

Large Open Tubs
Available in 10 colors including the new Vibrant color palette that includes Aqua, 
Magenta, Orange, and Lime and the environmentally-friendly tub made with 100% 
post-consumer recycled plastic. With the exception of the new 100% recycled tub, 
these storage tubs are made from 25% recycled material.
Please note: Each black tub includes an imprint so teachers and students know 
it’s different than others in the classroom. Hopefully it sparks some questions and 
conversations about the importance of recycling. In fact, these tubs can hold up 
10lbs! Lifetime warranty.
E439470A - Aqua  $15.50 E439470B - Blue  $15.50
E439470GR - Green  $15.50 E439470L - Lime  $15.50
E439470M - Magenta  $15.50 E439471 - Orange  $15.50
E439470R - Red  $15.50 E439470Y - Yellow  $15.50
E439470C - Clear  $15.50 E439472 - Recycled (Black Tub)  $15.50

Bamboo Early Learning Stations
The bamboo easels are a more sustainable choice than metal models because they have a smaller carbon 
footprint. Bamboo is a renewable resource that grows quickly and absorbs carbon, unlike steel which 
produces carbon. This easel has a natural aesthetic better suited for neutral and early childhood environments. 
With multiple activity-based features, the Early Learning Station is perfect for preschool to grade one classes. 
The station provides teachers with quick set-up and the ability to change lessons when needed.  This easel has 
two whiteboards, one lined for students to practice their printing and it folds away for easy storage. Available in 
a Sage or Vibrant color combinations. This easel has two whiteboards, one lined for students to practice their 
printing and it folds away for easy storage. Features: Two magnetic dry-erase whiteboards, one side with solid/
dotted/solid line sequence Roll-up felt for creative play, along with corner ties and magnets to secure on station
Safety Cap™ premium book ledge that locks into multiple positions, Two Large Open Tubs Available in Sage or 
Vibrant Colour Mix tubs and book ledge, Snap-on chart paper hooks Frame folds for storage 3” Locking casters. 
Measurements: Frame Measures: 47 3/4” (121 cm) H x 26” (66 cm) W x 23” (58 cm), D Tubs Measure 6”(15cm) H x 
12 1/2” (32cm) W x 15 3/4”(40cm), D (outer measurements), Inside tub measurements 6”(15cm) H x 10” (25cm) W x 
12 1/2” (32cm) D. Lifetime warranty on easel components. 5 year warranty on whiteboard.
Available in 2 Options to choose from:
E752294 Bamboo Early Learning Station with Sage Tubs  $389.92
E752295 Bamboo Early Learning Station with Vibrant Tub Combo  $389.92

Single Sided Bamboo Teaching Easel 
Designed to bring natural elements into the classroom, the Bamboo Teaching 
Easel is ideal for neutral or early years environments and now single-sided to 
accommodate tighter budgets. Lifetime warranty on easel components and tubs 
and a 5 year warranty on the whiteboard. Features: Magnetic dry erase board, 4 
sliding Open Tubs with safety-stops, Ultra-Safe premium book ledge that locks into 
multiple positions, Snap-on chart paper hooks 3” locking casters. Measurements:  
Frame Measures 57” (145cm) H x 30 1/2” (79cm) W x 27” (68cm), D Magnetic Dry 
Erase Board Measures 29” (74cm) H x 29” (74cm) W, Open Tubs Measure 6”(15cm) 
H x 12 1/2” (32cm) W x 15 3/4”(40cm) D (outside). Lifetime warranty on easel 
components. 5 year warranty on whiteboard.
E439473  $482.92

new

new
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LITERACY
TEACHING EASELS

Regal™ Reading/Writing Centre
Grades K + An economical teaching easel. Features 
include magnetic dry erase surface on front,  
74 cm H x 74 cm W, lined dry erase board on back, 
locking/adjustable big book ledge, two ‘snap on’ 
chart paper and accessory hooks. 4 open tubs 38 L x 
31 W x 16 D cm slide out. 1Lifetime warranty on easel 
components. 5 years on whiteboard. Measures 81 cm 
W x 79 cm X 142 cm H.
E439468  $451.92

Primary Teaching Easel
Grades K-1. Designed for teacher or student and makes an ideal interactive 
learning station. 71 x 101 cm magnetic dry erase board also supports chart paper. 
61 x 81 cm adjustable felt board. Premium book ledge locks into various positions. 
Internal Big Book storage rack. 4 small tubs, 38 x 16 x 16 cm. 2 “snap-on” chart 
paper and accessory hooks. 4 locking casters. Lifetime warranty on easel 
components. 5 years on whiteboard.
E435370  $418.92

Royal® Reading/Writing Centre
Grades K-3 This award winner has been newly 
redesigned with many unique features and a modern 
style. Helping you teach more efficiently while 
engaging your students, these teaching centres are 
an essential teaching tool for all primary and junior 
classes.  Frame Measures 56½” (144 cm) H x 31½” 
(80 cm) W x 32” (81 cm) D. Lifetime warranty on easel 
components. 5 years on whiteboard.
E442824  $518.92

Early Learning Station
Grades K-1. The station provides teachers with quick set-up and the ability to 
change lessons when needed.  This easel has a double sided whiteboard, one 
side lined for students to practice their printing and it folds away for easy storage. 
Frame Measures 47 3/4” (121cm) H x 26” (66cm) W x 29 1/2” (75cm) D. Magnetic 
Whiteboards Measure 33” (83cm) H x 23” (58cm) W. Roll-up Felt Measures 22” 
(56cm) H x 31” (79cm) W. Open Tubs Measure 6” (15cm) H x 12 1/2” (32cm) W x 15 
3/4” (40cm) D (outer measurements). Lifetime warranty on easel components. 5 
years on whiteboard.
E439460  $372.92

Basic Reading Writing Centre 
Grades K + This new easel features the quality 
build of our teaching centers as well as an attractive 
price point for tight budgets. Small and open tubs 
can be positioned on the upper or lower level to 
accommodate various sized teachings manipulatives. 
Features 3 large and 2 small Open Tubs with safety 
stops, 2 snap-on chart paper hooks, 3” twin wheel 
locking casters. Frame measures 58 3⁄4” H x 32 1⁄2” W 
x 33” D (149 x 82 x 84 cm). Front Magnetic Dry Erase 
Board Measures 28” H x 28” W (71 x 71 cm). Open 
tubs measure 6” H x 12 1⁄2” W x 15 3⁄4” D (15 cm x 32 x 
40 cm). Tiny Tubs measure 3” L x 3” W x 4” D (13 x 8 
x 10 cm). Lifetime warranty on easel components. 5 
years on whiteboard.
E435043  $372.92
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LITERACY

Jolly Phonics Student and Teacher Books
These 48-page student books provide activities to practice reading and writing skills. Book 1 features 
all the 42 letter sounds and covers letter formation, listening for letter sounds, blending activities, and 
the first set of tricky words. Book 2 continues to build on those skills and introduces more tricky words, 
alternative letter sound spellings and basic sentence structure to encourage independent writing. 
Book 3 consolidates Books 1 and 2, and introduces new spelling patterns, tricky words, plus long and 
short vowels. The Teacher’s Book provides detailed lesson guides for each corresponding page in the 
Student Books.
E751141 Student Book 1   $9.15  E751143 Student Book 2   $9.15
E751145 Student Book 3   $9.15  E751147 Teacher’s Book 1   $24.70

Jolly Phonics Activity Books 1-7
Ages 3 years + These 36-page colour activity books 
enable children to learn, practice and revise the 42 
letters sounds and key phonics skills through a range 
of engaging activities including colouring pages, 
handwriting practice, puzzles, mazes, word & picture 
matching, sticker activities, games, flashcards and 
word lists. Two pages of stickers included. Clear 
instructions ensure children can work through the 
activities with minimal adult supervision.
E751149 Set of 7 books   $91.00

Jolly Phonics  
Starter Kit Extended
Ages 4-5. Resources cover 
5 skills for reading and 
writing, contained in a bright 
carrying case. Includes (in print 
letters): The Phonics Handbook; 
Jolly Songs, Level 1 Set (18 
titles), Jolly Readers, Level 2 
Set (18 titles), Jolly Phonics 
DVD, Wall Frieze, Letter 
Sound Strips, Finger Phonics 
Big Books 1-7, Word Book, 
Cards, Alternative Spelling and 
Alphabet Posters, and Tricky Word Wall 
Flowers.
E750975   $649.95

Jolly Phonics Class Set (in Print Letters)
The set contains 30 copies of the Student Book 1, 2 and 3, plus 1 free Teacher’s Book in a single box. 
Provides a year’s worth of structured daily lessons and enables teachers to have enough copies to give 
each child in their class.
E751785   $682.45

Jolly Phonics Workbooks 1-7
A fun way for children to put their skills into 
practice. Strategies for tricky spellings and 
puzzles for phonic skills are also provided. Set of 
7 books.
E745736   $50.40

Jolly Phonics Puppets
Bring the Jolly Phonics story characters to life 
in your classroom with these three teaching 
puppets. (Sized for the teacher’s hand).
E66172 Set of 3 Puppets   $148.80

Jolly Phonics Reading  
Assessment (In Print Letters)
Child-friendly assessment that teachers can use with 
their students in a one-to-one situation. A pack of 
carefully developed materials have been created 
to provide an easy and quick method of assessing 
children’s decoding and comprehension knowledge. 
Suitable for use with children aged 4-6 years old, 
this can be used by individual teachers to assess the 
decoding and comprehension skills of each student.
E751926   $139.95
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Jolly Phonics Magnetic Letters
Grades K + A tub of 106 lower case magnetic 
precursive letters. Consonants are in red and 
vowels are in blue. Tub contains 2 each of the 42 
letter sounds, 4 each of the vowels a, e , i and o, 
6 each of m and d. Both c and k, and q and qu are 
included. Y is included both in red and blue (as 
both consonant and vowel). 
E751927   $46.95

Jolly Phonics Student Book 
(in Print Letters) - Grammar 1
Grade 1 80 pages. 
E752213  $14.95

Jolly Phonics Student Book 
(in Print Letters) - Grammar 2
Grade 2 80 pages.  
E752219  $14.95

Jolly Phonics Student Book 
(in Print Letters) - Grammar 3 
Grade 3 80 pages. 
E753220  $14.95

Jolly Phonics Student Book 
(in Print Letters) - Grammar 4
Grade 4 80 pages. 
E752221  $14.95

Jolly Phonics Student Book 
(in Print Letters) - Grammar 5 
Grade 5 116 pages. 
E752222  $14.95

Jolly Phonics Student Book 
(in Print Letters) - Grammar 6 
Grade 6 116 pages. 
E752223  $14.95

Jolly Phonics Teacher Book 
(in Print Letters) - Grammar 1 
Grade 1 104 pages. 
E752201  $17.25

Jolly Phonics Teacher Book 
(in Print Letters) - Grammar 2 
Grade 2 104 pages. 
E752207  $17.25

Jolly Phonics Teacher Book 
(in Print Letters) - Grammar 3
Grade 3 104 pages. 
E752208  $17.25

Jolly Phonics Teacher Book 
(in Print Letters) - Grammar 4
Grade 4 104 pages. 
E752209  $17.25

Jolly Phonics Teacher Book 
(in Print Letters) - Grammar 6
Grade 6 108 pages.
E752211  $17.25

Jolly Phonics Orange 
Readers (in Print Letters) 
Complete Set
Grade K The complete set of 21 
Orange Readers (Sets 1-7) that provide 
a gradual and structured start for 
children still learning how to read. 
These general fiction readers cover 
the 42 letter sounds across 7 sets, with 
each covering one particular set. The 
text in the first three books uses only 
decodable regular words made up 
from the first group of letter sounds; the 
text in the next three books uses only 
the first and second groups of letter 
sounds, and so on. A small number of 
tricky words are included in the final set 
of books. Comprehension questions 
and discussion topics are provided at 
the end of each book. Each book also includes guidance for teachers and parents. Light type is used as a guide 
for those few letters that should not be sounded out, such as the /b/ in 'lamb'.
• 3 different books per set, all 21 titles in Complete Set
• 12 pages per book
• 1 Sentence per page (approx.)
• Set 7 also includes the tricky words I, the, she, he, me, we, be 
E752224  $89.95

Designed to follow on from the Jolly Phonics 
Student Books 1, 2 and 3, the Grammar Student 
Books build on the skills taught in Jolly Phonics 
and introduces grammar and spelling rules to improve writing and reading 
comprehension. Children are able to work through the Grammar Student books 
and complete a wide variety of engaging activities, which develop grammar, 
spelling, punctuation and comprehension skills. Lessons are provided for 1 
Grammar or punctuation and 1 Spelling lesson per week for a year. The teacher is 
able to support and guide the children with the Grammar Teacher’s Books. 

Designed to accompany the Grammar Student Books, the Grammar Teacher’s Books provide 
detailed lesson guidance for teaching spelling and grammar to children in the year after Jolly 
Phonics. Clear, child-friendly descriptions of grammar points are given and described in depth. 
The structured lesson guides in the Grammar Teacher’s Books correspond to the activity pages 
in the Grammar Student Books, and provide material for teaching 1 Spelling and 1 Grammar/
Punctuation lesson per week for a year. Plenty of teaching ideas and extension activities are 
also included.

Jolly Phonics Teacher Book 
(in Print Letters) - Grammar 5
Grade 5 108 pages.
E752210  $17.25

LITERACY
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Build A Sentence 
Centre
Grades 1-2 Children place 
word tiles on one of 10 
colour-coded Sentence 
Strips, then build new 
sentences just by changing 
one or more tiles.  
E750620   $53.95

Literacy Centres

Vowels Centre
Grades K-2 Children add 
vowel tiles to fill-in-the-
blank cards, then write the 
words they have built. 
E750608   $92.95

Word Building 
Centre: Complex 
Vowels
Grades 1-3 Move on to 
building and writing words 
with complex vowels.  
E750614   $53.95

These self-checking centres invite children to practice 
core literacy skills. Each centre includes 4 work mats 
or set of boards, step-by-step instructions, teaching 
notes, and a sturdy, plastic storage case. Word Building 

Centre: Short 
Vowels
Grades K-2 Students 
build and write simple 
short-vowel words, 
using letter tiles and 
picture cards.
E750612   $53.95

First Words Practice Kit
Grades K-1 Invite young learners to practice reading, building, and writing 
the most common sight words. Children read the words printed on First 
Word Tiles, spell them out with large molded plastic letters, and write them 
on four laminated Word Practice Boards. Perfect for a word building center. 
Includes 52 sturdy plastic First Word Tiles with large type, two sets of Movable 
Alphabet letters (414 letters in all), Letter Organizer, four laminated 18" by 11" 
Word Practice Boards, write & wipe crayons, and Teaching Notes. 
E751953   $167.95

Vocabulary Development Centre
Grades PreK-3 This marvelous collection helps build the vocabularies and 
strengthen the language skills of English language learners. Dozens of easy-
to-follow, language-rich activities help students learn to name the objects, 
describe them in detail, sort them into categories, follow directions, tell stories, 
and more. Included templates let you make your own felt story mats for even 
more storytelling possibilities. Complete collection includes: 220 realia objects, 
26-drawer organizer with labels, 72-page Realia guidebook, and 4 Sorting Mats for 
category sorting. 
E750600   $352.75

LITERACY
MANIPULATIVES
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3-D Sight Word Sentences
Grades K-3 Even though a child masters sound/symbol relationships, reading fluency may 
be difficult without instant recall of the 220 high-frequency Dolch sight words. With 3-D Word 
Sentences, kids master sight words as they create hundreds of fun, fanciful sentences with 
nouns that literally “jump off the page.” Just trade objects and a wacky new sentence springs 
to life! Each set includes 15 real-life miniature objects, 20 sentence cards, and teaching 
suggestions. 
E751940  3-D Sight Word Sentences: Pre-Primer   $42.95
E751941  3-D Sight Word Sentences: Primer   $42.95
E751942  3-D Sight Word Sentences: Grade 1   $42.95
E751943  3-D Sight Word Sentences: Grade 2   $42.95
E751944  3-D Sight Word Sentences: Grade 3   $42.95
E751950  3-D Sight Word Sentences: Set of all 5   $203.85

My Word Book
Grades K-3 Children record and keep track of the 
words they learn in this 30-page personal dictionary. 
254 high frequency words are listed alphabetically 
for easy reference, with lots of room to write in new 
words. Plus word lists for colours, numbers, and more. 
E751789 Set of 20  $42.85

Word Study Notebook
Grades 1-3 Help students become better spellers 
by having them focus on the most common spelling 
patterns. Children will hunt for and record words 
that follow common spelling patterns such as ea, ai, 
igh, o-e, th, and ck. Over 50 spelling patterns are 
explored.
E751110 Set of 20  $42.85

My ABC Book 
Grades K-1 These interactive alphabet books allow 
children to cut and paste environmental print such as 
cereal labels, snack food wrappers, and toy logos--
right on the page. Space for writing words below. 30 
pages. 
E752041 Set of 20  $42.85

LITERACY
MANIPULATIVES
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Complete Sound Sorting with  
Picture Cards Kit with Pocket Chart
Grade PreK-2. This huge assortment of beautifully 
illustrated picture cards in a divided organizer will give 
children practice in sorting words by the sounds they 
hear in them. They will connect these sounds to letters 
and letter combinations. Target sounds are easy to 
locate because most words contain only one syllable. 
Comes with guide book for teaching ideas, plus the 
royal blue Portable Pocket Chart, 50 cm wide by 45 cm 
high tabletop, with 9 rows, back storage pocket and 
sorting strips. Picture Cards include: Initial Consonant 
Sounds, Rhymes, Vowel Sounds, Final Consonant 
Sounds, and Blends and Digraphs. Total of 522 cards.
E751017  $307.60

Build a Contraction  
Magnetic Tiles
Grades 1-3. Set of 35 magnetic tiles to 
help children understand how contractions 
are formed, and remember how they are 
spelled. Magnetic functionality allows them 
to see exactly how letters are replaced by 
apostrophes. Includes tiles, one Magnetic 
Build & Write Board, and teaching notes. 
E751161   $33.55

Word Building Cubes
Grades K-3. Your students will be amazed by the hundreds of words they can 
create just by turning these twenty 3.2 cm cubes with red vowels and black 
consonants. Consonant blends and vowels pairs also included.
E751163   $33.55

Build-A-Sentence Cubes
Grades 1-3. These sturdy 3 cm plastic cubes have a related high-
frequency word on all six sides. Sentence Building with Word Cubes 
provides step-by-step lesson plans. Children build sentences, then vary 
them by turning one or more cubes. Each of the six colour-coded nine-
cube sets explores a different sentence structure. Change declarative 
sentences into interrogative ones or present tense into past, affirmative 
into negative, and much more. Especially useful for identifying children 
with syntax problems or working with ELL students. 54 cubes. 
E751034   $68.30

LITERACY
MANIPULATIVES

Magnetic  
Alphabet Tiles
Grades K-3. Two to four of 
each lowercase letter, plus 
26 uppercase letters. 92 tiles 
in all, plus two apostrophes. 
Red vowels and black 
consonants.  
E750658   $20.15
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Hands-On Alphabet
Grades K-1. Help children recognize the 
letters of the alphabet, connect upper 
and lowercase letters, and isolate initial 
sounds in words. Includes 78 objects 
(3 for each letter), 26 sorting cups with 
labels, two sets of upper and lowercase 
letter cards, upper and lowercase 
sequencing cards, and plastic organizing 
basket. Hands-on Alphabet teaching 
manual shows you how to get the most 
out of your alphabet materials. 
E751041   $143.85

Articulation Box
Grades PreK-4. This huge 
collection of wonderful 
objects represents 12 of 
the earliest developing 
speech sounds. It will 
involve children and 
make them want to talk. 
There are at least four 
objects for every sound, 
not only at the beginning 
of words, but in the 
middle and end of words 
as well. Includes more 
than 130 sensational, 
realistic miniatures, 13 
object storage bags with 
labels, and an organizing 
chart showing all the 
different ways the objects 
can be used. Not for 
children under 3 years of 
age. 
E751211   $137.75

Two-Sided Alphabet Letter Tiles
Grades K-3. Each set contains 2 to 4 of each letter, 
lowercase on one side, uppercase on the other. 68 
tiles in each pack; red vowels and black consonants. 

 
E750642 1-pack   $33.55
E750644 4-pack with Letter Tile Organizer  $136.85

Alphabet Letter Tiles
Choose from a variety of tiles 
both one- and two-sided, 
colour-coded for vowels and 
consonants. Tiles measure 
2.5 x 3.2 cm.

Letter Tile Organizer 
Store and organize all your 
alphabet letters or other small 
items in this versatile, clear 
plastic container. 13.7” x 8.6” 
x 1.37” deep, with push-tight 
lid. 30 fixed compartments 
measure 1.6” x 2”.  2 fixed 
compartments measure 1.6” x 
1.25”. Letters not included. 
E751959  $18.25

LITERACY
MANIPULATIVES

Alphabet Objects
Grades K-3. All 78 enticing objects;  
3 for each letter. See Alphabet pocket 
chart (E751030)  
E751024   $99.55

Alphabet Pocket Chart
Grades K-1. 75 x 50 cm chart has one pocket for 
each letter to show corresponding Alphabet Objects. 
(E751024)
E751030   $68.30
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Junior Learning®  
Rainbow Phonics Tiles
Ages 5 years + / Grades K + This collection of 
phonics tiles includes all of the most common 
letter patterns, including consonants, short vowels, 

consonant digraphs, vowel digraphs and split 
digraph (each colour-coded accordingly). 

Comes with a self contained storage box 
and pop up whiteboard. Also includes 

phoneme frames of different sizes 
for building different words. 

Compatible with supporting 
resources such as blend 
objects, vowel objects and 
magic e objects. Everything 

you need to model and practice 
spelling new words. 

E752276  $46.25

Junior Learning® Rainbow Phonics Magnetic Letters
Ages 4 years + / Grades K + Set of 84 magnetic foam letters with a unique in-
built magnetic board. Children build new words on the magnetic board as they 
discover new letter patterns. A phonics progression teaching guide is included to 
introduce new letters week by week. Letters are colour-coded. Includes vowels, 
consonants, digraphs, vowel digraphs, changeable vowel sounds, r-controlled and 
split digraphs. 
E752264  $46.25

Junior Learning® 
Rainbow Sentences
Ages 5 years + / Grades  
K + Rainbow Sentences is a 
wonderfully hands-on magnetic 
resource that will stimulate your 
student’s creativity and excite 
them about developing their 
literacy skills by literally building 
sentences! Through a range of 
nouns, verbs, adjectives, pronouns, 
sight words and punctuation 
children will, not only understand how 
to construct different sentences but 
can have endless hours of fun creating 
their own interesting and silly sentences 
and stories. This pop-up box with an in-built 
magnetic board means that children can take 
their Rainbow Sentence builder wherever they 
go in this easy to carry pack. Contains 160 pieces and 
built-in magnetic board. 
E752266  $46.25

Junior Learning®  
Rainbow CVC Objects
Ages 4 years + / Grades K + Rainbow CVC Objects 
are a set of 40 magnetic foam CVC objects in a box. 
Begin to teach CVCs in an interactive, hands-on and 
fun way as children identify objects and sound out 
their consonant, vowel, consonants, such as 
bat, fox and pig. 
E752263  $22.85

Junior Learning®  
CVC Cubes
Ages 4 years + / Grades K + This 
handy box of CVC cubes contains 
30 cubes for teaching consonant 
vowel consonant spelling patterns. 
Cubes can be combined to spelling 
CVC, blend and even magic e. Roll 
cubes to play as a game. Spell the 
most words to win. Consonants 
are colour-coded in blue and short 
vowels in red. 
E752267  $36.35

Junior Learning® Sentences Cubes
Ages 5 years + / Grades K + Sentence cubes contain 9 parts of speech cubes for 
sentence building. Each cube is colour-coded according to its part of speech. Roll 
cubes to generate random sentences and practice putting words together in the 
correct order. Contains 9 six sided cubes, with each face representing different 
words. 
E752270  $26.95

Rainbow Giant Phonics
 Ages 4-6  + Rainbow Giant Phonics is an engaging magnetic resource to teach 
children about letters and sounds! Develop children’s understanding of how letters 
can be joined together in different ways to create new sounds and how more 
complex words can be constructed. The size of the letters makes them ideal for 
displaying in the classroom or for use in activities with larger groups of children. 
The set includes consonants, vowels, digraphs, vowels, changeable vowels, 
r-controlled vowels and magic e vowels. Contains 84 pieces. 
Approximately 3 inches high.
E471316  $69.95

new
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Junior Learning® CVC Blender
Ages 4 years + / Grades K + The exciting word 
building game allows children to blend sounds to 
make new words. It focuses on the most common 
words in Consonant Vowel Consonant patterns. 
The perfect game for beginning readers and 
spellers, although suitable for any ages and mixed 
ability groups. Works with CVC Blenders for word 
building fun. Be the first to complete your words 
and win the game. Contains 90 letter titles and 16 
word building phoneme frames. 
E752275  $44.95

Junior Learning® Vowel Objects
Ages 5 years + / Grades K + Vowel objects 
are a set of 40 magnetic foam vowel objects 
in a box. Begin to teach vowels in an 
interactive, hands-on and fun way as children 
identify objects and sound out their vowel 
sounds such as goat, owl and fork. Each 
piece measures approximately 2”. 
E752274  $26.95

Junior 
Learning® Blend 
Objects
Ages 5 years + / 
Grades K + Begin to 
teach blends in an 
interactive, hands-
on and fun way as 
children identify 
objects and sound out 
their blend clusters 
such as crab, tent 
and broom. Each 
piece measures 
approximately 2”. Contains 40 magnetic foam blend objects in a box. 
E752273  $26.95

Junior Learning® 
My First Sight 
Words
Ages 4 years + 
Help your children 
get a head start on 
reading and writing by 
introducing them to 
common sight words 
with My First Sight 
Words! This set of the 
top 30 most common 
sight words will be extremely useful for children to recognize and use both when 
reading sentences and stories or for when they begin building their own! Each 
word has a colour-coded border to make them engaging and easy to remember. 
Contains 30 sight words. 
E752271  $26.95 

Junior 
Learning® 
Magic-E 
Objects
Ages 5 years 
+ / Grades K + 
Magic-E objects 
are a set of 40 
magnetic foam 
magic e objects 
in a box. Begin 
to teach magic e 
in an interactive, 
hands-on and fun 
way as children 
identify objects and sound out their magic e long vowel sounds such as bike, mice 
and cone. Each piece measures approximately 2”. 
E752268  $26.95

Junior Learning® Write & Wipe Dice
Ages 3 years +  This set of four write-on / wipe-off magnetic 
dice comes in four bright colours. Each die can be used for 
teaching a range of curriculum topics, such as number, fractions, 
probability, letter sounds and sight words. Write numbers, letters, 
operations and more. Magnets can also be attached to faces. 
Contains 4 coloured write and wipe dice one each of blue, red, 
yellow, green. Comes in a handy storage box.
E752272  $21.95

Junior Learning®  
Slant Board
Ages 3 years + / Grades K + The slant 
board provides a versatile workstation 
for children. Designed to support posture 
during writing. Write and wipe surface is 
lined on one side for use with a whiteboard 
marker. Also compatible with holding 
paper or use with magnets. Board can also 
sit vertically for use as a display magnet 
board. Folds flat for horizontal use or easy 
storage. Measures: 28.35 x 14.20 inches 
flat
E752269  $31.95

Use with 
magnetic 

letters too!

Many 
ways to 

use!
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Word Families 
Ages 5 years + Learn all about different families using our Word Families 
interactive literacy building blocks. Word Families is made up of 74 different word 
tiles which can be joined, broken down and rearranged into endless combinations. 
Be the master at identifying different word family endings, words with similar 
sounds, and words with similar spellings in order to build new words and beat your 
family and friends in any of our 7 exciting game plays! Word Families is the perfect 
way for children to recognize basic word patterns and also develop their growing 
vocabulary. Contains 74 pieces, game guide and word list.  
E752227  $43.95

CVC Toolbox 
Ages 4 years + The CVC 
Toolbox is a handy tool 
for building CVC words. 
It contains 70 tri-blocks 
covering beginning, middle 
and final sounds as well 
as 30 word building cards 
with real photography.  
E752228  $48.95

CVC Word Strips
Ages 4-8 years CVC Word Strips includes 24 magnetic word strips for building 
consonant-vowel-consonant words. Each strip has a photographic image and is 
double-sided with a word frame on one side and the word printed on the other. 
Perfect for self-correcting. 
E752239  $36.95

Homonym Puzzles
Ages 5-8 years Homonyms are words that sound the same but are spelt differently 
and have different meanings (such as son and sun). Piece together the words 
that sound the same with their matching pictures to create a completed puzzle. 
Contains 48 pieces (12 completed puzzles).   
E752230  $19.95

Compound Word Puzzle 
Ages 5-8 years Compound words are 2 separate words that can be joined 
together to create a new word with a new meaning (such as sun and flower, 
creating sunflower). Piece together the words that can be joined with their 
matching pictures to create a completed puzzle. Contains 48 Pieces (12  
completed puzzles).   
E752229  $19.95

Junior Learning® 44 Sound Cards
Ages 4-6 years Cards provide an image for each of the 44 sounds to act as a 
mnemonic for learning. Borders are colour-coded according to a developmental 
progression. Clear photographic images used throughout. Perfect for introducing 
new letters in a phonics lesson.  
E752231  $22.95

LITERACY
MANIPULATIVES
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Spelligator
Ages 5 years + An exciting new word building game that teaches phonemic 
awareness letter, patterns and positioning. Covers letter sound patterns, 
consonants, vowels, digraphs, and blends. The player who makes the most word 
wins! Includes 4 Spelligators and 73 letter tiles.  
E434659  $48.95

Roll A Word 
Ages 4 years + Help 
children develop spelling 
and word formation with 
Roll A Word dice. Simply 
roll the dice and let the 
letters guide you. First 
roll the dice and view the 
upper face, then group 
dice together to form 
words. Choose the dice 
you want to use and the 
best dice to start your 
word. Contains 10 dice and 
1 handy carry sack.   
E434930  $19.95

Junior Learning® 50 Letters and Sound Activities 
Ages 4-7 years 50 Letters & Sounds Activities is a set of 50 double-sided activity 
cards for teaching synthetic phonics. Topics include: identifying phonemes, 
blending, decoding, syllables, alphabet, digraphs, segmenting, reading, tricky 
words, adjacent consonants, split digraph (magic e) and spelling. The front side 
provides teaching objectives, resources used and procedure. The other side 
provides examples used to complete the activity. Contains 50 double-sided activity 
cards and a contents card that can act as a check off list. Follows a synthetic 
phonics progression.  
E752232  $26.20

Junior Learning®  
CVC Flips 
Ages 4-8 years CVC Flips is 
an early flip stand for teaching 
the spellings of consonant-
vowel-consonant words (CVC). 
Images form when correct 
spellings are made that relate 
to the word. Double-sided with 
different examples on each 
side.   
E752238  $15.95

Junior Learning® 
Word Building Flips 
Ages 4-7 years Word building 
flips is an early flip book for 
teaching word building. On 
the left-side are beginning 
sounds (onsets) and on the 
right-side are ending sounds 
(rimes). Flip pages to build 
words. Images form when 
related words are made. 
Double-sided with different 
examples on each side.
E752237  $15.95

Junior Learning® Magic E Flips
Ages 4-7 years Magic E Flips is a double-sided flip stand to teach the split digraph 
(or magic e). Photographic images are included to provide word building examples. 
Spell new words by flipping over pages and show how the final 'e' makes the short  
vowel say its name.   
E752236  $15.95

Junior Learning® Blend Flips
Ages 4-7 years Blend flips is a double-sided flip stand, with blend beginnings 
on one side and blend endings on the other. Simply flip over pages to build new 
words. Photographic images are included for word building examples.  
E752235  $15.95

LITERACY
MANIPULATIVES
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Junior Learning® 50  
Story Starter Activities 
Ages 6 years + 50 Story Starter Activities is a set of 
50 double-sided activity cards for teaching writing 
through story prompts. Topics include fiction and 
non-fiction examples. The front side provides story 
starter inspirations and interested words. The other 
side provides a visual image of the story. Contains 50 
double-sided activity cards and a contents card that 
can act as a check off list.
E752154  $26.20

Junior Learning® 50  
Comprehension Activities 
Ages 6 years + 50 Comprehension Activities is a set 
of 50 double-sided activity cards for teaching reading 
comprehension. Stories include both fiction and non-
fiction titles. The front side provides the text and an 
image of the story. The other side provides questions 
about the story that are multi-choice. Contains 50 
double-sided activity cards and a contents card that 
can act as a check off list. It also has the correct 
answers printed for each activity.
E752153  $26.20

Junior Learning® Sentence Dice 
Ages 5 years + Sentence Dice are a collection of 
six soft dice for building sentences. Covers different 
parts of speech (such as nouns, verbs, prepositions) 
for building sentences. Photographic images used to 
support learning. 
E470252  $26.20

Junior Learning® Comprehension Dice 
Ages 5 years + Comprehension Dice are a collection 
of six soft dice for discussing the meaning of text. 
E752156  $26.20

Junior Learning® Story Starter Dice 
Ages 5 years + Story Starter dice are a collection of 
six soft dice for helping generate story ideas. 
E470254  $26.20

Junior Learning® Roll A Story Set 
Ages 4 years + Help children develop story telling 
and oral language with Roll A Story dice. Simply 
roll the dice and let the pictures guide children's 
imagination. Categories include: people, animals, 
food, places, transport, feelings, weather, actions, 
sports, objects. Contains 10 picture dice, 1 carry 
sack.    
E434931  $19.95

Junior Learning® Roll A Tale
Ages 4 years + Help children develop oral language 
skills by getting them to create their own fairy tale 
using a Roll A Tale dice. Simply roll the dice and allow 
the pictures to guide the child's imagination. Start by 
rolling the dice and looking at the pictures face up. 
Group the dice that you think are best for beginning 
your fairy tale. Then retell a popular fairy tale or make 
one up of your own using the dice you have rolled. 
Contains 10 picture dice and 1 carry sack. 
E752241  $19.95

Question Dice
Roll this pair of quiet, foam dice and yield a new 
question starter: “What might?”, “Why is?”, “Who 
can?”. You’ll be amazed how much thought students 
put into their questions and answers using this simple 
thinking tool.
E744310  $8.20

Story Starter 
Cubes
Six 2" cubes with 36 
story starters. Spark 
creative thinking by 
rolling the cubes to 
choose characters, 
situations, and 
setting for original 
stories.
E751976   $15.90

LITERACY
MANIPULATIVES
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2.5 cm (1”) Alphabet Stamps
Ages 3 years + Ready2Learn™ manuscript alphabet stamps reinforce letter 
recognition and word building. Useful for making work sheets, posters and charts. 
Sets of 34 rubber stamps, with easy-to-grip plastic handles, come in clear, labeled 
and sectioned storage cases. 26 alphabet and 8 punctuation stamps.  
E450068 Uppercase $22.95
E450070 Lowercase $22.95
E441085 Combo Kit: Uppercase and Lowercase $42.00

Raised 
edges and 
directional 

arrows

Jumbo See-Thru  
Lowercase Alphabet  
Set with Storage Tray
Grades K+ Organize, sort and store 
Jumbo See-Thru letters with this  
practical tray. Includes 4 sets of jumbo 
see-thru lowercase letters. Includes a lid 
for the tray. Tray measures 22.8” x 10.8” 
x 1.2” (58 cm x 27.5cm x 3cm). 3 years +
E752180  $79.85

Jumbo See-Thru Lowercase 
Alphabet Set Only
Grades K+ Each letter has raised edges 
and arrows showing the direction of 
how to write each letter. 3" (7.6 cm) H.  
26 letters. 3 years +
E752186  $17.35

Jumbo See-Thru  
Uppercase and Lowercase  
Word Building Set with 
Storage Tray
Grades K+ Includes 1 set of jumbo 
see-thru uppercase letters and 3 sets 
of jumbo see-thru lowercase letters. 
Includes a lid for the tray. Tray measures 
22.8” x 10.8” x 1.2” (58 cm x 27.5cm x 
3cm). 3 years +
E752182  $79.85

Jumbo See-Thru Uppercase 
and Lowercase Word 
Building Set - 78 Pieces
Grades K+ Build simple sight words, 
blends, ends and vowel combinations 
with this versatile set. Includes one 
set of jumbo see-thru uppercase 
alphabet and two sets of jumbo see-
thru lowercase alphabet all stored in a 
convenient storage bucket.  
78 pieces. 3 years +
E752181  $49.35

Jumbo See-Thru Uppercase 
Alphabet Set Only
Grades K+ Largest letter is 2"W X 3"H. 
Each set has 26 letters. 3 years +
E752185  $16.55 

Alphabet Sorting  
Tray with Lid 
Alphabet sorting tray with clear lid. 
Measures 22.8” x 10.8” x 1.2” (58 cm x 
27.5cm x 3cm). Fits 4 sets of jumbo see-
thru uppercase or lowercase letters (Not 
included). Labeled with the letters on 
the bottom of each well. 3 years +
E752184  $19.35

Wikki Stix
Grades K+ Kids can trace their 
names or make drawings with 
these pieces of beeswax-
impregnated yarn. Standard 
packs contains 48 strands  
(20 cm long). 
E65950L Primary Colours  
(set of 48)   $7.55
E65952L Neon Colours  
(set of 48)   $7.55

Wikki Stix  
Alphabet Cards
Grades K+ Learn the 
alphabet with fun, colourful 
Wikki Stix. Set includes 26 
letter cards with directional 
arrows to help create the 
proper “stroke” using the 
36 Wikki Stix provided. 
Fun illustrations to copy for 
creative play time. 
E748644   $17.80

Letter Formation 
Sand Tray
Grades PreK-2 
Solid wood tray for 
handwriting practice 
measures 20 x 20 cm. 
The contrasting dark 
blue laminate bottom 
makes letters stand out 
clearly. Includes lid and 
fine grain sand. 
E751104 Each   
$36.95

Word Formation Sand Tray
Grades PreK-2 The perfect size for lots of sensory practice with 
tracing words as well as a creative space for setting up creative 
playtime dioramas! Letters stand out clearly in the smooth blue 
laminate bottom of the 15” x 8” tray. Includes wooden lid and 
crystalline silica-free fine-grain Safe Sand®. 
E751970   $64.95

For more 
Primary 

Concepts  
see pages 340 

to 343

LITERACY
MANIPULATIVES
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6 Letter Sound Games 
Ages 4 years + This set of educational games and activities is designed for 
introducing children to letter sounds and how they can make up words. The 
games follows a systematic synthetic phonics approach where this set makes 
up the first progression of letter sounds. Boardgames are printed double 
sided to help save the environment. Contains 2 board games, 2 matching 
games, 10 word puzzles, spinner, counters, die. 
E434675  $46.95

Junior Learning® Dominoes
These dominoes include a 28 piece set on thick plastic dominoes. Dominoes come in a collectors tin for storage. Children will love the feel of real 
dominoes as they complete the matching game.
A. Short Vowel 
Ages 5 years + 
E470245  $23.60
B. Word Family 
Ages 5 years + 
E470246  $23.60

C. Rhyming Word 
Ages 4 years + 
E470247  $23.60
D. First Word 
Ages 4 years + 
E470248  $23.60

E. Beginning Sound 
Ages 4 years + 
E470249  $23.60
F. Blends 
Ages 5 years + 
E470250  $23.60

G. Long Vowel 
Ages 5 years + 
E470251  $23.60

LITERACY
MANIPULATIVES

Junior Learning® Rainbow Letters and Numbers
Ages 3 years + / Grades K + Rainbow Letters and 
Numbers is the perfect creative, hands-on 
magnetic resource! Children can enjoy hours of 
fun arranging and rearranging this vibrant and 
tactile set of letters, numbers and equations to 
help develop their basic literacy and numeracy 
skills. With 2 sets of colour-coded consonants 
and vowels, children will be able to recognize 
different letter patterns, build CVC words and 
improve spelling. The resource also includes 
2 sets of numbers, 0-9, and 5 common 
mathematical equations which can help to 
familiarize children with number 
sequencing and encourage 
them to learn and build 
basic mathematical 
sums. Contains 86 
magnetic pieces.
E752265  
$28.95

Rainbow Letters Print  
Ages 4 years+ Rainbow Letters (in print 
script) are a set of magnetic letters in a box. Includes 2 
sets of the alphabet and an extra 2 sets of vowels. Vowels are color-coded 
in red and consonants are color-coded in blue. Perfect for building CVC words 
or completing alphabet arc activities. Contains 62 x letters. Approximately 1.60 
inches high. 
E471315  $14.95

see more games on 
page 357 and 358new
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Magnetic Letters
Ages 4 years + These letters are easily 
handled by young children as they have 
ridged edges and are made from thick 
shatterproof plastic. 
E67308  Lower Case Letters, 
200 pieces, 3 cm   $94.45
E15402  Lower Case Letters,  
50 pieces, 3 cm   $25.95

Magnetic Letter Kit
Ages 4 years + Includes a 
portable organizer, one set of 
upper case magnetic letters 
(E15431) and 3 sets of lower case 
magnetic letters (E15402). 
E743014 Kit   $109.95
E743016 Portable Organizer 
Only (7" L x 7.5" W x 6.75" H)   
$21.95

Upper Case Letters  
Ages 4 years + 48 uppercase magnetic 
letters,  
3.5 cm.  
E15431   $21.95

Magnetic Letters
Ages 3-6 years + Brightly-coloured 
3.2 cm magnetic letters. 10 pieces 
for each vowel, 5 pieces per 
consonant. 155 letters. 
E440124 Upper Case   $42.70
E440126 Lower Case   $42.70

Magnetic/Dry Erase Boards
For the best of both worlds – attach a 
note or jot one down, this board gives 
you options. 22.5 x 30 cm.
E747106   $8.45

Alphabet Stamp Sets
Grades PreK+ Teach the 
alphabet, printing/writing, 
and simple words. Set of 34 
letters (2.5 x 2.5 cm) come in 
compartment case. 
E74030 Uppercase    $19.95
E74032 Lowercase    $19.95

Magnetic 
Whiteboard  
12” x 18” 
This magnetic dry erase 
board features a sturdy 
aluminum frame with 
rounded corners, measuring 
12” x 18” (30.5 x 45.5cm). 
It can be mounted on the 
wall for classroom teaching 
display work. Includes 
detachable marker tray and 
hardware for wall mounting. 
E752255  $14.25

Foam Magnetic Alphabet Uppercase & Lowercase  
Ages 3 years + Practice letter recognition and word building with these soft, foam, 
magnetic letters. Colour-coded to differentiate consonants (blue) from vowels (red). 
Includes: 104 letters - 2 sets of both upper- and lower-case letters. Letters measure 
1.75" (4.5 cm) tall and come in a sturdy plastic storage jar.  
E752248   $24.15

Desktop Easel Set 
Ideal for small-group learning 
activities, this versatile double-sided 
easel brings interactivity to a child's 
fingertips. Features two magnetic 
dry erase surfaces, one dry erase 
pen with magnetic eraser cap 
and two colourful disk magnets. 
Lightweight aluminum frame 
with rounded plastic corners 
for style and safety folds flat for 
easy storage. Overall closed 
dimensions 18" wide x 12" high x 1.75" 
deep. Opens to 10.5" deep with locking 
hinges for stability and safety.
E751979   $46.95

Magnetic Letter Construction
Ages 4-8 Build letters and numbers with colour-coded, magnetic pieces! Soft foam 
lines and curves can be used to create both upper and lowercase letters (plus 
numbers). Great for use in small groups with smaller magnetic boards. Includes 
storage bucket and activity guide. Longest piece measures 5 cm long. 
E434177   $34.95

LITERACY
MANIPULATIVES
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Unifix® CVC 
Consonant/
Vowel Cubes Set
Grades K-3 90 single-letter 
cubes (blue consonants and 
red vowels). Lower case on 
one side, upper case on the 
other. Plastic storage box 
and teacher guide. 
E740342   $27.45

CVC Word Building Cards
Grades 1-3 Set of 24 laminated cards with picture and colour cues for children to 
build three-letter words with Unifix® Letter Cubes CVC sets. Colour illustrations of 
common objects and animals.  
E741512   $10.95

Unifix® CVC  
Blend Cubes Set
Grades K-3 Set of 90 colour-
coded cubes including the most 
frequently used two-letter initial 
blends, medial blends, digraphs 
and diphthongs. 
E740344   $27.45

Large Unifix® 
CVC Magnets
Grades K-5 With 
magnets over 5 cm 
square, this set includes 
90 colour-coded 
consonant and vowel 
cubes and 10 blank 
cubes. These large 
magnets can be seen 
from the back of the 
classroom.
E744452   $33.50

Unifix® Reading: Early Phonics Word-Building Cards Only
Grades K + (Ages 5 years +) Build CVC words with Unifix Letter Cubes. Set 
includes 50 two-sided, illustrated cards to practice beginning and ending sounds 
and short vowel (CVC) word families.
E752249  $15.95

Unifix® Reading: Early  
Phonics Activities 
Grades K + (Ages 5 years +) This 
comprehensive activity guide will have students 
building words with Unifix Letter Cubes. 
Practice with beginning and ending sounds, 
consonants and short vowel (CVC) word 
families. The book features appealing artwork 
and includes a variety of reproducible activities, 
including puzzles, word ladders and more.  
E752251  $21.95

Unifix® Reading: Phonics Kit
Grades 1-2 (Ages 6 years) Give early readers hands-on foundational skills practice 
with this set of Unfix CVC and Blends letter cubes along with a comprehensive 
activity book and card set. Set includes 90 CVC Cubes and 180 Blend cubes as 
well as Unifix Reading Phonics Activities book and Phonics Word Building Cards. 
Ideal for small-group or station work. Includes enough materials for 2-3 students. 

 
E752253  $68.95

Unifix® Reading: Phonics Word-Building Cards Only
Grades 1-2 Build words with Unifix Letter Cubes. Set includes 50 two-sided, 
illustrated cards to practice blends and digraphs, short vowels, silent "e" pattern, 
and common vowel teams. 
E752250  $15.95

Unifix® Reading: Early Phonics Kit
Grades K + (Ages 5 years +) Build foundational reading skills with this multi-
sensory phonemic awareness kit. Using Unifix CVC cubes, kit includes activity 
book and cards to provide targeted practice for alphabet and early phonics 
concepts. Set includes 90 CVC cubes as well as Early Phonics Activities book and 
Early Phonics Word Building Cards. Ideal for small-group or station work. Includes 
enough materials for 2-3 students. 
E752252  $42.95

LITERACY
MANIPULATIVES
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Alphabet Soup Cans with Photographic Cards
Ages 3 years + Set of 26 alphabet soup cans with 7 object cards (5 photographic 
objects, 1 uppercase letter, 1 lowercase letter) per can/letter. Activity guide 
included.  
E444344  $92.95

Magnetic CVC Fishing
Ages 3 years + This fun, new fishing game helps children identify and spell out CVC 
words. Consonant fish are blue and vowels are red. Catch the appropriately lettered 
fish with the fishing rod to make up words on the work cards. Fill in the missing 
letters to make the word pictured on the card or to spell the word. This educational 
tool encourages interaction between children and makes learning to spell fun. 
Great for sand/waterplay too! Includes 55 magnetic fish measuring 7cm long, 4 
double-sided work cards, 4 magnetic fishing rods (28cm long), and instruction guide. 
Warning: This product contains small parts, long cords and magnets and is not 
suitable for children under 3 years old. This toy contains magnets or magnetic 
components. Magnets sticking together or becoming attached to a metallic object 
inside the human body can cause serious or fatal injury. Seek immediate medical 
help if magnets are swallowed or inhaled. Adult supervision is recommended. 
E445778  $73.95

Laminated 
cards suitable 
for water play

Alphabet Bean Bags
Ages 3 years + Kids love 
tossing around their ABCs, 
learning letters and building 
words with these lightweight, 
washable beanbags. Each of 
the 26 soft, cuddly felt bean 
bags is embroidered with 
uppercase letters on one 
side and lowercase on 
the other, colour coded 
for consonants and 
vowels. Drawstring storage 
bag and tip sheet included.
E434752  $54.95

Letter Beads
Ages 3 years + A set of easy-to-use letter beads with red vowels and blue 
consonants. Yellow beads serve to separate words so children can build 
sentences. Letter beads help develop children’s understanding of letters and 
their manipulative skills. The beads thread easily on to the laces provided and are 
designed so they can be flipped over to reveal the opposite of either upper or 
lowercase. Warning: Long cords, not for children under 3 years old.  
E445780 Set of 132 beads, 8 laces $67.95

Alphabet Acorns Activity Set 
Ages 3 years + Learn letters and object vocabulary with this matching set!  
Put each acorn together by matching upper and lowercase letters, and then find a 
colour-coded figure that starts with the same letter. Build simple words or use for 
simple matching play.   
E435217  $42.95

Alphabet Centre 
Pocket Chart
Ages 4 years + Letter, word 
and picture recognition 
are easy to learn with this 
colourful 70 x 85 cm nylon 
chart. Set includes 156 
picture cards (words on 
back), 52 letter cards, four 
blank cards and activity 
guide.
E431428  $52.95

Phonics Bean Bags
Ages 4 years + Soft, sturdy, 
lightweight bean bags (7.5 cm), 
richly embroidered with a picture 
representing the sound of a letter, 
including short and long vowel 
sounds, and hard and soft sounds 
for c and g. Tip sheet with games 
to reinforce phonemic awareness 
included. Set of 26 bags.
E440088  $76.95

LITERACY
MANIPULATIVES

Adult supervision is strongly recommended when using 
magnets or magnetic products in the classroom. 
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3-in-1 Portable Easel
Three classroom-friendly products 
in one! Just unfold and fasten the 
Velcro® tabs to create a 2-sided 
magnetic board, a 2-sided whiteboard, 
or a flannel board. Perfect for small 
groups or on-the-go lessons, announcements and 
reminders, and centre activities. Sits conveniently 
on desk, table, or floor. Take it or store it anywhere. 
Measures approximately 37.5 x 50 cm.
E745626   $104.95

Rhyme & Sort Rockets™
Ages 4 years + Have a blast reinforcing phonological awareness! Place a photo card 
in the rocket doorway, then group cards that rhyme into the correct rocket. Sort by 
beginning sounds, ending sounds, syllables, and more! Includes 8 rockets, 80 cards 
(real-life photos) and activity guide. Durable rockets measure 12.5 x 5.6 cm.
E434178  $56.95

Quick Stick Instant Flannel Board
This magnetic-backed flannel board quickly sticks to any metal surface, including 
classroom whiteboards. The 50 x 67.5 cm surface works with felt pieces and letters. 
Rolls up for easy storage.
E437728  $48.95

ABC Party Cupcake Toppers™ 
Ages 3 years + Decorate this set of 6 two-piece cupcakes with 26 alphabet 
toppers and 26 vocabulary toppers to help kids learn the alphabet, make simple 
words, and work on early language skills. All toppers store inside the 6 cupcakes, 
each measuring 3 1/2” H.    
E470652  $29.95

Chicka Chicka 123  
Storytelling Props
Ages 3 years + 20” H freestanding fabric tree 
and 30 numerals that adhere to it with hook & 
loop tabs.  
E434176  $83.95

Tree and Letter Props for  
“Chicka Chicka Boom Boom”
Ages 2 years + The rhyming race up this famous “Tree 
of Knowledge” is as easy as A-B-C with our 50 cm high 
freestanding fabric tree and the 26 uppercase and 26 
lowercase letters that adhere to it. 
E450058  $83.95

Sight Word String-Ups
Ages 4 years + 218 cards with important vocabulary words in five developmental 
levels. Place one card into the specially designed tray and find the corresponding 
letters to string onto a top quality chenille stem. Four trays, over 280 letter beads & 
100 chenille stems. Beads are 2 cm tall. Includes teacher resource guide.  
E436026  $42.95

LITERACY
MANIPULATIVES
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Magnetic Combo Board
Ages 3 years + Great for developing design skills 
with magnetic shapes or drawing with dry-erase 
markers. Plus, there’s a chalkboard on the other side! 
Hardwood frame. 22.5 x 30 cm.
E33508 Each $10.95
E445538 Set of 6 $60.92

Day/Night Magnetic Dry Erase Board
Grade K + This double-sided, dry-erase, magnetic 
board is black on one side and white on the other, 
and has a convenient carrying handle. Use dry erase 
markers (available separately) on both sides, and dry-
erase crayons on the back side. Size 12" x 9". 
E93700  $7.45 
E93870 Set of 6 $42.45

25.4 cm

35.6 cm

Frameless Magnetic Dry Erase Board
Grade K + Lined magnetic dry erase board. Lines on 
one side and blank on the other 9” x 12” (22.9cm x 
30.5cm).
E470500  $8.25

Magnetic Tabletop  
Learning Easel
Ages 3 years + This sturdy easel stands 
alone on a tabletop, and then folds flat 
for easy storage. Its blank, magnetic, 
write-on-wipe-off surface can be used for 
teacher-led instruction, independent work 
and partner activities. Measures 30 cm x 
40 cm.
E450078  $30.80

Medium Magnetic Write/Wipe Board
Grade K + With plastic frame for easier handling and total safety. White, wipe-clean 
surface can be used both with magnetic accessories or to write with dry-erase 
markers. 30 cm x 22.8 cm (12” x 9”). Set of 6.
E73998 Set of 6   $41.50

Dry-Erase Pouch Pack of 10
This Dry-Erase Pouch is suitable for every grade level, allowing students and 
teachers to insert pages of suggested activities, open-ended problem solving and 
discussions on assessments. When you are done with the inserted page, simply 
erase the work and reuse the Dry-Erase Pouch for the next lesson. Set includes 
two each of five colours (purple, red, blue, yellow and green). Size: 32.5 x 28 cm.
E751783  Pack of 10 Pouches   $21.80

LITERACY
BOARDS & ACCESSORIES

Tabletop Easel
Grades K-3+ Unique compact 
easel with  
lightweight molded frame 
and easy carrying handle. 
Two magnetic dry erase 
boards. Book/marker ledge 
on each side. Detachable 
pocket chart with 6 vinyl 
pockets 43 x 40 cm. Three 
removable Tiny Tubs easily 
stored within the built-in tray. 
5-Year warranty on frame; 
lifetime warranty on tubs. 
Measures 48W x 43D x 48H 
cm.
E440272  $108.95
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Wipe Off Boards
Ages 3 years + This Masonite-Backed Board has a smooth, write and wipe surface. 
Use Dry Erase markers for the best results and clean up. 12” H x 9” W
E434528 Single Wipe Off Board, Each $7.45 
E434529 Set of 12 $82.92

Wipe Off Erasers
Ages 3 years + Class pack of 12 Wipe Off erasers for use with individual write and 
wipe lapboards. Eraser size is 1 7⁄8" L x 1 1⁄4" W x 1" H. 
E447886 Set of 12 $14.55

Write ‘N’ Wipe Boards
Grades K + These double-sided, no-tear, plastic boards can be used with dry-wipe 
or wet marker pens. Upper and lower case alphabet and ruled lines for practice 
writing (blank on the other side). 9" x 12".
E741372  Each  $1.60    
E741374  Set of 5  $8.10
E75874  Set of 30  $40.65

Dry Erase 
Handwriting 
Boards
Students can practice 
on these boards over 
and over! Each 22.5 x 
30 cm board has five 
lines for writing. Use 
dry-erase markers only.
E741378 Set of 10   
$51.35

Dry-Erase Markers with 
Erasers
Grades 1 + Small, medium-point, dry-
erase markers with built-in erasers.  
Non-toxic and low odour.
E751203 10-Pack Assorted  
Colours  $26.40
E751208 24-Pack Black   $54.95
E751209 36-Pack Black   $78.70

Mini Eraser
For dry-erase boards. 
Measures 2.5 x 5 cm. 
E741380   $1.45

Dry Erase Boards
Ages 4 years + These dry-erase boards are ideal for handwriting practice and 
more. Non-ghosting quality surface. Hardboard backing is warp and chip resistant. 
Rounded corners for comfort and safety. Measures 9” x 12” x 0.125”.
E747100  24 x 30 cm Single Dry-Erase Board, Each $4.55
E747124  Classroom Set: 12 each of Dry Erase Boards, Pens, & Erasers (2" x 2")      
     $78.95   

Frameless Magnetic 
Dry Erase Board - 
Blank 9" x 12"
Multipurpose magnetic, dry 
erase board. Blank on both 
sides. 9”x 12” (22.9 cm x  
30.5 cm). 
E95123  $8.25

LITERACY
MANIPULATIVES
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Jumbo Magnetic Spin Wheel 
Transform your whiteboard into an interactive, whole-class game space! Simply 
place the spinner on your whiteboard, choose a template, and use your dry-erase 
markers to create the games and activities you need-the possibilities are limitless. 
Includes jumbo 16" magnetic spinner, 3 double-sided write-on/ wipe-off cards, and 
teacher guide with 16 classroom management, math, language arts, readiness, and 
other activity suggestions. Warning: contains small magnets, adult supervision 
recommended. Not for children under 3 years. 
E752001   $79.95

Chunks
Grades 1-3. Chunks was developed by researchers and classroom teachers. 
Includes 140 brightly coloured chunky plastic tiles: 70 of the most common rimes 
(rhyming sounds) and 70 onsets (consonants, consonant blends, and digraphs). 
Great basis for a writing unit and a motivating classroom game. 
E66128   $51.40

LITERACY

A. Giant Write/ 
Wipe Dice 
Ages 6 years +  Single cube 
with dry wipe surfaces which 
are suitable for use with 
magnetic resources. Colour 
may vary, red or green. No 
colour choice. Measures 120 
mm.  
E34405  $41.95
B. Giant Write/Wipe 
Dice Set of 6
Ages 6 years +  Set of 6 blue 
cubes with dry wipe surfaces 
which are suitable for use with 
magnetic resources. Measures 
52 mm.  
E34403  $71.35

Dry Erase Blocks
Ages 4 years + Create your own fun and games by drawing pictures, writing 
letters, words, phrases, numbers or a combination of them all! Roll, pass or toss 
blocks for many different types of play. The four 3" x 3" dry erase blocks come in 
orange, purple, teal and green with a black dry erase marker.
E752024   $22.95

6 Phonics Games 
Ages 5 years + This set is designed for teaching 
phonics and how different letter patterns make up 
words. Contains: 2 board games, 2 matching games, 10 
word puzzles, 16 dominoes, spinner and counters. 
E434913   $46.95

6 Blend Games 
Ages 5 years + This set is designed for teaching 
blends. Contains: 2 board games, 2 matching games, 
word puzzles, die, counters and spinner. 
E434914   $46.95

6 Vowel Sound Games 
Ages 5 years + This set of educational games and 
activities is designed for teaching vowel sounds. 
Contains: 3 board games, 1 matching game, word 
puzzles, die, counters and spinner. 
E434915   $46.95

6 Spelling Games 
Ages 6 years + This set of educational games 
and activities is designed for teaching spelling. 
Contains: 2 board games, 2 matching games, word 
puzzles, die, counters and spinner. 
E752169   $46.95

GAMES
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Junior Learning® Alphabet Bingo
Ages 4 years + Alphabet Bingo is a alphabet matching game for teaching the 
alphabet and letter sounds. Contains 4 boards and 24 cards.
E470260  $16.95

Junior Learning® Rhyming Bingo
Ages 4 years + Rhyming Bingo is a matching game for teaching the rhyming 
sounds in words. Contains 4 boards and 24 cards.
E470261  $16.95

Junior Learning® CVC Bingo 
Ages 4-8 years. CVC Bingo is a picture matching game for teaching consonant 
vowel consonant patterns. Contains 4 boards and 24 cards.  
E752225  $16.95 

Junior Learning® Sight Word Bingo
Ages 5 years + Sight Word Bingo is a word matching game for teaching the most 
common 36 sight words. Contains 4 boards and 36 cards. 
E752226  $16.95

Classic 
Bananagrams®
Grade 2 + The award-
winning word game 
that needs no pencil, 
paper or board. 
Fast and fun! For 1-8 
players. 144 tiles. 
E750953   $26.95

Essential  
Word Magnets
Grades 4 + This is the 
kit that started magnetic 
poetry. The carefully 
selected 440 words and 
word fragments take your 
imagination to uncharted 
territory. Includes words like 
music, elaborate, time, soar 
and dream. Contains small 
parts.
E745432   $29.95

LITERACY
GAMES

Bananagrams® Game - French
Ages 7 years + Bonjour! French BANANAGRAMS® is all the fun of Classic 
Bananagrams® but in français. The award-winning word game that needs no 
pencil, paper, or board. Fast and fun. Players race against each other to build 
crossword grids and use all their letter tiles first. 144 Letter Tiles and instructions. 
For 1-8 players. 
E471173F  $26.95
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Phonics/Word Study
Grades K-6 This series provides everything children need to build multiple skills in 
language. Focusing on phonics, structural analysis, and dictionary skills, each book 
offers creative ideas for using phonics and word study skills in other language 
areas. Answer key included. 200+ pages.
A. Phonics 
E74156 Phonics, Grade K  $14.60  
E74158 Phonics, Grade 1  $14.60
E74160 Phonics, Grade 2  $14.60 
E74162 Phonics, Grade 3  $14.60
B. Word Study & Phonics
E74498 Word Study & Phonics, Grade 4  $14.60
E74500 Word Study & Phonics, Grade 5  $14.60
E74502 Word Study & Phonics, Grade 6  $14.60

Sight Word Spellers
Grades 1-3 The engaging games and activities in these Spellers offer plenty of 
practice spelling, reading and writing Dolch list words. Word searches, sorts, 
scrambles and more teach high frequency words that don’t always follow regular 
phonetic spelling patterns. 
E751040 Set of 20   $104.95

Sight Word Speller Book 2
Grades K-3 What are the most important words primary students need to learn? 
High frequency words, many of which do not follow regular phonetic spelling 
patterns. The engaging games and activities in these Spellers offer your students 
plenty of practice spelling, reading, and writing Dolch list words: word searches, 
sorts, scrambles, and much more. Book 2 covers 120 words young children need 
to learn, after they have mastered the first 100 words. 8 1/2" by 11"; 72 pages each. 
E752047 Set of 20   $104.95

My Reading Journal
Grades K-3 Give students a place to keep track of the books they have read. On 
each of the 30 pages, students write about a book, draw a picture, and give it a 
rating.
E750857 Set of 20 $42.85

A. Reading
Grades K–6 Enjoyable reading, even for 
below-average readers. Each book contains 
interesting content and colourful illustrations, 
so children are eager to find out what happens 
next. Answer key included. 150+ pages.
E74764 Grade K   $14.60
E74766 Grade 1   $14.60
E74768 Grade 2   $14.60
E74770 Grade 3   $14.60 

E74772 Grade 4   $14.60
E74774 Grade 5   $14.60
E74776 Grade 6  $14.60 

C. Spelling
Grades K-6 This series links spelling to reading and writing, and increases skills in 
words and meanings, consonant and vowel spelling, and proofreading. Riddles, 
brainteasers, and puzzles make spelling fun. Each book contains more than 200 
full-colour pages, including a speller dictionary, and an answer key.
E752262 Grade K   $14.60  
E74818 Grade 1   $14.60     
E74820 Grade 2   $14.60
E74822 Grade 3   $14.60   

E74824 Grade 4   $14.60
E74826 Grade 5   $14.60   
E74828 Grade 6   $14.60

D. Vocabulary
Grades 3-6 An essential building block for writing and reading proficiency, the 
series extends vocabulary knowledge through grade-appropriate instruction and 
activities. Synonyms, antonyms, homophones, word families and word forms are 
among the key concepts explored.   
E744944 Grade 3   $14.60      E744946 Grade 4   $14.60
E744948 Grade 5   $14.60      E744950 Grade 6   $14.60

B. Sight Words
Grades K-1 Best-selling workbook series provides quality educational activities 
that meet students’ needs for learning achievement and success. Young learners 
master the high-frequency words that commonly appear in any text. Includes 
activities, sight word sentence strips, flash cards and answer key.
E747894 Grade K   $14.60       E747896 Grade 1   $14.60

LITERACY
WORKBOOKS
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Language Arts
Grades 1-6 72 four-part lessons 
strengthen writing skills by focusing 
on parts of speech, word usage, 
sentence structure, punctuation, and 
proofreading. 

E750296 Grade 1 $14.60
E74970 Grade 2 $14.60
E74972 Grade 3 $14.60 
E74974 Grade 4 $14.60
E74976 Grade 5 $14.60
E74978  Grade 6 $14.60

Writing
Grades K-6 Each book’s lessons 
focus on creative and expository 
writing using clearly stated objectives 
and pre-writing exercises. Eight 
essential writing skills are applied. 
Activities teach main idea, sequence, 
comparison, detail, fact and opinion, 
cause and effect, and making a point.
E74879  Grade K $14.60
E74880  Grade 1 $14.60
E74882 Grade 2 $14.60
E74884  Grade 3 $14.60
E74886  Grade 4 $14.60
E74888  Grade 5 $14.60
E74890  Grade 6 $14.60

Lined Books
Lines on half of every 
other page starting on 
page 3.
E747174 Portrait,  
6” x 8” $5.20

My Writing Journal
Grades K-3 Get students writing every day with these 30-page journals. Each page 
has lines for writing, plus space for illustration. Includes a word bank of frequently 
misspelled words and a list of topic ideas.
E751114 Set of 20  $42.85

LITERACY

Cursive Handwriting
Support your students' learning 
achievement and success by 
providing them with a strong 
foundation in handwriting 
and penmanship with Cursive 
Handwriting which provides students 
with the practice that may be missing 
from today's classroom. Students 
learn correct letter formation while 
gaining exposure to academic 
vocabulary. Colourful illustrations 
and silly sentences keep students 
engaged as they develop the 
handwriting skills that are crucial for 
school success. 96 pages.  
E752049 Grades 3-5 Cursive 
$9.90

WORKBOOKS
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C. Wood Pieces Set for Capital Letters
Ages 3 years + (Grade K +) The Wood Pieces Set and activities help children develop fine motor, social, 
vocabulary, and letter formation skills. Wood Piece activities teach basic size, shape, and position concepts. The 
set includes 26 pieces: 8 big lines, 6 big curves, 6 little lines, and 6 little curves.
E39120  $83.95

Roll-A-Dough Letters®
Ages 3 years + (Grade K +) Form capital letters 
and numbers rolling dough snakes. Set includes 18 
double-sided, capital letter and number cards, 10 x 
15 cm multi-sensory tray, and a 12 oz. container of 
dough.
E39126  $54.95

A. Capital Letter Laminated Cards
Ages 3 years + (Grade K +) Ideal for children who are just learning capital letters. Set includes 26 double-sided  
8½” x 11”, laminated cards. After using the letter cards, children learn to build letters independently on the 8½” x 
11” blue Mat. The smiley face reminds them where to start, and is a guide to stop reversals of letter formation.
E39124  $56.95

E. Slate Chalkboard
Ages 3 years + (Grade K +) The Slate Chalkboard  is 
used to teach and remediate capitals and numbers. 
The smiley face at the top left corner reinforces top-
to-bottom, left-to-right directionality. Children write 
capitals and numbers in a consistent size on the 
10 x 15 cm slate. Improved finger dexterity helps to 
develop good pencil grips.
E39132  $13.85 each;  6 or more $13.10 each

D. Blackboard with Double Lines
Ages 3 years + (Grade K +) This classroom tool is used to teach lowercase letters in both print and cursive, 
letter placement on lines, and cursive connections. Size: 25 x 42.5 cm.
E39134  $36.95 each

F. Stamp and See Screen®
Ages 3 years + (Grade K +) Stamp capital letters on the 
Stamp and See Screen™ using the magnetic stamps. 
Use the chalk-like tool to trace letters or form them 
on your own. Set includes 10 x 15 cm screen in plastic 
frame, 4 magnetic stamps, and magnetic writing tool. 
This product contains a magnet. Adult supervision is 
recommended.  
E39200  $39.95

B. Mat for Wood Pieces
Ages 3 years + (Grade K +) The smiley face will organize and orient children. The Mat helps children form letters 
independently, without reversals.
E39122  $11.95 each;  6 or more $11.35 each

Little Chalk Bits
Ages 3 years + (Grade 
K +) Makes writing on 
the Slate Chalkboard 
and Blackboard with 
Double Lines easy 
for little hands. 200 1” 
chalk bits.
E39143  $16.55

Little Sponge Cubes
Ages 3 years + (Grade K +) These sponges are just 
the right size for wet-dry techniques on the Slate 
Chalkboard and Blackboard with Double Lines.  
100 ½” cubes. 
E39141  $8.75

Get the Set and Save!
Grades K + (Ages 3 years +) Kits consists of 26 
Wood Pieces (E39120), 26 double-sided Capital 
Letters Laminated Cards (E39124), and 6 Blue Mats 
(E39122) for building letters independently.
E445576  $199.92

Handwriting Without Tears®
How well children succeed in school and in life 
depends on the people in their lives and on their 
early environments. It is important to help them 
develop a strong foundation. Handwriting Without 
Tears® is the only program to build skills in the 
following areas:
• Sensory
• Visual Perceptual
• Motor (Fine/Gross)

• Cognitive/Language
• Social/Emotional
• Playing & Singing

Flip Crayons
Gr. PreK-K (Ages 3 years +) This unique crayon helps 
develop hand coordination and fine motor skills by 
flipping the crayon. Two colours and two points per 
crayon. 10 great colours in all. Promotes proper grip.
E39138 Tub of 206 crayons $52.95
E39140 20 packs of 5 crayons (not shown) $40.65

Pencils for Little Hands
Gr. K-1  A perfect tool for little hands or for teaching 
proper pencil grasp. Pencils measure 10cm. Each box 
contains 144 pencils. Eraser tip.
E39136  $51.95
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A. Letters and Numbers  
For Me Student Workbook 
Gr. K  Lessons teach capital and lowercase letters, 
and numbers. Pencil Pick-Up activities develop 
grip, coordination, and paper placement skills. 
Activity pages combine handwriting instruction with 
punctuation, paragraphs, and poems for justice. 
E39152  $26.10;  12 or more $24.72 ea.
B. Letters and  
Numbers Teacher’s Guide 
Gr. K Multisensory lessons address diverse learning 
styles. Page-by-page lesson plans. Tips help educators 
integrate handwriting with reading and teach children to 
write on all styles of paper. Strategies help identify and 
remediate printing problems. 
E39150  $51.95
C. My Printing Book Student Workbook 
Gr. 1 Lessons emphasize the correct use of lowercase 
letters in words and sentences. Learn & Check section 
helps teachers and students check letter, word, and 
sentence skills. 
E39160  $26.10;  12 or more $24.72 ea.
D. My Printing Book Teacher’s Guide 
Gr. 1 Ideas offer help for teaching grip, remediation, and 
working with lefties. Page-by-page lesson plans. Tips 
help educators integrate handwriting and reading, and 
teach children to write on all styles of paper. 
E39158  $51.95
E. Printing Power Student Workbook 
Gr. 2 Learn & Check section helps teachers and 
students check letter, word, and sentence skills. 
Activity pages combine handwriting instruction with 
punctuation, paragraph, poem, and language arts 
activities for practice. Practice format includes writing 
on single lines. 
E39162  $26.10;  12 or more $24.72 ea.
F. Printing Power Teacher’s Guide 
Gr. 2 Multisensory lessons address diverse learning 
styles. Page-by-page lesson plans. Tips helps 
educators integrate handwriting with reading, and 
introduce cursive at the end of second grade. 
E39164  $51.95

G. Cursive Handwriting  
Student Workbook 
Gr. 3 Cursive warm-ups facilitate easy transition from 
print to cursive. Lessons plans immediately incorporate 
taught letters into words and sentences. Activity pages 
combine handwriting instruction with paragraph, poem, 
composition, and language arts activities. 
E39178  $26.10;  12 or more $24.72 ea.
H. Cursive Handwriting Teacher’s Guide 
Gr. 3 Strategies teach four basic connections. 
Multisensory lessons address diverse learning styles. 
Page-by-page lesson plans. Strategies help identify 
and remediate cursive problems. 
E39176  $51.95
I. Cursive Success Student Workbook 
Gr. 4 Portrait style book emphasizes practice with 
smaller size writing. Learn & Check section helps 
teachers and students check letter, word, and sentence 
skills. Transition to single lines for the last third of the 
book. Activity pages combine handwriting instruction 
with grammar, composition, writing, science, and 
geography. 
E39182  $26.10;  12 or more $24.72 ea.
J. Cursive Teacher’s Success Guide 
Gr. 4 Strategies teach four basic connections. 
Multisensory lessons address diverse learning styles. 
E39180  $51.95
K. Can-Do Cursive 
Gr. 5+ For students still mastering or learning cursive. 
Students receive a quick, thorough review of cursive with 
emphasis on difficult connections. Cursive skills are used 
to write paragraphs, autobiographies, and thank-you 
notes. 
E39188  $26.10;  12 or more $24.72 ea.
L. Can-Do Print Workbook 
Gr. 5+ For students who prefer print to cursive, but 
still need practice. Students receive a quick, thorough 
review of printing. Printing skills are used to write 
paragraphs, autobiographies, and thank-you notes. 
E39190  $26.10;  12 or more $24.72 ea.

M. Kick Start Kindergarten  
Teacher’s Guide 
PreK-K Kick Start Kindergarten Teacher’s Guide is 
designed to provide a developmentally appropriate 
curriculum option to 4-year-old and younger 5-year-old 
children who are academically in-between preschool 
and kindergarten. From fine motor skills to letters 
and numbers, students navigate through essential 
pre-literacy, pre-math, and other cognitive skills, while 
also developing the social-emotional skills needed to 
succeed in school. 
E34377  $51.95
N. Kick Start Kindergarten  
Student Workbook 
PreK-K Kick Start Kindergarten bridges Pre-K  
and Kindergarten by providing a developmentally 
appropriate curriculum option to 4-year-old and 
younger 5-year-old children who are academically in-
between preschool and kindergarten.  
E34378   $26.10;  12 or more $24.72 ea.
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Mat Man® is a friend to millions of children. Made of 
a Mat, Wood Pieces, and bottle caps for his eyes and 
nose, Mat Man® comes to life on the floor, in your 
students’ drawings, and in a story. 
A fun, visual and tactile way to teach Pre-K and K:
• Body awareness
• Placing body parts correctly
• Sequencing, organization and letter building
• Number awareness, counting and shape recognition
• Participation, following directions, and taking turns
Bring Mat Man’s adventures to your classroom or 
resource library. Includes one of each of the following 
four titles.

Mat Man® Set of all 4 Books 
Grade Prek-K Children learn readiness and language 
skills with these four book boxed set. 
E445560  $136.45    
Shapes 
Mat Man® comes to life in an imaginative tale that 
takes children to a world of shapes and rhymes. 
Hardcover. 32 Pages.
Hats 
Mat Man® returns to take children on a journey from 
space to land to sea. Hardcover. 36 pages.

 
Opposites 
This book teaches word relationships and opposite 
meanings to young readers. Hardcover. 36 pages.
On the Go 
Early readers will learn active verbs, adjectives, and 
vocabulary as they eagerly follow Mat Man® on his 
latest adventures in the world!

Set comes 
with a FREE 

Mat Man 
poster!

Get Set for School Sing Along CD
Teacher Resource Fun songs and finger plays 
promote school readiness, develop body awareness 
and listening skills, and help teach counting skills.
E39128  $36.95

Rock, Rap, Tap & Learn CD
Teacher Resource The hip music style engages 
students and inspires active learning. Stomp to 
the beat to develop pencil grip and posture for 
writing. Rock, rap, and tap to learn letter and number 
formation.
E39130  $36.95

A 4-year-old’s same-day 
drawings before and 
after Mat Man™. You’ll be 
amazed at your students’ 
ability to draw a person 
after building Mat Man™ 
for the first time.

Before After

Double Line Paper
Solves the problem of line confusion and helps children place letters correctly. The 
bottom line keeps the writing straight and the midline controls the size of the letters.
A. Wide Notebook  
Paper – Beginner K-1 
Learning Level
Lines are spaced 5/16” 
apart. Horizontal format.
E39139 100 Sheets $8.75
E39129 500 Sheets 
$22.95

B. Regular Notebook 
Paper – Intermediate
Gr. 2-3 Learning Level
Lines are spaced 3/16” 
apart. Vertical format.
E39168 100 Sheets $8.75
E39170 500 Sheets 
$22.95

C. Narrow Notebook 
Paper – Advanced
Gr. 4+ Learning Level
Lines are spaced 2/16” 
apart. Vertical format.
E39187 100 Sheets $8.75
E39186 500 Sheets 
$22.95

D. Grey Block Paper
PreK+ Teaches correct placement of capital letters and numbers. It also prevents 
reversals. Includes 35 pages of each style: Starting Corner Dot, Centre Starting Dot, 
Alphabet/Number Review, and Blank Grey Dots.
E39159  $14.10

My First School Book Activity Book 
PreK Children learn joyfully with the multi-sensory readiness activities in My 
First School Book. This updated edition of the award-winning Get Set for School 
activity book helps children of different abilities develop crucial readiness 
and pre-writing skills. Includes social-emotional activities for school readiness, 
unique crayon stroke, basic habits for letter and number formation, building and 
drawing, and colour and shape activities. 
E33211  $26.10;  12+  $24.72 each 

Readiness & Writing Pre-K Teacher’s Guide 
PreK Address children’s diverse learning styles with this guide for readiness. 
Teach activities easily with little preparation time. Lessons address general 
readiness, alphabet knowledge, letter/number recognition, shapes, and colours. 
230 pages. New multi-sensory lessons, expanded teaching guidelines, support 
for ELL strategies, and benchmarks for each lesson. 
E33120  $46.95

LITERACY
HANDWRITING
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Toobaloo
Ages 4 years + Improve pronunciation and confidence, reading and listening 
skills, phonics, and speech with this innovative tool. The Toobaloo’s design 
magnifies the sound of their voice, making it easy to hear themselves speak 
with only a whisper. Break-resistant, non-toxic plastic is easy to clean. 
E742548 Each  $9.10

Better Boards, Slant Writing Boards
Lightweight slant boards collapse to a thickness of just 0.6 cm. Can easily be 
stacked and stored. Made of durable, corrugated plastic. They have attached 
plastic clamps that hold paper and include non-slip feet. Use for writing or holding 
materials to copy from. The low angle surface is approximately 20°.  
Small Better Board. 30 x 31 cm. 
E33686  $36.95
Extra Large Better Board.  
47.5 x 30 cm. 
E33688  $46.15

The Writing C.L.A.W.
The Writing C.L.A.W (Controlling Letters of Adolescent/Adult Writing) ensures 
correct finger position, creates a true tripod grip, fits right or left hand, is easy to 
use, and is latex free. Package of 12. Not for children under 3 years old. 
E31084S Small (3 years - K) $28.95
E31084M Medium (K-6) $33.95

Slide Reader
Slowly move the white 
slider bar in and out as 
you read along. The Slide 
Reader helps students 
focus on words, letters and 
phrases. Aids in fluency and 
comprehension, and blocks 
distractions.
E751105 With Yellow 
Window, Each   $3.20

The Pencil Grip™, Original
Grades K + It works with the natural physiology of the  
hand to gently place fingers in the proper position for gripping.  
Works on pencils, pens, and paintbrushes. 
E34994 Pkg/12, assorted colours $34.95

Chalkboard Brights Classroom Privacy Screen
This durable designer classroom privacy screen will brighten up any classroom 
and help students keep a positive attitude, even during  test time! Ideal for reading, 
testing, or working on individual projects. 22” W x 16” H x 14” D.
E750509   $18.85

Privacy Boards
These boards are made of sturdy corrugate and are perfect for any desk, table 
or computer area. They help keep students focused, distractions out, and help 
prevent wandering eyes. 4 boards per package, white on both sides. Size: 120 x 
40 cm (48” x 16”).
E750981 Set of 4   $23.90

See more 
Pencil Grips 

on Pages 
393-394

See more 
Writing Aids 

on Page 
393-394 

LITERACY
WRITING AIDS & ACCESSORIES
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AudioAce™ Optima Listening Centre - 6 Person Centre
A 6 person listening centre featuring popular on-ear headphones and Bluetooth® 
boombox with CD, cassette and FM radio player. Designed and built to withstand 
the rigors of classroom use while providing high quality sound. 8 Position Stereo 
Jackbox with Individual Volume Controls. Lockable carrying case (lock not 
included). Warranty: 1 year.
E440382  $379.95
E440384 Portable Bluetooth® CD/Cassette/FM Boombox $178.45

AudioAce™ Mega Listening Centre - 6  
Person Centre with Boombox, Deluxe Headphones
This set is a 6 person listening centre featuring deluxe over-ear headphones and 
Bluetooth® Boombox with CD and Cassette Player as well as FM radio. 8 Position 
Stereo Jackbox with Individual Volume Controls. Large lockable carrying case (lock 
not included). Warranty: 1 year.
E438926  $469.30 
E438920 Headphones Only $24.10

Kids Deluxe CD/Karaoke Boombox Listening Centre
Featuring a colourful, fun and sturdy Boombox Karaoke Machine, specially-
designed for early childhood use. The fun colours and easy functionality of the 
Karaoke Boombox along with 4 deluxe headphones, a jackbox with 8 headphone 
inputs. 8 Position Stereo Jackbox with Individual Volume Controls. Durable, 
lockable carry case (lock not included). Warranty: 1 year.
E747716  $429.95

AudioStar™ 
Boombox Radio, 
CD, USB, Cassette 
Player with Tape 
and CD to MP3 
Converter
A unique boombox that 
plays everything from old 
technology like radio and 
cassette tapes to the latest 
including CDs and MP3 files 
on CD or USB stick. It has a 
built-in tape and CD-to-MP3 converter allowing you to convert all your tapes and CDs 
to MP3 files and record them onto a USB flash drive without a computer! While playing 
a tape or CD, simply insert a USB flash drive into the USB slot, press the “record” 
button and AudioStar™ will automatically convert it to an MP3 file and record it on to the 
USB stick. Six 3.5 mm headphone jacks. Output Power: 2W RMS. Dual Power: AC or 6 
“D” size batteries.
E752091  $183.90

AudioChamp™ Top-Loading 
Portable Classroom CD Player 
with USB and MP3
Specifications:
• Top-loading CD/MP3 player with USB
• Audio CD, CD-R, CD-RW and MP3 files  
 on CD-R or CD-RW
• Plays MP3 files on USB flash drives  
 via built-in USB port
• Amplifier and speaker: Built-in 3W
• Outputs: 3.5 mm and 1/4” stereo outputs for 
 connecting headphones and jackboxes
• Volume control: Digital push button
• Track display: Back-lit LCD
• Power: 6V wall power adapter or 4 “C” 
 batteries (batteries not Included)
• One year warranty
E752092  $154.95

HamiltonBuhl® Flex-Phones™, 
Foam Headphones
Ages 3 years+ HamiltonBuhl Flex-Phones™ 
are nearly indestructible, made from a 
single piece of EVA foam. EVA foam is safe, 
non-toxic, BPA-free, soft and an extremely 
flexible material. Recommended for children 
ages 3 and up, Flex-Phones™ deliver high 
quality sound that will never exceed 85 
decibels, ensuring young developing ears 
are protected. 4' straight nylon cord, 3.5mm 
stereo plug. 1 Year warranty.
E750293 Blue  $36.45 
E750294 Black  $36.45 
E750295 Red  $36.45

LITERACY
AUDIO
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B. Sensory Glitter Storm Set
Ages 3 years + This set comprises three large cylinders containing gold, silver 
and blue glitter in clear liquid. Turn them over to observe the sensory glitter storm. 
Made from durable polycarbonate. Size: 140 mm x 50 mm. 
E34375  $38.95 

Touch and Match Board
Ages 3 years + Identify and match 
up the 12 tactile turned hardwood 
counters, each with a different textured 
top surface. Can be used as a game or 
for sensory stimulus. Board size: 220 
mm x 170 mm x 35 mm.
E34374   $23.95

C. Sensory Ooze Tube Set
Ages 3 years + Crystal clear sensory liquid sets contain colourful mineral oil and 
water in a range of designs. When turned upside down they provide a variety of 
ways for the droplets or coloured liquid to fall or rise. The sets will captivate and 
fascinate and are an ideal resource for quiet focus, as well as inspiring curiosity, 
developing creative language and understanding simple scientific principles. Size: 
120 mm x 50 mm.  
E34426  $46.95

A. Giant Sensory Ooze Tube
Ages 3 years + Turn the tube upright to watch the jelly liquid ooze to the bottom. 
A great sensory resource to fascinate and captivate. Size: 200 mm x 80 mm.   
E33971  $26.95

Imagination Sand Scenes
Ages 5 years + A different design every 
time! 18 x 16 cm. Colours vary.  
E33813  Each  $10.95

Guidecraft® Tactile Matching Maze
Ages 3 years + Little hands guide tactile circle pieces across the track to match 
the patterns of corresponding square blocks with Tactile Matching Maze. The 
five smooth-sanded circular pieces can be moved around the cutout path while 
remaining affixed to the sturdy puzzle board. Chunky square puzzle pieces with 
textured centers can be rearranged to create new patterns for toddlers to follow. 
With the Tactile Matching Maze toddlers can practice fine motor, problem-solving 
and matching skills. Measures 15” W x 9.5” D x 2” H.
E470622  $71.95

SPECIAL EDUCATION
SENSORY DEVELOPMENT Sound Box

Ages 3 years + Shake the 
wooden cubes by their 
sturdy plastic handles to 
hear each unique sound 
and find its match. Look 
through the translucent 
coloured acrylic 
base of each box 
for self-correction. 
Builds matching, 
concentration and 
perception skills.  
31 x 24 x 8 cm.
E33122  $76.95

Sound Puzzles
Ages 2 years + Wooden sound peg puzzles with realistic sounds with pictures 
under puzzle pieces reveal an activity. These interactive sturdy vehicles 
encourage the development of auditory and processing skills, problem solving 
and narrative skills too. Batteries not included. Each puzzle measures 8.75” x 
11.75” x 0.75”.
E435127 Around the Fire Station - 8 pieces $24.95
E435135 The Wheels on the Bus - 6 pieces $24.95
E435129 Old MacDonald’s Farm - 8 pieces $24.95

Ruff’s Teach N Touch Tactile Set
Ages 3 years + Dog-house themed tactile set includes 10 plastic and cloth dog 
bones in assorted textures, and one furry dog. Bones measure 5 cm and are 
stored in a dog-house box with flap opening for “search and grab” play.  
E31058  $44.95
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Discovery Disc™
Ages 4 years + Need some quiet time or feeling bored? Grab the Discovery 
Disc™! This hands-on sensory tool engages fine motor skills as you try to find 
the animal pieces hidden among the colorful pellets. Looking for the hidden 
objects aids in visual perception, and naming them as you find them aids with 
speech therapy and play. Squish the disc, manipulate it and even toss it (gently) 
like a frisbee with friends. The disc weighs just over a pound, so it also doubles 
as a lap pad to help children sit still for short periods of time. Use with adult 
supervision. Made of vinyl with plastic pellets and objects securely sealed 
inside. 8” diameter and weighs 17 oz. Surface wash. Use with adult supervision. 

 
E34618  $59.95

Jacob’s Ladder
Ages 5 years + Loosen up your wrist! It’s 
the enchanting folk toy that performs tricks 
and optical illusions with every turn of your 
hand. Kids and adults alike who benefit from 
fiddle toys will love this visually mesmerizing 
activity. Beautiful wooden construction 
provides an enjoyable clacking sound with 
every twist of the wrist. An irresistible kinetic 
illusion. Featuring colourful, durable wood 
with a fabric ribbon.
E39636  $10.95

Textured Gel 
Filled Alphabet
Ages 3 years + This 
Sensory Gel Alphabet 
Set of 26 uppercase is 
a great tactile tool to 
help children learn their 
ABC’s. The squeezable 
gel alphabet provides a 
multi-sensory learning 
experience that makes 
learning and practicing 
fun! Manipulate, 
squeeze, touch, or trace 
the letters. The size of 
the letters is easy for 
early learners to grasp, 
pick up and move 
around. An excellent tool for teachers to incorporate into visual learning activities. 
Great for at-home use to practice and reinforce the alphabet. Letters measure 11.4 
cm (4½”) in height.
E471157  $76.95

Gel Bead Filled  
Shapes - Set of 4
Ages 3 years + Help children experience shapes, colours and textures at 
the same time—right in their own hands! Each squeezable shape is filled 
with colourful gel beads that engage kids’ senses—perfect for fidgeting and 
building fine motor skills. 4 piece set 4 shapes—each in a different bright 
colour kids will love. Also great as bean bags for use in cornhole games. 
Shapes measure approximately 12.7 cm (5”).
E39826  $23.95

SPECIAL EDUCATION
SENSORY DEVELOPMENT 

Mini Gel Pads, Different Shapes - Set of 4
Grades K + (Ages 3 years +) These mini shaped gel pads will encourage learning 
through touch but without any mess or getting dirty. Use to trace letters or shapes 
or simply to fidget. Made from non-toxic ingredients and easy to clean. Shapes 
measure approximately 8.9 cm (3½”).
E39829  $23.95

Moon Balls 
Ages 3 years + These stress balls have an awesome texture and make a great 
fidget toy. Extra tough and durable. Assorted colours. Hand-washable.
A. E34427 Full Moon $10.45 each B. E34429 Half Moon $10.45 each
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Scaly 
Stuff! 

Squeezy Stuff! 

Squishy 
Stuff! 

Fuzzy 
Stuff! 

Hidden 
Stuff! 

Sensory Blocks Set of 16
18 months 16 large hardwood blocks containing beads, 
transparent acrylic, coloured sand and water/glitter 
filled pockets in 4 different shapes (square, rectangle, 
triangle and semicircle). Promotes observation, hand-eye 
coordination, oral language and sensory tactile learning. 
The combination of smooth hardwood exterior and the 
brightly coloured sensory centre makes a fascinating 
component with a multitude of educational possibilities. 
Size of rectangle: 140 x 70 x 40mm. 
E34027  $86.95

Tranquil Turtle®
All Ages
• Projects a magical underwater light effect
• Plays 2 soothing sounds: Ocean Waves & Seaside 
 Serenade 
• Adjustable brightness & volume controls
• 23-minute sleep timer & Batteries included
E34364 Aqua $78.95
E34365 Ocean $78.95

Sensory Playtivity™ Sensory 
Discs 
Captivating, soothing tactile and visual sensory 
experiences for early learners or those with special 
needs are delivered with these 5” diameter Sensory 
Discs. Also perfect for fidgety students, these discs 
are made for touching, squeezing, exploring and 
observing!  

A. Scaly Stuff!  
The special flip-flopping sequins have an iridescent 
quality that changes colors with light refraction. When 
a finger traces through the scaly maze of sequins they 
flip over and turn black leaving a design. Roll back in 
the opposite direction and they return to shimmering 
colors. Scaly stuff also has magnetic backing to adhere 
the disc to metal surfaces.  
E39628  $36.95

B. Squishy Stuff!  
Ages 5 years + These see through disc pouches are 
filled with water and non-toxic shimmering, colorful 
gel beads. They invite kneading and squishing that 
makes the gel beads move around in the liquid 
creating a fascinating, ever-changing scene.  
E39629  $36.95

C. Squeezy Stuff!  
These clear disc pouches contain a non-toxic 
substance students can’t stop squeezing!  
E39626  $36.95

D. Fuzzy Stuff!  
These discs feature shag noodles of varying sizes 
and lengths that are cuddly soft and soothing.  
E39627  $36.95

E. Hidden Stuff!  
Another clear pouch disc filled with loads of colorful 
beads of all shapes and sizes. Also included are 26 
letters of the alphabet beads that will appear and 
disappear as the disc is manipulated.  
E39630  $36.95

F. Set of 5 
Includes one each of Scaly Stuff, Squishy Stuff, 
Squeezy Stuff, Fuzzy Stuff & Hidden Stuff.  
E39631  $62.95

SPECIAL EDUCATION
SENSORY DEVELOPMENT
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ABattery Operated Glitter Lamp 
Ages 5 years + 20 cm, battery-operated lamp. 
Colours vary.   
E33815  $7.95

LED Fiber Lamp 
Ages 5 years + Thousands of long fiber strands 
fall above the silver base to crate a beautiful 
mesmerizing glow. Battery-operated with three extra 
bright lasting blue LED lights.  8.3 x 33.7 x 8.3 cm.    
E38224  $13.90

Light Up Molecule Ball 
Ages 5 years + Features a light module inside a flexible 
transparent skin, with lightly coloured transparent balls. 
Squeeze the balls and the light module lights up and 
flashes for 20 seconds, then automatically turns off. The 
light is reflected off every ball for stimulating visual effects. 
7.5 cm dia.    
E36252  $8.80

Glitter Wands  
Ages 3 years + Each of these uniquely 
designed multicoloured wands will keep 
your kids intrigued and stimulated. Great 
parenting tool to calm down before bed time, 
encourage focus and attentiveness before 
activities that require concentration. Soothing 
colourful swirls creates a sense serenity and 
calm. Very suitable for those who suffer from 
stress and anxiety. Also highly appropriate 
for those with autism, ADHD and SPD, 
alzheimers, and down syndrome. Designed 
with safety and durability. 
E39827 Medium pack of 4, 6” $37.95 
E39828 Large pack of 4, 12.5” $43.95

A. Fluorescent Light Filters, Patterned 2 Pack
Two-pack of heat-resistant, patterned light filters attach to standard ceiling fluorescent light fixtures and reduce 
glare and flickering, creating a calming work environment. Flame retardant. Light filters. 60 x 120 cm (2” x 4”), 
with super-strong magnets to keep them in position. Note: this product contains small magnets. For use with 
fluorescent lights only.
E33825  $35.65

B. & C. Fluorescent Light Filters, Set of 4
Create a calming and pleasant atmosphere with filters designed to reduce the flicker and glare of fluorescent 
lights. Heat-resistant fabric filters attach to standard ceiling light fixtures with six sturdy, built-in magnets. 
Improves concentration levels, reduces tension and anxiety. These fabric panels fit over standard fluorescent 
ceiling fixtures with sturdy, sewn-in magnets. Each set includes four 60 x 120 cm (2’ x 4’) heat-resistant panels. 
For use with fluorescent lights only. Note: this product contains small magnets. 
B. E33821 Tranquil Blue  $61.90
C. E33823 Whisper White  $61.90

Light Up Magic 
Flashing Ball 
Ages 5 years + 22 cm 
flashing ball requires 3 AA 
batteries.   
E33811  $7.25

SPECIAL EDUCATION
SENSORY DEVELOPMENT 

For use with 
fluorescent 
lights only
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Essentials Pack 
Ages 5 years + This unique kit contains items every 
special education classroom should never be without! 
Kit contains 1- Inflatable Sitting Disc (E34372), 1- Time 
Timer® PLUS (E33606) (for adult use), 1- Nasco’s Silly" 
Sensory Set (E38134), 1- Tangle® Therapy (E37354), and 
1- Weighted Lizard, Blue (E36278). Ages 5 years plus, 
some components in the silly sensory set may contain 
latex and may vary due to product availability. Warning: 
Small Parts choking hazards, this kit contains a small ball, 
not recommended for children under 3, The manipulatives 
in this kit are recommended for ages 5 plus with the 
exception of the Time Timer® which should only be 
handled by an adult.   
E34161  $184.92

Weighted Fidget Lizard
Ages 4 years +  Leaping lizards! Our Weighted Fidget Lizard has smooth scales to encourage tactile exploration, 
with a twirly tail that serves as a great outlet for fidgety fingers. Lightly weighted to provide gentle proprioceptive 
input, and small enough to toss in your backpack for school  or car trips. 10 oz. 8”L. Polyester blend. Green. Surface 
wash. Use with adult supervision. Small parts.  
E34188  $43.95

Stress Less Fidget Balls - Set of 2
Ages 4 years +  Squeeze the stress away! Stress is 
a goner with these squishy multi-sensor balls. Use 
to work on fine motor control and intrinsic hand 
strengthening. Squeeze the green ball to hear a 
“crunchy” sound, like waves crashing on a beach. 
The blue ball makes no noise and is perfect for when 
quiet is needed. Toss both fidgets in your backpack 
or purse for any time kids need to self regulate or 
de-stress. Balls are 5 oz. and 4 oz. 3.75” Diameter. 
Spandex. Surface wash. Blue and green. Use with 
adult supervision. 
E34189  $27.95

Fidget Key Chain Balls - Set of 3
Ages 5 years +  Fidget and feel the different textures 
- sand, pellets and tiny balls - on our multi-sensory 
Fidget Key Chain Balls. Channel stress while keeping 
fingers busy at your desk, during tests, car trips and 
transitions. Each ball has a key chain to hook onto a 
belt loop or backpack. Not for mouthing. Includes 3 
balls, each with 3” diameter. Surface wash. Colours 
may vary. Use with adult supervision. Small parts. Not 
recommended for children under 3 years.  
E34191   $51.95

Fidget Balls - Set of 3
Ages 3 years +  Squeeze, toss or catch these visually 
enticing fidget balls for sensory processing and tons 
of fun. The colourful balls have a squishy feel and 
surprisingly different textures inside. Provides sensory 
input, hand-eye coordination and tactile exploration. 
Keeping fingers busy helps to release stress. Not 
for mouthing. Includes 3 balls: Red with sand inside; 
Clear with red, yellow with green balls inside; Clear 
with red, yellow and blue pebbles inside. 8 oz. each. 
3.5” Diameter. PVC. Surface wash. Use with adult 
supervision. Small parts. Not recommended for 
children under 3 years.  
E34192  $65.95

Glitter Bead Balls
Ages 5 years + Variable resistance training for hands, 
fingers, and  
forearms. Helps strengthen grip and reduces stress. 
Beads and glitter in a flexible skin. Assorted colours.  
Latex free.   
E36250 Each  $7.25    
E36249 Set of 4 $27.52

SAVE!  
when you  

buy the set!

SPECIAL EDUCATION
SENSORY DEVELOPMENT
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Nasco Silly Sensory Set 
Ages 5 years + Set of 12 includes soft, squishy balls, tubes, and more. Note: Items 
may vary from those in picture. Some components may contain latex. Not for 
children under 3 years old.    
E38134  $46.95

Eggsercizer
Ages 3 years + Ergonomically shaped hand exercisers provide an effective means 
to rehabilitate and strengthen fingers, hand and wrists. Small and easy to use, the 
Eggsercizer can also be heated and chilled if necessary. Available in four colour-
coded consistencies from extra-soft to firm. Latex free.
E37380 Orange (Extra Soft) $18.95
E37384 Blue (Medium) $18.95

E37382 Green (Soft) $18.95
E37386 Prune (Firm) $18.95

Sqwooz™
Ages 5 years + Sqwooz™ is the squishy, 
squashy way to relieve stress and eliminate 
excess energy. The super pliable ball is easy 
to squeeze and stretch—yet it always returns 
to its original shape. Made of the highest 
quality material, Sqwooz™ is tear-resistant 
and free of harmful BPAs and phthalates. 
Great for tactile stimulation and exploration. 
Lightweight and easy to handle. Toss to 
practice hand-eye coordination.
E39633  $10.95

Emotions Putty™
Ages 3 years + Emotions Putty engages kids who 
have low tone or who are delayed-responsive or 
sensory under-responsive. Mold, stretch, pull and 
squish to build hand strength and fine motor skills. 
Shape the putty and see how it changes. Great for 
fidgeting, too! Energize has a firm resistance and a 
sparkly metallic colour. Calm has a soft resistance 
and changes from purple to blue in response to 
the heat of your hands. 3 oz. each. Free of gluten, 
casein, latex and soy. Not for mouthing. Use with 
adult supervision.  
E34608 Calm  $19.95

Scented Putty
Ages 3 years + Our putties can be used as 
a squeeze toy, therapy tool, stress reliever, 
fidget or molding clay, all at once! Stretch 
mold and pull to strengthen hand grasp 
and improve fine motor planning. Each 
scented putty is infused with a different 
pure essential oil to awaken the senses. 
Select soft (Calm), medium (Awakening) 
or firm (Refreshing) resistance depending 
on how much heavy work is needed. 3 
oz. Silicone. Free of gluten, casein, latex 
and soy. Not for mouthing. Use with adult 
supervision.  
E34612 Calm Lavender  $26.95
E34613 Awakening Peppermint  $26.95
E34614 Refreshing Lemon  $26.95
E34615 Multipack  $74.95

SPECIAL EDUCATION
SENSORY DEVELOPMENT 

SELLER
Best

Relaxation and Calming Kit 
Ages 5 years + 1 x Glitter Wand, 6”. 1 x Tangle®  Jr. Fuzzies. 1 x Boink Fidgets™ 
(pack of 3). 1 x Loopeez Silent Figet Toy. 1 x Round Gyrobi Fidget Toy.  
E39875  $38.82
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Tangle® Therapy
Ages 5 years + This twistable 
therapy device is an ergonomic 
approach to hand therapy, minor 
stress relief, and building fine motor 
skills. Proven to improve range of 
hand motion, restore motion of 
joints, improve muscle performance, 
strengthen finger muscles, and 
much more. Soft, texturized rubber 
bumps on this Tangle provide a 
one-of-a-kind sensory and tactile 
experience in your hands. Due to 
the separating sections, the Tangle 
Jr. is a choking hazard for children 
under the age of 3.     
E37354  $17.95

Sensy Band
Ages 5 years + Soothing textured silicone is the 
secret behind Sensy Band’s ability to calm and 
focus the mind. The bright orange band is easy to 
“slap” on and take off and adjusts to any wrist size. 
When not worn, Sensy Band is fun and satisfying 
to bend and curl. The soft silicone bristles are 
irresistible to the touch. Great for tactile stimulation 
and anxiety. Lightweight and comfortable. Adult 
supervision is recommended. Not for chewing or 
biting. 
E39632  $10.95

Tangle® Relax Therapy
Ages 5 years + Reduce stress naturally with this 
twistable, rubberized Tangle with bumpy nodes and 
slightly smaller than the original Tangle® Therapy. 16.5 x 
4.5 cm. Latex free. Due to the separating sections, the 
Tangle Jr. is a choking hazard for children under the age 
of 3.  
E38764  $8.65

Tangle® Junior Fuzzies
Ages 5 years + Highly tactile, this Tangle Jr. is a fun fuzzy twist on the classic 
Tangle. When coiled, this Tangle Jr. measures 1.5” x 2” x 1.5”, Extends to 7” 
when uncoiled Each Tangle Jr. is comprised of eighteen 1” sections. Due to the 
separating sections, the Tangle Jr. is a choking hazard for children under the age 
of 3.   
E38766  $8.95

Focus Fidgety™ - Small
Manufacture recommended age for 
Ages 3 years +  Focus Fidgety™ can 
help you maintain focus and process 
information. Can also be helpful 
in maintaining socially acceptable 
behaviours. Focus Fidgety™ provides 
an outlet for excess energy, making 
it easier for the child to control or 
reduce their impulsive reaching out 
and touching of neighbours and/or 
objects in their immediate environment. 
Teachers love Focus Fidgety™ because 
it doesn’t look like a toy, and the 
non-elastic, latex-free wrist band and 
smooth finger loops keep it in the hand 
and not in the air or on the floor. Made 
of soft, cotton corduroy and filled with 
PET pellets. Size: 3” W x 4” L.   
E31286  $12.10 

Boinks Fidgets™
Ages 3 years +  Boinks Fidgets™ are great in 
helping reduce stress. Fidgety fingers slide the 
marble back and forth in this tight tube of fabric 
to soothe anxiety and stress in the classroom, 
theatre, airplane, office or anywhere one needs 
to keep quiet hands. Fidgeting stimulates neural 
responses to produce and increase in blood 
circulation to the brain and extremities, so it 
can ease the symptoms of generalized anxiety 
disorder, ADD, ADHD, obsessive-compulsive 
disorder, and autism. Not suitable for 
children under 36 months due to small 
parts which may represent a choking 
hazard.     
E34193 Set of 3  $7.70
E34194 Pack of 20  $46.95
E34195 Pack of 50  $104.95

Wristful Fidgets™
Sommerfly™ Wristful Fidget™ is a spandex wrist band 
filled with soothing beads. Wear the wrist band around 
the wrist or stretch it into  the hand and fidget with the 
serene beads to help calm and focus. Whether you 
wear the Wristful Fidget on the hand or on the wrist you 
will experience the gentle pressure that helps to calm. 
Sommerfly™ Wristful Fidget™ looks like a sports band  
and comes in two sizes to fit small and large wrists in a 
calming Royal Blue colour. Our Wristful Fidget™ doesn’t 
look like a toy or a therapy tool so it is less likely to 
distract. Sommerfly™ Wristful Fidget™ works to help 
anyone feel more calm and focused.   
E34199 Small - Ages 3 years to 9 years  $14.25
E34201 Large - Ages 10 years +  $16.55

There’s a
Tangle® for
everyone!

SPECIAL EDUCATION
SENSORY DEVELOPMENT

Stress Balls - Set of 3
Ages 5 years + Squeeze your stress away with these lightweight balls with 
three levels of resistance: firm, soft, and squishy. A gentle texture and squishy 
composition make these colourful balls hard to ignore. Three different levels of 
resistance provide the right amount of stress relief or hand strengthening exercise.
E39637  $17.95
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Pin Art™ with Black Frame
Ages 8 years + These pins don’t prick but leave an intriguing sensation when 
touched. Flip Pin Art™ over so all the pins are touching the clear plastic surface. 
Carefully place your hand or another object on the back and flip again to see a 
3-dimensional relief appear. A great way to explore the combination of touch and 
free form art. 10 x 13.75 cm block frame. This is not a toy. 
E36248  $21.95

Textured Foam Roller
Ages 3 years + Roll the stress away! Offers 
the same deep  pressure as our Pressure 
Foam Roller, but with texture for added 
tactile appeal. Kids love the soothing, bumpy 
feel on their legs and shoulders. Calms 
tension, wakes up muscles and boosts 
focus. Do not roll on the stomach, neck, or 
face. 10 oz. 19.5” L x 2.5” Diameter. Foam. 
Colours may vary. Wipe clean. Use with adult 
supervision.
E34606  $56.95

Pressure Foam Roller
Ages 3 years + Roll away the wiggles with our popular Pressure Foam Roller. Apply 
light, medium or heavy pressure as you roll the upper back, legs or shoulders 
(not the stomach, face or neck). Provides full body pressure to calm and improve 
focus. Kids can imagine being a pancake or cookie dough. Take periodic 5-minute 
roller breaks to re-energize or renew concentration for learning. Do not roll on the 
stomach, neck or face. 10 oz. 11.5” L and wheels with 1.5” Diameter. Rubber. Latex-
free. Colours may vary. Use with adult supervision.
E34605  $52.95

Textured products 
provide sensory 
enhancement, 

relieve tension, and 
increase emotional 

stability.

Sensory Fidget  
Brushes - Set of 6
Ages 5 years + A fidget toy and integration 
tool, these mini brushes are ideal for those with 
sensitivity or resistance to touch. Soft bristles 
encourage tactile exploration, and make a cool 
popping noise that keeps kids engaged. Use as 
sensory integration therapy to reduce sensory 
and tactile defensiveness, ease transitions and 
improve focus. Includes 6 brushes, each 1 oz. 2.5” L x 1.75” W.  
Silicone. Blue and yellow. Surface wash. Use with adult supervision. 
E34607  $27.95

Roylco® Lock Blocks
Ages 4 years + Connect, twist and stack these fun fidget blocks together! 8 
different peg-and-groove configurations glide smoothly, turn easily and hold 
snugly. Build robots, castles, letterforms and numbers - or just fiddle with them. A 
handful of blocks will keep fidgety fingers occupied for hours. In the classroom, 
Lock Blocks provide more than just idle motions. These versatile building and 
construction blocks are good for mathematical counting/sorting activities, as well 
as curriculum-based engineering projects. For people with disabilities that restrict 
motor functions, Lock Blocks can provide a valuable exercise to help strengthen 
manual dexterity and hand-eye coordination. Pack of 32 blocks.
E39645  $29.95

SPECIAL EDUCATION
SENSORY DEVELOPMENT 

Create and Play Sensory Beads
Ages 3 years+ The brightly colored material is soft and flexible, yet durable enough 
for lots of touching and squeezing. Each shape has a recognizable geometric form: 
triangle, circle, oval, rectangle, square, hexagon. The surfaces have raised bumps, 
ridges and grooves that reflect the overall shape and stimulate the sense of touch. 
Each textured bead has an extra-large threading hole, making it easy to string 
them all together using a variety of materials. Use this set of sensory beads to help 
kids reduce stress while developing fine motor skills. The material is excellent for 
art activities. Press the shapes into clay to create fun, squishy patterns. Dip them 
into paint or press them into an ink pad to create colorful artwork! Package of 24 in 
6 shapes with size range from 1.3125″ -1.875″ (3.3– 4.8 cm).
E471312  $51.95

new
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Roylco® Softie Buttons
Ages 3 years + These big soft and squishy buttons are great for sensory 
exploration. Use them for crafts, counting and sorting or just have fun bending and 
twisting them! The extra large button eyes make them easy to thread with a variety 
of craft materials. 50 buttons/package with 8 different designs. 
E39646  $24.95

Gyrobi Fidget Toy
Ages 5 years + Spin the colourful plastic rings in fascinating ways with the touch 
of a finger! Gyrobi is completely silent and feels great in your hands. This mindless 
fidget brings together the science of gyroscopes and the satisfaction of absent-
minded fidgeting! Sized for easy gripping and fine motor practice. Reduce stress 
and improve memory. The fidget toy that twists, spins and rotates.
E39614 Round  $7.75 E39615 Square $7.75

Loopeez Fidget Toy
Ages 5 years + Loopeez is the perfect mindless “fiddle” -- easy to manipulate 
without much physical or mental effort. Endlessly flip the coloured plastic pieces 
around and around the dual axes of the rings. The coloured curved pieces are 
moulded to fit perfectly in one hand or two. You won’t believe how satisfying this 
feels in your hand! Sized for easy gripping and fine motor practice. The fidget toy 
that stimulates, and reduces stress. Silent measures 3.5” long x 2” wide, when 
lying flat. 
E39617 Silent $7.75 E39616 Mini $7.75

Texture Squares
Ages 3 years + Scratchy, slippery, silky or soft? Young learners build tactile 
awareness as they interact with these 20 texture squares (10 different pairs) in a 
variety of hands-on activities. 5 to 7.5 cm squares. Tip sheet included. 
E37248  $46.95

SPECIAL EDUCATION
SENSORY DEVELOPMENT

new

Swingos Fidget Spinner
Ages 6 years+/Grade 1+ Great fidget toy for children, teens and adults. Sized for 
easy gripping and fine motor practice. The fidget toy that spins and rotates. Swing 
the rings round ‘n round! 
E471308  $8.65 Orrby Fidget Toy

Ages 5 years+ Great fidget toy for children, teens and adults. Sized for easy 
gripping and fine motor practice. The fidget toy that spins and rotates.  
E471309  $5.95

new
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Weighted Lizard 
Provides a calming, deep pressure feeling 
and proprioception. Easy to manipulate 
and can be put on the thighs or around 
the neck. 
E36278 Blue Lizard (2kg)  $59.95 
E36680 Green Lizard (2kg)  $59.95  
E33989 Silver Lizard (2kg)  $59.95

Weighted Frog
The perfect tool for deep pressure 
sensation and proprioception input.  
Place them on the thighs or chest. 
E37390 Blue Frog (2.5kg)  $62.95 
E37392 Green Frog (2.5kg)  $62.95 
E33991 Silver Frog (2.5kg)  $62.95

Weighted Snake 
The snake can be easily placed around 
the neck or on the shoulders. Easy to 
manipulate and very calming. 
E33985 Silver Snake (1kg)  $47.95 
E37398 Blue Snake (1.5kg)  $55.95 
E37400 Green Snake (1.5kg)  $55.95 
E33987 Silver Snake (1.5kg)  $55.95

Weighted Dolphin 
The Weighted Dolphin molds perfectly 
to the contour of the hips or comfortable 
embraces the shoulders. Its velvety 
fabric is pleasant to touch. 
E33997 Blue Dolphin (1kg)  $55.95 
E33999 Purple Dolphin (1kg)  $55.95 
E34001 Blue Dolphin (2kg)  $62.95 
E34003 Purple Dolphin (2kg)  $62.95

PROTECTIVE 
COVERS

Available for  
Weighted Frog (E33993)  

& Weighted 
Lizard (E34170) 

$40.90 each.

Manimo™ Weighted Animals
Ages 3 years + Our weighted animals provides deep pressure which influences the nervous system which controls the muscles, joints, bones and ligaments 
(proprioception). Its weight makes you aware of muscles tension and your body quickly benefits from a calming, relaxing effect. Ideal to use while reading, doing 
homework or during other tasks that require concentration and relaxation. The stretchable fabric is hand washable and pleasant to manipulate. Made of Lycra® and 
polyester satin. Stuffed with non-toxic plastic pellets which provide gentle tactile stimulation. Recommended use 15-20 minute sessions. It is also recommended that the 
Manimo™ Weighted Animals are used for the prescribed time periods and used under adult supervision. Technical Sheet available online at spectrumed.ca. Protective 
covers for Lizard and Frog available online.   

Hand wash
only! Lay flat 

to dry, do 
not wring

SPECIAL EDUCATION
WEIGHT & RESISTANCE
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Wrist Weights
Ages 4 years + Wear on the wrist to 
provide weight bearing and strength 
building benefits. Can also be used to 
provide grounding. Made of comfortable 
soft blue fleece, each wrist weight contains 
a 1⁄4-lb. weight. One size fits most — 5" 
elastic scrunchie style stretches to double 
the diameter. Spot wash and wipe. Fabric 
U.S.A. Not recommended for children 4 
years and under.
E36362  $40.95

Wipe Clean! Weighted Lap Pad
An Easy-Clean Choice for Focus and Self-Regulation. When it’s time to sit still and 
focus, our Weighted Lap Pad helps put the wiggles to rest. The deep pressure 
soothes and serves as a gentle reminder to stay in place. Place on lap while 
seated, or across the back when lying down. Just wipe down to clean, making 
this suitable for use by multiple children or during meal time. For extra comfort, 
slip on a Lap Pad Cover. 100% polyester weighted with steel pellets in separate 
100% polyester lining. Surface wash, air dry. Lap Pads provides proprioceptive 
feedback to help focus and self-regulate, supports children and adults with ADHD, 
sensory processing disorder or autism & helps with mood and attention; sensory 
over responding; sensory seeking and travel issues. Use weighted products with 
guidance from a therapist. Use with adult supervision. 

Theo the Therapy Dog 
Ages 3 years + Meet Theo the Therapy Dog! This fuzzy lapdog is specially 
designed to function as a comforting companion. With a 2.5 lbs body weight, this 
lovable and cuddly friend can provide a sense of security to children with sensory 
input needs. Theo’s soft, floppy body can lay across your lap or shoulders, and 
even sit-up beside you. The beads, fur, paw-pads, ears, eyes and nose all provide 
unique textures for tactile exploration. The hook and loop pocket in his tummy 
holds a pouch of ceramic beads that emits a gentle lavender aroma. Remove the 
pouch to heat in the microwave, or chill in the fridge, then replace, for soothing 
temperatures anyone can love! Includes 1 plush dog & 1 hot/cold pack. Materials: 
polyester fibers, ceramic beads. 
E39625  $73.95

SPECIAL EDUCATION
WEIGHT & RESISTANCE

Chloé the Comfort Cat
Ages 3 years + Designed for children with stress, anxiety, sensory processing 
disorders and anyone who loves a wonderful friend! The life-sized cat is durable 
and made from high quality materials. The beads, fur, paw pads, ears, eyes and 
nose all provide unique textures for tactile exploration and to help promote 
mindfulness. The weighted paws provide deep pressure stimulation. Her soothing 
lavender scent promotes tranquility. Chloé comes with a *special temperature pack 
in a hook-and-look pouch in her tummy that can be cooled or heated. (*Hot/cold 
pack can be heated in the microwave or cooled in the freezer. See product tag for 
care instructions). Includes: doll, hot/cold pack, and instruction booklet. (English 
and French). 
E39872  $73.95

Soft Resistance 
Bands - 3 Pack
Ages 4 years + Resistance 
never felt so good! Our terry 
cloth resistance bands offer 
a great workout for even the 
most tactile-defensive users. 
Provides proprioceptive 
feedback within minutes. Use 
alone or with friends. Place 
bands on the floor and have 
the kids hop from circle to 
circle as the music plays. 
Let your imagination go 
wild as you create different 
therapeutic activities. 
Includes 3 bands. 21” L. 
Stretches to 34” L. Blue. 
Plush polyester. Hand wash. 
Use with adult supervision.
E34603  $42.95

Stretch Bands
Ages 5 years + Strrrrrrrrrretch out playtime! Similar to the 
resistance bands used in fitness classes, our Stretch Bands 
encourage sensory integration, movement, heavy work, joint 
compression and coordination. Ideal for heavy work before 
school, homework or therapy sessions to organize the body 
and focus the brain. Use to warm up hands and fine motor 
activities. Tie the band around a table or desk leg to provide 
resistance while sitting or listening. Stash one in your bag for 
an instant sensory break wherever you go. Spandex. Purple. 
Hand wash. Use with adult supervision.
E34600 Small  $31.45 
E34601 Medium  $33.55
E34602 Large  $35.65

Small 
Ages 3 years + For 
children weighing 30+ 
lbs. Measures 13” L x 8” W 
(33 cm x 20.3 cm). Weighs 
3 lbs (1.36 kg).  
E31244  $71.95

Medium 
Ages 5 years + For 
children weighing 50+ 
lbs Measures 18” L x 9” W 
(45.7 cm L x 22.8 cm W). 
Weighs 5 lbs (2.26 kg).  
E31246  $74.95  

Large 
Ages 7 years + For 
children weighing 75+ 
lbs.  Measures 23” L x 11” 
W (58.4 cm L x 27.9 cm W). 
Weighs 7.5 lbs (3.4 kg).  
E31248  $74.95
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Lean-N-Learn Wedge Cushion
It’s no ordinary seat cushion. Our wedge gently tilts the 
hips, pelvis and spine forward to place kids in a more active 
seating position. With improved seating posture, kids are 
ready to learn and can focus for longer periods of time. 
Two-sided design offers smooth surface on one side. Other 
side has tactile bumps when sensory integration is needed. 
Encourages active seating posture. Supports children with 
sensory processing and focus challenges. Inflate to the max 
to create a beveled surface that challenges balance and 
supports wiggly learners by encouraging movement. Deflate 
for a firmer, steadier seat. Holds up to 181 kg (400 lbs.). 
E39641  Ages 4 -10, Green 10” x 9.5” $52.95
E39642 Ages 8 - Pre-Teen, Blue 13” x 13” $54.95

Inflatable Sitting Disc
Ages 3 years + Encourage proper 
posture with this inflatable sitting disc. 
Can be inflated from 1” (2.5cm) to 2” 
(5cm) high for full firmness. Mimics the 
action of sitting on an inflatable ball 
but works on a regular chair! One side 
is nubby and the other is flat.   
E34372  $29.25

Wiggle Cushion
Ages 3 years + Less obtrusive than a therapy ball, but just as helpful for curbing 
the wiggles! The Wiggle Cushion travels easily from home to school for an instant 
seat that encourages active learning. Provides a constructive outlet for movement 
during circle time, desk work or while eating. Smooth surface on one side. Other 
side has slightly raised bumps for extra tactile support. Encourages weight shifting 
and movement to sharpen focus. Supports challenges of ADHD, sensory processing 
disorder and autism. Challenges balance and offers postural training. 38 cm (15”) 
diameter. Inflates up to 8.9 cm (3.5”) in height. Holds up to 181 kg (400lbs.).  
E33174  $59.95

Spiky Tactile Cushion
Ages 4 years + A wiggle cushion 
especially for sensory seekers! Spiky 
on one side and bumpy on the other, 
so kids can choose which type of 
tactile input they prefer. No inflation 
required! Helps children who require 
a heightened sensory experience 
stay seated for longer periods of 
time. Encourages kids to wiggle while 
they learn to boost focus and remind 
them to stay in their spots. A discreet 
sensory tool for use during circle time, 
desk work or at the table for kids who 
require extra stimulation to concentrate. 
33 cm (13”) diameter. Inflates up to 6 cm 
(2.4)” in height. Holds up to 181 kg (400 
lbs.). 
E33173  $56.95

Bilibo®
Ages 2 years + Students can sit in Bilibo® during circle time or while participating 
in other floor-based activities. The spinning and rocking capabilities are ideal for 
calming students or developing physical coordination and vestibular orientation. 
Bilibo® arouses curiosity, engages the imagination and playfully trains basic motor 
skills and balance. Bilibo®; use it to rock, and spin in, hide under, sit in or tote with 
and peek through. Can be used indoors or outdoors. Made of high quality, food 
grade HD-PE, extremely durable, 10% recyclable. Measures 16” L x 16” W x 12” H. 
Ages 2-7 years.
E34109 Red  $43.95
E34109A Blue  $43.95
E34109B Green  $43.95

E34109C Light Blue  $43.95
E34109D Purple  $43.95
E34109E Yellow  $43.95

SPECIAL EDUCATION
MOTOR SKILLS
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Bouncybands®  
Wiggle Little Cushion - 27 cm
Ages 3-7 years Specially designed wiggle seats for 
young children help calm and focus those in early 
primary school and preschool who have a hard time 
sitting still. Allow children to quietly move while working, 
enabling them to stay on task and be more productive. 
An outlet for excess energy which enables kids to sit still 
in the classroom, at meals and around the house. Flexible 
nubs on one side and smaller bumps on the other give 
a choice for just the right amount of tactile stimulation to 
calm kids. Ergonomic disc causes the body to stabilize 
itself - Improving posture. Firmness can be customized 
with the included easy-inflation pump (contains small 
parts) to contour exactly to each child’s needs. 10.75”/27 
cm diametre comfortably fits a young child perfectly 
unlike larger cushions and balance discs. Effective on 
chairs, benches, or directly on floors. 
E39675 Blue $22.95 
E39676 Green $22.95
E39677 Grey $22.95 

E39678 Orange $22.95 
E39679 Purple $22.95
E39680 Silver $22.95

Blue 
(E39675)

Silver 
(E39680)

Orange 
(E39678)

Grey 
(E39677)

Purple 
(E39679)

Green 
(E39676)

Easy-inflation  
pump included!

Bouncyband® No-Roll Balance Ball Weighted Seat 
Non-roll away weighted balance ball offers a flexible chair for school, office and home enabling increased focus and improved performance. Reduces 
fidgeting and increases concentration with an original weighting feature that prevents the ball from rolling, keeping it in place when not in use. Active 
seating improves focus and provides an outlet for excess energy alleviating anxiety, stress and boredom. Builds core strength and a healthy posture 
at school, in the office and at home. Keeps the mind engaged as the constant ball movements increase blood flow to the brain. Anti-burst, slip-
resistant high quality materials. Safety tested and latex free. Includes pump (contains small parts), 2 stoppers, and a measuring tape. 
45 cm 
Recommended for kids up to 5’ tall.  
E39669  Blue  $27.25 
E39670  Green  $27.25 
E39671  Dark Grey  $27.25 
E39672  Orange  $27.25 
E39673  Purple  $27.25 
E39674  Silver  $27.25 

55 cm 
Recommended for kids and adults between 5’ and 5’6” tall. 
E39663 Blue  $30.40 
E39664 Green  $30.40 
E39665 Dark Grey  $30.40 
E39666 Orange  $30.40 
E39667 Purple  $30.40 
E39668 Silver  $30.40

65 cm 
Recommended for kids and adults over 5’6” tall. 
E39657 Blue  $33.55 
E39658 Green  $33.55 
E39659 Dark Grey  $33.55 
E39660 Orange  $33.55 
E39661 Purple  $33.55 
E39662 Silver  $33.55

SPECIAL EDUCATION
MOTOR SKILLS
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Kore™ Wobble Chair 
Now with Kore™ Antimicrobial Protection! The innovative Kore™ Wobble Chair 
encourages active sitting and allows one's knees, hips and back to find 
comfortable and ever-changing positions. Designed with a gently rounded bottom. 
Ideal for classrooms, day cares, and libraries. Benefits: Increases Secondary Focus: 
Continuous movement while sitting relaxes the right side of the brain, leading to 
better focus, provides an outlet for children with high energy and ADHD or Autism. 
Homework, reading, drawing, eating or board games are no longer sedentary 
activities. Gentle-rounded base moves with child and rests naturally upright. Anti-
Roll Safety: A patented anti-roll safety ring on the base prevents tip-overs and 
falls. Patented textured design on seat and base to prevent slips; no rubberized 
bottoms because it holds dirt that causes scratches and scuffles to school floors. 
Maximum load weight 275 lbs. Lifetime Warranty.

Pre-School Wobble Chair 30.1 cm (12")
Ages 4-5 years + For children 40" - 43" in heights.
E34390 Red 
E34382 Blue

E34383 Purple
E34384 Green

E34385 Dark Blue
E34386 Dark Grey

E34389 Orange

$84.95 each. 

Wobble Chair 35 cm (14")
Ages 6-7 years + For children 45" - 48" in heights.
E33885 Red
E33883 Blue
E34533 Green

E34534 Yellow
E34535 Dark Blue
E34536 Dark Grey

E34537 Purple
E34538 Black
E34539 Orange

$99.95  each. 

Junior Wobble Chair 40.6 cm (16”)
Ages 8-9 years + For children 50” - 53” in heights.
E34391 Black
E34392 Dark Grey

E34393 Red
E34394 Blue

E34396 Orange

$108.95  each. 

Pre-Teen Wobble Chair 47.5 cm (18.7”)
Ages 10-11 years + For children 54”- 57” in heights.
E33881 Dark Blue
E34397 Purple

E34300 Black
E34399 Orange

E34398 Green
E34229 Dark Grey

$129.95  each. 

Adjustable Wobble Chair 41.9 - 61 cm (16.5” - 24”)
Ages 9-14 years + For children 53”- 70” in heights.
E34413 Blue
E34414 Green
E34415 Yellow

E34417 Dark Blue
E34419 Black
E34421 Dark Grey

E34423 Purple
E34425 Orange
E34430 Red

$199.92  each. 

Cozy Canoe™
Ages 3 years + Imaginative play meets relaxation in this land-borne canoe. The 
Cozy Canoe gives kids just the right amount of deep pressure for a calming hug as 
they sit, read or explore. Rock the boat to challenge balance reactions on pretend 
waves. Climb in and out for motor planning skills. Inflates with high-volume pump 
(sold separately); deflates quickly for travel and storage. Do not use in water. 1 
year limited warranty. (Void if punctured by sharp objects or exposed to extreme 
temperatures). Regular Cozy Canoe weighs 5.5 lbs. when deflated, holds up to 150 
lbs. and maximum child height of 5’3”. Large Cozy Canoe weighs 11.9 lbs. when 
deflated, holds up to 250 lbs. Purple vinyl with flocked out covering. Wipe clean. 
Use with adult supervision.   
E39104 Regular $243.95
E39105 Large $439.95

Air-Lite™ Ball Pit
Ages 3 years + With soft walls and a cushioned floor, our ball pit is a hit during 
play time and helps with sensory integration, motor planning activities and touch 
therapy. Fill it with pillows or brightly coloured ball (sold separately) to create a 
multi-sensory environment. Kids can hop in and roll, crawl, balance or burrow alone 
or with friends. Use as a cozy hideout for reading or comfy spot during speech and 
language therapies. Inflates and deflates quickly for easy storage and travel (high-
volume pump sold separately). 1 year warranty, void if punctured by sharp objects 
or exposed to extreme temperatures. Weighs 9.9 lbs. Holds up to 250 lbs. 24” H 
x 46” Diameter. Durable flocked covered vinyl. Purple. Wipe clean. Use with adult 
supervision.  
Balls for Air Lite™ Ball Pit Sold Separately. 
E39103  $432.95

Box of Balls
All Ages  Fill your ball pit with this set of 175  mixed colour polyethylene balls! 
Assorted colours include red, yellow, and blue. Balls measure 2.75” in diameter.
E39106  $259.95

Pre-School 
Wobble 
Chair

Junior 
Wobble 
Chair

Adjustable 
Wobble 
Chair

Pre-Teen 
Wobble 
Chair

Wobble 
Chair

SPECIAL EDUCATION
MOTOR SKILLS
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CanDO® Plastic Mobile Chair with Back
An ergonomic chair and exercise tool in one! Patented design promotes correct 
posture and better balance and improves circulation. Anti-burst BalanceBall® 
removes easily for quick exercises. Guide shows stretching and strengthening 
techniques. Also includes blaster pump.  
E34013 Large - 21” x 31” x 22”  Weight limit 300 lbs. For 5 ft. tall to 5 ft. 11”.$214.95
E34107 Small - 19-1⁄4” x 19-1⁄4” x 23-1⁄4” Weight limit 150 lbs. For children. $198.95

Elementary Chairs  
Ages 5 - 18 years The bands are 13” and stretch to fit  
chairs up to 17” wide. Each set comes with 2 support  
pipes that keep the band in place so it won’t slide  
down to the floor with repeated use. 
Details:
•  Students with short legs enjoy being able to rest  
 their feet on the Bouncyband® instead of having them 
 dangle all day
•  Chairs can be lifted, moved and stacked, while the 
 4” support pipes and bands stay secured
Bouncyband® for Elementary Chairs can be used with kindergarten 
chairs and they also stretch to fit up to fifth grade chairs. 
E34184  $22.95

Standard Desk with Blue Support Pipes 
Ages 6 - 18 years The latex-free bands have solid 
rubber loops on the ends to quickly slide up the 
desk legs. Each set comes with 2 support pipes 
that keep the band in place so it won’t slide down 
to the floor with repeated use.
Details:
•  Desks can be moved around the room without  
 the support pipes falling off
•  The bands are 20” long and stretch to fit desks  
 20-28” wide
E34183  $22.95

Bouncyband® for Middle & High School Chairs 
Ages 8 years + / Grade 3 + Kids have an outlet for 
excess energy while working - alleviating anxiety, 
hyperactivity and boredom - increasing focus and 
academic performances. Latex free & easy to install 
- no tools required.
Details:
•  Bands stretches to fit chairs with legs 17”-24” apart
•  Support pipes are 4” long and 1.5” in diameter
E39681   $22.95

Bouncy Bands® 
Kids now have an outlet for excess energy 
while working, alleviating anxiety, hyperactivity 
and boredom – increasing focus and academic 
performance. An independent Clemson 
University study concluded that students using 
Bouncybands® focus and stay on task 10% 
longer than without them. Teachers like how 
kids are able to get more work done in class 
when students have a way to stay on track 
better. Improves academic results as extra focus 
leads to higher grades and better behaviour & 
Installs in seconds - No tools required

Rockin’ Rocker Board
Ages 3 years + The sturdiest, most 
functional rocker board ever! Our 
Rockin Rocker Board helps improve 
balance, motor planning and 
coordination. Use for righting and tilting 
reactions in multiple positions - sitting, 
kneeling, standing, or it can be placed 
under a desk to keep feet busy. Built to 
stand up to heavy use. Holds 200 lbs. 
15” square. 4” H. Wood. Wipe clean. 
Always use with adult supervision.
E34604  $159.95

HowdaHUG® Adjustable Seats
Cradles, contains, and calms! The cozy feeling of the HowdaHUG’s® “embrace” 
provides deep sensory input contributing to the ability to stay focused for longer 
periods. Ideal for students with sensory integration disorders, autism, ADD and  
ADHD. Strong supported movement promotes balance and core strength, while 
providing security and firm, physical contact. Cushioned bottom hinge provides 
wear and tear protection and softer rocking and sitting in classroom. Adjustable 
straps can be tightened to create a better “hug” or loosened for growing students. 
Lightweight and easy to carry and store, just roll up and tuck under your arm. 
Water resistant, flexible wooden slats with rugged canvas. All 100% cotton canvas, 
environmentally safe, and lab tested. 
Petite HowdaHUG®  
For children up to 40 lbs.  
Red canvas.  
E31290  $149.95 
HowdaHUG1®  
Fits ages 7+ and up to approx. 125 lbs. 
Multicoloured canvas.  
E31285  $146.95
 

HowdaHUG2®  
Fits ages 6 -10 years and up to 100 
lbs. Designed to fit taller and thinner 
individuals. Multicoloured canvas.  
E31288  $146.95

Bouncyband® Wiggle Feet  
Sensory Cushion - Blue
Ages 3 years + Fidgeting with Wiggle 
Feet allows excess energy to be 
expelled while sitting at a desk or in 
any chair helping achieve greater focus. Quietly enables movement while working as 
the relaxing deep pressure fosters the ability to stay on task and be more productive. 
Provide a calming influence as the dual textured surfaces; on one side flexible nubs 
and on the other small bumps facilitate just the right amount of tactile stimulation. 
One size fits all - 12” x 15” x 2.5”. Customize firmness to contour exactly to each 
individual’s needs. Anti-burst, slip-resistant high quality material. Comes inflated with 
easy-inflation pump included (pump has small parts). 
E39647   $34.95

SPECIAL EDUCATION
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Gel Floor Tiles, Set of 4
Ages 10 months +  Sensory integration + gross motor skills + squishy fun! These 
colourful tiles are fun for all ages. Hop, sit, kneel or step on the tiles and watch 
the colours ooze. Young children enjoy pushing the gel around with their hands 
to observe the colours merge. Set up several tiles to cover an entire floor in 
your classroom for sensory-seeking students. Multicoloured packs contain equal 
amounts of all colours. Holds up to 150 lbs. 20” x 20”. Acrylic tile with wood base. 
Wipe clean. Use with adult supervision.
E34185  $359.95

Hopscotch Liquid Floor Tiles, 20" - Pack of 10
Ages 3 years + Turn any floor into something magical! A wonderful visual and 
tactile experience. Screen printed with brightly coloured numbers - these gel floor 
tiles are great for a variety of games and for learning/teaching numbers. Ideal for 
use in sensory rooms as each tile is filled with bright liquid gel, that moves around 
and encourages visual stimulation as well as movement and touch. These tiles 
with numbers will withstand jumping on and strenuous use by children and adults. 
Can also be used on a table top of any flat surface. Simply apply a little pressure to 
create a dramatic visual effect. Non-slip backing - no installation required.
E39825  $512.95

Handheld Rotation Board
Ages 3 years + Have a seat, grasp the  
handles to maintain balance and have a spin!  
Aids in the development of the cerebral cortex, which  
controls memory, attention, perceptual awareness, and language development. 
Maximum weight load 40 kgs. Use with adult supervision.
E38014  $159.95

Cat. No. Description Size Price

E39013 Crash Pad 3’ x 4’ $239.95

E39017 Crash Pad 5’ x 5’ $329.95

E39019 Optional Cover 3’ x 4’ $64.95

E39015 Optional Cover 5’ x 5’ $108.95

Crash Pad
Ages 3 years + The perfect place to land when jumping, tumbling, or just lounging 
around! The soft, inviting foam of this crash pad is ideal for sensory stimulation, 
balance activities and heavy work. The cover can be easily removed to wipe clean. 
Larger size weighs 25 lbs. and holds up to 160 lbs. Smaller size weighs 20 lbs. 
and holds up to 100 lbs. Wipe clean. Free of BPA and phthalates. Use with adult 
supervision.
• Safe, long lasting foam filled bag
• Shipped with the foam compressed for reduced shipping cost

Ships with foam 
compressed for 

reduced shipping 
cost

SPECIAL EDUCATION
MOTOR SKILLS

The Fun Tube
Ages 3 years +  Excellent fun for developing cooperative play. Great for muscle 
development. Stimulate the imagination for creative playtime. A total see through 
design for great fun. Kids love to wiggle and squiggle through these “mesh” 
tunnels. Allows the younger children the ability to see everything, but still provides 
hours of fun. The sturdy spring steel construction and fine mesh see through 
design will provide enjoyment for kids from 3 and up. Expanded length: 6 feet 
long. The tunnel collapses down for easy storage and carrying. Wipes clean with 
a damp cloth. Folds Flat for Space Saving Storage. Flame Retardant Nylon. Black 
mesh & blue trim. 
E38672  $64.95
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Tactile Paths, 8 Pieces
Ages 2 years + Ideal for balance development. 
The textured surfaces provide both grip 
and sensory stimulation. Both sets can be 
combined to produce a multitude of shapes. 
Maximum weight load 80 kg. Each piece is 49 
x 13.2 x 6.9 cm.
E38020  $293.95

Sillishapes™ 
Sensory Circle 
Set (pk of 10)
Ages 3 years + 10 
textured discs (5 pairs 
large and small), made 
from soft flexible Silicon. 
Each pair of discs has 
matching colours and 
identical patterns on their 
surfaces (i.e. both of the green 
disks have a bristly texture). The 
5 pairs of discs are distinctive and different from 
each other. Children can feel the textures and discover 
their differences or place the discs into the feely bag 
provided to see if they can describe or predict the 
pattern they are feeling. They can walk over the large 
sensory circles to see if the can tell them apart or link 
the small and the large sensory circles via touch. Strong, 
soft to the touch and on the floor will grip even on a 
shiny surface. Easily cleaned after use in soapy water or 
in a dishwasher.  
E34015  $74.95

Rainbow River Stones
Ages 3 years + This 6-piece activity set includes stepping stones in 3 different 
sizes. Each stone has a different slope and texture that challenges balancing 
skills while providing sensory stimulation to children’s feet. Difficulty level can be 
adjusted through directional points. Stones can be stacked. Largest stone is  
40 x 39.5 x 13.8 cm.
E442402  $312.95

Wavy Path
Ages 3 years + These tactile path pieces can be arranged into curly or linear 
patterns. The slopes are designed to fit the arch of a child’s foot. Develops balance 
skills for both front-back and left-right movements. The textured surface provides 
both grip and sensory stimulation. Use the Connector Set (E442408) to combine 
the path with the Rainbow River Stones (E442402). Pieces measure 68 x 17.5 x 10 
cm. 8 pieces per set.

Step-a-Forest
Ages 18 months + Create your own forest play ground with bright candy colours. Includes 
6 stumps, 10 trails and 6 leaves, plus 2 nylon carry bags. Logs and stumps have built-in 
anti-slip for better grip when stepping and balancing. Adult supervision is recommended.
E445712  $389.95

E442404 Green  $482.95
E442408 Connector Set, 6 Pieces  $36.95
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Tactile Sensory Ball
Ages 3 years + Smooth, yet bumpy! Our 
exercise ball is covered with hundreds of 
small bumps that make exercise, play and 
therapeutic activities more stimulating! 
Just sitting on the ball engages core 
muscles while challenging body 
awareness and balance. A perfect therapy 
ball for those who need to awaken their 
sensory system and for sensory-seekers 
who crave additional tactile stimulation. 
Use with adult supervision. 28” diameter 
PVC ball. Holds up to 200 lbs. Surface 
wash. Air dry. 
E31306  $56.95

Therapy Ball
Starting at ages 3 years to adults Need to wiggle and move to help focus? 
Go chairless! Therapy balls offer an active seating alternative for classrooms 
and clinics. Children can fidget and move at their desks without disrupting 
their peers. Sitting on a therapy ball engages core muscles and supports 
vestibular therapy. Sit on it, kick it, roll it or just have a ball! Sized for children 
and adults. Measure from armpit to fingers. Choose the corresponding 
size or next size up. Balls support up to 250 lbs. Always use with adult 
supervision.   

E31316 41 cm (17”) Orange  $41.95
E31318 52.5 cm (20”) Orange  $44.95
E31320 62.5 cm (24”) Green  $46.95
E31322 82.5 cm (29”) Blue  $51.95
E31324 92.5 cm (31”) Red  $54.95

Sensory Rainbow Glitter Balls
Ages 3 years +  A perfect resource for young children with fascinating sparkling 
stardust which swirls around the inside of the balls as they are moved. Set of 7 - red, 
silver, gold, green, blue, pink and purple. 65mm dia.  
E34301  $42.95

E31308 Small Green 35.6 cm H x 72 cm L (14”H x 28.5”L)  $62.95
E31310 Medium Yellow 39.4 cm H x 76.2 cm L (15.5”H x 30”L)  $68.95
E31312 Large Red 47 cm H x 91.4 cm L (18.5”H x 36”L)  $72.95
E31314 X-Large Blue 50.8 cm H x 97.8 cm L (20”H x 38.5”L)  $78.95

Peanut Balls
Ages 3 years + A perfect saddle seat for children through teens who yearn 
to wiggle but need more stability than a traditional therapy ball. Encourages 
balance and core stabilization for an active learning posture. Like exercise 
ball chairs, it helps to enhance focus by supporting your natural desire for 
movement. Instead of rolling every which way with a therapy ball, kids can rock 
back-and-forth or side-to-side. Recommended for daily exercise, positioning 
and therapy programs. Use with adult supervision. Requires pump to inflate. 
Measures from armpits to fingers for sizing, choose corresponding size or next 
size up. Holds up to 204 kg. Always use with adult guidance. 

SPECIAL EDUCATION
MOTOR SKILLS

Sensory Ball Pack - 
Assorted
Ages 3 years +  A selection of 
20 balls with different textures, 
colours, density and bounce 
properties. Selected by our 
primary and pre-school specialists. 
The balls are supplied in a black 
feely bag.  
E34187  $72.95
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Manual Dexterity Vests - Set of 4 
Ages 3 years + Heavy-duty, cotton poly blend vests 
encourage practice in basic dressing skills – snaps, 
buttons, and zippers! Elastic panels let one size fit all little 
people. 44 x 34 cm. Colours may vary.  
E38356  $204.95

Manual Dexterity Boards - Set of 6
Ages 3 years + Students can learn and practice their developmental dressing skills with this six-board set. Teaches how to button, 
buckle, zipper, lace, snap, and tie a bow. 30 x 24 cm.  
E33372  $269.95

Count and Lace Fruit
Ages 3 years + Set includes 24 lacing pieces of colourful wooden fruit, 2 long 
laces with a wooden caterpillar and beaded stoppers, and 10 activity cards. 
Great for counting and sequencing challenges, shape and colour sorting, and 
developing fine motor skills. 9.5” W x 2” D x 7.75” H. 
E34310  $58.95

SPECIAL EDUCATION
HAND-EYE COORDINATION

B. Rainbow Wooden Buttons, 7 Pack 
All Ages. Beautiful smooth solid wooden buttons in the seven colours of the 
rainbow, with a natural finish to show the grain of the wood. The buttons come 
in graduated sizes with slightly flattened surfaces for balancing and stacking. 
An open-ended resource that can be used by the very youngest of children to 
improve hand-eye coordination, learn about colour, develop logical thought and to 
enhance imaginative play scenarios. Sizes 50 mm, 65mm, 80mm, 95mm, 110mm, 
125mm, and 140mm dia.
E470858  $76.95

A. Sensory Reflective Colour Burst Buttons 
All Ages. Robustly constructed from stainless steel, these 7 giant colourful 
buttons have a pleasingly rounded discus shape with smooth seamless edges 
and are graduated in size. Having a metal construction makes our Sensory 
Reflective Buttons highly durable and with a deluxe feel. Lightweight, smooth and 
compellingly tactile to handle. The hand finished mirror surface provides a slightly 
curved and distorted reflection in a variety of colours, which is fascinating for 
children to observe. Ideal for inspiring creative language, using in imaginative play 
and construction fun wobbly stacking towers.  Sizes 50 mm, 65mm, 80mm, 95mm, 
110mm, 125mm, and 140mm dia.
E470859  $96.95

Nuts & Bolts
Ages 2-5 years. 63 mm nuts and bolts with 3 basic geometric shapes: 
circular, square and triangular. Enhance manual dexterity & hand and eye 
coordination. Set of 48.
E435854  $24.95
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Buddy Builders™
Ages 3 years + Children learn 
colours and sorting while 
developing fine motor skills. 
Comes with 32 figures in eight 
different colours. Arms connect 
to legs for easy stacking, 
and multiple poses allow for 
building vertically. Each piece 
measures 3” H. 
E33113  $31.95

A. Smart Snacks® Alpha Pops™
Ages 2 years + Frosty fun set of 13 popsicles that “pop” together by matching the 
upper case letter to the lower case letter. Popsicles are double-sided with one 
letter on one side and a different letter on the other. Approximate size of individual 
popsicle is 10 x 2.5 cm.
E446476  $34.95
B. Smart Snacks® Number Pops™
Ages 18 months + Build number and fine-motor skills with these irresistible ice cream 
pops! Pop the numbered shell over the ice cream pop with the matching number of 
dots. Perfect for practicing 1-to-1 correspondence with numbers 1-10. Great for colour 
matching too! Includes 20 pieces total: 10 pops and 10 matching shells. Ice cream 
pops measure 11.3 x 5 cm.
E434005  $34.95

Avalanche Fruit Stand
Ages 3 years + Steady... Don’t spill 
the fruit! Spin the wheel, then use the 
jumbo tweezers to pick or place fruit. 
Develops fine motor skills, especially the 
all-important pincer grasp that prepares 
children for hand-writing. Also reinforces 
colour and fruit vocabulary. Perfect for 
teacher, specialists, or occupational 
therapists. Includes 40 fruit counters (5 
fruits), 2 tweezers (15 cm), picture spinner, 
and adjustable cardboard stand (15 x 24 
x 35 cm). Guide printed inside box. 
E31056  $28.95

Jumbo Tweezers
Ages 5 years + The key to fine 
motor skills is developing the 
thumb-forefinger pincer grasp. 
Use with manipulatives or other 
small objects. Perfect for teachers, 
specialists, and occupational 
therapists. Set of 12 tweezers 
in 6 colours, 15 cm long. Stores 
in resealable bucket. Includes 
activity guide.
E31050  $18.95

Handy Scoopers™ - Set of 4
Ages 3 years + Scoop up fine motor skills and practice the motions needed for 
scissor cutting! Fun tools feature translucent scoops and easy-grip handles. Holes 
in scoops allow for catch-and-release fun at a water table. Set of 4 packaged in a 
bucket with handle. Scoopers measure 15 cm long.
E449078  $20.95

Gator Grabber Tweezers™
Ages 2 years + Bucket of alligator shaped tweezers for small hands. Easier tension 
for littler hands to work the tweezers and develop fine motor skills. Approximate 
length 10 cm. Set of 12 tweezers in 6 colours comes in a bucket with guide.
E446412  $17.95

Sandpaper Numerals 0-20
Grades K-1  Sandpaper numerals offer an important tactile experience for the young 
child, or those with special needs in learning correct numeral formation. Each card is 
covered with fine sand to help students make the connection between the physical 
movement of forming the number and the actual number shape. Each durable card 
has directional arrows to ensure proper formation and measures 2-3⁄4” x 4-5⁄16” and  
5-1⁄2” x 4-5⁄16”. Set of 21 cards, 0-20.  
E752254   $28.95

SPECIAL EDUCATION
HAND-EYE COORDINATION
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Foam Blocks - Set of 68
Ages 3 years + Four assorted colours and sizes. Made of dense, solid foam. Blocks 
are lightweight and soft. Largest block is 15 x 7.5 x 2.5 cm.
E430444  $41.95

Mystery Sensory  
Balls Pack of 6
A set of 6 reflective mirror balls 
that look identical but all have 
individual characteristics. Some 
wobble when rolled, or turn and 
won’t roll in a straight line, some 
feel funny when twisted, spun or 
shaken, and others make different 
shaker or rattle sounds.
E434814  $76.95

Latches Board
Ages 3 years + A great item to 
help teach student hand-eye 
coordination as well as manual 
dexterity using common latches 
and locks. 
E33178  $49.95

Geo Shape Lacing
Ages 3 years + Geo Shape Lacing is a colourful, geometric new look for a 
classic lacing activity toy. Set includes 3 over-sized geometric lacing boards and 
multi-coloured laces. The chunky wooden frames with reinforced corners secure 
the boards in place for added durability. Develop essential and cognitive skills 
including fine motor skills, hand-eye coordination, as well as visualization and 
process. Includes teacher’s guide. 
E434861  $59.95

Peekaboo Lock Boxes: Set of 6
Ages 2 years + Sort the shapes into appropriate boxes, view them through the 
transparent, coloured acrylic windows, and unlock the doors to retrieve them! 
Strengthens problem-solving and fine-motor skills. Unlock each box to explore 
what’s behind the door! This set of 6 wooden lock boxes is ideal for learning shape, 
colour, and spatial relationships. Comes with storage tray. The chunky shapes are 
easy to grasp. Each box measures 10.5 x 10.5 x 10.5 cm.
E33170  $159.95

Giant Wooden 
Lacing Beads
Age 3 years + Good for 
developing manipulative 
skills and encouraging 
understanding of early 
math concepts. 24 pieces, 
3 shapes, 4 colours, 2 
laces. Bead size: 4.5 
cm. Warning: Long 
cords, adult supervision 
recommended. 
E449010  $32.95

Dolphin Balancing Game
Age 4 years + This friendly dolphin 
enjoyed playing with coloured rings 
as much as real dolphins do. The 
aim is to place as many rings on 
his belly as possible; this requires 
tactical skill. Dolphin, 18 rings and 1 
die are made of hardwood. Dolphin 
size: 42.5 x 30 x 7.5 cm. For 1-3 
players. 
E434062  $32.95

SPECIAL EDUCATION
HAND-EYE COORDINATION

Available
at
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Self-Opening Scissor  
45mm Round-Ended Blade
Conventional style scissors with a discreet spring 
that will automatically reopen the scissors. Ideal for 
children in a mainstream setting who need some 
extra assistance when using scissors. Scissors have 
functional sharp points or sharp edges, always use 
under adult supervision.  
E34422 Right hand - Blue  $16.50
E34424 Left hand - Green  $16.50

A. Standard Easi-Grip® 45mm Round-Ended Blade 
Ultra lightweight self-opening scissors. Idea for use for early scissor skill 
development, or for special needs due to weak hands or those who are unable 
to use conventional style scissors. Scissors have functional sharp points or sharp 
edges, always use under adult supervision. 
These Scissors Are Good For: 
• Children being introduced to scissors 
• Weak grip or poor hand strength difficulty isolating  
 individual finger movements 
• Children who struggle to follow instructions and directional commands 
• Children with small hands 
• Children with undecided hand dominance who swap  
 hands during a task 
E34404 Right hand - Blue  $16.50 
E34406 Left hand - Green  $16.50
B. Mini Easi-Grip® Scissors 
Mini Easi-Grip® scissors are 2/3 the size of the standard version and due to the 
minimal bias during the cutting action, can in most cases be used in either the right 
or left hand. Scissors have functional sharp points or sharp edges, always use 
under adult supervision. 
E34416  $11.50
C. Long Loop Easi-Grip® Scissor 45 mm Round-Ended Blade 
Ultra lightweight self-opening scissors with long loop handles for additional 
stabilization. Designed for use by those with weak hands or wrists or who are unable 
to use conventional style scissors due to swollen and painful joints. Scissors have 
functional sharp points or sharp edges, always use under adult supervision.   
E34408 Right hand  $17.95 
E34410 Left hand  $17.95

Essential Scissors Kit
Designed for use by teachers working in a classroom environment, 
this essential scissor kit includes a range of adapted scissors for 
special needs. Includes notes and guidance on general scissor usage. 
Kit includes: 1-Right Handed Self Opening scissor, 1-Left Handed Self 
Opening scissor, 1-Left Handed Dual Control Training scissor, 1-Right 
Handed Dual Control Training scissor, 1-Right Handed Standard Easi-
Grip® scissor, 1-Left Handed Standard Easi-Grip® scissor, 1-Easi-Grip® mini, 
notes with guidance on scissor use, and packaged in a sealable pouch. 
Scissors have functional sharp points or sharp edges, always use under 
adult supervision. 
E33682  $109.95

Dual Control Training Scissors  
45mm Round-Ended Blade
Developed under consultation with Occupational 
Therapists. Assist child who has poor visual motor 
coordination; lacks the strength to complete a cutting 
action; has a tremor and cannot place the scissors at a 
given starting point; has poor background/foreground 
differentiation. Ideal for learning the opening/closing 
action of scissor skills. Scissors have functional sharp 
points or sharp edges, always use under adult 
supervision.
E34418 Right hand - Blue  $16.50
E34420 Left hand - Green  $16.50

Table Top Scissors - Plastic  
Base, 45 mm Round Blade
Designed for use by children and adults with very 
limited strength and control, or for use one-handed. 
The brightly coloured green plastic base provides 
stability while keeping the product lightweight. 
Scissors have functional sharp points or sharp edges, 
always use under adult supervision.
E34428  $59.95

Scissors have 
functional sharp 
points or sharp 
edges, always 

use under adult 
supervision.

SPECIAL EDUCATION
SCISSOR SKILL DEVELOPMENT
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Chewy Tubes™
Chewy Tubes™ are an innovative oral motor device designed to provide a  
resilient, non-food, chewable surface for practicing biting and chewing skills. These  
products offer children and adults a safe and effective tool for practicing biting 
and chewing skills. Therapists use Chewy Tubes™ in treatment with individuals to 
develop oral motor skills and up/down jaw motion for feeding. Youngsters seeking 
additional sensory input into the jaw enjoy biting on Chewy Tubes™. Assessment 
of the jaw is recommended prior to using Chewy Tubes™. Students should follow 
the recommendation of their therapist or caregiver when using Chewy Tubes™. 
Children with Autism require professional supervision when using Chewy Tubes™. 
Chewy Tubes™ are intended for individual use with adult supervision. Come in a 
variety of shapes, sizes and textures and do not contain latex, lead, BPA, PVC or 
phthalates. Children 3 years or younger require adult supervision.

A. Super Chew 
Not recommended for children under 7 months of age. The Super Chew has 
been designed to provide positive oral stimulation for practicing biting and 
chewing skills. The Super Chew features a closed loop handle which is easily 
grasped by little fingers. The bitable stem of the Red Super Chew has a knobbly 
textured surface & the bitable stem of the Green Super Chew has a smooth 
surface.  
E33887  Red  $9.85 
E33889 Green  $9.85 

B. Red (Smooth) - Large 
The Red Chewy Tube is used normally with toddlers; it has a wider stem 12.7 
mm OD. This tube can also be used by children who are receptive to oral tactile 
stimulation or with adults who have a larger jaw. 
E35468  $12.95 

C. Green (Knobbly) 
The Green Knobbly Chewy Tube has been designed to increase sensory input by 
means of the raised dots on the shaft. The shaft diameter is 15 mm OD. The Green 
knobbly Chewy Tube is slightly harder to chew on when compared with the Red 
Chewy Tubes. 
E37724  $12.95

Bangles Chewy Bracelet - Set of 3
Ages 6 months + These stylish bangles function as 
teething jewelry for infants or as a convenient and 
stylish chew tool for older children. Encourages 
mouthing, sensory exploration and chewing as a 
sensory motor outlet. For light to moderate chewers. 
Includes 3 bangles. 2” inner diameter. Silicone. Free 
of BPA,  phthalates and latex. Turquoise, royal blue, 
and teal. Surface wash. Use with adult supervision.
E34343  $39.95

Teen Chewy 
Bracelet
Ages 10 years + Cool 
looking and long lasting, 
this durable chewelry can 
withstand your tween’s or 
teen’s chompers. Plus, it 
looks like a tire with  
textured “treads” for oral motor 
exploration. For moderate + 
chewers. Measurements:  3.5” 
outer diameter, 2.5” inner diameter, 
and 0.5” thick, weight is 2.3 oz. 
Silicone. Free of BPA, phthalates and 
latex. Black, Surface wash. Use with 
adult supervision.  
E39011  $21.95

Bite Bands - Pack of 6
Ages 4 years + It’s not so cool to drool. 
Bite Bands to the rescue! Say good-bye 
to chewed-up shirt sleeves and collars 
with bands that absorb the slobber, even 
after extended periods of chewing. Helps 
to exercise oral motor and facial muscles 
to prepare kids for good eating habits. 
For light to moderate chewers. Includes 6 
colourful necklaces. 12” L. Polyester and 
cotton. Red, yellow, blue, green, purple, 
and orange. Machine wash. Use with adult 
supervision.
E34340  $56.95

Shark & Dolphin  
Chewy Necklace Set
Ages 3 years + Our marine-inspired 
chew necklace set provides an 
excellent motor outlet for chewing, 
biting and mouthing exploration. For 
light to moderate chewers. Includes 
one blue dolphin and one turquoise 
shark, each 3.25” L x 2.5” W, and 
two nylon breakaway cords. 2 oz. 
Silicone. Free of BPA, phthalates and 
latex. Surface wash. Use with adult 
supervision.  
E34344  $32.95

Chewy Wristband  
- Set of 2
Ages 4 years + No more soggy 
sleeves! Satisfy oral motor 
needs with less mess. Perfect 
for kids who chew on their 
clothes, this soft, absorbent 
material keeps sleeves dry. 
Fits snugly on little wrists and 
is safe for mouthing. For light 
to moderate chewers. Includes 
2 wristbands. 1.25” Diameter 
unstretched. Stretches to 4.25” 
Diameter. Cotton terry cloth. 
Light green. Machine wash. Use 
with adult supervision.
E34341  $16.95

SPECIAL EDUCATION
ORAL MOTOR
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Emotions Stones
Ages 3 years + Ideal for encouraging 
children to talk about feelings 
and develop social skills, this 
beautifully crafted set of 12 stones 
is engraved with faces showing 
common emotions: happy, sad, 
angry,  frightened, worried, surprised, 
confused, bored, calm, proud, 
shy, embarrassed. Each pebble 
measures 13⁄4 inches. 
E434763  $41.95

Jumbo Emotions Stones
Ages 2 years + Includes eight large stone that are perfect for small hands 
to explore. Featuring four emotions young children most readily identify and 
experience - happy, sad, surprised and angry, the set includes two examples (one 
boy and one girl) showing each emotion. Durable and washable, they are cast from 
our unique stone mix and can be used outdoors in sand and water. Each stone 
measures 3 inches.
E434762  $41.95

Easy-Hold  
Speech Mirror
This double-sided, non-glass mirror is unbreakable! Ideal for speech 
training, focusing on facial imagery, and awareness of facial expressions. 
Plastic frame features finger holes. 20 cm diameter.
E33808  $22.95

Explore Emotions Super Doll
Ages 3 years + Encourage discussions about feelings with this cuddly doll. Use 
the Velcro™ facial features to create 16 emotions on the doll’s face. This doll is 
an emotional superhero! The Facial features stick to his face! Store the unused 
features on his cape. Press one button to hear a range of sounds relating 
to emotions. Press a second button to repeat the sound as you design the 
corresponding face. Includes: 1 doll 17” (43 cm) tall, 26 facial features up to 4¼”  
(10.7 cm) wide and guide. Requires 2 AAA batteries (not included). 
E470219  $73.95

400+ Picture Communication Cards
Laminated, cut out, and ready to use! Commonly-needed 
topics include foods, greetings, people, calendar, weather, 
body parts, action words, and more. Cards measure 4.4 x 5 
cm and come in a convenient storage box.
E31460  $184.95
Hook & Loop Fasteners. Easy to attach and long lasting, 
just peel and stick! ¾ x 18”.
E9705465  $5.55

Explore Emotions Photo Cards
Ages 3 years + 24 images printed on durable cardstock encourage students to 
connect with their emotions. Foster empathy by asking students to describe the 
feelings pictured on each card. Use the cards as story starter prompts! Works well 
as a supplement to our E49592 Exploring Emotions Super Doll. Includes: 24 Cards 
8½ x 9¼” (21 x 23.5 cm) and guide. 
E33161  $15.95

SPECIAL EDUCATION
LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT
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Feels-Write Letter Stones
Ages 3 years + These beautiful stones offer a tactile and visual way of introducing 
young children to letter formation. Each stone is carefully engraved to provide 
important sensory feedback to help young children develop the movements needed 
for writing each letter. Starting at the green dot children will enjoy tracing each letter 
shape with their finger – over and over again – building important motor-memory 
skills. Each set contains 26 letter stones 3 - 5¼ inches (75-135mm) and an activity 
leaflet.  
E434531  $99.95

ABC Look & Feel Bag
Ages 3 years + Can you find 
all 26 letters? This fun,  
educational fidget makes 
for a great travel toy and 
visual perception tool. As 
kids search for all letters 
of the alphabet, the pellets 
encourage tactile exploration  
and fine motor coordination. 
Slightly weighted to double  
as a beanbag. Weighs 1 lb. 6” 
L x 6” W. Cotton exterior filled  
with PVC pellets. Colours may 
vary. Surface wash. Use with 
adult supervision.  
E33116  $43.95

Textured Touch and Trace
Grades K-3 (Ages 4-9) Help students identify uppercase & lowercase letters and 
learn to correctly print them with these textured tracing cards. Green dots show 
where to begin tracing and red dots show where to stop. Directional arrows 
teach correct letter formation. Each set includes: 26 textured lowercase (E37578) 
or uppercase (E37576) letter cards (4.25” x 5.5” each), multisensory activities for 
letter-sound recognition & instructions in English, and French.
E37576 Uppercase $19.90
E37578 Lowercase $19.90

Word Families Phonics Kit 
Ages 3 years + Learn to identify rhyming word sounds and discover word patterns 
using hands-on experience to help develop phonemic awareness skills.   
E31106  $46.95

Letter Formation Sand Tray
Grades K-2 Solid wood tray for handwriting 
practice measures 20 x 20 cm. The 
contrasting dark blue laminate bottom makes 
letters stand out clearly. Includes lid and fine 
grain sand.  
E751104  $36.95

Word Formation Sand Tray
Grades K-2 The perfect size for lots 
of sensory practice with tracing 
words as well as a creative 
space for setting up creative 
playtime dioramas! Letters 
stand out clearly in the smooth 
blue laminate bottom of the 15” x 
8” tray. Includes wooden lid and 
crystalline silica-free fine-grain Safe 
Sand®.  
E751970  $64.95

Tactile Sandpaper Letters
Ages 3 years + Beginning readers and special needs students will benefit from the 
tactile experience of these letters. 11 x 7 cm cards are covered with fine sand to help 
students make the connection between the physical movement of forming letters 
and the actual letter shapes. 
Lowercase
Set contains 26 standard lowercase 
letters plus two alternative forms of l 
and t.
E34974 $20.95

Uppercase
Set contains 26 standard uppercase 
letters.
E34976 $20.95

SPECIAL EDUCATION
LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT
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WhisperPhone® 
Maximize learning, minimize noise with 
the WhisperPhone®. It’s a hands-free, 
acoustical voice-feedback headset 
that enables students to focus and 
hear more clearly as they learn to read, 
spell or process language aloud. The 
WhisperPhone® is proven to minimize 
distraction by keeping the classroom 
quieter, helping each student focus on 
their work. Use this lightweight, easy-
to-use headset to help students:
• Accelerate development in speech 

training.
• Sound it out during vocabulary/

spelling practice.
Available in two sizes for a perfect fit.
E35530 Grades K-4  $13.60
E36576 Grades 5+  $15.70

Scheduling Pocket Chart
14 pockets and 16 scheduling cards.  
Resource guide included. 32 x 84 cm.
E62893  $18.40

Toobaloo
Ages 4 years + Improve pronunciation and confidence; reading and listening skills; 
phonics; and speech with this innovative tool. The Toobaloo’s design magnifies the 
sound of their voice, making it easy to hear themselves speak with only a whisper. 
Break-resistant, non-toxic plastic is easy-to-clean. Note: colours may vary. No colour 
choice.
E742548  $9.10

Noise-Cancelling  
Headphones with Case
These headphones are specially-designed to reduce 
harmful and annoying low frequency sounds in noisy 
environments. Comfortable for extended use, the over-ear 
leatherette ear cushions offer excellent added passive 
noise reduction. The 5’ braided nylon cord make this  
unit ideal for use with any unit with a 3.5mm  
stereo audio input. Runs on one “AAA” battery  
(not included). Includes a handy zippered carry case for 
protection and easy storage. 1 year warranty.
• 40mm Neodymium magnet speaker drivers
• Sensitivity: 110dB
• Impedance: 32 Ohms
• Frequency Range: 20-20,000 Hz
• Maximum Input (power handling capacity): 100mW
• Active Cancellation: Up to 20-25dB
E34332  $78.95

HamiltonBuhl® 
NoiseOff™ 26dB
Ages 8 years + This 
elegant, intelligent and 
simple solution - developed 
by scientists and backed 
by audiologists - is a unique 
device with no electronics or 
batteries that uses patented 
technology to buffer out loud, 
harmful and distracting sounds, while 
still allowing speech to be heard at 
safe levels and without distortion.
Ideal for on/off situations where noise comes and goes, NoiseOff™ enables strain-
free conversations in noisy environments without the need to remove the unit to 
hear. Beyond reducing noise, NoiseOff™ creates a peaceful environment, reducing 
stress levels and helping increase concentration and focus. NoiseOff™ is the 
essential device for kids with special needs and on the Autistic Spectrum.
Designed for comfort, with a superior Noise Reduction Rating (NRR) of 26 decibels, 
NoiseOff™ is lightweight and compact, and has an adjustable headband. Hygienic 
- nothing goes in the ear, or traps heat around the ear. Foam ear cuffs sit at the 
outer ear canal and are impervious to mold, mildew and bacteria.
E39608 Black $31.95

Hearing Safe™ Hearing Protector 
Help students learn that loud noise can damage their hearing and how to protect 
themselves. Use these protective earmuffs to safeguard students, staff, and 
faculty against hearing loss or as a noise buffer. These ear cups are designed to 
completely cover the ears for maximum protection. 2 year warranty.
28dB (HS50) 
Designed to be warn by young adults 
and adults for maximum protection. 
E34333 $14.95

26dB (H540) 
Designed to be warn by younger 
students (with smaller earcups). 
E34334 $12.95

SPECIAL EDUCATION
LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT
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Fidgits, Set of 36
Ages 5 years + These colourful pencils 
are great for students who love to fidgit. 
Slide, spin, or bump the pencil fidgits. Four 
different fidgits; set of 36 pencils in a tub. 
Use with adult supervision.  
E33406  $89.95

Pencil Jaws - Set of 3
Ages 5 years + Nothing helps kids focus 
during test-taking more than pencil 
chewing. But then you’ve got a destroyed 
pencil...and yuck! Pencil Jaws take pencil 
chewing from gross to great. They’re 
the perfect outlet for kids and adults 
who need to bite or chew while reading, 
homework or other activities. Sealed, 
latex-free tubing is securely attached to 
standard-size colourful pencils, so kids 
can bite down to relieve stress or boost 
concentration. For light to moderate 
chewers. Sealed tubing is latex free 
and securely attached to 
standard size coloured 
pencils. Use with adult 
supervision.  
E34322  $33.95

Eye Lighter
Transparent plastic highlighter with a beveled frosted edge, to underline the 
sentence you are reading, yet see the next few sentences. This improves fluency 
and increases reading speed. 15 cm long. Packages of 12.
E742647 Blue  $26.95
E38150 Green  $26.95

Full Page Reading Guides
Designed to aid students and adults with the following difficulties: skipping words, 
skipping lines, reversing letters, transposing letters, losing your place, re-reading 
lines, squinting, concentration, comprehension, red/watery eyes, and reading 
fatigue. Size: 8.5” x 11”. 
E33706 Yellow, Set of 6  $26.95
E33700 Blue, Set of 6  $26.95
E33710 Green, Set of 6  $26.95

Better Boards, 
Slant Writing 
Boards
Lightweight slant boards 
collapse to a thickness of 
just 0.6 cm. Can easily be 
stacked and stored. Made 
of durable, corrugated plastic. 
They have attached plastic 
clamps that hold paper and include 
non-slip feet. Use for writing or 
holding materials to copy from. The 
low angle surface is approximately 
20°.  
Small Better Board. 30 x 31 cm. 
E33686  $36.95
Extra Large Better Board. 47.5 x 30 cm. 
E33688  $46.15

Highlight Strips
Ages 4 years + Place the strip over text to highlight one line of type. This flexible 
ruler is a simple tool for focusing concentration while reading. Great for children who 
have difficulty reading aloud. Use them for bookmarks, too! 3 colours: pink, blue and 
yellow. 3.5 x 18 cm. Package of 30.
E740974  $18.95

Privacy Boards
These boards are made of sturdy corrugate and are perfect for any desk, table 
or computer area. They help keep students focused, distractions out, and help 
prevent wandering eyes. 4 boards per package, white on both sides. Size: 120 x 
40 cm (48” x 16”). 
E750981 Set of 4  $23.90

SPECIAL EDUCATION
READING & WRITING AIDS
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The Writing C.L.A.W.
The Writing C.L.A.W (Controlling Letters of Adolescent/Adult Writing) ensures 
correct finger position, creates a true tripod grip, fits right or left hand, is easy to 
use, and is latex free. Package of 12. 
E31084S Small (3 years - K) $28.95 E31084M Medium (K-6) $33.95

Tri-Go Pencil Grip
Ages 3 years + For left- or right-handers, this unique design lets the fingertips 
touch the writing implement. The soft contours support the fingers, reducing 
muscle strain and fatigue while ensuring an efficient, comfortable grip. 
E38382 10-Pack $6.25

The Pencil Grip™, Original
Grades K + It works with the natural 
physiology of the hand to gently place 
fingers in the proper position for  
gripping. Works on pencils, pens, and 
paintbrushes. 
E34994 Pkg/12, assorted colours 
$32.50

Grotto Grip®
Ages 3 years + This patented ergonomic pencil grip was designed and tested by 
an occupational therapist. Finger guard and unique angles place and hold fingers 
in proper position. A comfort grip and a powerful training tool that teaches proper 
pencil grasp every time! Assorted colours. 
E38370 3-Pack  $8.30 E38372 12-Pack  $31.45 E38374 36-Pack  $89.60

Stetro™ Pencil Grips
Ages 3 years + Keep fingers and thumb correctly placed. Cushiony comfort for all 
ages, fit all standard pencils and stick pens. For left- and right-handers. Assorted 
colours. Bag of 36. 
E33804  $15.65

The Bumpy Grip - Neon Colours
Ages 3 years + The bumpy grip’s sleek design and bumpy texture make it truly 
unique and is amongst the best hand relief products on the market. Children love 
the bright colours and tactile feel. The soft gel grips gently guide fingers into the 
tripod grasp, improving comfort and control. The bumpy grip is versatile - it can be 
used by right-handed or left-handed users, and can be put on paintbrushes, pens, 
utensils, and much more. 
E34314 6 Pack  $18.95 E34315 12 Pack  $34.95 E34317 36 Pack  $96.95

Pencil Weights, Set of 3
Ages 4 years + Wake up those hands 
and forearms! These small yet mighty 
weights are a simple solution for writing. 
A little bit of extra weight om your pencil 
can work wonders for improving quality 
and duration of handwriting. The weights 
easily slip onto any standard pencil 
and are kept in place by secure rubber 
bands. Includes 3 pencil weights, each 
with 2 bands to keep in place. Each 
weighs 1.5 oz. 1.5” L x 0.5” Diameter. 
Steel. Blue. Wipe clean. Use with adult 
supervision. 
E34318  $32.95

SPECIAL EDUCATION
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Pencil Toppers, Set of 3
Ages 4 years +  Pencil toppers satisfy busy mouths and hands, providing sensory 
input to calm anxiety and increase attention. They work triple duty as chew tool, 
finger fidgets and sources of proprioceptive input by adding 2 oz. of weight to any 
No. 2 pencil. Choose star, a chunky shape with extra tactile stimulation; Textured, 
with smooth ridges that encourage tactile awareness without over whelming 
sensitive mouths; and Chewy, smooth and shaped for oral motor exploration. For 
light to moderate chewers. Silicone. Free of BPA, phthalates and latex. Assorted 
colours. Surface wash. Use with adult supervision. Immediately dispose at first 
signs of cracking or deterioration. Always inspect before use.  
E34319 Star Pencil Topper XT (light chewers)  $22.00
E34320 Textured Pencil Topper (light chewers)  $22.00
E34321 Chewy Pencil Topper (light chewers)  $22.00

Chewberz Textured Chewy Toppers
Ages 5 years +   Encourages oral motor 5timulation, and aids kids on the spectrum 
to concentrate. It has similar benefits for calming and focusing. Slightly heavier than a 
usual chewy topper for pencils. Three different textures, dotted, smooth and ridged. 
Use with adult supervision. Pk of 3. 
E34432  $14.95

The Groovy Grip
Ages 3 years + Grooved surface 
improves grip. Great for righties 
and lefties. Latex and phthalate 
free.  
E39606  Pack of 6  $17.95
E39607  Pack of 12  $34.95

The Extreme Gel Ribbed Grip - Pack of 12
Ages 3 years + Great for righties and lefties. Latex and phthalate free. 
E39612  $7.20

The Extreme Gel Grip - Pack of 12
Ages 3 years + Great for righties and lefties. Latex and phthalate free. 
E39613   $7.20

The Triangle Grip - 
Pack of 12
Ages 3 years + Great for 
righties and lefties. Latex 
and phthalate free. 
E39206  $7.20

The Solo Grip -  
Pack of 12
Ages 3 years + Great for 
righties and lefties. Latex 
and phthalate free. 
E39609  $11.95

The Pinch Grip
Ages 3 years +  As a transitional grip, The Pinch Grip bridges the gap between 
more structured grips and grips that provide more freedom. This intermediate step 
in the learning process can better aid the development of proper writing technique 
while improving handwriting, giving more control, and reducing hand fatigue. Its 
unique, patented design gently encourages the fingers and hand to rest in the 
proper position for gripping—the tripod grip. Unlike other pencil grips, The Pinch Grip 
feels natural because of its ergonomic design and soft, flexible material. Latex and 
phthalate free. 
E39610  Pack of 6  $19.90
E39611  Pack of 12  $38.80

 Star Pencil Topper XT (light chewers) 

Textured Pencil Topper (light chewers)
Chewy Pencil Topper (light chewers) 
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Social Smarts™

Grades 2-6 Social Smarts™ helps children improve their social relations 
and communication skills. It is especially helpful for children who tend 
to misread social cues, including those who have been diagnosed with 
Asperger’s Syndrome, or are at any other position on the Autism Spectrum. 
The game offers a fun way to learn about the thought choices children 
have when communicating with friends, parents and teachers, using 
specific concrete examples to promote flexible thinking and discourage 
rigid thinking. For 2-5 players. 
E33482  $56.95

Bridge Over Worried Waters™

Grades 1-8 Anxiety affects day-to-day activities and causes considerable emotional 
and physical distress as well as impaired academic and social functioning. 
Cognitive Behaviour Therapy techniques like relaxation, positive self-talk, and 
coping behaviours are incorporated into this game. There are both competitive 
and cooperative versions for 2-5 players. Learning objectives include: better 
understanding of situations that trigger anxious feelings; learning a variety of self-
talk strategies and relaxation activities to decrease anxious feelings; developing 
improved emotional competence; and improving self esteem and self-mastery as 
a result. 
E33484  $58.95

Focus™

Grades 1-12 Research shows conclusively that the two treatments most effective 
in improving the attention spans of children diagnosed with ADD or ADHD 
are medication and behaviour modification. Focus™ is essentially a behaviour 
modification program in a box. This game give players much needed practice 
that improves their ability to stay focus on tasks, even with distractions. Both 
competitive and cooperative versions are includes for all grades. Difficulty can 
be varied by imposing a time limit and permitting the use of paper and pencil for 
certain tasks. For 2-5 players. 
E33489  $58.95

The Emotional Intelligence Game™

Grades 2-8 Emotional intelligence is the ability to handle one’s own  
emotions and to read and respond to others’ emotions in ways that create positive 
relationships. Interestingly, research tells us that emotional intelligence may have 
more to do with life success than cognitive intelligence or academic performance. 
Although some children seem naturally adept at handling their emotions and 
getting along with other, ALL children can learn these skills. This entertaining and 
engaging game reflects the five areas of emotional intelligence: self-awareness; 
mood management; self-motivation; empathy; and relationship skills. The game 
utilizes the techniques of both cognitive behaviour therapy and social learning 
theory to help players build their emotional intelligence. For 2-6 players.
E33485  $68.95

Friendship Island® 
Grades 1-4 This game focuses on making friends, being a good friend, and resolving 
disagreements in a win-win way. Players cooperate and help each other as well as 
answer questions about friendships to win points for themselves. The game also 
helps shy and socially delayed students explore friendship issues. Features two 
different games that use the same board but have separate questions. The second 
game involves more strategy, harder questions, more advanced vocabulary, and 
more opportunities for negotiation. Includes game board, six game tokens, Making-
a-Friend cards, Good Times cards, Solving Problems cards, and instructions.  
E36532  $96.95

SPECIAL EDUCATION
GAMES
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SPECIAL EDUCATION
GAMES

A. Bullies, Victims & Bystanders 
Grade 2 + An excellent new game designed to raise a child’s 
awareness of bullying. Every incident card has been weighted based 
on the severity of the bullying so that children can see how harmful 
this behaviour is. Children are encouraged to model good behaviour 
on how to overcome bullying. Now, after a bullying incident, teachers 
can invite those involved to play the game together in an effort to 
understand what it is like to be bullied and how to prevent future 
incidences of bullying. Contains 1 gameboard, 54 playing cards, 6 
pawns, and a die.  
E38664  $51.40

B. Consequences 
Grade PreK + A fun way to introduce or reinforce the ideas that there is a 
consequence for every action and behaviour. Each card has an everyday 
task or behaviour that results in a forward or back-ward move. Roll the 
dice to see how many stones you may travel. Follow the colourful stone 
path to the park, take a ride on the slide, go for ice cream, and end at 
Waterland! But watch out for the quiet time room!  
E444566  $38.95

C. The Impulse Control Game™ 
Grade 2 + Design to help those with ADD, ADHD, and other conditions 
involving impulse control problems. The game teaches seven skills that 
have been proven to help students control their impulses, make good 
decisions, and avoid actions that are detrimental to themselves and 
others. Includes a booklet with complete lesson plans, and suggestions 
for further reading. For 2-6 players or teams.  
E39112  $92.95

D. Escape from Anger Island™ Game 
Grade 1 + This game teaches six skills, with one 
skill the focus of each 15-minute session. Play 
multiple times to learn all six skills. As players 
move around the board, the goal is to avoid the 
dinosaur that is chasing them and escape from 
Anger Island. Skills include: problem solving, 
knowing your hot buttons, self talk, reducing 
stress, talking out conflicts, and relaxation. Also 
includes a reproducible anger management 
checklist, a skills record (to keep track of which 
players have practiced which skills), a booklet 
with complete lesson plans, suggested activities 
for practice between sessions, and questions for 
discussion. For 2-6 players or teams.  
E39114  $92.95

E. Social Skills Board Games 
Grades 1-5 There are no right or wrong 
answers in these 6 unique board games. 
Players discuss solutions to socially 
challenging situations and decide upon 
the best action, encouraging all players 
to communicate and listen. The games 
target 6 important issues that students 
struggle with: morals, manners, empathy, 
friendship, showing emotions, and 
managing emotions.  
E39070  $51.40
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Felt Balls ....................................159
Fidget Balls .............................. 370
Fidget Brushes ......................... 373
Fidgets .....................372, 374, 392
Field Hockey ............................220
Financial Literacy ......................319
Fine Motor 
 & Manipulatives ............. 155-157
Finger Painting ............................19
Finger Printers ............................12
First Words ...............................340
Fishing Set ................................105
Five-Frame ...............159, 285, 299
Flannel Board ........................... 354
Floaters & Sinkers ....................252
Floor Pillows ...............................82
Floor Tiles .................................381
Flower Model ...........................230
Fluorescent Light Filters ..........369
Foam Balls & Cones ...................65
Foam Blocks .............................133
Foam Board ............................... 36
Foam Brayer.................................11
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INDEX
F (CONTINUED)
Foam Brushes ..............................11
Foam Paddles ..........................225
Foam Rollers ............................ 373
Foam Sheets & Shapes .............65
Focus Fidgety™ ......................... 372
Focus Frames............................ 176
Fold & Go Barn ...........................112
Footballs ....................................211
Footprints .......................... 191, 234
Fossils ............................... 191, 237
Fractions .................281, 286, 305, 
   ....................... 306, 307, 308
Frames ....................................... 63
Frameworks ...................... 312, 312
Friends with Diverse Abilities ...109
Fulcrum Balance .......................241
Funnels .....................................252
Furniture ..................................... 84

G
Games ...............................150-154, 
   ................395-396, 395-396

GAMES BY TITLE
 4-In-A-Row ............................152
 6 Blend Games .................... 357
 6 Phonics Games ................ 357
 6 Spelling Games ................ 357
 6 Vowel Sound Games ........ 357
 Alphabet Bingo....................358
 Balancing..............................150
 Bananagrams®............ 154, 358
 Beehives ...............................150
 Bridge Over Worried 
  Waters™ ...........................395
 Bug Hunt ...............................153
 Bullies, Victims 
  & Bystanders ...................396
 Camping Madness ...............154
 Candy ...................................150
 Candy Land® .........................151
 Checkers...............................152
 Chunks ................................. 357
 Chutes & Ladders®................151
 Connect Four® .....................152
 Consequences ..... 151, 198, 396
 CVC Bingo ...........................358
 Diamond Express .................153
 Dolphin Balancing 
  Game........................ 151, 386
 Dotty Dinosaurs .....................151
 Emotional Intelligence 
  Game™ .............................395
 Escape from 
  Anger Island™ ..................396
 Feed Fuzzy ...........................154
 Focus™ .................................395
 Food Fractions ....................306
 Friendship Island® ..............395
 Froghoppers .........................150
 Hide & Seek Canada............154
 Honey Bee Tree....................152
 Impulse Control Game™ ......396
 Let’s Go Fishin’ .....................154
 Monkey Math........................150
 Morning with the Monsters ..153
 Mouse Mania .......................263
 Pallina ...................................152
 Pizza Fraction Fun™ .............306
 Rhyming Bingo ....................358
 Rondo Vario ..........................150

 Scrabble Jr. ...........................151
 Shaky Shark .........................152
 Sight Word Bingo ................358
 Snakes & Ladders ........ 152, 153
 Social Skills Board Games ..396
 Social Smarts™ .....................395
 Sound Games ......................350
 Spelligator ........................... 347
 Sugar Factory .......................153
 Torreta ..................................150
 Trouble® ................................151
 Uno® ......................................151
 Wobbly Worms......................152

Garden Sets ...............................181
Garden Tools ..............................181
Gears ......................... 129, 241, 243
Gel Pads ................................... 367
Geo-Solids ......................... 286, 311
Geoboards ....................... 284, 310
Geometric Models ...................286
Geometric Shapes ............295, 311
Geometric Solids........................311
Geometry ..........309-313, 318, 322
Germination .............................230
Get Set for School CD ..............363
Giant Scale ................................ 176
Glazes......................................... 72
Glitter .......................................... 64
Glitter Balls ...............................383
Glitter Bead Balls ..................... 370
Glitter Glue ................................. 64
Glitter Lamp..............................369
Glitter Wands............................369
Glove ........................................238
Glow Germ™ Kit ........................ 227
Glue  .............................. 64, 74, 76
Glue Guns ................................... 76
Glue Sticks ........................... 74, 76
GO-BOX .................................... 273
Goals .........................................221
Golfing .......................................212
Graduated Cylinders ................ 324
Graph Paper .............................325
Graphing .........296, 297, 298, 325
Grass Circles ............................. 178
GraviTrax ...................................271
Green Screen ...........................254
Grocery Basket .........................104
Grotto Grip® .............................393

H
Habitats ................... 233, 234, 235
Hand-Eye Coordination ... 384-386
Handwriting Boards .................356
Handwriting 
 Without Tears® ............. 361-363
Happy Architect ......................... 111
Head Model .............................229
Headphones .................... 365, 391
Hearing Protectors....................391
Heart Models ...........................229
HEPA Air Purifier ......................... 78
Heuristic Play Set ......................165
Hex-a-Link™ .............................. 297
Hexiflex ......................................131
Highlight Strips.........................392
Hockey ............................. 220, 221
Homes Around the World ......... 110
Hook-and-Loop Adhesive .......... 76
Hoop Scarves ...........................204
Hoops .......................................223

Hopscotch ........................ 204, 381
HowdaHUG® 
 Adjustable Seats .................380
Human Body ........... 227, 228, 229
Hundreds Boards .....................300
Hundreds Tiles .........................280
Hurdles ......................................218

I
Inclined Plane ...........................241
Ink Pads ......................................20
Ink Rollers ...................................12
Insects ........................113, 231, 232
Insta-Snow® .............................239
Interlox ......................................128
iRobot® .....................................270
Iron Filings.................................251

J
Jacob’s Ladder......................... 367
Jingle Bells .................................. 71
Jolly Phonics ............................338
Journals ........................... 359, 360

K
K’NEX® EDUCATION
 Gears ...................................243
 Intro to Simple Machines: 
  Levers and Pulleys.......... 244
 Intro to Simple Machines: 
  Wheels/Axles 
  & Inclined Planes ............245
 Makers Kit............................ 276

KEVA® ....................................... 275
Key Rings .................................... 71
Kid K’NEX ..................................129
Kidfetti® .....................................168
Kindergarten Sort Kits ..............158
Kindness Hearts ........................196
Kitchens ................ 94, 95, 172, 173
Kitronik .....................................256
Knitting Looms ............................61
Kore® Wobble Chair................. 379
Kraft Paper ................................. 38
KwikStix ......................................20

L
Lacing ........155, 156, 159, 384, 386
Lacrosse ....................................217
Language Development ... 389-391
Lanterns, Paper .......................... 63
Lanyard Hooks ............................ 71
Latches Board ..........................386
Lauri® Tall Stacker™ 
 Building Set ...........................131
LED Fiber Lamp........................369
LED Lighting ............................. 272
LED Panels ...............................246

LEGO® EDUCATION
 Base Plates...........................124
 Brick Set ...............................124
 BricQ Motion ........................242
 DUPLO® Animals ...................121
 DUPLO® Brick Set ................120
 DUPLO® Build 
  Me “Emotions” .................120
 DUPLO® Building Plates.......122
 DUPLO® Coding Express ......121
 DUPLO® Letters 
  Accessory Set ..................123

LEGO® EDUCATION (CONTINUED)
 DUPLO® My XL World ...........120
 DUPLO® People 
  Accessory Set ...................121
 DUPLO® Steam Park ............124
 DUPLO® Story Tales .............122
 DUPLO® Tech 
  Machines Set ...................122
 DUPLO® Tubes .....................123
 SPIKE™ Essential ..................260
 SPIKE™ Prime ...............258-259
 Storage Bin ...........................124

Let’s Play House! Dust, 
 Sweep & Mop ........................ 94
Let’s Roll ....................................182
Letter Tiles ............................... 343
Letters .............339, 349, 350, 351, 
   ................353, 361, 367, 390
Levers ................................241, 244
Library Book Displays .................91
Life Cycles ................230, 231, 232
Light  ................................246, 247
Light & Optics ........................... 247
Light Panels..............................246
Lined Books .............................360
Lined Paper ..............................363
Linking People ..........................156
Links  .......................280, 288, 289
Lino Cutter ................................. 57
Linoleum .................................... 57
Listening Centres .....................365
Literacy ............................. 334-365
Little People ..............................186
littleBits ....................................255
Lock Boxes .......................373, 386
Lockers .......................................85
Loose Parts & Naturals ......158-165

M
Magic Brix .................................132
Magic Flashing Ball ..................369
Magic Shapes ............................131
Magna-Tiles® ............................128
Magnetic Boards ......................355
Magnetic Poetry .......................358
Magnetism ....................... 250, 251
Magnets ........................... 250, 251
Magnifiers ........ 189, 190, 235, 236
Makedo® .................................. 274
Maker Tape ..............................249
Makey Makey™ .........................254
Mallet ....................................... 247
Marble Run ............... 130, 204, 276
Markers .................. 13, 43, 46, 226
Masking Tape ............................. 76
Masks ......................................... 63
Masonite ....................................30
Mat Man® .................................363
Matatalab .................................254
Matching ......................... 299, 366
Math Carts ........................ 282-283
Math Shaker Bear ....................292
Mathematics......................279-333
Mathematics Kits.............. 279-286
Maths Shapes Tray ............ 163, 184
Mats  ...........................................19
Measurement ..................279, 280, 
   ....................... 322, 323, 324
Mecaniko ...................................125
Mechanics: Cams & Cranks .....243

Mechanics: Gears & 
 Worm Drives ........................243
Mechanics: Pulley Drives ......... 244
Messy Kitchens ......................... 172
Messy Trays .................................19
Meter Sticks .............................322
Meter Tapes .............................323
Microscopes .............................235
Minerals.................................... 237
Mirror Blocks .............................138
Mirrors ........................92, 106, 159, 
  163, 189, 198, 281, 315, 389
Mobilo® .....................................125
Model Magic® ............................50
Modeling Clay ...................... 50-52
Modeling Tools 
 & Accessories .................. 53-55
Molecule Ball ...........................369
Money ..............280, 281, 286, 319
Moon Balls ............................... 367
Moon Phases Poster ................240
Motor Skills .......................377-383
Mouse Mania ...........................263
Moziblox ....................................156
MRI Scan ..................................228
Mud Kitchen Activity Cards ....... 174
Mud Mixing Tables .................... 173
Multilink®..................................298
Musical Instruments ........... 193-194
My ABC Book ............................341
My Word Book ...........................341

N
Napkin Rings .............................165
Nature of Light .................246, 247
Nature of Sound ....................... 247
Needles .......................................61
Nets  ............... 215, 222, 234, 235
Newsprint ................................... 39
Noise-Cancelling 
 Headphones .........................391
Notebooks ................................341
Number Blocks..........................184
Number Cards ...........................185
Number Frames ........................182
Number Lines ...........................296
Number Pebbles .......................185
Number Pops™ ..........................103
Number Sense 
 & Numeration ..............300-302
Number Stacker ........................186
Number Stones .........................185
Number Tiles .............................192
Number Track Ruler .................296
NumberFrameMate .................302
Numbers ... 115, 291, 295, 350, 385
Nutrition ................................... 227
Nuts & Bolts...................... 155, 384

O
Octa-Clip ...........................132, 278
Octa-Joiners ............................. 278
Octoplay ............................ 126, 127
Oil Pastels .................................. 49
Optics ....................................... 247
Oral Motor ................................388
Origami Paper ............................59
Outdoor Chalkboard .................180
Outdoor Learning............... 172-192
Ozobot......................................269
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INDEX
P
PAINT
 Acrylic Paint ..................... 28-29
 Finger Paint ............................19
 Paint Markers .........................21
 Tempera Paint ................. 22-25
 Tempera Paint Cakes .............21
 Watercolour Paint ..................26

Paint Bellows...............................15
Paint Bowls..................................15
Paint Brush Stand....................5, 16
Paint Brushes ........................... 2-11
Paint Cups ............................. 14, 15
Paint Dispensers ......................... 14
Paint Markers .............................20
Paint Pipettes ..............................15
Paint Pots ....................................15
Paint Rollers ................................12
Paint Scrapers .............................12
Paint Sticks .................................20
Paint Trays ............................. 15, 19
Palette Knives ..............................11
Palm Printers ...............................12
Paper Bags .................................60

PAPER, BOARD & PADS
 Bogus Paper .......................... 39
 Bordette® Rolls...................... 38
 Bright Paper .......................... 36
 Bristol Board .......................... 35
 Cardstock .............................. 34
 Charcoal/Pastel Paper .......... 39
 Construction Paper .......... 40-41
 Corrugated Paper ................. 38
 Craft Paper ............................59
 Crepe Paper .......................... 37
 Decorative Paper ..................59
 Drawing Paper ...................... 39
 Easel Paper ............................ 17
 Finger Paint Paper .................19
 Kraft Paper ............................ 38
 Newsprint .............................. 39
 Origami Paper .......................59
 Railroad Board ...................... 36
 Sketchbooks .....................32-33
 Tag Board .............................. 36
 Tissue Paper .......................... 37
 Watercolour Paper .................31

Paper Circuits ...........................249
Paper Plates ...............................60
Parachutes ...............................225
Paste Spreaders......................... 74
Pastels ........................................ 48
Pattern Blocks ................ 280, 284, 
   ................................ 288, 315
Patterning .................................288
Peanut Balls .............................383
Peg People ................................160
Pencil Grips .....364, 393, 393, 394
Pencil Jaws ..............................392
Pencil Sharpener ....................... 75
Pencil Toppers..................393, 394
Pencils .................................75, 361
Pencils, Drafting ......................... 47
Pencils, Drawing ........................ 47
Pendulum Model .......................241
Penguin Stones and 
 Activity Cards ........................ 187
Penguins on Ice™ .....................288
Pentominoes .............281, 284, 314

Perception Spheres .................246
Pestle and Mortar Set ............... 175
Phonics .................... 338-339, 344, 
   .......................352, 359, 390
Photon Robot ............................261
Physical Education ............199-226
Pickle-Ball® ...............................216
Picnic Table ............................... 177
Picture Frames ...........................62
Pillows ........................................82
Pin Art™ ..................................... 373
Pinnies ......................................223
Pipe Cleaners .............................69
Pipe/Tube Blocks .......................131
Place Value ...................... 300, 318
Plant Life Cycles .......................230
PlasmaCar® ..............................202
Plaster Rolls ...............................60
Plastisial .....................................52
Play Carpets ........................118, 119
Play Food ......................96, 97, 99, 
   .......................... 100-103, 174
Playground Pack ......................205
Playing Cards ............................318
Playmats ........................83, 114, 115
Playstix ......................................128
Pocket Charts ..................326, 334, 
   ........................ 343, 353, 391
Poetry .......................................358
Pointers .................................... 334

POLYDRON
 Crystal ...................................313
 Exploration Set .....................312
 Frameworks .........................312
 Geometry Set .......................312
 Giant Polydron ......................126
 Giant Polydron Gears ...........126
 Giant Polydron 
  House Builder ..................126
 Hasmag Set ..........................312
 Magnetic ...............................313
 Naturals ................................ 127
 Polydron Bulk .......................312
 Translucent ...........................313

Pom Poms ..................................66
Pond Nets .........................234, 235
Popsicle Sticks ...........................62
Pouches....................................355
Presentation Boards .................. 36
Pressure ...................................252
Prest-Math .........................327-333
Pretend Play Families ............... 110
Primary Concepts™ ...340, 342, 343
Printmaking ................................ 57
Prisms .......................................246
Privacy Boards .................364, 392
Probability ..........................316-318
Propeller Car ............................245
Proportional Time Tiles Kit ......285
Protractors ...................... 280, 322
Pulleys ...............................241, 244
Puppet Stand ............................ 116
Puppet Theatre ................... 116, 117
Puppets ....................... 116, 117, 338
Putting Mats ..............................212
Puzzle Rack ...............................143
Puzzles ............... 142-149, 231, 366

R
Rack and Slide .......................... 176
Railroad Board ........................... 36

Rainbow Blocks ................ 138, 139
Rainsticks ..................................194
Reading ....................................359
Reading Aids ............................392
Reading Guides........................392
Reading Hideaway ......................91
Reading/Writing Centres .......... 337
Reflective Buttons 
 & Balls ........................... 157, 384
Relaxation and Calming Kit ...... 371
Resistance Bands..................... 376
Rexlace® ..................................... 71
Rhinestones ............................... 64
Rhyming ................................... 354
Rhyming Pebbles ......................188
Ribbons ....................................204
Rings .........................................164
River Stones .............135, 202, 382
Road Mat ................................... 119
Robot Mats ...............................263
Robotics ............................ 261-270
Rock, Rap, Tap 
 and Learn CD.......................363
Rocker Board ...........................380
Rocking Chairs ........................... 87
Rocks ........................................ 237
Rollers ................................. 12, 182
Rolling Pin ..................................55
Root-Vue Farm™ .......................230
Root® Academy .......................270
Roots ........................................230
Rotation Board ..........................381
Rubbing Plates ...................56, 233
Rulers .......................................322

S
Salt Spoons ............................... 175
Sand & Water Play ....... 166-171, 181
Sand & Water Tables .........166, 167, 
   ................... 168, 169, 170, 171
Sand Scenes ............................366
Sand Timers .............................320
Sand-It Stones ........................... 174
Sandtastik® ...............................168
Scarves ............................. 194, 204
Scented Putty ............................ 371
Scheduling Pocket Chart ..........391
Science ............................. 227-252
Scissors ........................ 73, 76, 387
Scoop Ball ................................224
Scoop Relay .............................224
Scoopers™ ....................... 236, 385
Scooter Boards .........................219
Scooters ...................................200
Scratch Board Art & Tools ..........58
Screw Model .............................241
Sculpting Tools ........................... 53
Self-Regulation 
 Classroom Cruisers ..............195
Semispheres .............................164
Senses ...................................... 227
Sensory Balls............................383
Sensory Beads ......................... 373
Sensory Blocks ........................368
Sensory Circles ........................203
Sensory Development ......366-374
Sensory Discs ...........................368
Sensory Stones .........................190
Sensory Tiles .............................190
Sensory Tubes.......................... 227
Sensy Band .............................. 372
Sentence Building ....344, 340, 342
Sentence Strips ........................ 334

Sequencing ..............................288
Shape Viewers ..........................189
Shapes ..................................... 279
Shells ...................................161, 191
Shelving Units ....................... 88-91
Shopping Cart ...........................104
Shovels ...............................167, 192
Shuttle Ball ................................216
Sidewalk Chalk .........................182
Sight Guard ..............................220
Sight Word Sentences ..............341
Sight Word String-Ups ............. 354
Sight Words ..............................359
Sillishapes™ ..............................382
Simple Machines ............. 241, 242, 
   ....................... 243, 244, 245
Sit-A-Rounds ..............................82
Sit-Arounds................................. 83
Sit-Upons .................................... 83
Sitting Disc ................................377
Skate Park ................................ 278
Skeletons ........................ 228, 229
Sketchbooks .........................32-33
Skip Counting Wheel ................291
Slant Board ............. 345, 364, 392
Slide Reader ............................. 364
Smart Snacks® ................. 103, 385
Smocks ........................................16
Snap Circuits ............................248
Soap Dispenser.......................... 78
Soccer ...............................207, 221
Social Emotional 
 Learning .........................195-198
Sofas .......................................... 84
Soft Seating ....................82, 83, 84
Solar Cockroach Kit .................249
Solar System ............................240
Sorting ..............156, 183, 287, 288, 
   ...... 289, 292, 294, 295, 354
Sorting Boxes .....................158, 177
Sorting Kits ................................158
Sorting Shapes Cupcakes™ .......103
Sorting Stones............160, 185, 187
Sorting Table ............................. 177
Sorting Trays ..................... 183, 187
Sound ....................................... 247
Sound Box ................................366
Sound Cards ............................ 346
Sound Puzzles ..........................366
Space Science .........................240
Spatial Sense ....................309-313
Special Education ............ 366-396
Speed Ropes ............................222
Spelling ....................................359
Sphero Mini™ ............................ 267
Sphero® Bolt ............................268
Sphero® Code Mat
 & Activity Cards ................... 267
Sphero® indi™ ...........................265
Spikeball® ................................203
Spin Wheels ............................. 357
Spinners ............................ 281, 316
Sponges ..................................... 53
Spools ............................... 164, 165
Spray Bottles ............................... 14
Spring Scales ........................... 324
squishy circuits ........................248
Sqwooz™.................................... 371
Stack & Count Layer Cake™ ......103
Stamp Pads ................................20
Stampers ............................... 12, 13
STEM Class Kit ......................... 278
Stencils .......................................56

Step Stool ...................................92
Step-a-Forest ................... 201, 382
Step-A-Logs™ ............................203
Step-A-Stones ...........................201
Stilts  ........................................224
Stones ....................................... 161
Stopwatch ................................320
Storage ............. 85, 88-91, 93, 335
Story Starters ........................... 348
Story Stones ..............................188
Storytelling ............................... 354
Straps & Flags ............................211
Strawbees® ...................... 276, 277
Straws.........................................60
Straws & Connectors™ ..............130
Streamers ................................... 37
Stress Balls ............................... 372
Stretch Bands ........................... 376
Structures ................................. 275

T
Table Covers ...............................19
Table Tennis ..............................213
Tables ............................86, 94, 177
Tactile .......................................366
Tactile Cushion ..........................377
Tactile Paths .............................382
Tag Board ................................... 36
Tangle® .................................... 372
Tangrams .......... 280, 281, 284, 314
Tape  .......................................... 76
Tape Measures.........................323
Tasks Galore .....Inside Back Cover
Technology ....................... 253-278
Tegu  .........................................140
Telephone .................................104
Tempera Paint ....................... 21-25
Tempera Paint Cakes ..................21
Ten-Frame ....... 281, 285, 294, 299
Tennis ........................................215
Test Tubes ................................236
Tetherball ..................................218
Textured Squares ..................... 374
Textured Wands ..........................12
Theo the Therapy Dog ............. 376
Therapy Balls ...........................383
Thermometers .........................239
Threading ...........................157, 183
Three Bear Family® .................292
Timber Blocks ...........................140
Time  ................ 281, 285, 320, 321
Time Timer® ................. 77, 78, 320
Timers ......................................320
Tissue Paper .............................. 37
Toobaloo .......................... 364, 391
Tools  .........................................105
Tornado Tube ...........................239
Tote Trays ...................................85
Totes  ............................ 92, 93, 124
Tra�c Signs & Cones ...............202
Train Set .................................... 119
Tranquil Turtle® ........................368
Treasure Blocks ........................190
Treasure Tube ...........................190
Tree Blocks................................134
Tree Flakes ................................159
Triangles ...................................322
Trikes ................................ 199, 200
Trucks ..................................118, 119
Trundle Wheels ........................323
Tubation .....................................131
Tubs  ................................335, 336
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INDEX AND TERMS & CONDITIONS

WARNING:
CHOKING HAZARD
Small parts.
Not for children under 3 yrs.

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD
Children under 8 yrs. can choke or suffocate on 
uninflated or broken balloons. Adult supervision 
required. Keep uninflated balloons from 
children. Discard broken balloons at once.

WARNING:
CHOKING HAZARD
This toy is a small ball. Not for children 
under 3 yrs.

WARNING:
CHOKING HAZARD
Toy contains a small ball. Not for 
children under 3 yrs.

WARNING:
CHOKING HAZARD
This toy is a marble. Not for children 
under 3 yrs.

WARNING:
CHOKING HAZARD
Toy contains a marble. Not for children 
under 3 yrs.

 

T (CONTINUED)
Tu� Trays ...........................166, 180
Tumble Trax .............................. 276
Tuning Forks............................. 247
Tunnels ............................. 202, 381
Tutti Frutti™ Modeling Clay ..........51
Tweezers ..................190, 236, 385

U
Umbrella .................................... 177
Understanding Feelings ........... 197
Unifix® ............................. 298, 352
Utility Cups .................................. 14

V
Vallauris ......................................52
Vehicles ...............................118, 119
Vocabulary .............. 340, 341, 342, 
   ....... 345, 346, 347, 348, 350

Volleyballs .................................210
Volume ..................................... 324
Volumetric Solids ..................... 324

W
Water Cycles ............................238
Water Kits .................................252
Water Pots ...................................15
Watercolour Crayons ................. 48
Watercolour Paint ...................... 27
Watercolour Tray .........................15
Waterfall .....................................181
Watering Cans ...........................170
Wave Demonstration Spring .... 247
Wavy Path ........................ 202, 382
Weather ....................................239
Weather Stones.........................188
Weaving .................................... 157
Wedge Cushion .........................377
Weight & Resistance .........375-376

Weighted Animals .................... 375
Weighted Lap Pads .................. 376
Weighted Lizard ....................... 370
Weights .................................... 279
Wheel and Axels .......................241
Wheels ......................................165
WhisperPhone® ........................391
Whiteboards ............... 75, 351, 355
Wiggle Cushions ...............377, 378
Wiggle Eyes ...............................68
Wikki Stix .................................. 349
Window Markers ........................ 43
Wonder Stix™ .............................. 75
Wood Builder ............................132
Wood Crafts ...............................62
Wood People Shapes ...............159
Wood Shapes .............................62
Wooden Animals .......................134
Wooden Blocks ...........136, 139, 141
Wooden Buttons .............. 135, 384

Wooden Community Figures ....134
Wooden Discovery Boxes .........162
Wooden Figures ........................164
Wooden Flower Tray ......... 160, 187
Wooden People .......... 111, 179, 196
Wooden Sorting Tray ................162
Wooden Super Set ....................164
Wooden Treasures Sets ............162
Woodland Trees ........................135
Word Building .......... 340, 342, 352
Word Families .......................... 346
Word Flips ................................ 347
Word Formation 

Sand Trays ...................349, 390
Word Study Notebook ..............341
Workbench ................................105
Workbooks, Literacy .......359, 360, 
   ............................... 362, 363
Worry Stones .............................196
Wrist Weights ........................... 376

Write ‘N’ Wipe Boards.............325, 
   ............................... 355, 356
Writing Aids ..............................392
Writing C.L.A.W., The ........364, 393

X
X-Rays ......................227, 228, 233
XY Coordinate Pads .................325

Y
Yarn  ...........................................61
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All orders are processed to ship Monday through Friday. They are shipped 
via Canada Post. Once you receive your tracking information, it can take 
up to 24 business hours for the tracking to update.

We strive to uphold the highest levels of quality customer service. It is our 
ultimate goal at First Nation Goods is to create life-long customers and we 
will do everything in our power to ensure that your experience with us is 
one that makes you want to shop with us again and again.

ORDER PROCESSINGORDER PROCESSING

Our standard processing time is one to two business days for all items that 
are in stock. Processing times are not calculated into the estimated 
delivery times. Depending on the amount of orders that we receive over 
the weekend will also possibly delay your processing time.

Orders are not processed on weekends or Canadian Holidays. Extra time Orders are not processed on weekends or Canadian Holidays. Extra time 
maybe required for larger orders, orders requiring additional customer 
information, or out of stock items. 

1-877 838-5398 | Firstnationgoods@gmail.com




